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Abstract
Red dates are one of the most famous herbal plants in making traditional Chinese
medicine. They contain large amount of bioactive compounds. The objectives of this
research were to optimise the crude extract yield and total phenolic compounds (TPC)
yield from red dates using response surface methodology (RSM) and model the
extraction kinetics of TPC yield from red dates. Date fruits were dried in an oven under
temperatures 50°C, 60°C, 70°C and 80°C until a constant weight was obtained. The
optimum drying temperature was 60°C as it gave the highest crude extract yield and
TPC yield. Besides that, single factor experiments were used to determine the optimum
range of four extraction parameters which were: liquid-solid ratio (10-30 ml/g);
ultrasonic power (70-90%); extraction temperature (50-70°C); and extraction time (4060min). The optimum range of the four parameters were further optimised using the
Box-Behken Design (BBD) of RSM. The extraction conditions that gave the highest
crude extract yield and TPC yield were chosen. The optimum value for liquid-solid
ratio, ultrasonic power, extraction temperature and extraction time were 30ml/g, 70%,
60°C and 60 min respectively. The two equations generated from RSM were reliable
and can be used to predict the crude extract yield and TPC yield. The higher the
extraction temperature, liquid-solid ratio, and extraction time and lower ultrasonic
power, the higher the crude extract and TPC yield. Finally, the results of TPC yield
versus time based on the optimum extraction parameters from RSM optimisation were
fitted into three extraction kinetic models (Peleg’s model, Page’s model and
Ponomaryov’s model). It was found that the most suitable kinetic model to represent
the extraction process of TPC from red dates was Page’s model due to its coefficient of
determination (R2) was the closest to unity, 0.9663 while its root mean square error
(RMSE) was the closest to zero, 0.001534.
Keywords: Red dates, total phenolic compound (TPC), response surface methodology
(RSM), extraction kinetic models
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1. Introduction
Medical plants have similar properties as pharmaceutical drugs. They can be
used for medical purposes as they contain chemical compounds which help humans
with their health and prevent diseases. There are 21,000 plants around the world can be
used for medical purposes due to their high nutritional values according to World
Health Organization [1].
Red dates are described as ‘the king of nuts’ [2]. They are one of the most
famous and useful herbal plants in making traditional Chinese medicine. Red dates
contain a high level of Vitamin C which can help improve insomnia, protect the liver
and reduce cholesterol [3]. In addition, red dates also contain a large amount of total
phenolic compounds (TPC) that increases their antioxidant activity by removing free
radicals which cause cancer and other diseases [4].
For an accurate analysis, the optimisation of extraction process is needed.
Response Surface Methodology (RSM) is a useful tool to optimise extraction process.
It helps to lower the cost of the process and it gives better understanding of the
extraction process [5]. RSM has been applied successfully for Macadamia tetraphylla
and other herbal plants but no article is available regarding the optimisation of crude
extract yield and TPC yield of red dates [6].
From an engineering perspective, it is very helpful to do a mathematical
modeling of extraction processes. It is used to model the experiment, relate the
consumption of energy, time, solvent and other parameters to the extraction kinetics [7].
The widely used extraction kinetic models of antioxidant compounds included Peleg’s
model, Page’s model and Ponomaryoc’s model. To find the best fitted model of the
extraction process, the correlation coefficient (R2) and root mean square error (RMSE)
were calculated. The closer the R2 and RMSE to unity and zero respectively, the higher
the fit of predicted kinetic models to the experimental data.
To the best of author’s knowledge, the optimisation of crude extract yield, TPC
yield from red dates was not widely developed. The reported findings regarding the
antioxidant activity of TPC yield were inconsistent. There were also three commonly
used models were not widely used to describe the process of extraction of TPC from
red dates. They were Peleg’s model, Page’s model and Ponomaryov’s model.
One of the objectives of this research was to optimise the crude extract yield
and TPC yield of red dates using response surface methodology (RSM). Box-Behnken
Design (BBD) with three central points of RSM was used due to its high efficiency and
less number of experiments were required thus lowering the total cost [8]. Another
objective was to model the extraction kinetics of crude extract yield from red dates.
Among the mentioned three kinetic models (Peleg’s model, Page’s model and
Ponomaryov’s model), the best fitted extraction kinetic model was chosen to predict
the output of extraction process of TPC from red dates.
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2. Methodology
The methodology conducted to achieve the objectives of this research was
discussed in this section. Also, the analysis and justification of all tasks were included.
2.1 Ultrasonic Extraction of Total Phenolic Compounds from Red Dates
50 g of date fruits with no seeds were washed with tap water and dried in an
oven at 50, 60, 70 and 80ºC respectively until constant weight was obtained. The dried
fruit was grinded to powder using blender. 11g of red dates powder was extracted for
60 min with 165ml of pure ethanol as extraction solvent in an ultrasonic bath under
60°C. The ultrasonic bath was operated at 70% of input power and 37kW. After 60 min,
the mixture was placed in a rotary evaporator under 40 °C until crude extract was
observed. The crude extract was weighted to determine the crude extract yield.
2.2 Quantification of Total Phenolic Compound Yield from Red Dates
The quantification of TPC yield from red dates was carried out by using gallic
acid as a standard [4]. 0.1g of crude extract was dissolved in 1.5ml of distilled water.
5ml of 10 % of Folin-Ciocalteu phenol reagent, 4ml of 7 % of Na2CO3 and 1ml of
extract were mixed together. After 1 hour, the mixture was poured into 96-well plate.
The first row of the 96 well plate was filled with 0.2 ml of pure ethanol to act as blank
solution. The 96-well plate was then placed into microplate spectrophotometer to
measure its absorbance at 765 nm. The amount of gallic acid from red dates were
determined by referring to the calibration curve of gallic acid plotted. Concentration of
TPC was calculated using Eq. (1).
g GAE

Concentration of TPC (g extract) =

𝐶𝑡 𝑉𝑡
𝑊1

× 10−6

(1)

where Ct is the concentration of gallic acid in sample extract (μg/ml), Vt is the total
volume of the sample extract (ml), W1 is the dry weight of extract (g).
2.3 Selection of Best Drying Temperature and Single Factor Experiments
The best drying temperature of red dates among four different drying
temperatures (50, 60, 70 and 80°C) was determined. The drying temperature that gave
the highest crude extract and TPC yield was selected as the optimum drying temperature.
Single factor experiments were used to study the four parameters (liquid-solid
ratio, ultrasonic power, extraction temperature and extraction time) individually and
determine the optimum range of four parameters for RSM. Crude extract yield and TPC
yield of red dates were obtained by following the experimental design which was
created by varying one factor and others were kept at their midpoint.
2.4 Optimisation of Extraction Conditions
Box-Behken Design (BBD) of response surface methodology was used to
optimise extraction conditions based on the optimum ranges determined from single
factor experiments. The experiments were carried out by referring to the Design of
3
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Experiment (DOE) of BBD which was created using Design Expert software 7.0. The
crude extract yield and TPC yield of TPC were determined by following the DOE
created. The experiments were repeated for three times. Their average values were used
to compare to determine the optimum combination of each parameter. The extraction
conditions that give the highest results are chosen as the optimum extraction conditions.
Besides that, the validations of optimum extraction conditions were achieved as the
difference between the crude extract and TPC yield based on the optimum extraction
conditions and the calculated results from the two equations provided from RSM were
less than 10 %.
2.5 Mathematical Modeling of Extraction Kinetic Model for Red Dates
Three widely used extraction kinetic models, Peleg’s model, Page’s model and
Ponomaryov’s model were used to describe the process of extraction of TPC from red
dates mathematically. The equation of Peleg’s model, Page’s model and Ponomaryov’s
model were showed in Eq. (2), (3) and (4) respectively. The results of TPC yield under
optimum extraction conditions were fitted to the three extraction kinetic models
respectively. The constants’ values of each models and the coefficient value of R2 and
RMSE were determined using Matlab Curve Fitting Tool 2017. Based on the values of
R2 and RMSE obtained, the best fitted extraction kinetic model to the experiment was
chosen. Furthermore, the results of TPC yield of three samples at different time were
substituted into the best fitted extraction kinetic models. The validation of the best
kinetic model was achieved as the difference of TPC yield calculated using the best
fitted model and experimental value was less than 10%.
Peleg’s model: 𝐶(𝑡) = C0 + K
Page’s model: 𝐶(𝑡) = 𝑒 −k𝑡

𝑡

(2)

1 +K2 𝑡

n

(3)

𝐶

Ponomaryov’s model: 1 − 𝐶𝑡 = b + k 3 𝑡

(4)

𝑒

Where C(t) is the concentration of TPC at time t (mg/gpowder), C0 is the initial
concentration of TPC (mg/gpowder), K1 is Peleg’s rate constant (min gpowder/mg), K2 is
Peleg’s capacity constant (gpowder/mg), k and n are Page’s constant, Ce is the equilibrium
concentration of TPC in the plants (mg/gpowder), b is washing coefficient and k3 is slow
extraction coefficient (min-1).
3. Results and Discussions
Based on the methodology described, discussions of results are separated into
four sessions, which are determination of the optimum drying temperature, analysis of
single factor experiments, analysis of response surface methodology and fitting the
extraction kinetic models of red dates. The data was expressed as the average of three
replicates ± standard deviation.
3.1 Determination of the Optimum Drying Temperature
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Red dates were dried under four different drying temperatures, which were 50,
60, 70 and 80°C. The effects of drying temperature on crude extract and TPC yield of
red dates were listed in Table 1. Based on Table 1, the crude extract and TPC yield of
red dates increased with higher drying temperature up to 60°C. The heating affects the
bioavailability of total phenolic compounds [9]. The heat energy provided during
drying process may break the connections between phenolic compounds and the fibre
of red dates which is insoluble. Hence, the releasing of phenolic compounds throughout
drying process has showed that the bioavailability of total phenolic compounds is
increased by heating. Thus, the crude extract and TPC yield increased together with
high drying temperature up to 60°C.
However, at drying temperature of 70 and 80°C, the crude extract and TPC yield
of red dates started to decrease. The possible reason may be the thermal degradation of
total phenolic compounds started from high drying temperature 70°C [10]. Similar to
the results of previous findings, in this research, the optimum drying temperature was
60°C as the highest crude extract and TPC yield were obtained under drying
temperature of 60°C [11].
Table 1. Effects of drying temperature on crude extract and TPC yield
Temperature (°C)
50
60
70
80

Crude extract yield (g)
4.44±0.067
4.56±0.089
4.41±0.022
4.37±0.038

TPC yield (g GAE/g extract)
0.022±0.00006
0.023±0.00009
0.022±0.00004
0.021±0.00001

3.2 Analysis of Single Factor Experiments
Single factor experiments were conducted to determine the optimum range of each
factor for RSM. The four factors involved were liquid-solid ratio, ultrasonic power,
extraction temperature and extraction time. The effects of each factor on crude extract
and TPC yield were further discussed in section 3.3.1 to 3.3.4.
3.2.1 Effect of Liquid-Solid Ratio on Crude Extract and TPC Yield

Based on Fig. 1, the concentration of TPC increased together with liquid-solid
ratio. The concentration of TPC increased from 0.005±0.0001 to 0.0277±0.0007g
GAE/g extract and the crude extract yield increased from 1.032±0.0009 to 1.905±0.053
g when the liquid-solid ratio increased from 10 to 30 ml/g. The two graphs are having
similar trend. This was because more solutes can be dissolved into solvent as the
volume of solvent was larger and the contact area of solute and solvent increased [5].
At the same time, as the contact area of solute and solvent increased, the rate of mass
transfer of total phenolic compounds from cell into solvent increased, thus resulting
higher TPC yield. Hence, the optimum range of liquid-solid ratio for RSM was 10 to
30 ml/g as they gave the three highest concentration of TPC.
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Figure 1. Effects of liquid-solid ratio on crude extract yield (1a) and TPC yield (1b).
3.2.2 Effect of Ultrasonic Power on Crude Extract and TPC Yield 2a
Ultrasonic power is another factor that affects TPC and crude extract yield.
Based on Fig. 2, the TPC and crude extract yield were having the similar trend. The
concentration of TPC increased from 0.0132±0.0001 to 0.0198±0.00004 g GAE/ g
extract and the crude extract yield increased from 1.385±0.023 to 1.889±0.0429 g with
higher ultrasonic power up to 80%. This may due to the cavitation shear stress created
by ultrasound to break the cell wall of red dates increased, thus, more TPC was able to
diffuse out from the cell wall into solvent [12]. As reported from previous research,
TPC is having higher stability at higher ultrasonic power [13]. Thus, more TPC was
found in the solvent and the crude extract was heavier after removing the solvent.
However, under ultrasonic power of 90%, the concentration of TPC was slightly
decreased from 0.0198±0.00004 to 0.0197±0.0005 g GAE/ g extract while the crude
extract yield decreased from 1.889±0.0429 to 1.785±0.0247g. The small decrement of
the two responses might due to the TPC yield has become saturated as the phenolic
compounds have been dissolved into the solvent. Besides that, at 100% of ultrasonic
power, a large decrement of concentration can be seen in Fig. 2. The concentration of
TPC decreased might due to the degradation of TPC [14]. Hence, the optimum range
of ultrasonic power for RSM was 70 to 90%.
0.025

Concentration of
TPC (g GAE/g
extract)

Crude extract yield
(g)

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5

0.0

0.020
0.015
0.010
0.005
0.000

50

70
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110

50

Ultrasonic Power (%)

2a.

70

90

Ultrasonic Power (%)

110

2b.

Figure 2. Effects of ultrasonic power on crude extract yield (2a) and TPC yield (2b).
3.2.3 Effect of Extraction Temperature on Crude Extract and TPC Yield
Based on Fig. 3, the crude extract yield increased rapidly from 1.465±0.0365 to
1.805±0.0337g and the concentration of TPC increased from 0.0138±0.0003 to
0.0232±0.0003 g GAE/g extract as the extraction temperature was getting higher up to
60°C. The positive effects of extraction temperature on the responses could be due to
6
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the molecules gained the energy provided by heating up the extract in the ultrasonic
bath. The molecules vibrated violently when they gained the energy and broke the
connections between the cell wall and TPC. Thus, TPC was able to diffuse into the
solvent more easily. TPC is also readily stable under higher extraction temperature up
to 60°C [15]. Apart from that, the solubility of molecules in red dates increased together
with extraction temperature [16].

0.030

2.0

Concentration of TPC
(g GAE/g extract)

Crude extract yield (g)

From Fig. 3, the crude extract yield and concentration of TPC dropped from
1.805±0.0337 to 1.775±0.0266g and 0.0232±0.0004 to 0.0198±0.0001 g GAE/g extract
respectively when the extraction temperature increased to 70°C. It could be due to the
decreasing of cavitation effect by ultrasonic with the increasing of extraction
temperature. It caused lesser cavitation bubbles to collapse at the surface of red dates
and thus, lesser TPC was extracted. Furthermore, TPC was proved to be thermosensitive and they underwent degradation at temperatures beyond 60°C [5]. Thus, the
optimum range of extraction temperature for RSM was 50 to 70°C.
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Figure 3. Effects of extraction temp. on crude extract yield (3a) and TPC yield (3b).
3.2.4 Effect of Extraction Time on Crude Extract and TPC Yield
Based on Fig. 4, it can be seen that the concentration of TPC increased from
0.0211±0.0004 to 0.0225±0.0002 g GAE/g extract at the beginning but started to
decrease from 0.0225±0.0002 to 0.0219±0.0001 g GAE/g extract when extraction time
exceeded 50 min. The crude extract yield increased from 1.695±0.0365 to
2.007±0.0744 g for extraction time below 50 min and decreased from 2.007±0.0744 to
1.953±0.0126 g for extraction time more than 50 min.
At extraction time of 40 min, the TPC and crude extract yield and were lower
because there wasn’t sufficient time for the extraction process to reach equilibrium. The
rate of mass transfer of total phenolic compounds from red dates into solvent increased
significantly with extraction time until 50 min. The concentration of TPC has reached
equilibrium state at extraction time of 50 min as it gave the highest TPC yield. For
extraction time longer than 50 min, the TPC yield decreased rapidly. It could be due to
the total phenolic compounds were not stable and they started to decompose [17].
Another reason might be more impurities were extracted from red dates by cavitation
effect and affected the purity of TPC. Hence, the optimum range of extraction time for
RSM was 40 to 60 min.
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Figure 4. Effects of extraction time on crude extract yield (4a) and TPC yield (4b).
3.3 Analysis of Response Surface Methodology
Based on the results obtained from single factor experiments, the range of
liquid-solid ratio (A), ultrasonic power (B), extraction temperature (C) and extraction
time (D) were 20-30ml/g, 70-90%, 50-70°C and 40-60min respectively. The range of
parameters were then used to create design of experiments using Design Expert
software 7.0 and the experimental results were listed in Table 2. The results were
expressed in the average of three runs ± standard deviation.
Table 2. Experimental crude extract and TPC yield for RSM
Run
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

A
25
20
20
25
30
20
25
30
25
30
25
25
30
25
25
20
30
30
25
20
25
25
25
20

B
70
80
80
70
90
80
80
80
70
80
90
80
80
90
80
80
80
70
90
70
80
90
70
90

C
50
70
60
70
60
50
60
70
60
60
60
60
60
50
70
60
50
60
70
60
60
60
60
60

D
50
50
60
50
50
50
50
50
40
60
40
50
40
50
60
40
50
50
50
50
50
60
60
50

Crude extract yield (g) TPC yield (g GAE/g extract)
2.045±0.032
0.0224±0.0002
1.755±0.014
0.0195±0.0002
1.855±0.011
0.0298±0.0006
2.175±0.074
0.0245±0.0001
2.025±0.051
0.0302±0.0008
1.315±0.020
0.0265±0.0002
1.875±0.024
0.0285±0.0001
2.065±0.083
0.0187±0.0001
1.715±0.021
0.0269±0.0006
2.175±0.022
0.0298±0.0009
1.625±0.008
0.0273±0.0006
1.945±0.017
0.0278±0.0003
1.865±0.026
0.0272±0.0003
1.545±0.009
0.0258±0.0004
1.785±0.013
0.0155±0.0003
1.585±0.016
0.0269±0.0002
1.745±0.007
0.027±0.0007
2.065±0.002
0.0299±0.0008
2.045±0.044
0.0165±0.0004
1.635±0.059
0.0281±0.0004
2.075±0.006
0.0277±0.0006
1.875±0.033
0.032±0.0001
1.845±0.041
0.0317±0.0001
1.855±0.005
0.0244±0.0001
8
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25
26
27
28

25
25
25
25

80
80
80
80

60
70
50
50

50
40
60
40

2.075±0.052
2.015±0.093
1.715±0.021
0.845±0.015

0.0286±0.0003
0.0184±0.0006
0.0259±0.0002
0.0194±0.0003

Based on Table 2, the range of crude extract yield was 0.845-2.175g, TPC yield
was 0.0165-0.032 g GAE/g extract. However, the experiment with highest TPC yield
did not give the highest crude extract yield. Thus, for this research, optimising TPC
yield of red dates was the main objective. The optimised conditions determined were
30ml/g of liquid-solid ratio, 70% of ultrasonic power, 60°C of extraction temperature
and 60min of extraction time. The validation was achieved as the difference between
experimental and predicted TPC yield was 9.45% which was less than 10%.
3.3.1 ANOVA for Crude Extract Yield
ANOVA is a statistical method to analyse the significance of parameters. The
parameter is considered significant with P-value less than 0.05. Based on Table 3,
liquid-solid ratio (A), extraction temperature (C), extraction time (D) and the interaction
of extraction temperature and time (CD) affected the crude extract yield significantly.
Ultrasonic power (B) and all the interactions of the four parameters were not significant
due to their large P-value. Furthermore, the quadratic model can be used to explain the
responses of crude extract yield due to its low p-value 0.0029 (p < 0.05). In addition,
the p-value of lack of fit (P = 0.1939) indicated the lack of fit for this model was not
significant. In other words, the quadratic model was highly fitted to the experimental
data of crude extract yield.
Table 3.ANOVA for crude extract yield
Source
Model
A
B
C
D
AB
AC
AD
BC
BD
CD
A2
B2
C2
D2
Residual
Lack of Fit
Pure Error
Cor Total

Sum of squares
1.82
0.31
0.022
0.58
0.21
0.017
0.0036
0.0004
0.034
0.0036
0.30
0.017
0.0007594
0.16
0.20
0.33
0.30
0.030
2.15

df
14
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
13
10
3
27

Mean square
0.13
0.31
0.022
0.58
0.21
0.017
0.0036
0.0004
0.034
0.0036
0.30
0.017
0.0007594
0.16
0.20
0.026
0.03
0.00982

9

F value
5.08
12.27
0.85
22.55
8.35
0.66
0.14
0.016
1.34
0.14
11.84
0.65
0.030
6.29
7.82

P-value
0.0029
0.0039
0.3739
0.0004
0.0127
0.4308
0.7135
0.9024
0.2680
0.7135
0.0044
0.4356
0.8658
0.0261
0.0151

3.06

0.1939
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The relationships of linear, interaction and quadratic effects of each parameters
were expressed in a quadratic equation, Eq.(5). Eq.(5) can also be used to predict the
crude extract yield under different extraction conditions.

Crude extract yield =

 17.3675  0.26733 A  0.0603 B  0.29692 C
 0.33183 D  0.0013 AB  0.0006 AC  0.0002 AD
 0.000925 BC  0.00003 BD  0.00275 CD  0.0021 A2

(5)

 0.00001125 B 2  0.0016375 C 2  0.001825 D 2
To simplify the quadratic equation created using Design Expert Software Version 7.0,
the non-significant (P > 0.05) factors and interactions were removed. The simplified
equation, Eq (6) was showed below:
Crude extract yield =

 19.0265  0.0323 A  0.3460 C
 0.3526 D  0.00275 CD  0.001555 C 2  0.001743 D 2

(6)

The correlation coefficient (R2) of Eq.(6) was 0.7987 while the R2 of Eq.(5) was
0.8455. The R2 of Eq.(5) was higher than Eq.(6). It can be said that the predicted
responses value from Eq.(5) were closer to the fitted regression line compared to Eq.(6).
Thus, Eq.(5) was suitable to be used to predict crude extract yield instead of Eq.(6).
The parameters with positive coefficient from Eq.(5) gave positive effects to
crude extract yield while the parameters with negative coefficient gave negative effects
to crude extract yield. Based on Eq.(5), the coefficients of liquid-solid ratio, extraction
temperature and time were positive. Thus, the crude extract yield increases together
with liquid-solid ratio, extraction temperature and time.
3.3.2 ANOVA for TPC Yield
Based on Table 4, extraction temperature (C), extraction time (D), the
interaction of ultrasonic power and extraction temperature (BC), ultrasonic power and
extraction time (BD) and quadratic term of extraction temperature (C2) were significant
in affecting TPC yield due to their low p-values (P < 0.05). The other parameters and
interactions of the four parameters were not significant as their p-values were more than
0.05. In addition, the p-value of quadratic model for TPC yield was 0.0016. The
experimental results were highly fitted to the quadratic model due to its low p-value.
The lack of fit of the model was also calculated using Design Expert Software Version
7.0 to analyse the error in the model. The value of lack of fit of this quadratic model
was 0.5342, which was less than 0.05. It can be said that the quadratic model was very
close to the responses of experimental TPC yield.
Table 4. ANOVA for TPC yield
Source
Model
A
B
C
D
AB

Sum of squares
0.0004675
0.000003715
0.000003203
0.00007489
0.00003571
0.000004

df
14
1
1
1
1
1

Mean square
0.00003339
0.000003715
0.000003203
0.00007489
0.00003571
0.000004
10

F value
5.78
0.64
0.55
12.96
6.18
0.69

p-value
0.0016
0.4370
0.4697
0.0032
0.0273
0.4204
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AC
8.327x10-8
1
8.327 x10-8
0.014
0.9063
AD
0.000001823
1
0.000001823
0.32
0.5839
BC
0.00002704
1
0.00002704
4.68
0.0497
-9
-9
BD
2.5 x10
1
2.5 x10
0.0006891
0.9795
CD
0.00000484
1
0.00000484
0.84
0.3767
0.000007066
1
0.000007066
1.22
0.2888
A2
0.000006551
1
0.000006551
1.13
0.3063
B2
0.0002364
1
0.0002364
40.92
< 0.0001
C2
-7
-7
2.226 x10
1
2.226 x10
0.039
0.8474
D2
Residual
0.0000751
13
0.00000577
Lack of Fit
0.00005885
10
0.000005885
1.09
0.5342
Pure Error
0.00001625
3
0.000005417
Cor Total
0.0005426
27
A quadratic equation, Eq.(7) was formed to predict the TPC yield under
different conditions. The coefficients of extraction temperature and time were positive
while the coefficient of liquid-solid ratio ultrasonic power were negative. Hence, the
TPC yield increases if lower liquid-solid ratio, lower ultrasonic power, extraction
temperature and time are used.

 0.19853  0.00451 A  0.000663 B  0.00984 C
TPC yield =

 0.000688 D  2  10 5 AB  2.886  10 6 AC  1.35  10 5 AD
 2.6  10 5 BC  2.5  10 7 BD  1.1  10 5 CD

(7)

 4.34  10 5 A2  1.05  10 5 B 2  6.27  10 5 C 2  1.93  10 6 D 2
By removing the non-significant factors and interaction, Eq.(7) was simplified to Eq.(8).
TPC yield = 0.028  0.002498 C  0.001725 D  0.0026 BC  0.0066 C 2

(8)

The correlation coefficients (R2) of Eq.(7) and Eq.(8) were 0.9173 and 0.8042
respectively. The R2 of Eq.(7) dropped from 0.9173 to 0.8042 after simplifying. By
considering more factors and interactions, the predicted values determined using Eq.(7)
were closer to the regression line. Thus, Eq. (7) was highly suitable to be used to predict
the TPC yield due to its high R2 value, 0.9173.
3.4 Fitting the Extraction Kinetic Models of Red Dates
In this research, the experimental data was compared with the predicted data
using three kinetic models (Peleg’s model, Page’s model, Ponomaryov’s model). Fig.
5-7 show the comparison graphs of experimental data and the three mentioned kinetic
models respectively. The results are showed in Table 5.
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Figure 5. Fittings of Peleg's model (5a), Page's (5b) and Ponomaryov's model (5c)
Table 5 Root mean square error (RMSE), coefficient of determination (R2) and models'
constants of kinetic models
Model
Peleg’s model
Page’s model
Ponomaryov’s model

Model’s constants
K1=148.1, K2=39.65
k=5.241, n=-0.08715
k3=0.02623, b=2.157, Ce=-0.009102

R2
0.824
0.9663
0.716

RMSE
0.003506
0.001534
0.004652

The calculated models’ constants were showed in Table 5. As shown in Fig. 5,
the line of predicted data calculated using Page’s model passed through the most
experimental data points compared to the rest of kinetic models. In addition, R 2 and
RMSE of each model were calculated using Matlab Curve Fitting Tool 2017. The
experimental data is highly fitted to the kinetic model if the value of R2 is close to unity
while RMSE is close to zero. Based on Table 5, the model with the highest R2, 0.9663
and lowest RMSE, 0.001534 was Page’s model. Therefore, Page’s model was the most
suitable to describe the extraction process of TPC from red dates among the mentioned
models. The fittings of the mentioned models were in order of: Page’s model > Peleg’s
model > Ponomaryov model.
Validation of extraction kinetic model was carried out to ensure that the most
suitable kinetic model (Page’s model) to describe the extraction process of TPC from
red dates is reliable. The experimental results of TPC yield under optimum extractions
at 45 min, 65 min and 85 min were compared with the predicted data calculated using
Page’s model, Eq. (9). The differences of experimental and predicted data are showed
in Table 6.
Page’s model: 𝐶(𝑡) = 𝑒 −(5.241×𝑡

−0.08715 )

(9)

Table 6. Difference of experimental and predicted TPC yield
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Extraction time (min)
45
65
85

TPC yield (g GAE/g extract)
Experimental
Predicted
0.0253±0.0002
0.0233
0.0250±0.0004
0.0262
0.0259±0.0002
0.0285

Difference (%)
8.20
4.83
9.97

Based on Table 6, the differences between experimental and predicted TPC
yield at extraction time 45, 65 and 85 min were 8.2%, 4.83% and 9.97% respectively.
The validation of extraction kinetic model was achieved as the differences between
experimental and predicted TPC yield were less than 10%. Therefore, Page’s model
was most reliable and most suitable to be used to predict the TPC yield of red dates at
different extraction times.
4. Conclusion
In this research, the optimised conditions to extract total phenolic compounds
from red dates were determined using response surface methodology. The optimum
value for liquid-solid ratio, ultrasonic power, extraction temperature and extraction time
were 30ml/g, 70%, 60°C and 60 min respectively. Besides that, among three extraction
kinetic models, Page’s model is the most suitable to be used to describe the extraction
kinetics of total phenolic compounds of red dates due to its coefficient of determination
(R2) was the closest to unity, 0.9663 while its root mean square error (RMSE) was the
closest to zero, 0.001534.
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Abstract
Banana peels which are the waste in abundance, are used to extract valuable pectin. The
gelling ability of the pectin has gained attention in food and pharmaceutical industries.
This research aims to select the best drying kinetic model for banana peels and also
optimize the ultrasound extraction process of pectin using Box-Behnken response
surface design (BBD). Determination of gelling mechanism of pectin using degree of
esterification (DE) is also focused in this research. In this study, oven drying with
temperature 50C was chosen as the best drying temperature as it gave the highest
extraction yield. Furthermore, The new model, Page-Two-term model was selected as
the best model to describe the drying kinetics of banana peels due to highest R2 value
(0.9991) and lowest RMSE value (0.001). BBD was also used to optimise the extraction
temperature, extraction time and solid-liquid ratio (SLR) to obtain the highest pectin
yield. The optimal conditions were 75C extraction temperature, 23 min extraction time
and 1:33.3 g/ml SLR with maximum predicted pectin yield of 6.19%. The actual pectin
yield extracted using the optimal conditions were 6.08±0.2% which was in close
agreement with the predicted value with only small error percentage of 1.78%.
Likewise, the DE for both pectins extracted using unoptimised and optimised
conditions were 71.92±1.38% and 76.1±2.07% respectively. Both of the pectins were
classified as high-methoxyl pectins as the DE of both pectins were above 50%. Besides
that, the pectin with higher DE also indicated that the rate of gel formation is higher.
According to the results, it can be concluded that the pectin did not degraded yet the
pectin yield and gelling time has successfully improved after optimised the pectin
extraction process using BBD. From this study, banana peel revealed as a potential
alternative pectin source due to the comprising results.
Keywords: Banana peels, Pectin, Drying kinetics, RSM, Degree of esterification.
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1. Introduction
Banana (Musa) is one of the popular food crops that can found in the world
market. Banana is generally processed into value-added product such as chips and jam.
Because of the high demands of banana products, abundant of banana peels are
produced every day and it has reported that about 39000 tons of banana peels are
generated annually in U.S [1]. Hence, many scientists tend to find out the application
of the banana peels to reduce the industrial waste and a valuable compound, pectin is
found in the banana peels [2].
Pectin is a polysaccharide that consists of ∝-(1,4) galacturonic acid [1]. It is
widely used as gelling agent for puree and jelly preparation [1]. Pectin is also proved
to have wound healing and cholesterol-lowering effects [3]. Pectin is categorized based
on the gelling mechanism using degree of esterification (DE) [2]. Pectin can be divided
into low-methoxyl (LM) pectin (DE < 50%) and high-methoxyl (HM) pectin (DE >
50%). LM pectin forms gels under divalent ions whereas HM pectin form gels under
high sugar concentration solution [4]. Likewise, the gel formation rate of pectin can be
determined by DE. Pectin is classified as slow gelling (DE 58-65%) or fast gelling (DE >
72%) [2]. It is important to analyze the esterification degree of pectin because it is used
to determine the suitability of end products [2].
Drying is the primary process prior to pectin extraction process. It is normally
performed using natural sunlight or artificial dryer such as oven [5]. Drying is used to
preserve the quality and extend the shelf life of the foodstuffs by reducing the moisture
content to desired level [6]. Sun drying is the conventional method to preserve
foodstuffs as it is renewable and low in cost. Yet, large-scale production is not always
preferred to use sun drying [7]. Hence, artificial dryer is the alternative to provide
uniform and fast drying process. With regards to this, both methods were studied in this
research.
Thin-layer drying kinetic models are the mathematical modelling that used to
predict the drying behaviour and time of food products [6]. Many popular drying
models such as Page, Logarithmic, Henderson and Pabis models have successfully
described the drying kinetics of various plants [5], [8, 9]. Besides, some new models
have developed to improve the accuracy [5], [10]. For instances, a new model which
combined the Page and Two-term drying models has proved to give a promising results
for cocoa beans [5]. These two models are chosen because both of them give favourable
fitting in many applications according to past experience [5]. Yet, this new model,
Page-two-term model has only been used in cocoa beans [5]. Regarding to this, this
model was performed in this research to study the potential of this new model applies
on banana peels and also compared with the Page and Two-term models.
Extraction of pectin can be achieved using acid, ultrasound-assisted (UAE) and
microwave-assisted extraction (MAE) [11]. However, UAE which used the acoustic
energy to break the cell wall, has gained a lot of attention these years [12]. This is
because UAE reduces the extraction time and increases the extraction yield with lower
energy consumption [12]. With this respect, UAE was selected to extract the pectin
from banana peels in this research.
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To the best of author’s knowledge, no research has been conducted to study
both drying kinetics and optimisation of pectin extraction from banana peels using RSM
together [13, 14]. Hence, the present study is carried out with the objectives as follows:
1. To select the best drying models to describe the drying process of banana peels.
2. To optimise the pectin yield with different extraction parameters (extraction
temperature, extraction time and solid-liquid ratio) using Box-Behnken
response surface design (BBD).
3. To determine the gelling mechanism of pectin based on degree of esterification
using titrimetric method of Food Chemical Codex 1981.
2. Methodology
This section discusses about the methods that carried out in this research in
order to accomplish the objectives.
2.1 Pre-treatment of Banana Peels
Ripened banana peels were collected from a commercial fruit juice store in
Taylor’s University, Subang Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia. 100 g of banana peels were
washed with distilled water to remove dirt on the surface before cutting into slices.
2.2 Drying of Banana Peels
In this research, the oven drying was compared with the conventional method
which is sun drying. The drying method that produced the highest pectin yield was
selected for modelling. The initial moisture content of the samples was measured using
moisture analyser (Model XM50, Precisa Gravimetrics AG, Switzerland) to estimate
the bone-dry weight before drying. All the samples were spread evenly in single layer
on an aluminium tray to avoid any overlapping.
For sun drying, the samples were dried under the sun from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
tempered from 5 p.m. to 9 a.m. until it reached constant weight [6]. Weighing balance
(Model TX423L, Shimadzu, Japan) was used to measure the weight of the samples.
The surrounding temperature (32C), humidity (79.7%) and wind velocity (2.6 m/s)
were measured using HVAC datalogger (Model DO2003, Delta OHM, Italy). For oven
drying, The peels were dried in an oven (Model UN75, Memmert, Germany) with
different temperature 40C, 50C, 60C and 70C until the weight of samples reached
constant.
After drying, the dried banana peels were grinded into powder using a grinder
(Model BL-1525 BG OEM, China). The powdered peels were kept in polyethylene bag
at room temperature for further analysis.

2.3 Mathematical Modeling and Statistical Analysis
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The optimum drying method and temperature that produced the highest pectin
yield was used to study the drying kinetic models. 100g of pre-treated banana peels
were dried using the optimum drying method/temperature and the weight loss of the
banana peels was measured every 5 minutes until constant weight was obtained. The
moisture content (𝑀𝐶) and moisture ratio (𝑀𝑅) of banana peels were calculated using
Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) [5], [15].
𝑀𝐶 (dry basis) =

𝑤𝑖 −𝑤𝑑𝑏

(1)

𝑤𝑖

where, 𝑤𝑖 is the initial weight of the sample (g) and 𝑤𝑑𝑏 is the bone-dry weight (g).
𝑀−𝑀𝑒

𝑀𝑅 = 𝑀

(2)

𝑜 −𝑀𝑒

where, 𝑀𝑜 is the initial moisture content, 𝑀 is the moisture content at time and 𝑀𝑒 is
the moisture content at equilibrium.
The experimental data were fitted into the three drying kinetic models as shown
in Table 1. Microsoft Excel SOLVER 2016 was used for non-linear regression analysis
[5]. In non-linear regression analysis, statistical indicators, coefficient of determination
(R2 ) and root mean square error (RMSE) were used to determine the fitting goodness
[5], [15]. The formula of R2 and RMSE are as follow.
∑𝑁 (𝑀𝑅

)2

−𝑀𝑅

𝐸𝑥𝑝.𝑖
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑.𝑖
R2 = 1 − ∑𝑖=1
𝑁 (𝑀𝑅
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅)2
−𝑀𝑅
𝑖=1

𝐸𝑥𝑝.𝑖

(3)

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑.𝑖

1

2
RMSE = √𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑀𝑅𝐸𝑥𝑝.𝑖 − 𝑀𝑅𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑.𝑖 )

(4)

where, z is the constant number, N is the data number has run, 𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑖 and 𝑀𝑅𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑,𝑖
are the experimental and predicted moisture ratio value respectively.
Table 1. Drying kinetic models
No.
1
2
3

Model
Page
Two-term
Page-Two-term

Equation
n
𝑀𝑅 = 𝑒 −k𝑡
𝑀𝑅 = a𝑒 −k𝑡 + c𝑒 −g𝑡
n
n
𝑀𝑅 = a𝑒 −k𝑡 + c𝑒 −g𝑡

Ref.
[17]
[5]
[5]

2.4 Ultrasound-assisted Extraction (UAE) of Pectin
The UAE process was conducted based on publication with minor modification
[11, 12]. Four gram of powdered banana peels was added into 0.1 M of citric acid with
pH 1.5 and SLR 1:30 g/ml. The mixture was then placed in the ultrasonic water bath
(Elmasonic P120H, Elma, Germany) with temperature 80˚C and sonicated for 60 min.
The power and frequency of sonicator are set to 80 W and 37 kHz respectively. The
mixture was left to cool down and then filtered out using a vacuum filtration. The
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filtrate was precipitated using 95% of ethanol with ethanol-to-filtrate ratio 2:1 v/v. The
precipitate and filtrate were then separated using a centrifuge (Scanspeed 1236MG,
LaboGene, Denmark) at 6000 RPM for about 30 min. The precipitated pectin was
rinsed with 95% ethanol thrice to remove impurities and then dried in the oven with
temperature 50 ˚C for 12 hours. The pectin yield based on the total peels used for
extraction was calculated using Eq. (5).
Pectin yield (%) =

weight of dried pectin (g)
initial weight of dried banana peel powder (g)

× 100

(5)
2.5 Experimental Design using RSM
Box-Behnken Design (BBD) in Design Expert 7.0 Software was used to
optimize the pectin extraction conditions from banana peels. Three independent
variables (𝑋1 : extraction temperature, 𝑋2 : extraction time and 𝑋3 : solid-liquid ratio)
were employed as these factors were found to be important in affecting the pectin yield
based on previous study from publication [18]. For each factor, the level of the factor
was chosen by taking the reference from previous work [18]. The three variables with
their corresponding coded and actual values is shown in Table 2. By inserting the
parameters and levels into BBD, 17 sets of experiment with different extraction
conditions were developed as shown in Table 6. The variables in different level
combination arranged by the BBD were used for pectin extraction using UAE method
as mentioned in Section 2.4.
Table 2. Extraction parameters and levels
Extraction Parameters

Code

Extraction temperature (C)
Extraction time (min)
Solid-liquid ratio (w/v)

𝑋1
𝑋2
𝑋3

-1
60
20
1:20

Levels
0
70
40
1:30

1
80
60
1:40

2.6 Statistical Analysis and Validation of Optimal Conditions
Design Expert Statistical 7.0 Software was used to study the experimental data
with regression analysis. F-test at P-value (0.05) was used to assess the significance of
regression coefficients [7]. The regression model adequacy was evaluated by
coefficient of determination, R2 and adjusted R2 [7]. Besides that, the significant
independent variables in the model were assessed using ANOVA with confidence level
95%. Response surface graphs were then generated using the regression coefficients.
The optimum extraction conditions that obtained from BBD were carried out an
experiment. Experimental and predicted values were compared to validate the model
and error of less than 5% between both values indicates a good fit [15].
2.7 Determination of Degree of Esterification (DE)
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The esterification degree (DE) of the sample was determined using titration
method with a little modification from publication of [4]. 2 ml of ethanol was added to
0.2 g of dried pectin and the mixture was then dissolved in 20ml of distilled water. The
mixture was stirred continuously until the pectin was completely dissolved. 3 drops of
phenolphthalein were added to the mixture and 0.1M of NaOH was used to titrate the
mixture until it turned into pale pink. The titration volume (V 1) was recorded. Next, the
mixture was added with 10ml of 0.1M NaOH and stirred continuously for an hour. 10ml
of 0.1M HCl was added and the mixture was shaken until the colour of pale pink
disappeared. 3 drops of phenolphthalein were added and 0.1M NaOH was used to titrate
the mixture until it turned into pale pink. The titration volume (V2) is recorded. The
experiment was repeated for three times. The DE was calculated using Eq. (6).
𝑉

1
DE(%) = 𝑉 +𝑉
× 100
2

(6)

1

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Selection of Drying Process and Drying Temperature
Sun drying (conventional method) and oven drying were compared to select the
suitable drying method for banana peels. The drying method was selected based on the
highest pectin yield. Since the temperature in the oven can be adjusted, different
temperature (40C, 50C, 60C and 70C) were also tested to select the optimum
temperature based on the extraction yield. The pectin yield obtained from sun drying
and oven drying was tabulated in the following Table 3. According to the results, oven
drying with temperature of 50C was selected as it gave a highest pectin yield.
Table 3. Pectin yield at different drying process
Method
Sun drying

Temperature (C)
32

Pectin Yield (%)
1.38±0.07

Oven drying

40
50
60
70

2.84±0.12
2.88±0.07
1.92±0.09
1.78±0.08

Sun drying gave the lowest pectin yield (1.38±0.07%) due to rainy season on
September 2017. The drying process became less effective as the average daytime
temperature was only about 32C with low wind velocity of 2.6 m/s and high humidity
of 79.7%. These conditions increased the enzymatic degradation since the moisture in
the peels could not be removed as soon as possible and this activated the
microbiological activity, leading to spoilage of the peels [19]. Thus, the cell structure
had destroyed by microbiological activity and this resulted in low pectin yield. The
limitation of sun drying is the samples could only dry at day time with sunlight whereas
oven drying does not have this limitation. Hence, the samples were able to dehydrate
faster than sun drying to prevent microbiological spoilage to produce higher pectin.
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For oven drying, results showed that the pectin yield increased from 40C to
50C and started to decrease after 50C. Temperature of 50C gave the highest pectin
yield (2.88±0.07%) while 70C gave the lowest pectin yield (1.78±0.08%). This could
be explained as at low temperature, the heat energy was not strong enough to eliminate
the moisture as soon as possible and this led to samples spoilage due to microbiological
activity [19]. Yet, high temperature dried and harden the peels surface, blocking the
moisture to escape [20]. This is also called as “case hardening” [20]. In other words,
high temperature dried the food outside but inside still remained moist. This caused the
moisture inside the peels could not be evaporated and the trapped moisture caused
bacteria growth and spoilage, resulting in low pectin yield [20].
3.2 Drying Kinetics and Modeling
The initial moisture content of the banana peels before drying was measured as
92.15%. It is normal to have high initial moisture content because most of the fruits
contain more than 90% of water [21]. It is important to measure the initial moisture
content because it is used to estimate the bone-dry weight of the sample. The collected
moisture content data was converted to moisture ratio and then plotted in graph as
shown in Figure 1. Referring to Figure 1, moisture ratio decreased continuously with
time and remained constant after 1400 min. The exponential decreasing curve also
shows that internal mass transfer had governed by diffusion [15]. The constant zero
moisture ratio at the later phase of the process indicated that the moisture of the samples
were fully removed. The moisture ratio data was then fitted to the drying models and
the following table 4 shows the goodness of fit of each drying model.
1
0.9

Moisture Ratio

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

200

400

600

800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600

Drying Time (min)

Figure 1. Graph of moisture ratio against drying time
Table 4. The fitness of different models at 50C drying temperature
No.
1

Model name
Page

2

Two-term

Coefficients and Constants
n = 1.164, k = 0.001098
a = 0.0181, k = 1.4819,
c = 1.0359, g = 0.00297
21

RMSE
𝐑𝟐
0.9975 0.0026
0.9947 0.0056
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3

Page-Two-term

a = 0.09, k = 0.00405, c = 0.9012,
g =0.000207, n = 1.4221

0.9991

0.001

According to Table 4, the fitting goodness of the models according to the
statistical indicators ( R2 and RMSE) were in the order of: Page-Two-term > Page >
Two-term. Page-two-term was selected as the best-fitted drying model to describe the
drying process of banana peels as it gave the highest R2 value (0.9991) and lowest
RMSE value (0.001). Similar result has been obtained in cocoa beans plant in previous
study [5]. Since Page-Two-term model is the new model that specially developed to
describe the drying kinetics of cocoa beans, it can be concluded that this new model is
also applicable in banana peels according to the satisfactory results.
3.3 Experimental Design and Regression Analysis
17 experiments were conducted according to the conditions arranged by BBD
as shown in Table 5. The experimental results showed the pectin yield ranging from
2.75% to 6.03%. Experiment 17 (𝑋1 = 70C, 𝑋2 = 20 min and 𝑋3 = 1:20) gave the
maximum pectin yield (6.03%±0.11%) whereas experiment 1 (𝑋1= 60C, 𝑋2 = 40 min
and 𝑋3 = 1:20) gave the minimum pectin yield with only 2.75%±0.13%. The influence
of extraction parameters on pectin yield was discussed in details in Section 3.4.
Table 5. Box-Behnken design with experimental and predicted pectin yield
Std

Run

5
1
8
16
12
14
11
3
17
6
7
4
10
13
9
15
2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Temp, 𝑿𝟏
(C)
60
60
80
70
70
70
70
60
70
80
60
80
70
70
70
70
80

Time, 𝑿𝟐
(min)
40
20
40
40
60
40
20
60
40
40
40
60
60
40
20
40
20

SLR, 𝑿𝟑
(g/ml)
1:20
1:30
1:40
1:30
1:40
1:30
1:40
1:30
1:30
1:20
1:40
1:30
1:20
1:30
1:20
1:30
1:30

Pectin Yield, 𝒀 (%)
Experimental Predicted
2.725
2.75±0.13
4.278
4.50±0.15
4.525
4.50±0.10
5.540
6.00±0.14
3.503
3.75±0.18
5.540
5.20±0.09
5.804
5.75±0.28
3.578
3.50±0.13
5.540
5.50±0.08
4.682
4.85±0.13
3.167
3.00±0.10
5.221
5.00±0.22
4.946
5.00±0.15
5.540
5.60±0.13
4.076
3.83±0.15
5.540
5.40±0.17
5.951
6.03±0.11

In addition, Table 6 below shows the regression analysis based on the
experimental results. ANOVA was used to study the model adequacy and the
significant of corresponding variables. Based on rule of thumb, high F-value and pvalue lower than 0.05 indicate the model and variable are significant. Referring to the
results, quadratic model fitted adequately to the experimental results due to large F22
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value (19.45) and small p-value (0.004). Likewise, R2 and adjusted R2 are used to
check for the model adequacy and suitability. The experimental and predicted values
showed a good correlation due to high value of R2 (0.9616) and adjusted R2 (0.9121)
[1]. Besides, adequate precision measures the error related to the predicted response
and the desirable value is above 4 [1]. The results showed that the model’s adequate
precision value was 13.839 which denoted that the model can be used inside the
operation region [1].
Likewise, the significant of the corresponding variables on pectin yield (𝑌) can
also be determined by F-value and p-value in Table 6 as shown as below. The higher
the F-value and the smaller the p-value, the more significant the variable is. Linear term
of extraction temperature (𝑋1 ) had the largest effect because of highest F-value and
smallest p-value, followed by the quadratic term of extraction temperature (𝑋1 2 ) and
SLR (𝑋3 2 ) and the interaction term of 𝑋2 𝑋3 whilst extraction time (𝑋2 ) showed the
least significant influence on the pectin yield. However, the results revealed that linear
term of SLR (𝑋3 ), quadratic effect of extraction time (𝑋2 2 ) and interaction effect of
𝑋1 𝑋2 and 𝑋2 𝑋3 did not have significant effects due to p-values more than 0.05. The
following Eq. (7) is the polynomial equation that formulated by the surface model to
describe the relationship between the extraction parameters and pectin yield.
𝑌 (%) = −55.405 + 1.24237𝑋1 + 0.10112𝑋2 + 0.85263𝑋3 − 0.0000375𝑋1 𝑋2 −
0.0015𝑋1 𝑋3 − 0.0039625𝑋2 𝑋3 − 0.00795𝑋1 2 + 0.00003125𝑋2 2 − 0.0097𝑋3 2 (7)
Referring to Eq. (7), the coefficient with higher value indicates it has higher
impact on the response. Linear variables (𝑋1, 𝑋2 and 𝑋3) and quadratic variable (𝑋2 2 )
had positive effect on the pectin yield due to positive coefficients in the equation.
Positive coefficient indicated the variable was directly proportional to the response
value. Oppositely, negative coefficients of interactions (𝑋1𝑋2 , 𝑋1 𝑋3 and 𝑋2 𝑋3 ) and
quadratic variables ( 𝑋1 2 and 𝑋3 2 ) indicated negative effect on the pectin yield.
Negative coefficient showed a curvilinear relationship between the variable and
response [23]. Curvilinear relationship means the response increases with the variables
(negative coefficient) only up to certain point and starts to decrease after that.
Table 6. Variance analysis for quadratic model of response surface
Source

DF

Mean Square

F-value

p-value

9
1
1
1
1

Sum of
Square
16.18
5.49
1.02
0.041
2.25× 10−4

Model
𝑋1
𝑋2
𝑋3
𝑋1 𝑋2

1.80
5.49
1.02
0.041
2.25× 10−4

0.0004
0.0001
0.0126
0.5285
0.9620

1
1
1
1
1

0.090
2.51
2.66
6.579× 10−4
3.96

0.090
2.51
2.66
6.579× 10−4
3.96

19.45
59.47
11.07
0.44
2.435×
10−3
0.97
27.19
28.80
7.12110−3
42.88

𝑋1 𝑋3
𝑋2 𝑋3
𝑋1 2
𝑋2 2
𝑋3 2

23

0.3565
0.0012
0.0010
0.9351
0.0003
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Residual
Lack of Fit
Pure Error
Cor Total
Std. Dev.
Mean
R2
Adj-R2
Adeq Precision

7
3
4
16
0.30
4.72
0.9616
0.9121
13.839

0.65
0.29
0.35
16.82

0.092
0.098
0.088

1.12

0.4412

3.4 Effect of Extraction Parameters
The relationship between the extraction variable was studied with the help of
three-dimensional (3-D) response surface graphs in Figure 2 and the influence of
extraction variables on response was discussed in Section 3.4.1 to 3.4.3.

(b)

(a)

(c)
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Figure 2. Influence of extraction variables on pectin yield. (a) Time vs temperature at
1:30 g/m SLR. (b) SLR vs temperature at 40 minutes. (c) SLR vs time at 70C
temperature.
3.4.1 Effect of Extraction Temperature on Pectin Yield
Fig. 2 shows that pectin yield increased significantly with temperature. The
pectin yield decreased slowly after reaching the temperature of 76C. Similar results
has been obtained from previous study of [14]. Increasing temperature disrupt the
hydrogen bonds and ester linkages, enhancing the solvent penetration to cause higher
extraction yield [12]. However, further increasing the temperature decreases the
viscosity and surface tension of the extraction solvent [14]. This reduces the cavitation
effects and mass transfer intensity, leading to low pectin yield [14]. Moreover, previous
study has also reported that high temperature caused thermal degradation of pectin and
this resulted in low pectin yield [24].
3.4.2 Effect of Solid to Liquid Ratio (SLR) on Pectin Yield
Pectin yield was found to increase with SLR until approximately 1:30 g/ml and
further increase the solvent volume results in low extraction yield even though SLR
was not the significant influence factor according to ANOVA. Similar trend has been
found in previous work of [14]. Other than that, 1:30 g/ml of SLR has also been found
to produce maximum pectin yield in previous research of [18]. This can be explained
as increasing the volume of extraction solvent enhanced the driving force for mass
transfer during extraction, leading to higher pectin released into the surrounding solvent
[25]. Yet, excess amount of solvent decreased the pectin yield because the solvent was
saturated with the solute and this reduced the penetration and mass transfer rate of the
pectin into the extraction solvent [26].
3.4.3 Effect of Extraction Time on Pectin Yield
Based on the ANOVA results in Table 7 and Fig. 2c, the extraction time and
SLR had significant relationship. At low SLR, the pectin yield increased with extraction
time whilst the pectin yield decreased with time at high SLR. This can be explained as
at low SLR, the driving force is low due to less amount of extraction solvent hence,
more reaction time is required for the mass transfer of pectin to the solution [25].
Nonetheless, the pectin yield decreased with longer sonication time at high SLR
because the structure of pectin side chain was destructed and decomposed after
prolonged exposure of excessive ultrasound waves [24]. Other than that, as mentioned
in Section 3.4.2, high SLR saturated the extraction solvent and this reduced the mass
transfer between the pectin and the solvent. Therefore, longer extraction time at high
SLR resulted in low extraction yield.
3.5 Determination and Validation of Optimal Extraction Conditions
The optimum extraction conditions (extraction temperature, extraction time and
SLR) generated by the Design Expert 7.0 Software were 74.34C, 22.73 min and 1:33.3
g/ml respectively with the predicted pectin yield of 6.19%. By considering the
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operability and limitation of apparatus in real process, the optimal extraction
temperature and extraction time were round off to 75C and 23 min respectively. The
suitability of optimized conditions was validated experimentally. The experimental
pectin yield obtained was 6.08% ± 0.2% while the error percentage based on the
predicted value was only 1.78 %. The small deviation between the experimental and
predicted value might due to the decimal place of the extraction conditions value was
round off for operability. Using the unoptimised conditions, only 5% of pectin yield
was obtained but the yield had successfully improved by 21.66% after optimisation.
3.6 Esterification Degree of Pectin Before and After Optimisation
The degree of esterification (DE) of the pectin before and after optimisation
were compared to determine the gelling mechanism. The DE of the pectin before and
optimisation were found as 71.92%±1.38% and 76.1%±2.07% respectively. Both of
the DE values were acceptable because the tissue pectin is usually in the range of 60 to
90% [2]. However, the DE of pectin after optimisation was slightly higher than the
pectin before optimisation because of lower temperature was used in optimised
conditions. Previous research has reported that DE values reduced with higher
temperature because the methly esterified carboxyl groups that presented in the pectin
chains could be destroyed at high temperature [27].
Since both DE values were above 50%, the pectins were classified as high
methoxyl (HM) pectins which can form gel with high sugar concentration. In food
industry, HM pectin is suitable to process into high sugar jam and canned food [30].
Besides, the pectins were also classified as fast gelling pectins as the DE values were
more than 71% [28]. Since the setting rate increased with DE values, the optimized
pectin could form gels faster than the pectin before optimisation due to higher DE value
[29]. Based on the results, it can be concluded that, the type of gel formation remained
unchanged after optimisation yet the gelling speed had improved.
4. Conclusion
In this study, oven drying with 50C was suggested as the optimum drying
temperature for banana peels because it provided the highest pectin yield. Among three
drying models (Page, Two-term and Page-Two-term), Page-Two-term Model was
selected as the most suitable model to describe the drying kinetic of banana peels with
0.9991 R2 value and 0.001 RMSE. Three extraction conditions of pectin extraction
from banana peels were optimized using Box-Behnken Design and the optimal
conditions were 75C of extraction temperature, 23 min of extraction time and 1:33.3
g/ml of SLR. Using the optimal conditions, the experimental pectin yield was found as
6.08±0.2% which was not much different with the predicted yield of 6.19%. After
optimised the extraction process, the isolated pectin was still remained as highmethoxyl pectin (DE>50%) yet the extraction yield and gelling time had successfully
improved.
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Abstract
Solar energy is typically collected through photovoltaic (PV) to generate electricity or
through thermal collectors as heat energy, they are generally utilised separately. This
project is done with the purpose of integrating the two systems to improve the energy
efficiency. The idea of this photovoltaic-thermal (PVT) setup design is to
simultaneously cool the PV panel so it can operate at a lower temperature thus higher
electrical efficiency and also store the thermal energy. The experimental data shows
that the PVT setup increased the electrical efficiency of the standard PV setup from
1.64% to 2.15%. The integration of the thermal collector also allowed 37.25% of solar
energy to be stored as thermal energy. The standard PV setup harnessed only 1.64% of
the solar energy whereas the PVT setup achieved 39.4%. Different flowrates were
tested to determine its effects on the PVT setup’s electrical and thermal efficiency. The
various flowrate does not significantly impact the electrical efficiency since it did not
significantly impact the cooling of the panel. The various flowrates resulted in
fluctuating thermal efficiencies, the relation between the two is inconclusive in this
project.

Keywords: Photovoltaic (PV), Photovoltaic-thermal (PVT), Electrical Efficiency,
Thermal Efficiency
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1. Introduction
Current world energy demand is largely fulfilled by fossil fuel. Fossil fuel has the
advantages over renewable energy that it is well documented and has much more
developed technology to harness the energy it provides. However, there are many
reasons for us to move on to renewable energies such as solar, wind, geothermal and so
on. Conventional coal-fired plants is the top generator all around the world but the
process comes with large amounts of greenhouse gases and are unsustainable with the
sources depleting. Figure 1 below shows the 2016 statistics of power generation and
the methods used.
Renewables (Solar,
Geothermal, Wind,
Heat, etc.), 6.3%

Nuclear,
10.6%
Coal, 40.8%
Hydropower, 16.4%

Oil, 4.3%

Natural Gas, 21.6%

Figure 6: Sources of Global Electricity Generation[1]
With cutting down the usage of fossil fuel to generate power as a target, this
project approaches it through attempting to improve current methods of harnessing
solar energy. Present methods of collecting solar energy falls to two categories,
photovoltaic (PV) and thermal energy. Photovoltaics uses semiconducting materials
which are capable of converting light into electricity, whereas thermal collectors are
self-explanatory, where a collector is used to collect heat radiated from the light source.
Only a small amount of the solar energy can be harnessed by the PV panels,
which are due to factors such as the current limitations of the technology. Standard
monocrystalline panels can operate at roughly 15%-20% efficiency where the
remaining solar energy are converted into thermal energy and are wasted.
The proposed method to increase solar energy harnessed is to retrofit a thermal
system to a standard monocrystalline panel, where the integrated system is expected to
operate at a higher efficiency. The design is to attach a heat sink to the back of the solar
panel with thermal compound in between to allow heat to transfer from the panel to the
heat sink. The heat sink is submerged into a body of water where it transfers the heat to
a water storage tank through a copper tube. The idea of this design is to simultaneously
cool the panel which improves operating efficiency and harness the thermal energy.
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2. Methodology
2.1 Setup Design and Fabrication
Solar panels generally are sold in the market without any heat dissipation modifications,
where the panels are usually installed individually. That meant the fabrication of heat
sinks to suitable specifications are required, SEMS Sdn. Bhd. agreed to arrange a heat
sink in the desired dimensions. Due to limited budget, it is not viable to fabricate a
custom heat sink from scratch. Figure 2 shows the solar panel with the heat sink
attached to the underside of the monocrystalline panel.

Figure 2: PVT Panel Setup
To avoid short circuit of the wirings, the wiring housing are sealed with silicone
glue which are water proof. The space between the panel and the heat sink are filled
with thermal compound Kafuter K-5211, that prevents air pockets which reduces the
effectiveness of heat transfer between the two layers.

Figure 7: Overall Experimental Setup
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The experiment will be done indoors to keep factors such as ambient temperature,
fluctuating solar energy as consistent as possible. The overall setup can be seen in
Figure 3 above, where the lightbulbs are placed directly above the panel that are used
to provided consistent light energy. The heat sink is submerged in water within a
Perspex container that has water being cycled through a water storage tank. The metal
box on the right of the water storage tank holds the electronics such as the pyranometer
and the data-logger.
2.2 Experimental Procedures
The steps below were taken to obtain the electrical and thermal performance:
i.

Adjust the power supplied to the water pump at 12V.

ii.

Switch on the lights.

iii.

Start the data-logger.

iv.

Start the EpSolar Monitoring Software.

v.

Allow the setup to continue for 10 minutes.

vi.

Collect data and switch off water pump and lights.

vii.

Experiment is repeated at different water pump power supply after water storage
tank return to ambient temperature.

The panel temperature is observed throughout the experiment to ensure it does not
exceed 70°C as it can cause permanent damage to the panel which reduces its operating
efficiency.
2.3 Electrical Efficiency
The electrical efficiency of the solar panel was calculated using the equation below:
ηelec =

Vm Im
AR

Where ηelec = electrical efficiency
Vm

= maximum power point voltage, V

Im

= maximum power point current, A

A

= panel area, m2

R

= solar radiation, W/m2
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2.4 Thermal Efficiency
At steady state, the PVT thermal performance can be calculated using the equation
below:
thermal energy collected
ηT = total amount of solar energy
ηT =

mCp (To −Ti )
ARt

Where

ηT

= thermal efficiency

m

= water mass, kg

Cp

= specific heat capacity, kJ/kg.K

To

= outlet temperature, K

Ti

= inlet temperature, K

A

= panel area, m2

R

= direct solar radiation, W/m2

t

= time, s

3. Results
3.1 Electrical Efficiency
3.1.1 Difference in Standard PV and PVT Setup
The difference between a standard monocrystalline PV setup and the novel PVT setup
fabricated for this project is observed. The factors for both setups such as ambient
temperature, distance of panel to lightbulbs and more are kept as consistent as possible.
The power generated are recorded using EpSolar Monitoring Software. Figure 4 below
shows the irradiance and the power generated by the PV setup throughout the
experiment. At the peak of the power generated by the solar panel, the PV setup
achieved a 3.77% electrical efficiency. This setup recorded an average efficiency of
1.64%.

Figure 4: Real Time Power Graph of PV Panel
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Figure 5 below shows the results of the PVT setup, with the water pump running
at 8.4 L/min. It is measured at 4.62% maximum electrical efficiency and 2.15% average
electrical efficiency.

Figure 5: Real Time Power Graph of PVT Setup
3.1.2 Difference in Flowrate of PVT Setup
By using an adjustable AC/DC converter, the flowrate flowing into the Perspex
container are set to 3.9 L/min, 5.3 L/min, 6.4 L/min and 8.4 L/min. The flowrates are
respectively due to the voltage fed to the water pump being 6V, 7.5V, 9V and 12V.
Table 1: Water Pump Flow Rate at the Corresponding Voltages
Voltage Supplied
6.0V
7.5V
9.0V
12.0V

Flow Rate (L/min)
3.9
5.3
6.4
8.4

The electrical power generated between the four experiments are recorded and
graphed together to be compared in Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6: Real Time Power Graph at Different Flow Rates
Figure 6 shows that after the electrical generation stops fluctuating around two
minutes into the experiment, the flowrate does not significantly impact the electrical
power generated by the panel.
3.2 Thermal Efficiency
The same experimental procedures are used to determine the thermal performance of
the PVT setup. The temperature of the water in the storage tank is recorded and the
difference between the beginning and the end of the experiment is tabulated as below.
Table 7: Difference of Water Temperature
Water Flowrate

Temperature Difference (°C)

3.9 L/min

1.9

5.3 L/min

1.1

6.4 L/min

2.3

8.4 L/min

1.4

By using the formulae mentioned in subsection 2.4, the thermal efficiency of
the setup can be calculated. The heat capacity of water is assumed to be at 4184 J/kgK.
Table 3 below shows the resulting thermal efficiency of the PVT setup at various
flowrates.
Table 3: Different Flowrates and the Corresponding Thermal Performance
Experiment

Water Flowrate

Average Irradiance

Thermal Efficiency

1

3.9 L/min

704.10

48.25%

2

5.3 L/min

705.57

27.88%

3

6.4 L/min

715.77

57.46%

4

8.4 L/min

672.01

37.25%
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3.3 Combined Efficiency
The combined efficiency of the standard PV setup and the fabricated PVT setup are
compared. Combined efficiency refers to the sum of both thermal efficiency and the
electrical efficiency. It is used to compare whether the integration of thermal collector
to the standard PV panel will yield an improvement in harnessing solar energy.
The combined efficiency of the PVT system resulted in 39.4% efficiency while
the standard PV setup can only harness electrical energy, thus only operates at 1.64%
efficiency in harnessing solar energy.
4. Conclusion
The integration of a thermal system which simultaneously cools the panel and collect
thermal energy allowed the solar panel to operate at a higher efficiency. The standard
PV setup is rated at 1.64% electrical efficiency while the PVT setup is rated at 2.15%.
The decreasing power generated over time can be attributed to the increasing
temperature of the panel, illustrated in Figure 7 below where the PVT setup is shown
dissipating heat better than the standard PV setup.

Panel Surface Temperature vs. Time
80

Temperature (°C)

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Time (min)
Standard PV

PVT Setup

Figure 7: Temperature of PV Panel Surface Over Time
The PVT setup boasts a much improved combined efficiency in harnessing solar
energy, from 1.64% to 39.4% of solar energy collected which deems that integration of
thermal system to an existing PV setup successful in terms of improving energy
efficiency.
The effects on how the flowrate affect the electrical efficiency and thermal
efficiency are also studied in this project. It seems that the flow rate does not
significantly impact the electrical efficiency. Whereas the thermal efficiency of the
PVT setup fluctuates and the relationship between the two could not be defined.
However, it should be noted that the solar panels provided could be unreliable
as typical monocrystalline panels operates at roughly 15% efficiency, while the panels
used only operated around 2%.
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Abstract
Sago palm (Metroxylan Sagu) is one of the underutilised crops that can potentially
produce staple food for human, especially in Asia’s Region. Sago starch, which can be
obtained from the trunks of sago balm contains high carbohydrates. Sago starch can be
produced via sago starch extraction process (SSEP). During the SSEP, several types of
sago wastes are generated such as sago fiber (SF), sago bark (SB) and sago wastewater
(SW). With the increase in production of existing factories and sago mills, the sago
industrial practice in waste disposal management is gaining more attention, thus
implementation of effective waste management is vital. One of the promising ways to
have effective waste management is to create value out of the sago wastes. In a recent
study, the feasibility of a sago-based refinery, which is a facility to convert sago wastes
into value-added products (e.g., bio-ethanol and energy). The study found that it is
feasible to have a sago-based refinery in sago industry. The introduction of other
product alternatives (e.g., bio-butanol and bio-hydrogen) towards utilisation of sago
wastes to create value added products while considering the environmental impact has
not been considered for sago value chain. Hence, an optimum sago value chain, which
involved conversion activities of sago wastes into value-added products, is aimed to be
synthesised in this work. The optimum sago value chain will be evaluated based on
profit and carbon emissions using fuzzy-based optimisation approach via a commercial
optimisation software, Lingo 16.0. To illustrate the application of the developed
approach, an industrial case study has been solved. As results, the optimum pathway
for bioconversion of sago waste is to produce bio-ethanol through fermentation and
power through CHP system.
Keywords: Sago Industry, Waste-to-Wealth, Optimisation, Process Synthesis
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1. Introduction
Sago palm (Metroxylan Sagu) is one of the underutilised crops that can
potentially produce staple food for human, especially in Asia’s Region. The sago palm
produces sago starch which contains high carbohydrates that can be obtained from the
trunks of sago palm. Such palm is an excellent crop for sustainable agriculture due to
its ability to thrive in most soil conditions and it requires only one time planting that
has the ability of self-sustain by producing its young tree, also known as suckers or
tillers [1]. It can also be served as an income for poverty alleviation as it is commonly
planted in rural areas [2].
Karim et al. [3] states that, under optimal farming practices, up to 25 metric
tonnes of sago starch per hectare annually can be achieved, which is roughly 3 - 4 times
the starch yield of staple crops such as rice (6 tonnes/ha/yr) or wheat (5 tonnes/ha/yr)
[2], [4]. Sago starch can be produced via sago starch extraction process (SSEP) as
shown in Figure 1. As shown, there are several types of sago wastes that are generated
during the process, namely sago fiber (SF), sago bark (SB) and sago wastewater
(SW)[4].
Sago Logs

Debarking

Sago
Bark

Rasping

Fibre
Separation

Sieving

Sago
Fibre

Starch water
separation

Filtration

Starch

Drying
and
Packaging

Sago
Waste
Water

Figure 8: Block Flow Diagram of SSEP
In current industrial practices, SB is used as timber fuel for firing or will be
disposed around the mills to be used as flooring material [4]. SF is used as animal feed,
otherwise, it will be released into nearby streams along with SW. According to Adeni
et al. [5], SW, combined with SF, represents high organic materials, chemical oxygen
demand (COD) and biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), which does not comply to the
discharged regulations set in Environmental Quality Act, 1974. The installation of
pollution control devices can be costly, approximately 20-50% of the total investment
for a large scale production mill, which is not preferred by producers in this relatively
low value commodity industry [5]. SF and SB, which are lignocellulosic waste (LCW),
contains residue starch which can be converted into value added products such as
glucose, which can be further refined to higher value product such as bio-fuels.
To address the aforementioned issues, a viable alternative is to create value out
of the sago wastes to improve the current performance of sago value chain. As
mentioned, SF and SB could be utilised for the production of value added products (i.e.,
ethanol, organic acids, enzymes and others)[6]. However, the idea of converting sago
wastes into valuable products is still in its infancy. In most recently, Wan et al. [7]
studied the feasibility of a sago-based refinery, which is a facility to convert sago wastes
into value-added products (e.g., bio-ethanol and energy). The study results showed that
it is feasible to convert sago wastes (SB and SF) into bioethanol and energy in sagobased refinery. In addition, Wan and her co-authors [8] also conducted a value chain
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analysis for sago industry to determine the optimum value chain pathway for sago
industry. Value chain is a set of activities that are done to design, produce, market,
deliver and support the product created by a party [9]. First proposed by Michael Porter,
value chain divides break down a chain of activities into individual parts to scrutinise
the dynamics of activities in order to reveal its strength and weaknesses, thus
identifying value creation opportunities. Application of value chain in the sago industry
has been pioneered by a study done by Wan et al. [8], whom developed a value chain
to improve the sustainability of the industry to identify value creation opportunities.
However, the conversion of sago wastes into value-added products had not been
considered in the sago value chain. Therefore, in order to further improve the economic
and environmental performance of the sago value chain, this study aims to expand the
previous work done by Wan et al [8], by introducing alternatives towards utilisation of
sago wastes to create value added products while considering the environmental impact
done to the sago value chain. Error! Reference source not found. showed the sago
value chain done by Wan et al. [9] and the sago value chain has been expanded in this
work by considering value added product conversion technologies (i.e., technology 1,
intermediates products, technology 2, and value-added products).

Plantations

Bioresources
(Sago Logs)

Sago Mills

Ports

Products
(Sago Starch)

Customers

Plantations

Bioresources
(Sago Logs)

Sago Mills

Intermediates

Technology 1

Products
(Sago Wastes)

Technology 2

Value Added
Product

Figure 9: Proposed Value Chain of Sago Industry in this Study
Douglas et al. [10] adapted fuzzy-based optimisation approach based on ‘maxmin’ aggregation to synthesis of a sustainable integrated bio-refinery. The author’s
study did not identify the optimal value chain in the sago industry. However, the author
has proven that fuzzy-based optimisation approach can be used to obtain an optimal
pathway from a superstructure, while considering the economic and environmental
impact. Therefore, in order to further improve the economic and environmental
performance of the sago value chain, this study aims to expand the previous work done
by Wan et al. [11], by introducing alternatives towards utilisation of sago wastes to
create value added products to maximise profit, while minimising environmental
impact done of the sago value chain. To determine the optimum pathway in this, a
fuzzy-based optimisation approach will be developed in this work to find an optimal
solution to the multi-objective model in this study. To illustrate the application of
proposed model, a real industrial case study has been solved.
2. Methodology
Error! Reference source not found.3 illustrates the methodology using the
fuzzy-based optimisation approach. First step is to determine the superstructure based
on the layers of activities from the proposed value chain in this study. Then, the
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objectives of the study have to be set and relevant data needs to be collected based on
the objective set. In this study, the objective of maximising profit and minimising CFP
of the sago value chain is set for synthesis of an optimal value chain for sago waste
conversion. Profit and CFP objectives are contradictory. Therefore, a fuzzy-based
optimisation approach has to be developed. Douglas et al. [10] Following the fuzzybased optimization approach, the mass balance has to be formulated, as well as the
formulation of equations necessary for all objective functions, which in this case, is the
profit and CFP equations. The developed formulations are then solved using a
commercial optimization software Lingo V.16.

Understand the value chain to develop a superstructure
Consisting of activities in the proposed value chain

Develop generic formulation for mass balance

Set the objectives to be considered in the proposed
value chain

Develop generic formulation for all objectives functions
(e.g., formulation for CFP and Profit, etc.)

Develop formulation for fuzzy optimisation by
integrating all objectives into a single parameter, fuzzy
degree of optimisation, λ

Collect data that related to the set footprints

Set objective functions (e.g., minimise CFP, maximise
profit, etc.)

Pre-determine fuzzy limit from initial evaluation and
substitute upper and lower limits into fuzzy
optimisation formulations

Are the objective contradicting naturally?

Solve all objectives simultaneously by maximising λ to
obtain optimum solution

No
Use single
optimisation model

Yes
Use fuzzy-based
optimisation approach

Figure 10 : Methodology Flow Chart for Fuzzy-Based Optimisation Approach
To illustrate the alternatives stages of the value chain, superstructure is first
developed. As shown in Figure 4, the superstructure illustrates the seven layers of
activities that is considered in the value chain proposed in this study. With reference to
the approach used by Wan et al. [8], the activity starts from the harvesting palms from
a set of plantation g ϵ G with annual available palm Fgav , processed and converted to a
set of bio-resource m ϵ M , which is limited to only sago logs in this study. The sago
logs are then sent to a set of sago mill f ϵ F with starch production capability Ffstarch.lim .
The sago mill f turns the bio-resource m into a set product p ϵ P based on the amount of
starch produced from the sago mill, which in the case of this study, represents the sago
wastes. In the study of Wan et al.[8], the product considered in the author’s study is just
sago starch in the product p layer. However, in this study, sago starch would not be
focused, unlike as shown in the works of Wan et al. [8]. Sago wastes (e.g., SB, SF, SW)
will be considered in this study instead.
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The sago waste is then sent to a set of conversion technologies 1 c ϵ C to produce
a set of Intermediate product d ϵ D. Intermediate product d is then sent for further
processing in a set of technology 2 e ϵ E to produce a set of end product z ϵ Z. To model
this superstructure, mathematical equations have been formulated in following sections.
Plantation

Bioresource

Sago Mills

Feedstock

Tech 1

Intermediate

Tech 2

gϵG

mϵM

fϵF

pϵP

cϵC

dϵD

eϵE

g=1

m=1

f=1

p=1

c=1
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e=1

g=2

`
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`

f=2

`

p=2

`

c=2

`

d=2

`

e=2

End
product

zϵZ
z=1

`

z=2

g=3

m=3

f=3

p=3

c=3

d=3

e=3

z=3

g=n

m=n

f=n

p=n

c=n

d=n

e=n

z=n

Figure 11: Generic Superstructure

2.1 Mass Balance Equations
The mass balance for the first four layers of activities illustrated by the value
chain in this study is adopted from the work done by Wan et al [8]. The total number
of palms harvested Fgout (palm/y) from plantation g has to be less than available palms
to ensure a sustainable harvesting process, as:
g

Fgav  Fgout

(1)

Harvested sago palms from plantation g are then converted into bio-resource m before
its sent to sago mill f. Currently, the only bio-resource m sent to sago mills are sago
logs. Therefore, given the conversion of palms to sago logs Xg,log , the total amount of
sago logs sent to sago mill f , Fgin,log (log/y) can be determined via:
g

Fgin,log, f  Fgout
, f X g ,log

(2)

The total sago logs transported to sago mill f is the determined via:
G

Ffin   Fgin,log, f

f

(3)

g 1

It is noted that sago logs can be transported via roads or river. However, only road
transportation is considered in this study, similar to the study done by Wan et al.[8].
Given a lorry capacity Clorry
weightlim (t/trip) and weight per log Wlog (t/log), the number of trips
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needed to transport the sago logs from plantation g to sago mill f ngtrip, f (trip) is
determined via
n

trip
g, f



Fgin,log, f Wlog

g f

lorry
Cweight
lim

(4)

In sago mill f, the sago logs are converted into sago starch, producing sago wastes as
by-products, labelled as product p in this study. To calculate the amount of starch
produced from sago mill f Starch f (t/y), Equation (5) is formulated.
G

Starch f   Fgin,log, f X g ,log, starch

f

(5)

g 1

av
Given that each sago mill f has a production capacity FStarch
(t/y) which cannot be
exceeded, hence, the equation below is included in the model

f

av
Starch f  FStarch

(6)

To satisfy sago demand, StarchDemand (t/y) which is set at 32,000 t/y in this study, the
Equation (7) is added into the model.
F

StarchDemand   starch f

(7)

f 1

The amount of product p produced from sago mill f from SSEP Ffout, p is calculated via:
f p

Ffout, p  Starch f X starch, p

(8)

Hence, the amount of product p produced Fpin (t/y) from all sago mills is calculated as:
F

Fpin   Ffout, p

p

(9)

f 1

Product p is then sent to technology 1 c to be converted into intermediate d. The amount
of product p sent to technology 1 c Fcin (t/y) is as
P

Fcin   Fpin,c

c

( 10 )

p 1

In technology 1, the amount of intermediate d produced from product p is dependent
on the conversion X cp,b , as:
in
c
Fcout
, d  Fc Xp,d

cd

( 11 )

Given the conversion X cp,b , the amount of intermediate d produced Fdin (t/y) can be
calculated via:
C

Fdin   Fcout
,d

d

( 12 )

c 1

Next, intermediate d is the distributed to technology 2 e via:
E

Fdout   Fdout
,e

d

e 1
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Between these 2 layers of activities, conversion of Intermediate d into suitable unit for
Technology 2 e X unit
d,e might be needed (e.g., conversion of syngas to power unit GJ in
for CHP in technology 2 e). Therefore, the flow into technology 2 e is calculated via:
unit
Fdin,e  Fdout
, e X d,e

d e

( 14 )

Hence, the amount received in technology 2 e Fein (unit/y)can be calculated via:
D

Fein   Fdin,e

e

( 15 )

d 1

Similar to technology 1 c, the amount produced from technology 2 e is dependent on
the conversion X ed,z
out
e
Feout
, z  Fe , z X d,z

ez

( 16 )

Given the conversion X ed,z , the amount of end product z produced Fzin (unit/y) can be
calculated via:
E

Fzin   Feout
,z

d

( 17 )

e 1

2.2 Economic Performance Evaluation Equations
The economics performance of each activities is evaluated to determine the
economic performance of the proposed value chain as a whole. In this study, the
economic performance is defined as the difference between revenue obtained from
production of end product z and the cost associated with the production of end product
z. Similar to mass balance formulation at section 2.4, the economic performance of the
first four layers of activities in the value chain is formulated with reference to the
approach taken by Wan et al in [8]. At plantation g, the cost considered is the harvesting
cost, as well as the transportation of bio resource m (sago logs) to sago mill f. the total
cost of harvesting Tot cos tgHarvest (USD/y), as well as total cost of transportation
Tot cos t Transportation (USD/y) is calculated via:
G

Tot cos t gHarvest  U cos t gHarvest Fgout

( 18 )

g 1

F

G

Tot cos t Transportation  U cos t km d gtrip, f ngtrip, f

( 19 )

f 1 g 1

Where U cos tgHarvest is the cost of harvesting at plantation g, U cos t km (USD/palm) is cost
of transportation per km USD/km) and d gtrip, f (km) is the distance between plantation g
and sago mill f. Hence the total cost incurred by all plantations Tot cos t Plantation (USD/y)
is as:
Tot cos t Plantation  Tot cos tgHarvest  Tot cos tgTransportation

( 20 )

In sago mill f, the cost considered is the cost of process Tot cos t Prf ocess (e.g.,
electricity, water consumption) as well as raw material cost Tot cos t Material
for the
f
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production of sago starch. In this study, sago wastes are assumed to be produced from
SSEP without cost. The cost of transportation to refinery site for conversion via
technology 1 c is also not considered in this study. Therefore, the total cost of the sago
mill is calculated by summing the cost of process and raw materials as showed in
Equations (21) – (23):
F

Tot cos t Material
 U cos t Material
Starch f
f
f

( 21 )

f 1

F

Tot cos t Prf ocess  U cos t Prf ocess Starch f

( 22 )

Tot cos t mill  Tot cos t material  Tot cos t process

( 23 )

f 1

where U cos t Material
(USD/t) and U cos t Prf ocess (USD/t) is the process and raw material unit
f
cost to produce one tonne of sago starch in sago mill f. The total cost of production
Tot cos t Pr od (USD/y) is the calculated via:
Tot cos t Pr od  Tot cos t plantation  Tot cos t mill

( 24 )

Next, the cost of the product p Tot cos t p (USD/y) is considered in this study via:
P

Tot cos t p   UCost p Fpin

( 25 )

p 1

where UCost p is unit cost of product p (USD/t). In order to produce intermediate d from
Technology 1 c, there will be cost associated, which is calculated via:
B

Tot cos tb   UCost b Fbout

( 26 )

b 1

where UCost b (USD/t) is the unit cost of converting product p to intermediate d.
Similarly, the cost to produce end product z via Technology 2 e is calculated via:
E

Z

Tot cos te   UCost e Fein

( 27 )

e 1 z 1

where UCost e (USD/t) is the unit cost of converting Intermediate d into End Product Z
via technology 2 e. Lastly, the total cost of the value chain Tot Cos t Overall (USD/y) is
calculated via:
Tot Cos t Overall  Tot cos t production  Tot cos tb 

( 28 )

Tot cos tc  Tot cos td  Tot cos te

Next, the revenue from the proposed value chain Tot Re vz (USD/y) can be calculated
via:
Z

Tot Re vz   Pr icez Fzin

( 29 )

z 1

where Pr icez is the unit price for the End Product z produced. Therefore, in order to
evaluate the economic performance of the proposed value chain, the overall profit
Tot Pr ofit Overall (USD/y) is calculated via:
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Tot Pr ofit Overall  Tot Re vz  Tot Cos t Overall

( 30 )

2.3 Carbon Footprint (CFP) Computation Equations
The formulation of CFP is done with reference to CFP formulation done by Wan
et al. [8]. The author considered the land use change (LUC) emission from the
commercialisation of land for plantation. Given that the yearly emission per metre
square from LUC UCFPgLUC (kg/m2.y) is 2.33 as reported by Fargione et al. [11]. The
total land use change carbon footprint from plantation g TotCFP LUC (kg CO2/y) can be
calculated via:
G

LUC
TotCFPplantation
  AgUCFPgLUC

( 31 )

g 1

F

Fuel
TotCFPplantation
 UCFPkmfuel ngtrip, f d gtrip
,f

( 32 )

total
LUC
Fuel
TotCFPplantation
 TotCFPplantation
 TotCFPplantation

( 33 )

f 1

Next, the total amount of power and fuel consumed in sago mill f is determined in order
to calculate the CFP emission from sago mill f. The CFP from power consumption and
fuel consumption is calculated via:
F

Power
TotCFPmill  UCFPKWh
E f , starch Starch f

( 34 )

f 1

Thus the total CFP emission from production process can be calculated via:
Power
total
TotCFPPr oduction  TotCFPmill
 TotCFPplantation

( 35 )

Considering that product p in this study represents the sago waste produced from SSEP,
the CFP emission for production of product p is assumed to be zero. However, the CFP
emission from conversion of product p to intermediate d via technology c is considered
in this study as:
B

TotCFPbTotal  UCFPb Fbout

( 36 )

b 1

Next, the CFP emission from conversion of intermediate d to end product z via
technology 2 e is the sum of the base CFP emission from processing intermediate d and
also the specific power consumption of producing end product z via technology 2 e.
E

TotCFPeBase  UCFPebase Fein

( 37 )

e 1

Z

E

TotCFPeSpecific  UCFPespecific
Feout
,z
,z

( 38 )

TotCFPeTotal  TotCFPeBase  TotCFPeSpecific

( 39 )

z 1 e 1

The total overall CFP TotCFPOverall (kg CO2/y) is calculated via:
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TotCFPOverall  TotCFPplantation
 TotCFPmill

( 40 )

TotCFPbTotal  TotCFPeTotal

2.4 Fuzzy-Based Optimization Approach Equations
Cost and Environmental objectives are often contradictory, a fuzzy-based
optimisation approach is adopted in this study to select the optimum pathway for
conversion of sago waste to value –added products. Using the ‘min-max’ aggregation
concept in fuzzy optimisation, the optimum pathway can be obtained by maximising
the least satisfied constraints. Fuzzy optimisation combines multiple objectives into a
single variable, λ, having a range of 0 to 1. In this study, the objectives are integrated
into λ as shown in the equations below:
CFPUL  TotCFP

CFPUL  CFP LL

( 41 )

Tot Pr ofit  Pr ofit LL

Pr ofitUL  Pr ofit LL

( 42 )

where TotCFP and Tot Pr ofit , are the carbon footprint and profit generated by utilizing
the optimum pathway for conversion of sago wastes. Meanwhile, CFP LL and CFPUL are
the pre-determined lower and upper limit of the carbon footprint generated, same goes
for Pr ofitUL and Pr ofit LL for profit generated. These upper and lower limit are
determined by extracting data from evaluation results of the model at different
objectives.
It is noted that each objective has a predetermined fuzzy range, represented by
a linear function within the lower and upper limit, as shown in Figure 12. Figure 12 (a)
illustrates the maximization case, where λ approaches 1 when the objective, Tot Pr ofit
approaches the upper limit, Pr ofitUL of the fuzzy approach. On the contrary, Figure 12
(b) demonstrates the minimization case, where λ approaches 1 when the objective,
UL
TotCFP approaches the lower limit, CFP .

(a)

(b)
Figure 12: The Concept of Fuzzy

In order to generate an optimum pathway for the conversion of sago waste while
maximizing profit and minimizing carbon footprint, Eq. (40) and (41) are included in
the optimization model, and solved simultaneously by maximising the degree of
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satisfaction, λ. This mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model is solved via
Lingo v17.0 in a Lenovo Ideapad 700 with Intel Core i7-6700HQ (2.6 GHz) and 8GB
ram running on 64-bit operating system.
3. Case Study
Figure 13 shows the case study superstructure that with all the possible
pathways of activities from the proposed value chain in this study. In this case study,
plantations from Mukah, Dalat, Saratok and Betong are considered, with sago logs as
the only bio-resource produced from the considered sago plantations. The sago mills
considered in this study are the ones located around the plantations.
The sago mills products considered in this study are the sago fibers, sago wastes, and
sago wastewater, which are produced simultaneously in the sago mill during SSEP. In
this study, eight different conversion technology are considered in technology 1 that
produces primarily four different intermediates, which will be sent to technology 2
considered in this study. The end product considered in this study consists of high value
product from agriculture biomass that has been intensively studied recently. Data from
superstructure, such as amount of palms available annually, capacities of sago mill and
distance between sago mill and plantation can be found is taken from data reported by
Wan et al. [8]. For this study, the conversion rate of palm to sago log Xg,log are taken as
10 logs/palm, the weight of log Wlog is taken as 0.05t/log. Different plantation g
produces palms with different starch content due to different soil conditions, which can
also be found in [8]. To determine the economic and environmental performance of the
value chain proposed in this study, unit costs and CFP emission of producing
intermediate d and end product z via technology 1 c and technology 2 e are estimated
from literature and summarized in

Table 8. The data used in conversion of feed to product at each layer, as well as the
economic and environmental impact of the technologies are shown in

Table 8 obtained from [12]–[18]. Data is collected from various literature on biomass
conversion technologies.
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Figure 13: Case Study Superstructure

Table 8: Conversion, Cost and CFP data

Alkali Based
Acid Based
Steam
Explosion
Liquid Hot
Water
Irradiation
Method
Gasification
Pyrolysis
Anaerobic
Digestion
Fermentation

CHP

Feed Type

Product
Type

Conversion
(product/feed)

Sago Fiber
Sago Bark
Sago Fiber

Glucose
Glucose
Glucose

0.4828
0.16401
0.5440

Sago Bark
Sago Fiber
Sago Bark
Sago Fiber
Sago Bark
Sago Fiber

Glucose
Glucose
Glucose
Glucose
Glucose
Glucose

0.1848
0.6120
0.2079
0.6120
0.2079
0.2244

Sago Bark
Sago Fiber
Sago Bark
Sago Fiber
Sago Bark
Sago Waste
Water

Glucose
Syngas
Syngas
Bio-Oil
Bio-Oil
Bio Gas

0.0762
0.2271
0.2220
0.3200
0.3200
1.7250

Glucose
Glucose

Butanol
Ethanol

Glucose
GJ
GJ

Hydrogen
Power(GJ)
Heat(GJ)
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Cost
(USD/Tonne
Product)
650

CFP
(kg CO2/tonne
Product)
467.48

420

503.44

430

521.42

790

467.48

370.58

317.15

45,200

2,200

89,630

1,727

4,400

0

0.0857
0.2910

1,370
874.52

12,652.53
5,977.79

0.0111
0.2222
0.8000

5400
1.55
16.95

13,055.82
0
0
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3.1 Results and Discussion
To solve the case study, the upper and lower fuzzy limit is pre-determined by
solving the objectives individually (e.g., maximize profit, minimize CFP emission)
without mutual interaction between objectives. The single objective optimization
results are shown in Table 9. Based on the results on Table 9, the upper and lower fuzzy
limits is coded into the model and solved via Lingo 16.0 in a Lenovo Ideapad 700 with
Intel Core i7-6700HQ (2.6 GHz) and 8GB ram running on 64-bit operating system.
The CPU time to obtain the maximum global optimal solution for degree of satisfaction
λ is approximately within 5s. In addition, Table 3-6 illustrate the flow rate between
layers at different objectives.
Table 9: Total Profit and CFP in multiple objectives
Objective
Functions
Max Total
Profit
Min Total
CFP

Total Profit
(Million USD/y)
342.90

Total CFP
(tonne CO2/y)
779,803.00

-4.30

768,777.90

Table 10: Mass Flowrates of logs from plantations to sago mills with objective
function minimize TotCFPOverall , maximize Tot Pr ofit Overall and maximize λ.

Mukah
Dalat
Saratok
Betong

Mukah
Dalat
Saratok
Betong

Mukah
Dalat
Saratok
Betong

Flow Rate from sago plantation to sago mill (log/y)
minimize TotCFPOverall
Mukah A
Mukah B
Dalat A
Dalat B
Dalat C
0
375,000
0
0
200
0
0
302,400 317,400 204,600
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Overall
maximize Tot Pr ofit
Mukah A
Mukah B
Dalat A
Dalat B
Dalat C
0
374,200
0
0
0
0
600
302,400 343,600 178,800
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
maximize λ
Mukah A
Mukah B
Dalat A
Dalat B
Dalat C
0
0
0
0
0
200
343,600
302,400 343,600 343,600
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Pusa
0
0
220,000
0
Pusa
0
0
220,000
0
Pusa
0
0
0
0

Table 11: Mass Flow Rate of Sago Wastes from sago mills with objective function
minimize TotCFPOverall , maximize Tot Pr ofit Overall and maximize λ.
Production of Sago wastes from Sago mills.
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Objectives
Mukah A
Mukah B
Dalat A
Dalat B
Dalat C
Pusa

minimize TotCFPOverall
SF
SB
SW
0
0
0
8,250 33,000 165,000
7,257 29,030 145,152
7,617 30,470 152,352
4,914 19,659 98,296
3,960 15840 79,200

maximize Tot Pr ofit Overall
SF
SB
SW
0
0
0
8,246 32,987 164,936
7,257 29,030 145,152
8,246 32,985 164,928
4,291 17,164 85,824
3,960 1,584 79,200

SF
4.8
9,246
7,257
8,246
8,246
0

maximize λ
SB
SW
19.2
96
32,985 164,928
29030 145,152
3,295 164,928
3,295 164,928
0
0

Table 12: Mass Flow Rate of intermediate d into technology 1 with objective function
minimize TotCFPOverall , maximize Tot Pr ofit Overall and maximize λ.
maximize Tot Pr ofit Overall

minimize
SF

SB

SW

SF

SB

SW

SF

maximize
λ
SB

0

128,000

0

0

0

0

0

128,006

0

0
32,000

0
0

0
0

0
0

3,068
28,933

0
0

0
0

0

0

640,000

640,040

0

0

640,032

Overall

TotCFP

Irradiation
Method
Gasification
Pyrolysis
Anerobic
Digestion

0
0
32,002 128,008
0

0

Table 13: Amount of Intermediate d and End Product z produced

Butanol
Ethanol
Hydrogen
Power
Heat

minimize
maximize
maximize
Overall
Overall
λ
Tot Pr ofit
TotCFP
0
0
0
2,839
0
2,839.
0
0
0
8,480,067
8,716,897 8,523,204
0
0
0
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An optimum sustainable sago value chain with degree of satisfaction, λ of
0.8596, a total profit of 294.2 million USD/y and CFP emission of 770.32 ton CO2/y
is obtained as shown in Table 14. Furthermore, Table 14 also shows the flow rate
between activities in the optimum sago value chain at optimised solution.
Based on the optimised result, only palms from Dalat is harvested, which is first
processed into sago logs before sending into sago mill Dalat A, Dalat B, Dalat C and
Pusa SSEP process. The SSEP process then produces sago waste SF, SB and SW. SF
is then sent into gasification and pyrolysis to produce syngas and bio-oil respectively,
while SB is sent for microwave irradiation pre-treatment, followed by hydrolysis to
produce monomeric sugars such as glucose. SW is sent to for anaerobic digestion to
produce biogas. The intermediates are then sent for further processing. Glucose
undergoes fermentation to produce ethanol, while syngas, bio-oil and bio gas are sent
to CHP to generate power. The amount of final products produced in this optimised
sago value chain is 2,839.611 t/y of ethanol and 8,523,204 GJ/y of power.
Irradiation
Method

Monomeric
Sugar
(Glucose)

Fermentation
(yeast strains)

Bio
Ethanol

CHP

Power

Hydrolysis
Dalat A

Dalat

Sago
Log

Sago Bark

Dalat B
Sago Fibre

Gasification

SynGas

Sago
Wastewater

Pyrolysis

Bio Oil

Anaerobic
Digestion
(w/o oxygen)

Bio Gas

Dalat C

Pusa

Figure 14: Optimized Sago Value Chain
Table 14: Mass Flow Rate of Optimized Sago Value chain
Pathways
Dalat - Sago Log
Sago Log - Dalat A
Sago Log - Dalat B
Sago Log - Dalat C
Sago Log - Pusa
Dalat A - SF

Amount
133,340
343,600
302,400
343,600
343,600
8,246

Pathways
SF- Gasification
SF - Pyrolysis
SB- Irradiation Method
SW- Anaerobic Digestion
Irradiation Method - Glucose
Gasification - Syngas

Amount
3,068
28,933
128,005
640,032
9,758
696

Table 15: Mass Flow Rate of Optimized Sago Value chain (Continued)
Pathways
Dalat A - SB
Dalat A - SW

Amount
32,985
164,928

Dalat B - SF
Dalat B - SB

7,257
29,030

Pathways
Amount
Pyrolysis - Bio Oil
9,258
Anaerobic Digestion - Bio 1,104,055
Gas
Glucose - Fermentation
9,758
Syngas - CHP
696
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Dalat B - SW
Dalat C - SF
Dalat C - SB
Dalat C - SW
Pusa - SF
Pusa - SB
Pusa - SW

145,152
8,246
32,985
164,928
8,246
32,985
164,928

Bio Oil - CHP
Bio Gas - CHP
Fermentation - Bio Ethanol
CHP - Power
Total CFP
Total Profit

9,258
1,104,055
2,839
8,523,204
770,324,800
294,206,200

4. Conclusion
A fuzzy-based optimisation model approach that considers economic and
environmental performance of the proposed sago value chain simultaneously is
developed in this study. This model can be used as an analysis tool that aids decision
making in selecting the most optimal pathway for conversion of sago waste to value
added product while considering the environmental and economic impacts.
This model developed in this study is requires intensive data and is customized
for sago industry in this study; however, with some modification, it can be applied in
different agriculture industry to evaluate conversion pathways of agriculture biomass
into value-added products. Note that data such as yield, cost and CFP of crops might
not be readily available and is subjected to the magnitude of attention and research on
that specific agriculture industry. Sensitivity to uncertainties or changes in data is not
considered in this study via robust optimization, which can be considered in the future.
The limitation of this study is that it only considers the sago wastes produced from the
SSEP process in the sago mill, which can also be considered in future researches.
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Abstract
Waste rubber is a polymeric material containing 50 % of rubber and is generally
referred to as waste tyre rubber. The main purpose of this research is to study ultrasonic
devulcanisation of waste rubber utilising deep eutectic solvent (DES) of ZnCl 2: Urea
by improving process parameters such as sonication time, reaction temperature and
rubber: DES mass ratio by effectively cleaving cross-link sulphur bonds. DES was
created and prepared by mixing ZnCl2 with urea at 2:7 and 1:4 molar ratio respectively.
Physicochemical properties of the prepared DES was measured using DSC, KFT and
TGA analysis to find the freezing point, moisture content and degradation temperature,
whereby their freezing point below 60℃, moisture content lower than 3.0 wt.% and
200℃ degradation temperature average. Rubber to DES mass ratio was varied at 1:20,
1:30 and 1:40 and sonicated for 15 minutes inside ultrasonic water-bath. Samples were
placed onto hot plate whereby heating temperature was varied at room temperature,
130℃, 150℃, and 180℃ for 15 minutes. Samples were filtered, washed with distilled
water and dried in oven for 24 hours. Once dried, samples were taken for analysis using
TGA, EDX, FESEM, FTIR and Gel content. Under TGA analysis, most samples have
an average degradation temperature of 200℃, hence justifying a successful
devulcanisation .EDX analysis shows two occurrence during devulcanisation process
which is bond reformation and cleavage .Furthermore, it is determined that heating
temperature of 130℃ is an important parameter as it is the optimum temperature for
ZnCl2: urea. Under FTIR analysis, it shows that disulphide bond, S-S is the only bond
that is being broken while the rest still remains the same. Gel content analysis showed
that samples has a lower soluble fraction after devulcanisation process. Finally, FESEM
proves that at 130℃ and 15 minutes is the optimum temperature and time which is
illustrated by the smooth curve at that particular point.
Keywords: Cross-link Sulphur Bonds, devulcanisation, Deep Eutectic Solvent (DES),
cleaving, ultrasonic
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1. Introduction
Rubber is a form of elastic and flexible substance which is able to elastically
deform through a certain applied force. It mainly composed of polymers exhibiting a
long-chain carbon bond, rotating around its axis and twisting the chains into different
combinations. Main source of rubber originates from rubber tree known as Hevea
brasiliensis [1] which grows sufficiently well under cultivation.
Oil, fillers and antioxidants are compounded together with raw rubber to
increase the tensile strength of the rubber and life cycle. In order to utilize raw rubber,
it needs to be vulcanised first in order to increase the rubber’s strength and life as well
as reducing manufacturing cost. And only after that, vulcanisation rubber process is
carried out as shown in Fig 1.1.1. It is an irreversible process in which rubber molecules
is cross-linked to the sulphur compound, resulting in tires being elastic and strong
resistant to bio-degradation and high temperature [2].
In the manufacturing sector, rubber is considered to be the largest component in
composing a tire to where it is broadly applied .Throughout the years, demand for
rubber has been ever increasing globally from household applications to industrial
fields such as gloves, shoes, insulators and especially on tyres. And with the increasing
demand of tyres, the number of vehicles on the road has been increasing drastically.
This leads to the around 800 million tires being disposed annually and it is said to
increase by 2 % every year [3]. 1.3 billion tires are produced globally which is
equivalent to nearly 17 million tonnes per year of used tires as reported by Sienkiewicz
et al. [4] which will ultimately lead the wastage of rubber tyres.
Waste rubber is a polymeric material containing 50 % of rubber in tyres and is
generally referred to as waste tyre rubber [5]. There is a large amount of vulcanized
residue that comes from the production of rubber materials and it considered to be a
major problem. Less efforts were taken into recycling them even after their life cycle
has ended, resulting in these tyres being wasted to a point where it becomes a pollution
source. This is due to the fact that the rubber tyre has a complex microstructure of a
three dimensional cross-linking bonds which makes the material not so easily
decomposed and insoluble [5].
Therefore to reduce wastage of rubber tyres, different methods of
devulcanisation has been introduced. Devulcanisation method is one of the ways to
reduce the impact risks on environment by transforming tyres back into virgin rubber
or original rubber that can be used for re-vulcanisation purposes. Rubber with a
complex structure of three dimensional network arrangement has carbon-sulphur (C-S)
bond and sulphur-sulphur (S-S) bond attached to it. This C-S bond are longer compared
to C-C bond as sulphur is much larger than carbon. During the devulcanisation process,
C-S and S-S bonds are broken down resulting in a three dimensional structure to obtain
plasticity. As shown in Figure 2, C-S bond is broken down under the presence of high
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temperature, where it gains enough energy to in order to break the C-S bond. It is then
re-vulcanised again by heating to 120-150℃ to form better products.
Some of the currently available methods used for devulcanisation are
microwave heating [7], continuous ultrasonic [8], microbial action [9], and many other
methods. These methods used are definitely capable for devulcanisation of rubber
material, however up to a certain limit. This is due to the fact that few of the solvents
used before this are not suitable as it is costly and hazardous. In addition to that, end
product from using from those methods mentioned has a poor mechanical strength
which is not ideal for re-vulcanisation process.
Recent study carried out by [11] shows experimental analysis where ionic liquid
(IL) was used as a solvent for devulcanisation of rubber through microwave irradiation
method and it showed positive results. Devulcanisation of rubber tyre was carried out
with the combination of microwave radiation and IL which achieved to 50% removal
of sulphur. However, further research found that ionic liquids was not very convenient
to be used due to its limitations whereby it has high toxicity level, poor degradability,
combustible material and not to mention highly cost. Therefore, these limitations can
be avoided by finding a more suitable candidate to replace ILs.
One of the emerging alternative solvent which shows similar properties to ILs
is known to be Deep Eutectic Solvent (DES). It’s been proven that ILs is able to
devulcanise waste tyre rubber and with that justifies DES is an excellent alternative to
IL which can devulcanise the waste tyre rubber whilst avoiding all the limitations and
problems encountered. It is a mixture of two or more components having a lower
melting point than each individual component. By mixing ammonium halide salt which
is a hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA) and hydrogen bond donor (HBD) molecule, DES
is obtained, resulting in significant decrease in freezing point. Since it has similar
properties to ILs such as easy regeneration and non-flammable, it shares similar
advantages as well in terms of low vapour pressure, biodegradability, chemical stability,
cheap material and easily obtained [13]. Thus, DES is considered as a green solvent in
being an important alternative to volatile organic solvents
Similar research area [12] has been done within the petrochemical industry
whereby for desulphurisation process, DES was used to remove sulphur from
petrochemical products such as oil. Based on the research done by Wang, Liu, Li et al.
[10] , it was found that the removal efficiency of sulphur is as high as 99.48% which
further proves that DES is a suitable solvent in removing sulphur and it can be used for
devulcanisation process.
Many different combinations of HBA and HBD have been performed since the
first experimental analysis of DES was reported. One of the common combination is
with choline chloride, ChCl and zinc chloride, ZnCl2 salt with other types of HBDs
such as urea. ChCl salt is commonly picked because it is low in cost and toxicity,
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biodegradable, and its biocompatibility [10]. On the other hand, zinc chloride, ZnCl2 is
chosen due to its biocompatibility and biodegradability of the salt [10].
Hence, currently new approach for devulcanisation process using the DES
alongside with ultrasonic treatment under controlled condition of temperature and
sonication of water bath was introduced. With the use of DES as a cheaper and greener
solvent, this can help reduce energy consumption during the devulcanisation process as
well improving its recovery process. Thus, for the interest of the study, the chosen DES
used alongside ultrasonic devulcanisation of rubber samples is ZnCl2: Urea at various
molar ratios of 1:4 and 2:7.
The key objectives on proposing this project which is based upon research study
consists of the following:a) To synthesize and characterize ZnCl2 : Urea as a deep eutectic solvents (DESs)
of a various molar ratio
b) To optimise the sonication time, heating temperature and rubber : DES mass
ratio on devulcanisation of the waste rubber

2. Methodology
Based on the research project that will be carried out, quantitative study will be used
throughout the entire project to which the justification would be made based on the
removal amount of sulphur from waste tyre rubber sample during devulcanisation
process.
2.1 DES preparation samples
The selection and synthesis process for two types of DESs solvent chosen was carried
out. The selection of DES is made based on boiling point of DES whereby it must be
higher than the temperature of devulcanisation which is about 180℃. Based on thesis
done by Ricky et al. [39], it was determined that zinc chloride: urea and choline chloride:
urea is the best selection for DES synthesis to be carried out. Table 3.2.1 depict the
factors of the selected DES that later will be used for devulcanisation process.
In order to prepare DES, zinc chloride (salt) as the hydrogen bond acceptor and
urea as the hydrogen bond donor was ordered and purchased under Sigma Aldrich
Sdn.Bhd. Preparation of DES was made based on 1:4 and 2:7 molar ratio of ZnCl2:
Urea. By following the steps to prepare DES based on a research from [14], mass of
ZnCl2 and urea were weighed accordingly and both compounds were added into a 100
ml Schott bottle alongside a magnetic stirrer. The bottle was sealed with a parafilm to
ensure minimum moisture content. This is to prevent the crystallization of DES from
occuring. It was then placed onto a hot plate placed inside fume hood running at 300
rpm and at 130-170℃, in order to synthesize DESs solvent. The solvent is left
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approximately for 2-4 hours. It is considered successful if the solution obtained is a
homogeneous and if it’s not, then the process has to be repeated [13]. The reason for
the DES samples to be conducted in a fume hood and sealing the cap with parafilm is
to ensure entire moisture goes into solvent. Table 6 depicts the molar ratio used for
ZnCl2: Urea solvent.
Table 1: Preparation of DES molar ratio
Ammonium/Halide salt HBDs Molar ratio Freezing Point (K)
ZnCl2

Urea

1:4

278.15

ZnCl2

Urea

2:7

275.15

.
2.2 Physiochemical Properties of DES
In order to determine whether the DES prepared is suited to be used as a
devulcanising agent, Karl-Fischer Titration, Differential Scanning Calorimetric (DSC),
Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) will be performed upon the prepared DES samples.
2.2.1 Karl-Fischer Titration
The moisture content of the prepared DES sample is done through KFT analysis
whereby the moisture must not exceed 3 wt % as said by [16]. To find out the accuracy
and precision of the analysis instrument, 1.00 mg/g of Hydranal water standard was
utilised whereby it was purchased and ordered from Sigma-Aldrich Malaysia.
2.2.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetric Analysis
Freezing point of the synthesized DES is determined using the DSC available at
Taylor’s University School of Bioscience, where it will be carried out in nitrogen
surrounding. Before conducting the experiment, the equipment is calibrated correctly
to the standards values so that the accuracy of the readings obtained will be high. A
portion of DES sample was extracted out and weighed between 5-10 mg in a small pan.
The small pan was then placed onto Perkin Elmer – DSC 8000 instrument analysis. The
sample was first heated from 30℃ to 60℃ at a rate of 10 K/min, then cooled from 60℃
to -70℃ at a rate of 5 K/min and finally heated from -70℃ to 0℃ at rate of 5 K/min.
The suitable freezing point of the synthesized DES should lower than the constituent
components and also, the preferred melting point of DES should be below 60℃ [12].
2.2.3 Thermogravimetric Analysis
The degradation temperature is determined through TGA analysis. The experiment
is conducted at temperature of 180℃. A portion of synthesized DES sample was
extracted out and weighed between 5-10 mg into a small pan. The small pan was then
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placed onto Perkin Elmer – TGA 8000 instrument analysis allowing the analysis to be
carried out from ambient temperature to 500℃, with 10℃ increment every minute
under constant nitrogen purge gas of 40 ml/min environment [15]. The amount of liquid
is measured as a temperature function.
2.3 Rubber: DES Sample Preparation
Once physiochemical properties of DES sample were measured and gave good
results, devulcanisation of rubber samples were carried out next. Under this process, 4
variables were fixed which consist of sonication time, sonication frequency, DES molar
ratios and heating time. Apart from that, 2 variables were varied which are heating
temperature and rubber: DES mass ratio.
DES samples as shown in Table 6 were selected for the fact that they are aminebased DES which are suitable for desulphurization process [28] and thus, it is
considered to be the same condition for devulcanisation process. Rubber: DES mass
ratio was varied at 1:20, 1:30 and 1:40 whereby the total mass of the rubber and DES
should be equivalent to 50 grams. These ratios are specifically picked as to avoid
sluggish mixture being formed which could render the devulcanisation process during
ultrasonic treatment [3]. Rubber and DES was weighed accordingly to mass ratio and
inserted inside the Schott bottle where it will be mixed thoroughly.
2.4 Ultrasonic Devulcanisation & Heating Treatment
Once it is mixed thoroughly, the rubber sample mixtures were placed inside the
ultrasonic water bath to undergo ultrasonic treatment at sonication time of 15 minutes
at 37 kHz [17]. During treatment, rubber: DES samples experienced and received the
ultrasonic frequency wave in all possible directions. With the rubber and DES being
exposed to ultrasonic wave, the cross-link bonds are overstressed which allows the
sulphur-sulphur bonds as well cross-link bonds to become detached. Thus, penetration
of DES is easier which leads to cleavage of cross-link bonds [3]. Through sonication,
it is predicted that small fragment of the cross-links bond is broken. Therefore to further
improve recovery, rubber: DES samples are subjected to heating treatment at 4 different
temperatures for each sample after ultrasonic treatment.
Under this treatment, samples mixtures are transferred onto conical flask. It is
then proceeded by heating on hot plate in a fume hood environment at room temperature,
130℃, 150℃ and 180℃ for 15 minutes. Heating temperatures was selected based on
the flash point of rubber which is nearly 205℃ [18-20]. Thus, heating temperature is
recommended to be below the flash point temperature for safety aspects. A controlled
sample was used to which it does not undergo ultrasonic water bath treatment and
heating
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As soon as the heating process is completed, the rubber mixture sample was
filtered out using a tea bag instead of a filter paper. This is due to the DES high viscosity
which makes it very difficult for the rubber to be filtered out. The rubber mixture which
was filtered was washed thoroughly with distilled water [18] to ensure there is no
contamination of DES in the rubber mixture samples. Finally, the samples was placed
inside the oven for approximately 24 hours at 70℃ for it to dry.
Therefore, the total number of samples required for two different molar ratios,
three different rubber: DES mass ratio as well four different heating temperatures is 30.
The following Table 2 and 3 depicts the formulation and experimentation of the samples
of various molar ratio.
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em
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/℃

Table 2: The formulation and experimentation of the sample 2:7 molar ratio.
DES Molar ratio

Rubber:DES

Sonication time / min

15
1:20 (2.38 g : 47.62 g)

Heating

30

1A

130

2A

150

3A

180

4A

Controlled Sample

15
2:7

1:30 (1.61g : 48.39 g)

Experimental Run

5A

30

6A

130

7A

150

8A

180

9A

Controlled Sample

10A

30

11A

130

12A

150

13A

180

14A

15
1:40 (1.22g : 48.78 g)

Controlled Sample
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Table 3: The formulation and experimentation of the sample 1:4 molar ratio.
DES Molar ratio

Rubber:DES

Sonication time / min

15
1:20 (2.38 g :47.62 g)

Heating

30

1B

130

2B

150

3B

180

4B

Controlled Sample

15
1:4

1:30 (1.61 g : 48.39 g)

Experimental Run

5B

30

6B

130

7B

150

8B

180

9B

Controlled Sample

10B

30

11B

130

12B

150

13B

180

14B

15
1:40 (1.22g : 48.78 g)

Controlled Sample

64
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2.5 Sample Analysis
Analysis on the rubber sample mixture can be carried out once the rubber is
completely dry after being left in the oven for 24 hours. Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy (FTIR) will performed on the rubber sample mixture since it revolves
around the presence of the carbon-sulphur bonds.
2.5.1 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
The FTIR method used for this particular research study is the FTIR-ATR
Spectrum 100. To make further confirmation, FTIR equipment allows the user to
determine the specific bond that is broken down after devulcanisation process. This is
done by analysing the spectrum generated from FTIR based on before and after data
results of the rubber sample mixtures. In order to understand spectrum generated from
FTIR, it is best to refer to journal by Garcia and co-workers et al.[13] so that the
spectrum can be determined as to which compound it corresponds to specifically.
Through this analysis, it is expected that there will be decrease in the intensity of the
spectrum based on sulphur cross-link bonds during devulcanisation process. It is also
expected that C-S and S-S bonds will decrease after the completion of devulcanisation
process.
2.5.2 Thermogravimetric Analysis
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) analysis was carried out in with Shimadzu
system form Japan. As reported by Medhat M [21], it is heated within a certain
temperature range, ranging from 20℃-600℃, with an increment of 10℃ per minute.
The entire analysis was carried out in a nitrogen controlled environment. Through this
analysis, degradation temperature of the rubber samples can be determined.
Experiment is carried out at temperature of 180℃, in which small amount of DES is
inserted into TGA tool. Analysis is carried out from ambient temperature to 500℃,
having an increment of 10℃ per minute under a controlled nitrogen environment. Based
on the TGA curve obtained from [35], a decreasing slope produced indicates there is a
sudden drop in mass. This point at which it has a sudden drop is the degradation
temperature of the rubber sample.
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3. Results and Discussion
The data obtained was analysed carefully and comparison was made based on
previous research carried out on this topic. Results of the analysis will consist of DES
characterization, FTIR and TGA results on the rubber sample mixtures.
3.1 DES Analysis of Physiochemical Properties
In order to prepare DES, zinc chloride (salt) as the hydrogen bond acceptor and
urea as the hydrogen bond donor was ordered and purchased Sigma Aldrich Sdn.Bhd.
Preparation of DES was made based on 1:4 and 2:7 molar ratio of ZnCl2: Urea. A
homogeneous solution is obtained which has a very high viscosity at ambient
temperature. Based on these, its physiochemical properties of the prepared DES
samples such as moisture content, freezing point and degradation temperature is
measured and determined.
The moisture content present inside the prepared DES samples must not exceed
more than 3 wt % as it will affect and change its properties which could lead to
crystallisation during devulcanisation process [22]. Thus 2 batches of different molar
ratio of DES consisting of 1:4 and 2:7 was used to determine its respective moisture
content. Based on Table 5, it can be seen that the moisture content for both the DES
molar ratio does not exceed than the maximum allowable moisture content, thus they
are suited to be used as a devulcanising agent.
Table 4: Moisture content of the prepared DES sample
DES Molar Ratio

Sample Abbreviation

Moisture Content (wt. %)

1:4

DES 1

3.0000

2:7

DES 2

0.07166

Freezing point is another important physiochemical properties to be measured
off from the prepared DES samples in order to show the liquidity range of the solvent
and is ensured to be less than 60℃ so that it can be applicable in industrial fields. By
looking at the freezing point of DES obtained, its freezing point is below than its
constituent component depicted in Table 5. This confirms a successful prepared
synthesis of DES. Another confirmation of a successful synthesis of DES is the
experimental freezing point obtained from the DSC analysis is compared with the
literature value from [13, 21], whereby it will show a small percentage error between
the readings obtained.
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Table 5: Freezing point of the prepared DES sample

Salt

HBD

Molar ratio

Freezing point , K
Literature

Experimental

Percentage Error, %

ZnCl2

Urea

1:4

278.15

288.15

3.47

ZnCl2

Urea

2:7

275.15

278.81

1.31

Degradation temperature of the prepared DES sample is an important
requirement to be known so that DES prepared earlier does not degrade at 180℃ which
is operating temperature of devulcanisation. The measurement is carried out
accordingly as mentioned in sub-section 2.2.3. The following two figures below depicts
the weight loss of ZnCl2 : urea for two different molar ratio vs. temperature.

Figure 1. TGA analysis for DES molar ratio of 2:7

Figure 2. TGA analysis for DES molar ratio of 1:4
Based on the TGA curve obtained from [15], a decreasing slope produced
indicates there is a sudden drop in mass. This point at which it has a sudden drop is the
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degradation temperature of the DES .Referring to Figure 1 and 2, it can be seen that the
degradation temperature was found to be at 187.35℃ and 324.36℃ respectively for 2:7
and 1:4 molar ratio. The values obtained clearly states that devulcanisation temperature
must not be allowed to reach to the degradation temperature to avoid the DES
degradation. Therefore, the prepared DES samples is suited to be used for this particular
devulcanisation research study. In addition to that, the operating temperature of the
devulcanisation used is below the DES degradation temperature, making it a suitable
operating temperature for devulcanisation process.
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3.2 Analysis of Devulcanised Rubber
Analysis is performed on the devulcanised rubber mixture samples on its
structural bonds and temperature degradation using FTIR and TGA respectively.
3.2.1 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy Analysis

Figure 3. FTIR analysis for rubber: DES mass ratio at 1:20

Figure 4. FTIR analysis for rubber: DES mass ratio at 1:30
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Figure 5. FTIR analysis for rubber: DES mass ratio at 1:40
Referring to Figure 3, it can be seen that above 3550 cm-1, there is an appearance
of a broad peak especially for Sample 1A and 2A, which indicates that the presence of
O-H group. This also indicates water presence which might still remain in the sample.
Presence of water is due to the fact the rubber sample mixture was washed previously
with distilled water so droplets of water might still be present. Thus, it can be said that
there is a low amount of rubber degradation happening.
In Figure 3 and 5, wavelength for CH3 functional group makes an appearance
in the region of 1389.58266 cm-1 and 1353.49817 cm-1 respectively for all of the
samples. However, for rubber: DES mass ratio at 1:20 in Figure 4, there was no
presence of CH3 functional group, in other words there is no structural change. Aside
from that, functional group of CH appears at the region of 2917.19395 cm-1 for mass
ratio at 1:20 as shown in Figure 3. Despite that, there was no peak appearance of the
functional group CH for mass ratio at 1:30 and 1:40.
–S-S functional group or bond was analysed at wavelength between 700-550
cm and it can be identified that sample 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, 6A, 7A, 8A, 9A, 11A, 12A,
13A, and 14A have a peak appearance indicating bond reformation is occurring. On the
other hand, sample 5A, 10A and 15A does not a peak appearance since it is a controlled
sample, therefore there is no reformation occurring. Another bond that was analysed is
the –C-S- bond for which it falls in the wavelength region of 700-520 cm-1. Since there
is still peak appearance in Figure 3, 4 and 5 for all the samples, hence it can be said that
-1
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bonds have not been broken down. Thus, it can be concluded that ultrasonic treatment
was unable to break the bond which has a higher bond energy than –S-S- bond.
Another analysis was made based on bonds through FTIR analysis as shown in Figure
6, 7 and 8 for devulcanisation process of ZnCl2: urea for 2:7 molar ratio at different
mass ratio.

Figure 6. FTIR analysis for Samples 1B, 2B, 3B, 4B, 5B at mass ratio 1:20

Figure 7. FTIR analysis for Samples 6B, 7B, 8B, 9B, 10B at mass ratio 1:30
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Figure 8. FTIR analysis for Samples 11B, 12B, 13B, 14B, 15B at mass ratio 1:40
Based on FTIR curve plotted from Figure 6, 7 and 8, line I stands for –S-S- bond
region whereas line II stands for –C-S- bond region. Based upon the overall chart figure,
it can be analysed that for mass ratio of 1:30, there is disappearance of –S-S- peak
whereas for mass ratio of 1:20 and 1:40, there is an appearance of –S-S- peak. Carbonsulphur bond for this particular treatment is also not broken down since it has a low
supply of energy, resulting in zero cleavage of sulphur cross-link bond. From Figure
5.2.3.5, it also can be seen that there is a disappearance of S-S peak for sample 8B. This
occurs because of the uneven dispersion particles of rubber or rubber mixture sample
composition during devulcanisation process.
From Figure 3 to 8, it can be said that wavelength range which are 1300 and
3500 cm-1, there is no appearance of a peak other than broad peak which is apparent at
above 3000 cm-1 wavelength range. Therefore, this shows there is still presence of water
inside the rubber mixture sample. Thus, it can deduced that there is low amount of
degradation rubber which contains the O-H group.
All in all, various conclusion can be deducted that through FTIR analysis. It was
determined through FTIR analysis that –S-S or sulphur-sulphur bond is the only bond
which is leaved during devulcanisation process which proves a successful
devulcanisation process at an optimum heating temperature of 130℃. Other bonds are
not broken or cleaved as there was insufficient energy to cleave them. Hence, the main
carbon chain is still maintained even after devulcanisation process was carried out
which further proves that devuclanised rubber has excellent physical properties.
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3.2.2 Thermogravimetric Analysis

Figure 9: TGA analysis for Samples 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, 5A at 1:20 mass ratio
`
Based on the TGA curve obtained from [15], a decreasing slope produced
indicates there is a sudden drop in mass. This point at which it has a sudden drop is the
degradation temperature of the rubber samples mixture. Referring to Figure 9, it can be
seen that the degradation temperature for sample 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, 5A was found to be
at 288.0℃, 298.29℃, 325.23℃, 332.95℃ and 112.59℃ respectively. Degradation
temperature for sample 4A is highest among the rest of the samples. However
degradation for sample 1A is comparably much smaller than the rest. The values
determined indicates that devulcanisation temperature must not be allowed to reach to
the degradation temperature to avoid rubber degradation.
Table 6: Degradation Temperature for 1:20 mass ratio
Sample

Degradation Temperature (℃)

1A

288.0

2A

298.29

3A

325.23

4A

332.95

5A

112.59
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Figure 10: TGA analysis for Samples 6A, 7A, 8A, 9A, 10A at 1:30 mass ratio
Based on the TGA curve obtained from [15], a decreasing slope produced
indicates there is a sudden drop in mass. This point at which it has a sudden drop is the
degradation temperature of the rubber samples mixture. Referring to Figure 10, it can
be seen that the degradation temperature for sample 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, 5A was found to
be at 326.61℃, 313.77℃, 314.67℃, 358.92℃ and 323.62℃ respectively. Degradation
temperature for sample 9A is highest among the rest of the samples. However
degradation for sample 7A is comparably much smaller than the rest due to the fact
there might have been contamination of DES inside the sample. The values determined
indicates that devulcanisation temperature must not be allowed to reach to the
degradation temperature to avoid rubber degradation.
Table 7: Degradation Temperature for 1:30 mass ratio
Sample

Degradation Temperature (℃)

6A

326.61

7A

313.77

8A

314.67

9A

358.92

10A

323.62
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Figure 11: TGA analysis for Samples 11A, 12A, 13A, 14A, 15A at 1:40 mass ratio
Based on the TGA curve obtained from [15], a decreasing slope produced
indicates there is a sudden drop in mass. This point at which it has a sudden drop is the
degradation temperature of the rubber samples mixture. Referring to Figure 11, it can
be seen that the degradation temperature for sample 11A, 12A, 13A, 14A, 15A was
found to be at 313.45℃, 302.51℃, 314.95℃, 312.88℃ and 350.30℃ respectively.
Degradation temperature for sample 15A is highest among the rest of the samples.
However degradation temperature for sample 12A is much lower than the rest due to
the fact there might have been contamination of DES inside the sample. The values
determined indicates that devulcanisation temperature must not be allowed to reach to
the degradation temperature to avoid rubber degradation.
Table 8: Degradation Temperature for 1:40 mass ratio
Sample

Degradation Temperature (℃)

11A

313.45

12A

302.51

13A

314.95

14A

312.88

15A

350.30
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Figure 12: TGA analysis for Samples 3B, 7B, 10B
Based on the TGA curve obtained from [15], a decreasing slope produced
indicates there is a sudden drop in mass. This point at which it has a sudden drop is the
degradation temperature of the rubber samples mixture. Referring to Figure 12, it can
be seen that the degradation temperature for sample 3B, 7B, and 10B was found to be
at 289.97℃, 317.98℃, and 305.94℃ respectively. Degradation temperature for sample
7B is highest among the rest of the samples. However degradation temperature for
sample 3B is much lower than the rest due to the fact there might have been
contamination of DES inside the sample. The values determined indicates that
devulcanisation temperature must not be allowed to reach to the degradation
temperature to avoid rubber degradation.
Table 9: Degradation Temperature for sample 3B, 7B, 10B
Sample

Degradation Temperature (℃)

3B

289.97

7B

317.98

10B

305.94
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Figure 13: TGA analysis for Samples 13B, 14B, 15B
Based on the TGA curve obtained from [15], a decreasing slope produced
indicates there is a sudden drop in mass. This point at which it has a sudden drop is the
degradation temperature of the rubber samples mixture. Referring to Figure 13, it can
be seen that the degradation temperature for sample 13B, 14B, and 15B was found to
be at 330.42℃, 137.10℃, and 138.16℃ respectively. Degradation temperature for
sample 13B is highest among the rest of the samples. However degradation temperature
for sample 14B is slightly lower than sample 15B due to the fact there might have been
contamination of DES inside the sample. The values determined indicates that
devulcanisation temperature must not be allowed to reach to the degradation
temperature to avoid rubber degradation.
Table 10: Degradation Temperature for sample 13B, 14B, 15B
Sample

Degradation Temperature (℃)

13B

330.42

14B

137.10

15B

138.16
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3.2.3 EDX Analysis
Results acquired for composition of rubber sample from before and after
devulcanisation process through EDX analysis is depicted in Figure 5.2.1.1 for ZnCl2:
urea for 2:7 molar ratio, whereby the graph is plotted in terms of sulphur removal
percentage against heating temperature.

EDX Analysis of ZnCl2 : urea for 2:7 ratio

Sulphur Removal Percentage (%)

1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2

Mass Ratio
(1:20)
Mass Ratio
(1:30)
Mass Ratio
(1:40)

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
30

130

150

180

Heating Temperature (℃)

Controlled
Sample

Figure 14: EDX Analysis for ZnCl2: Urea for 2:7 molar ratio
Referring to Figure 14, it can be observed that, for mass ratio of 1:30 and 1:40,
the sample is having an increase in devulcanisation process efficiency as the
temperature increases from 150℃ to 180℃. Thus, this shows that cross-link network is
being broken and soluble fraction is increasing. In fact, at temperature 130℃, it has the
highest percentage removal of sulphur which indicates that devulcanisation efficiency
is particularly high at that temperature. Reduction in devulcanisation efficiency can be
seen for rubber sample under mass ratio of 1:20 as the temperature increases from 150℃
to 180℃. This is due to the fact that bond reformation is occurring during heating
treatment as the sulphur cross-link bonds are being reformed again.
Based on the results acquired, it can deduced that during devuclanisation, bond
reformation and bond cleaving of the sulphur-sulphur bond or carbon-sulphur bond can
simultaneously occur as proven by [7] . Therefore, heating temperature is key process
parameter in order to have a successful devulcanisation process. Hence, for this case,
the optimum heating temperature is 130℃ for rubber samples at 1:20 and 1:30 mass
ratio at maximum removal of sulphur content
With bond reformation happening, it can explained that as bonds are cleaved or
broken down, sulphur still remains inside the rubber sample together with free electrons
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which are detached from the C-S bond. Thus, this leads to carbon active sites formation
which allows the sulphur to reform the sulphur cross-link bonds again by utilising those
free electrons released. At a temperature of 130℃, rubber samples will have the highest
removal of sulphur content if the heating treatment is stopped at moment. Despite that,
temperature above 130℃ will result in decrease in devulcanisation efficiency and bond
reformation, allowing removed sulphur to reform back again with carbon backbone by
utilising those free electrons. Therefore, it is important to stop at the optimum
temperature in order to avoid bond reforming from occurring and to also ensure the
maximum removal of sulphur content from the rubber sample mixture.
Based on Figure 14, in terms of mass ratio, it can be shown that using higher
amount of DES will result in higher devulcanisation efficiency. This means that degree
of sleavage on the cross-link bonds will be greater. This is because DES capacity is
higher allowing the bond to break more easily. Nonetheless, it is an inconclusive
hypothesis due to the uneven trend displayed for the rubber sample at 1:30 mass ratio.
The cause of such uneven trend displayed by the rubber sample might be due to
non-homogenous of rubber sample mixture. This is because the sample mixture might
not been completely well mixed, thus leading to such trend as shown in Figure 5.2.1.1.
Another cause to it might be due to the rubber not completely mixed with DES as DES
has a very high viscosity, making it hard to mix both components. This will eventually
leads in forming a two layered mixture due to density difference whereby
devulcanisation process under ultrasonic treatment will be affected entirely
3.2.4 FESEM Analysis
For this analysis, study on the morphology of rubber before and after devulcanisation
was carried out using FESEM analysis. The findings of the results were discussed in
detailed in the following section below.

Figure 15: Vulcanised rubber sample (left) & Devulcanised rubber sample (right)
Properties of devulcanised rubber as shown in Figure 15 consist of soft, sticky
in nature and feels rougher compared to unvulcanised rubber. Displaying these kind
properties indicates that devulcanisation process was a success. FESEM analyses is
carried out for each rubber sample through the use of different solvent agent. To make
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a confirmation on whether rubber has been vulcanised efficiently, it depends entirely
on the gaps presence and smooth surface of the rubber morphology sample. In Figure
16, it shows the FESEM analysis on devulcanised rubber for all of the samples based
on ZnCl2: urea for 2:7 molar ratio.
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Figure 16: FESEM Analysis on Rubber Samples for ZnCl2: Urea for 2:7 molar ratio
Referring and comparing all of the figures with accordance to Figure 16, the
morphology of the samples were evaluated. Along with sample 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A and 5A
under mass ratio of 1:20, it can be noticed that Sample 2A as the smoothest surface out
of all the other samples, followed by 1A, 3A, 4A and finally 5A. From a microscopic
view, it can observed that sample 1A is still rough in surface and stiff compared to
sample 2A. From the micrograph, it is clearly seen that sample 1A is still very rough
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and rigid in surface in comparison to sample 2A. Despite that sample 3A has a similar
surface as to sample 2A, hence the result tallies with EDX analysis result where the
amount of sulphur removed is nearly similar. Such findings is said to be in equilibrium
reformation for which if the heating temperature is more than optimum temperature,
bond reformation will occur. A perfect example is sample 3A. Furthermore, small
particles can been on top of the surface of the rubber sample. This could be due to
contamination or left over of DES solution.
With sample 6A, 7A, 8A, 9A and 10A under mass ratio of 1:30, it can be shown
clearly that sample 7A has the smoothest surface out of all the other samples, followed
by 6A, 8A, 9A and finally 10A. Sample 7A has almost similar surface area to sample
5A. Hence, it is presumed that both these samples will have similar characteristics as
shown in EDX analysis whereby the percentage of sulphur removal is almost the same.
For sample 11A, 12A, 13A, 14A and 15A, under the mass ratio of 1:40, it can
be observed clearly that sample 12A has the smoothest surface out of all the samples
since its surface is less rigid compared to others. Similar deduction is made for which
the optimum heating temperature for devulcanisation is 130℃.
All of the respective figures shown above for morphology structure, neither of
the figures showed any failure, damage or quality on the rubber samples. This indirectly
comes to conclusion that devulcanised rubber properties are maintained without
destroying the backbone chain of the rubber. It proven through the analysis of FTIR
and FESEM, hence it safe to conclude.
3.2.5 Gel Content Analysis
Gel content samples were carried out and determined in accordance to ASTM D2765
[42].The degree of devulcanisation process of the sample rubber was determined by
obtaining the soluble and gel fraction through Soxhlet extraction apparatus using
boiling toluene. Then, the samples were collected and immediately dried inside an oven
at a temperature of 70℃ once a steady mass was obtained. Hence, the lower the content
of the gel, the higher the efficiency of the devulcanisation process [21]. Soluble fraction
is determined from the following equation;
Soluble fraction = (Wo-W1/Wo)*100------ [1]
Whereby, W0 is dry weight of devuclanised rubber before extraction process and
W1 is dry weight of devulcanised rubber after extraction process. From there, the gel
fraction is determined from the expressed equation. The following Table 11 and 12
shows the gel content analysis tabulation and the analysis was thoroughly discussed.
Table 11: Gel Content Analysis on 2:7 molar ratio of ZnCl2: urea
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Sample

Wo

Wi

(Wi/Wo)*(100)

1A

0.7276

0.7437

102.2127543

2A

0.6779

0.6788

100.1327629

3A

0.8463

0.8252

97.50679428

4A

0.8647

0.8505

98.35781196

5A

0.9188

0.8171

88.93121463

6A

0.8801

0.8182

92.96670833

7A

0.8069

0.7198

89.20560169

8A

0.8681

0.8487

97.76523442

9A

0.8875

0.8448

95.18873239

10A

0.7573

0.741

97.84761653

11A

0.8667

0.7962

91.86569747

12A

0.8865

0.8518

96.0857304

13A

0.8565

0.7715

90.07589025

14A

0.8659

0.783

90.42614621

15A

0.9059

0.8201

90.52875593

Table 12: Gel Content Analysis on 1:4 molar ratio of ZnCl2: urea
Sample

Wo

Wi

(Wi/Wo)*(100)

1B

0.8582

0.834

97.18014449

2B

0.8802

0.8577

97.44376278

3B

0.8645

0.8562

99.03990746

4B

0.7617

0.7445

97.74189313

5B

0.8975

0.8714

97.09192201

6B

0.8654

0.7756

89.62329559

7B

0.8817

0.8499

96.39333106

8B

0.8821

0.8251

93.5381476

9B

0.8994

0.8686

96.57549477

10B

0.9056

0.8176

90.28268551

11B

0.8865

0.7762

87.55781162

12B

0.8376

0.8069

96.334766

13B

0.9141

0.9039

98.88414834
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14B

0.8686

0.7829

90.13354824

15B

0.8641

0.7941

91.89908575
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4. Conclusion
Waste rubber is a polymeric material containing 50 % of rubber and is generally
referred to as waste tyre rubber. Less attempts were taken to recycle these waste tyre
rubber to a point where it actually becomes a pollution source. There is a large amount
of vulcanised residue that comes from the production of rubber materials and it
considered as major problem as the material is not easily decomposed, accumulates
hazardous waste and incurs high cost. Current methods used are capable for
devulcanisation of rubber material, however up to a certain limit due to the fact that few
of the solvents used are not suitable as it is costly and hazardous. One of the emerging
alternative solvent which shows similar properties to ILs is known to be Deep Eutectic
Solvent (DES). Researchers found that the removal efficiency of sulphur is as high as
99.48% which further proves that DES is the perfect replacement for ILs as DES is
cheap and non-toxic solvent in removing sulphur. Furthermore, it can be used for
devulcanisation process.
Through this, it then leads to the two objective of the research project. The first
objective being is to synthesize and characterize ZnCl2: Urea as a deep eutectic solvents
(DESs) of various molar ratio in terms of freezing point, moisture content and
degradation temperature. Based on research, it was found that amine- based solvents
gives the highest sulphur removal and hence it is chosen as a devulcanising solvent.
Based on physiochemical properties of DES analyses, it was determined that the
moisture content is lower than maximum allowable limit which reduces the chance of
DES crystallizing. It was also determined that the freezing point is below 60℃ and
degradation temperature is averagely around 200℃.
The second objective of the research is to optimise the sonication time, heating
temperature and rubber: DES mass ratio on devulcanisation of the waste rubber.
Objective was achieved by varying heating temperature from 130-180 ℃ under rubber:
DES mass ratio of 1:20, 1:30 and 1:40. Such findings would result in bond reformation
and bond cleaving. Based from this research study, it was observed and found that the
optimum heating temperature is 130℃ for devulcanisation process. At this temperature
rubber samples will have the highest removal of sulphur content if the heating treatment
is stopped at moment. Despite that, temperature above 130℃ will result in decrease in
devulcanisation efficiency and bond reformation, allowing removed sulphur to reform
back again with carbon backbone by utilising those free electrons. Therefore, it is
important to stop at the optimum temperature in order to avoid bond reforming from
occurring and to also ensure the maximum removal of sulphur content from the rubber
sample mixture. FESEM analysis showed that most samples at 130℃ gives the
smoothest surface of rubber sample thus indicating the devulcanisation process was a
success.
On the other hand, it was determined through FTIR analysis that –S-S or
sulphur-sulphur bond is the only bond which is cleaved during devulcanisation process
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which proves a successful devulcanisation process at an optimum heating temperature
of 130℃. Other bonds are not broken or cleaved as there was insufficient energy to
cleave them. Hence, the main carbon chain is still maintained even after devulcanisation
process was carried out which further proves that devuclanised rubber has excellent
physical properties. In addition to that, degradation temperature for all the sample
rubber mixtures analysed is suitable to be used as most of the samples are higher than
180℃.
With that being said, an efficient and successful devulcanisation process
through ultrasonic treatment and heating treatment utilising Deep Eutectic Solvent has
a great capability in improving industrial applications. With DES being cheaper and
greener solvent, it is expected to be more environmental-friendly process in such way
that it increases the devulcanisation efficiency of the waste rubber.
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Abstract
Combined heat and power (CHP) systems are typically required to meet uncertain and
varying energy demands. As such, it is a great challenge to identify optimum
technologies for CHP systems that utilise biomass and convert it into heat and power.
In this respect, industry decision makers are lacking in confidence to invest in biomass
CHP due to economic risk from varying energy demand. This research work presents a
linear programming systematic framework to design biomass CHP system based on
potential loss of profit due to varying energy demand. This research work utilised
LINGO programming tool to maximise the gross profit of the biomass CHP system at
a certain energy demand. Then, Minimax Regret Criterion (MRC) approach was used
to assess potential loss of profit of the given biomass CHP design based on energy
demand. MRC approach quantified potential loss of profit based on maximum regret
between selections of biomass CHP technologies. The term “maximum regret” is
defined as the as maximum amount of profit loss by making a wrong decision in design.
Based on this, the model determined an optimal biomass CHP design with minimum
loss of economic opportunity. As Feed-in Tariff (FiT) rates affects the revenue of the
CHP plant, sensitivity analysis was then performed on FiT rates on the selection of
biomass CHP design. Besides, design analysis on the trend of the optimum design
selected by model was conducted. To demonstrate the proposed framework in this
research, a case study was considered and solved using the proposed approach. The
case study focused on designing a biomass CHP system for a palm oil mill (POM) due
to large energy potential of oil palm biomass in Malaysia. Based on MRC approach,
the optimal design for the biomass CHP system in this case study is the direct
combustion of biomass in boilers with steam turbine with revenue of RM 19, 104, 000
and capital expenditure (CAPEX) of RM9, 139, 780. Meanwhile, the sensitivity
analysis indicated that boilers with steam turbine was generally favoured as the FiT
rates increases. Biogas with gas engine (GE) is favoured for lower power capacity while
boilers with steam turbine is favoured for high power capacity based on the design
analysis of optimum biomass CHP design.
Keywords: Biomass, Combine Heat and Power, Minimax Regret Criterion approach,
Palm Based Biomass, Optimisation
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Introduction
Global energy demands are projected to increase 48% from 2012 by 2040 [1,
2]. To meet this projected increase in energy demand, biomass energy is expected to
play an imperative role over the coming years. In fact, global biomass energy demands
from 2000 to 2015 have seen a significant increase as compared to stable hydropower
demands [3]. Such increase indicates that biomass is gaining attention in the renewable
energy market. Biomass can be categorised into lignocellulose biomass, municipal
waste and animal manure. These biomass resources can be obtained from agricultural
residues, biomass plantations and organic wastes from residential areas [4].
Approximately 70% of these biomass are lignocellulosic biomass from plantations such
as cereal, oil and sugar crops [5]. Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Special
Report on Renewable energy (IPCC-SRREN) reported that solely on biomass from
plantations are estimated to have potential energy up to 700 x 1012 MJ/year whereas
other sources of biomass such as food and municipal waste had only 300 x 1012 MJ/year
of potential energy [4]. Due to the high availability of lignocellulose biomass, recent
studies on biomass utilisation focus on converting biomass into bioenergy and biofuels.
In Malaysia, one major source of lignocellulose biomass is oil palm biomass
from the palm oil industry which provides approximately 82.61wt% of total biomass in
Malaysia [6]. The palm oil industry generates biomass such as empty fruit bunches
(EFBs), palm mesocarp fibre (PMF), palm kernel shell (PKS) and palm oil mill effluent
(POME). These oil palm biomass are wastes produced during the extraction of crude
palm oil (CPO) and crude palm kernel oil (CPKO) from fresh fruit bunches (FFB).
Based on Malaysia Palm Oil Board [7], amount of FFB processed in Malaysia palm oil
mill in 2016 is approximately 60 million tonnes. Solid oil palm biomass such as EFB,
PMF and PKS are generated at about 28.42 million tonnes while POME is produced at
about 40.04 million tonnes during palm oil extraction annually in 2017 [6–8]. These
biomass have high calorific value that can be converted into heat and power using
biomass combined heat and power (CHP) systems. This provides an opportunity for the
industry to harness high amount of bioenergy from sources that were initially disposed
as waste by-products.

Heat

Raw
Biomass

Pre-treatment

Treated
Biomass

Product
Conversion

Power
Generation
Power

Figure 0.15: Simple Illustration of Biomass CHP system

Figure 1.1 above illustrates a biomass CHP is a system to generate power and
thermal energy from biomass sources for industrial and/or residential needs [9]. A
biomass CHP system commonly consists of pre-treatment unit, product conversion unit
and power generation unit. Pre-treatment units such as shredder and dryer are required
to reduce size and moisture content in biomass to allow efficient conversion into
products through conversion units such as (but not limited to) boilers, gasifiers,
digesters [6, 10, 11]. Biomass undergoes combustion in boilers to produce steam where
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steam produce can be used to produce energy using a steam turbine. Gasifiers convert
biomass into syngas and digesters convert biomass into biogas. Syngas consists of
carbon monoxide and hydrogen that could be combusted in gas engines, gas turbines
and micro-turbines. Similarly, biogas consist of mostly methane gas can be combust in
similar power generation units to produce power [10, 11].
The Malaysian government had announced a program known as Small
Renewable Energy Power (SREP) program back in 2001 to encourage industrial
players to utilise agricultural wastes to generate power. With support from United
Nation Development Programme and Global Environment Facility and SREP, the first
demonstration of 13 MW CHP plant using EFB was built in Bahau, Negeri Sembilan
[8]. Currently in Malaysia, most palm oil mills have CHP plants installed to meet
internal energy demands. However, the power generated from these CHP plants are
insufficient to supply to national power grid. This is due to some challenges met by
these power plants that was outlined by several work from Umar et. al.[11–13] and it is
summarised as following.


Varying energy demand and biomass supply – Subjected to energy demand, palm
oil mill will have sufficient biomass supply to meet energy demand for operation of
the palm oil mill. However, feeding any power generated to national grid will have
difficulties to ensure stable supply of biomass to fed into CHP systems due to
seasonal nature of palm oil production to cope with varying energy demand.



Non-favourable government program and schemes – SREP and Feed-in-Tariff (FiT)
had proposed by the government in hope of palm oil mill owners to utilise their oil
palm biomass to generate electricity and feed into gridlines. However, respondents
from these work expressed that current FiT rates are not attractive enough to them.
Hence, most of the power generated from biomass CHP plant were used for selfconsumption in palm oil mill instead of feeding it into power grid.



Location of palm oil mill from gridlines – Approximately 62.3% of palm oil mills
in Malaysia are situated at least 10 km from any electricity network system.
Connecting these CHP systems in palm oil mill to the gridlines requires intensive
amount of capital cost. A heuristic value regarding cost required for connection of
grid is given as approximately RM 1 to 1.5 million per km of gridline [14]. Hence,
palm oil mill owners are reluctant to invest such capital cost when there are risk of
having unstable power generation with varying biomass supply.



Perspective of palm oil mill owner – Respondents considers biomass energy
systems as a highly intensive capital invest with long payback period. Since the
palm oil industry focuses on edible oil production as their main traditional business,
most mill owners prefer not to risk participating in the renewable energy industry.
Furthermore, mill owners have expressed that challenges in financial capability to
participate in such capital-intensive projects.
Due to uncertainty of biomass supply in meeting varying energy demands, palm
oil mill owner possess a lack confidence to invest in a capital-intensive biomass CHP
system. Others factors such as distance of palm oil mill from gridlines and unattractive
government subsidy or tariff programs contribute further to this lack of confidence.
Therefore, there is a need of a framework to design CHP system that cope with varying
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energy demands and subsequently provides an optimal design with low economical risk
in order to gain confidence from palm oil mill owners.
In a similar area of research, several research works have been proposed to
analyse economic risk of renewable energy technologies (RET) using an approach
known as Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) approach. MCS considers uncertainty in
variables behaviour through probability distribution to quantify the possibility of a
certain condition will occur [15]. Arnold et al. [16] assessed economical risk for
renewable energy infrastructures using MCS to compare different boundary conditions
such as climate, capital and operating cost. However, it is stated by the author that this
MCS model requires a matching tool to select suitable RET for each case study of
interest. In addition, Edinaldo et al. [15] presented a similar mathematical model to help
in justifying whether the selected RET is worth investing through MCS approach.
However, MCS approach used in both Arnold and Edinaldo’s work only analyses a
certain RET potential economic risk without providing clear suggestion on selection of
optimal RET. Therefore, there is a need for a framework that is able to analyse potential
economic risk and subsequently synthesise an optimal RET system.
Recent studies by Yokoyama [17, 18] used Minimax Regret Criterion (MRC)
approach to evaluate economic risk and subsequently providing optimal design of
energy supply system. However, Yokoyama’s study only focuses on conventional
energy supply system. Besides, challenges faced in utilising biomass CHP such as
varying biomass supply and energy demand were not addressed in recent work.
Therefore, in this work, a mathematical optimisation model was developed to
synthesise an optimal design for biomass CHP systems based on potential loss of
profitable opportunity using MRC approach at varying energy demand. The objective
of this developed framework are as follows:
1. To determine the optimal design for the biomass CHP system based on
maximum gross profit.
2. To assess potential economy risk for a given biomass CHP design based on
varying energy demand using MRC approach.
Such model will enable designers to systematically design a biomass CHP with
minimal economic risk using MRC approach.
Methodology
As described previously, a mathematical model framework was developed to
design an optimal biomass CHP system to meet certain energy demand with minimal
economic risk through Minimax Regret Criterion (MRC) approach. A case study based
on palm oil mill biomass was conducted using the framework generated. To carry out
the case study, a palm oil mill case study superstructure was developed to show possible
biomass CHP designs to convert palm oil mill biomass into heat and power. With the
superstructure developed, mathematical model equations were formulated for each
biomass CHP technology unit. These equations correlates biomass mass flow rates,
efficiency of CHP systems, heat and power produced and capital expenditure (CAPEX)
of equipment. The mathematical model will ultimately provide biomass CHP design
based on maximum gross profit at different energy demands. Following this, MRC
approach was utilised to select the optimum biomass CHP design which has the lowest
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maximum regret value. The term “maximum regret value” is defined as the as
maximum amount of profitable opportunity loss by making a wrong decision in design
[19]. A sensitivity analysis of Feed-in Tariff (FiT) rates on selection of optimum
biomass CHP design was conducted to analyse the impact of the change of FiT rates on
the selection for optimum design of biomass CHP. Lastly, design analysis on optimum
biomass CHP design was conducted to study the trend of selection for biomass CHP
design by the framework base on case study.
Generic Superstructure of Biomass CHP Design
Resources i represents biomass supply with flow rates Fi can be used to convert
into product p  P through technology j  J . The product p can be further converted to
energy e  E via power generation technology j ' J ' . Figure 2.1 below shows the
generic superstructure of Biomass CHP design. With the generic superstructure,
equations formulated in the following sections are based on Figure 2.1.
Resources i

Product p

Energy e

i=1

j=1

p=1

j' = 1

e=1

i=2

j=2

p=2

j' = 2

e=2

i=I

j=J

p=P

j' = J

e=E

Figure 0.16: Generic Case Study Superstructure

Mathematical Model Equations
Referring to Figure 2.1, following mathematical modelling equations were
formulated based on data collected for the respective process unit to convert biomass
to heat and power. Mass and energy balance equation was developed first for each
biomass CHP system to convert biomass to heat and power. Following this, the equation
for capital expenditure (CAPEX) of each equipment was developed based on the
equipment capacity parameters such as flow rates and energy produced. With CAPEX
of equipment and energy production equations, the optimum biomass CHP design that
provide maximum gross profit was generated using LINGO programming software.
The data of gross profit and optimum biomass CHP design at different power demand
will be utilised in Minimax Regret Criterion (MRC) approach to solve for optimum
biomass design that provide maximum gross profit with minimal economical risk.
Mass and Energy Conversion Mathematical Equations
Eq. (1) shows the component balance for biomass i where fi and xi are the
component mass flow rates and composition respectively based on Figure 2.1 where Fi
represents the total flow rate of biomass i.
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fi =Fi xi

∀i

(1)

Biomass i is allocated to potential technology j as shown in in Eq. (2) where Fij
is the flow rate entering technology j.
Fi = ∑Jj=1 Fij

∀i∀j

(2)

Technology j converts entering biomass Fij into product p. Eq. (3) shows the
conversion of Fij into mass flow rate of product Fjp with a conversion factor of kjp for
each technology.
Fjp =kjp F

∀i∀j∀p

ij

(3)

Total rate of production for product p for all technologies j is shown as Eq. (4).
Fp = ∑Jj=1 Fjp

∀j∀p

(4)

The product p is then distributed to power generation technology j’ to convert
into energy e. The distribution of product p is as shown in Eq. (5).
Fp = ∑J'j'=1 Fpj'

∀j'∀p

(5)

Eq. (6) shows distributed product p converts into power Ej’e through power
generation technology j’. nj’p is the conversion efficiency of each power generation
technology j’.
Ej'e =nj'p Fpj'

∀e∀j'∀p

(6)

The total power generated by technologies j’ is calculated as Eq. (7) below.
ET = ∑Ee=1 Ej'e

∀e∀j'

(7)

Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) of Equipment Mathematical Equations
The capital expenditure (CAPEX) equations of each technologies shown in
Figure 2.1 were formulated based on data collected. CAPEX of each technologies Cj
and Cj’ are determined via Eq. (8) and (9). kcj and kcj’ are the cost factor of each
technologies correlated to its technology size factor Mj and Mj’ respectively. Example
of size factor Mj are flow rates through the equipment (Fij or Fjp) and power capacity of
the equipment Ej’e.
Cj =kCj Mj
Cj' =kCj' Mj'

∀j
∀j'

(8)
(9)

The total capital expenditure (CAPEX) of the technologies is as shown in Eq. (10).
CAPEX = ∑Jj=1 Cj + ∑J'j'=1 Cj'

∀j∀j'

(10)

Solving Case Study by Minimax Regret Criterion (MRC) Approach
With the total CAPEX of equipment and energy produced from biomass CHP
design calculated using Eq. (10), gross profit based on energy produced through CHP
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system were calculated with power tariff data at the location of the palm oil mill. Eq.
(11) below shows the gross profit Pgross calculation of the CHP system. AOT is the
annual operation time of the plant and (A/P) is the capital recovery compound interest
factor for uniform payment of the biomass CHP plant.
Pgross =ET × Tariff × AOT − CAPEX × (A/P)
(11)
By maximising gross profit from Eq. (11) at different power demand, the data
of gross profit are subsequently used in Minimax Regret Criterion (MRC) approach to
decide on the optimum design of biomass CHP with minimal regret. The term “regret”
refers to a quantifiable value on loss of profitable opportunity due to a decision made
in design. For example, if the design selected have much higher power capacity than
the power demand, the biomass CHP plant will be running on low capacity which will
generate lower gross profit than its potential gross profit. MRC approach is commonly
used in business and finance model to make decision that minimises the possible
maximum regret [13, 18]. Generic tables used for MRC approach are shown in Table
2.1 and 2.2 below.
Table 0.16: Generic gross profit table used for MRC approach

Factor 2
j1
j2
j3
P11
P12
P13
i1
P21
P22
P23
i2
P31
P32
P33
i3
Where in is the levels of factor 1, jn is the levels of factor 2 and Pij as stated in the table
are the gross profit of the system.
Factor 1

Table 0.17: Generic Regret Table used for MRC approach

Factor 2

Maximum
Regret
j1
j2
j3
Value
R11
R12
R13
Rmax,1
i1
R21
R22
R23
Rmax,2
i2
R31
R32
R33
Rmax,3
i3
Where Rij is the regret value of each level combination of the factors and Rmax,i is the
maximum regret value of each row.
Factor 1

The MRC approach calculations based on Table 2.1 and 2.2 with i = 1, 2, 3 …,
I and j = 1, 2, 3…, J are as following:
For gross profit table,
1. Pi,j is gross profit calculated with Eq. (11) at energy demand and capacity of the
CHP designed are equal to each other. (diagonal row of the table from top left
to bottom right)
2. Pi,i+j are equal to Pi,j since the profit is limited by the maximum capacity of the
CHP designed where energy demand is more than designed CHP capacity.
(columns on top of diagonal row of the table)
3. Pi+j,j is calculated with Eq.(11) at energy demand is lesser than capacity of CHP
designed. (Columns below of diagonal row of the table)
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For regret value table,
1. Ri,j (diagonal row from top left to bottom right) equal to zero since energy
demand occurred is equal to capacity of CHP designed.
2. Ri,i+j (columns on top of diagonal row of the table) are calculated by Eq. (12).
Ri ,i  j  Pi  j ,i  j  Pi ,i

(12)
3. Ri+j,j (columns below of diagonal row of the table) are calculated by Eq. (13)
Ri  j , j  Pi  j , j  Pj , j

(13)

4. Determine the maximum regret value for each row.
5. Select the design criteria with the smallest maximum regret value.
Palm Oil Mill Case Study Superstructure
Figure 2.2 below shows the palm oil mill case study superstructure developed
for the mathematical model.
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Figure 0.17: Palm Oil Mill Case Study Superstructure

The amount of biomass supply for this case study is taken as 10000 kg/hr of
mix solid biomass and palm oil mill effluent (POME) of 10 m3/day. Varying the power
demand as the manipulating variable, power demand range from 250 kW to 13 MW
were input into the model to identity the optimum biomass CHP technology pathway.
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Sensitivity Analysis of Feed-in Tariff (FiT)
Feed-in tariff (FiT) system is a distributed premium license to individual or
company to legally sell renewable energy at the FiT rate to companies that distribute
electricity [20]. FiT rates for power generation using biogas and solid biomass are
different rates. Basic FiT rates varies with installed capacity and bonus FiT rates applies
when certain criteria of the installed CHP technology is met. To ease the calculation in
sensitivity analysis, the FiT rates used to calculate the gross profit of CHP plant was
taken as average of RM 0.2985 per kWh for biomass power generation and RM 0.2886
per kWh for biogas power generation [20]. For the sensitivity analysis conducted, the
FiT rates are changed at ±10, ±30 and ±50% from its original tariff. The purpose of
doing this is to analyse the impact of the change of FiT rates on the selection for
optimum design of biomass CHP technologies.
Analysis of Optimum Biomass CHP Design
Optimum biomass CHP design that are recommended by model through
maximising gross profit at varying power demand for the case study was analysed to
study the trend of optimum selection for biomass CHP design. Besides, the analysis
identifies which biomass CHP design is compulsory across a certain range of power
demand. These “must-have” design is compulsory to have in order to achieve the
required power demand. The analysis also identifies “optional” equipment that can be
invested in if process designers are ambitious to meet higher power demands and
equipment that are never selected throughout the power demand range appear as a
“must-avoids”. This analysis helps plant designers to narrow down their selection of
biomass CHP design and subsequently decide on the optimum selection of biomass
CHP design.
Results and Discussion
As described previously, the methodology for this work was carried out to
determine an optimum biomass CHP design for palm oil mill using Minimax Regret
Criterion (MRC). In this section, the results obtained from the case study are analysed
and discussed. Following this, a sensitivity analysis on Feed-in Tariff (FiT) rates was
performed to analyse the impact of FiT rates on the selection of biomass CHP design.
Lastly, a design analysis was done on the optimum design of biomass CHP to study the
trend of recommended design by the mathematical model. In the design analysis,
“must-have”, “optional” and “must-avoid” designs were identified to ease plant
designer decision on selecting the optimum selection of biomass CHP design.
Optimum Biomass CHP Design using MRC Approach
To select the optimum design of CHP plant throughout the wide range of power
demand, Minimax Regret Criterion (MRC) approach was utilised as described in
methodology. Taking the power demands are 3000, 5000, 8000 and 10000 kW, Table
3.1 below shows the gross profit table of optimum biomass CHP designs at different
power demand.
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Table 0.18: Gross Profit Table of Case Study in unit RM/year

Designed
Capacity (kW)
3000
5000
8000
10000

Power Demand (kW)
3000
5000
8000
10000
4,470,740.00 4,470,740.00 4,470,740.00 4,470,740.00
1,481,316.30 6,154,717.00 6,154,717.00 6,154,717.00
(2,213,380.58) 2,460,019.42 9,964,220.00 9,964,220.00
(3,897,126.95) 776,273.05 8,280,473.05 12,938,480.00

As shown in Table 3.1, values in parentheses represent loss of profit. The
mathematical model provided the biomass CHP design at its respective designed
capacity. The equipment that were selected while the gross profit of biomass CHP
design is maximised will have CAPEX value shown in the mathematical model while
solving gross profit for each designed capacity. Hence, the biomass CHP design for
each designed capacity identified are listed below in Table 3.2.
Table 0.19: Biomass CHP Design at each Designed Capacity

Biomass CHP Design
Biogas with GE
Syngas + Biogas GE
Boiler with Steam Turbine
Combined Boiler with Steam Turbine and Biogas
with GE

Plant Power Capacity (kW)
3000
5000
8000
10000

The regret table was developed to identify the maximum regret value of each
biomass CHP technology. The biomass CHP technology with the smallest value
between the maximum regret values was selected as the optimum biomass CHP
technology. The regret table was developed as below.
Table 0.20: Regret Table of Case Study in unit RM/year

Designed
Capacity
(kW)
3000
5000
8000
10000

Power Demand (kW)
3000
2,989,423
6,684,120
8,367,866

5000
1,683,977
3,694,697
5,378,443

8000
5,493,480
3,809,503
1,683,746

10000
8,467,740
6,783,763
2,974,260
-

Max
Regret
Value
8,467,740
6,783,763
6,684,120
8,367,866

Selecting the smallest maximum regret value in Table 3.3, the optimum design
capacity of biomass CHP plant is 8000 kW. Based on Table 3.2, the optimum biomass
CHP technology at 8000 kW is steam generation using boiler with steam turbine to
generate power. Therefore, boiler with steam turbine power generation is the
recommended optimum biomass CHP technology that provide maximum gross profit
with minimal regret/loss of opportunity.
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Sensitivity Analysis of Feed-in Tariff (FiT) Rate on Selection of Optimum Biomass
CHP Design
The optimum design recommended by the developed model through MRC
approach at different FiT rates are shown in Table 3.4 below using similar case study
assumptions in Section 2.3. Lowest maximum regret value, potential minimum and
maximum gross profit values between different biomass CHP designs are included to
show their changes with FiT rates.
Table 0.21: Optimum Design of Biomass CHP Plant at Different FiT Rates

FiT
Rates
(%)

Optimum Design

Minimax
Regret Value
(RM/yr)

-50
-30
-10
0
10
30
50

Biogas GE
Syngas + Biogas GE
Syngas + Biogas GE
Boiler Steam Turbine
Boiler Steam Turbine
Boiler Steam Turbine
Boiler Steam Turbine

96,457.00
3,137,180.00
5,567,543.00
6,684,120.58
6,684,120.58
6,684,120.58
6,684,120.58

Potential
Minimum
Gross Profit
(RM/yr)
1,007,540.00
2,392,820.00
3,778,100.00
4,470,740.00
5,163,380.00
6,548,660.00
7,933,940.00

Potential
Maximum
Gross Profit
(RM/yr)
1,103,997.00
5,811,957.00
10,562,280.00
12,938,480.00
15,314,680.00
20,067,090.00
24,819,490.00

As the FiT rates decreases, the optimum design of biomass CHP plant changed
into combined syngas and biogas with gas engine (GE) as power generation technology.
At 50% reduction of FiT rates, the optimum design of biomass CHP plant is small
capacity biogas generation. The lowest maximum regret value reduces significantly as
FiT rates decreases. Although the magnitude of regret value reduces, the potential
minimum and maximum gross profit reduces significantly as well. Lower profit margin
as FiT rate reduces causes smaller scale biomass CHP design such as biogas and syngas
generation with GE more economical compared to boiler with steam turbine. As FiT
rate increases, the selection of optimum design for biomass CHP plant remain the same
as boiler with steam turbine. Increasing FiT rates will not change the selection on boiler
with steam but will significantly increase potential gross profits. This is due to higher
revenue on feeding in power to grid thus giving a higher potential of profit as FiT rate
increases.
In summary, the impact of FiT rate on selection of biomass CHP design based
on Table 3.4 is summarised as following:
1. Decrease in FiT rates will economically favour smaller scale biomass CHP
design such as biogas and syngas generation with GE due to lower profit
margin.
2. Decrease in FiT rates reduces lowest maximum regret significantly; however,
potential profit from biomass CHP plant decreases significantly as well.
3. Higher revenue is generated on feeding in power to grid with higher plant power
capacity and FiT rate which eventually provide higher gross profit. Hence,
increase in FiT rates will favour larger scale biomass CHP design such as boilers
with steam turbine which is able to provide higher power capacity.
Analysis of Optimum Biomass CHP Design
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Table 3.5 below shows the optimum biomass CHP technology that provide
maximum gross profit at different power demand with their respective usage of biomass
using the developed model. The amount of biomass available was taken as the same as
case study as described in Section 2.2.
Table 0.22: Optimum Biomass CHP Design at Different power Demand of Case Study

Power
Demand
(kW)

POME
Consumption
(m3/day)

Usage of
Solid Feed
(kg/hr)

250

0.58

0.00

500

1.16

0.00

750

1.75

0.00

1000

2.33

0.00

3000

6.98

0.00

4000

9.31

0.00

5000

10.00

1691.00

6000

0.00

7472.37

7000

0.00

8479.30

8000

0.00

9486.24

9000

1.14

10000.00

10000

3.47

10000.00

13000

9.55

10000.00

Optimum Biomass CHP Design

Biogas with GE

(Syngas + Biogas) with GE

Boiler with Steam Turbine

Combined Boiler with Steam Turbine
and Biogas with GE

As shown in Table 3.5, biogas with GE engine is used for lower power demand
from 250 to 4000 kW where only POME is utilised. This shows that biogas generation
through anaerobic digestion of POME is preferred at lower power demand rather than
utilising solid biomass such as empty fruit bunches (EFB), palm kernel shell (PKS) and
palm mesocarp fibre (PMF). This occurs because utilisation of solid biomass requires
pre-treatment equipment such as dryers and shredder, which requires more capital cost.
Since the objective function in model focuses on maximising profit and minimising
capital costs, the model favours a cheaper route, which is anaerobic digestion
equipment. Meanwhile, when the power demand reaches 5000 kW, available POME
supply of 10 m3/day is completely consumed, leaving the remaining amount of power
required to be met by syngas generation. Syngas generation was selected to top up
remaining power required rather than utilising boiler technology at low usage of solid
feed for power generation. This occurs as boilers are more economically viable at larger
capacities and high usage of solid feed while syngas is more viable at lower capacities.
However, as the power demand increases to range of 6000 to 8000 kW, only solid
biomass is utilised through boiler with steam turbine technology without utilising any
POME for biogas generation. This shows that boiler steam generation is a favoured
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selection of CHP technology at higher power demand comparing to syngas and biogas
generation. This is because solid biomass that used in boiler can generate higher amount
of energy to satisfy higher range of power demand at 6000 to 8000kW. Alternatively,
biogas and syngas can be generated to meet this demand. However, due to the high
power demand, high amount of biogas and syngas would be required. This will cause
the equipment to increase in size much more than of boilers as both biogas and syngas
are in gaseous state. Hence, biogas and syngas generation is not economically viable at
higher capacity. As the solid biomass are completely utilised as shown in power
demand above 9000 kW, POME is utilised to make up to the power demand required
which there are not much selection for the model to utilise both biomass. The data stops
at power demand of 13000 kW due to insufficient amount of biomass to produce the
required power demand. In addition, only GE is selected as power generation
technology for biogas and syngas shows that it is a much better selection than microturbine and gas turbine. This is due to GE is a widely used and developed power
generation technology compare to micro-turbine. Gas turbine is commonly used in
natural gas CHP plants but it is only economically viable at very high power demand
due to its large power capacity. Therefore, GE is a more economical option than microturbine and gas turbine for biomass CHP plant as shown in Table 3.5.
Results from Table 3.5 also indicate other important analysis. It is found that
there are common equipment selected for a range of power demands. These equipment
are considered as the “must-haves”, as without them, the design would be incapable of
meeting the required power demands. On top of this, there are certain equipment in the
CHP design that appear as “optional”. “Optional” equipment are equipment that can be
invested in if process designers are ambitious to meet higher power demands. On the
other hand, equipment that are never selected throughout the power demand range
appear as a “must-avoid”. To allow designers to analyse these options, Figure 3.1
summarises the “must-have”, “optional” and “must-avoid” equipment in the case study.

Gas Turbine, Micro-turbine, Syngas Gasifier

High
Capacity

Steam Boiler with Steam
Turbine

Biogas Digester
with GE

Gas Turbine, Steam Turbine,
Micro-turbine, Steam Boiler

Low
Capacity

Biogas Digester
with GE

0

1

2

3

Syngas Gasifier
with GE

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Power Capacity (MW)

Figure 0.18: “Must-have”, “optional” and “must-avoid” Design
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For low capacity biomass CHP plant ranges up to 5 MW, the “must-have”
design for the CHP plant is biogas generation with GE as shown in Figure 3.1. If the
designer would like to invest for a higher power demand at this range, the designer
could combine “optional” syngas generation on top of biogas generation to meet higher
power demand of 5 MW. For higher capacity biomass CHP plant that ranges from 5 to
13 MW, the “must-have” design for the CHP plant is boiler with steam turbine.
Similarly, a higher power demand of 8 to 13 MW could be achieved by combining
“optional” biogas with GE on top of boiler with steam turbine. The “must-avoid” design
of biomass CHP plant are gas turbine and micro-turbine as these design are not
economically viable compare to GE as described.
In a nutshell, Table 3.5 and Figure 3.1 shows a trend of biomass CHP
technology selection as below:
1. Biogas generation utilising POME is selected for low power generation.
2. Combined syngas and biogas generation is selected at full usage of POME with
low usage of solid biomass at mid power generation.
3. Steam generation using boiler is utilised for high power generation.
4. Internal combustion engine (GE) is used for both syngas and biogas combustion
rather than micro-turbine and gas turbine.
5. The “must-have” design for low capacity biomass CHP design ranges up to 5
MW is biogas generation with GE. “Optional” syngas generation design can be
invested and combined to achieve a higher power demand from 4 to 5 MW.
6. The “must-have” design for high capacity biomass CHP design ranges from 5
to 13 MW is boiler steam generation with steam turbine. “Optional” biogas
generation design can be invested and combined to achieve a higher power
demand from 8 to 13 MW.
Conclusion
This research work had presented a linear programming systematic framework to
design biomass CHP system based on potential loss of profitable opportunity due to
varying energy demand. Then, Minimax Regret Criterion (MRC) approach was used to
assess potential economic risk of the given biomass CHP design based on energy
demand. Based on MRC approach for the case study, the recommended optimum
biomass CHP design is steam generation through boiler with steam turbine generating
power. This design is selected as the optimum design due to its lowest maximum regret.
This means that boiler with steam turbine biomass CHP design will provide minimum
potential loss of profitable opportunity across the power demand range of 3000 to 10000
kW. Sensitivity analysis of FiT rates on the selection of biomass CHP design was
conducted. Boilers with steam turbine is generally favoured as the FiT rates increases
based on the sensitivity analysis of FiT rates at ±10, ±30 and ±50% from its original
tariff. This is due to higher revenue is generated on feeding in power to grid with higher
plant power capacity and FiT rate which eventually provide higher gross profit. On the
other hand, decrease in FiT rates will economically favour smaller scale biomass CHP
design such as biogas and syngas generation with GE due to lower profit margin.
Besides, design analysis on the trend of the optimum design selected by model was
conducted. Biogas with GE utilising POME is favoured for lower power capacity
ranges from 250 to 5000 kW. Boilers with steam turbine is favoured for high power
capacity ranges from 5000 to 13000 kW instead. Certain equipment will be essential
for certain power demand range as described as a “must-have” design. These equipment
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had been outlined to ease the decision in final selection of process designer. In overall,
a systematic framework to design biomass CHP system had been established to
recommend an optimum biomass CHP design which minimise the potential loss of
profitable opportunity while maximising gross profit. The case study had shown that
the framework was able to provide a preliminary design. The model also highlights
optional design that allow process designer to invest in to achieve higher power capacity.
It is worth mentioning that the mathematical model can be easily revised and
reformulated to take in account of other aspects such as variation in biomass supply,
variation in tariff rates, and changes in government schemes which will be considered
as prospects of future work.
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Abstract
This research project focuses on an alternative pathway of devulcanizing waste tire
rubber by using amine based chemicals. Waste tire rubbers are known to be as toxic,
non-degradable material due to their vulcanized crosslink carbon structure, and
disposing of such waste could impose hazardous impacts on the environment. The
current rubber recycling methods that are practiced today are rather uneconomical, nonenvironmentally friendly, and also producing recycled rubber with low quality due to
the alteration in the main polymeric chains of waste rubber. This project aims to answer
the question of whether the usage of amine can produce high quality rubber, where the
properties of recycled rubber is almost the same as new/virgin rubber. With known
potential of amine, it is a challenge for the chemical to selectively cleave the sulfur
bonds without affecting the main carbon backbone chain in the rubber structure and
diminishing much of the rubber properties. To study this research, amine-treated rubber
must undergo devulcanisation process by applying heat and sonication energy. Then,
the properties of the amine-treated rubber were determined through a set of
characterization tests and analysis which are: gel content test to determine the weight
of rubber before and after devulcanization, the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) to
determine the thermal degradation and stability of rubber, and Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) to determine any structural change of the rubber. In this
research so far, the first two preliminary analysis tests have been performed. The gel
content test has shown that tertiary amine samples possessed a lower gel content (%)
of (77 – 63 %), compared to primary amine samples (falls within the range of 80%), as
well as the TGA test in which tertiary amine samples degrade faster than primary amine
samples (suggesting a higher degree of rubber structure breakdown). For each type of
amine, the concertation of amine did not play a major role in affecting the degree of
devulcanization (as the concentration increased, the degree of devulcanization
decreased for some samples). FTIR analysis showed that only sulphur-sulphur bonds
were cleaved during the devulcanization process, leaving the carbon-sulphur bonds
unaffected.
Keywords: Amine, Devulcanisation, High Quality Rubber, Selective cleavage,
Sulphur Bonds.
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1. Introduction
Rubber is an elastomer with a potential to return to its original state when
deformed. External conditions (such as external force), the structure and the molar mass
of the rubber are factors which can influence the deformation rate of rubber. Usually,
rubbers possess regular and long macromolecule chains which can restore their initial
position once the external deforming forces are removed. There are natural rubbers and
synthetic rubbers used in industrial applications. Natural rubbers are usually obtained
from a plant called Hevea Brasiliensis, while synthetic rubbers are mainly derived by
constructional polyreactions of chain or grade nature [1]. For rubber to be used in
commercial purposes, raw rubber is required to undergo treatment processes in order to
increase the rubber’s strength and life. Treatment processes of rubber may involve the
addition and mixing of the rubber with industrial oils, additives, and carbon black filler
[2].
Vulcanization is a curing process which transforms the rubber into a strong,
elastic, and rubbery hard state. This process involves the crosslinking of rubber
macromolecules which results in the foundation of three dimensional network of rubber
matrix as shown in figure 1 [1]. This network pattern makes the rubber more durable
and stronger which contributes to improved wear and durability of the rubber [2].

Figure 1: Three dimensional rubber matrix [1].
Different types of chemical-based crosslinking agents, such as peroxides, sulfur,
metal oxides, and resins, are involved in the process of rubber macromolecules
crosslinking formation. These agents are able to react with suitable functional rubber
groups and to create cross-links between them. Typical composition of car and lorry
tires are shown in Table 1 below. Out of all these agents, sulfur remains the most
successful and economical cross linking agent even today. This is due to the fact that
sulfur is low in toxicity and cost, compatible with other additives, and able to
predictably provide the desired vulcanisation properties. The typical vulcanisation
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system consists mainly of sulfur, metal oxide (usually zinc oxide), a fatty acid (to make
the metal oxide soluble), and one or more organic accelerators, where the chemical
reaction between sulfur and the rubber hydrocarbon occurs mainly at the C = C (double
bonds) [3]. Vulcanization is generally considered irreversible. In other words, after it
has been altered, the once long, complex, and twisted rubber molecule cannot return to
its original form [3].
Table 1: Composition of a tire [4].
Ingredient
Passenger Car Tire
Rubber/Elastromers
41 – 48%
Carbon black
22 – 28%
Metal
13 – 16%
Textile
4 – 6%
Zinc Oxide
1%
Sulphur
1%
Additives
10 – 12%

Lorry Tire
41 – 45%
20 – 28%
20 – 27%
0 – 10%
2%
1%
7 – 10%

Tires produced by vulcanization are non-degradable material, which means that
they could potentially stick around indefinitely. It is estimated that over 250 million
tires are discarded annually. The amount of discarded waste tire rubber around the
world is increasing at an alarming rate and only a small part of these wastes is recycled.
The remaining are either buried, landfilled or stockpiled [4]. The disposal area of the
tires contributes to the reduction of biodiversity since tires release toxic components to
the environment. Tires are also very susceptible to be burned when subjected to high
temperature. Once they are ignited, they will release toxic fumes and produce oil that
will eventually contaminate soil and water [5]. Waste tires could also pose a threat to
the humans by becoming a home ground for rodents and mosquitos that are responsible
for carrying many types of disease [6]. Hence, the recycling of rubber wastes is vital in
order to maintain a safe and healthy environment.
Although the rubber industry has a long time experience dealing with rubber,
the perfect solution for disposal and recycling method for rubber products is yet to be
found. Devulcanization is a technique where the crosslink structure, specifically the SS and/or C-S bonds are cleaved. This can be done by various methods such as mechanochemical, chemical, biological, and using ultrasonic energy, which are available and
practiced today [7]. Common current scission processes of S-S and S-C bonds are
demonstrated in Figure 2.
However, the optimum efficiency of devulcanization is yet to be discovered as
the current existing processes produce uncontrolled polymer rubber chain degradation,
where the breakage of main macromolecule (C-C bonds) could occur. In actuality, the
breakage of C-C bonds is called a reclamation process. So in light of this, the current
physical or chemical processes of converting used rubber into reusable form should be
called reclamation rather than devulcanisation. Currently, when used rubber is recycled
through any one of the existing processes, the main polymer chain (C-C bonds) is
broken, leading to poor mechanical properties due to structural changes, where the
rubber cannot be reused or re-vulcanized [8]. A proper devulcanisation process should
only involve the cleavage of the S-S and/or C-S bonds, which basically means the
reverse process of vulcanization, where the devulcanizates resemble the original
material in quality and structure (high quality rubber).
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Figure 2: General principles of current devulcanization processes [9].
Today, finding and developing a more selective breakdown process in recycling
used rubber is a global challenge. Some of the latest works where the introduction of
amine usage as an alternative to devulcanise rubber have been initiated. Several types
of amine function as degradation stabilizers for coatings and plastics. Most degradation
processes such as devulcanization at high temperature, would have a free radical
character, where amine could facilitate in the process reaction by serving as radical
scavengers [10]. Works performed by Verbruggen et al. [10], show that amines (eg.
Primary, secondary, and tertiary) could be an effective devulcanization agent. This may
be due to the ability of amines to reduce the crosslink density mainly by selective
reaction with sulfur bridges known as nucleophilic reaction. Figure below demonstrates
the reaction of amine with rubber crosslinks.

Figure 3: Amine reaction with sulphur crosslinks [11].
As such, in this research, the devulcanisation of waste tire rubber in the presence
of amine to produce high quality recycled rubber is studied. Different conditions will
be performed to aid the devulcanisation process, which includes varying temperature
and also by sonication radiation as these two are the most effective commercial
techniques. The objectives of this research are as follows:
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1. To compare the effect of different types of amines on the degree of
rubber devulcanization.
2. To assess the effect of amine concentration on the degree of rubber
devulcanization.
2. Methodology
Quantitative research approach was applied where analysis was done based on
experimental data that was collected along the way. This involved the process of
analyzing the degree of devulcanization where the amount of sulfur removed was
studied based on the experimental and numerical results.
2.1 Amine Preparation
Two types of amines, which are primary [(3-AminoPropylTrimethoxysilane),
C6H17NO3Si] and tertiary [(n-Diethyl-3-AminoPropyl) Trimethoxysilane),
C10H25NO3Si] amines, were bought from Nano Life Quest Sdn. Bhd. and used as the
de-vulcanizing agent for ground waste tire rubber. To compare the effect of
concentrations, the primary amine was prepared at three different concentrations while
the tertiary amine was prepared at two different concentrations based on molarity,
where at each concentration of amine, the sample was mixed with 50 ml of water as
base. Every amine sample was then added to 20 g of ground waste tire rubber. In this
study, the different in concentrations were referred to as different in R:A ratio. Based
on preliminary study, the ratios of the amount of rubber to amine are as follows:
Table 2: Rubber (R) to Amine (A) ratio for Primary Amine.
R:A ratio
Amount of Rubber
Amine Volume
1:0.5
20 g
10 ml
1:0.25
20 g
5 ml
1:0.125
20 g
2.5 ml
Table 3: Rubber (R) to Amine (A) ratio for Tertiary Amine.
R:A ratio
Amount of Rubber
Amine Volume
1:0.25
20 g
5 ml
1:0.125
20 g
2.5 ml
On top of that, two types of control samples were also prepared as to compare
the results after the devulcanization process. One solely contains rubber and the other
contains a mixture of rubber and 50 ml of water, as to investigate if water would play a
part in the devulcanization process.
2.2 Devulcanization Process and Rubber Sample Preparation
After the preparations of amine and rubber samples were done, the next step
was to perform the devulcanization process. In this stage, every sample prepared in
Schott bottle was allowed to experience and undergo the ultrasonication process. In this
study, three variables were fixed; they were the sonication time and sonication
frequency. In addition to that, another two variables were varied; they were the
sonication temperature, and the rubber to amine ration, as shown in Table 6 and 7 for
primary and tertiary amine, respectively.
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One reason of why amine was chosen was because of the fact that amine is
known to be an agent, suitable for desulphurization processes [12], and assumed to
possess the same ability for the process of devulcanization. According to, an acceptable
heating treatment for rubber, for it to not have any effects on the main polymer chain
(carbon-carbon bonds), is within the range of 130 to 180°C. The heating treatment in
this devulcanization process was paired together with the sonication. Since amines were
involved during the process of devulcanization, the temperature chosen must be at or
lower than 80°C as the boiling point of the primary amine used, is at 80°C. On top of
that, since the ultrasonic water bath was used, temperatures lower than 100°C were
decided on.
The temperatures chosen to be the heating environment during the sonication
were 30, 50 and 80°C, while the sonication frequency of 37 Hz was also chosen as the
Ultrasonic water bath equipment was only limited to this frequency. In addition to that,
37 Hz was also selected as the sonication frequency was because of the fact that it is
the optimum condition with minimum degradation of rubber properties, according to
Suganti R. et al. [13]. Due to safety purposes, the experiment was conducted at a
pressure of 1 atm.
Varying temperatures and applying a frequency of 37 Hz were expected to
agitate the rubber crosslink structure and weaken the Sulphur bonds, in order to allow
the amine to penetrate through the crosslink structure. Since there were three different
set temperatures, each rubber to amine ratio would then have three replications so that
one rubber to amine ratio sample would experience different temperature than the other
samples in the same ratio. The number of samples are summarized in Tables 8, 9 and
10.

Sonication
Temperature (°C)
30
50
80
30
50
80

Table 8: Rubber control samples.
Amount of
Amount of Water
Rubber (grams)
(mL)
20
50
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Table 9: Primary Amine Samples.

R:A ratio

1:0.5

1:0.25

1:0.125

Sonication
Temperature
(°C)
30
50
80
30
50
80
30
50
80

Amount of
Rubber
(grams)

Amine
Volume (mL)
10

20

5

2.5

Sample
Number
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Table 10: Tertiary Amine Samples.

R:A ratio

1:0.25

1:0.125

Sonication
Temperature
(°C)
30
50
80
30
50
80

Amount of
Rubber
(grams)

Amine
Volume (mL)
5

20
2.5

Sample
Number
16
17
18
19
20
21

As shown in the tables above, there are a total of 21 samples including the
control samples. Each devulcanization process (application of 37Hz sonication
frequency in the respective temperature) took place for 15 minutes. Afterwards, the
rubber from every sample was then filtered out by using the gravity filtration method
[14]. Then, every sample was washed thoroughly by using distilled water at least three
times to ensure no presence of amine in the rubber samples. Lastly, the washed rubber
was then dried in the oven at 70°C for a period of 24 hours, to ensure minimum to none
moisture content present in rubber samples, before characterization can take place.

2.3 Rubber Characterization
Characterization of the rubber test samples was the next stage of this research.
There were three different techniques in dealing with the determination of the amount
of Sulphur removed in the rubber samples, they are: gel content test, thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA), and Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)
2.3.1 Gel Content Test
The gel content test samples were determined according to ASTM D2765.
0.2±0.05g of every rubber sample was measured and placed in a stainless steel wire
mesh pouch of 120 mesh size. Three pouches were ready from each sample in order to
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attain an average result. In order to dissolve the soluble content, the samples placed in
wire mesh were extracted in boiling toluene by using a Soxhlet apparatus for 24 hours.
Then, test samples were collected and dried in an oven for 24 hourse at 70ᵒC until a
constant mass is achieved. The gel content was then calculated by using the following
Eq. (1) [13].
𝑤

Gel content (%) = 𝑤1 𝑥 100

(1)

0

Where w0 is the weight of dried sample before extraction and w1 is the weight of dried
sample after extraction. The soluble content was calculated by using the following Eq.
(2):
Soluble % = 100 – Gel content (%)

(2)

2.3.2 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)
TGA was responsible for the determination of the test samples’ thermal
degradation and stability. This was done by utilizing a computerised thermo gravimetric
analyser (Perkin Elmer – TGA 8000). To assess the thermal stability, dynamic TGA
experiments was carried out. Rubber sample, weighted around 5 to 10 mg was placed
on a sample pan before placing it in the instrument. The experiment was conducted by
heating the samples from room temperature up to a temperature of 600ᵒC to collect the
weight loss vs temperature thermogram. Every analysis was done with test samples in
Nitrogen atmosphere (with flow rate of 20 ml/min) with a rate of heating of 10ᵒC/min.
Before analysis can be done, a least-squares averaging technique was used to smoothen
out the curve of normalised weight loss vs temperature. Tmax was denoted as the
temperature at the maximum rate of weight loss. Tmax will be identified from the peak
of the derivative (dW/dT) curve, where W is weight loss and T is temperature. With all
these temperatures, they then was referred to and used to determine the thermal
degradation and stability of the test samples [15], [16].
2.3.3 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
This method allows the evaluation of any structural change on the rubber based
on which bonds are broken after the devulcanization process. Data analysis can be done
based on the graphs generated by FTIR (Perkin Elmer FTIR Spectrum 100). ATR
method was used for this FTIR analysis. As aforementioned, waste tire rubber with and
without the help of amine as the devulanizing agent during devulcanization were
examined in order to detect the degree of devulcanization.
This test analysis involved the testing of control samples and rubber samples
with amine, in order to observe and detect if amine would actually impose any
additional impacts in cleaving the sulphur bonds, reducing the crosslink structure of
rubber during the devulcanization process. In addition to that, studies on which other
bonds or compounds were removed during the devulcanization and comparisons
between different samples can be made, which can be done by identifying the spectra
produced.
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3. Results and Discussion
As per discussed previously, the first preliminary stage of screening the rubber
samples involved two tests which are: gel content test and thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA).
3.1 Gel Content Test Analysis
Figure 4 shows the average gel content value for every sample at three different
sonication temperatures. The results obtained portray an irregular pattern as it does not
have a proper trend. At 30ᵒC sonication temperature, all of seven samples fall within
the range of 75 to 88% of gel content.

Figure 4: Gel content of rubber samples at different sonication temperature.
It is common for rubber to show gel content between 50% and 90% due to the
presence of crosslinked structure of molecules. This can be seen from the control
samples 1 – 6. The sonication temperature has a little effect on the gel content of rubber
as all control samples project gel content % that is almost similar in value. However, at
30ᵒC, as 10 ml of primary amine was added into sample 7, the gel content decreased in
value from 87 to 80%, which shows that amine had an effect in aiding the breakdown
of the rubber structure. As the amine volume was decreased to 5 ml in sample 10, the
gel content however decreased even more up to 75%. However, when the amine
concentration was further decreased to 2.5 ml in sample 13, the gel content shows a
value of that near the control sample.
A feasible explanation to this results is that, as the amount of amine
concentration decreases, it could become more reactive relative to the amount of rubber
in one sample. When the concentration was further decreased, the sulphur bonds could
have been reformed leading to the higher gel content. The results also show that as the
temperature of sonication was increased, it did not have much effect of the degree of
crosslinked structure cleavage. This can be seen for instance, from samples 7, 8 and 9.
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The gel content tend to increase rather than decrease with an increase in temperature.
One explanation to this occurrence is that, the primary amine’s boiling temperature
used in this experiment, is at 80ᵒC. Increasing the sonication temperature higher near
to its boiling point, may have agitated the amine too much, leading it to evaporate, and
leaving no chemicals left to aid in the process of cleaving sulphur bonds through
nucleophilic reaction. This may have been a factor influencing the efficiency of the
devulcanization, as the temperature was increased. This can be seen from the increasing
pattern of gel content in every rubber to amine ratio samples, as the temperature was
increased. In addition to that, according to [4], the acceptable temperature where the
crosslinked structure would be reduced effectively is within the range of 130 to 180ᵒC.
This shows that the involved heating treatment in the ultrasonicator was not sufficient
to break down the rubber structure.
Similarly, tertiary amine results also portray an irregular pattern. However, the
gel content analysis shows that the gel content of rubber which was treated by tertiary
amine was lesser than those treated by primary amine. The gel content was managed to
be reduced and has an average range of 77 to 63%. The most effective treatment was
observed from sample 20, in which the rubber was treated by 2.5 ml of tertiary amine
and heated at 50ᵒC during the sonication process.
Based on Figure 4, Samples 16, 17 and 18 display an almost the same amount
of gel content, even all these three samples were under different temperatures using the
heating and sonication treatments. This results may have been due to the uneven
distribution of amine in all samples or unequal distribution of rubber particle during the
process of devulcanization. On top of that, it may have also have been because of the
discrepancies in the mixture of rubber sample composition. On the other hand, the
results show that the gel content decreased in value to 63% as the temperature was
increased to 50ᵒC, and increased back to around 78% as the temperature increased to
80ᵒC. This result shows that the efficiency of tertiary amine in helping breaking down
the crosslink structure of rubber increased to a certain temperature, in this case was
50ᵒC, and would decrease when the temperature was further increased to 80ᵒC. The
increase of gel content from sample 20 to 21, must have been due to the reformation of
sulphur bonds with the main backbone chain, as the amine failed to capture the free
radicals during the devulcanization process.
The results from this gel content experiment show that tertiary amine was more
effective and reactive towards breaking down the rubber structure than the primary
amine. This is contrary to the initial expectation as primary amine is usually more
reactive than tertiary amine.
3.2 Thermal Analysis
High temperature TGA (30 - 600ᵒC) plots of samples 1, 4, 7, 10, 13 and 19 are
shown in Figure 5. Based on Figure 12, all TGA plots show a one-step degradation.
Different degradation temperatures calculated from Figure 5 can be seen in Table 7.
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Figure 5: TGA plots of Samples 1, 4, 7, 9, 10, 13, 16, and 19.

Sample Number
1
4
7
8
9
13
19

Table 7: TGA parameters
T1 (ᵒC)
T40 (ᵒC)
333.96
408.18
349.58
398.62
325.59
389.73
363.25
387.87
371.12
401.72
357.71
393.85
349.58
394.96

T80 (ᵒC)
496.09
494.26
439.50
440.13
468.13
448.97
460.54

Based on Table 7, the onset degradation (T1) of the control sample 4 started at
349.58ᵒC. Forty percent degradation (T40) and 80% degradation of the same control
sample started at 398.62 and 494.26ᵒC respectively. For the sample which was treated
with primary amine, sample number 7, the onset degradation (T1) occurred at lower
temperature (325.59ᵒC). The T40 and T80 of sample 7 occurred at 389.73 and 439.50ᵒC
respectively. For the sample which was treated with a lower primary amine
concentration, sample number 13, the onset degradation (T1) occurred at higher
temperature (357.71ᵒC). The T40 and T80 of sample 13 occurred at 393.85 and 448.97ᵒC
respectively. For the sample which was treated with tertiary amine, sample number 19,
the onset degradation (T1) occurred at a slightly lower temperature (349.58ᵒC). The T40
and T80 of sample 7 occurred at 394.96 and 460.54ᵒC respectively.
The delayed degradation of control sample 4 compared to sample 7 suggested
that the treated sample 7 with the devulcanizing agent had a cross-linking structure
breakdown due to the presence of amine. The control sample 4 was more stable towards
thermal degradation because of the extra-cross-linking due to the absence of a
devulcanizing agent during the devulcanization process. Cross-linking increased the
rigidity of the system, which in turn increased the thermal stability. When the primary
amine had a lower concentration as in sample 13, the rubber took longer to degrade, in
comparison to sample 7. As discussed in the previous analysis section, this may due to
the reformation of Sulphur bonds, which lead to a stronger crosslinked structure.
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Based on Table 7, Sample 8, which was treated with primary amine at a
sonication temperature of 50ᵒC had an onset degradation (T1) which occurred at
temperature (363.25ᵒC). The T40 and T80 of sample 8 occurred at 387.87 and 440.13ᵒC
respectively. For the sample which was also treated with primary amine, but at a higher
sonication temperature of 80ᵒC, sample number 9, the onset degradation (T1) occurred
at higher temperature (371.12ᵒC). The T40 and T80 of sample 9 occurred at 401.72 and
468.13ᵒC respectively. This is an indication of a more rigid structure of sample 9
compared to 8, and sample 8 compared to sample 7. As previously discussed, the gel
content of sample 9 is the highest due to the amine evaporated from the rubber samples.
Hence, it took sample 9 the longest for it to be degraded.
On top of that, sample 19 was treated with the same amine volume as sample
13, and it showed a lower degradation temperature than sample 13. This data also tallied
with the gel content analysis, portraying that the tertiary amine had helped more in the
reduction of rubber crosslinked structure than the primary amine.

3.3 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) Analysis
Based on Figure 6 above, it can be observed that the peaks for sulphur-sulphur
bonds (in the range of 700-550 cm-1 and carbon-sulphur bonds (in the range of 720-570
cm-1) still exist based on the peaks generated from the plot. This means that during the
devulcanization process, the sonication energy at a frequency of 37 Hz and at three
different temperatures did not possess enough energy to cleave the sulphur bonds. It
also means that water did not perform any additional effects on the rubber structure
during the devulcanization process. Though there is some variation in graph patterns
for devulcanization at different temperature environment, lines A and B marked on the
graph still indicate that the sulphur bonds still exist in the rubber structure.

Figure 6: Plots of control samples 4, 5 and 6 (with 50 ml of water)
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Based on Figure 7(a),(b),and, (d) lines A and B represent the regions for carbonsulphur bonds and sulphur-sulphur bonds respectively. As seen from the plots, it can be
seen that sulphur bonds are still present even with after going through devulcanization
with the presence of primary amine. From Figure 7(a), where the amine concentration
is the largest, at rubber to amine ratio of 1:0.5, there seems to be an increasing pattern
in sulphur-suphur bonds. That is, the peaks seem to be appearing as the sonication
temperature was increased, from Samples 7 to 9. This is an indication that the at higher
the sonication temperature, the less effective the amine is to cleave the sulphur bonds.
This may due to the fact that as the temperature increases to 80ᵒC the amine must have
evaporated slowly out of the rubber mixture, as the boiling temperature of the primary
amine used is 80ᵒC. Similarly, for the other two rubber to amine ratio, as the data
presented in Figures 7(b) and (d), the sulphur-sulphur bonds tend to be more in terms
of amount, as the sonication temperature increased. This pattern can be seen from
Samples 10 to 12 in Figure 7(b), for rubber to amine ratio of 1:0.25, and Samples 13 to
15 in Figure 7(d), for amine ratio of 1.0.125. The explanation to this is may also be to
the fact that as the temperature increases, it gets near to the primary amine’s boiling
temperature. Hence, the amount of amine to allow more cleavage of sulphur bonds
would be less, and devulcanization becomes less effective. On top of that, there is no
indication of carbon-sulphur bonds cleavage throughout the curves for the samples.
This is an indication of the energy exerted on the rubber samples were not strong
enough to break the carbon-sulphur bonds.
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Figure 7: FTIR plots for primary amine, R:A of 1:0.5 (a), 1:0.25 (b), & 1:0.125 (d)
These results show that primary amine helps in breaking sulphur bonds to a
certain degree, when compared to the results of primary amine to the control samples.
The energy was sufficient enough to break sulphur-sulphur bonds, but not carbonsulphur bonds as carbon-sulphur bonds would require higher energy to be broken.
However, the findings also show that, the effectiveness of primary amine decreases as
the temperature increases. This may due to the fact that, the primary amine may have
escaped as the temperature gets higher, near to its boiling temperature, which leads to
the lower efficiency of devulcanization
Based on Figure 8(a) and (b) the curves shown are the results generated for
tertiary amine at rubber to amine ratio of 1:0.25 and 1:0.125 respectively. Samples 16,
17 and 18 curves marked at B, show an even distribution of plots, which may indicate
that the amount of sulphur-sulphur bonds existing in these three samples may be almost
the same. This explains as why these rubber samples possess almost the same amount
of gel/soluble fraction, as previously recorded in the gel content test. Based on Sample
19 plot from the Figure 8(b), there seems to be some sulphur-sulphur bonds marked in
the region B. But the peaks seem to be disappearing in Sample 20, which indicates the
disappearing of sulphur-sulphur bonds in Sample 20. However, the peaks reappear in
Sample 21, which indicates the reformation of sulphur bonds as the sonication
temperature increases. The explanation to this phenomenon is that, as the temperature
increases, the tertiary amine participated in the process of cleaving the sulphur-sulphur
bonds even more as it gets more excited. However, after some time, the sulphur bonds
tend to reappear which shows that to a certain degree, when the temperature increases,
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the sulphur bonds tend to reform and adhere back to the rubber structure. These results
may enhance the findings from the gel content test analysis where from Sample 19 to
20, the gel fraction tends to decrease. While it increases from Sample 20 to 21. Similarly,
the carbon-sulphur bonds during this treatment were unaffected, which can be seen
from the peaks in the graphs. Indicating that the energy applied onto the rubber was not
sufficient enough to break the chain.

Figure 8: FTIR plots for tertiary amine, R:A of 1:0.25 (a) and 1:0.125 (b)

Based on all the FTIR figures shown previously, the control samples are the
only samples which generated some peaks beyond the range of 3000 and 1700 cm-1,
which may indicate the presence of water remained in the samples. These peaks are not
observed in all the other FTIR curves for any amine + rubber samples. This is an
indication that there is a small degradation of bonds containing groups –OH and –C=O
[17].
In conclusion, both types of amines could undergo nucleophilic reaction, due to
the existence of free radicals during the process of devulcanization. Both types of
amines were capable of only cleaving sulphur-sulphur bonds, where tertiary amine
showed a more promising result than primary amine. The efficiency of primary amine
was compromised, because of the high sonication temperature which was near to its
boiling temperature. In addition to that, no other bonds were broken as there was not
enough energy to break them. The main carbon backbone chain was not affected during
the dvulcanization process, which is an indication of if, the devulcanized rubber were
to be vulcanized, it could result in rubber with good physical property.

4. Conclusion
Based on the preliminary tests, the usage of amine as the devulcanizing agent, coupled
with heating and sonication treatments has shown that there is a structural change in the
rubber structure. However, the degree of structural breakdown is not substantial. One
of the factors may be due to the fact that the devulcanizing environment, such as
temperature, is not sufficient to encourage the scission of the Sulphur bonds in the
rubber crosslinked structure. Amine is able to undergo the nucleophilic reaction, but
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only to a certain extent. As oppose to the previous expected outcome, these two analysis
tests have proven that tertiary amine is more efficient in breaking down rubber structure
than the primary amine. This is proven by the gel content test which has shown a lower
gel content (%) of (77 – 63 %), compared to primary amine samples (falls within the
range of 80%), as well as the TGA test in which tertiary amine samples degrade faster
than primary amine samples (suggesting a higher degree of rubber structure breakdown).
The effects of amine concentration were difficult to be studied as the results
generated did not have a regular pattern, as the sonication temperature also played a
role during the process of devulcanization within the 15 minutes timeframe. However,
the results have portrayed that the higher the concentration of amine is, the higher the
breakdown of structure takes place. However, for some types of amine such as tertiary,
under a certain condition, the lower the concentration is, the higher the degree of
devulcanization. This can be seen from sample 20, with rubber to amine ratio of 1:0.125,
had a more structural breakdown than sample 17, whose rubber to amine ratio was
1:0.25. Hence, amine may have the capacity to cause crosslinked structure breakdown
of rubber, but it still may not be efficient enough to be used on industrial levels
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Abstract
The conventional process to treat dye wastewater is the physicochemical treatment such
as coagulation, flocculation and adsorption process. A new approach has been
demonstrated to treat Congo red dye wastewater, which is the adsorption-coagulation
hybrid process. Natural coagulant extracted from Hibiscus sabdariffa seeds is used as
the coagulant while activated carbon is used as the adsorbent in this case study. The
objective of this experiment is to study the significant factors that will affect the
efficiency of dye removal. Then, the optimum conditions for the hybrid process is
determined using Respond Surface Methodology (RSM). The variables are pH, initial
dye concentration, coagulant dosage and adsorbent dosage while the response of
experiment is the dye removal percentage. A three-level and four-variable BoxBehnken design (BBD) is used for the RSM. A total of 27 sets of experimental results
is required to determine the optimum conditions. Jar test is used to conduct the
experiment with the addition of coagulant and adsorbent simultaneously. Based on the
aggression model analysis and ANOVA, the highly significant factors that contribute
to the dye removal efficiency through adsorption-coagulation hybrid process are pH of
solution and initial dye concentration. The RSM results shows that the optimised
process parameters for adsorption-coagulation hybrid process with Hibiscus sabdariffa
seeds as the coagulant and activated carbon as the adsorbent are pH 2, initial dye
concentration of 385 ppm, coagulant dosage of 209 mg/L and adsorbent dosage of 150
mg/L. The dye removal reaches up to 96.67% under optimum parameters

Keywords: Dye wastewater, Hibiscus sabdariffa, natural coagulant, Hybrid process,
Optimisation.
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1. Introduction
Synthetic dyes are commonly used in many industries, such as textile, paper,
plastic, ink cartridge and paint manufacture factories. During the washing and finishing
stage in the manufacture process, they consume and discharge a huge amount of dye
contaminated water. Based on research studies, it is estimated that 280,000 tons of
textile dyes are discharged annually in the textile industry as efﬂuent worldwide,
ranking the first place in the usage of dyes among various industries [1]. Direct
discharge of dye wastewater into the environment can be hazardous since synthetic dyes
contain carcinogenic substances and heavy metals such as chromium (Cr), lead (Pb)
and copper (Cu) [2].
Most dyes are synthetic compounds with complex, highly-branched aromatic
molecular structures [3]. Thus, dye wastewater is very resistant to biodegradation
treatment process. The most conventional way of treating it is the physicochemical
treatment. This method involves the coagulation and flocculation process which use up
various coagulants such as alum, lime and ferric [4]. Chemical coagulants are capable
of dissociating polyelectrolytes when in solution. The polyelectrolytes will neutralise
the negatively charged dye molecules to form particle-polymer-particle complexes [4].
These contaminants will be precipitated in the form of chemical sludge when the treated
water is further added with flocculants. However, the generated sludge contains a
considerable amount of chemical residue such as iron and aluminium salts. These
components are hazardous to human health and possess environmental impact.
According to [5], aluminium-based coagulants attribute the development of
Alzheimer’s disease in human beings. Thus, there is an emerging trend in wastewater
treatment industry using natural coagulants such as Moringa oleifera, Strychnos
potatorum (Nirmali), Cactus opuntia etc [6]. Natural coagulants possess a few crucial
advantages compared to chemical coagulants, such as environmentally friendly
(sustainable and biodegradable), toxic-free and safer for application.
The usage of Hibiscus sabdariffa seeds as natural coagulants was first reported
to clarify high turbidity water (above 300 NTU) in the Indian Journal of Environmental
Health, 1974. The chemical polyelectrolyte is substituted by natural polyelectrolyte in
the form of polysaccharide and proteins [7]. According to [8] and [6], these structures
usually exhibit higher molecular weight compared to synthetic polymer. This greatly
increase the unoccupied binding sites for the coagulation and partial adsorption process.
Hibiscus sabdariffa seeds also contain coagulation proteins, mainly composed of
cationic peptides, such as glutamic acid, aspartic acid and leucine [9]. Based on
previous experiment case studies, the removal of dye using H. Sabdariffa as coagulant
typically ranges from 81.2-93.3% [10][6].
Adsorption process is also one of the most effective and low-cost treatment
process to remove dyes in wastewater. The most conventional adsorbent used in
industries is activated carbon. The efficiency of adsorption using activated carbon is
relatively high due to its microporous structure, large surface area and high adsorption
capacity [11]. In fact, it shows a stronger affinity for dyes removal compared to zeolite
[11]. In this view, activated carbon can be potentially used as the adsorbent in this case
study.
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Till date, the combination compromising of more than one wastewater treatment
process as a single system has shown to be more effective when treating wastewater
[12]. Based on previous studies, adsorption-coagulation hybrid process has been used
to treat real wastewater of complex dyes manufacturing plant and wastewater
containing high concentration of humic and tannic acids [12][13]. Results show that
hybrid process is proved to have 90% efficient in colloidal particles removal than
coagulation as an individual process [13]. In this method, the coagulant and adsorbent
are added simultaneously at one single unit for reaction. The hybrid process enhances
and improves the performance of dye removal because the dye molecules are eliminated
from the water, and not because of the partial decomposition of dye molecules, which
can potentially lead to the formation of more harmful and toxic aromatic compounds
[4]. Meanwhile, the activated carbon will adsorb the colour and odour in the solution
and the forming sludge.
Thus, with respect to the study that has been done extensively, the hybrid
process is used to treat Congo red dye solution with Hibiscus sabdariffa seeds as
coagulant and activated carbon as adsorbent. Congo red is targeted in this study based
on a few reasons. The molecular structure is also shown in Figure 1.
(i)
Congo red is a typical benzidine-based azo dye. It is widely found in the
effluent of industries. After releasing it to the environment, Congo red is
metabolised to benzidine, a well-known carcinogen that can cause allergic
diseases in human. Thus, an effective and feasible method is needed to treat
the Congo red in the effluent [3].
(ii)
The potentiality of adsorption-coagulation hybrid process of Congo red
removal has not yet been studied. With this in view, in this present study, an
attempt has been made to identify the coagulation potential of coagulation
agent extracted from Hibiscus sabdariffa seeds with activated carbon, for
the removal of Congo red dye from aqueous solution.

Figure 1. Molecular structure of Congo red dye [14]
The objectives of conducting this research are to study the significant factors
that will affect the performance of adsorption-coagulation hybrid process with Hibiscus
sabdariffa seeds as coagulant and activated carbon as adsorbent on Congo red dye
removal. Besides that, the optimum process parameters (pH, initial dye concentration,
coagulant dosage and adsorbent dosage will be determined using Respond Surface
Methodology (RSM).

2.0 Methodology
In this research studies, quantitative method will be implemented extensively to
collect objective measurements, then numerical, mathematical and statistical analysis
of data will be conducted to verify and validate the results. Lastly, the results will be
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used for RSM to determine the optimised working parameters for the adsorptioncoagulation hybrid process.
2.1 Preparation of Synthetic Dye Wastewater
The stock solution is prepared by dissolving 1 gram of Congo red dye powder
in 1 L of distilled water. Theoretically, the concentration of stock solution will be
1000ppm [14]. The stock solution is then diluted using distilled water to prepare the
required concentration. The pH of dye solution is adjusted by adding 1.0 M NaOH
solution and 1.0 M HCl solution. Noted that the color of Congo red changes from red
to blue when inorganic acid is added into the solution. This is due to the resonance
between charged canonical structures [15]. The pH value is monitored using a pH meter.
Table 1 simply summarise the physicochemical properties of Congo red dye.
Table 1. Physicochemical properties of Congo red
Parameter
Molecular Weight
Molecular Formula
Absorption Maxima

Value (unit)
696.66 g/mol
𝐶3 𝐻22 𝑁6 𝑁𝑎2 𝑂6 𝑆2
498nm

2.2 Preparation of Natural Coagulants
2.2.1 Pre-treatment of Hibiscus sabdariffa Seeds
Hibiscus sabdariffa flowers are collected and the seeds are removed manually
from their dried capsules. The seeds are quickly washed with distilled water to remove
any fibrous traces and tower dried. The clean seeds are then dried in an oven at 60oC
for 2 hours to preserve the protein in the seed. Drying temperature higher than 60oC
will cause denature of the proteins [16].

Figure 2. Dried H. sabdariffa seeds
2.2.2 Extraction of Coagulating Agent
In this present work, sodium chloride solution is selected to be the extraction
agent. since it can be obtained easily. During the extraction, the interaction between the
peptides and the molecules of sodium chloride produces H-bonds with the adjacent
molecules. The peptides will dissolve in the solution when the protein surface turns
fully hydrophilic [17].
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The concentration of sodium chloride solution was investigated. When the
concentration of NaCl solution increases above 0.5 M, the binding sites of solvents are
saturated and all protein fractions are extracted [18]. Research studies also show that
there will be no significant changes of the extracted proteins when the concentration of
NaCl solution increases from 0.6 M to 1.0 M, [18]. Thus, 0.5 M of NaCl solution is
used as the solvent.
The seed is measured 0.5 gram and mixed with 100 mL of 0.5 M NaCl solution.
The mixture is then blended in a household food blender for 2 minutes [10]. The mixture
is sieved through a muslin cloth to remove any traces of seed residues. The filtrate is
the extracted coagulating agent and it is milky in colour. The coagulating agent is used
immediately after extraction to avoid deterioration.
2.3 Preparation of Calibration Graph
The stock solution is used to prepare various dye concentration solutions, which
are 200, 400, 600, 800 and 1000 ppm. The samples are transferred into the cuvettes and
placed into the UV Spectrophotometer for the measurement of absorbance value. After
taking the measurements, a calibration graph of absorbance value against dye
concentration (ppm) is plotted. The calibration graph is used to determine the dye
removal percentage of each treated samples. The dye removal percentage can be
determined using Eq (1) as shown below [10].
𝐷𝑦𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙 (%) =

𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜 − 𝐴𝑏𝑠
𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜

× 100%

(1)

Where 𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜 and 𝐴𝑏𝑠 are the absorbance value before and after treatment process
respectively.
2.4 Design of Experiment
2.4.1 Jar Test
Jar test apparatus is used to conduct the experiment in a few batches. The
apparatus can accommodate a maximum of 6 beakers in a batch. Each batch will
involve rapid mixing, slow mixing and sedimentation process. The dye solutions are
stirred for 4 minutes at 100 rpm to allow floc formation. Then, the speed of mixer is
reduced to 40 rpm and agitating process is continued for 25 minutes for flocculation
process. At the final stage, the precipitate is allowed to settle at the bottom of jar for 30
minutes [10].
2.4.2 Factors
There are four factors being manipulated in this experiment, which are pH of
dye solution, initial dye concentration, coagulant dosage and adsorbent dosage. The
range and level of each factor is summarised in Table 2.
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Table 2. Range and level of each factor
Range and Levels
Low (-1) Central (0) High (1)
2
7
12

Variable
1

Description
pH

Code
A

2

Initial Dye
Concentration
(ppm)

B

200

400

600

3

Coagulant Dosage
(mg/L)

C

120

260

400

4

Adsorbent Dosage
(mg/L)

D

50

100

150

2.4.3 Response of Experiment
The dye removal percentage is the
solution is being treated, the supernatant
precipitated flocs and transferred into
spectrophotometer for the measurement
percentage is then calculated using Eq (1).

response of the experiment. After the dye
liquid is obtained without disturbing the
a cuvette. It is then placed into UV
of absorbance value. The dye removal

2.4.4 Optimisation of Process Parameters using RSM
RSM is a mathematical statistics technique method to build models, evaluate
the complex relationships between independent factors and experiment response and to
determine the optimum working conditions [19]. In this experiment, a three-level and
four-variable Box-Behnken design (BBD) is demonstrated. In order to further analyses
the optimum combination of working parameters, a 27-runs of experiment is conducted.
The experimental results for the 27 sets of experiment are the input for aggression
model analysis, ANOVA and RSM for optimisation purpose. The results and
justifications are discussed at the part below.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Model Fitting
There are four variables tested in this experiment, which are pH of dye solution,
initial dye concentration, coagulant dosage and adsorbent dosage. The relative
contribution of each variables to the response (dye removal) is predicted from the
regression coefficient in the fitted model [19]. The regression coefficient for dye
removal is obtained using a statistical software, Minitab 18.0 by least square method.
Table 3 simply summarises the obtained result from the software.
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Table 3. Predicted regression coefficient of the polynomial model for dye removal
Independent
Variable

Regression
Coefficient

Significant
Level

t-Value

p-Value

Constant

1.07

0.47

0.650

A

-46.040

-39.986

0.000

***

B

4.526

3.931

0.002

***

C

-1.866

-1.620

0.131

D

2.422

2.103

0.057

A*A

51.274

29.687

0.000

***

B*B

-4.678

-2.709

0.019

**

C*C

2.202

1.275

0.226

D*D

1.055

0.611

0.553

A*B

5.375

2.695

0.019

A*C

-0.926

-0.464

0.651

A*D

0.539

0.270

0.792

B*C

-0.069

-0.034

0.973

B*D

0.258

0.130

0.899

C*D

-0.593

-0.297

0.771

Linear

Square

2-Way Interaction
**

** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01
Table 4. Model Summary
R2
99.57%

R2 (adjusted) R2 (predicted)
99.06%

97.56%

Based on the analysis, the pH of CR solution (A), initial dye concentration (B) and
second-order effect of pH (A*A) are the highly significant variables on dye removal.
Theses independent variables have p-values smaller below 0.01 (p<0.01). Besides that,
the second-order effect of initial dye concentration (B*B) and the interaction of pH and
dye concentration (A*B) are significant on dye removal. Both of the variables have pvalues below 0.05 (p<0.05). A quadratic polynomial equation that describes the
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behaviour of dye removal to optimise the process can be determined from the regression
coefficients of all the significant factors. The regression equation in term of coded
variables is shown below.
Y2 = -46.040A + 4.526B + 51.274A2 – 4.678B2 + 5.375AB

(4)

Coefficient of determination (R2) is a measurement on how close the collected
data are to the fitted regression line. It simply describes how well the model fits the data.
Meanwhile, adjusted coefficient of determination (adjusted R2) is an adjustment for R2
to include the number of variables in a data set [19].
The analysis shows a R2 value of 99.57%. This indicates that 99.57% of the
total variation is explained by the model and the remaining 0.43% of the variation is
unexplained. The adjusted R2 is determined to be 99.06% and is in good agreement
with the R2. If a new set of data is fitted to the model for dye removal analysis, it shows
99.06% similar value with the R2. Thus, the second-order regression model obtained
for dye removal is satisfactory and Eq. (34) is fitted to represent the model.
3.2 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
Next, the fitted models obtained from section 3.1 will be further discussed by
diagnostic checking. Table 5 shows the extracted results obtained from Minitab 18.0.
Table 5. ANOVA of the factors as linear, square and interaction on the effect dye
removal
Source

Degree of
Freedom

Sum of
Square

Mean
Square

F-Value

PValue

Model

14

43857.3

3132.7

196.910

0.000

Linear

4

25794.5

6448.6

405.341

0.000

Square

4

17941.0

4485.2

281.929

0.000

2-Way
Interaction

6

121.8

20.3

1.276

0.338

Error

12

190.9

15.9

Lack-of-Fit

10

183.7

18.4

5.085

0.175

Pure Error

2

7.2

3.6

Total

26

44048.2

The results of ANOVA test indicate that the regression model for the data on
dye removal is highly significant as the p-value is small (p < 0.01). The p-value of LOF
for this model is large (p>0.05), this shows that the LOF is insignificant. According to
[35], the sum of square due to pure error (SSPE) measures the inherent variability of
repeated measurements which cannot be explained by any model. However, a small
value of pure error is still preferred. In this model, the pure error of is very small, which
is 7.2%.
In short, the ANOVA test shows that the regression model is fitted to describe
the actual behaviours of dye removal based on the relationships of independent
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variables and thus Eq. (4) is able to represent the model. Th interaction between
variables for dye removal is essential and is discussed below.
3.3 Respond Surface/ Contour Plot and Optimisation of Parameters
The model fitting analysis and ANOVA test as shown in section 3.1 and 3.2
have clearly illustrated the relationships between the independent variables and
response. Thus, RSM method can be used to evaluate the optimisation of process
parameters. The regression model analysis has shown that the significant interaction
between variables are A: pH and B: Initial dye concentration. The relationships can be
further illustrated in the three-dimensional respond surface plot and contour plot, from
Figure 3 to 5.
Contour Plot of Dye Removal vs B, A
Initial Dye Concentration, ppm (B)

600

Dye
Removal
< 0
0 – 25
25 – 50
50 – 75
> 75

500

Hold Values
Coagulant, mg/L (C) 260
Adsorbent, mg/L (D) 100

400

300

200

2

4

6

8

10

12

pH (A)

Figure 3. Contour and respond surface plot of dye removal agaisnt pH and initial dye
concentration
Contour Plot of Dye Removal vs C, A

Coagulant Dosage, mg/L (C)

400

Dye
Removal
< 0
0 – 15
15 – 30
30 – 45
45 – 60
60 – 75
75 – 90
> 90

350

300

Hold Values
Dye Concentration, ppm (B) 600
Adsorbent, mg/L (D)
150

250

200

150
2

4

6

8

10

12

pH (A)

Figure 4. Contour and respond surface plot of dye removal agaisnt pH and coagulant
dosage
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Contour Plot of Dye Removal vs D, A

Adsorbent Dosage, mg/L (D)

150

Dye
Removal
< 0
0 – 20
20 – 40
40 – 60
60 – 80
> 80

125

Hold Values
Dye Concentration, ppm (B) 600
Coagulant, mg/L (C)
400

100

75

50

2

4

6

8

10

12

pH (A)

Figure 5. Contour and respond surface plot of dye removal agaisnt pH and adsorbent
dosage
The optimisation of the process variables was analysed using the response
optimiser function in Minitab 18.0. The optimum conditions for the adsorptioncoagulation hybrid process on dye removal are pH 2, initial dye concentration of 385
ppm, coagulant dosage of 209 mg/L and adsorbent dosage of 150 mg/L. With these
optimum process parameters, the predicted dye removal percentage fits up to 96.67%.
Meanwhile, to further validate the predicted optimised conditions, an experiment using
the stated values of variables was conducted and the experimental result shows a 98.71%
of dye removal. Thus, the obtained optimised combination of process parameters are
accepted.
3.3.1 Influence of pH on Dye Removal
Since natural coagulants are used in this case study, the pH is manipulated from
2 to 12 during the adsorption-coagulation hybrid process [10]. From the contour plot
shown in Figure 3, the highest range of dye removal is established when the pH is
between 2 and 3. This shows that acidic condition is favourable for Hibiscus sabdariffa
seeds to perform its coagulation process. Conversely, the dye removal is reduced
significantly when the pH increases from 6 to 12. Based on [9], the coagulant protein
extracted from Hibiscus sabdariffa seeds consist of glutamic acid (27%) and aspartic
acid (11%), both are the cationic amino group. When the coagulation condition is acidic,
it further enhances the positively-charged environment by increasing the density of
positive charges (H+) around the coagulants hydrolysates. Charge neutralisation and
complex reaction between the coagulant proteins and dissociated organic compounds
of Congo red dominate the coagulation mechanism [20]. At the isoelectric point, the
surface colloid particle is electroneutral and the combined effect of bridging and charge
neutralisation results in higher dye removal efficiency [20]. This may explain for the
coagulants to achieve optimum dye removal effect at pH 2 to 3.
According to [16], Hibiscus sabdariffa seeds also contain anionic peptides
Under neutral and alkaline conditions, the dye removal percentage is rather low. This
is because not all colloid particles will coprecipitate with the coagulant hydrolysates.
In fact, most of the colloid particles and organic compounds of dyes merely absorbed
on the surface of coagulants under neutral conditions when they collide with each other
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[20]. The absorption occurs due to weak chemical bonding but not attraction of charges.
However, there is also a slight increase in dye removal when the dye solution reaches
pH 12. The possible reason is that alkaline condition (OH-) is favourable for the
dissociation of small amount of coagulant protein, arginine. This coagulating agent
coagulates the dye colloid thus increases the dye removal [9].

Figure 6. Sample of 400 ppm dye solutions – pH, coagulant dosage, adsorbent dosage
(Left: 2, 120, 100; Centre: 2, 260, 50; Right: 7, 260, 150)
3.3.2 Influence of Initial Dye Concentration on Dye Removal
From the aggression model analysis, the initial dye concentration is also tested
to be one of the highly significant factors that will attribute the dye removal percentage.
In this case study, the dye concentration is manipulated from 200 ppm to 600 ppm.
From the contour plot shown in Figure 3, the dye removal increases when the
dye concentration increases. As the dye concentration increases, there are more free dye
colloid particles readily existed to form particle-protein-particle complexes with the
coagulant and thus increases the dye removal efficiency [21]. However, according to
[10], the dye removal will drop or remain unchanged when the dye concentration
reaches a saturation point. At this point, the coagulating agent is said to be saturated,
there is no free amino group with active site available to coagulate the colloid particles.
Therefore, the dye removal percentage will drop or remain unchanged. In this case
study, the dye concentration is said to be optimised at 385 ppm, which means beyond
this indicated concentration, the dye removal does not increase significantly. However,
Figure 2 shows that the dye removal continues to increase even the dye concentration
exceeds 385 ppm. This is because dye removal is resulted from the adsorption of Congo
red dyes onto the activated carbon surfaces. Thus, the dye removal increases up to 600
ppm dye concentration.
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3.3.3 Influence of Coagulation Dosage on Dye Removal
In this case study, the coagulant dosage extracted from Hibiscus sabdariffa
seeds is tested from 120 mg/L to 400 mg/L [10]. As shown in Figure 4, the dye removal
increases gradually from 120 mg/L to 400 mg/L at pH 2 to 3. This is because as the
cationic amino group increases, the peptides form more and stronger hydrogen bonding
with the aromatic hydroxyl groups on dye particles. When abundant of coagulative
components are available, it also neutralise the charges found on the surface of particles
so that the particles can attract with one another more efficiently [5]. Thus, this explains
for the increment of dye removal as the coagulant dosage increases.
However, it is also reported that the coagulation activity of Hibiscus sabdariffa
seeds is decreased when the dosage reaches a certain point. This declination is caused
by charge reversal which results the re-dispersion and re-stabilisation of dye colloidal
particles due to overdosing of coagulant proteins [22]. However, this phenomenon will
only occur when the coagulation dosage reaches up to 709 mg/L [23].
3.3.4 Influence of Adsorption Dosage on Dye Removal
The adsorbent dosage is manipulated from 50 mg/L to 150 mg/L [12]. As shown
in Figure 5, It can be seen that the increase in the adsorbent dosage increases the dye
removal percentage of Congo red. This is because higher adsorbent dosage provides a
greater surface area with more adsorption sites and thus increase the adsorption of dye.
The adsorption of dye particles at pH 2 to 3 also shows higher removal
percentage. When the density of positive charges in the solution increases, it avoids the
adsorbents becoming more aggregated due to electrostatic interactions and steric
repulsion force [12]. Thus, the stabilised adsorbent provides more adsorption sites. The
excessive positive charges will also affect the surface charge of the adsorbent. As a
result, the highly branched aromatic compounds of Congo red will gradually adsorb on
the highly porous surface of the activated carbon and balances the dispersion status [24].
In short, pH and initial dye concentrations play an important role to maximise
the performance of adsorption-coagulation hybrid process. The solution must be in
between 2 to 3 so that the hybrid process can perform effectively (as shown in Figure 2
to 4).
3.4 Summary
The optimisation of the hybrid process and the interaction between process variables
had been discussed above. The analysis shows that the dye removal can reach up to
96.67% when the pH of CR solution is 2, initial dye concentration is 385 ppm,
coagulant dosage is 209 mg/L and adsorbent dosage is 150 mg/L.
Shah et al. had demonstrated the adsorption-coagulation process to remove
pollutants in the textile dye wastewater from a manufacturing plant in Pakistan. In his
research work, commercial coagulants such as ferric chloride (FeCl3), ferrous sulphate
(FeSO4) and alum [Al2(SO4)3] are used for comparison purpose and bottom based coal
ash (BBCA) is used as an adsorbent in the hybrid process. According to the findings
from Shah et al., the hybrid process was optimised when 1.68 g/L of FeCl3 and 4 g/L
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of BBCA was used to treat the dye effluent. The colour removal achieves up to 82%,
turbidity removal 84% and total suspended solid (TSS) 94%.
The hybrid process performed in this current research study shows a 96.67% of
dye removal. As compare with the colour removal reported from Shah et al., it shows
that the properties of wastewater are important for removal efficiency. Shah et al.
described the dye wastewater as effluent with high suspended organic compounds,
because it consists of dyes, pigments, textile chemicals and binder emulsion. In contrast
with the synthetic CR wastewater, the dye molecules are the only component presented
in the solution, thus it can achieve high dye removal percentage.
In this research work, the optimum coagulant dosage is 209 mg/L, which is much
lower than 1.86 g/L. This is because of the composition of wastewater and the dosage
of natural coagulant is normally lower than chemical coagulant [25]. Besides that, the
optimum adsorbent dosage in this research work is 150 mg/L, which is lower than 4
g/L. According to [11], the dosage of synthetic adsorbent such as activated carbon is
normally lower than the dosage of natural adsorbent in water treatment process. This is
because the manufacturing process of synthetic adsorbent which requires strict
temperature and pressure control produces highly porous activated carbon. This greatly
increase the adsorption surface area of activated carbon. Note that the dye molecules
adsorbed on the surface of activated carbon is relatively small compared with the
organic pollutants in real wastewater. Thus, the dosage of activated carbon is lower than
the dosage BBCA.
Shah et al. had also reported that higher dosing of coagulant and adsorbent more
than 1.68 g/L and 4g did not improve the removal efficiency in terms of the reduction
of colour and concentration of pollutants. This is due to the occurrence of steady state
condition with higher dosing of coagulant and adsorbent. This is true based on the
analysis of the current experimental result. When the coagulant and adsorbent dosage
reach 209 mg/L and 150 mg/L respectively in the CR solution with dye concentration
of 385 ppm, the removal efficiency will drop below 96.67%.
Shah et al. also suggested that among the three coagulants used, the combination
of alum-BBCA has the lowest removal efficiency, with 77% of colour removal, 79%
of turbidity removal and 93% of TSS removal. This may be due to the pH of effluent
that influence the coagulation activity of alum as lime is added into the water sample
for pH maintenance. Based on [4], the optimum pH for alum is 5.3. Since lime is an
alkaline, it will affect the performance of coagulation in the hybrid process and thus
reduce the removal efficiency. In this research work, the analysis shows that the
coagulation of H. sabdariffa seeds is efficient at pH 2. Thus, it can remove the dye
efficiently.
From this summary, it can be concluded that the adsorption-coagulation hybrid
process with H. sabdariffa seeds as coagulant and activated carbon as adsorbent can
potentially achieve the removal efficiency obtained from RSM if it is scaled up or used
to treat real dye wastewater. The process condition must be optimised so that the
interaction of adsorbent and coagulant with the pollutants can be improved and thus
increase removal efficiency.
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4. Conclusion
In conclusion, this case study shows that Hibiscus sabdariffa seeds are workable
natural coagulants. It also serves as an alternative to remove Cong red dye wastewater
in real practice. Based on the aggression model analysis and ANOVA, the highly
significant factors that contribute to the dye removal efficiency through adsorptioncoagulation hybrid process are pH of solution and initial dye concentration. The RSM
results shows that the optimised process parameters for adsorption-coagulation hybrid
process with Hibiscus sabdariffa seeds as the coagulant and activated carbon as the
adsorbent are pH 2, initial dye concentration of 385 ppm, coagulant dosage of 229 mg/L
and adsorbent dosage of 50 mg/L. The dye removal reaches up to 98.68% under
optimum parameters.
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Abstract
Pharmaceutical wastewater is one of the most difficult wastewater to treat due to the
presence of pharmaceutical compounds resulting in high concentration of organic
matter, high turbidity and Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD). Coagulation is a common
method used to treat wastewater. It works by neutralising the negative charges of the
pollutants which then accumulate at the bottom as flocs and separate from the water
suspension. However, the issue that has been raised with the use of chemical coagulants
is their presence in water after treatment that can cause risks to the human health such
as Alzheimer and cancer. Natural coagulants can be used as a safe alternative to these
chemicals in successfully treating wastewater. Therefore, the objective of this
experiment was to study the effect of H. Sabdariffa and J. Curcas as natural coagulants,
separately and as a combination, on the treatment of pharmaceutical wastewater. The
synthetic wastewater was prepared using paracetamol, ibuprofen, naproxen and
caffeine. Jar test experiment were carried out where beakers of 0.5L wastewater were
mixed with the coagulants. The pH of the wastewater was varied from 2 to 12 while the
coagulant dosage was varied from 40 to 200 mg/L. The turbidity was measured suing
a turbiditimeter while the COD was measured using the UV spectrophotometer. This
study showed that both H. Sabdariffa and J. Curcas were able to effectively treat
pharmaceutical wastewater. It was found that H. Sabdariffa works best at pH 4 and at
a coagulant dosage of 190 mg/L with a highest turbidity removal of 35.8% and a
decrease of COD by 29%. J. Curcas was found to perform best at pH 3 and with a
coagulant dosage of 200 mg/L with a highest turbidity removal of 51% and a decrease
of COD by 32%. When J. Curcas and H. Sabdariffa were used in combination, the
optimum composition was found to be 80% J. Curcas and 20% H. Sabdariffa by weight
with a maximum turbidity removal of 46.8% and a decrease in COD by 46%. In
comparison between the two natural coagulants, J. Curcas is found to be a better and
more suited coagulative agent for the treatment of pharmaceutical wastewater. The
same experiment was carried with alum at pH 6 and coagulant dosage of 750 mg/L and
a turbidity removal of 48% and a decrease in COD by 38% were recorded. By
comparing the results with the natural coagulants, J. Curcas was a better coagulant in
treating the pharmaceutical wastewater. This shows that natural coagulants can be used
to replace chemical coagulants in the treatment of pharmaceutical wastewater.
Keywords: Wastewater, Pharmaceutical, H. Sabdariffa, J. Curcas, Coagulant.
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1. Introduction
In the last decade, traces of pharmaceuticals in the water cycle including
drinking water have become a subject of discussion among the public, governments and
the drinking- water regulators. Their presence in water, even at low concentrations, has
raised concerns regarding its risks to human health from consuming these
pharmaceuticals in drinking water [1], [2]. Therefore, it is essential to remove these
pharmaceuticals from the wastewater before consumption. As a result, effective
treatment methods must be applied to efficiently treat the contaminated water. Current
pharmaceutical wastewater plants use methods such as activated sludge, membrane
bioreactor and coagulation [3], [4].
Coagulation is a well-known technique used to reduce the pollutant contents in
the water body that are present as turbidity, colour and organic matters [5], [6] . It is
used as a treatment aiming to reduce the amount of pharmaceuticals such as
paracetamol in the wastewater before it leaves as effluents [7]. Coagulants work by
neutralising the charges caused by the colloidal particles. The suspended particles
accumulate, forming flocs that then settle at the bottom and separate from the water suspension
[6]. The most common coagulants used are chemicals such as the aluminium and ferric
salts which are highly effective and cheap. However, recent studies have shown that
traces of the aluminium based coagulants in the treated water can cause Alzheimer and
other diseases such as intestinal constipation, abdominal colic and convulsions [6], [8].
Regarding the use of synthetic polymers, the presence of its residues in the water can
be toxic and have strong carcinogenic properties [8]. Besides that, they are also
ineffective in low- temperature water, produce large sludge volumes and significantly
affect the pH of the treated water [9]. Therefore, researchers are focusing more on using
natural coagulants which can be obtained from plants, animals or microorganisms as
replacement to the chemical ones. They are non-toxic, biodegradable and can help to
achieve the same results as the chemical coagulants [10].
Natural coagulants have been used for domestic households in the earlier days
for traditional water treatment. However, due to the cheap cost and effectiveness of
chemical coagulants, the use of natural coagulants was overlooked upon [10].
Furthermore, the use of natural coagulants have not been sufficiently investigated [10].
Therefore, this paper is focused on the study of Hibiscus Sabdariffa and Jatropha
Curcas as natural coagulants. These plants are known as natural coagulants due to the
presence of proteins in the seeds that act as an active coagulative agent [10]. These two
plants are easily and readily accessible in various countries. The H. Sabdariffa seeds
consist of 29.9% of proteins while J. Curcas seeds was found to contain 27.2% of
proteins [11], [12]. Since the proteins inside the seeds act as a coagulative agent, both
of these plants have the potential to treat wastewater.
H. Sabdariffa, most commonly known as Roselle, is used in herbal drinks, as
food and as a flavouring agent in the food industry. The flower, known as calyx, is
mostly used for these purposes. The seeds are most often discarded since till now, there
is no use for it [11]. However, these seeds can be used to treat wastewater due to its
coagulative properties. J. Curcas is a shrub or small tree belonging to the
Euphorbiaceous family. Its main use is to extract oil from its fruit which is then used
in the cosmetic industry, in soap making and as a substitute to kerosene or diesel. The
seed and the press cake which is the waste after the oil extraction are normally discarded.
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However, these contain the protein which is the active coagulating agent that is efficient
in the wastewater treatment [13], [14]. These wastes and the seeds can be used for
coagulation, reducing the amount of waste and promoting sustainable development [8].
This paper investigates the efficiency of H. Sabdariffa and J. Curcas as natural
coagulants, individually and as a combination, in the treatment of pharmaceutical
wastewater. The effect of pH and coagulant dosage on the coagulation process are also
studied in this research. The performance of the natural coagulants is compared with
the effectiveness of the chemical coagulant alum.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Materials
The materials used for this experiment include: good quality dry seeds of H.
Sabdariffa and Jatropha Curcas, pharmaceuticals (namely paracetamol, ibuprofen,
naproxen and caffeine) to simulate the wastewater, 1M hydrochloric acid and 1M
sodium hydroxide (to adjust the pH of the wastewater), 0.5M sodium chloride solution
(to extract the proteins from the seeds).
2.2 Preparation of synthetic wastewater
Synthetic pharmaceutical wastewater was prepared by dissolving
pharmaceuticals in distilled water to simulate the pharmaceutical wastewater properties
in terms of the concentration of pharmaceuticals present in the wastewater. The
pharmaceuticals were crushed into a fine powder using a mortar and pestle. 62.5 mg of
each pharmaceutical (paracetamol, ibuprofen, naproxen and caffeine) was added to 1L
of distilled water to prepare the stock solution of the synthetic wastewater. The solution
was mixed for 1 hour at 50 rpm to achieve uniform dilution of the pharmaceuticals. The
synthetic wastewater was then allowed to settle for 24 hours for complete hydration
before it was filtered and ready for the experiment.
The pH of the wastewater was adjusted using 1M hydrochloric acid and 1M
sodium hydroxide before the jar tests.
2.3 Preparation of the H. Sabdariffa and J. Curcas seed powder
Good quality seeds were selected and washed with tap water to remove any dust
or impurities on the shells. They were then dried in an oven at 60 ± 2 ℃ for 3 hours to
remove all the moisture content from the seeds. The dried seeds were crushed into a
fine powder using a mortar and pestle.
2.4 Preparation of the H. Sabdariffa and J. Curcas coagulant
To prepare the coagulants, sodium chloride was used as the solvent to extract
the proteins from the seed powder. As studied by [13], sodium chloride was found to
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be the best solvent compared to distilled water and sodium hydroxide for the extraction
of the coagulative agent from the seeds.
0.5g of the seed powder was dissolved in 100 ml of 0.5M sodium chloride. The
mixture was blended for 2 minutes using a food processor. The solution was filtered
through a muslin cloth and the filtrate was used in the following jar tests.
2.5 Coagulation experiments
The coagulation experiments were carried out by varying the pH, coagulant
dosage and wastewater concentration in terms of the concentration of pharmaceuticals
in the water. The pH was varied from 2 to 12 while the coagulant dosages were varied
from 40 to 200 mg/L. The initial wastewater concentration was investigated at 62.5
mg/L of each pharmaceutical. The temperature of the wastewater was kept constant at
room temperature.
The jar test was used to conduct the coagulation experiments. Six 0.5L beakers
were each filled with 500 mL of wastewater. The optimum pH was first tested by
varying the pH while keeping the coagulant dosage constant at 200mg/L. Upon addition
of the coagulant, the mixture was stirred rapidly at 100 rpm for 4 minutes followed by
slow mixing at 40 rpm for 25 minutes. The rapid mixing is to promote the collision
between the pharmaceuticals and the coagulant while the slow mixing is to allow the
growth of the flocs. The mixture was then allowed to settle for one hour for
sedimentation, after which 50 ml of the liquid was carefully collected without
disturbing the flocs settled at the bottom of the beakers. The liquid was then filtered
and the residual turbidity (RT) and COD of the filtrate were measured. From the results,
the pH with the best turbidity and COD removal was chosen as the optimum pH.
The same procedures were repeated while experimenting with different
coagulant dosages while keeping the pH constant at the optimum value. The COD and
turbidity are measured and the dosage with the best turbidity and COD removal was
taken as the optimum. Next, the initial wastewater concentration was varied while the
pH and the dosage was kept to their optimum values. The initial wastewater
concentration with the best turbidity and COD removal was selected. The same
coagulation test without the addition of coagulants was carried out as a control and the
residual turbidity (RTc) and the COD (CODc) were measured.
The jar coagulation tests were carried out for both J. Curcas and H. Sabdariffa
individually and as a combination.
2.6 Analytical Method
When the pharmaceutical wastewater is put under study, different parameters
are always considered to have a better indication of the characteristics of the wastewater.
The parameters measured are pH, COD, Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD), turbidity,
total suspended solids (TSS) and total dissolved solids (TDS) [15].
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As mentioned earlier in Section 1, coagulation is used to reduce the amount of
colloidal matter in the water. Turbidity measures the cloudiness of the water, and
therefore measures the amount of colloidal matter present inside the water.
Coagulation is a treatment used prior to the biological treatment which involves
activated sludge where microorganisms are used to treat the water [16]. During
coagulation, a reduction of COD is favored so that when the treated water undergoes
the biological treatment, less sludge is produced from the microbial activity. As a result,
the two parameters measured in this study are turbidity and COD.
1) Turbidity
It was measured using a turbiditimeter (EUTECH Instruments TN100). The turbidity removal was calculated as shown by Eq.1:
Turbidity removal =

𝑅𝑇𝑐 −𝑅𝑇
𝑅𝑇𝑐

x 100 %

(1)

Where: RTc is the turbidity of the wastewater before undergoing coagulation
RT is the turbidity of the wastewater after undergoing coagulation.

2) Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD)
COD was measured using reaction cells of range 25-1500 mg/L which
contained sulphuric acid, potassium dichromate and mercury (II) sulphate as
reagents. 3 mL of the sample to be tested was carefully added to the reaction
cells inside a fume hood. The cell was then vigorously shaken and heated at 150
℃ for 2 hours using a thermoreactor. The cells were then removed and let to
cool to room temperature. The COD was then measured using a photometer
(Prove 300 UV/VIS Spectrophotometer). The COD removal was calculated as
shown by Eq.2:
COD removal =

𝐶𝑂𝐷𝑐 −𝐶𝑂𝐷𝑖
𝐶𝑂𝐷𝑐

x 100 %

(2)

Where: CODc is the COD of the wastewater before undergoing coagulation
CODi is the COD of the wastewater after undergoing coagulation.
3. Results & Discussion
The synthetic wastewater was prepared to simulate the properties of the real
pharmaceutical wastewater. The properties of the synthetic wastewater prepared are
shown in Table 1 below:
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Table 23: Characteristics of synthetic wastewater.
Characteristics of the synthetic wastewater

30
4.5-5.4
9.96
665

Temperature (℃)
pH
Turbidity (NTU)
COD (mg/L)

The pharmaceutical compounds used to simulate the wastewater are acidic in
nature and as a result, the wastewater becomes slightly acidic with an average pH of
4.95. The real wastewater is also acidic due to the acidic pharmaceutical compounds
present [15].
3.1 Coagulation activity using H. Sabdariffa
3.1.1 Effect of pH on coagulation activity
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 shows the effect of pH on the turbidity and COD of the treated
water after jar tests. pH is an important factor to consider since the solubility of the
matter depends on the pH level of the wastewater. The wastewater consists of mainly
negative charges and the pH at which the particles become stable is known as the
isoelectric point [6]. The pH is varied from 2 to 12 while the coagulant dosage is kept
constant at 200 mg/L. From the results obtained, it can be seen that the lowest turbidity
is obtained at pH 4 with a turbidity removal of 44.7% and a decrease in COD by 22.9%.
This is in agreement with a previous study done by [6] in which it was found that H.
Sabdariffa is efficient under acidic conditions, especially at pH 4.
This phenomena can be explained by studying the amino acids present in the H.
Sabdariffa seeds and their isoelectric point. The coagulative agent present in the seeds
consists mainly of glutamic acid and aspartic acid which are categorised as acidic amino
acids [17]. While the isoelectric point of glutamic acid and aspartic acid are 3.2 and
2.77 respectively, the seeds also contain significant amount of the other amino acids
with isoelectric point ranging from 3 to 6 as shown earlier in table 3. As a result, the
coagulative agent works best in acidic conditions, especially at pH 3 and 4.
Also, from Fig. 1, pH 4 gives the lowest turbidity of 5.51 NTU with a turbidity
removal of 44.7%. It can also be seen that at some pH values, the turbidity increases
above its initial turbidity of 9.96 NTU. This is because the pharmaceutical wastewater
can only be treated effectively at its optimum pH and at other pH far from its optimum
pH, the coagulation activity fails and is unable to produce any flocs. As a result, it
causes an increase in the turbidity of the water.
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Figure 19: The effect of pH on the turbidity of the wastewater after coagulation.

Figure 20: The trend in COD when varying the pH of the wastewater after
coagulation.
Fig. 1 and 2 show the relationship between turbidity and COD. The graph for
COD shows a similar trend to the graph of turbidity. This shows that pH also has an
effect on the COD of the wastewater. At pH 4, the % COD removal is 22.9%.
3.1.2 Effect of coagulant dosage on coagulation activity
The formation of flocs depends on the coagulant dosage. The charges of the
coagulants work by neutralising the charged ions in the synthetic wastewater. The floc
strength depends on the attraction and repulsion between the particles. When the dosage
is low, the particles do not have enough energy and therefore form weak and small flocs
[18]. Overdosing also result in poor performance of coagulation and also directly
increases the cost of dosing and sludge formation [19]. Therefore, the coagulant dosage
was varied from 40 to 200 mg/L.
From Fig.3, it is found that at 190 mg/L, the coagulant gives the highest turbidity
removal of 28.4% with a COD removal of 28.3%. It can be seen that at lower dosages,
the turbidity removal is low due to insufficient dosages producing weak flocs that are
unable to settle down. This is also in correlation with the findings of [20]. As from
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90mg/L of coagulant, the COD remains stable at 476 mg/L. This shows that the dosage
does not have much of an effect on the COD of the water.

Figure 21: Percentage removal of turbidity and COD with increasing coagulant
dosage.

3.2 Coagulation activity using J. Curcas
3.2.1 Effect of pH on coagulation activity
Fig.4 and Fig.5 show a similar trend with the effect of increasing pH. The lowest
turbidity is observed at pH 3 with a turbidity removal of 41% and COD removal of
34.9%. The turbidity is reduced from 9.96 NTU to 5.88 NTU. This is in agreement with
[13] where it proves that Jatropha works best in acidic conditions and works best at pH
3.
It can also be observed that only at pH 3 and 4, the coagulative agent is able to
reduce the turbidity. This is because at pH 3 and 4, the positive charges on the amino
acids that make up the protein molecules dominate. The composition of amino acids in
the seeds of J. Curcas was studied by [21]. Glutamic acid and aspartic acid were
abundantly found in the seeds. Since these amino acids are acidic and have an isoelectric
point at 3.22 and 2.77 respectively, they favour coagulation in acidic conditions, especially at
pH 3 [22]. The J. Curcas protein is expected to work well as a cationic coagulant agent.

As an amphoteric molecule, the charge of the amino acids is dependent on the pH of
the environment. As a result, this is why we can observe flocs at pH 3 and 4 [23].
However, at pH greater than 3, the positive and negative charges of the different amino
acids in the protein may have reduced the cationic potential of the coagulant and as a
result, no coagulation can be observed at these pH [23].
However at other pH values, J. Curcas is unable to neutralise the charges in the
wastewater and unable to produce any flocs. This may be due to the presence of oil in
the jatropha seed powder which was not extracted prior to coagulation. The oil when
mixed with the sodium chloride solvent produces a milky emulsion that causes an
increase in turbidity at pH 2 and at alkaline conditions [14].
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Similar to the coagulation activity with H. Sabdariffa, the COD of the treated
water shows a similar trend as the turbidity of the water. When the turbidity decreases,
the COD of the water also reduces. Therefore, this shows that pH also has an effect on
the COD of the water.

Figure 22: The effect of pH on the turbidity of the wastewater after coagulation.

Figure 23: The effect of pH on the COD of the wastewater after coagulation.

3.2.2 Effect of coagulant dosage on coagulation activity
From Fig. 6, it can be seen that the turbidity increases when the coagulant
dosage is below 80 mg/L. This is because the dosage is not enough to produce any flocs
and therefore the milky emulsion of the jatropha coagulative agent causes the turbidity
of the water to increase. From 90mg/L onwards, the turbidity considerably decreases
and reaches its lowest turbidity of 4.81 NTU at 200mg/L. The highest turbidity reaches
a 51% removal with a 32% decrease in COD.
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Figure 24: The effect of coagulant dosage on the turbidity and COD % removal.

3.3 Coagulation activity using a combination of H. Sabdariffa and J. Curcas
3.3.1 Effect of pH on coagulation activity
The effect of pH is studied on treatment of water by using a combination of both
seeds. As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, H.Sabdariffa works best at pH 4 while in Section
3.2.1, it was found that J. Curcas works at an optimum pH of 3. For a combination of
both, it is expected that the coagulants will work under acidic conditions as well.
Therefore, the pH is varied from 2 to 7 while the combination is kept to 200 mg/L with
equal amounts of J. Curcas and H. Sabdariffa (50:50%).
Fig. 7 studies the effect of pH on the turbidity of wastewater after coagulation.
It can be observed that the turbidity considerably decreases at pH 3 and 4. It reaches its
lowest turbidity of 7.59 NTU at pH 3 with a turbidity removal of 24% and a 32.3 %
decrease in COD. Fig. 8 shows that pH also affects the COD of the wastewater. The
highest decrease in COD is observed at pH 3 and pH 4.

Figure 25: The effect of pH on the turbidity of treated water after coagulation.
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Figure 26: The effect of pH on the COD of treated water after coagulation.
3.3.2 Effect of coagulant dosage on coagulation activity
Fig. 9 shows the effect of increasing the weight of J. Curcas in the mixture of
both coagulants on the turbidity and COD of the treated water after coagulation. It can
be observed that the % turbidity removal gradually increases from 38.8% to 46.8%
when the % weight of J. Curcas increases. However, the COD remains almost constant
at a COD removal of 46%. This shows that increasing the amount of J. Curcas does not
affect the COD of the water. The optimum composition is 80% J. Curcas and 20% H.
Sabdariffa by weight with a maximum turbidity removal of 46.8% and a decrease in
COD by 46%. This shows that J. Curcas has a higher effect than H. Sabdariffa in the
treatment of the wastewater.

Figure 27: The effect of coagulant dosage on the turbidity and COD of the
wastewater.
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3.4

Coagulation with Alum

The results are compared with the conventional chemical coagulant which is
alum. The effect of alum in the treatment of pharmaceutical wastewater was studied by
[7]. It was found that alum worked best at pH 6 with a dosage of 750mg/L.
The synthetic wastewater was treated with alum with the optimum conditioned
mentioned above. The same experiment was carried out, with only alum being used as
the coagulant. The chemical coagulant was successful in treating the pharmaceutical
wastewater with a turbidity removal of 48% and a COD removal of 53%.
3.5

Comparison of results for all different coagulants experimented

The results obtained for all different scenarios tested in this research are
compared. The graph below shows the results obtained for all 4 scenarios.

Figure 28: Result comparison of all the different scenarios tested.
From Fig. 10, it can be seen that in terms of % turbidity removal, J. Curcas
gives the best results compared to the others. It is followed by Alum with a 48%
turbidity removal. H. Sabdariffa gives the lowest results among the 3 coagulants. This
shows that the natural coagulants can be used to replace chemical coagulants in the
treatment of pharmaceutical wastewater since the results obtained are comparable and
close to each other. By comparing both natural coagulants, J. Curcas is the most
suitable one to be used as it is more effective in treating the wastewater.
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7. Conclusion
In this study, it was found that both H. Sabdariffa and J. Curcas were able to
effectively treat pharmaceutical wastewater. It was found that H. Sabdariffa works best
at pH 4 and at a coagulant dosage of 190 mg/L with a highest turbidity removal of 35.8%
and a decrease of COD by 29%. J. Curcas was found to perform best at pH 3 and with
a coagulant dosage of 200 mg/L with a highest turbidity removal of 51% and a decrease
of COD by 32%. In comparison, J. Curcas is found to be a better and more suited
coagulative agent for the treatment of pharmaceutical wastewater. Even a combination
of both coagulants only gave a turbidity removal of 46.8%. This study also showed that
only pH has a distinctive effect on the COD of the wastewater while both pH and dosage
has an effect on the turbidity of the wastewater. In comparison with alum, J. Curcas
gave a better result in the treatment of the wastewater. This research was successful in
showing that natural coagulants can be used to treatment of pharmaceutical wastewater
and therefore can replace the use in alum in treatment plants.
For future work, the oil can be extracted from the J. Curcas seeds prior to
coagulation. Also, coagulation of higher concentrations of pharmaceutical wastewater
can be studied. High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) can be used to
detect the pharmaceuticals still present in the wastewater after coagulation and its
corresponding concentration.
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Abstract
In this work, the concept of material cost flow accounting (MFCA) has been used to
synthesise an optimum wastewater treatment plant (WWTP). MFCA is an analysis
method that able to quantify the mass flow of a process into monetary unit. The ultimate
purpose of MFCA concept is to reduce waste generation and to increase environmental
performance. To incorporate the concept of MFCA, several costs have been taken into
consideration in this work. This included raw material cost, energy cost, labour cost,
and waste management cost as well as the hidden cost and carry-forward cost. Hidden
cost is the cost that associated with the process stream, while the carry-forward cost is
the cost that is carried forward from one process to another process. In addition,
pollutants like TSS, COD, BOD and O&G have also been considered in this work to
ensure the discharged water is complied with discharged regulations. To solve this
problem, MFCA-based approached has been developed by formulating a series of
mathematical equations (i.e., mass balance, contaminant equations, and cost
computation equations) based on a generic superstructure that presented all possible
pathways of WWTP. In this work, four continuous treatment stages (pre-treatment,
chemical treatment, biological treatment and tertiary treatment) with various treatment
technologies have been considered in the WWTP. The optimum pathway of WWTP
has been selected based on the optimisation objective. To illustrate the developed
approach, an industry case study, which is a sago wastewater treatment plant, has been
solved. As results, an optimum sago wastewater treatment process with minimum waste
generation cost is synthesised via a commercial optimisation software, LINGO. Sago
wastewater treatment technologies of grit removal, coagulation-flocculation-DAF,
MBR and carbon filter are selected as optimum pathway at the end.
Keywords: Synthesis, Optimisation, Wastewater treatment, MFCA, Organic
wastewater.
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1. Introduction
Due to the dramatic rise of human population and the rapid growth of industries,
waste production rate is getting higher. Generally, wastes can be divided into organic
waste (e.g., municipal solid waste (MSW), sewage wastewater, food wastes, etc.) and
inorganic waste (e.g., electronic waste, plastics, pesticide, cans, metals, chemical
wastes, etc.). Organic waste refers to the waste that consist of biodegradable materials
meanwhile inorganic wastewater refers to the waste that consist of relative stable
substances which cannot easily degradable by organisms [1]. According to Hoornweg
et al. [2], three million tonnes of wastes was produced per day in year 2000, and this
amount is expected to hit 6 million tonnes by year 2025. Thus, waste management is a
crucial step to reduce environmental issues and to increase economic performance of
an industry. Waste management involves various types of treatment processes to ensure
the treated wastes complied with discharged regulations before being discharged to the
environment.
Among the wastes above-mentioned, organic wastewater is the most common
waste generated from industries and households daily. This is because huge amount of
water is being used daily for cleaning purpose in industrial processes and household’s
activity. Numerous research works have been conducted for wastewater treatment
technologies. Gobel et al. [3] evaluated elimination of pollutants in secondary (e.g.,
activated sludge, fludized bed reactor (FBR) and membrane bioreactor (MBR)) and
tertiary treatment (e.g., sand filter). Performance of upflow anaerobic sludge blanket
(UASB) also being evaluated by Manjunath et al. [4]. Besides that, Mamais et al. [5]
and Ekama et al. [6] had researched removal of colloidal matter by using flocculationprecipitation method. Chen et al. [7] and Edzwald et al. [8] had reviewed
electrochemical technologies and DAF treatment in WWTP respectively. Other than
that, Lefebure et al. [9] also had reviewed physico-chemical treatments. Sustainability
of treatment technologies such as mechanical, lagoon and land treatment system in
WWTP also being evaluated by Muga et al. [10]. Microbial fuel sells (MFC) hybrid
process being proposed by Li et al. [11] for sustainability of wastewater treatment
process. In optimisation of WWTP technology, Finger et al. [12] had evaluated grit
removal performance by varying operating conditions, whereas Al-Mutairi et al. [13]
conducted research on coagulant selection and sludge conditioning on slaughterhouse
WWTP. These showed that there are various different treatment technologies can be
used to treat organic wastewater.
Apart from the conventional technologies, some research works have been done
on new technologies. Gogate et al. [14] highlighted on newer technologies of biological
oxidation processes (cavitation, photocatalytic oxidation, Fenton’s chemistry,
ozonation and hydrogen peroxide) and the comparison among different WWTP using
Life Cycle Approach (LCA) had been done by Kalbar et al. [15]. Furthermore, different
modelling on WWTP also had been done. Wilas et al. [16] based on plant capacities
calculation and effluents standards for selection of treatment technology, Woods et al.
[17] evaluated economic viable of phosphorus recovery processes, Gernaey et al. [18]
focused on modelling of WWTP using white-box model, black-box, stochastic greybox, and hybrid modelling. Apart from that, Albino et al. [19] used enterprise inputoutput model. Modelling on UASB performance being conducted by Singh et al. [20].
This showed that modelling is one of the vital tool for treatment technologies selection.
In economic aspect, cost modelling (operating cost and maintenance cost) for
wastewater treatment process had conducted by Hernendez-Sancho et al. [21]. For
optimisation of wastewater treatment plant control, Durrenmatt et al. [22] had built
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software sensors based on SCADA system of plant. In environmental aspect,
Corominas et al. [23] had evaluated Greenhouse Gas Emission (GHG) of entire WWTP
by comparing different modelling approaches (1. simple comprehensive model from
empirical assumptions and 2. sophisticated model consist of Anaerobic Digestion
Model 1 and also biological reactor).
As above-mentioned, many researches had been done on wastewater treatment
technologies in aspect of removal efficiency, selection based on performance and
optimum operating condition. Meanwhile, development and research on new
wastewater treatment technologies also getting more interested on research field. All
this imply that wastewater treatment are getting more important. Research on selection
of wastewater technologies by modelling also had been done by using input-output
model which take consideration on material and energy flows of production process.
Apart from that, modelling on economic aspect, environmental aspect and optimisation
on process control had also been done. Note that although many researches had done
on WWTP technologies and modelling of WWTP processes, however selection of
optimum wastewater treatment pathway based on MFCA concept which considered
hidden cost of waste stream and product stream haven’t be applied.
MFCA is Environmental Management Accounting (EMA) for material
efficiency analysis of the process [24]. It focused on material flow, energy used and
cost accounting [25]. Material cost, energy cost, system cost (e.g., labour cost,
depreciation cost) and waste management cost being considered in cost accounting [26].
Significant of MFCA is hidden profits from waste generated can be determined so that
further improvement can be done [26]. This is due to the fact that material cost is
roughly similar around the world whereas labour cost, energy cost vary significantly by
different countries [25]. Thus, MFCA can be the useful tool for cost reduction, higher
material and energy management [25]. By doing this, value of corporate can be
enhanced. Other than that, MFCA can be the management tool for green productivity
since higher energy efficiency also imply that lesser CO2 or waste will be generated
from process so environmental performance can be maximised [26]. By concluding
benefits above, MFCA account for both economic and environment aspects which lead
to sustainability performance [26]. In September 2011, MFCA had become
international standard (ISO 14051) and its application is expected to be increased in
future [25].
MFCA had been successfully applied on different fields. These fields included
lens manufacturing process, printing process, ceramics tiles manufacturing, Canon firm
manufacturer and many more. In most recently, Wan et al. [27] developed MFCA-based
approach for prioritisation of waste recovery. Two new costs terms were introduced by
Wan et al. [27], which is hidden cost and carry-forward cost using the concept of MFCA.
MFCA is a concept that focuses on distribution of imputing cost to waste streams. The
main purpose of MFCA is to minimise environmental impact concurrently improve
economic performance with the selection of minimum total hidden cost of waste stream
[27]. Since MFCA concept focused on tracking in amount, quality and cost aspects of
input and output material flow in processes, there are 4 types of cost considered in
MFCA which are material, system, energy and waste management costs. Waste
management is also taken into consideration since waste is considered as one of the byproduct in MFCA concept. Attribution of energy, material and system cost are based
on the distribution percentage of material toward product and waste stream. These costs
were used to determine the hidden cost and carry-forward cost. Hidden cost is the
summation cost of processing cost and carry-forward cost. Material, energy and system
cost attributed to processing cost. Cost associated to recycle stream or intermediate
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stream was identified as carry-forward cost. In conventional cost accounting concept,
hidden cost that allocated to waste which consists significant cost is overlooked which
might affect the final analysed result. Thus, in MFCA, each waste stream has its
associated hidden cost which represents its cumulative cost invested to generate these
waste. Consideration of hidden cost make MFCA concept more suitable for waste
stream prioritisation selection than other accounting prioritisation approaches.
Hence, this research aimed to develop a MFCA-based approach to synthesise
an optimum wastewater treatment process with minimum waste generation cost using
the concept of MFCA. The significant of this study is the developed model can be used
as decision making tool for technology selection to synthesize an optimum wastewater
treatment plant. Meanwhile, it is to ensure the treated water is comply with the
discharged regulations. In addition, the MFCA-based approach can be used for any type
of wastewater by modifying the parameters. To illustrate the developed approach, an
industrial case study is solve. In this work, organic sago wastewater treatment is
selected as case study. The rest of this paper is organised as follows: research
methodology is first presented which is followed by mass balance equations,
contaminant balance equations, and cost computation equations of the MFCA-based
approach. Then, case study on sago wastewater treatment is solved to illustrate the
proposed approach. Finally, conclusion and future work are given at the end of paper.
2. Methodology
A generic wastewater treatment superstructure is first developed to show all
possible pathway to treat wastewater as shown in Figure 1. Based on this generic
superstructure, MFCA-based approach has been developed by formulating
mathematical equations for each treatment in WWTP as shown in following sections.
These equations included mass balance equation, contaminant equation, and cost
computation equations. To demonstrate the developed approach, an industry case study,
organic wastewater treatment plant is solved.
2.1 Generic Superstructure of Wastewater Treatment
A generic superstructure of wastewater treatment plant is shown in Figure 1
below. As shown, Feedstock WW represents wastewater supply with volumetric flow
𝑖𝑛
rate 𝐹𝑊𝑊
is treated through different treatment included pre-treatment p ϵ P, chemical
treatment c ϵ C, biological treatment b ϵ B and tertiary treatment t ϵ T before convert
into product TW which is treated water. With the aid of generic superstructure, a series
of equations are formulated in the following sections.
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Figure 1: General superstructure for wastewater treatment.

2.2 Mathematical Equations
2.2.1 Mass Balance Equations
𝑖𝑛
𝐹𝑊𝑊

f
(1).

As shown in generic superstructure (Figure 1), the total flow rate of feedstock,
𝑜𝑢𝑡
will be distributed to pre-treatment, p with flowrate of 𝐹𝑊𝑊,𝑝
as shown in Eq.

n

in
out
FWW   FWW , p
p 1

WW

(1)

In other words, the total flowrate that are received by pre-treatment, p F inp is shown as
Eq. (2),
n

in
out
F p   F WW , p
WW 1

p

(2)

out
where F WW
, p is the feedstock flowrate distributed to pre-treatment, p. As a generic rule
of mass balance, the inlet flowrate, Fpin must be equal to outlet flowrate Fpout as shown
in Eq. (3).

in
out
Fp  Fp

p

(3)

In pre-treatment p, since it do not produce sludge. Thus, total inlet flow rate of pretreatment, p will be distributed to chemical treatment, c with flowrate of Fp,cout as shown
in Eq. (4) below. So, total flowrate that received by chemical treatment c, Fcin is shown
on Eq. (5). Eq. (6) shown a constraint equation, inlet flowrate, Fcin must be equalled to
outlet flowrate, Fcout.
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n

F p   F p ,c

p

(4)

in
out
F c   F p ,c

c

(5)

in
out
Fc  Fc

c

(6)

in

out

c 1

n

p 1

For chemical treatment c, since there was additional sludge produced. So other than
distribution to biological treatment, b with flowrate of Fc,bout, another sludge produced
from chemical treatment, c with flowrate of Fcsludge is considered in Eq. (7).
n

in
out
sludge
F c   F c ,b  F c
b1

c

(7)

Since there is only one stream that flow through biological treatment b, total flow rate
received by biological treatment b, Fbin can be defined as Eq. (8). Similarly to chemical
treatment c, a constraint equation as shown in Eq. (9) is set,
n

in
out
F b   F c ,b

b

(8)

in
out
Fb  Fb

b

(9)

c 1

where Fbin is inlet flowrate of biological treatment b and Fbout is outlet flowrate of
biological treatment. Besides, there was sludge produced on biological treatment b.
Thus, total outlet flowrate of biological, Fbout is given as Eq. (10),
n

out
out
sludge
F b   F b,t  F b
t 1

b

(10)

where Fb,tout is the flowrate of biological treatment, b that will be distributed to tertiary
treatment, t and Fbsludge is the sludge flowrate produced in biological treatment. Similar
to previous case, total flowrate which received by tertiary treatment t, Ftin is shown in
Eq. (11). Eq. (12) shown generic rule of mass balance which inlet flowrate of Ftin must
be equaled to outlet flowrate of Ftout. In addition, Eq. (13) shown the treated water, TW
that discharged from tertiary treatment, t with flowrate of FTW.
n

in
out
F t   F b,t

t

(11)

in
out
Ft  Ft

t

(12)

b1

n

F TW   F t

(13)

out

t 1
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2.2.2 Contaminant Balance Equations on COD
COD ,in
First, COD concentration at feed inlet is represented in CWW
in ppm unit. COD
removal efficiency for pre-treatment p, chemical treatment c, biological treatment b and
tertiary treatment t are given as xpCOD, xcCOD, xbCOD, xtCOD respectively. For sludge yield
in chemical c and biological treatment b are represented as 𝑌𝑐𝐶𝑂𝐷,𝑠𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑔𝑒 and 𝑌𝑏𝐶𝑂𝐷,𝑠𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑔𝑒 ,
both with unit of kg sludge/kg COD removed. Sludge density for chemical and
biological treatment are represented by ρcsludge and ρbsludge.

In order to determine the mass of COD, mpCOD,in at inlet of pre-treatment, p total flow
rate received by pre-treatment that determined Eq. (2) is multiplied with COD
concentration at feed inlet as shown in Eq. (14).


COD ,in

m

p

F

in
p

p

 CWW

COD ,in

(14)

By using removal efficiency xpCOD, outlet COD mass, mpCOD,out and removal COD mass,
mpCOD,Rev from pre-treatment, p can be determined using Eq. (15) and (16).
COD ,out

,in
 mCOD
 (1  xCOD
p )
p

p

(15)

COD ,Re v

,in
 mCOD
 xCOD
p
p

p

(16)

mp

mp

Then, concentration of COD, CpCOD,out at pre-treatment outlet can be determined via:
COD ,out

Cp



COD ,out

mp
out
Fp

p

(17)

Next, mass of COD mcCOD,in at inlet stream to chemical treatment, c can be calculated
by using COD concentration obtained above multiplied with distribution of flowrate
from pre-treatment p to chemical treatment c, Fp,cout which as shown in Eq. (18).
COD ,in

m

c

 Cp

COD ,out

c

 F p ,c
out

(18)

By using removal efficiency xcCOD for chemical treatment c, outlet COD mass mcCOD,out
and removal COD mass mcCOD,Rev can be determined as shown on Eq. (19) and (20).

m

COD , out

m

COD , Re v

c

c

 mc

 (1  x c

 mc

 xc

COD , in

COD , in

COD

COD

)

c

(19)

c

(20)

Based on amount of COD removed in chemical treatment c, sludge volumetric flow
rate Fcsludge can be determine by using sludge yield YcCOD,sludge and density ρcsludge for
chemical treatment c as shown in Eq. (21) below.
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COD , sludge

sludge

Fc

 Yc

 csludge

, Re v
 mCOD
c

c

(21)

For biological treatment b and tertiary treatment t, same procedure can be used to
determine COD outlet mass and COD removal from each treatment. Similar to chemical
treatment c, additional sludge volumetric flow rate need to be account in biological
treatment b. All equations involved can be represented by Eq. (22) to (30) below.
COD ,out

 mc out
Fc

COD ,out

Cc

COD ,in

,out
 CCOD
 F out
c ,b
c

COD ,out

,in
 mCOD
 (1  xCOD
)
b
b

mb
mb

COD ,Re v

mb

,in
 mCOD
 xCOD
b
b

COD , sludge

F

sludge
b

 Yb



 mb

COD , Re v

sludge

C

b

(22)

b

(23)

b

(24)

b

(25)

b

(26)

b

(27)

b

COD ,out



COD ,out

c

m
F
b

out
b

COD ,in

,out
 CCOD
 F bout
,t
b

t

(28)

COD ,out

,in
 mCOD
 (1  xCOD
)
t
t

t

(29)

t

(30)

mt

mt

COD ,Re v

mt

,in
 mCOD
 xCOD
t
t

where CcCOD,out is concentration of COD at chemical treatment outlet, Fcout is outlet
flowrate of chemical treatment, mbCOD,in is mass of COD at inlet stream to biological
treatment, Fc,bout is distribution of flowrate from chemical treatment to biological
treatment, mbCOD,out is outlet COD mass, mbCOD,Rev is removal COD mass, xbCOD is COD
removal efficiency for biological treatment, Fbsludge is sludge flowrate of biological
treatment, CbCOD,out is concentration of COD at biological treatment outlet, Fbout is outlet
flowrate of biological treatment, mtCOD,in is COD mass at inlet stream of tertiary
treatment, Fb,tout is distribution of flowrate from biological to tertiary treatment,
mtCOD,out is outlet COD mass, mtCOD,Rev is removal COD mass and xtCOD is COD removal
efficiency at tertiary treatment.
In order to comply with COD discharge standard, outlet COD concentration for tertiary
treatment t, CtCOD,out which is treated water need to be convert from mass that shows on
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Eq. (31). Eq. (32) below shown calculated COD concentration must comply with
CStd,COD which is standard concentration for COD.
COD ,out

Ct



COD ,out

Ct

t

COD ,out

mt
out
Ft

(31)

 C Std ,COD

(32)

2.2.3 Contaminant Balance Equations on BOD, TSS, O&G
Formulation of contaminant balance equation for BOD, TSS and O&G is same
as the formulation of COD balance equation above but just need to replace respective
index value into all COD balance equations above.

2.2.4 Cost Computation Equations
Operating cost for technology in each treatment take account of raw material
cost, energy cost and labour cost. Thus, operating cost of pre-treatment p Costpopt can
be determine as Eq. (33) below.
mat
Cost p Cost p

enegy

p

 Cost labour
 Cost opt
p
p

(33)

where Costpmat is raw material cost, Costpenergy is energy cost and Costplabour is labour
cost. Based on calculated pre-treatment p operating cost, hidden unit cost for pretreatment UCostpHidden can be determined via:
Hidden

UCost p



p

opt

Cost p
in
Fp

(34)

Carry-forward cost from pre-treatment p to chemical treatment c, CFCp,c can be
determined using Eq. (35) below.
CFC p ,c  UCost p

Hidden

pc

 F out
p ,c

(35)

Similar to operating cost determination of pre-treatment p, operating cost of chemical
treatment c, Costcopt is determined on Eq. (36) below with an additional carry-forward
cost from Eq. (35). By using calculated chemical treatment c operating cost, hidden unit
cost of chemical treatment c UCostcHidden is calculated using Eq. (37) below.
n

mat
enegy
labour
opt
Cost c  Cost c  Cost c   CFC p,c  Cost c

c

(36)

c

(37)

p 1

opt

Hidden

UCost c

 Costinc
Fc

where Costcmat is raw material cost , Costcenergy is energy cost and Costclabour is labour
cost for chemical treatment c.
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In chemical treatment c, instead of just carry forward cost from chemical treatment c to
biological treatment b CFCc,b, there is another hidden cost for sludge generation
HCcsludge as shown in Eq. (38) and (39).
CFCc,b  UCostc

Hidden

 F out
c ,b

 UCostcHidden  F csludge

sludge

HCc

cb

(38)

c

(39)

For biological treatment b and tertiary treatment t same procedure can be used to
determine operating cost, hidden unit cost and carry-forward from each treatment.
Similar to chemical treatment c, additional sludge hidden cost need to be account in
biological treatment b. All equations involved can be represented by Eq. (40) to (46)
below.
n

mat
energy
labour
opt
Cost b  Cost b  Cost b   CFCc,b  Cost b

b

(40)

b

(41)

bt

(42)

b

(43)

t

(44)

t

(45)

tTW

(46)

c 1

opt

Hidden

UCost b

 Costinb
Fb

CFCb,t  UCostb

Hidden

sludge

HCb

mat

Cost t

 F bout,t

 UCostbHidden  F bsludge
n

 Cost tenergy  Cost labour
  CFCb ,t  Cost topt
t
b 1

opt

Hidden

UCostt

 Costint
Ft

Hidden
 F tout
CFCt ,TW  UCostt

where Costbmat, Costbenergy, Costblabour and Costbopt are raw material cost, energy cost,
labour cost and operating cost for biological treatment b. UCostbHidden is hidden unit
cost for biological treatment b. Carry-forward cost from biological treatment b to
tertiary treatment t and sludge hidden cost for biological treatment b are CFCb,t and
HCbsludge respectively. Raw material cost, energy cost, labour cost and operating cost
involved in tertiary treatment t are represented by Costtmat, Costtenergy, Costtlabour and
Costtopt respectively. UCosttHidden is hidden unit cost for tertiary treatment t, CFCt,TW is
carry-forward cost from tertiary treatment t to product.
Once cost accounted on all streams around each treatment by using all cost computation
equations above, total hidden cost for product and total sludge produced can be
determined by Eq. (47) and (48) below.
TW

HC

n

  CFCt ,TW

(47)

t 1
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Total, sludge

HC

n

n

c 1

b 1

  HCcsludge   HCbsludge

(48)

Hence total hidden cost HCTotal and total operating cost of technology involved in each
treatment CostTotal opt for entire wastewater treatment can be calculated via:
Total

HC

Cost

 HCTW  HCTotal,sludge

Total,opt

(49)

n

n

n

n

p 1

c1

b1

t 1

(50)

opt
opt
opt
  Cost opt
p   Cost c   Cost b   Cost t

Finally, optimization objective of this modelling is to minimize HCTotal as shown in Eq.
(51) below.
Min  HCTotal

(51)

In order to demonstrate approach that mentioned above, a case study is solved
in the following section.
2.3 Case Study
A sago wastewater treatment is select as case study in this research. Thus,
Figure 2 below shows superstructure of organic wastewater treatment with specific
technologies listed on different treatment. Based on comprehensive literature review
done on organic wastewater treatment technology, typical wastewater treatment
technologies used in organic wastewater treatment is adopted as treatment technologies
in each treatment stage which presented in Figure 2 below.
Feedstock

Pre-treatment

Chemical treatment

Biological treatment

Bar screens

Precipitation
method

Sedimentation
tank/ Clarifier

CoagulationFlocculationDAF

MBBR

Organic
wastewater
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Grit removal
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filtration
Chlorination

Carbon filter

Ion Exchanger
Membrane
bioreactor
(MBR)
Trickle filter
Sequencing
batch reactor
(SBR)

Nitrification &
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Figure 2: Superstructure of organic wastewater treatment
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As shown, organic wastewater treatment begins with pre-treatment which
consists of bar screen and grit removal. Next is chemical treatment with technologies
of precipitation method, coagulation-flocculation-DAF and ion exchanger. Then follow
by biological treatment which involved sedimentation tank/clarifier, MBBR, activated
sludge and others. Tertiary treatment is the final treatment stage with multimedia
filtration, chlorination and carbon filter. Through selection of technology in each
treatment stage, treated water that complied with discharged regulation can be
generated.
Contaminants characteristic of sago wastewater and discharged regulations are
tabulated in Table 1 below. Contaminants characteristics of sago wastewater is based
on sago mill industry in Sarawak [28]. Besides that, contaminant removal efficiency of
each technology on different treatment stage are summarised in Table 2. Apart from
that, in Table 3, operating cost such as raw material cost, energy cost and labour cost in
each technology is tabulated.
For energy cost for cost computation listed in each technology on Table 3, it
included electricity consumption of pumps, compressors, clarifier and other equipment
which involved in that particular treatment.
Table 1: Sago wastewater contaminants characteristic and discharged regulations
[28][29]

Sago wastewater
Discharge regulations
(Standard A)

Concentration (ppm)
TSS
COD
4800
11650
50
50

BOD
5750
20

O&G
300
10

Table 2: Contaminant removal efficiency of technologies

Bar Screen
Grit Removal

Precipitation Method
CoagulationFlocculation-DAF
Ion Exchanger

Pre-treatment [30][31]
Removal efficiency (%)
TSS
COD
BOD
50
20
35
50
20
30
Chemical treatment [32][33][34][35]
Removal efficiency (%)
TSS
COD
BOD
90
80
80
85
80
70

0
38
38
Biological treatment [33][36][37][38][39]
Removal efficiency (%)
TSS
COD
BOD
Sedimentation Tank
70
20
35
MBBR
0
85
88
Activated Sludge
61
72
90
MBR
99
97
98
Trickle Filter
95
85
90
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O&G
85
90

O&G
50
95
20

O&G
20
0
0
0
0
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SBR
Nitrification/Denitrific
ation
UASB

Multimedia Filtration
Carbon Filter
Chlorination

98
0

85
81

98
89

80

80
85
Tertiary treatment [40][41]
Removal efficiency (%)
TSS
COD
BOD
86
69
67
0
30
50
0
10
20

79
0
0

O&G
0
0
0

Table 3: Operating cost of technologies
Pre-treatment [30][31]
Cost (USD/day)
Raw material Energy
Labour
Bar Screen
0
1668.48
174
Grit Removal
0
973.52
174
Chemical treatment [33][34][35][38][42]
Cost (USD/day)
Raw material Energy
Labour
Precipitation Method
0.18
1264.9
632
Coagulation240.87
30.6
696
Flocculation-DAF
Ion Exchanger
472.22
97.22
175
Biological treatment [33][34][42][43]
Cost (USD/day)
Raw material Energy
Labour
Sedimentation Tank
0
184.252
175
MBBR
0
695
875
Activated Sludge
0
9147.3
1427
MBR
0
8295
1095
Trickle Filter
0
5840.565
1095
SBR
0
833.33
875
Nitrification/Denitrific 5039
702
875
ation
UASB
0
4740
875
Tertiary treatment [40][41][43]
Cost (USD/day)
Raw material Energy
Labour
Multimedia Filtration
0
1043.5
875
Carbon Filter
67
373
875
Chlorination
208.33
373
875

Opt. cost
1842.48
1147.52

Opt. cost
1897.18
967.47
1094.44

Opt. cost
359.252
1570
10574.3
9390
6935.57
1708.33
6616
5615

Opt. cost
1918.5
1315
1456.33

Based on sago wastewater treatment plant with flowrate of 79,000 m³/day and
the contaminants characteristic as shown in Table 1, mass of TSS, COD, BOD and
O&G are determined as 379,200, 920,350, 454,250 and 23,700 kg/day, respectively.
By input respective contaminant removal efficiency and operating cost of each
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technology into previous mass and cost computation modelling equations, selection
among treatment technology has been done by using LINGO software.
As results, technology that gives minimum hidden cost meanwhile comply with
discharge regulations is selected in each treatment stage. Table 4 shows concentration
of contaminants on selected technology in each treatment stage. Apart from that, in
order to ensure the final treated water that discharged from the selected treatment
technologies is complied with discharged regulation (standard A), Table 5 is presented
to show the comparison between contaminants concentration of treated water with
discharged regulation. It can be clear identified that all contaminants concentration of
treated water was lower that discharged regulation so it is safe to be discharged to water
bodies.
Next, cost computation is being considered using MFCA concept. Results of
unit cost, hidden cost and carry-forward cost for each treatment technology selected by
solving Eq. (33) - (46) are summarized in Table 6. Since additional sludge being
produced in chemical and biological treatment, so additional hidden cost being
calculated via Eq. (39) and (43). Besides that, total hidden cost of entire WWTP also
shown in Table 6.
As shown, minimum total hidden cost (THC) of 12,819.98 USD/day can be
achieved by selecting grit removal, coagulation-flocculation-DAF, MBR and carbon
filter as treatment technology in entire WWTP. THC is calculated by summation of
carry-forward cost from tertiary treatment to treated water, hidden cost for sludge
generation of chemical and biological treatment. By referring to cost computation
equations in section 2.2.4, calculation of unit cost, carry-forward cost and hidden cost
are based on operating cost and volumetric flow rate around each treatment technology.
Due to conservation of mass, inlet and outlet volumetric flow around each technology
must be equal. Hence, operating cost of technology stands out to be one of the main
factor in determine value of hidden cost and carry-forward cost. On other word, higher
operating cost will lead to higher hidden cost and carry-forward cost.
Table 4: Contaminants concentration on selected technologies
Treatment

Technology

Stream

Pretreatment

Grit removal

Inlet

TSS
4800

COD
11650

BOD
5750

O&G
300

Outlet

2400

9320

4025

30

CoagulationFlocculationDAF

Inlet

2400

9320

4025

30

Outlet

389

2014.177

1304.785

1.62

MBR

Inlet

389

2014.177

1304.785

1.62

Outlet

4.12

64.02

27.648

1.72

Inlet

4.12

64.02

27.648

1.72

Outlet

4.12

44.8

13.8

1.72

Chemical
treatment

Biological
treatment

Tertiary
treatment

Carbon filter

Contaminant concentration (ppm)
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Table 5: Comparison between contaminants concentration of treated water with
discharged regulations

Treated water
Discharged
regulations

TSS
4.12

Concentration (ppm)
COD
BOD
44.8
13.8

O&G
1.72

50

50

10

20

Table 6: Results of unit cost, hidden cost and carry-forward cost of each treatment
technology
Treatment

Technology

Grit removal
CoagulationFlocculationDAF
MBR

0.0145
0.02677

Cost (USD/day)
Carry-forward Hidden cost
cost
1,147.52
1,957.30
157.69

0.1552

10,709.91

673.38

Carbon Filter

0.1743

12,024.91

-

Unit cost
Pre-treatment
Chemical
treatment
Biological
treatment
Tertiary treatment

Total hidden cost

5,279.65

In pre-treatment, grit removal is being selected instead of bar screen. This is due
to both technologies have comparable contaminants removal efficiency however grit
removal provide lower operating cost than bar screen which can be clearly identified
on Table 3.
Among three technologies in chemical treatment, ion exchanger is eliminated
due to low contaminants removal efficiency. Although contaminants removal
efficiency of precipitation method is similar to coagulation-flocculation-DAF but high
operating cost in precipitation method which makes it uneconomical. Thus coagulationflocculation-DAF is selected as chemical treatment technology.
Even though operating cost for MBR ranked as second highest among
technologies in biological treatment, it still selected as technology for biological
treatment. The main reason is MBR provide high contaminants removal efficiency
especially in COD. Although highest COD removal technology being selected in pretreatment, chemical treatment and tertiary treatment, up to 87% of COD removal
efficiency technology must be selected for biological treatment in order to meet
discharged regulations This imply that technologies in biological treatment having
COD removal efficiency lower than 87% would not be considered as selection. Based
on Table 2, it can be clearly identified that all technologies have COD removal
efficiency lesser than 87% except MBR which make MBR necessary to be selected as
biological treatment technology. In biological treatment, the main factor for technology
selection is technology contaminants removal performance instead of operating cost.
In tertiary treatment, since final treated water is just to discharge into water
bodies. So multimedia filtration which provide high purity on treated water is not
necessary to be selected. Moreover, operating cost of multimedia filtration is the highest
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among tertiary treatment technologies. By comparing among chlorination and carbon
filter, since chlorination operating cost is higher than carbon filter meanwhile
chlorination treatment is specific on disinfection which is not necessary for sago
wastewater treatment. Thus, carbon filter is selected as tertiary treatment technology.

4. Conclusion
A novel MFCA-based approach is developed in this work for optimum pathway
selection of wastewater treatment plant. Hidden cost associated to treatment waste
stream is considered using this approach for WWTP pathway selection. Case study of
sago wastewater is solved to illustrate the proposed approach. Trends of wastewater
treatment pathway selection also analysed. In case study, there are several factors such
as discharged wastewater quality, technology operating cost and sludge yield that will
affect selection of wastewater treatment pathway. To determine minimum THC of
WWTP, these factors are traded off by using MFCA based-approach. Thus, this
approach can be used as selection tools for decision maker in selection of wastewater
treatment pathway so that both economic and environmental aspect can be monitored
and improved. This approach could be further extended for systhesis and optimisation
of wastewater treatment plant by considering sludge handling technologies and cost.
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Abstract
Nitrile gloves are widely used in the medical and automobile field due to its superiority
in mechanical strength and chemical resistance over natural latex gloves. Natural
properties of synthetic latex of nitrile gloves make it stiffer and less comfortable when
donned for long periods. Poor elastic recovery of nitrile glove to compressive force also
creates an aesthetic issue for customers with high levels of wrinkling after removing
from glove box. Aim of this project is to focus on product enhancement to improve
elastic recovery and stress relaxation through chemical composition alteration of latex
blend. Chemicals such as sulphur, zinc oxide and accelerator that are involved in rubber
curing are selected for single factor study to test significance of chemical composition
on elastic recovery (%) and stress relaxation (%). Titanium Dioxide is also considered
for single factor study due it having filler properties on latex products. Three levels
(High, medium, low) of concentration (phr) for all four chemicals is used for single
factor study to test significance of chemicals on test results. Elastic recovery
measurement using scanner for surface imaging and MATLAB analyzation resulted in
data that are non-repeatable and non-significant. Elastic recovery (%) was unable to be
proceeded due to limitations to MATLAB analyzation and inconsistent results.
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) showed least significant changes in SR% and mechanical
strength data, hence removed from consideration for chemical composition
optimization for next phase of study. Stress relaxation (SR%) showed improvement
with higher sulphur and accelerator concentration while lower Zinc oxide concentration
yielded better SR%. Tensile strength data results were as expected with improvement
with higher concentrations of Sulphur, accelerator and Zinc Oxide. But resultant
elasticity decreases, shown by lower elongation at break (%).
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1. Introduction
Nitrile gloves are synthetic latex gloves also known as Nitrile Butadiene Rubber
(NBR) gloves. It is a copolymer derived from 1,3 Butadiene (Petroleum derived) and
Acrylonitrile instead of renewable latex source such as Natural Rubber (NR) gloves [1].
NBR gloves are preferred over NR gloves as medical examination due to its superiority
in oil resistance, chemical resistance and mechanical strength over NR gloves [2]. Up
to 17% of workers in the medical industry suffers from latex allergy which causes
itching and drying of skin with similar traits to rashes. This makes nitrile examination
glove to mainstay option for medical use.
Several terms are commonly used to describe mechanical properties of rubber, these
qualities determine the type and grade of rubber found in the market. Tensile strength
is defined as the amount of force (N) per square meter (m) needed to elongate a rubber
sample to the point of failure (rupture). Stress Relaxation is defined as the decay of
stress under constant strain for a certain period of time due to internal molecular
rearrangement (Deformation) to achieve equilibrium with applied force. Rubber with
higher tensile strength would require higher load (N) of stress to cause material failure.
Elongation (%) is the percentage of stretch of rubber material from its initial state
presented in percentage, elongation at break (%) is the measurement of stretch at
breaking point of rubber sample. Rubber with high elasticity would display higher
elongation (%) when stretched compared to stiffer samples. Elastic modulus also
known as Young’s Modulus is a measurement of stiffness of a certain material, which
is defined as the amount of force exerted at a certain elongation. As such, stiffer or
harder rubber samples would display a higher elastic modulus at a certain elongation
compared to softer and elastic samples [3]. Rubber Creep is defined as the permanent
set of plastic strain experienced by a material under constant strain. Basically rubber
samples that have high stress relaxation properties have higher creep when subjected to
a certain stress [4]
Issue with Nitrile Glove products
Physical properties between NBR and NR latex have contrasting difference due to their
difference in molecular constituents. Natural latex (NR) rubber generally have superior
elasticity, resilience and softness compared to NBR, which in nature has higher stiffness,
poor elasticity, poor resilience but better tensile strength. The unique characteristics of
NBR is linked to the presence of Acrylonitrile (ACN) monomer in its structure, increase
in ACN content increases polarity of NBR molecule and glass transition temperature
(Tg) properties. Although NBR gloves posses better mechanical properties compared
to NR gloves, the stiffer and less elastic nature of NBR gloves do bring about several
issues. One issue of NBR gloves is the poor elastic recovery (issue 1) from compressive
stress, this results in NBR gloves easily forming surface wrinkles when subjected to
compressive force when folded. The other issue regarding NBR glove is its stress
retention when worn by any user, the low stress relaxation (Issue 2) property of NBR
gloves makes it less comfortable when donned.
This project is a research collaboration between Top Glove Sdn Bhd and Taylor’s
University to address the two stated issues regarding their Nitrile glove products. The
objective is to look into effect of chemical composition optimization to improve stress
relaxation and elastic recovery properties. Customer feedback for Top Glove’s nitrile
glove products has seen customers commenting on the high degree of wrinkling when
removed from glove box, which is aesthetically unpleasing as well as causing
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inconvenience for customers to “open” the gloves up from wrinkled state. The poor
stress relaxation of Nitrile gloves makes it less comfortable when donned for long
periods as nitrile glove would not conform to the user’s hand. Therefore, a glove that
has higher stress relaxation properties would experience deformation (loss of stress)
over time and conform to shape of user’s hand giving a better comfort when worn for
long durations.

Latex compounding chemicals selected for study
This study aims to look into the effect of chemical composition optimization of four
chemicals to enhance nitrile glove elastic recovery from compression and stress
relaxation. The four chemicals stated are as stated below:
1. Sulphur (Vulcanizing agent)
2. Zinc Oxide (Vulcanizing activator)
3. Accelerator (Vulcanizing catalyst)
4. Titanium Dioxide (Filler)
Sulphur (S) is the most common vulcanizing agent used in the rubber industry,
where it provides sulphur cross-links between long chain polymer molecules which
would determine the produced glove properties. Zinc Oxide (ZnO) act as a vulcanizing
activator where it would enhance cross-linking between polymer chains and form ionic
cross linkage between polymer molecules. Addition of ZnO enhances vulcanizing
efficiency and acts as an activator for sulphur crosslinking [5]. Accelerators are also
added into NBR latex as vulcanizing catalyst to greatly increase speed of vulcanization
with process taking a much shorter time while reducing the use of sulphur in the system
[6]. Composition of these three chemicals involved in rubber curing would hold an
crosslink density of produced rubber and subsequently the mechanical properties of
produced glove [7]. Titanium Dioxide (TiO2) acts as a rubber filler which reinforces
rubber structure for better mechanical properties. Preliminary study will be conducted
to test significance of composition change of each chemical towards stress relaxation
and elastic recovery of produced latex film. Three of the four chemicals with most
significant effect will be studied for optimization to obtain resultant latex with best
stress relaxation and elastic recovery properties.

Research Objectives
1. (Preliminary Study) To select three out of the four target chemicals with most
significant effect on stress relaxation, tensile strength and elastic recovery
properties.
2. To optimize chemical composition of target chemicals to achieve nitrile latex
with best stress relaxation and elastic recovery property.
3. To achieve enhanced properties while keeping mechanical properties of nitrile
latex within industry standards ASTM D6391 (Table 1.1) for nitrile
examination gloves
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Table 0.24 ASTM D6319 standard for Nitrile examination gloves
Mechanical Property
Elongation at break (%)
Tensile Strength (MPa)

ASTM D6319
Min 500
Min 400
Min 14
Min 14

Before aging
After aging
Before aging
After aging

Methodology
Chemical composition for significance test
Based on the four target chemicals discussed, composition of chemicals is adjusted to
extreme highs and lows to test significance of each chemical towards targeted response
(stress relaxation and elastic recovery). Table 2.1 shows the composition of chemicals
categorized into three levels. Medium level composition represents normal phr values
used in nitrile glove production. “Phr” is an industry standard of denoting chemical
ratio based off 100 parts of rubber. when one chemical has its composition varied
between high and low values (denoted using bold font), all other chemicals phr value
is kept at the middle (normal) range to obtain an accurate comparison between produced
latex. With this variation, a total of nine batch of latex samples is compounded for single
factor study as shown in Table 2.2 below.
Table 0.25 Phr values used for each chemical for significance test
Medium level – High level (phr)
Normal (phr)
0.5
3.0
1.5
3.0
1.5
5.0
1.6
3.0

Low level (phr)
Accelerator
Sulphur
Zinc Oxide
Titanium Dioxide

0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2

Table 0.26 Phr values for all target chemicals for each batch of variation in single
factor preliminary study.
No. Sample name
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Normal
High ZnO
Low ZnO
High Sulphur
Low Sulphur
High accelerator
Low accelerator
High TiO2
Low TiO2

Accelerator
(phr)
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
3.0
0.1
0.5
0.5

Sulphur
(phr)
1.5
1.5
1.5
3.0
0.2
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

ZnO
(phr)
1.5
5.0
0.1
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

TiO2
(phr)
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
3.0
0.2

Chemical weight calculation
Calculation of weight of each chemicals (g) requires individual chemical’s parts per
hundred (phr) information and Total solid content (TSC%). The information can be
subbed into (Equation 1) shown below to calculate chemical weight (g) of each
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individual chemical. Latex weight is calculated based on 1000g of final solution with
final solution of 19% of TSC.
*Please note that TSC and Phr information for chemicals in Table 4 is not included for
confidentiality reasons*

Chemical weight (g) =

chemical phr x Latex TSC (%) x Latex weight (g)
Chemical TSC

(1)

Latex blend compounding
Latex compounding involves constant stirring of latex and added chemicals for a period
of 24-48 hours to produce a homogenized solution. This step is important in order to
avoid settlement of high density solid particles, which may cause uneven properties
throughout surface of produced latex. For this study, several conditions are set to be
constant for all compounding batches to standardize the compounding process. 24 hour
period for latex compounding is chosen based on studies done by Ruslimie et.al [8]
showing no increment in crosslink density (mole/g) and tensile strength (MPa) for
produced latex with pre-vulcanization time over 24 hours.
1. Compounding period = 24 hours
2. Compounding temperature = Room temperature (25oC)
3. Compounding conditions = Closed conditions
4. Stirrer rotation speed = 600rpm
Manual plate dipping
Lab scaled glove dipping process is done in smaller scale using 1.0 kg compounded
latex solution and flat plate former instead of larger sized glove formers which require
at least 10kg drum of solution for effective dipping. Former dipping conditions are help
similar to nitrile glove production line conditions. Latex samples have to be cooled 24
hours before conducting any test.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Former temperature before coagulant dip: 55oC – 60oC.
Coagulant temperature: 55oC
Coagulant drying conditions: 120oC, 2 minutes
Former temperature before latex dip: 60oC – 65oC.
Latex drying conditions: 120oC, 15 muntes.

Elastic recovery from compressive stress
An important note is that there is no industrial standardized method of measurement of
surface wrinkles through surface imaging or elastic recovery from compressive force
for thin rubber films such as glove samples. Method of surface imaging and surface
wrinkle analyzation discussed below represents a new and untested method developed
through collaborative efforts between Ms. Eunice Phang Siew Wei (Program
director/Senior lecturer of Taylor’s University) and industrial supervisors at Top Glove
Sdn Bhd. This newly developed method can be categorized into 3 stages:
I.
II.
III.

Compressive folding of latex sample (Uniform and non-uniform folding)
Surface image scanning using a scanner
Analyzation and calculation of surface wrinkles (%) through MATLAB
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Produced latex samples are folded using two different methods (Figure 2.4.1) to
compare which method provided substantial improvement in elastic recovery after a
certain period. Surface imaging for samples are scanned for surface morphology
analyzation using MATLAB to determine which method is best suited.

Figure 0.29: Standardized folding method (Left) and non-uniform crumpling
method (Right)
Several conditions have to set constant for compression of latex films for both methods.
A. (Standard Folding method) each fold is 1.5cm apart measured from the top.
B. (Standard and non-uniform method) Surface imaging on surface area is only
applied on area measured 13cm from top. Surface below the 13cm line is not
considered.
C. All compressed film is placed under flat surface with a 2.5 kg weight placed on
top
D. Compression time is set at 18 hours under the 2.5kg weight.
E. Once weight is removed, surface imaging is done on initial stage (t= 0 minute)
and after 10 minutes of recovery (t=10 minute)
MATLAB surface wrinkle analysation
Surface area selection for wrinkled/folded latex samples were manually adjusted using
rectangular (blue) box as shown in Figure 2.4.2 below. Surface area selection was only
done within the compounds above the indication line (13cm from top). Cautious manual
adjustments were needed to ensure no surface area outside of glove sample is included
to avoid error values in wrinkle analyzation results. Image processing using MATLAB
results in contrasting of wrinkled surface (white region) and unwrinkled surface (black
region) shown in Figure 2.4.2. Wrinkled surface area (white region) over total selected
surface is calculated in MATLAB and displayed as wrinkled percentage (%).
Calculation of elastic recovery for 10 minute duration is shown in Equation (2)
Elastic Recovery (%) = (percentage of wrinkles, t=0) – (percentage of wrinkles, t=10)
(2)
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Figure 0.30: Selection of measurement area (Blue box) for MATLAB (left)
Contrasting of scanned image (right)

Stress Relaxation and Mechanical property test
Preparation of tensile test piece
All latex test pieces are cut based on ASTM D412 standard as shown in Error!
Reference source not found. below. Dimensions shown are in units of millimetres
(mm). Error! Reference source not found. (left) shows the difference in size of die
cutter based on different industry standards. Produced latex samples are placed on a flat
surface with die cutter placed on top of latex surface. Samples are then placed under an
air-pressurized compressor to cut out samples based on die cutter size.

Figure 0.31 ASTM D412 Type C die cutter size [9]

Tensile strength test
Dumbbell shaped test samples were gripped on onto clips of the Universal tensile
machine (Figure 2.2). Standard ASTM tensile test before aging standard was used,
with upward tension force of 500mm/min set for all test samples. Test piece was
elongated until sample gage area (middle) snaps at maximum load. Relevant results
from test report for this study include:
1. Tensile strength (MPa)
2. Elongation at breaking point (%)
3. Tensile strength at 300% elongation (MPa)
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Figure 0.32 Elongation of samples during tensile strength test
2.5.3 Stress Relaxation test
Universal tensile machine is used for conducting stress relaxation. Samples were
gripped at both ends to clips on the test machine and elongated upwards for a length of
25.414mm. Samples was left in elongated state for a standard of 6 minutes for all
samples. Stress decay of samples throughout 6 minutes with initial stress and final stress
values recorded in test report with calculated Stress recovery (%). Equation (3) shows
formula of calculation for stress relaxation (%).
𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑥𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (%) =

𝐹𝑜−𝐹𝑡
𝐹𝑜

𝑥 100%

(2)

Fo = Initial stress value at t=0
Ft = Stres value after certain duration, t

Results and Discussion
Preliminary study for chemical significance test is a simple test to compare the
significance of the four target chemicals (Sulphur, Zinc Oxide, Accelerator, Titanium
Dioxide) towards the two target responses of this study (Elastic Recovery and Stress
Relaxation%). Collected results are compared, to choose 3 (out of 4 target chemicals)
chemicals with most significant effect on both responses when chemical composition
is adjusted to very high or very low values. Chosen chemicals are selected to conduct
the next stage of full factorial design and chemical composition optimization.
Elastic Recovery
Table 3.1 below shows the elastic recovery (%) of latex films measured at 0 minutes
and 10 minutes for both standardized and non-standard folding method.
* elastic recovery measurement was not continued with samples from other batches
(High ZnO, Low ZnO, High Accelerator…) due to results shown being unrepeatable*
Table 0.27 Elastic recovery percent of latex film for differnt folding method.
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High Sulphur 1
High Sulphur 2
High Sulphur 3
High Sulphur 4

Wrinkle percentage %
Standard folding
t=0
t=10
Recovery%
34.2721
26.3442 7.9279
53.976
54.1037 -0.1277
30.5375
31.5073 -0.9698
16.7468
22.1309 -5.3841

non-standard folding
t=0
t=10
Recovery%
34.1373 40.3772 -6.2399
54.272 53.5781 0.6939
44.2976 44.7708 -0.4732
54.6769 50.4428 4.2341

Low Sulphur 1
Low Sulphur 2
Low Sulphur 3
Low Sulphur 4

51.0367
51.3293
38.0716
30.0462

45.9153
46.7022
47.1178
39.0742

Sample Name

57.8281
52.9274
32.7805
25.8878

-6.7914
-1.5981
5.2911
4.1584

45.1422
46.8926
46.1577
39.1272

0.7731
-0.1904
0.9601
-0.053

Test results as shown in Table 3.1 were clearly non-repeatable and non-sensible.
Although MATLAB was not able to differentiate elastic recovery in 10 minutes, the
minor differences can be seen through visual judgement based on scanned images
shown in Error! Reference source not found. below. There is a certain amount of
recovery in wrinkling depth between both samples. The scanned image after 10-minute
of recovery (right) is bigger in terms of surface area compared to sample image at 0minute due to the minor elastic recovery in wrinkle depth causing latex sample to
slightly “expand” in size as it recovers. Wrinkled samples would display higher degree
of elastic recovery after longer amounts of time, but that would beat the purpose of the
objective, as end users were dissatisfied with the high number of wrinkles when gloves
were immediately removed from glove box (Elastic recovery in short period)

Figure 0.33 Scanned images of latex surface at 0 minutes (left) and 10 minutes (right)
Hence the issue with results being non-sensible (negative values) and non-reproducible
can be summarized in 2 major factors:
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1. MATLAB analyzation limitations
As discussed with the industrial supervisor who wrote the coding, MATLAB was only
able to contrast wrinkled (white) and unwrinkled regions (black) as shown in Figure
2.2 and calculate total surface area of wrinkled regions (white) over total selected
surface area. But based on visual differences shown in Figure 3.2, regions of wrinkle
lines and regions remains largely the same for samples at 0-minute and 10-minute. Only
a change in depth of wrinkles were observed. Hence MATLAB was not able to
distinguish the differences between both images making results insignificant. Future
improvements of coding may allow or wrinkle depth to be differentiated using
MATLAB.
2. Inconsistency in manual adjustment for selected surface area
As shown in Figure 2.2, selection of surface area is done by manually adjustments of
the blue indication box. This adds in factor or inconsistency when surface area of 0minute sample and 10-minute sample are selected. Since wrinkle regions show no
difference in MATLAB between both images, difference in selected area may cause an
increment or decrease in resultant elastic recovery (%). This explains the negative
values of elastic recovery (%) shown in Error! Reference source not found.. Future
improvements can be done in coding to automatically identify and select area of latex
sample to avoid such consistency.
Significance test for stress relaxation and mechanical strenght
Target chemicals (Sulphur, Zinc Oxide, Accelerator, Titanium dioxide) have phr
adjusted beyond normal production range (Refer to Table 2.1) to select three chemicals
with most significant change in stress relaxation (%) response. Table 3.2 below shows
stress relaxation (%) results of each chemical variation. All data shown for stress
relaxation and tensile strength were averaged out between data obtained from 4 test
samples of the same composition batch. Table 3.3 below shows the tensile strength,
elongation at break (%) and elastic modulus at 300% elongation data for the same
samples.
Table 0.28 Stress relaxation (%) after 6 minutes of constant strain
Stress at 0 Stress after 6 Stress
minute, Fo
minutes, Ft
Relaxation
(MPa)
(MPa)
(%)

High Sulphur
Low Sulphur
High TiO2
Low TiO2
High
Accelerator
Low
Accelerator
High
Zinc
Oxide
Low
Zinc
Oxide

1.861
1.696
1.664
1.405

0.856
0.722
0.734
0.626

42.58
45.98
44.10
44.57

1.708

0.789

41.38

Difference
between
High
and
Low
formulation
(%)
3.40
0.47

4.81
1.553

0.643

46.19

0.921

0.338

36.76
13.03

0.500

0.250
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Table 0.29 Tensile strength, Elongation at break(%) and Elastic modulus result for
test samples

High
Sulphur
Low
Sulphur
High TiO2
Low TiO2
High
Accelerator
Low
Accelerator
High Zinc
Oxide
Low Zinc
Oxide

Tensile
Difference
Elongation Difference
Modulus
Strength between
at break between
at 300%
(MPa)
High and (%)
High and Elongation
Low
Low
(MPa)
formulation
formulation
(MPa
(%)
46.70
460.8
12.05
23.71
73.9
22.99
534.7
5.56
21.44
22.89

1.45

23.62

481.37
508.3
473.8

2.95
20.67

6.64
5.46

94.37

2.42

22.17
213.68

518.05

1.18

4.95

304.37
8.18

6.49

7.37

568.17

24.60
14.19

26.93

Difference
between
High and
Low
formulation
(MPa)

2.09

20.08

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) which acts as a reinforcement filler, did not have significant
effect in stress relaxation (%) when concentration is adjusted to extreme highs and lows.
The other three target chemicals (Sulphur, Zinc Oxide, Accelerator) were directly
involved in rubber curing process, change in concentration in these chemicals would
have a significant impact in crosslink density of produced latex. Stress relaxation (%)
between High concentration (3.0 phr) and low concentration (0.2 phr) only resulted in
a difference of 0.47 MPa. The insignificant difference for high and low samples of TiO2
in stress relaxation (%) can be backed up by mechanical test data shown in Table 3.3,
which shows the least difference across the board for tensile strength, elongation at
break (%) and elastic modulus at 300% elongation. Data shown in this table further
proves that a direct influence in crosslink density can effect mechanical strength and
overall stiffness of a latex sample.
An additional observation can be made in Table 3.2, stress relaxation (%) high and
low concentration of Zinc Oxide (ZnO) shows an exceptionally higher difference
compared to other chemicals, with difference of 13.30% in stress relaxation. This
clearly shows that ZnO is the most significant factor involved in enhancing stress
relaxation in produced latex. This may hint that ionic crosslinking in rubber molecules
can significantly impact mechanical properties of produced rubber. By referring to
results in Table 3.3, elongation at break (%) High and low Zinc Oxide samples show
the highest difference of 213.68% between samples from both batch. The same trend is
seen with elastic modulus at 300% elongation. High ZnO samples had exceptionally
high elastic modulus at 22.17 MPa while low ZnO samples were exceptionally low at
2.09 MPa. This meant that low ZnO samples were exceptionally soft, with much lesser
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load (N) needed to stretch samples to 300% elongation. Based on discussions with
industrial supervisors on the relation between all these data, a summarization between
the relationship of mechanical properties can be summarized below in Table 3.4 below:
Table 0.30 Relationship between mechanical properties in gloves
Tensile
(MPa)
Higher
Stress
Lower
Relaxation (%)
Lower
Stress
Higher
Relaxation (%)

strength Elongation
break (%)

at

Elastic Modulus –
Rubber Stiffness
(MPa)

Higher

Lower Stiffness

Lower

Higher Stiffness

Results from preliminary study of significance in effect of chemicals can conclude two
major statements:
1. Titanium dioxide (TiO2) was the least significant chemical towards stress
relaxation (%). It will be excluded for full factorial design and composition
optimization.
2. Zinc Oxide (ZnO) is the most significant factor affecting stress relaxation (%)
and overall softness of produced latex.
4. Conclusion
As it stands, elastic recovery measurement through surface imaging using scanner
shows that the method is not suited for this project as results obtained are inconsistent
and non-repeatable. MATLAB analyzation of surface wrinkle was only able to
determine the number of wrinkles / wrinkled regions of selected area but unable to
distinguish the depth of surface wrinkles on nitrile latex surface. Elastic recovery of
wrinkled films had recovery of wrinkled depth but little to no recovery from number of
wrinkles after 10 minutes of recovery period. Hence, MATLAB was unable to
distinguish difference between sample image at 0 minute and 10 minute. Manual
selection of analysed surface area through manual adjustment also caused inconsistency
in selected areas for 0 minute and 10 minutes samples, resulting in some samples
yielding negative elastic recovery values. Titanium Dioxide (TiO2) showed least
significant changes for SR% and mechanical properties between high-low
concentrations and between normal formulation samples. Increment in sulphur and
accelerator concentration caused an increment in SR%, possibly due to increased
sulphur crosslinking in samples. But increment of Zinc Oxide caused decrease in SR%
due to ionic crosslinking between rubber molecules. Tensile strength results show an
expected outcome with an increment in mechanical strength with higher concentrations
of sulphur, accelerator and zinc oxide due to higher density crosslinking. But enhanced
mechanical strength had a resultant effect of decreased elasticity of produced samples,
with elongation at break (%) showing decreased value with higher concentrations.
Sulphur, accelerator and Zinc Oxide are chosen for full factorial study for chemical
composition optimization for next phase of the study.
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Abstract
In recent years, there has been an increase in crude palm oil (CPO) demand due to
growth in global population, resulting in palm oil mills (POMs) seizing the opportunity
to increase production to make more profits. In a POM, CPO is extracted from fresh
fruit bunches (FFBs) harvested from oil palm trees. This extraction process consists of
a series of equipment which are designed to operate in their optimum capacities in the
current existing POMs. Some equipment may be limited by their maximum design
capacities when there is a need to increase CPO production. These equipment become
process bottlenecks. In this research, a framework is developed to provide stepwise
procedures on identifying bottlenecks and retrofitting a POM process to cater for the
increase in production capacity. This framework adapts an algebraic approach known
as Inoperability Input-Output Modelling (IIM), which is used to define process
interactions in a POM by a set of linear equations. To illustrate the application of the
framework, an existing POM was solved in this work, by maximising its production
capacity. The POM model was first formulated and solved using a programming tool
known as LINGO. From the model results, the Screw Press was identified as the
bottleneck. The retrofitting recommendation was to purchase an additional Screw Press
to cater for the new throughput. Upon re-analysing the POM, it was found to be able to
achieve the targeted production capacity of 8139.65 kg/hr of CPO without any
bottlenecks. This was a 7% increase in production capacity as compared to the existing
POM. After the POM was free from bottlenecks, Benefit-to-Cost Ratio (BCR) analysis
was performed on the implemented debottlenecking modifications to assess its
economic feasibility. The BCR obtained was 54.57, proving that the income gained
from the increased capacity far outweighs the cost required to purchase the Screw Press.
Hence, the debottlenecking method was approved. The results have shown that there is
a requirement for a framework to make informed decisions on the debottlenecking of a
plant.
Keywords: Crude palm oil (CPO), process system engineering (PSE), framework,
linear programming
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Introduction
Crude palm oil (CPO) is a commodity with large potential and is the most
versatile vegetable oil, with the ability to be processed into a range of products with
different characteristics [1]. The global demand for palm oil has been increasing at a
rapid speed due to the increase in consumption all over the world. The reason for the
vast economic growth of palm oil is that it is cheap to produce and has a production
rate 10 times that of soy oil, which is its direct competitor [2]. In a POM, CPO is
extracted from fresh fruit bunches (FFBs), which are harvested from oil palm trees. The
process block diagram (PBD) of a typical POM is as depicted in Figure 34.
Fresh Fruit Bunch
(FFB)

Steam

Sterilizer

POME

Sterilised FFB

Thresher

EFB

Palm Fruits

Steam

Digester
Digested Palm
Fruits
Screw Press

Pressed Liquor

Pressed Cake

Depericarper

PMF

Palm Nut

Clarification
Tank

Nut Cracker
Kernel and Shell

CPO

Wastewater

Winnowing
Separator

PKS

Wet Kernels

PKS
Hot Water

Hydrocyclone
POME
Kernel Dryer

Kernel

Figure 34. Block flow diagram (BFD) of a typical POM process [3].
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Each equipment in the POM has very specific functions and are designed to
operate at their optimum capacities. When there is a need to increase CPO production,
some of its equipment may be limited by their fixed design capacities, creating a process
bottleneck. A process bottleneck is a situation whereby the available capacity of a
process unit is insufficient to meet the increased production rates. The challenge
becomes increasingly complex when a POM experiences a drop in equipment
efficiency. To solve the mentioned challenges, production capacity of a POM can be
increased by retrofitting a plant (e.g. building new production facilities,
debottlenecking an existing plant or by designing a plant that meets the production
capacity requirement prior to building it) [4]. However, since POM plants are very wellestablished, it is usually more economical to retrofit an existing POM by
debottlenecking it [5].
Retrofitting refers to a procedure to implement modifications to an existing
process or system that may improve its energy efficiency, decrease its energy demand,
increase its capacity and etc [6]. Several research works have been presented in the area
of retrofitting, proving the importance of increasing the productivity of a process to fit
increase in demand of a product [7, 8]. In literature, retrofitting and debottlenecking
approaches have been proposed in areas including using computer-aided simulation
tools, mathematical modelling and programming tools, and systematic frameworks [4,
8–12]. Previous works related to process retrofitting and debottlenecking were focused
on the industries such as heat exchanger networks, pharmaceutical, biorefinery and
bioenergy [4, 9, 11, 13]. However, there is limited work done on a retrofit and
debottlenecking framework of a POM to cater for increased CPO production. At present,
work has only been focused on palm oil-based biomass utilisation in a biorefinery and
biomass tri-generation system from a palm oil mill (POM), but not the operations of
the POM itself [4, 13].
Hence, this research presents a debottlenecking framework, which serves as a
stepwise guideline and decision-making tool for engineers to identify bottlenecks and
debottleneck the process when there is a desire to increase production capacity. To
illustrate the application of the framework, an existing POM was solved in this work,
by maximising its production capacity. The identification of bottlenecks was carried
out by first developing the mathematical model of the process using an algebraic
approach, known as Inoperability Input-output Modelling (IIM) adapted from the work
of Kasivisvanathan et al. [4]. IIM assumes that each equipment is a ‘blackbox’, meaning
that the operating conditions of the equipment are not considered. The model was then
solved using a commercial optimisation tool, known as LINGO v17.0 [14]. The results
of the model were analysed to determine the equipment which have become process
bottlenecks. Upon identifying the bottlenecks in the process, the framework entails the
procedures on retrofitting a POM process to cater for the increased production capacity.
Following this, once the POM was free from bottlenecks, benefit-to-cost ratio (BCR)
was performed on the debottlenecking methods to analyse the economic feasibility.
Based on the economic performance, the decision to approve the debottlenecking
solution is then made.
With this framework, process engineers are able to analyse, and make informed
decisions on the debottlenecking a POM process in a systematic manner. The challenge
of process bottlenecking can surface in any process. Hence, the purpose of this approach
is not limited to a POM production process, it can also be applied to any process that
may face potential bottlenecks.
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Research Methodology
Debottlenecking Framework

The debottlenecking framework methodology in Error! Reference source not found.
essentially acts as a step-by-step guide and a decision-making tool for engineers to
debottleneck a process. Section 2.2 to 2.3 explains the framework steps in detail.
START
New production capacity introduced.

Collect data from industrial partners. (e.g. mass flows, production
capacity, target production capacity, equipment capacities)

Develop process matrix table based on data collected.
Develop mass balance equations based on matrix table and the
adopted generic input-output modelling equation.
I

y j   A ji xi

Ɐj

i 1

max
min ) and maximum (
Set the minimum (
)operating
i
i
capacity fractions based on industrial partner input, to identify
bottleneck of equipment.

x

x

ximin I i  xi  ximax I i
* data from industrial partners.

Develop a model based on the developed equations and solve the
model using LINGO software.

Result Analysis

To Figure 3.1 (Cont.)

From Figure 3.1 (Cont.)

Figure 35. Debottlenecking framework methodology.
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From Figure 3.1

No
(The equipment is not a
bottleneck.)

Have all
equipment been
checked for
bottlenecks?

Identification of
each equipment
bottleneck:
xi  ximax ?

No

Continue to next
equipment.

To Figure 3.1

Update data of matrix table
(e.g. additional equipment,
new capacity and etc.)

Yes
(The equipment is a possible
bottlenck.)

Capacity margin
available to be
utilised ?

Yes

No

Purchase additional
unit of equipment to
cater new throughput.

Yes
Utilise existing
available capacity of
the equipment
Benefit to Cost Ratio
(BCR) Analysis

BCR > 1?

No

Propose recommendation
(e.g. process intensification
to increase efficiency of
equipment, etc.)

Is there possibility
to implement this
recommendation?

Yes

Yes
Capital required
exceeds budget?

Yes
No

No

Implementation of
changes approved.

END

Reject increase in
production capacity

Figure 2. Debottlenecking framework methodology (Cont.).
As shown in Figure 2, when the need to increase production capacity arises, the
first task in the framework is to collect information of the process and equipment from
industrial partners for study and analysis as shown in Table 1. For any confidential data
that was unavailable, assumptions can be made based on similar, heuristic values or
theoretical calculations.
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Table 31. Data required for research.

Data Required








Process
Equipment used in the process
Number of equipment of each
process step
Process flow
Mass flows
Production capacity during
normal operation
Target capacity for increased
production








Process Unit
Design capacities
Minimum operating capacity
Maximum operating capacity
Capital cost of equipment
Electricity consumption
Utility consumption (e.g. steam
consumption)

Moving down the framework to the next task, a process matrix table needs to
be constructed. A general example of a matrix table is shown in Table 2. It shows the
mass flows of components, j (j=1,2,3…J), through each process unit, i (i=1,2,3…I), for
baseline state operation. In this work, the baseline state operation is referred to the
normal existing operating capacity of the plant, before there is an increase in production
capacity. Next, mathematical model needs to be formulated based on the matrix table
shown in Table 2. The detailed explanation is presented in Section 2.1.
Table 32. General example of a process matrix table.
Equipment, xi
Component, yj

x1

x2

x3

…

xi

y1
y2
y3
…
yj

A1,1
A2,1
A3,1
…
Ai,1

A1,2
A2,2
A3,2
…
Ai,2

A1,3
A2,3
A3,3
…
Ai,3

…
…
…
…
…

A1,j
A2,j
A3,j
…
Ai,j

Formulation of Model
Based on the matrix table in Table 2, the process is then modelled using an algebraic
approach known as input-output modelling. A general expression for input-output
modelling adapted from the work of Kasivisvanathan et al.[4] is shown in Eq. (1),
I

y j   A ji xi

∀j

(3)

i 1

where yj is the net flowrate of a given component, which can be an intermediate or a
product. It is noted that yj is denoted by a negative sign for inputs, a positive sign for
outputs and is equal to zero for all intermediates. i (i = 1, 2, …, I) represents a process
unit index, j (j= 1, 2, …, J) represents the type of component. Aji showed in the matrix
table represents the input and output mass flows to and from a certain process unit i.
Meanwhile, xi is an input-output variable of the equation, known as the operating
capacity fraction for a process unit (where baseline state is denoted by 1).
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Based on input-output modelling, the net output of the intermediate products in
the process are fixed to zero as shown in Eq. (2) below.

yj 0

(4)

This is to ensure that all the intermediate products will be completely converted
to produce the final product at the capacity that the plant is designed for [4]. Other than
the formulation of the modelling equations, the constrains required to solve the model
min
max
(i.e. minimum and maximum operating capacity fractions, x i
and x i ) are
formulated as well, which has been further discussed in Section 2.3.

Set the Minimum and Maximum Operating Capacity Fractions
The next task in the framework presented in Figure 2 is to set the minimum and
min
max
maximum operating capacity fractions, x i and x i , of each process unit. As seen
in Eq. (1), the input-output variable, xi, is the operating capacity fraction of a particular
process unit. Each process unit has a minimum and maximum limit of operating
capacity fraction whereby it is safe to operate. This is required to limit the model, in
min
max
order to properly identify bottlenecks. x i and x i of each process unit has to be
determined using Eqs. (3) and (4) based on the information provided by industrial
partners.

x imin 

x imax 

Minimum Operating Capacity*
Baseline State Operating Capacity*
Maximum Operating Capacity*
Baseline State Operating Capacity*

(5)

(6)

* provided by industrial partners.

The formulation of the range of operating capacity fraction that is to be
modelled in LINGO is as shown in Eq. (5).
x imin I i  xi  x imax I i

∀i

(7)

where xi is the operating capacity fraction of process unit i (i = 1,2,3…, I) and Ii is a
binary number (Ii = 0 or Ii = 1). For better understanding, during baseline state operation,
the operating capacity fraction of an equipment, xi, is equal to 1. When a new production
capacity is introduced, xi might move above or below 1. The model is able to compute
the value of xi of the process unit. If it is running below the normal capacity, xi is less
than 1, and is not a possible bottleneck; if it is running over the normal capacity, xi is
larger than 1, then it may be at risk of being a bottleneck. If xi is equal or larger than
x imax , then the equipment is most definitely a bottleneck.
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Moving down in the framework (Figure 2), the model could be solved using a
commercial optimisation software known as LINGO and data below is extracted from
the results:
1. The operating capacity fraction, xi, of all process units,
2. The production capacity of the plant (i.e. amount of product produced).
Following the solved model, Section 2.3 entails the analysis of the result
obtained from the model to identify of bottlenecks in the process.

Identification of Bottlenecks
After the model is solved, the process is checked for any bottlenecks which may
have occurred by analysing the results of the model. Beginning from the ‘Result
Analysis’ box onwards in Figure 2, the analysis will be limited to only one process unit
before moving to the next unit. The loop continues until all process units have been
checked for bottlenecks. For example, if the equipment is a bottleneck, further analysis
is carried out to determine if there is existing capacity margin available to be utilised;
this will be discussed in Section 2.5. If the equipment is not a bottleneck, then the next
equipment will be checked for bottlenecks. This is done until all equipment have been
checked for bottlenecks, then the economic analysis is carried out to assess the
feasibility of the debottlenecking method proposed as discussed in Section 2.6.
Debottlenecking
From Section 2.4, if the particular process unit is a possible bottleneck, the framework
will lead to the next diamond box shown in Figure 2, to be checked for additional
capacity available. Some process steps may have more than one process unit operating
in parallel; meaning that if one unit is a bottleneck, there may be capacity available in
another unit, allowing for the utilisation of available existing capacity in the other unit.
This can be checked by first calculating the capacity required for the process step and
the available capacity for the process step, using Eq. (6) and (7) which is obtained by
rearranging Eq. (3) and (4).
Capacity Required for Process = xi × Baseline State Capacity

(8)

Available Capacity = Capacity of Equipment × Number of Equipment

(9)

Following this, based on Figure 2, if there is margin available for adjustments,
the bottleneck can be removed by utilising the available capacity in the other equipment
which is operating in parallel. If there is no margin available, the debottlenecking
solution is to purchase additional unit of equipment. Once the debottlenecking method
for a particular process unit is decided, the data in the matrix table needs to be updated
and the formulations in the model are then updated accordingly. The entire process is
then reanalysed for bottlenecks again. For example, if an additional unit of equipment
is purchased, the operating capacity fraction, xi, for that particular equipment is
introduced into the matrix table, then the steps described from Section 2.2 onwards are
carried out again. This is done until the entire network is free from any other equipment
bottlenecks. Once there are no more bottlenecks and all equipment have been checked,
the economic feasibility of the debottlenecking solution is assessed in Section 2.6.
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Benefit-to-Cost Ratio (BCR) Analysis
Benefit-to-cost ratio (BCR) analysis of the proposed debottlenecking solutions is
performed to assess the feasibility of the modifications. BCR is to determine the ratio
of profits gained by implementing the recommendation to the initial capital investment
of implementing the recommendation. BCR can be calculated using Eq. (8).

BCR 

C j y j 
Ceq
(10)

where j is the valuable product of the process which brings in profits, Cj is the price of
component j and yj is the increased flow rates of component j after debottlenecking is
performed. Ceq is the annualised capital cost and annual operating costs of the
equipment purchased to solve the process bottleneck, calculated using Eq. (9).
C eq 

 C x
I

i

max
i

 C AOC,i



(11)

i 1

where i (i = 1,2,3 or…I) refers to the process units that have been added to the process,
Ci is the annualised capital cost of the process unit at maximum operating capacity
max
fraction, x i and CAOC,i is the annual operating cost of the process unit.
Referring to the framework in Figure 2, the BCR is less than 1, this means that
the cost outweighs the benefits. In this case, the process bottlenecks would have to be
re-assessed and overcome using different methods (e.g. purchase smaller equipment or
process intensification to increase yield of a process) if applicable. On the contrary,
when BCR is more than 1, this shows that the benefits of the modification outweigh the
costs. In line with BCR, a secondary evaluation is done on the allocated budget. If the
investment on the debottlenecking solution falls below the budget, the decision is made
to approve the solution. However, if both BCR and/or budget constraints are not
satisfied (i.e. BCR < 1 and/or Capital Cost > Allocated Budget), new debottlenecking
solutions will have to be proposed and the process will be reanalysed for bottlenecks.
For example, a possible recommendation to reduce the initial capital investment is to
reduce the maximum operating capacity of the equipment. The plant is then to be reanalysed to determine if these modifications would bring about other bottlenecks. The
cycle continues until it reaches the end stage of the framework in Figure 2. In the case
where all proposed recommendations have to be rejected due to not achieving the
desired results for economic analysis, the entire project will have to be abandoned. This
means that the plant is not suited for increase in production capacity or the budget
provided is insufficient. To demonstrate the application of the developed framework
(Figure 2), the bottleneck identification and debottlenecking of a palm oil mill (POM)
case study is presented in Section 3.
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Palm Oil Mill (POM) Case Study
Figure 3 illustrates a process block diagram (PBD) of an existing and operating
palm oil mill (POM) case study that will be used to demonstrate the debottlenecking
framework steps described in Section 2. The POM owner is interested in maximising
the crude palm oil (CPO) production capacity of the existing POM with a budget
allocation of US$ 500,000. This increase of CPO production may cause some of the
equipment in Figure 3 to reach their maximum capacities and result in process
bottlenecks. In this case, the proposed framework serves as a stepwise guideline and
decision-making tool to analyse the plant for increased production and to debottleneck
accordingly. Based on the framework (Figure 2), the data of the POM were first
collected from industrial partners. Some information of the equipment specifications of
the POM at baseline state are shown in Table 3. Table 4 is the process matrix table,
which shows the capacities of the equipment in the POM at baseline state, also obtained
from industrial partners. In Table 4, the negative values are the inputs into an equipment
and the positive values are the outputs of an equipment.
Table 33. Current specifications of existing palm oil mill (POM) at baseline state.
Fresh fruit bunches (FFB) Consumed (kg/hr)
CPO Production Capacity (kg/hr)
Steam Consumption (kg/hr)
Electricity Consumption (kWh)

30,000
7611.42
15435.85
419.8

Table 34. Equipment specifications in Palm Oil Mill (POM).
Equipment

Unit

Maximum
Capacity

Steriliser
Thresher
Steam
Injection
Digester
Screw Press
2 -Phase
Decanter
Depericarper
Nut Cracker
4-stage
Winnowing
Column

kg FFB/unit
kg SFB/unit

20000
50,000

8,000
20,000

Steam
Consumption
(kg/kg FFB)
0.25
-

kg SFB/unit

12,500

5,000

0.13

18

kg DF/unit

20,000

8,000

-

45

kg PL/unit

10,000

4,000

-

40

kg PC/unit
kg PF/unit

5,000
8,000

2,000
3,200

-

57.3
26.4

kg cracked
mixture/unit

15,000

3,000

-

20

Hydrocyclone

kg cracked
mixture/unit

5,000

2,000

Water: 1.5
kg/kg
cracked nut

30

Kernel Dryer

kg WK/unit

5,000 kg wet
kernet/unit

1,000

-

37.1

Minimum
Capacity

Electricity
(kWh/unit)
30
28

The next step in the framework is to formulate the input-output model of the
POM based on Eq. (1), using the mass flow values in Table 4. Based on Eq. (2), the
intermediates of the process are set to zero. Next, the minimum and maximum operating
capacity fractions were calculated using based Eq. (3) and (4), and the information in
Table 3. The constrains were formulated using Eq. (5). After the completion of these
steps, the model is ready to be solved using LINGO v17.0. The results of the model are
presented and discussed Section 3.1.
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CPO : Crude Palm Oil
DPF : Dried Palm Fruits
EFB : Empty Fruit Bunch
FFB : Fresh Fruit Bunch
PC
: Pressed Cake
PF
: Palm Fruits
PKS : Palm Kernel Shell
PL
: Pressed Liquor
PMF : Palm Mesocarp Fibre
PN
: Palm Nuts
POME : Palm Oil Mill Effluent
SFB : Sterilised Fruit Bunch
WK : Wet Kernels

POME

POME
EFB

FFB

Steam

Sterilizer 2
(x2)

POME

2 Phase Decanter 2
(x8)

CPO

POME
DPF

PF

DPF

PF
Steam Injection
Digester 2
(x5)

PL
Screw Press
(x6)

Steam

Thresher (x3)
SFB

CPO

Steam Injection
Digester 1
(x4)

Sterilizer 1
(x1)
SFB

2 Phase Decanter 1
(x7)

PMF
Hot Water

PC
Depericarper 1
(x9)
Depericarper 2
(x10)
PMF

PN
PN

Nut Cracker
(x11)

Winnowing
Separator
(x12)

PKS

Hydrocyclone
(x13)

POME

Kernel
Dryer (x14)

Kernel

PKS

Figure 36. Process block diagram (PBD) of the palm oil mill (POM) Case Study.
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Table 35. Process matrix table at baseline state.
Component, yj
(kg/h)
FFB
SFB
PF
EFB
DPF
PL
CPO
PC
PMF
PN
CN
UN
PKS
PK
WK
DK
POME
S

x1

x2

-15000
12150

-15000
12150

x3

x4

x5

-24300
17982
6318

-8991

-8991

9350.64

9350.64

x6

-18701.28
10285.70

x7

x8

-5142.85
3805.71

-5142.85
3805.71

8415.58

4316.25
-4125

FFB
SFB
PF
EFB
DPF
PL
CPO
PC
PMF
PN

4316.25
-4125
-1275
Abbreviations
Fresh Fruit Bunch
CN
Sterilised Fruit Bunch
UN
Palm Fruit
PKS
Empty Fruit Bunch
PK
Digested Palm Fruit
WK
Pressed Liquor
DK
Crude Palm Oil
POME
Pressed Cake
S
Palm Mesocarp Fibre
E
Palm Nut

1337.14152

x9

x10

-4207.79
2019.74
2440.52

-4207.79
2019.74
2440.52

x11

-4881.03
4636.98
244.05

1337.14

x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7

-4636.98
-244.05
1627.82
3253.21

x13

1637.99
-3253.21
1452.56

x14

-1452.56
1379.93

4635.82
-4635.82

-1275
Cracked Nut
Uncracked Nut
Palm Kernel Shell
Palm Kernel
Wet Kernel
Dry Kernel
Palm Oil Mill Effluent
Steam
Electricity

x12

Steriliser 1
Steriliser 2
Thresher
Digester 1
Digester 2
Screw Press
2 Phase Decanter 1

Legend
x8
x9
x10
x11
x12
x13
x14

2 Phase Decanter 2
Depericarper 1
Depericarper 2
Nut Cracker
Winnowing Separator
Hydrocyclone
Kernel Dryer
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Results and Discussion

In this case study, the crude palm oil (CPO) production capacity was maximised and
the palm oil mill (POM) was analysed for bottlenecks. The POM model is solved for
the objective function to maximise the production capacity of CPO shown in Eq. (10).
max CPO

(12)

Upon modelling and solving the POM case study, the results showed that the
existing POM was able to achieve a maximum CPO production capacity of 8139.65
kg/hr and the results are tabulated in the fifth column of Table 6. Based on the
framework, the operating capacity fractions of each equipment upon introducing the
increased capacity (in the fifth column of Table 4) is to be compared with the existing
maximum operating capacity fraction of the equipment (in the fourth column of Table
4). The comparisons suggested that the possible equipment bottlenecks were the
Steriliser 1, Digester 2, Screw Press and Depericarper 2. These are the processes that
may be at risk of becoming bottlenecks, should there be a further increase in capacity.
This is probably because the Digester and any process relating to palm nut (PN)
processing (i.e. Depericarper) had smaller operating capacities compared to other
equipment (i.e. Capacity of the Digester is 12,500 kg palm fruit/hr for one unit and
capacity of Depericarper is 5000 kg pressed cake/hr for one unit).
Table 36. Identification of possible bottlenecks.

Equipment

Steriliser 1
Steriliser 2
Thresher
Digester 1
Digester 2
Screw Press
Decanter 1
Decanter 2
Depericarper 1
Depericarper 2
Nut Cracker
Winnowing
Separator
Hydrocyclonne
Kernel Dryer

InputOutput
Variabl
e, xi

Minimum
Operating
Capacity,

Maximum
Operating
Capacity,

x imin

x imax

x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
x8
x9
x10
x11

0.5333
0.5333
0.8230
0.5561
0.5561
0.4278
0.7778
0.7778
0.4753
0.4753
0.6556

1.3333
1.3333
2.0576
1.3903
1.3903
1.0694
1.9444
1.9444
1.1883
1.1883
1.6390

Operating
Capacity
Fraction to
Maximise
CPO,
xi
1.3330
0.8058
1.0694
0.7485
1.3903
1.0694
0.7778
1.3610
0.9505
1.1883
1.0269

x12

0.6146

3.0731

1.0269

NO

x13
x14

0.6146
0.6884

1.5369
3.4422

1.0269
1.0269

NO
NO

Possible
bottleneck?

YES
NO
NO
NO
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
YES
NO

Moving down the next diamond box in the framework, the possible bottlenecks
identified were then checked if there was available existing margin available to be
utilised. This means that the particular process step may have more than one of the same
equipment running in parallel, which has excess capacity that can be utilised (i.e. from
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Figure 3, the Steriliser, Digester, Depericarper and 2-phase Decanter). The calculations
were made using Eq. (6) and (7). The results tabulated in Table 7 suggested that the all
the possible bottlenecks had available existing capacity to be utilised, except for the
Screw Press, which was approaching its maximum available capacity. The conclusion
made from this step was that the Steriliser, Digester and Depericarper had available
capacity margin to be utilised, because hese processes have two process units which
operate in parallel. Hence, when one is at its maximum capacity, the other still had
excess capacity to be utilised. However, the Screw Pressing process had only one
equipment in the existing POM, leaving no capacity available to be utilised. Therefore,
the bottleneck identified and validated for the case study was the Screw Press.

Possible
Bottlenecks
Steriliser 1
Digester 2
Screw Press
Depericarper 2

Table 37. Checking for available existing capacity.
Available Existing
Capacity Required Available Capacity
Capacity Margin
(kg/hr)
(kg/hr)
to be Utilised?
32,081.99
40,000.00
YES
19,229.95
25,000.00
YES
Approaching
19,999.15
20,000.00
Max
8,999.62
10,000.00
YES

Based on the framework (Figure 2), the subsequent step was to debottleneck the
Screw Press. In this research, all equipment was assumed to be a ‘blackbox’, meaning
that operating conditions and efficiencies are not taken into consideration and are
assumed to be at optimum. However, in reality this may not be the case. Each
equipment has its own range of operating conditions at which it has the best
performance. For example, a Screw Press may have an optimum operating capacity
fraction, x6, between 0.8 to 0.9, where it may be able to have a higher efficiency.
However, since this research is conducted with the assumption of a ‘black box’, this
optimum range is not taken into consideration. Hence, based on the framework (Figure
2), the debottlenecking method selected was by purchasing an additional Screw Press.
to cater for the new capacity. Following the decision of the debottlenecking method,
the next step is to update the process matrix table, equipment constraints and
mathematical model accordingly based on the modifications made. The modifications
made (i.e. purchase an additional Screw Press) will allow the POM to have a new
maximum CPO capacity. However, since a comparison would like to be made between
existing POM and debottlenecked POM, the constraint in Eq. (11) below, has to be
defined in the model.
CPO  8139.65

(13)

This was done because based on the previous LINGO results mentioned, the
maximum CPO capacity of the existing plant was found to be 8139.64 kg/hr. Hence,
by introducing Eq. (11) to the model, a comparison can be made to check if the
bottlenecks that occurred from the said capacity have been removed. The results are
tabulated in Tables 8 to 11. Table 8 shows that Screw Press 1 is at its maximum capacity
and is a possible bottleneck. However, the Screw Press 2 that was just added is at zero
capacity. Hence, there is existing margin available to be utilised for the Screw Press
process, as shown in Table 9. With the additional Screw Press 2, the Screw Pressing
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process is now able to handle a larger throughput, allowing the plant to achieve the
maximised CPO capacity without any bottlenecks.
Table 38. Identification of bottlenecks after debottlenecking.
Maximu
Operating
Input- Minimum
m
Capacity
Output Operating Operating
Possible
Equipment
Fraction
to
Capacity,
Variabl
Capacity, Maximise CPO, bottleneck?
e, xi
ximin
xi
ximax
Screw Press 1
Screw Press 2

x6
x6a

0.8556
0.8556

2.1389
2.1389

2.1388
0.0000

YES
NO

Table 39. Check for capacity margin available for adjustment after debottlenecking.
Capacity
Available
Available margin for
Bottlenecks
Required (kg/hr)
Capacity (kg/hr)
adjustment?
Screw Press
19999.15
40000.00
YES
According to Table 10, upon debottlenecking the existing POM for maximised
CPO production capacity, it is now able to produce 8139.65 kg CPO/hr, by consuming
32,082.00 kg FFB/hr, 16,507.08 kg steam/hr and 522.1 kWh of electricity. By
comparing the CPO production capacity to the baseline state shown in Table 3 (i.e.
7611.42 kg CPO/hr), the CPO capacity of the debottlenecked plant is has increased by
7%. With the increase in production, the amount of raw material (i.e. fresh fruit bunch
(FFB) and steam) consumed has also increased by 7%. A trend is observed in the
interactions of the mass flows, whereby an increase in production of CPO leads to the
same percentage of increase in consumptions of raw material and utilities required in
the process. This is because the process units in the POM are interconnected by a linear
programming model. This high interdependency among individual process units results
in disruption of the entire system when there are any changes made (i.e. increase
production capacity of CPO). The electricity consumption was found to be the same
because the additional Screw Press added into the process was not being utilised, as
shown in Table 8, where the operating capacity fraction was equal to zero.
Table 40. Production capacity and process requirements after debottlenecking.
New CPO Production Capacity (kg/hr)
8139.65
New FFB Capacity (kg/hr)
32,082.00
Steam Consumption (kg/hr)
16507.08
Electricity Consumption (kWh)
419.8
Based on the framework (Figure 2), after the entire process is free from
bottlenecks, the next step is to perform benefit-to-cost ratio analysis (BCR). The BCR
was calculated using Eq. (8) and Eq. (9). The economic parameters used, information
on the capital cost and annual operating cost of the equipment, along with the calculated
values for BCR can be found in Table 9. From Table 9, by purchasing an additional
Screw Press, the BCR obtained for the case study was 54.57, which is a lot more than
1. This shows that the additional income gained from increased CPO production far
outweighs the cost required to purchase an additional Screw Press. This also shows that
one process bottleneck could lead to a big loss in potential revenue that could be earned.
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Other than that, the BCR could be very high because there was only one equipment
bottleneck. After debottlenecking, the POM now has a production capacity 7% higher
than the baseline. If for example, the POM owners would like to increase capacity by
50%, a lot more equipment would become bottlenecks and required to be
debottlenecked. Different equipment have different costs, some have higher costs than
others. These differences would reflect in the BCR results. Since in this case study,
there is only one bottleneck involved, the BCR yields a value much larger than 1.
The following step in the framework was to verify if the cost to carry out the
project exceeds the allocated budget of the project. In line with BCR, the initial capital
investment of the Screw Press (i.e. US$ 100,000) is lesser than the budget allocated of
US$500,000. Therefore, the debottlenecking solution can be justified economically and
can be approved for construction.
Table 41. Benefit-to-cost ratio analysis for case study.
Total Operating Hours (hrs/yr) 6000
Additional CPO from Increased Capacity, yCPO (kg/hr) 528.23
(kg/yr) 3,169,380.00
Selling Price of CPO, CCPO (US$/kg) 0.6565
CCPO yCPO (US$/yr) 2,080,697.97
Annualising Factor (/yr) 0.1315
Capital Cost of Screw Press (US$) 100,000.00
Annualised Capital Cost of Screw Press, C6a (US$/yr) 13,150.00
Maximum Operating Capacity Fraction of Screw Press,
max 2.1389

x 6a

max

C6a x 6a (US$/yr) 28,126.42
Annual Operating Cost of Screw Press (US$/yr) 10,000
Cost of Additional Equipment, Ceq (US$/yr) 38,126.42
BCR 54.57(ACCEPTABLE)

Conclusion
This research work presents a framework on identifying bottlenecks and
debottlenecking in a palm oil milling (POM) process in the case where production
capacity of crude palm oil (CPO) is required to increase. To identify the bottlenecks,
an algebraic approach known as input-output modelling is adapted to first formulate the
modelling equations of the process. The model was then solved in an optimisation tool,
known as LINGO, to identify the bottlenecks. In addition to identifying the bottlenecks,
the framework then proposes debottlenecking methods to free the process from
bottlenecks. Benefit-to-cost ratio (BCR) analysis was performed on the debottlenecking
methods to analyse its economic feasibility. To illustrate the developed framework, an
existing POM was presented, given the objective to maximise CPO production capacity.
It was found that the equipment at high risk of becoming possible bottlenecks when
capacity increases were the Steriliser, Digester, Screw Press and Depericarper. The
equipment which reached its maximum design capacity was identified as the Screw
Press. The debottlenecking solution selected was to purchase an additional Screw Press
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to cater for the increase in capacity. After debottlenecking, the plant was able to produce
an additional 528.23 kg CPO/hr, which was a 7% increase from the baseline state. The
BCR was found to be 54.57. This validates that the benefits of purchasing the additional
Screw Press far outweighs the cost.
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Abstract
Powdered glove is produced by natural latex with the aid of coagulant. The composition
of the coagulant contains wetting agent, calcium nitrate as coagulant and anti-tack
agent. Generally wetting agent also known as surfactant that cause foam and resulted
uneven wall thickness in glove production. As a result, the objectives of this research
that needs to be achieved are selecting the suitable wetting agent sample that could be
used such as sample E and sample T as well as optimising the parameter such as
temperature of coagulant, weight percentage of wetting agent and coagulant dipping
time to reduce of uneven glove production. In order to achieve the objective, the
methodology for this research involve foam height test, cloud point test, wetting agent
charactherisation using Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), surface
tension test, full factorial design of the experiment, glove thickness test, tensile strength
test, glove weight test and response surface methodology analysis. Throughout the
wetting agent charactherisation, sample T is chosen instead of sample E due to similar
bonding of the wetting agent. With the completion of methodology, the result is
recorded and plot the graph as well as contour graph with colour bar for analysis
purpose. The surface tension of coagulant and tensile strength of glove sample are able
to meet the requirement with the variation of wetting agent amount. With the graph
being analyse, concept verification can be completed. While contour graph that being
analyse, optimisation parameter can be determine to achieve the desired objective. As
a result, the optimise parameter are 0.0175 wt% of wetting agent and about 5 seconds
dipping time at 63 ℃. Throughout the optimum parameter that being determined, the
average thickness is 0.09 ±0.004 mm with 11.33% error of thickness by comparing to
0.1mm thickness of ASTM standard. Hence, the objective of this research is achieved.

Keywords: Wetting agent, Uneven wall thickness, Coagulant, Foaming height, Surface
tension
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1. Introduction
In the present day, the glove has become an essential for daily activities such as
housework and surgery operation. The purpose of these is basically to prevent infection
and it is made up of natural latex. An example of glove that needs to be used in medical
field such as surgical glove. This glove is mostly used for the doctor to treat patients.
In order to produce this surgical glove, natural latex is required that can be obtained
from Hevea Brasiliensis tree through bark tapping [1]. Besides, the thickness of the
glove is essential in order to avoid pinhole of the glove. An uneven wall thickness or
so called as ‘fisheye’ defect that can be refer in Figure 1. This is due to there is the
presence of uneven adherence of latex on the mold. Former is basically referring to the
mold that having the shape of a hand and it is used for glove production [2].

Figure 1: ‘Fisheye’ defect located in powdered glove.
In addition, ‘fisheye’ defect have a tendency to have a failure in tensile strength.
For example, a glove that having variation in tensile strength would be easily torn off
into pieces or difficulty when donning. With the ‘fisheye’ defect’, the production of the
powdered glove would have high rejection rate on the production. In order to reduce
these issues, studies on the production of the powdered glove are necessary. However,
there are various causes that could lead to ‘fisheye’ defect. The various causes are
shown in Figure 2 below:

Poor Coagulant
Coating
Poor Latex adhere
Poor Wetting Agent

Uneven
Coagulant Distribution
Foaming Agent
Uneven Powder
Coating
Heating
System

Improper method
for former cleaning

Dipping angle
in the coagulant

Former Cleaning
Frequency
Improper
Procedure
Uneven wall Thickness
Dipping angle
in the latex

Dirty Former

Figure 2: Ishikawa diagram for uneven thickness of glove [2-3].
By referring to Figure 2 above, ‘fisheye’ defect can be caused by human error,
the material in the process line, equipment used and method. In term of the material in
the process line, the coagulant is used for forming a coagulant layer so that latex able
to adhere to the surface of the mold. An inefficient coagulant that used in the glove
production would cause weak adherence of latex. For example, ammonia nitrate is one
of the inefficient coagulants. Hence, calcium nitrate coagulant is mostly used in glove
production where it has good adherence of latex [4]. The wetting agent is mostly used
in the formulation of coagulant in the production of the powdered glove.
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Wetting agent also known as foaming agent or surfactant. With the different
amount of wetting agent can affect the thickness of the glove. This is because foam or
bubble will be created when there is the presence of vigorous mixing of the solution
with a wetting agent that adhere on the mold [5]. With this concept, repeatedly mold
dipping on coagulant and stirrer that used to homogenise the coagulant can cause foam.
However, the purpose of the wetting agent is to reduce the surface tension of the
coagulant [5]. This is to allow coagulant is evenly coated the mold as the first layer.
In this research, foam is undesirable in the production of the powdered glove.
As a result, it is necessary to understand how foam can be formed. In general, mold is
required to dip into coagulant as the first layer. While coagulant consisted of a
composition called as a wetting agent that functioned like a soap by which it can reduce
the surface tension of the chemical solution [6]. Wetting agent will arise the issue of
foam formation due to air entrapment whenever there is a presence of vigorous mixing.
[5] In fact, the foam would trap about 80% of air whereby most of the production line
would not desire as it would affect the productivity.[5] As a result, control on the
rejection of the powdered glove is necessary as the purpose is to increase the quality of
the glove and reduce the rejection rate. Meanwhile anti-tack agent is generally use to
prevent the latex to adhere on the mold which result of glove to be strip off easily where
it can be said as powdered agent [1].
Throughout this research paper, wetting agent named as sample E and sample
would be used for experiment testing where both having general chemical functional
alcohol ethoxylate. Objectives of this research that needs to be achieved are to select
the suitable wetting agent sample that could be used such as sample E and sample T
and optimise the parameter such as temperature of coagulant, weight percentage of
wetting agent and coagulant dipping time to reduce of uneven glove production.
2. Methodology
In this research, objectives are desired to be achieved. In order to achieve the
objective, quantitative research is implemented through using factorial design method
to analyse glove sample. Besides, pre-screening test are needed to be done in order to
screen out unnecessary experiment due to glove preparation sample consume a large
amount of time. In order to optimise the different thickness in the production, analysis
and optimise the parameter of the powdered glove production is determine through the
tensile strength, thickness of glove. Hence, validation and verification of the result from
the experiment will be performed in the section below.
2.1 Pre-screen Test – Foaming Height Test
The first screening test is initiate before the experiment is proceed. These first
pre-screening test is to determine the root cause of the foaming during the agitation of
the coagulant. As the coagulant need to be agitate over period of time. This is to ensure
the homogeneity of the coagulant as well as avoid anti-tack agent to be sediment such
as calcium carbonate [6]. Based on research, it state that wetting agent is used about
0.001 wt% to 85 wt% [7]. While based on other research, wetting agent also could be
used with the range of 1 wt% to 10 wt% in production line [8]. Besides, wetting agent
have been effective with a less amount where the purpose of the wetting agent is to
reduce the surface tension of the coagulant [6]. Hence, small amount wetting agent from
0%, 0.005 wt%, 0.03 wt% and 0.05 wt% are require pre-screen test.
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The procedure of the foaming height test is basically set the composition in
weight percentage to be constant but varies the weight percentage of wetting agent. This
is to verify the theory through research. After prepared the chemical sample, coagulant
that added without wetting agent is placed inside the mechanical stability tester which
operate at 14000 rpm. Recorded the reading of the foam height. Then repeat the same
step for other weight percentage of wetting agent and test with mechanical stability
tester.
2.2 Pre-screen Test – Cloud Point Test
After the first pre-screen test, it will be proceed to second pre-screen test which
is cloud point test. Cloud point is basically refer to the point where wetting agent could
no longer operate at its function when temperature is above particular temperature [9].
When this happen, the coagulant would turned cloudy [9]. However, sometime
coagulant is added with anti-tack powder such as calcium carbonate where the
coagulant would eventually turned into cloudy solution. Hence, the test would require
to remove the anti-tack agent so that the coagulant is still in clear solution. The antitack agent is generally used for avoiding the glove to be stick on the mold when glove
is being made [6]. The test would be varying 0 wt%, 0.005 wt%, 0.03 wt%, 0.05 wt%
and 0.08 wt% of wetting agent with coagulant. The procedure of the test are basically
coagulant without added with anti-tack agent and varies with 0 wt%, 0.005 wt%, 0.03
wt%, 0.05 wt% and 0.08 wt% of wetting agent. When the sample of coagulant without
anti-tack agent and added with 0.005 wt% of wetting agent, heat the sample solution
until the solution turned to be cloudy. Then repeat the experiment with 0 wt%, 0.03
wt%, 0.05 wt % and 0.08 wt% of wetting agent. With the result of the test, the coagulant
temperature must be set below the cloud point where the common range is within 60℃
to 70℃ [10].
2.3 Pre-screen Test – Surfactant Characterisation
The next pre-screen test is refer to the surfactant charactherisation. In this
research, there are two wetting agent sample which are sample E and sample T. Since
both of this sample are alcohol ethoxylate that consist of general chemical structure of
R-(CH2H2O)n-H [10]. Where R is refer to alkyl group and also known as hydrophobic
group [11]. While -(CH2H2O)n- is refer to hydrophilic group and also known as ethylene
oxide [11]. When more number of ethylene oxide group in one of the sample, it would
have higher tendency to reduce more surface tension and creating more foam [11]. The
procedure of this experiment is basically using Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy (FTIR) equipment to charactherise the bonding of the chemical sample.
The chemical sample are sample E and sample T. At first, wipe the diamond piece of
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy with ethanol. Then of drop a liquid of water
on the diamond piece on the plate and run as blank spectrum. After that, drop a of liquid
of the sample E on the diamond piece that is on the top of the plate and collect the
spectrum of sample E. Repeat the experiment for sample T. The sample E and sample
T would be tested with Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy and generate IR
spectrum where bonding of the sample can be known.
2.4 Full Factorial Design
The major step of the experiment is design with full factorial design. The
research are basically considering temperature of coagulant (X1), weight percentage of
wetting agent (X2) and mold dipping time in the coagulant (X3) that could affect the
uneven thickness of the glove.
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Besides, these factor consist of 3 level as well. This would provide the 33 full
factorial design and lead to have 27 runs [12–14]. The experiment crafted with full
factorial design will be conducted with triplicate.
2.5 Glove Sample Preparation
By refer to section 2.4, glove sample preparation is based on experiment design.
The glove sample preparation is basically prepared manually instead of making used of
production line. This is due to limitation of the equipment that could be used. The
preparation of glove is called as lab dipping. Glove sample was prepared on lab scale
basis, which consist of four dipping tank (volume for 7kg each). The first tank was
filled with dilute acid; second tank of 0.005 wt% wetting agent; 3rd tank of pure latex,
and 4th tank was filled with corn-starch. Firstly, dip the mold into the acid tank for 10
seconds and rinse with water. Then place the mold inside the oven and dry it for 3
minutes at about 140℃ [1,6]. At the same time, heat the coagulant until 58℃ and took
out the mold after it have dried. After that, dip the mold into the coagulant for 5 seconds
and dry it again for 3 minutes in the oven. After dried, dip the mold into the latex for 3
seconds and dried it for 10 minutes [6]. Then took out the mold and dip in cornstarch
for 12 seconds. Finally, dried the mold again for 6 minutes. After 6 minutes, took out
the mold and let it cool down so that glove can be stripped off. Repeat the experiment
based on the full factorial design in section 2.4.
2.6 Glove Sample Characterisation
After the glove sample have been prepared, various test can be performed so
that analysis of the sample can be done. The test that going to be done are tensile
strength, thickness and glove weight. These parameter can be measure using Tensile
Strength Tester, Tensile Test Sample Cutter and Thickness Gauge equipment.
2.6.1 Tensile Strength Tester and Sample Cutter
Tensile Strength Tester was used to determine the tensile strength of the glove.
Based on ASTM D-3577 standard, the glove is generally required to have 18MPa that
compounded from natural rubber latex [15-16]. This shows that tensile strength for the
glove sample must be above 18MPa even though there is no thickness issue. This is
because this research is studying on the thickness issue while maintaining the other trait
such as tensile strength. In order to use the Tensile Strength Tester, sample have to be
cut into plate shape based on the ASTM standard. The glove would be puncture with
the Tensile Test Sample Cutter with glove cutter to form a plate shape glove which is
shown below. Glove preparation throughout the experiment is cut using the glove cutter
and tested with the tensile strength tester. Table 1 below shown the ASTM standard for
the plate shape cutting. Hence, the plate shape cutting from the glove sample have to
be follow the standard so that can be measured with Tensile Strength Tester.

Figure 4: ASTM plate shape cutting [17].
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Table 1: ASTM standard [17].
Dimension
Width of narrow section (W)
Length of narrow section (L)
Width overall (WO)
Length overall (LO)
Gage length (G)
Distance between grips (D)
Radius of fillet (R)
Outer Radius (RO)

Unit, mm
6
33
19
115
25
65
14
25

2.6.2 Thickness Gauge Test
In this research, the major scope of this studies is thickness of the glove. As a
result, the sample of the glove that have been prepared would be measured with
thickness gauge apparatus. Based on [15], the thickness of the glove is required to be
around 0.1mm. Hence. The target of the thickness is 0.1mm.In this procedure, it is using
the apparatus to measure the thickness of the glove at the location for the palm, between
thumb with first finger, between first finger with second finger, between second finger
with third finger and between third fingers with fourth finger.
2.7 Surface Tension Test
Based on section 2.4, the experiment is crafted through full factorial design. The
coagulant of each combination with wetting agent is collected during the glove sample
preparation. With this coagulant sample that being collected, it can be tested with
surface tension meter DST-60 which are making use of wilhelmy plate method [18].
Based on [7], the ideal surface tension for coagulant is in the range of 1MPa to 40MPa.
While any coagulant that having surface tension above 40MPa is undesirable [7].
2.8 Response Surface Methodology
After the test on section 2.6, response surface methodology can be applied to
determine the optimum parameter in order to reduce uneven wall thickness issue. This
methodology require full factorial design to execute. Based on section 2.4, there are 3
factor and 3 level. As a result, there would have 9 graph that would be representing the
data of the glove sample. With the comparison of the graph, optimum parameter can be
determine.
2.9 Verification Result
After the section 2.8 is completed, analysis for optimum parameter can be
obtained. From this optimum parameter being collected, temperature of coagulant, time
dipping of coagulant and amount of wetting agent would be tested for another manual
dipping testing again. This is to verify the parameter on whether able to achieve the
target of 0.1mm thickness of glove while maintaining the tensile strength. Then the
error can be calculated based on difference of thickness comparing towards 0.1mm
thickness. With this error, effectiveness of this method could be concluded.
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3. Result and Discussion
Throughout the methodology that have been described, analysis on the result
would be divided based three section. The four section are analysis on pre-screen test,
tensile analysis, glove thickness analysis, glove weight analysis and response surface
methodology analysis.
3.1 Analysis of First Pre – Screen test
As the result of the first pre-screen test is being done, the result is shown in
Figure 5 below. Based on Figure 5, it shows that the increasing of the amount of wetting
agent in coagulant would cause the foam height to be greater. While with no added
wetting agent, there is no foam height is being formed. The purpose of this pre-screen
test is to determine the root cause of the uneven thickness. This is due to uneven
thickness is basically caused by various factor such as webbing foam on the between
finger that appear during coagulant dipping. As a result, particular area that webbing
foam occurs and rupture at the same time would lead calcium nitrate that disperse on
the mold to fade. Hence, the glove thickness that produce would be affected.
Foaming Height Versus Weight Percentage of Wetting Agent
Foaming Height,cm

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.09

Wetting Agent, wt%

Figure 5: Foaming Height versus Weight Percentage of Wetting Agent.
With this first test of the approach, the test is basically verify the concept of the
wetting agent and would cause foam. In this research, other factor that explain in section
1 would be neglected except wetting agent. This is to allow the research study to be not
complex. Hence, the root cause can be finalise as foam that created through wetting
agent when there is agitation [5].
3.2 Analysis of Second Pre – Screen test
After the first pre-screen test is completed, cloud point test is the most crucial
point to be study. This is because the cloud point is use to determine the functionality
of the wetting agent that able to be used [9]. At the particular temperature, the
temperature of the coagulant would cause the cloud point to be impaired. This resulted
that the coagulant would not able to be operate above the temperature during the glove
sample preparation process. As a result, the design temperature have to be lowered than
the cloud point temperature of the sample E and sample T. Based on Table 2, sample E
and sample T is basically having cloud point that is more than 80℃.
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This shows that both wetting agent able to be function below the temperature of
the cloud point. Hence, the design temperature is can be set in between 58℃ to 68℃
due to common range is within 60℃ to 70℃ for coagulant temperature [10].
Table 2: Cloud Point Test result.
Chemical
Coagulant
Coagulant
Coagulant
Coagulant
Coagulant

Weight Percentage of
wetting agent, %
0
0.005
0.03
0.05
0.08

Cloud Point for
Sample E, ℃
No Cloud Point
More than 80 ℃
More than 80 ℃
More than 80 ℃
More than 80 ℃

Cloud Point for
Sample T, ℃
No Cloud Point
More than 80 ℃
More than 80 ℃
More than 80 ℃
More than 80 ℃

3.3 Analysis of Third Pre – Screen test
The final pre-screen test can be proceed when the other pre-screen is completed.
This test is to determine the bonding of the wetting agent. Since both sample E and T
are alcohol ethoxylate, there is possibility of the wetting agent to be having similar
bonding. The screening is necessary due to section 2.4 is undergoing full factorial
design where it would consume a large amount of time for glove sample preparation.

Figure 6: FTIR Spectrum of both sample

Based on Figure 6, it is refer to the spectrum of sample E and sample T. In the
first zone section of sample T, there is U shape peak that located about 3182.47 cm -1
which in between 2650cm-1 to 3200cm-1 [19]. This U shape peak is broad and strong
that would represent the OH- group [19]. On the zone 2, second peak is about
2872.79cm-1 and 2854.33cm-1 is refer to alkyl group or CH3- which is in between
2960cm-1 to 2850 cm-1 [19]. On the fingerprint zone, peak at 1457.49cm-1, 1349.75cm1
and 1249.66cm-1 are methylene or –CH2 [19].
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While peak at 1102.20 cm-1 is refer to ether group or -C-O- [19]. While based
on spectrum of sample E, in the first zone section, the U shape peak that located about
3181.50cm-1 that lies in between 2650cm-1 to 3200cm-1 [19]. This peak is broad and
strong that represent the OH- group [19]. While on the zone 2, second peak is about
2921.71cm-1 and 2872.83 cm-1 is refer to alkyl group or CH3- that lies in 2960cm-1 to
2850 cm-1 [19]. Lastly on the fingerprint zone, peak at 1456.83cm-1, 1349.28cm-1 and
1251.18cm-1 are methylene or –CH2 [19]. While peak at 1098.20 cm-1 is refer to ether
group or -C-O- [19]. With both of the sample spectrum is shown in Figure 6, it shows
that both of the sample of wetting agent is similar in term of bonding. This shows that
sample T have more of hydrophilic and hydrophobic bonding compare to Sample E due
to absorbance value is higher which mean the finger print zone of sample T have more
ethylene oxide group [11]. Ethylene oxide group in alcohol ethoxylate is the role that
promote foam and surface tension reduction properties [11]. As a result, sample T
promote more foam and reduce more surface tension compare to sample E. Besides,
sample T is easier available in market than sample E. Hence, sample E is removed.
3.4 Analysis of Surface Tension
Based on the coagulant with varies of wetting agent amount, Figure 7 below
shows the decreases trends of the surface tension on coagulant with the increase of
wetting agent. This test is to verifying the coagulant that need to be within the standard
of the typical surface tension of the coagulant. The typical surface tension of coagulant
is about 0.001 N/m to 0.040N/m [7]. Based on the Figure 7, the coagulant without the
wetting agent is having greater surface tension which is 0.0486N/m. This means that
the coagulant is not suitable for glove sample preparation. While with the small amount
of the 0.005 wt% wetting agent added, the surface tension is about 0.04 N/m.

Figure 7: Surface Tension versus Weight Percentage of Wetting Agent.
3.5 Analysis of Glove Sample Characterisation
After the glove sample that have prepared, glove weight, glove thickness and
its tensile strength are require to be studied so that optimisation on the parameter can
be determined. With the result being collected, it can make use of Matlab software to
plot the surface plot with colour bar as parameter to be studies. With the response
surface methodology, optimisation of the production can be done.
3.5.1 Tensile Strength Analysis
After tested the glove with tensile strength, the glove standard need to achieve
18 MPa. The result is collected and plotted with surface plot with the factor of
temperature of coagulant, dipping time of coagulant and tensile strength of the glove at
different of amount of wetting agent. This plot is plotted using Matlab software.
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Figure 8: Contour of temperature and time against tensile strength of glove for 0.005
wt% of wetting agent

Figure 9: Contour of temperature and time against tensile strength of glove for 0.03
wt% of wetting agent

Figure 10: Contour of time and temperature against tensile strength of glove for 0.005
wt% of wetting agent
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Based on Figure 8, the tensile strength against temperature and dipping time is
basically meet the requirement of the standard at 18MPa which shown based on the
colour bar. In this Figure 8, the glove sample prepared at 0.005 wt% of wetting agent.
The glove that produce on at temperature range from 58℃ to 68℃ as well as the range
of time dipping of 5 seconds to 15 seconds meet the standard requirement of the tensile
strength. While at temperature of 63℃ and 15 seconds, tensile strength should have
about 20MPa and above. Based on observation, whenever the temperature of the
coagulant is low such as 58℃. The coagulant is hardly evaporate on the surface of the
mold. This resulted the coagulant to be flowing on the mold instead of dried where the
mold is having smooth surface. If the mold does not have smooth surface which allow
forming of thin film without any restrain and would not dripped off [20]. This provide
coagulant to adhere on the surface with a thicker film and provide higher tensile
strength as well. By referring to Figure 8, coagulant is hardly evaporate at 58℃ and this
allow the area on the mold that to have lesser amount of coagulant. Hence, the glove
tensile strength should be lowered at lower temperature. This means that there is
fluctuation in reading where it is actually require more glove sample so that the glove
reading would be consistent.
While based on Figure 9, the glove sample is tested at 0.03 wt% of wetting
agent. Based on the colour of the contour, it show that the tensile strength against
temperature and dipping time is basically meet the requirement of the standard at
18MPa. Since the tensile strength does not varies much compare from 58℃ to 68℃,
more glove sample are required to be studied so that to allow consistent reading. Based
on the Figure 10, the tensile strength of the glove at 58℃ is greater than 68℃. This is
basically not supposed to be happened theoretically and the result should be other way
around. The reason of this difference of tensile strength is due to the dipping time for
latex is not consistent that may due to allow the glove tends to be thicker. This resulted
at 58℃ to have higher tensile strength. However, the reading of tensile strength against
time dipping and temperature able to meet the standard of tensile strength.
3.5.2 Thickness Glove Analysis
On the other hand of glove thickness, it is the most crucial part as it determine
the uneven wall thickness. Based on [14], the target standard of the powdered glove
thickness is basically 0.1mm.

Figure 11: Contour of time and temperature against glove thickness for 0.005 wt% of
wetting agent.
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Figure 12: Contour of time and temperature against glove thickness for 0.03 wt% of
wetting agent

Figure 13: Contour of time and temperature against glove thickness for 0.05 wt% of
wetting agent
Refer to the Figure 11, the colour bar shows the coagulant temperature at about
63℃ with 6 seconds dipping time. This enable to achieve the 0.1mm. Besides, at 68℃
with 8 seconds dipping time also able to achieved the 0.1mm. Moreover, this Figure 11
shows that the trend where thickness increases with the dipping time of the coagulant
which is synchronise with the concept that mention previous section. Based on Figure
15, temperature at 66℃ until 68℃ with 12 to 15 seconds able to achieve thickness of
0.1mm. This result is not able to be applied in production line. This is because process
line operate at high speed where 12 to 15 seconds is not able applicable. By comparing
Figure 11 and Figure 12, Figure 12 should have better performance as 0.03 wt% wetting
agent basically able to coat on the mold better than 0.005 wt%.
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However, more amount of wetting agent would create more foam and bubble
on the mold. Based on observation, the coagulant of wetting agent at 0.03 wt% and 0.05
wt% are having large amount of bubble compared to 0.005 wt% wetting agent. This
can be shown in Figure 14. The reason that the coagulant need to be agitate constantly
due to avoid the anti-tack agent to be sediment.

Figure 14: Wetting agent at 0.005 wt% (left), 0.03 wt% (middle) and 0.05 wt% on the
(right)
The figure 17 below show the foam on the mold that affect the on the latex
dipping. With this reason, the tensile strength of the glove is also affected by this foam
that can compare Figure 9 and Figure 12. Also, higher temperature of the coagulant
able to break the foam compared to the lower temperature as shown in Figure 11 and
Figure 12. As a result, lower surface tension liquid would allow bubble foam of liquid
would be larger [21-22]. Hence, increase in liquid drainage and lead bubble to rupture
during withdrawing of mold after coagulant dipping. While at lower temperature, it
would have higher viscosity that allow the bubble to retain is shape for a longer period.
Besides, the bubble foam would having smaller bubble compare to higher temperature
and liquid drainage tendency would be lower. As a result, the foam does not rupture.
While this foam would only rupture during the drying process of coagulant in oven.
This means that the rupture of foam in the certain area in oven will have less deposited
of calcium nitrate. Hence, thickness of glove is affected.

Figure 15: Foam on the mold (Left) and Latex uneven coating (Middle) and Sticky
Glove at the cuff area (Right).
Based on Figure 13, the foam height at 0.05 wt% is greater than 0.005 wt% and
0.03 wt% where it could be refer to Figure 5. This shows 0.05 wt% have the foam issue
that similar to wetting agent at 0.03 wt% that can be based on Figure 15. But 0.05 wt%
wetting agent is having more serious issue where there is presence of webbing that
happen between the thumb and first finger. Even though higher temperature is said to
be able to break the foam forming. However, there is too much wetting agent in this
range of temperature from 58℃ to 68℃. As a result, the reading of the thickness
fluctuate. This means that higher temperature is required to break more foam and more
glove sample is require for consistent reading.
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At 0.005 wt% wetting agent, the glove sample having issue of sticky where antitack agent is not disperse well enough. This is due to wetting agent is used to ensure a
better coating effect on the mold. While wetting agent at 0.03 wt% and 0.05 wt%, the
glove also the issue of sticky glove where located at the foam area during coagulant
dipping.
3.6 Analysis of Response Surface Methodology Result
Since the result of the tensile strength on Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10 show
a positive result. Its narrow the optimisation of the glove thickness. Based on section
3.5.2, the best parameter of the glove sample are 63℃ with 6 seconds dipping time and
68℃ with 8 seconds dipping time. Both of this parameter able to achieve 0.1mm
thickness with 0.005 wt%. But at 0.005 wt%, the glove tends to be sticky. Hence, more
wetting agent is require so that anti-tack agent able to disperse evenly. Based on Figure
16 below, by choosing the parameter 63℃ with 6 seconds dipping time would be wise
as lower temperature would have lower operating cost for the coagulant. While lesser
dipping time that is 6 seconds would have a better profit in glove production compare
to 8 seconds. This is due to lesser time require to produce the glove sample. As a result,
fixing the temperature at 63 ℃ and making variation of the wetting agent amount and
dipping time would the final optimisation. The optimisation parameter on Figure 19 are
0.0175 wt% of wetting agent and about 5 seconds dipping time at 63 ℃.

Figure 16: Predicted time and wetting agent amount against glove thickness for 63℃
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3.7 Verification Result
As the optimum parameter is being collected, three sample of glove is obtained
through the manual lab dipping. Table 3 below shows the average result of the thickness
and tensile strength as well as error percentage of the result. By referring to Table 3,
the glove that produce from the experiment is having average of 0.09 ± 0.004 𝑚𝑚.
This result is does not achieve the targeted value of 0.1mm for ASTM standard.
Besides, there is having error about 11.33% lies in glove thickness result compared to
targeted thickness. The reason of this error is mainly due to human error.
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While the average tensile strength of glove produce at 19.480MPa is higher than
ASTM standard of 18MPa. This means that the glove meet the requirement standard
as the parameters suitable which synchronise with section 3.5.1 discussion.
Furthermore, the glove that produce through the optimum parameter is having sticky
effect on the surface of the glove. This is due to the wetting agent is not enough to
disperse the anti-tack agent throughout the mold. In order to avoid this sticky issue,
adding more anti-tack agent into coagulant would be able to negate this issue.
Table 3: Error percentage compared to targeted thickness.
Average Thickness,
mm
0.09

Targeted Thickness,
mm
0.1

Error
Percentage, %
11.33

Average Tensile
Strength, MPa
19.480

4. Conclusion
In conclusion, there is two potential optimum parameter that is considered
before electing the wetting agent amount. The parameter are 5 seconds dipping time at
63 ℃ are compared with 8 seconds dipping time at 63 ℃. Generally, lower temperature
would have lower operating cost for the coagulant and lesser dipping time that is 5
seconds would have a better profit in glove production compare to 8 seconds. With
lower operating cost on time dipping and temperature, this parameter is expected to
able to produce mass amount of glove with low number of unweven wall thickness
issue. This would indirectly increasing the profit due to more glove can be sold instead
of dispose or sold in lowered price for unweven wall thickness glove. Besides, user who
using the glove would have a better confidence in doing task instead. As a result, the
optimise parameter throughout the whole experiment are 0.0175 wt% of wetting agent
and about 5 seconds dipping time at 63 ℃ that being selected. Throughout the optimum
parameter that being determined, the average thickness is 0.09 ±0.004 mm with 11.33%
error of thickness by comparing to 0.1mm thickness of ASTM standard. While sample
T is being used in this experiment instead of sample E due to sample T is easier to be
obtained through market. Hence, the objective of this research is achieved.
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Abstract
Due to depletion of world petroleum reserves, renewable resource such as
lignocellulosic biomass has emerged as a promising source of energy due to its
abundancy. Other than contribution to renewable energy, lignocellulosic biomass can
be converted into value added product such as succinic acid, citric acid and
pharmaceuticals. This study investigate the performance of a new class of solvent, deep
eutectic solvent (DES) in pretreating sago waste which is a type of starchy biomass.
The suitable type of DES in sago waste pretreatment was selected based on the sugar
yield during enzymatic hydrolysis and the amount of sugar loss during pretreatment. In
this study, three types of DES namely Choline Chloride-Urea, Choline-Chloride-Citric
acid and Choline Chloride-Glycerol was investigated. The effect of temperature and
duration on DES pretreatment was investigated. The percentage of biomass
delignification and sugar yield will be calculated and tabulated in table form to study
the set of parameters with the best sugar yield. The highest amount of sugar yield is
expected to be obtained at the highest operating temperature, more acidic solvent and
high DES ratio. To conclude this, application of DES is feasible because it made from
cheap and safe raw materials. For future development of DES, improvement of DES
such as its biodegradability, recyclability and more types of DES should definitely be
discovered for various industrial application and processes.

Keywords: Deep Eutectic Solvent (DES), lignocellulosic biomass, pretreatment,
enzymatic hydrolysis
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1. Introduction
Lignocellulosic biomass has the potential to replace existing petroleumdependant production plants among other renewable sources due to its abundancy on
earth [1]. Other than contribution to renewable energy, it can be converted into valueadded products such as enzymes, citric acid, succinic acid, pharmaceuticals and many
more [2]. However, some of the processes to produce value-added products have not
been commercialized yet due to challenges faced at commercial scale. Despite
successes accomplished in laboratory, further research and experiment must be
conducted to overcome challenges and provide breakthroughs to lower production
costs of commodity chemicals and and biofuels from biomass [2]. It is believed that
the future of lignocellulosics conversion relies on advancement and improvement of
pretreatment efficiency, cellulytic enzymes, comprehensive understanding of biomass
components and process integration [2].
In common practice, bioethanol is produced by following a pathway of biomass
pretreatment, hydrolysis and followed by fermentation and distillation [4].
Pretreatment is the beginning process of lignocellulosic feedstock, therefore efficiency
of pretreatment process is the key to effective enzymatic hydrolysis and downstream
processes [4]. Pretreatment is necessary due to the presence of lignin which resists
solubilization and hamper enzymatic hydrolysis process [7]. In addition to that, factors
such as cellulosic compositions, crystallinity structure, rigid nature of cellulose,
formation of inhibitants and particle size of biomass could contribute to hydrolysis
digestibility of feedstock [7]. Therefore, a lot of approaches such as physical, chemical
and biological methods have been applied. Selection of suitable pretreatment method
is based solely on the application [7].Pretreated substrate would normally have a
structure with increased porosity and reduced crystallinity [4]. During pretreatment,
modification or removal of lignin content takes place to improve the accessibility of
enzymes to the biomass substrate. By doing so, conversion of complex carbohydrates
into simple sugars and subsequently fermented into biofuel is improved [6]. However,
as good as conventional pretreatments may be beneficial to sugar production from
biomass, the old pretreatment method comes with numerous adverse conditions to the
environment. Conventional pretreatment technique has its respective drawback. As an
example, acid pretreatment produce fermentation inhibitors that reduce the efficiency
of fermentation.
The desire for green solvents in pretreatment has led to discovery of Deep
Eutectic Solvents (DESs) and Ionic Liquids (ILs) [8]. DES is made up of a hydrogen
bond donor (HBD) and a hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA). Both DESs and ILs
pretreatment techniques are affected by combination of solvents used, type of biomass
feedstock, size of particles and substrate loading and etc [9]. These advanced
pretreatment techniques are more popular than conventional pretreatment techniques
due to no requirement of extreme operating conditions such as high pressure and
temperature [9].
Further advancement of DESs has been made due to its potential as green
solvents to replace ILs [10]. Due to low initial costs and ease of access to raw materials,
DESs are being studied extensively in various fields such as electrochemistry and
pharmaceutical [8]. DESs have rised in popularity due to huge advancements and
successes of ILs. Through application of DESs, similar physio-chemical properties to
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ILs can be achieved with extra benefits such as easier preparation, non-complicated
purification processes and usage of green and renewable components [11]. The existing
pretreatment method is expected to be replaced due to association with nonenvironmental friendly issues, costly and poor biodegradability [11]. Majority of the
DESs are Choline Chloride-based (ChCl), which is applied as food additive. With that
being said, ChCl is acknowledged as safe compound for human consumption by
relevant authorities [11]. Many researches have evaluated degradability of DESs and
have classified DESs as “ readily biodegradable “ compounds [8]. Combination of Ch+
into DESs has shown significant enhancement of biodegradability. Other than that,
DESs can be utilized in a wide range of industrial practices such as purification,
extraction and separation.
To date, no research has been done on the effect of DES pretreatment on starchy
biomass. Starchy biomass such as sago waste which has approximately 36% starch, 40%
cellulose and 13% hemicellulose serves as a promising feedstock for glucose
production.
In this study, 3 types of DES namely Choline Chloride-Urea, Choline-ChlorideCitric acid and Choline Chloride-Glycerol was investigated for pretreatment of sago
waste. The best DES was selected based on sugar production from enzymatic
hydrolysis and sugar loss during pretreatment. The effect of temperature and duration
on DES pretreatment is also investigated. Sago hampas is used as lignocellulosic
biomass to study the sugar production.. The study gaps of this paper focus on utilization
of sago hampas as starchy biomass for DES pretreatment and optimization of
parameters for maximum sugar yield from biomass. This study aims to provide an
insight on process optimization of DES pretreatment of sago hampas. The three
parameter chosen to carry out process optimization are pretreatment temperature,
duration and solid loading.

2. Methodology
2.1 Preparation of Natural Deep Eutectic Solvent (NADES)
DES combination of Choline chloride with urea, citric acid and glycerol were
prepared at molar ratio of 1:2, 1:2 and 1:1. Each of the components were weighed at 15
g, 12.905 g, 19.788 g and 20.641 g respectively before transferred to a Schott bottle.
The mixture was heated up using hot plate with magnetic stirrer using 150 rpm at 80 °C.
The heating and stirring process was stopped when a homogenous/clear liquid solution
is obtained. The Schott bottle was cooled down before sealed tightly and kept in a
dessicator with silica gel for storage.

2.2 Preparation of Sago Hampas sample
Sago hampas is collected from Hak Mong Sago Mill, Batu Pahat, Johor, Malaysia. The
sample was washed and dried at 60°C for 24 hr [12]. Sago hampas samples were
grinded using blender into smaller size for pretreatment process. After that, sieving
process was carried out to ensure particle size is within 500 μm.
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2.3 DES pretreatment
Pretreatment was carried out with 5 % solid loading by mixing 1 g of Sago Hampas
biomass and 20 g of DESs respectively in a Schott bottle. The samples were heated at
110 °C for 3 hours in an oven. The biomass/DES mixtures were then transferred to
centrifuge tubes with the addition of 5 ml deionized water. The contents were
centrifuged at 3500 rpm for approximately 30 minutes The supernatant (black liquor)
was collected into sampling bottle and stored at 4°C. Washing and rinsing of biomass
was then carried out by adding 30 mL of deionized water in every cycle of
centrifugations. The pretreated biomass was obtained through filtration and was dried
at 50 °C for 8 hours in an oven. The dried biomass were kept in desiccator prior to
hydrolysis process.
2.4. Enzymatic hydrolysis
Enzymatic hydrolysis was conducting in 2 % solid loading by mixing 0.2 g of
pretreated biomass 10 mL of citrate buffer solution (pH 4.8 and 50 mM) which was
added with 0.1 g of cellulase. The hydrolysis process was carried out at 50 °C for 48
hours at 100 rpm an incubating shaker. After hydrolysis, the samples were centrifuged
at 24 °C, 3500 rpm for 15 min. The supernatant was collected and glucose content was
tested.

2.5 Determination of reducing sugars
2.5.1 3, 5 Dinitrosalicyclic Acid (DNS) analysis
The black liquor samples collected from pretreatment were transferred to respective
test tube. DNS reagent with 1% (w/v) NaOH (Merck) was prepared and stored in dark
bottle. Prior to reducing sugars analysis, 1% (w/v) of sodium metabisulfite (Merck)
was added to the DNS reagent. DNS solution in 3 mL was then added into the test tube
which contained 1.5 mL of sample solution. The mixture was boiled for 5 min, placed
in a cold water bath and added with 1 mL of 40 % Rochelle salt (Potassium sodium
tartrate tetrahydrate, Merck) solution immediately. After cooling the mixture, 0.2 mL
of reaction mixture was diluted by adding 2.5 mL of ultrapure water and the absorbance
of the diluted reaction mixture was measured at the wavelength of 540 nm by UV-Vis
spectrophotometer. The reducing sugars concentration in the sample solution was
determined from the standard curve constructed by using D(+) glucose (Merck)
solution.
2.5.2 High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC)
The supernatant collected from hydrolysis process to determine glucose yield.
Deionized water was used as the mobile phase of HPLC with flowrate of 0.6 ml/min.
The Agilent H+ column was used while column temperature is fixed at 65 °C. Before
conducting HPLC analysis and 10 µL of injection volume, the sample is filtered using
Nylon filter with particle size of 0.2 µm Glucose concentration was determined from a
calibration curve plotted for 1 g/L to 30 g/L of glucose.
2.6 Effect of pretreatment temperature
The DES with best performance was selected to carry out this study. The pretreatment
duration and solid loading was fixed at 3 hr and 5% respectively whereby temperature
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varies from 90, 110 and 130 °C. All the steps mentioned in preliminary study were
repeated to obtain glucose yield from enzymatic hydrolysis.
2.7 Effect of pretreatment duration
The most efficient DES combination was selected to carry out this study. The
pretreatment temperature and solid loading was fixed at 110 °C and 5% respectively
whereby duration varies from 1, 3 and 5 hr. All the steps in preliminary study were
repeated to obtain glucose yield from enzymatic hydrolysis.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 2-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) method
3.1.1 Effect of selection of DES on sugar production
Table 3.1: Reducing sugar production under different DES pretreatment
Type of DES
ChCl-Urea
ChCl-CA
ChCl-Gly
Average
Total Average

Batch 1
(mg/ml)
5.78
4.70
0.73
3.74
1.90

Batch 2
(mg/ml)
4.64
4.96
0.96
3.52

Average
(mg/ml)
5.21
4.83
0.85

Table 3.2: ANOVA results on the effect of pretreatment temperature and batch-tobatch difference on reducing sugar obtained

SSDES
SSbatch
SSerror
SStotal

Sum of
square
(SS)
23.39
0.07
0.64
24.10

Degree of
freedom
(DOF)
2
1
2
5

Mean
square
11.69
0.07
0.32
4.82

F value

95%
confidence level

36.56
0.22

Significant
Not significant

According to ANOVA table,
At 95% confidence level,

F0.05, 2, 2 = 19
F0.05, 1, 2 = 18.51

Based on result above, type of DES pretreatment has significant effect on reducing
sugar production. However, batch to batch difference on reducing sugar production is
insignificant. Therefore, it indicates that insignificant factor in experiment is
reproducible.

3.1.2 Effect of pretreatment temperature on sugar production
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Table 3.3: Reducing sugar production under different pretreatment temperature
Temperature (°C)
90
110
130
Average
Total Average

Batch 1
(mg/ml)
4.32
4.98
4.75
4.68
4.44

Batch 2
(mg/ml)
2.02
5.36
5.21
4.196667

Average
(mg/ml)
3.17
5.17
4.98

Table 3.4: ANOVA results on the effect of pretreatment temperature and batch-tobatch difference on reducing sugar obtained
Sum of
square (SS)

Degree of
freedom
(DOF)

Mean
square

F value

SStemp

4.87

2

2.44

1.98

SSbatch

0.36

1

0.36

0.29

SSerror
SStotal

2.47
7.70

2
5

1.23
1.54

95%
confidence
level
Not
significant
Not
significant

According to ANOVA table,
At 95% confidence level,

F0.05, 2, 2 = 19
F0.05, 1, 2 = 18.51

Based on result above, pretreatment duration does not have significant effect on
reducing sugar production. Batch to batch difference on reducing sugar production is
insignificant. Therefore, it indicates that both factors in experiment are reproducible.

3.1.3 Effect of pretreatment duration on sugar production
Table 3.5: Reducing sugar production under different pretreatment duration
Duration (hr)
Blank
1
3
5
Average

Batch 1
(mg/ml)
0.481
2.82
4.39
3.09
2.69525
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Batch 2
(mg/ml)
0.366
3.41
3.58
3.78
2.784

Average
(mg/ml)
0.4235
3.115
3.985
3.435
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Total Average

2.74

Table 3.6: ANOVA results on the effect of pretreatment duration and batch-to-batch
difference on reducing sugar obtained
Sum of
square
SSduration
SSbatch
SSerror
SStotal

15.08
0.02
0.73
15.83

Degree of
freedom
(DOF)
3
1
3
7

Mean
square
5.03
0.02
0.24
2.26

F value

95%
confidence level

20.63
0.06

Significant
Not significant

According to ANOVA table,
At 95% confidence level,

F0.05, 3, 3 = 9.28
F0.05, 1, 3 = 10.13

Based on result above, pretreatment duration has significant effect on reducing sugar
production. However, batch to batch difference on reducing sugar production is
insignificant. Therefore, it indicates that insignificant factor in experiment is
reproducible.

3.2 Selection of DES for pretreatment
All the samples were carried out at fixed pretreatment temperature, duration and
solid loading at 110 °C, 3 hr and 5% solid loading in the selection of suitable DES. The
performance of these DES pretreatments was analysed and justified based on yield of
reducing sugar obtained from enzymatic hydrolysis and sugar loss during pretreatment.

Glucose yield (ng/ml)

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Gly

CA

Urea

Type of DES

Figure 3.1: Glucose yield of different DES pretreatment
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From Figure 3.1, ChCl-Urea is chosen as DES for subsequent study because it
shows the highest amount of glucose yield at 5.21 mg/ml (which is 0.26 g/g of
pretreated biomass) compared to ChCl-Glycerol and ChCl-CA. The average value is
taken as all the samples were duplicated to give a higher precision result. Based on the
nature of each DES, urea is slightly alkaline with pH ranging from 7.5 – 9 whereas both
glycerol and citric acid are acidic with pH at 6.3 – 6.9 and 3.2 respectively. From the
results obtained, it can be concluded that sugar yield increases in either acidic or
alkaline reagent. On the other hand, ChCl-glycerol, which is having neutral pH, yielded
the lowest amount of glucose with 0.85 mg/ml (which is 0.4 g/g of pretreated biomass).
This finding is aligned to a research done which stated that the maximal enzymatic
glucose and xylose yields from the biomass, wheat straw fraction were noticed at the
most extreme pH values (pH 1 and pH 13) after pretreatment [33]. This trend can be
further explained as the surface response models showed significant interactions
between pretreatment temperature and pH on glucose and xylose [33]. Acidic
pretreatments favor to high petreatment temperature compared to alkaline pretreatment,
which is not as temperature dependent. From research, alkaline pretreatment generally
proved to have better glucose yield even at lower pretreatment (110 °C considered low)
temperature as compared to acidic pretreatment [33]. Therefore, the results obtained
from Figure 3.1 were found to be reliable with lower yield of reducing sugar from acidbased DES than alkali-based DES. As a result, the subsequent study was carried out
using ChCl-Urea DES due to the ability in breaking down lignin that provides access
of enzyme to biomass.

3.3 Analysis of reducing sugar
3.3.1 Reducing sugar loss during pretreatment
Table 3.7: Reducing sugar loss during pretreatment
Component

Absorbance value
(A)

Glucose concentration
(mg/mL)

Urea 1

0.0545

1.1

Urea 2

0.0375

0.8

Glycerol 1

0.116

2.2

Glycerol 2

0.097

1.8

Citric Acid 1

0.032

0.7

Average
(mg/mL)
0.9

2.0
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Citric Acid 2

0.047

0.9

From Table 3.7, ChCl-Glycerol shows the highest amount of sugar loss at 0.9
mg/ml followed by ChCl-Urea and ChCl-CA. It can be deducted that ChCl-CA
pretreated biomass has the most compatible structure with cellulase enzymes compared
to ChCl-Glycerol and ChCl-Urea. This can be further explained due to specific
substrate action of DESs in pretreatment of lignocellulosic biomass. Thus, a specific
DES may be compatible for pretreating a particular substrate but not the others. In this
study, ChCl-CA appeared to be the most compatible DES with cellulase enzyme as it
shows the least amount of sugar loss which is 0.8 mg/ml.

Figure 3.2: Chemical structure of Choline Chloride-Urea DES [13]

Figure 3.3: Chemical structure of Choline Chloride-Glycerol DES [8]
The chemical structure of each DES may differs its performance from one
another. This is because the grouping of cations and anions in these DESs affects
dissolution of cellulose [34]. According to a research, the anion in DESs plays an
important role to attack and deprotonate cellulose which is made up of free hydroxyl
group [34]. On the other hand, interaction happens between the electron donor hydroxyl oxygen atoms on the cellulose and larger size cation. Cellulose dissolution
takes place due to separation of hydroxyl group on cellulose when hydrogen bondings
within cellulose are disturbed [34]. Therefore, in term of dissolution of biomass,
glycerol ion appeared to be more efficient than citric acid and urea ion. A large amount
of reducing sugar loss in pretreatment may have happened during dissolution process.
Consequently, ChCl-Glycerol shows the highest amount sugar loss after pretreatment.
Similar to ILs, DESs are capable for depolymerisation of polysaccharides to
compounds with low molecular weight [35]. A significant loss in reducing sugar yield
in pretreatment can be observed and might be due to strong depolymerisation power
which could lead to low reducing sugar yield from hydrolysis. Based on Table 3.7,
ChCl-Glycerol can be said to have the highest depolymerisation power followed by
ChCl-Urea and lastly, ChCl-CA based on reducing sugar loss obtained. ChCl-urea
produced the highest amount of sugar during enzymatic hydrolysis compared to ChClglycerol and ChCl-CA Hence, ChCl-urea was found to be the most suitable DES for
pretreatment of sago hampas in this study.
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3.4 Effect of temperature on DES pretreatment
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Figure 3.4: Glucose concentration under different temperature
Based on Figure 3.4, glucose concentration increases from 90 °C to 110 °C and
falls at 130 °C. The result shows the optimum temperature would be at 110 °C with
5.17 mg/ml (which is 0.26 g/g of pretreated biomass) of glucose yield. The trend is
aligned to a DES pretreatment study using ChCl-lactic acid to pretreat corncob with
varying pretreatment temperature as efficiency of glucose extraction started to decline
at certain temperature. The losses of polysaccharides could be due to the balanced
effects to improve digestability of hydrolysis [28]. Also, high temperature may
contribute to degradation of biomass samples, thus lead to sugar loss. This is further
explained by higher pretreatment temperature increases the deconstruction of biomass
components and improves amount of sugar produced [26]. Moreoever, at higher
temperature, increment in pore size of biomass along with reduction of lignin is
expected to happen within the biomass [26].
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3.5 Effect of duration on DES pretreatment
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Figure 3.5: Glucose concentration at 110 °C under different duration
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Based on Figure 3.5, it can be observed that glucose concentration is the highest
at duration of 3 hr with 3.99 mg/ml (which is 0.2 g/g of pretreated biomass) of glucose
yield followed by 5 hr and 1 hr with 3.43 mg/ml and 3.12 mg/ml. However, glucose
yield declines at duration of 5 hr. This finding is agreeable to researches done recently
as glucose yield increases significantly with pretreatment duration and thus better
hydrolysis efficiency [36]. The experiment was done using corncob under different
pretreatment duration found that better interaction between biomass and DES-based
solvent was expected under prolonged duration [28]. Under extended pretreatement
duration, cellulose dissolution of biomass have more time to dissolve in DES, therefore
higher amount of regenerated cellulose was produced [34]. Thus, the trend of results
from Figure 3.5 is aligned with recent studies. The sugar loss happens at pretreatment
duration of 5 hr may due to degradation of biomass. From Figure 3.5, the most suitable
pretreatment duration is 3 hr because the highest amount of sugar yield, 4.0 mg/ml is
obtained. Based on HPLC analysis, sugar yield for blank at 110 °C gives 0.42 mg/ml
of glucose obtained. Thus, pretreatment at any temperature is proved to have higher
efficiency compared to blank due to better sugar yield.
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3.6 Structural Analysis
3.6.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Analysis
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Figure 3.6: SEM of sago hampas, untreated sago hampas: (a) 180x magnification (b)
500x magnification (c) 1600x magnification; ChCl-Urea pretreatment: (d) 180x
magnification (e) 300x magnification (f) 1600x magnification; ChCl-Citric acid
pretreatment: (g) 160x magnification (h) 500x magnification (i) 1600x magnification;
ChCl-Glycerol pretreatment: (j) 160x magnification (k) 500x magnification (l) 1600x
magnification
Figure 3.6 shows the SEM images of untreated and pretreated samples using
different DES. From SEM analysis, the result showed that all the pretreatments were
successfully carried out to make the samples more susceptible for sugar extraction.
Raw and untreated sago hampas is less porous and its structure is less disrupted. On the
other hand, at magnification of 180x, the morphology of pretreated samples are
observed to be more porous and severely disrupted due to effect of pretreatment. This
is to ensure better enzymatic activity for easier penetration of hemicellulose and
cellulose to be converted into sugar [29]. Without pretreatment, lower amount of sugar
yield is expected from subsequent hydrolysis process.
Under magnification of 500x, a rough surface is observed in ChCl-Urea
pretreatment to be very destructive compared to others. The rough surface symbolizes
increment in porosity of sample and breakdown of lignin, thus enzyme can attack the
pores easily [29]. In Figure 3.6 (d), the fiber size was reduced due to solubility of DES
which dissolved a portion of fibers in sample. As for Figure 3.6 (k), the solvent showed
high destructive capability but was inconsistent at different morphology of biomass.
The ability to disturb the surface structure is good for enzymatic digestion [32]. The
inconsistency of is similar for application of ChCl-Citric acid in Figure 3.6 (h).
At magnification of 1600x, untreated sago hampas has a more structured and
regular surface compared to the rest of the pretreated samples. On the other hand,
Figure 3.6 (f) shows the most severe disruption on sample surface and higher porosity.
The disruption is crucial to make biomass more susceptible to enzymatic attack in
hydrolysis process, therefore higher yield of reducing sugar [34]. In Figure 3.6 (l),
acidic-based DES has greater level of depolymerisation compared to ChCl-Glycerol
pretreatment. Morpholgy of ChCl-Glycerol (under 1600x magnification) shows a large
portion of smooth surface which indicates fiber is still intact, therefore lesser
destructive power.
In general, all pretreatment methods make the surface of samples become more
porous and break down of lignin structure [29]. A few studies have reported similar
results regarding morphology of biomass to have higher porosity, less crystalline and
vulnerable to enzymatic after using Ionic Liquid (IL) pretreatment which has similar
characteristic as DES [32]. Due to similar physio-chemical properties to IL, application
of DES can be compared with IL study in relevant field [13]. The result from SEM
analysis is aligned to an IL study which concluded that alteration of biomass structure
occurs in favor to microbial attack and enzymatic hydrolysis regardless of type of
biomass [32]
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3.6.2 Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) analysis
The changes of chemical structures in sago hampas were analysed after undergoing
different DES pretreatment using ChCl-Urea, ChCl-Citric Acid and ChCl-Glycerol.
The spectra of each pretreated and untreated samples are illustrated as shown below.
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Figure 3.7: FTIR spectra of (i) untreated (blank) SH, (ii) ChCl-Citric acid pretreated
SH, (iii) ChCl-Glycerol pretreated SH, (iv) ChCl-Urea pretreated SH. (a) 3330 cm-1,
(b) 2905 cm-1, (c) 1732 cm-1, (d) 1634 cm-1, (e) 1600 cm-1, (f) 1515 cm-1, (g) 1425 cm1
, (h) 1375 cm-1, (i) 1328 cm-1, (j) 897 cm-1
From Figure 3.7, all untreated and pretreated samples showed significant bands
at 3330 cm-1 and 2905 cm-1, which signify the hydroxyl (O-H) group, and CH stretching
[37]. These peaks may contribute to compositions of lignocellulosic biomass, which is
cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin in sago hampas [38]. Thus, this indicates presence
of lignocellulosic compositions in this biomass.
According to research, the cellulose peak at 1425 cm-1 was diminished after IL
pretreatment on sugarcane bagasse samples [32] Therefore, among all the
lignocellulosic compositions, cellulose content is expected to undergo the most
significant changes. From FTIR graphs above, the cellulose peak did not diminish and
remained constant for all DES pretreatments. The spectra at 1425 cm-1 also represents
the CH2 scissoring motion in crystalline cellulose whereas the absorbance amorphous
cellulose is at 897 cm-1 [38]. This peak was observed to be more intense especially in
ChCl-Citric acid and ChCl-Urea pretreatment. From study, this spectrum is more
vulnerable to enzymatic attack due to its porosity and asymmetrical structure in
conjunction with increment of accessible surface area for sugar extraction by enzymes
[38]. This outcome suggests application of ChCl-Citric acid and ChCl-Urea are better
as both solvents altered the cellulose content in samples to a more amorphous matrix
that is in favor to better sugar yield in enzymatic hydrolysis .
On the other hand, the peak at 1600 cm-1 and 1515 cm-1 were diminished
significantly in ChCl-Citric acid pretreatment as compared to others. The reduction is
lignin peaks contribute to depolymerisation of lignin [39]. The result obtained is
aligned with a DES pretreatment study as acidic environment promotes
depolymerisation of each components [8]. Further lignin peaks located at 1634 cm-1,
1375 cm-1 and 1328 cm-1 were known as OH bending of adsorbed water, CH
deformation and syringyl units in lignin [40]. From Figure 3.7, the trend of peaks
showed a substantial amount of lignin was not removed from sago hampas.
The spectra at 1732 cm-1 showed the presence of hemicellulose. According to
study, this band describes the stretching behavior in C=O groups in the acetyl content
of hemicellulose [32]. In this study, ChCl-Urea and ChCl-Glycerol pretreatments
removed higher amount of hemicellulose compared to ChCl-Citric acid pretreatment.
However, hemicellulose content was not removed in bulk. The FTIR results correlates
well with the SEM analysis and sugar yield analysis using HPLC. Furthermore, the
pretreated SH samples have shown changes in lignin content in conjunction with
increment of amorphous cellulose content.
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4. Conclusion
This study highlights the use of DESs as potential green solvents for
pretreatment process. At current stage, limited study is available as reference on the
application of DES in pretreatment of lignocellulosic biomass. Therefore, development
in this field would promote and lead to application of eco-friendly technology in the
future. Moreover, this study revealed the optimization of pretreatment paramaters for
optimum amount of sugar yield using starchy biomass as lignicellulosic feedstock. The
predominant contribution to body of knowledge in this study would be the effect of
parameters such as type of DES, pretreatment duration and temperature in conjunction
with structural and compositional change can be found in this study.
In Results and Discussion section, the alkaline or acidic DES is found to be
more suitable in pretreating sago hampas for the purpose of sugar production via
enzymatic hydrolysis compared to neutral DES. ChCl-Urea DES, which is alkali in
nature, shows the best results compared to other DES pretreatment samples. . This
study is aligned with current paper, which stated that alkaline pretreatment is proved to
have better glucose yield even at low temperatures [33]. Although it shows some
amount of sugar loss during pretreatment, but ChCl-Urea pretreated biomass produces
the highest amount of reducing sugar from enzymatic hydrolysis process. The best
operating condition for sugar production from DES-pretreated biomass via enzymatic
hydrolysis is 110°C and 3 hr. When pretreatment temperature increases to 130°C, sugar
yield decreased slightly due to the disruption in the structure of biomass at high
temperature. Similarly, prolonging the duration beyond 5 hours is hindering sugar
production. In conclusion, ChCl-urea is found to be the most suitable reagent to pretreat
sago hampas. Further investigation on the structural characteristics of pretreated
biomass as well as the optimization of pretreatment condition should be conducted to
further elucidate the process. Therefore, it can be concluded that the results shown in
this study is reliable as it is aligned with most of the research found by others.
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Abstract
Object tracking is a computer vision system that identifies, recognizes and tracks single
or multiple objects in a static environment. The main objective and challenge of this
research is to solve the occlusion issues in object tracking. Occlusion is a phenomenon
that occurs in object tracking when two or more objects come too near and overlap
each other. Occlusion also causes the object tracking system to easily lose track of the
initial tracked object, and thus causing the tracking system to be inefficient. Therefore,
solving occlusion in object tracking is crucial for improving the tracking system
efficiency. In this research, the occlusion issues in object tracking is solved by a system.
The system includes algorithms such as foreground object segmentation, colour
tracking, object specification and occlusion handling. An input video is given to the
system to solve the occlusion issues that occurred in the video. Every single frame of
the video is analysed. The foreground objects are segmented with object segmentation
algorithm and tracked with the colour tracking algorithm. ID is assigned to each
tracked object. The object specification of each tracked object is identified by object
specifying algorithm. Finally, occlusion issues of the input video are solved with the
occlusion handling algorithm.

Keyword: Object segmentation, colour tracking, object specification, occlusion handling
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1. Introduction
Multiple object tracking (MOT) is a process that requires the implementation of both
computer vision system and image processing system to track objects in real life or a
recorded video [1]. Development of multiple object tracking has begun since 1988 [2].
Since then, many different tracking techniques are proposed to improve and enhance
the current object tracking techniques [3]. Technically, multiple object tracking
recognizes and tracks each unique object with a specific ID [4]. However, there are
several issues that affect the MOT process. One of the issue is the occlusion of objects
[5].
Occlusion often occurs when two or more objects come too close and seemingly
merge or combine to each other. Image processing system of object tracking often
mistreated and wrongly tracked the occluded objects [6]. Sometime after occlusion,
object tracking system wrongly identifies initially tracked objects as new objects [7].
Figure 1.1 below depicts the occlusion issues in 3 images. As observed from the 3
images in Figure 1.1, the normal colour tracking system only track the exposed region
and neglected the occluded region. As observed in the second image of Figure 1.1, the
blue object was wrongly tracked as 2 separate objects.

Figure 1.1: Occlusion issues in multiple object tracking
The main objective of this research is to solve the occlusions that occur in object
tracking with the application of image processing.
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2. Research Methodology
Generally, the research methodology is breakdown into four different phases. These
phases are, modelling phase, simulation phase, measuring phase and data collection
phase as shows in Figure 2 below.
Modelling
• Occlusion solving algorithms are implemented on Matlab.
• All the algorithms are integrated to become one occlusion-solving
system.
Simulating
• Simulation of system is done by using Maltab.
• The simulation results are saved to solve occlusion issues.
Measuring
• An input video where occlusion issues occured will be read by the
system.
• The measurement of data takes place in one of the algorithms of
the system.
Data collecting
• The measured data that requires to solve occlusion are collected.
• The collected data will be analysed to solve the occlusion issues.
Figure 2: Project overview chart
Generally, the research methodology is broken down into four different phases.
These phases are, modelling phase, simulation phase, measuring phase and data
collection phase. After initializing Matlab, the system is ready to be simulated on
Matlab. Firstly, an input video will be read by the system. Next, the system extract and
read every frame from the input video with frame extracting function. After all the
frames from the video has been read, each frame will then be processed by foreground
object segmentation algorithm. Mean colour values of the foreground objects will be
detected with colour detection algorithm and then the foreground objects will be
tracked based on their own mean colours values with an ID. In order to identify tracked
foreground objects clearly, the coordination, area, width, and height of each foreground
object will be identified using the object specifying algorithm. Finally, the occlusion
solving algorithm will be implemented to solve any occlusion issues the video had.
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2.1 Overall Configuration of the system
Start

Input video to the system

Extract and read every frame from the video

Segmentation of foreground object from each frame

Detection of mean colour value of
each foreground object in every frame

Track every foreground object detected based on their own mean colour
value ID and bounding box

Identify the specification of every tracked foreground object

Detecting occlusion based on the
specifications of every foreground object

Is occlusion
detected?

Yes

Solve detected
occlusion issues

No
Compile every frame back together with object IDs and
bounding box to create an output video

End
Figure 2.1: Flowchart of overall system configuration
The flowchart of overall system configuration is shown in Figure 2.1 above.
Generally, the system starts off by extracting all the frames of the input video, and then
read it frame by frame to segment the foreground objects. After the segmentation of
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foreground objects, the system will further analyse the mean colour value of each object
and track it with an ID and a bounding box. The system moves on by identifying the
tracked object’s specifications such as height, width and more to detect the occurrence
of occlusion. The system will then proceed to handle the occlusion issues if occlusion
do occur. Finally, after handling the occlusion issues, the system will compile every
post-handling frame into one output video.

2.2 Object segmentation and colour tracking algorithms
Start

Split each frame into 3 different layers (R, G and B)

Convert all the 3 layers into binary images

Combine all the 3 binary images together to segment the foreground object

Identify the mean colour value of each foreground
object
Track each foreground object based on its mean colour value with a bounding box

Assigning IDs tracked object based on their own colour

End
Figure 2.2: Flowchart of object segmentation and colour detection algorithms
Figure 2.2 above has shown the flowchart of object segmentation and colour detection
algorithms. The segmentation of foreground objects is done by combining 3 R, G and
B binary layers. After the object segmentation process, the mean colour value of each
segmented object is identified. After the mean colour of each foreground object is
identified, the algorithm proceeds by tracking the object with a bounding box and
assigning an ID to the object in one frame.
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2.3 Object specifying algorithm

Start

Locate the centroid coordination of the objects
Determine and collect the area, width, and height of each object

End
Figure 2.3: Flowchart of object specifying algorithm
Figure 2.3 above shows the flowchart of the object specifying algorithm.
Technically, this algorithm detects every tracked object specification in every frame.
First, the algorithm locates the centroid coordination of every tracked object. Next, it
determines and saves the area, width and height of every tracked object.
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2.4 Occlusion handling algorithm
Start

Analyse the width, height and area of every tracked object

Determine the maximum width, height and area for every tracked object

Analyse the changes in these 3 parameters

Number of areas
of one mean
colour object
more than one?

Yes

Case I occurs

No

Changes in
maximum
width or
height?

Yes

Case II occurs

No
Keep tracking
the
object with initial ID
and bounding box

Reconstruct the
bounding boxes of the
areas with the same
colour into one
bounding box and recoordinate the centroid
of the occluded object
Reconstruct the
bounding box of the
object to detect the
occluded object
during occlusion.
Reassign initial ID and keep
tracking the object with the
reconstruct bounding box

End
Figure 2.4: Flowchart of occlusion handling algorithm
Figure 2.4 above shows the flowchart of the occlusion handling algorithm. In this
algorithm, the saved data from the previous algorithm would be analysed to detect
whether occlusion issues occur in a frame. Before deciding whether occlusion do occur,
the maximum width, height and area of every tracked object is obtained from the
previous algorithm. Case I occurs when 2 or more areas of with the same mean colour
is detected. Technically, an object with a mean colour only has one area. If the number
of areas of the same colour is more than 2, then the object is being occluded in the
middle while exposing its edges at left and right sides. Therefore, it is considered that
the object is moving horizontally from left to right and being blocked in the middle by
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another object. The Case I occlusion issue will be solved by replacing the 2 bounding
boxes of two different areas with a reconstructed bounding box to track the middleoccluded object from behind. This is shown in Figure 3.3 under the simulation results
section. Case II occurs when the change in width or height of an object is detected. For
example, considering the same motion of moving horizontally from left to right. When
the width of an object changes significantly along with the area of the object, the object
might be occluded either on its left side or right side. Case II occlusion is solved by
reconstructing the smaller bounding box that only tracks the exposed part of an object,
with a new bounding box that tracks the whole object including its occluded part, as
shown in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5.

2.5 Limitation of the proposed system
The proposed system’s scope is limited on solving occlusion issues in recorded
video with multiple single-coloured objects and a white stationary background. Also,
the shapes of all the objects must remain unchanged throughout the video.

3 Simulation Results
3.1 Frame extracting and combining
Frame extracting algorithm is the first algorithm of the proposed system.
Basically, this algorithm extracts all the frames in one video and temporally saved them
at a temporary folder created using Matlab codes.
Frame combining algorithm is the fifth and last algorithm in the proposed
system. It combines all the post-processed frames (with occlusion issues solved) into a
video.

3.2 Object segmentation and colour tracking
Object segmentation and colour tracking algorithm is the second algorithm in
the proposed system. In this algorithm, the foreground objects are segmented out from
the background. Firstly, the RGB frames in a single frame is split into 3 different layers.
These 3 different layers are R layer, G layer and B layer, each layer carries its own
colour value, R layer carries red value, whereas G and B carry green value and blue
value respectively. Next, every layer is converted to binary images. By combining all
the 3 RGB binary layers together with certain binary thresholding value, the foreground
objects can be segmented from the white background. Since white background has
lower mean colour value, it does not consider as a foreground object. The combination
of the 3 RGB binary layers are showed in II of Figure 3.1 on the next page.
The average mean colour of an object, 𝑉𝑎 is determined by calculating the
average value of R, G, B (𝑅𝑎 , 𝐺𝑎 , 𝐵𝑎 ) in the pixels inside the box bounding box. After
obtaining the average mean colour, the range of mean colour is set as [𝑅𝑎 ± 8%, 𝐺𝑎 ±
8%, 𝐵𝑎 ± 8%], any pixel within the range of mean colour is treated as part of a
foreground object’s pixel. Once a foreground object with a mean colour is tracked, its
pixel-area can be obtained as showed in IV and V of Figure 3.1. Finally, ID is given to
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every tracked foreground object according to its mean colour For example in Figure
3.1 ID:B is given to blue object and ID:R is given to red object.

II

I

III

IV

VI
V
Figure 3.1: Object segmentation and colour detection results
Figure 3.1 above shows the results of object segmentation and colour tracking
algorithm. The process of the algorithm is explained below:
I. The original extracted image of a frame.
II. The foreground objects are segmented by processing R, G, and B layers.
III. The mean colour value inside the box is determined. Black colour detection is
removed due to shadow issues. The thread is not detected as an object because it’s
black.
IV. Red colour object is detected, the white region is the area of the red object.
V. Same as the previous step, the blue object is detected and the area of blue object is
represented in the white region.
VI. Both blue and red objects are tracked with different bounding boxes and IDs are
assigned to both objects.
The criteria for constructing bounding boxes will be explained in the next section.
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3.3 Object specification
Object specification algorithm is the third algorithm of the proposed system. It is
considered as a short algorithm as it only determines the specification of every tracked
object. Technically, this algorithm determines the maximum areas of all foreground
objects at the beginning of every input video. After the maximum area of an object is
determined, the algorithm will proceed to locate the coordinates of centroid of the
object. Next, the properties of the bounding box will also be determined with this
algorithm.
Construction of bounding box requires four different properties, these
properties are right (𝑟𝑏 ), top (𝑡𝑏 ), width (𝑤𝑏 ) and height (ℎ𝑏 ). 𝑟𝑏 and 𝑡𝑏 are referred
to the right and top starting points of the bounding box respectively. Whereas 𝑤𝑏 and
ℎ𝑏 determine the width and height of the bounding box. Technically, the properties of
bounding box can be expressed as:
𝑏 = [𝑟𝑏 , 𝑡𝑏 , 𝑤𝑏 , ℎ𝑏 ]

Figure 3.2: Object specification result
Figure 3.2 above shows that each segmented object is tracked with a bounding box
with its centroid coordinates identified. The centroid coordinates of the objects are
important to justify which case of occlusion issue occurs.
3.4 Occlusion handling
Occlusion handling algorithm is the fourth algorithm in the system that handles
occlusion issues occur throughout the input video. In this algorithm, the bounding box
of an occluded object is reshaped to accurately track occluded object with its true size.
The bounding box is reshaped according to how the occluded is occluded. Following
the project scope, there are two potential occlusion cases, Case I and Case II. Case I
only occurs when an object is being occluded at the middle with its left and right sides
exposed as shows in Figure 3.3 below. Case II occurs when an object is being partially
occluded by another object on one side, either left or right. The different cases of
occlusion issues as described previously occurred in the video are solved with
occlusion handling algorithm.
Case I
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I
II
Figure 3.3: Object is being occluded in the middle
When the blue object is occluded by the red object in the middle, two different
bounding boxes wrongly track a single object as two different objects with the same
colour as shown in I (left) of Figure 3.3 above. To rectify this occlusion issue, a new
bounding box is constructed to replace the old ones as shown in II (right) of Figure 3.3
above. In this case, the new bounding box is constructed with maximum width data
obtained from the previous frame. Since the new bounding box is tracking an occluded
object, the initially ID assigned for the object will be retained along with word
“occluded” to indicate the occurrence of occlusion.
Case II

II

I

Figure 3.4: Object is being occluded on the right side

I

II

Figure 3.5: Object is being occluded on the left side.
When either side of the blue object is occluded as shown in I of both Figure 3.4 and
Figure 3.5, the bounding box only tracked the exposing portion of the blue object. To
rectify this occlusion issue, the bounding box is reconstructed to track the blue object
even when it is occluded. In Figure 3.4, the right side of the blue object is occluded,
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the system analyses the centroid coordination of both the blue and red object to select
the appropriate expansion of bounding box. In this case, the x-coordinate of the centroid
of the blue object is less than the red object and the exposing area of the blue object is
lower than the maximum determined area of blue object. Thus, will expand the
bounding box further to the right to track the occluded right portion of the blue object
as shown in II of Figure 3.4. The same principle is used to solve the occlusion issue in
Figure 3.5, where the x-coordinate of the centroid of blue object is greater than the red
object.
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, the occlusion issue that occurs in the input video is properly handled
by using the system in this research. This proposed method was able to handle 2 objects
overlapping each other and was able to identify the occluded object as a single object
even though it was blocked in the middle. For future work, further improvements need
to be done for handling occlusion in real-life tracking system instead of inputting a
video to produce an output video that handles occlusion issues.
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Abstract
Planar antenna is usually designed in small scales which the application requires
smaller bandwidth such as Wi-Fi modules or navigation system devices. There are
some antenna application requires bent antenna such as wearable Ultra-Wide Band
(UWB) antenna but the substrate used will have some defects after bending and
crumpling from time to time. What if the planar antenna is designed that it can be bent
and the bending affects the impedance matching and shift in resonant frequency? So,
this research aims to achieve the limitation of the planar antenna to be bent at certain
angle and given frequency range (1-8 GHz). The planar antenna is designed in the
Computer Simulation Technology (CST) Software and the proposed antenna is then
bend in the simulation software. The analysis of comparative evaluation for both planar
and bent antenna is carried out on different characteristics such as evaluation between
S-Parameters & Frequency and evaluation between Voltage Standing Wavelength
Ratio (VSWR) & Frequency. The behaviour of radiation pattern for both antennas can
also be obtained in the CST simulation.

Keyword: Planar & Bent Antenna, Computer Simulation Technology (CST)
Microwave Software, S parameters, Radiation pattern, Voltage Standing Wavelength
Ratio (VSWR)
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1. Introduction
Antenna has been widely used in various forms of communications such as
radio broadcasting, navigation systems, satellite communication, remote sensing,
defence radar and medical scanning device. Planar antennas are commonly used in
sensing devices due to its low cost and simple implementation. The frequencies of the
Planar antenna can reach as high as 77 GHz which can be performed in automotive
sensing devices [1]. Microstrip patch antenna is one of the popular design of planar
antenna that have carried out for research in medical applications. In fact, microstrip
patch antenna is smaller, lighter and electrical diversified which suits the requirement
to implement on medical applications for tissue detection [2]. In recent years, many
relevant researches have tried to improve planar antenna for medical application use,
but there was a constraint on the planar antenna study. The planar antenna acts as a flatsolid surface that only works fine on flat surfaces. It is difficult to obtain a good
measurement on non-flat surface with planar antenna due to the fact that the structure
of the antenna is flat. The measurement on curvature body may not be detected by
planar antenna since the antenna does not possess the bending effect in order to lean on
human bodies closely. As the issue rises up, there is a high demand on non-planar bent
antenna is suitable to be carried out on human body surface. Bent antennas mostly are
the solutions to some application as they are suitable to be implemented onto structures
or objects that are not in planar form. One of the dominant research based on bent
antenna is a wearable antenna [3]. Wearable antenna requirements for all modern
applications include flexibility, light weight, low cost, almost maintenance-free and
simple installation. The application for wearable bent antenna mostly can be found in
medical applications which applies for youngsters, the aged and athletes for monitoring
purposes. Research have identified the draw backs for bent antennas which would lead
to certain distortion of parameters which includes, the input impedance, directivity and
phase angle when the antenna is bent [4], [5]. In some case study, modifying substrate
material is applied on the antenna improves its parameters, thus allows the antenna to
operate properly with better efficiency even though the antenna is bent [5].
S parameters are defined in terms of incident and reflected travelling waves
which are simple to be for analysis. S parameters are easily measured using network
analysers; popular in any Radio Frequency (RF)/Microwave circuit design and testing.
S Parameters are complex matrix that shows Reflection/Transmission characteristics
(Amplitude/Phase) in frequency domain. Figure 1 shows a two-port device which has
four S-parameters. The first number following the “S” is port where the signal emerges
while the second number is where the signal is applied. So, S21 is a measure of signal
coming out from port 2 relative to RF stimulus entering port 1. If the numbers are the
same (S11), this indicates that the signal has a reflection measurement. Quantifying the
reflection and transmission characteristics of the device is available with amplitude and
phase information. There are scalar and vector characteristics that are important for the
analysis. For example, return loss is a scalar measurement of reflection, while
impedance results from a vector reflection measurement [1]. Meanwhile, like group
delay, are referred to purely phase-related measurement. For Reflection, S11 /S22: the
relevant parameters include, Reflections (Return loss), Impedance, Admittance, VSWR.
For Transmission, S21/S12: the relevant parameters include, Gain/Loss (Insertion loss),
Phase, Group delay (Delay time). To identify any loss of signals that was sent, a return
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signal of the transmission signal is needed which indicates the Reflection, S11
parameters. Return Loss is measured at the input to the coaxial cable connected to
antenna and it is the difference between forward and reflected power in dB. The Return
Loss calculation is given by Radiated Power (PR) which the power is reflected back,
divided by Incident Power (PT) which the power transmitted by the source. The Return
Loss must be as small as possible for maximum power transfer and the ratio, PR/PT
should also be as small as possible and the return loss should also have the value which
is as large a negative as possible.

Figure 37: Reflection/Transmission Characteristics (Amplitude/Phase) in Frequency
domain [1].

The main objective of this study is to design a planar antenna and bent antenna
to study both comparative parameters. In order to achieve the objective of this project,
the project has been divided into each individual objective as following:
i.
ii.
iii.

To study the characteristics of a planar antenna, design and simulate the planar
antenna characteristics.
To study the characteristics of a bent antenna, perform bending on the planar
antenna and simulate the bent antenna properties.
To investigate and compare the simulated parameters for both planar and bent
antenna.
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3. Methodology
3.1 Antenna Design
Figure 2 shows the antenna design with the dimensions. The antenna is designed
on Flame Retardant (FR-4) substrate with the dimension given; dielectric constant, εr
of 4.3, loss tangent of 0.025 and thickness of 0.16mm. The copper tape with thickness
of 0.035 mm is used as conductive material for patch and ground. Most research
recommended transmission line model to design the width, W and length, L of the
antenna [2], [3]. The implementation of transmission line model is fairly easy and
antenna designs will acquire with reasonably good performance in terms of return loss
and efficiency during the simulation of antenna. According to transmission line model,
the length, L and width, W of the patch are calculated as [3]:

I. Calculation for patch width:
The dimension of the antenna depends on the operating/resonant frequency and
value of dielectric constant.
W
=

co
2
√
2fo εr + 1

(1)

Where
W
co
fo
εr

antenna width in mm
speed of light in free space, 3x108
operating frequency/resonant frequency
dielectric constant of substrate

II. Calculation for effective permittivity
The effective permittivity is important in the designing process of the antenna.
There is radiation travelling through from patch towards the ground, followed by
passing through air then passing through the substrate and this occurrence is
referred as ‘Fringing’. As we know that the air and substrate have different
dielectric constant, so we need to find the effective of the dielectric constant[4].
(𝜺𝒓 + 𝟏)
𝜺𝒓𝒆𝒇𝒇 =
𝟐
(𝜺𝒓 − 𝟏)
+
(𝟏
𝟐
𝒉 −𝟎.𝟓
+ 𝟏𝟐 )
(2)
𝑾

Where
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εeff
h
εr
W

effective permittivity
height of the substrate in mm
dielectric constant of substrate
antenna width in mm

III. Calculation for effective length:
𝑳𝒆𝒇𝒇
𝒄𝒐
=
𝟐𝒇𝒐√𝜺𝒓𝒆𝒇𝒇

(3)

Where
Leff
εeff
co
fo

effective length of patch
effective permittivity
speed of light in free space, 3x108
operating frequency

IV. Calculation for length extension:
The size of the antenna is increased by an amount of length extension, ΔL due to
fringing[4].
∆𝑳
𝑾
(𝜺𝒓𝒆𝒇𝒇 + 𝟎. 𝟑) ( + 𝟎. 𝟐𝟔𝟒)
𝒉
= 𝟎. 𝟒𝟏𝟐𝒉 [
]
𝑾
(𝜺𝒓𝒆𝒇𝒇 − 𝟎. 𝟐𝟓𝟖) ( + 𝟎. 𝟖)
𝒉
Where
ΔL
εeff
h
W

length extension
effective permittivity
height of the substrate in mm
antenna width in mm

V. Calculation for patch length:
𝑳
= 𝑳𝒆𝒇𝒇
− 𝟐∆𝑳

(5)

Where
L length of patch in mm
Leff effective length of patch
ΔL length extension
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Figure 38: Parameter Design of Proposed Antenna

3.2 Antenna Bending
To demonstrate the bending of the antenna, Figure 3 shows a cylinder with radii of 510mm. The bending function is visualized to bend on a cylindrical surface in CST
software. Figure 4 shows the bending direction towards the cylindrical surface. The
antenna is bend on XZ plane which bends from both sides of the antenna. The antenna
is tested on different type of radii bending of the cylinder. While the bending of antenna
is increased, the radii of the cylinder is decreased. The results of S parameters, VSWR
and Radiation Pattern is simulated.
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Figure 3: Different radii of the cylinder

Figure 4: Cylinder object for the antenna to bent towards in CST
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4. Result and Discussion
4.1 Planar Antenna Performance
Simulations are carried out using Computer Simulation Software (CST) Microwave
Software to simulate the behaviour of the antenna. Figure 5 and 6 shows the simulated
results in terms of return loss and VSWR of the antenna. The simulated return loss
shows an impedance bandwidth of 2.67 GHz (3.08 GHz – 5.75 GHz) which is in a good
operate operation. The VSWR shows a huge drop for 1 GHz to 3 GHz. One of the
reason is that the frequency range is not suitable to simulate a better VSWR result since
the VSWR is more than 2. The results starting from 3GHz to 8GHz has a better
measurement in the VSWR which satisfies the VSWR ratio requirement of less than 2.
In order to test the determine the performance of the planar antenna, the planar antenna
is then bent in the XZ plane with different cylinder radii (r= 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10mm).
The results of the bent design are compare with the results of planar design.

Figure 5: Simulated S Parameter for Planar Antenna
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Figure 6: Simulated VSWR for Planar Antenna

4.2 Effects on Return Loss and Bandwidth
Figure 7 compares planar antenna and bent antenna that is cylindrical bent with
different radii of 5-10 mm. Theoretically, the antenna changes its effective length when
the antenna is bent. The bending on the antenna increases, the effective length is
decreases along and the resonant frequency will shift to a higher band[5]. Table 1 show
that the bandwidth is large (in GHz) due to the low permittivity of the dielectric
substrate[6]. This explains that lower permittivity dielectric substrate with thicker in
thickness is able to produce an antenna design with high efficiency and large bandwidth.
Meanwhile, dielectric substrate with high permittivity will result in a lower efficiency
in the antenna design results. The return loss shows increment along as the bending
increases which means the antenna is operating normally. Generally, a larger return
loss results in more energy is delivered into the antenna. The antenna is to be design in
wide frequency range and the wider of the bandwidth, the better in the antenna
performance. The antenna operates normally within the desire range even though there
is a shift in frequency. The performance of the proposed antenna is slightly decreased
while the antenna bending is increased but the antenna still operates efficiently at
resonant frequency of 4.591GHz. Based on the obtained result, the return loss of
bending at 6mm shows a greater return loss which indicates a good performance on the
antenna. A high return loss is needed in a good antenna since it may prevent reflected
signals to damage the antenna and interference is occurred if the returned signal is
reflected back from previous device. The good performance is also proved in the
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VSWR that the reflected power at bending of 6mm is closed to 0 which indicates that
all the power is reflected.

Figure 7: Variation of return loss with bending.

Table 42: Change in radiation characteristics of antenna with bending
Cylindrical Bend
[mm]

Return Loss at 4.591
GHz [db]

Bandwidth [GHz]

Resonant Frequency
[GHz)

r=0 (planar)

-14.17

2.68 (5.76 - 3.08)

5.095

r=5

-31.56

2.40 (5.56 - 3.16)

4.419

r=6

-62.32

2.40 (5.59 - 3.19)

4.591

r=7

-30.14

2.35 (5.59 - 3.24)

4.717

r=8

-26.12

2.40 (5.63 - 3.23)

4.787

r=9

-26.78

2.50 (5.68 - 2.50)

4..794

r=10

-24.63

2.52 (5.70 - 3.18)

4.836
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4.3 Effect on Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR)

Figure 8 shows the graph of VSWR comparison between both planar antenna and bent
antennas. The graph shows that the bent antennas has a similar trend as the planar
antenna in terms of VSWR. From the generated Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR),
the results are taken from the resonant frequency at 4.591 GHz. Table 2 shows the
percentage of power delivered by the receiver reflected from the antenna. The
maximum power reflected is 3.8% which 96.2% of the power is delivered to the
antenna. The minimum power reflected is 5.86E-05% which 99.99% of the power is
delivered to the antenna. The antennas performance is considered good and little would
be gained by the impedance matching since the simulated VSWR results are less than
2. The VSWR from 1 GHz to 3GHz shows a high VSWR which means that the range
of frequency is reflecting a higher power back to the antenna which may affect the
antenna performance. After that, the VSWR is within the acceptable range which most
of the antenna VSWR are below 2.

Figure 8: Comparison of planar antenna and bent antenna in terms of Voltage
Standing Wave Ratio
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Table 43: Change in VSWR of antenna with bending
Cylindrical
Bend, r
[mm]
0

VSWR

Reflection
Coefficient,
Γ
0.196

Reflected Power
(%)

1.49

Return Loss
at 4.591
GHz [dB]
-14.17

5
6
7
8

1.05
1.00
1.06
1.10

-31.56
-62.32
-30.14
-26.12

0.026
0.00076
0.03
0.049

0.0698
5.86E-05
0.097
0.24

9
10

1.10
1.12

-26.78
-24.63

0.046
0.059

0.21
0.34

3.82

4.4 Effect on Radiation Pattern
Figure 9 shows the 2D radiation patterns for planar and bent antenna on XZ plane. Table
3 shows the angular width (3db) tends to decrease along with the increase in bending
of the antenna. This leads to shrink in the radiation pattern in bending plane which the
gain and efficiency of the antenna increases with the bending. The antenna gain, G is
related to directivity, D and antenna efficiency of the antenna which the efficiency of
the antenna increases along with the bending of antenna.

Figure 39: Radiation pattern of planar antenna and bent antenna
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Table 44: Change in radiation pattern characteristics of antenna with bending.
Antenna
Radii, r
[mm]

Main Lobe
Magnitude
[dBi]

0 (Planar)
5
6
7
8
9
10

3.93
2.70
2.61
2.86
3.07
3.22
3.33

Main
Lobe
Direction
[deg.]
147.0
6.0
5.0
159.0
158.0
158.0
157.0

Angular
width
(3db)
[deg.]
96.0
78.0
75.7
80.9
82.7
84.1
85.3

Gain
(dB)

Directivity
(dBi)

Efficiency
(%)

1.00
1.33
1.06
0.89
0.75
0.79
0.83

3.93
2.70
2.61
2.86
3.06
3.21
3.33

25.5
49.5
40.6
31.2
24.5
24.7
24.9

5. Conclusion and Future Work
This study is focused on the performance of a planar antenna when it is bent at given
frequency range (1-8 GHz for medical applications). The results show that the
performance of the planar antenna is slightly decreased when the antenna is bent.
Although the performance of bent antenna is slightly reduce compared to the planar,
the antenna still operates efficiently from 25.5% to 49.5% bending on the resonant
frequency of 4.591GHz. The results of VSWR between both designs are within the
acceptable range after 3GHz onwards. The angular width decreases in the plane of
bending which results in increase in the antenna gain. Based on the obtained results,
the antenna design can be implemented as a Wearable Antenna application with slightly
lower performance compared to planar antenna but with the wearable properties. In
future work, the performance analysis of the antenna in different angle will be done as
well as different substrate material.
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Abstract
In Malaysia, most of the accidents involving a bicycle and another vehicle is due to
either the driver or rider ‘failing to look properly’. This is more significant with the
government initiatives to support the use of bicycle making carbon free environment, a
vision of TN50. This research addresses the safety aspect of the cyclists in terms of the
driver’s point of view which improves cyclist visibility during driving. The proposed
helmet system implements a rule-based algorithm which predicts the turning and
braking movement of the cyclists. With this system, additional illumination and
signalling will be provided for the cyclists. The major challenge faced is the
implementation of algorithm for various situations of cycling. To ensure the system
could be used on the road, the accuracy and speed of the automatic signalling system
needs to be adhered. Situations that affects the output of the indicators includes bicycle
speed, angle of turning, body tilt, duration of turn and random body movements.
Limitations such as limited cycling movements and maximum speed are introduced to
ensure the findings limited to the project scope are as accurate as possible. This project
implements a 3-axis accelerometer and a microcontroller in a datalogger to acquire the
required data which will then be analysed in MATLAB. Using Low Pass Filter filtering
technique, the acquired data will then be cleaned to remove noise due to vibration
during cycling. The characteristics of braking and turning were then analysed in time
domain as well as frequency domain to ensure the optimum algorithm used for gesture
recognition and movement prediction. The algorithm is based on sliding window, FFT
and threshold based rule algorithm. The output based on the rule-based algorithm will
then illuminate the corresponding signals which provides the safety feature of the
system.

Keywords: 3-axis accelerometer, Low Pass Filter, sliding window, Fast-Fourier
Transform, movement prediction
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1. Introduction
70-80% of accidents between bicycle and another vehicle was found to be
mainly due to human error. From initiatives raised from various governing bodies, the
improved usage of bicycle was supported to reduce carbon emissions from motorized
vehicle. [1] Therefore the safety aspect of a cyclist must be improved to encourage
usage of bicycle while reducing the statistic of accidents.
Automated helmet signals were proposed to improve the safety aspect of. This
was due to an observation that road users tend to neglect the usage of safety signals
which could lead to serious repercussions. At the initial stages, as the technology for
automation is still improving, the addition of automated safety signals on the helmet
would not be affected in terms of speed and accuracy due to low speeds of cycling as
compared to a motorized vehicle. Therefore, this research intends to provide automatic
signaling and illumination such as brake signal and turning signal acquired from inertial
sensors mounted on the helmet. The research objective was then proposed from the
previous research as stated below:
1. To investigate and analyse suitable signal processing techniques for automated
signalling and braking indication during real-time.
2. To assess suitable techniques to improve the accuracy of the algorithm proposed
for automated signalling indication.
The main challenge of the project is to implement movement prediction algorithm.
This was implemented by using an accelerometer. The accelerometer has an advantage
over other Inertial Measurement Unit whereby it is cheap, physically small which will
enable it to be easily attached anywhere, and more accurate as compared to gyroscope
and magnetometer with a wide frequency range. The accelerometer could directly
measure the movement of the cyclists, but this recorded raw data has limitations in
which if there are excessive noise in the signal, the analysis of the raw data in time
domain could not be used. Therefore, a reliable prediction technique is required if the
system is to be implemented on the road.
An accelerometer-only system is designed due to its low power consumption, low
cost and ease of usage. This is further backed by its capability to measure acceleration,
orientation, rotation and motion. By combining the stated characteristics, an accurate
and robust prediction system could be achieved with a specifically designed algorithm
for prediction. Figure 1.1 shows a typical 3-axis accelerometer.
The efficiency of an accelerometer-only solution was explored from its ability
to measure movement, orientation and rotation changes by O. Incel. The efficiency was
then compared with a combination of accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetic field
sensor. It was found that the performance of an accelerometer-only solution can achieve
up to an 80% recognition which doesn’t differ much from a combination of
accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetic field sensor. When the gyroscope and magnetic
field sensor are used alone, they do not reach the capabilities of the accelerometer. It
was also found that when the motion, orientation and rotation information from the
accelerometer are combined in a specifically designed algorithm, it provides a much
higher accuracy as compared to using the motion information alone. Therefore, the
accelerometer only system is preferred due to its low power consumption and accuracy.
[2]
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Figure 1.1. 3-axis accelerometer
To ensure minimal noise affecting the output of the accelerometer due to
vibration during cycling, low pass filter was introduced to be incorporated to the
measurement system. The low-pass filter functions by smoothing the measured signals
to clean and remove noise while performing data averaging. Furthermore, important
patterns and trend within a signal could be made more vivid as the frequencies due to
noise are removed. The filter functions by attenuating signals above a predetermined
cut-off frequency which is manually set after obtaining necessary data from tests done.
Figure 1.2 shows an example of the low pass filter applied to a noisy signal. The noisy
signal is denoted by the green line whereas the low pass filtered signal is shown by the
blue line. [3]

Figure 1.2. Comparison of traditional attitude and low-pass filtered signal
Implementation of sliding window function applied for easier extraction of the
acceleration data in time series. The sliding window is a continuous function whereby
the window length will be determined after analyzing the data sets recorded by the data
logger. An example of a sliding window is shown in figure 1.3. [4]
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Figure 1.3. Sliding window example with window length of 10 secs
An implementation of FFT analysis was used next to determine the frequency
domain of the data. From the frequency domain features, the frequency and frequencies
amplitude of data of the accelerometer could be then calculated. The analysis of
repetitive signals obtained from vibrations along with any harmonics within the signal
could then be obtained. An example of FFT implementation with a time-series signal
is seen in figure 1.4 [5]

Figure 1.4. Comparison of accelerometer data in time domain and frequency domain
A rule-based system consists of if-then statements whereby the rules are
implemented to act upon specific proclamations. Rule-based system often provides
answers determined by validation and verification of each manually constructed rules.
Such systems provide the output for any given problems automatically in place of
human experts. The data was analysed in MATLAB to determine peak accelerations.
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From the peak accelerations, rules were introduced using thresholding techniques. As
seen in figure 1.5, the amplitude of acceleration for the movement analysed is large for
a typical fall. The threshold for the fall is determined by the green dotted line whereby
the rule is set to be above a predetermined threshold. [6] [7]

Figure 1.5. Threshold example applied to accelerometer data
The research gap analysed from the journals above shows that movement
predictions through the usage of a single accelerometer hasn’t been implemented in the
field of bicycle helmet for automated signalling. There are variations of helmet
implemented with inertial sensors, but it was proven to be bulky due to multiple inertial
sensors and suitable for usage in the field. Therefore, this project will address the gap
by implementing an accelerometer on the helmet. From the data measure real-time,
sliding window function will be applied on the data whereby FFT will be implemented
in the window length. From the frequency domain, a threshold based rule algorithm
will implement the output related to the rule.
The development of the movement prediction system incorporates a single 3axis accelerometer in the helmet to estimate the orientation or position of a body.
Because of the advantages in using an accelerometer has over other Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) which are its low power consumption, low cost and small
size, the accelerometer is used. For problems related to measurement biasing and noise,
it was determined from above reviews that low-pass filter is easy to implement and
accurate. Various limitations such as memory constraint, sensor constraint, cost
constraint and microcontroller constraint were determined before starting the project.
2. Methodology
To achieve the objectives stated, a quantitative approach will be implemented.
Figure 2.1 shows the methodology chart which determines the overall steps throughout
the research. Based on the outcome of each stage, the performance of the next stage
will be adjusted accordingly. As the research and experiment could not be assured to
be perfect, changes will be made accordingly based on the requirements and results
throughout the project.
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Cycling movement prediction requirements
Performance study on inertial sensors and their characteristics
Accelerometer
Gyroscope
Magnetometer
Theoretical evaluation on inertial sensor chosen for movement prediction
Analyze algorithm’s suitable for movement prediction
Identification of Research Gap on the choice of inertial sensor and algorithm
Objectives: To design an automated signaling and braking display independent of the
users input
Data collection to analyze head movements during cycling using data logger
Direction
Orientation
Time Constraint
Analyze data to obtain bicycle and head movement characteristics using MATLAB
Template creation from analyzed data
Software development implementing filter, movement prediction algorithm and data
analyzed in MATLAB
Evaluation of the accuracy and response time of the algorithm in lab test
Evaluation of the system during road test to determine the operating capabilities

Figure 2.1. Methodology chart
2.1 Data Logging
Data logger was built to record the head movement in conjunction with the
bicycle movement of the rider. The system includes an accelerometer, SD module,
microcontroller and power supply mounted to a helmet. For bicycle movement logging,
a switch and potentiometer were connected to the bicycle handle and is wired to the
microcontroller on the helmet.
The system connection is represented and connected based on Figure 2.2 which
shows the outline of system. The data recorded includes the 3 outputs of the
accelerometer an output of the switch and the potentiometer output which will then be
stored in the SD card and further analysed in MATLAB. The schematic design of the
data logger could be seen in Figure 2.3. It was designed using FRITZING software
whereby the software was available to download for free. The microcontroller used for
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data logging was Arduino Nano due to its size and simplicity of usage. The
microcontroller is powered by a 9V battery whereby it will provide 5V to the SD card
module and 3.3V to the accelerometer.
For turning prediction, two types data were recorded which are the head
movement acquired from the accelerometer and handle angle movement which were
obtained from the potentiometer connected to the pivot of the handle bar. The handle
movement data obtained is from the variation of voltages based on the turning of
potentiometer which is due to the turn of the bicycle handles. The working operation is
by setting the middle of the potentiometer in position with the centre of the handle
angle. During straight cycling movement, the voltage will be half of the supply voltage.
As the bicycle turns left or right, the voltage will decrease or increase corresponding to
the turn. This value will then be recorded in conjunction with the recorded head
movement of the accelerometer.
For braking prediction, two types of data were recorded as well, which are the
head movement obtained throughout the cycle and position of brake handles which is
obtained from connected switches. During braking, the output of the switch will be high
and vice versa. The accelerometer data, handle movement and braking movement will
be recorded simultaneously to ensure the analysis in MATLAB will be much easier and
smoother.

Figure 2.2. System connection of the data logger

Figure 2.3. Schematic design of the Data Logger
In Figure 2.4 the connected data logger could be seen installed on a helmet. The
reason of applying the data logger on the helmet is due to the need of analysing head
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movement during cycling. As there is a right turn, left turn or brake, the head will move
accordingly, therefore the data recorded will then be analysed to determine the
characteristics of the data.
For the logging of movement of bicycle, the system was designed and is shown
in Figure 2.5. The pulley system which determines the direction of turn includes a
potentiometer and gear connected to the pivot of the bicycle handle which is connected
by a rubber band. The brake system is designed based on a switch mechanism.

Figure 2.4. Helmet Data Logger

Figure 2.5. Bicycle connection of data logger

2.2 Analysis of accelerometer data
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The analysis of the raw data obtained from the data logger was done in MATLAB which

provides all the required functions and algorithm along with an extensive online support.
The initial stage is to plot the raw data and analyse the characteristics of the braking
and turning raw data. For the braking data, it can be seen in figure 2.6. A vivid
indication of the braking is seen along the X-axis whereby there is sharp drop in the
data. Not much changes occur in the Y and Z axis during braking. The braking signal
is provided by the connected switch and indicates a high when braking and low in nonbraking conditions. visible change is caused by the vibration during stopping.
The turning raw data could be seen in figure 2.7 and figure 2.8 whereby they
represent left turn and right turn respectively. During turning, the most affected axis is
the Y-axis. When turning to the left, the voltage of potentiometer will increase while
the Y-axis signal will increase towards the negative Y-axis. When turning to the right,
the voltage of the potentiometer will decrease while the Y-axis signal will increase
towards the positive Y-axis.
In figure 2.9, the sliding window function could be seen by 2 parallel red lines.
The window length of the sliding window is 150 which equates to 5 seconds. With this
function, the data points could be analysed easily with the implementation of FFT
within the window. As seen, the frequency domain is extracted from the two-different
window time. By analysing the time domain graph, it could be seen that from 261 - 265
secs, a change in amplitude occurs which could be generated due to turning or braking.
For this set of data, from 261 – 265 secs braking occurs and from 252 -257.03 secs the
cyclist is in a constant straight motion.
In figure 2.10, FFT is applied for two different sets of data which are from 261
– 265 secs and 252 – 257.03 sec. Furthermore, for braking the FFT will be mainly
applied at the X-axis as the change in braking is more prominent. Therefore, by
analysing the frequency domain, there is a peak in the braking signal at around 2 Hz.
During constant straight cycling which is from 252- 257.03 sec, it could be seen that
there is no peak in the frequency domain.

Figure 2.6. X, Y, Z axis and brake raw data
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Figure 2.7. X, Y, Z axis and left turn raw data

Figure 2.8. X, Y, Z axis and right turn raw data

Figure 2.9. Sliding window applied to raw data
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Figure 2.10. Frequency Spectrum of raw data within the sliding window
3. Results and Discussion
From the methods stated, the results were processed up to the implementation
of threshold-based rule algorithm for braking analysis and turning analysis.
3.1 Braking analysis
In table 3.1, a braking was signal recorded which is from the X-axis. The data
were then converted to time domain and frequency domain. In time domain, the analysis
of impulse and transient accelerometer signals is possible. With the addition of external
noise such as vibrations, it will be more difficult. Therefore, FFT algorithm is applied
to the time domain signal to convert it into frequency domain for spectrum analysis. In
the frequency domain, each individual frequency and its amplitude is displayed which
will enable the analysis of repetitive signals. As seen, the peak n frequency is at 2hz.
This shows that the changes in frequency during braking is very small but at a high rate.
Table 3.1. Comparison of brake data in time domain and frequency domain
Brake data in time domain

Brake data in frequency domain

3.2 Cycling on a bump
In table 3.2, a data for cycling on a road bump were recorded. It was found that by
plotting the data, the main axis which displays a vivid road bump cycling is mainly at
the Z-axis. The data were then converted to time domain and frequency domain. In time
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domain, it could be seen that the signal will peak followed by an instantaneous drop
and then return to its previous position. This shows that the accelerometer will move
up and down along the z-axis while in this cycling movement. When FFT algorithm is
applied to the time domain and the signal is converted to frequency domain, the
frequency will cluster at an average of 10 Hz.
Table 3.2. Comparison of road bump data in time domain and frequency domain
Cycling on a road bump data in time domain

Cycling on a road bump data in frequency domain

3.3 Constant cycling
In table 3.3, a data for constant cycling were recorded. During constant cycling, not
much changes occurs on all 3 axes. The data sets were then converted to time domain
and frequency domain. In time domain, it could be seen that the signal maintains a
constant level throughout the duration When FFT algorithm is applied to the time
domain and the signal is converted to frequency domain, the frequency was found to be
at a very low amplitude. As seen in the y-axis of the frequency domain, the magnitude
doesn’t exceed 1𝑥10−4 .
Table 3.3. Comparison of constant cycling data in time domain and frequency domain
Constant cycling data in time domain

Constant cycling data in frequency domain

3.4 Turning analysis
Compared to the braking implementation of prediction and gesture recognition,
the turning implementation is significantly harder. This is due to various situations such
as duration of turn, speed during turn and head movement during turn. In table 3.4, a
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data set for left turn cycling were recorded. It was found that when the time domain of
the left cycling data is converted to frequency domain, there were not much difference
with the braking frequency domain. This was due to the change in frequency during
turning was too small, therefore the data sets are clustered around the 1Hz frequency.
The only difference this frequency domain has over braking frequency domain is that
braking frequency is derived from the X-axis while turning frequency is derived from
Y-axis. By analysing the time domain data which is in Y-axis, an initial rule for turning
could be derived. The rule could be derived when sliding window is applied on all 3axis separately. When there is a large change in the frequency domain for Y-axis as
compared to the X and Z-axis, the algorithm can output an initial turning condition.
In table 3.5, a data for right turn is shown. Similarly, for left turn, right turn will
output the same frequency in frequency domain. By following the rule stated earlier
which is to apply sliding window on all 3-axis and then analyse the changes in the axis.
If the change in frequency domain for Y-axis is much larger than the other axis, a turn
is occurring. The next step to finalise the algorithm is to differentiate the left turn and
right turn. A method suggested is that after implementing the first rule stated previously,
the next step is to compare the peak amplitudes of the y-axis data in time domain. If the
peak is above or below a certain threshold, the second rule will be implemented.
Table 3.4. Comparison of left turn cycling data in time domain and frequency domain
Left turn cycling data in time domain

Left turn cycling data in frequency domain

Table 3.5. Comparison of constant cycling data in time domain and frequency domain
Right turn cycling data in time domain

Right cycling data in frequency domain
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3.5 Findings
In figure 3.1, the proposed algorithm flow chart is displayed. The basis of this algorithm
is from the threshold based rule algorithm. The proposed system works by first
recording real time cycling data, next it applies a continuous sliding wind to the data.
FFT algorithm will then be applied in the data to analyse the frequency spectrum. Based
on the characteristics of the frequency spectrum, the threshold rule is applied. The
corresponding output will be based on the rules. The relevant output will then be
displayed. The system will check if the cyclist is still in motion. If the cyclist is still
cycling, the sliding window will move to the next data point and repeats the process. If
the system is stopped, the algorithm will end.

Start

Raw data captured during
real-time cycling.

Apply a 5 second continuous sliding
window on the data set

Apply FFT on the
data set within the
sliding window

Obtain the
frequency domain of
the data set

Apply tresholdbased rule algorithm
to obtain
characteristics of the
current data

From the approved
threshold rule,
output the
corresponding
activity

Is the system
still running?

Move the sliding
Yes window to the next
data point

No
End

Figure 3.1. Algorithm flow chart
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4. Conclusion
A concept for movement prediction was presented using an accelerometer. The
algorithm is based on the sliding window function, FFT and threshold based rule
algorithm. The objective of the research was to investigate and analyse suitable signal
processing techniques for automated signalling and braking indication during real-time.
Besides that, this project also aims to assess suitable technique to improve the accuracy
and processing speed of the algorithm proposed for automated signalling indication. It
could be concluded that the objectives at the current stage is partially achieved. For the
first objective, it could be concluded that it was attained based on the algorithm flow
chart. For the second objective, it was partially achieved. In terms of the accuracy for
the turning indication it is not up to the safety standards yet. The processing speed could
not be tested as the suitable microcontroller for the final product is not implemented.
With the completion of this research, a significant improvement in the safety standards
related to cycling could be achieved. For future work, the improvement in algorithm is
a must to keep up with the safety and automated standards in the society. To further
increase the efficiency of the system, a GPS and mapping software could be
implemented alongside this system. Another method to improve this system is to
implement the algorithm within a smart phone due to it containing all the necessary
IMU such as accelerometer, gyroscope, GPS, magnetometer etc. With the constant
improvement and advancement in technology, the efficiency of this IMU within the
smart phone keeps improving as well. This could reduce the cost of the overall system
and implementation will be easier due to decrease in components.
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Abstract
Electric bike in urban country such as Europe and China commonly used brushless direct
current machine (BLDC) as it able to produce high torque to transport the user from one place
to another. However, BLDC torque density can’t be improve due to limitation magnetic flux
generated by the permanent magnet. Therefore, the performance of electric bike can’t be
improved. Outer rotor BLDC machine design able to improve the torque density of the motor
due to increase radius of the motor which can be explain with simple physics equation (Torque
= Force x radius). However, an outer rotor machine only generate constant speed which is not
suitable for operating of tractive load condition especially electric bike. The proposed model
for this project is new novel of double layer outer rotor BLDCPM machine which able to
amplify the magnetic flux density and improve the torque density of the machine. The mutual
magnetic coupling between inner and outer rotor of the proposed model increase the magnetic
flux intensity as both of them acts as individual parts. Thus, the magnetic flux generated by
both rotor are double which resulted to improving the performance of the E bike. Designing
parameters and analyzing the performance of the proposed 2D model will be done using FEA
tools. Evaluation of the conventional and proposed model by comparing torque performance,
magnetic flux density and motor constant square density produced in order to justify objective
of this project. Other than that, speed torque graph also will be evaluated to justify either it can
operate similar with ICE engine with gears. Two model are design which are Single Outer
Rotor Brushless Direct Current (SORBLDC) and Double Outer Rotor Brushless Direct Current
(DORBLDC) operated with the same cases of 27 Amp current supplied to it and operate under
various speed from 500 rpm to 2000 rpm. The average torque produce by conventional and
proposed model are 2.045439 Nm and 3.102648 Nm. Furthermore, improvement of proposed
model to conventional model in terms of motor constant square density by 24.92%. Therefore,
the proposed model able to improve the magnetic flux by amplifying which resulted to increase
the torque density of the machine. Furthermore, the speed torque graph of the proposed
machine shows similarity with speed torque graph of ICE engine. Thus, the proposed machine
is suitable to operate for bike application

Keywords: torque density, magnetic flux intensity, permanent magnet, electric bike
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1. Introduction
BLDC motor consist rotor embedded with permanent magnet and stator coils
to produce high torque density. Furthermore, the rotor of the BLDC motor is supplied
with direct current (DC) supply and it will generate AC voltage waveform with
trapezoidal shape which reduces the total harmonic distortion (THD) in the machine[1].
The reason BLDC machine used for electric vehicle due to the power supplied to the
machine will have lesser noise and provide better performance of the motor. However,
room for improvement in terms of torque density of the machine need to be done due
to magnetic flux generated by the machine is fixed. In order to increase the magnetic
flux the ratio of the permanent magnet needed to be doubled. However, the limitations
of the project stated that the volume of this machine should be keep constant even able
to increasing torque density of the motor. Plus, magnetic flux generated is not fully
utilized at stator core and the torque density can’t be increased which resulted to less
efficient in the performance of the motor.
To achieve more powerful motor, the design of the motor and position along
with the angle of the permanent magnet is research in order to obtain better torque
density. Having a good design which included the position and angle of the interior
permanent magnet in rotor section contribute to increase the power density of the
motor[2]. However, big spaces needed to insert the slanted PM eventhough an outer
rotor machine. Other than that, the torque density of a motor can be improved by
increasing the radius of the rotor section. The performance of the motor can also be
increased by designing new motor structure with double layer outer rotor PM. Mutual
magnetic coupling between inner rotor with outer rotor improve magnetic flux
intensity by making both of them as individual part of the machine[3]. The magnetic
loading of the machine increased as the flux generated by the permanent magnet was
amplified. Thus, the torque density of the motor can be increased. Therefore, the
objective of this research is to experiment double outer rotor layer machine that
amplifies the magnetic flux which configuration on the magnetic flux density to
determine the torque density of the motor.

2. Design Concept
The load of machine for this project is tractive load which to be specify is the
electric bike. Tractive study is was applied in order to analyze and predict the actual
speed of the machine for many types of road conditions. In order to reach full capacity
in working principle of an electric or hybrid vehicle, electric motor and generator
machine were optimized fully in several road conditions. There are 6 conditions faced
by the electric vehicle especially electric bike which are early start, normal speed,
acceleration, high speed, deceleration and stop position. Figure 1 shows the diagram of
operating conditions faced by the machine[4].
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Figure 1: Operating characteristic of E-bike for all conditions
E bike is small transportation vehicle where the load on the propulsion unit is
traction load. The loading characteristics of proposed machine must show similarities
with ICE engine. The speed torque graph of ICE engine contains 4 parts which each of
the section has its own torque and speed characteristics. Figure 2 shows the speed
torque graph and speed power graph of ICE engine.

Figure 2: Speed torque graph and speed power graph of ICE engine

In order to identify the research gap, few motor design had been research and
each of them has it’s own benefit and drawback. Induction motor widely use for electric
vehicle application high effciency and low cost. The desired torque of certain speed
can be controlled with an inverter can be achieved. However, control schemes of the
torque are relatively difficult to control and the constant power range is also limited[5].
Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM) machine has similar structure with
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BLDC and induction machine. Advantages PMSM machine are eddy current loss is
reduced due to segmented magnet at the rotor section thus torque density is improve.
However, in order for improvement torque density of the machine, the volume of the
machine needed to increased especially ratio of the segmented magnet in the rotor
section[6]. Another design machine, using in wheel motor to SORBLDC machine to
improve the magnetic flux by applying the concept of non-contact magnetic planetary
gear with the permanent magnet outer rotor BLDC machine. With this method, the
transmission torque was maximized resulted to increase the performance of the
machine[7].
Coil Testing Study was also done on the SORBLDC in order to study
electromagnetic flux generated by the coil windings which effect torque density of the
machine. There are two types of armature coil winding implemented on the outer rotor
synchronous machine which are concentrated winding and distributed winding. Finite
element Analysis using JMAG application was done to simulate both coil winding
technique on the conventional model for EV application. The output of the machine for
each type of windings are analyzed using FEA tool in order to observer the magnetic
field flow and flux density. The winding method that increase the performance of the
machine in terms of magnetic field density is chosen. Concentrated windings generate
higher peak and saturated flux across the model. Thus, the torque density can be
increase due to magnetic flux generated by the permanent magnet and coil winding in
the stator slot. Therefore, magnetic loading was more focus for the proposed model on
increasing the performance of the machine without changing the output rating of the
motor for electric bike application
The proposed design was conducted by applying extra rotor layer to SORBLDC
in order to create mutual magnetic coupling between outer rotor with inner rotor to
improve magnetic flux intensity by making both of them as individual part of the
machine. Therefore, the magnetic flux generated by both of individual part will
amplified and the performance of the machine improved. Other than that, the proposed
model of this research study able to achieve various speed with constant power and
torque region[3].
The design proposed model was obtained through calculating parameters
design formulas in order to know the size of each part. The magnetic circuit was
redesign in order to increase the magnetic flux in order to improve the torque density
of the machine. By using FEA tools, design structure of conventional and proposed
model were done. Other than that, evaluation of conventional and proposed model were
done in terms of magnetic flux density, torque performance, motor constant square
density and power efficiency were done in FEA tools. Speed torque graph and speed
power graph of both model will be compared to ICE engine application in order to
check either they are suitable for bike application. CAD tools were used to design the
proposed model so that fabrication of the model can be done.
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Start

General requirements for EV/HEV

Performance Study Of Outer Rotor Synchronous Machine for EV
application[18]
Coil Testing Study on the Outer Rotor Synchronous Machine For
EV application

Concentrated
Winding

Distributed/
Lap Winding

Simulation on both coil winding technique for the Outer Rotor
Synchronous Machine For EV application
Choose type of winding based on the maximize flux from either of
the above
Analyzing the electrical circuit of the Outer Rotor Synchronous
Machine For EV application
Performance study on the proposed electrical circuit using
electricalmechanical principles
Double layer outer rotor
PM

Single layer outer rotor PM

Compare for the same rating values (product of electrical and
magnetic loading remain the same) increase in magnetic flux of the
double layer
Initial configuration, structure and design aspect using design
equation
Study the electro magnetic and electro mechanical parameters

Evaluation on both design model for EV application

Design Drive Electronics pf proposed model using Modelling Tool

Evaluation on the proposed machine for EV application using
Modelling Tool
Evaluation of the proposed machine under vehicle dynamics and

End

Figure 4: Flowchart of the project
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3. Proposed Design
Figure 5(a) shows the 2D proposed DORBLDC model design using JMAG
software and Figure 6 shows the exploded view of the proposed DORBLDC model for
electric bike application using Solidworks software. The proposed machine contains
double layer rotor with surgace permanent magnet that supplied with 3 phase armature
coil concentrated windings, 20 permanent magnet mounted on inner surface rotor and
40 permanent magnet mounted on the outer surface rotor. The proposed model has
more benefits than conventonal model as the flux is amplify which resulted to improve
flux density across the machine. Table 1 shows the parameter dimensions of the
proposed DORBLDC model where the outer dimension of both model are kept the
same in order to compare the motor constant square density, magnetic flux density and
torque density

Figure 5: The Proposed 2D model
Inner Rotor
Stator Case
Stator

Shaft

Inner Steel Ring
Outer rotor
Outer Steel Ring

Figure 6: The Proposed model in Exploded view
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Table 1: Specification of the proposed model
Parameter
Diameter of the machine
Stack length
Number of stator poles
Stator Diameter
Physical Radial Air gap
Outer ring Diameter
Inner ring diameter
Inner rotor diameter
Outer rotor diameter
Inner PM diameter
Outer PM diameter
Number of poles Inner magnet
Number of poles Outer magnet

Value (mm)
50
50
18
36
1
1.7
1.7
3.523
3
3
3
18
36

A)Conventional Model

B)Proposed

Model
Figure 7: Magnetic Circuit of Conventional and Proposed Model
ɸ = (mmf+Fm) / Ʀ

ɸ

(mmf+Fm1+Fm2) / (Ʀ1+Ʀ2)
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Fm = Flux generated in inner magnet of SORBLDC
Fm1 = Flux generated in inner magnet of DORBLDC
Fm2 = Flux generated in outer magnet of DORBLDC
Ʀ

= Rotor Reluctance of SORBLDC

Ʀ1

= Inner Rotor Reluctance of DORBLDC

Ʀ2

= Outer Rotor Reluctance of DORBLDC

The magnetic equivalent circuit shows components inside conventional and proposed
model by changing them into voltage source, current source and resistor. Figure 7
shows the equivalent magnetic circuit of conventional model and proposed model.
Based on figure 7, we can see that proposed model has higher generated flux due to
mutual magnetic coupling created between outer rotor with inner rotor to improve
magnetic flux intensity by making both of them as individual part of the machine.
Therefore, the magnetic flux generated by both of individual part will amplified.

4. Finite Element Analysis (FEA) Method
Designing of the proposed model in JMAG Geometry Editor is the first step applied in
the simulation of FEA analysis. Each part of the model was designing based on its on
parameters set for the machine. Model of the proposed machine updated in the JMAG
software and configuration material for each part was done such as type of material and
its properties. Several condition applied to each components such as rotational motion,
torque nodal force and FEM coil. Then, FEM coil circuit was constructed by setting
the parameters such as resistance and voltage or current source. Setting of the windings
and resistance of each coil followed with size and type of mesh to the model. Finally
simulation of the model was initialized as the steps were completed. Figure 8 shows
the steps taken in FEA simulation
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Designing model in JMAG Geometry Editor
Material configuration for each part
Setting condition for model
Circuit connection for FEM coil designed
Direction and phases assigned for each FEM coil
Study case properties set
Mesh analysis generate on model
Finite Element Analysis simulation done on model

Figure 8: Finite Element Analysis Flowchart

5. Design Parameters Consideration and Evaluation of Electric Machine
Several formulae are being used to design the proposed model and analyzed the result
constructed in JMAG software. Formulas below will able to determine the
characteristics of the magnetic flux and torque.

i. Torque of the machine
The output of this machine is generation of torque which causes an object to rotate
about an axis with applied of measured force[8]. Magnitude of torque can be obtain
through Equation 1.1 below where r is radius of the object, T represent torque and F
represent measured force applied to the object
𝑇 = 𝐹 ∗ 𝑟
(1.1)
ii. Designing the coil winding
Area of slot was measured and area of winding the coil per slot need to be focused for
this section. Winding or number turn of the coil per slot effect the flux generated by
the machine especially for electrical loading. The possible number of coil can be
calculated through Equation 1.2 below
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𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙 = (𝜋 ∗ 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙^2)
(1.2)
The area of the coil (Acoil) need to be determine first by measuring the radius of the
coil (Rcoil)
Then, number turn of the coil (NT) can be calculated as the area of coil and the slot are
measured using Equation 1.3
𝑁𝑇 = 𝐴𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 / 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙
(1.3)
iii. Resistance of coil
The stator pole are winded with coil will produce resistance itself. Therefore, length of
the coil need to measured first before finding the resistance of the wire. The Equation
(1.4) below show the calculation of the length of wire (L) by combining the net winding
of the stator (Nnett) with the length and width of the pole (Lp and Wp)
𝐿 = 𝑁𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑡 ∗ 2( 𝐿𝑝 ∗ 𝑊𝑝)
(1.4)
The resistance of the coil can be calculated using Equation 1.5 below where ρ represent
the resistivity of the coil follow by A represent the cross section area of the coil
𝑅 =

(𝜌 ∗ 𝐿)/ 𝐴
(1.5)

iv. Power Loss
Ploss represent as power loss in machine caused by heat loss in conductor and Equation
1.6 below show the calculation where Iin represent as input current and R represent the
resistance of the conductor[8]
𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = (𝐼𝑖𝑛^2) ∗ 𝑅
(1.6)
v. Torque Constant
Identified as output torque of a machine under certain condition or value. Torque
constant determine the motor performance and motor square density of the machine.
Tv represent as average torque of the machine and I is the maximum current set in the
coil of the machine. Equation 1.7 of torque constant shown below
𝐾𝑡 = 𝑇𝑣/𝐼
(1.7)
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vi. Motor Constant
A method in measuring the performance of the machine by comparing output torque
(Kt) of two different machine with different sizes. Furthermore, this equation convert
electrical input into mechanical output of the machine. Torque constant (Kt) and Power
loss (Ploss) is used in this equation. Motor constant is represent as Km in the equation
1.8 below.
𝐾𝑚 = (𝐾𝑡^2)/(𝐼^2)𝑅
(1.8)

or

𝐾𝑚 = 𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡^2 /𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠

vii. Motor Constant Square Density
Motor Constant Square Density is represent as G and the final equation in analyzing
performance of machine design. The equation contain parameters of a machine such as
power of motor, torque and volume of the machine. Motor constant (Km) and volume
of the machine is used in the equation 1.9 below.
𝐺 = 𝐾𝑚/𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒
(1.9)

6. Result And Discussion
6.1 Magnetic Flux Analysis between SORBLDC and DORBLDC
In this section, analyzing the amplitude and pattern flux of the machine will able to
determine whether generate magnetic flux will effect the output of the machine. Based
on figure 9, the magnetic flux of amplitude for proposed model is higher than
conventional model. This shows that the proposed model has the highest magnetic flux
density in the machine structure even the volume was kept the same with the
conventional model. Furthermore, both of the model generate its magnetic flux pattern
closing to the sinusoidal waveform which shows similarity to three phase power supply
wave. Other than that, generating magnetic flux waveform closer to sinusoidal pattern
shows that harmonic occur in the machine is minimum.
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Figure 9: Magnetic flux output of both model

6.2 Torque Performance Analysis Between SORBLDC and DORBLDC
Torque performance analysis was done check whether the new proposed model
improved the machine performance in terms of peak amplitude value. Having high
generated torque of a machine enables the bike to operate under harsh road conditions
such as high slope road that requires big amount of energy to support the weight of the
user and bike to accelerate uphill. In this research project, torque evaluation was
conducted to both model. Figure 10 shows the generated torque by both model. As
shown in the graph, the proposed model generate the highest peak torque and
conventional show the lower. This shows that by increasing the magnetic flux in the
machine, the torque performance of the motor which will increase the performance of
the bike
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Figure 10: Torque output of SORBLDC and DORBLDC

6.3 Speed Torque Analysis Between SORBLDC and DORBLDC
E bike application require a motor that able to operate constant torque and
power which show same operation like an ICE engine with gears. The speed torque
graph of ICE engine has high starting torque and decrease as speed increases.
Therefore, speed torque evaluation was done to both model in order to check whether
the machine can operate same as ICE engine. Figure 11 shows the speed torque graph
of conventional and proposed model. The speed torque graph of both model shows
similarities to ICE engine speed torque. Therefore, the machine can operate for e bike
application. Based on Figure 11, torque produced by proposed model is stable torque
speed characteristics than conventional model. Eventhough SORBLDC produces high
starting torque than DORBLDC, the proposed model generate higher and more stable
torque speed characteristics as the motor operate at higher speed. Therefore, high
torque produced for tougher road conditions such as uphill can be done by the proposed
motor and improve the performance of the bike.
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Figure 10: Speed Torque Analysis of SORBLDC and DORBLDC

6.4 Speed Power Efficiency Analysis Between SORBLDC and DORBLDC
In order to evaluate constant torque and power region of a machine, speed power
analysis were conducted. The maximum speed of a machine can be identified through
constant power region. Figure 11 shows speed power efficiency of SORBLDC and
DORBLDC. Based on Figure 11, the speed power graph of both model shows
similarities to ICE engine speed power. Therefore, the machine can operate for e bike
application. SORBLDC model shows higher power efficiency during starting speed of
the machine that DORBLDC model. However, DORBLDC model shows longest
constant power region which means that the machine able to operate effectively at
higher speed range before losing it’s power at the machine speed limit which is 2000
rpm.
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Figure 11: Speed Power Efficiency of SORBLDC and DORBLDC

6.5 Comparative Motor Constant Square Density Evaluation
In this section, both model are being compare by evaluating each G value. The volume
of both model was calculated by multiplying cross sectional area of the machine with
the stack length set. In the Motor Constant Square Density equation contain parameters
of a machine such as power of motor, torque constant, motor constant and volume of
the machine. All of the parameters are calculated and tabulated in the Table 2. All of
the variable that needed to use to calculate the G value is formed in Table 3.
Table 2: Parameters of both model
Parameter
Stack length (mm)
Volume(mm3)

Conventional Model
50
356,415.35

Proposed model
50
311,794.70

Max. Current (A)

27

27
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Table 3: G value of both model
Spe
ed
(rp
m)
0
500
100
0
150
0
200
0

Conventional Model
Tavg
Kt
Km

5.5956
85
5.5956
85
1.7185
49
0.6615
3
0.2059
9

0.1554
36
0.1554
36
0.0477
37
0.0183
76
0.0057
22

4.9084
2E-05
4.9084
2E-05
4.6297
6E-06
6.8601
6E-07
6.6516
2E-08

G

Proposed Model
Tavg
Kt
Km

G

1.3771
6E-10
1.3771
6E-10
1.2989
8E-11
1.9247
7E-12
1.8662
5E-13

4.6440
6
4.6440
6
4.2762
33
2.5382
3
0.9520
7

1.0843
3E-10
1.0843
3E-10
9.1936
7E-11
3.2391
3E-11
4.5572
6E-12

0.1290
02
0.1290
02
0.1187
84
0.0705
06
0.0264
46

3.3808
9E-05
3.3808
9E-05
2.8665
4E-05
1.0099
4E-05
1.4209
3E-06

From the calculated and analyzed result in Table 3, it shows that double outer
rotor BLDC motor (DORBLDC) produces higher motor constant square density than
single rotor BLDC motor (SORBLDC). To avoid any error in evaluate G value of both
model, the volume and outer radius of the machine are kept the same value. This is to
ensure that the performance of both machine can be compare within the same size.
From the table 15, we can see that motor constant square density of the proposed model
is higher than conventional model. The proposed model has higher G value than
conventional because of having more magnet reluctance in parallel in the magnetic
circuit that cause improvement flux density across the machine. It shows that the
proposed model design improve the torque density of the machine whereby the
performance of the motor increase as the speed of the motor increased. The difference
G between DORBLDC and SORBLDC at 2000 rpm is:

G value improvement between SORBLDC and DORBLDC = 4.55726E-12/ 1.86625E13
= 24.41929702 %

7. Conclusions
In the conventional model, the generated magnetic flux across the machine can’t
improve as the structure of the model are kept the same. Furthermore, the limitations
of the research project such as the volume of the machine must be kept the same
especially the ratio of the segmented magnet in the rotor section. Other than that,
magnetic flux generated is not fully utilized at the stator yoke and causes increases heat
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loss over period of time. Although, V shape PM improved reluctance torque of the
machine, the required space needed to mount the PM is high. Therefore, new proposed
design by applying extra outer rotor layer to the conventional model able to reduce
space for the magnet and produced high magnetic flux density due to amplify generate
flux produced by the inner rotor.
In this research project, the proposed DORBLDC with mounted PM operate more
effectively than conventional model such as improvement the motor constant square
density by 24.42%. Although the proposed design has few weakness in terms of peak
torque in speed torque graph, starting power amplitude in speed power graph. However,
the benefit of the proposed model such as higher magnetic flux density and longest
constant torque speed characteristics than the conventional model. This shows that the
proposed model is suitable for E bike application.
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Abstract
In urban regions and particularly in developing countires such as Malaysia with its ever
growing transport sector, there is the need for energy efficient systems. In urban railway
systems there is a requirement of frequent braking and start/stop motion, and energy is
lost during these processes. To improve the issues of the conventional braking systems,
particularly in Japan, they have introduced linear induction motor techniques. The
drawbacks of this method however, is the use of permanent magents, which not only
increase the weight of the entire system, but also increases magnetic cogging. Hence an
alternative is required which uses the same princples as Magnetic-Levitation, but using
a magnet-less system. Therefore, the objective of this research is to propose an
electromagnetic rail brake system and to analyze the effect of replacing permanent
magnets with a magnet less braking systems to produce a significant amount of brake
thrust as compared with the permanent magnet system. The modeling and performance
analysis of the model was done using Finite Element Analysis (FEA). The mechanical
aspects of the model was designed on Solidworks and then imported to JMAG Software
to proceed with the electro-magnetic analysis of the model. There were 3 models
developed: Base Model (steel), Permanent Magnet (PM) Model and DC Coil Model.
The performance of the proposed 2D models developed was evaluated in terms of
average force produced and motor constant square density. By comparing the values
for the 3 models for the same case of 9A current supplied for a 0.1mm/s moving velocity,
the base model, permanent magnet model and DC coil model produced an average force
of 7.78 N, 7.55 N, and 8.34 N respectively, however, with increase in DC current
supplied to the DC coil model, the average force produced was increased to 13.32 N.
Thus, the advantage of the DC coil (magnet-less) model, is, that the force produced can
be controlled by varying the number of turns in the coil (N) or the current supply to the
coil (I) given by the which is the simple principles of a solenoid: Force(mmf)=NI.
Keywords: Linear Motor, Magnet-less, Railway Braking, Magnetic-Levitation
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1. Introduction
Conventionally brake systems use friction or mechanical traction to slow down
or stop a moving object, but friction produces heat and thus heat losses. Friction
generates heat, thus losing energy, and the frequent use of these type of friction based
braking leads to wear and tear of brake pads, wheels and tracks leading to the
requirement of frequent maintenance of the system[1]. Disc brakes require extra
materials such as oil or compressed air to force the brake lining on the wheels, reduce
the kinectic force of the system. Apart from the mechanical stress on the system,
installing disc brakes increases the weight of the entire system, but the application is
useful only during braking conditions.[2] The Figure 1.1 below shows the example of
Wheel-Thread Brake System and Axle-Mounted Disc Brake System mechanisms
which are of adhesion types:

Figure 1.1. Wheel-Thread Brake System and Axle-Mounted Disc Brake System [2]
To overcome this, electromagnetic brake systems that do not rely of wheel
adhesion such as eddy current braking systems were introduced using electromagnetic
induction principles, with the help of permanent magents. However, the drawback of
this method is that, at lower speeds, the brake force is reduced without the ability to
magnetically lock the load at a standstill, which poses a safety issue, and thus the
conventional friction braking system has to be incorporated as well. Furthermore, the
heat generated from the braking of these types of systems would result in the
overheating of the rail tracks causing the tracks to bend or deform. Another drawback
with the use of permanent magents is the increase in weight of the system as well as the
cogging force induced. [1, 4]. Even hybrid linear motors have been researched and the
effect of the core losses have been analysed to be much more when there are permanent
magnets introduced to the system. Although research has been on the losses of
permanent magnet systems, there is not a suffcient amount of literature and research
data available for the application of magnet-less systems for railway braking aspects.
[5]. Therefore, the objectives of this research is to propose an electromagnetic rail
brake system through fixed DC excitation for rail brake systems which produces a
significant amount of brake thrust and to analyze the effect of replacing permanent
magnets with a magnet less braking. Moreover, to compare the machine characteristics
such as motor constant square density of the proposed model to the permanent magnet
model, with respect to the conventional base model.
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2. Research Methodology
The research encompasses the design, optimization and prototype fabrication of
linear electromagnetic braking using levitating principles for railway braking systems.
Then the design was simulated and analyzed in software such as JMAG for
electromechanical analysis and Finite Element Analysis and Solidworks for the
mechanical modeling and analysis. The limitations and scope of the research are due to
the restriction to the lab environment and the specific fixed loading capacities of the
prototype model. The flowchart of the flow of research methodology is given below as
Figure 2.1:

Start
Study the relationship of electro-magnetic braking energy transfer in
linear levitation technology
Modeling a new type of linear electromechanical motor using FEM
simulation
Electro-Magnetic and Electro-Mechanical braking thrust analysis
using FEM Simulation
Optimise the taper of initial machine to increase the brake thrust of
the design

No

Braking Thrust Greater Than
Permanent Magnet Model

Yes
Measurement on the characteristics of brake force with respect to
velocity of motion
Test evaluations of developed linear motor
End
Figure 2.1. Flowchart of Methodology

The relationship between the electrical and mechanical energy to the braking
performance of the motor technology was mathematically developed. The purpose the
study was to investigate the performance of the overall linear electromechanical
technology for braking applications in railways. A set of coils energized will attract
steel and the flux flow in the air gap will hold the rail and the track to be magnetically
locked, which is the principle of the motor as seen in the Figure 2.2 below:
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Stationary

Coil
Flow of Magnetic Flux
Air Gap

Rail

Figure 2.2 Concept of Linear Switched Motor
The flowchart for the overview of the design and development stages is shown below
as Figure 2.3:
Design Stage

Development Stage

Specification
Optimized
Design

Sizing Equations
Dimension
Design
Electric Design

Manufacturing
Considerations

Design
Constraints
Flux linkage,
Turns and
Current

Performance
Simulation

Finite Element
Analysis

Design Results

Design
Evaluation

Electric Brake
Motor

Static and
Dynamic Load
Testing

PROTOTYPE

Figure 2.3. Overview of Design and Development Stages

After the relationship was established, the next step was to model the new type
of linear machine using numerical analysis tool. Design details were done analytically
using calculations, before the modeling process. For the modeled prototype, the motor
should produce maximum braking torque. The limits were set based on the sizing
(height and width) calculations of the motor. Based on the analysis of the study and
optimization done, the linear electromechanical motor prototype was fabricated to
validate the proof of concept. Experimental analysis for the final prototype of the linear
motor and the characteristic of the motor torque with change in velocity was tested.
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Experimental analysis for the final prototype for the characteristics of the motor torque
and speed will be tested and compared to that of a linear permanent magnet motor.
2.1 Magnetic Circuit Analysis
The magnetic flux density is given by the Eq. (1) below: [8,9]
𝑁𝐼
𝐵 = 𝜇𝑜 𝐻 = 𝜇𝑜 ( 𝑥 )
(1)
Whereby, 𝐵 is flux density, 𝜇𝑜 is Permeability of free space (air), 𝐻 is Magnetic flux
intensity, 𝑁 is Number of turns of the coil and 𝐼 is the current carried by the coil.
The linkage flux is given by Eq. (2) below:[8,9]
𝜓 = 𝜙𝑁 = (

𝜇𝑜 𝐴𝑁 2 𝐼
𝑥

)

(2)

The self inductance 𝐿, is given by Eq. (3) below:[9]
𝐿=(

𝜇𝑜 𝐴𝑁 2
𝑥

)

(3)

Energy stored in a current carrying coil with the self inductance of the coil 𝐿, and if
there are no other current carrying coils in the system then magnetic flux ф, is given by
the Eq.(4) below:[8]
ф = 𝐼𝐿
(4)
Therefore the energy stored 𝑊, can be written as Eq. (5) below:[8]
1
𝑊 = 2 𝐿𝐼 2

(5)

If a system consists or more than one current carrying coils that are magnetically linked
to each other, the total force of the system is the sum of all the forces acting on the coils.
In a multiple loop system, the force 𝐹, associated with linear motion is defined by a
variable 𝑥, and is given as Eq. (6): [8,9]
𝜕𝑊
𝐹 = 𝜕𝑥
(6)
This can be substituted with Eqs.(1), (3), and(5) and rewritten to form the Eq.(7): [8,9]
𝑑
1
𝐹 = 𝑑𝑥 (2 𝐼 2 𝐿)
𝐹=

𝑑𝐿

𝑑𝑥

1

(2 𝐼 2 )
1

𝐹 = − 2 𝐼2 (
1

𝐹= −

)

𝑥2
𝜇𝑜 𝑁𝐼 2

𝐹 = − 2𝜇 (
𝑜
𝐵2 𝐴

𝜇𝑜 𝐴𝑁 2

𝑥

) 𝐴
(7)

2𝜇𝑜

Whereby, 𝐴 is the cross section in the air gap, 𝐵 is the magnetic flux density and 𝜇𝑜 is
the permeability. The negative sign indicates the fore deceases to 𝑥 , thus it is an
attractive force. This force is also knows as normal force which is the force of attraction
between the armature core and the reaction rail of a linear motor through air gap. [8-10]
Eq. (7) can also be written as Eq. (8) below: [8-10]
𝐵.𝐵.𝐴
𝐹 = 2𝜇
𝑜
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Since 𝜙 = 𝐵𝐴, for a region where the magnetic field is uniform and assuming the flux
density has only one directional component 𝐵 with a uniform cross section 𝐴, by taking
the perpendicular direction of 𝐵 we get the Eq.(9) below: [8,9]
𝐵𝜙
𝐹 = 2𝜇
(9)
𝑜

Thus the relationship can be established as Eq.(10) below:[8,9]
𝐹
𝑁𝐼
𝜑 = 𝑚𝑚𝑓
= ℛ
ℛ

(10)

Thus is can be seen that keeping the area of cross section A constant, the force
can be increased by increasing magnetic flux 𝜙. This can be achieved by increasing the
number of turns of the coil 𝑁, increasing the current 𝐼, or by decreasing the reluctance
ℛ. Reluctance is essentially, the amount resistance to the flow of the magnetic flux
through the air gap.
The effects of decreasing the reluctance can be more vividly visualized by rearranging
the Eq. (9) to Eq. (10), to analyze the methods of manipulating the reluctance of the
system: [9]
𝑚𝑚𝑓
𝑁𝐼
ℛ = 𝜑 = 𝐵𝐴
(11)
3. Design Aspects
The components of the linear motor that was designed are the mover, stator, and
armature coil. The armature coils are supplied by AC current supply and produce
magnetic flux which produces a force when acting on the mover. The armature coil is
made up of copper windings, while the mover and stator are steel. The mover and the
stator are separated by an air gap. For the Permanent Magnet model, part of the steel
was modeled to be cut out to fit permanent magnets on the stator. The same dimensions
were used for the DC coil model, but instead of permanent magnets, copper coils were
selected as the material. The Figure 3.1 below shows the front view of the Base model
and Figure 3.2 shows the PM/DC Coil model designed on Solidworks:
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Air Gap

PM /DC Coil

PM / DC Coil Model

Base Model
Mover

Mover

AC Coil

AC Coil

Stator
Stator

Figure 3.1. Base Model Design

Figure 3.2. PM / DC Coil Design

The dimensions of the designed model for the permanent magnet/DC coil are given in
the Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 respectively for the front view and the auxiliary view:

Front View

6
1
0.8
1.2

0.6
3

Side View

14
1
9
2

2

40

1.2
1
37.2

24

*All Dimensions in mm
*All Dimensions in mm

Figure 3.3. Front View of Dimensions

Figure 3.4. Auxiliary View of Dimensions
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To compare the analysis between the comparison of the system with the
permanent magnet and a magnet-less system using only coils, the dimensions for the
permanent magnet slots were kept the same, and replaced by coils, for the DC coil
model. The 3D models of the linear motor were designed on Solidworks and then
imported to JMAG for the FEM analysis. In the FEM analysis, the magnetic field lines
the magnetic flux density can also be visualized and analyzed with JMAG.
JMAG using FEM analysis, is an electromagnetic analysis software, can
analyze the dynamic motion of the linear motor, and the magnetic forces induces during
the motion, for different electrical and magnetic parameters. Finite Element software is
capable of accurately calculating magnetic fields and the related parameters for motor
design. The analysis done are shown in the Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 for the magnetic
flux density and the magnetic field lines respectively:

Figure 3.5. Magnetic Flux Density

Figure 3.6. Magnetic Flux Lines

Thus, with these tools, the performance of the model could be analyzed by
analyzing the flow of the magnetic field lines and flux density. It is noted that the flux
originates around the armature coil and flow through the mover, back into the stator,
thus producing a force on the mover. With the step feature, the movement of the mover
with each step with respect to time could also be visualized and the change in magnetic
flux could be seen.
The comparison FEM analysis was done for three models of linear motors: Base
Model (steel), Permanent Magnet, Model and DC Coil Model (electromagnet). For the
model with the DC coil, different values of current supply were also used, which were
1A, 3A and 5A current for the DC coil, while the main AC supply to the stator was kept
constant for all 3 models with 5A, 7A and 9A current. For the 3 models, the average
force values were tabulated for the different current values at various speeds with
respect to time. The displacement values selected were 0.1mm/s, 0.3mm/s, 0.5mm/s.
The force graph was obtained using JMAG and the values were tabulated and analyzed
on the Origin software.
3.1 Performance Index Calculation
Thrust force produced by a machine is proportional to input power ‘P’, current
‘I’ and volume ‘V’. If the volume of a motor is larger, it has a larger area to
accommodate more number of coil turns and/or coils of larger size, therefore more
current and power can be injected into the machine to produce higher thrust force. [11]
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Thus motor constant square density 𝐺, is used as one of the performance index in order
to make valid comparisons between different models. This normalizes the factors such
as volume, current and input power, to make a proper unbiased comparison between
models. Thrust constant 𝑘𝑓 , and motor constant 𝑘𝑚 , are used as performance indices to
normalize the current and input power of a motor respectively. The performance
indexes are calculated using the equations Eq. (12) to Eq.(15) given below:[11]
𝐹

𝑘𝑓 = 𝐼
Eq.(12)
Where 𝑘𝑓 is the thrust constant in (N/A), 𝐹 is the average thrust in (N), and 𝐼 is the
current injected to each coil (A). [11]
𝑃 = 𝐼2𝑅
Where 𝑃 is the input power in (W) and 𝑅 is the resistance of the coil.[11]
𝑘𝑚 =

Eq.(13)

𝐹

Eq.(14)

√𝑃

Where 𝑘𝑚 is the motor constant in (N/√𝑊).[11]
𝐹2

𝐺 = 𝑃𝑉
Eq.(15)
2
3
Where 𝐺 is the motor constant square density in (N /(Wm )), and 𝑉 is the volume of
the motor in (m3).[11]
4. Results and Discussion
To find the average force value for each case, from the data obtained in JMAG,
the force graph for each case was integrated to find the area under the graph. The
integrated values for each case in the 3 models were then tabulated and plotted on the
same graph, thus the average force values for each model and each case was
comparatively analyzed. The Table 1 below shows the data collected from the
simulation done on the average force produced for each model for various cases:
Table 1. Average force produced for various cases of different models
AC Supply

5A

7A

9A

Velocity (mm/s)

0.1

0.3

0.5

0.1

0.3

0.5

0.1

0.3

0.5

Base

5.87

5.87

5.36

7.10

7.10

6.46

7.78

7.75

7.08

PM
Coil
1A
Coil
3A
Coil
5A

5.65

5.65

5.15

6.87

6.87

6.24

7.54

7.54

6.85

6.57

6.57

6.00

7.71

7.72

7.02

8.34

8.34

7.57

8.85

8.85

8.08

9.82

9.82

8.96

10.3

10.38

9.48

12.03

12.04

11.03

12.82

12.83

11.78

13.32

13.32

12.24

Average
Force
(N)

The Table 2 below shows the graphical comparison of Velocity Vs Average Force
produced by the 3 models for the supply AC current of 5A, 7A and 9A:

Table 2. Comparison of Velocity Vs Force for Different Models
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Supply
Current
(AC)

Comparison of Velocity Vs Force graph for 3 models:
Base, PM, and DC Coil (1A, 3A, 5A)

5A

7A

9A
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It was realized that, with varying the current in the DC coil, the brake force
produced can be altered, without disrupting the main AC supply. Thus this gives a better
range of force application that can be used for various brake force requirements. DC
coils are used instead of permanent magnets for the proposed model, to curb the issues
with magnetic cogging and to reduce the weight of the system. It also provides a wider
range of operability compared to the permanent magnet as the magnetic field intensity
of the coil can be increased or decreased depending on brake force requirement, but for
permanent magnets, the force produced is constant, and deteriorating over time.
However, AC coil main supply to the system is still needed, to operate the railway
system, as any unforeseen disruptions in the supply can be recovered by the AC supply,
instead of affecting the entire system.
The forces produced however, are for the motoring condition, but if the polarity
is reversed, the values obtained are for the braking condition. Since, the positive values
indicate accelerating velocity and the negative values indicate decelerating velocity,
hence braking condition. By combining the two conditions for the motoring and braking
applications, the speed–force characteristics of the models can be obtained. The speedforce characteristics for the different models are shown in the Figure 4.1 below:
Braking

Motoring

Figure 4.1. Speed-Force Characteristic of the Different Models
The x-axis of the graph is the average force and the y-axis is the various
velocities. From the graph, it was visualized that the DC coil model produced an over
higher average force, when compared with the other models. The added advantage of
the DC coil model is the use of magnet-less systems whereby the force values can be
more specifically controlled by varying the amount of current supplied to the coil given
by the relationship of Force (Thrust) = mmf = NI, which is not present with the use of
permanent magnets. Therefore, with an increase in number of turns of the coil or by
increasing the current supplied to the coil, the thrust can be increased. As seen on the
graph, by increasing the current value of the coil, there is an increase in the average
force.
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The Table 3 below provides the area, material and volume specifications for the
proposed models. The models were kept at the same area and volume, by replacing the
materials rather than adding more materials to the motor. The volume was found by
multiplying the area of the model with the stack length of the model.
Table 3. Materials, Area and Volume of Models
Material

Quantity

Area (mm2)

Mover

S45C

1

200

Volume (mm3)
(Stack Length 40mm)
8000

Stator

SS400

1

192

7680

Coils
PM / DC
Coil

Copper windings
Neomax 35AH /
Copper
Total

6

18 x 6

4320

4

1.2 x 4

192

504.8

20192

Component

Thus the volumes of all 3 models were the same value of 20192mm3.
The Table 4 below shows the parameters of the motor such as the current
injected, volume of the motor, average force produced and the calculated values for the
thrust constant, motor constant and motor constant square density, for a comparison of
the 3 models: Base Model (steel), Permanent Magnet Model and DC Coil model for
1A, 3A and 5A.
Table 4. Parameters of Models
Parameter

Unit

I
V
F
kf
km

A
mm3
N
N/A
N/A/√𝑊
(N/A/√𝑊)2/
mm3

G

Base
Model
9
20192
7.78
0.86
0.96
4.63E-05

PM Model
9
20192
7.54
0.83
0.93
4.36E-05

1A
9
20192
8.34
0.92
1.03
5.32E-05

DC Coil Model
3A
5A
9
9
20192
20192
10.37
13.32
1.15
1.48
1.28
1.65
8.23E-05
1.36E-04

From the calculated results, it was found that the DC coil model achieved a
higher motor constant square density, with an increased variation in force produced
without disrupting the main current supplied into the system. Comparing the motor
constant square density between the permanent magnet model and the dc coil model
with respect to the base model, the values are given in the Table 5 below:
Table 5. Motor Constant Square Density Comparison of Models
Formula
𝐺𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
𝐺𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
− 𝐺𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

𝐺𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
𝐺𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

𝑥 100%

Permanent
Magnet

DC coil 1A

DC coil 3A

DC coil 5A

0.940

1.148

1.776

2.927

-5.98

14.76

77.64

192.72

7. Conclusion
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In conclusion, the objectives to design a magnet-less linear motor for rail
braking systems and to compare and evaluate the performance of the system to
conventional and permanent magnet models, in terms of average force produced and
motor constant square density have been achieved. The proposed model was developed
on Solidworks and FEM analysis was done using JMAG. There were 3 models
developed: Base model, Permanent Magnet model and the DC Coil model, whereby the
average force produced and motor constant square density for each model for various
moving velocities were compared and analysed. The models produced an average force
of 7.78 N, 7.55 N, and 8.34 N for the base model, permanent magnet model and DC
coil model respectively. The added advantage of the magnet-less dc coil model is that,
the average force produce could be controlled by controlling the excitation current
supplied to the coil, giving a wider range of operation, without disrupting the main AC
supply to the system. From this, the average force for the DC coil model was increased
to 13.32 N, by increasing the fixed DC excitation supply from 1A to 5A.With the motor
constant square density parameter calculated, it gives a baseline parameter of motor
performance index for the proposed model that can be compared with other linear
motors with different volumes and specification. Comparing the characteristics of the
models with respect to the base model, the permanent magnet model produced 5.98%
decrease, while there was an increase of the DC coil model ranging from 14% to 192%
with the increase of DC current supplied, for the motor constant square density.
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Abstract
Making a PVT system hybrid is to support the use of thermal and electrical energy
simultaneously or independently, to control the thermal effect to improve electrical
efficiency or vice-versa. This project makes use of the Parabolic Trough design with
emphasis on making the system to be sustainable and also increasing the thermal
efficiency of the system. Polystyrene and acrylic foam are is utilised to maximise the
heat retention capability of the system. To power the pump that moves the heat transfer
fluid (tested with salt water proportions) within the copper tube, a set of solar PV panel
is to support its power demand making it sustainable. The closed loop setup designed
achieved an improved thermal efficiency level of 66.2%, which contributes to having a
reliable heat energy source for applications such as hot showers. The novel setup design
also make use of PV cells to support other energy demands through power electronic
control designs. Using a similar heat dissipation technique, a novel setup has been
designed to improve the voltage supply by making use of liquid cooling and translucent
glass PV panels. Cooling the PV panel restored up to 11.7% of its rated voltage supply.
This was achieved by keeping the PV panels within its best thermal operating
conditions using an energy efficient electronically controlled cooling system. The aim
of this project is to contribute to the development of a sustainable solar energy source.
Keywords: Parabolic Trough, Efficiency, Sustainable, Energy, Cooling.
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1. Introduction
Solar energy can be considered as the cleanest and most abundant source of
renewable energy harvested from sunlight [1]–[3]. Its net input to Earth can be
considered as 8000 times the rate of fossil and nuclear fuels currently being used by
humanity on a worldwide scale. Methods of harvesting solar energy can vary a lot in
design but are essentially made up of photovoltaic cells when it comes to generating
electricity. Discovered in 1839 by the French physicist Edmond Becquerel, the
photovoltaic effect majorly contributed to the foundation of the commonly known
Photovoltaic (PV) cell. Due to its solid state nature, silicon based PV cells have an
expectancy of operating for an indefinite amount of time without wearing out [4].
However, the efficiency of PV cells is still subjected to research and development with
the aim of achieving sustainability in terms of electricity generation and consumption.
The efficiency of PV cells is known to be affected by heat during its exposure
to solar radiation while in operation. Hence methods are being devised to improve the
efficiency of PV cells through heat dissipation [5]. With energy sustainability in mind,
the heat dissipated can be reused for applications with heat demand such as a hot water
supply. A popular design currently being researched and developed for solar energy
harvesting is the Parabolic Trough PVT design. Using light concentration concept, such
as concentrating sunlight on an object using a magnifying glass causing it to melt or
burn, the Parabolic Trough PVT design consists of a reflective sheet of metal (e.g.
stainless steel) bent into a circular shape in order to reflect light rays from the sun onto
a line of incidence [6]. The main application of this line of incidence is to convert the
concentrated light rays into heat energy, thus contributing to the thermal aspect of the
PVT design. Heat energy is collected by a copper pipe placed at the line of incidence
of the reflected light rays. The heat energy collected can then be used for applications
such as a hot water shower by transferring the heat to a water tank using a closed loop
fluid flow circuit and a heat exchanger. The closed loop may contain water or other
fluids which can facilitate faster and more efficient heat removal from the copper pipe
and heat transfer to the water tank through the heat exchanger.
Following the heat dissipation concept, there is a possibility of improving
electrical efficiency of PVT systems by removing the heat build-up on PV panels/cells
while reusing the heat for thermal applications. This improvement is brought through
restoration of the voltage supply which normally drops as the temperature of the panels
rises. A cooling technique which may be used to cool PV cells is the use of heatsinks.
The heat build-up on the PV cells is transferred to the heatsinks through conduction
while the latter may be air-cooled or liquid-cooled. The cooling method used may vary
depending on the type of PV panel used and how the heat shall be reused. Hence, it is
important to further investigate and develop PVT systems such as the Parabolic Trough
to achieve reliability and sustainability. In this work a parabolic concentrating trough
is experimentally studied and performance evaluated with phase layered heat removal
strategy.
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2. Methodology
2.1 Experimental System Setup
Heat Transfer Fluids (HTF) used in this research includes water, water with
10g/L of salt and water with 20g/L of salt. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the system’s
thermal optimisation implemented and experimented. The most important feature of the
thermal optimisation implemented is the use of a closed loop HTF circuit which
involves the use of a copper coil heat exchanger for effective heat dissipation and a
pump for liquid movement around the circuit. The size of the copper heat exchanger is
selected according to the container size it will be in. The maximum volume the heat
exchanger can occupy in the container would favour more effective heat dissipation.
As for the pump, its specification depend on the amount of liquid to be moved around
the circuit as well as the flow rate at which it shall be moved. Effective heat dissipation
in a closed loop circuit requires in-depth flow rate calibration. For the experiments
conducted during this research, flow rate calibration was performed experimentally by
controlling the DC pump’s voltage. The lower the voltage, the slower the flow rate and
vice versa. Thermocouples were used to measure the various temperatures involved in
this research.
Experiments were conducted for each HTF for around 30 minutes under a
specific weather or until the system reached a thermal settling point for the
meteorological conditions it is being experimented under. The closed loop was flushed
with clean water before testing with each HTF. The recorded data were then analysed
graphically.
The principle of operation of the Phase Layered Heat Removal for thermal
efficiency improvement is as demonstrated in Fig. 1.
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Start
Solar Radiation
Incident rays produced on copper pipe
due to parabolic reflection
Heat produced on copper pipe
No
Copper pipe temp > heat exchanger temp
Yes
Start Pump
Transfer heat using heat transfer fluid to
heat exchanger
Heat exchanger transfer heat to water
No

Heat exchanger temp < pipe temp
Yes
Stop Pump

Figure 1. Closed loop heat transfer topology.
2.2 Electrical Characteristics Study
When it comes to the electrical aspect, the cooling methods can either be active
or passive. The advantage with active cooling is that it can be rather faster than passive
cooling. However, active cooling also affects the electrical efficiency with its power
requirement [7]. Hence, the setup designed for this research is a combination of the two,
whereby electricity is used by the cooling system only under specific conditions. The
type of solar panel used for this research is a Silicon Thin Film of 20% Transparency.
The cooling design concept involves placing the panel in between two layers of liquid
for top and bottom surface heat removal. The cooling setup designed can be connected
as a closed loop, making use of a pump and a heat exchanger, or as an open loop
connected to the main water supply pipe of the house of building where the system is
placed. As an open loop setup, electronically controlled valves are used to control the
liquid flow in case the flow from the mains is not enough to cool the panel, which in
case a backup water tanks is used to make up for the flow through gravitational
difference.
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Start
Water fills
panel s top &
bottom layers
Solar Radiation
Heat Produced
on Solar Panel
No
No

Extreme
Temperature?
Yes
Open Valve 1

Warm water
evacuated to Tank 1

Mains Water
flowing?
Yes
Water flow
cools Solar
Panel
Voltage Supply
Restored

Close Valve 1
Open Valve 2

Tap receives
warm water
from panel

Cold water
flows to panel
from Tank 2 by
gravitation
Voltage Supply
Restored

End

Figure 2. Open loop heat removal topology.
The heat transfer topology for closed loop is similar to the one shown in Fig. 1
where the heat is produced on the panel instead of a copper pipe. For the open loop
setup, the heat removal topology is as shown in Fig. 2. The PV panel cooling technique
demonstrated by Fig. 2 was implemented at Taylor’s University by connecting the
water tap from the Engineering Workshop to the panel’s inlet. The panel’s outlet
replaced the role of the water tap. The PV panel was placed under the sun and started
heating up. Whenever a student was to use the water tap, the water from the tap would
flow into the panel’s cooling layers to cool the panel. The heat from the panel would be
transferred to the water and would leave the panel’s cooling layers as warm water which
the student using the tap could use. A warm water supply was appreciated at the
Engineering Workshop for washing hands better than with cold water. If ever the
panel’s temperature would get too high, an electronically controlled valve would open
to evacuate the hot water into a backup tank for later usage. The same principle can be
applied to a home or any other building with a water supply. While the panels are cooled,
warm water is also being produced for instant use or to be stored for later usage. Fig. 3
shows the cooling setup design concept.
Top Cooling Layer
PV Panel
Bottom Cooling Layer

Figure 3. Top and bottom liquid containers made of Perspex for layered cooling.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Thermal Efficiency
The general equation for instantaneous thermal efficiency ηT is as shown in Eq. 1 [3].
ηT = FR (no -

UL Tout - Tair
(
)
C
Gb

(1)

Using Eq. 1 and experimental or simulation results obtained for optical efficiency [8]
and heat loss coefficient [9] of the parabolic trough design, the instantaneous thermal
efficiency for this research’s PVT system has been derived and simplified into Eq. 2.
ηT = 0.667074 - 4.124820(

Tout - Tair
)
Gb

(2)

Where ηT = instantaneous thermal efficiency; FR = heat removal factor; no = optical
efficiency; UL = overall heat loss coefficient, W/m2.K; C = concentration ratio; Tout =
temperature of HTF leaving heat exchanger, K; Tair = ambient temperature, K; Gb =
direct solar radiation, W/m2.
Figure 4 to Figure 8 show the graphical results of the experiments conducted using the
different HTFs and insulation.
50
48

46
44

Tin
Tout
Tair
Tw

42
40
38
36
34
32
30
11.40 am

11.50 am

12.00 pm

12.10 pm

Time

Figure 4. Water as HTF.
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Figure 5. Salt water at 10g/L as HTF.
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Figure 6. Salt water at 20g/L as HTF.
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2.10pm
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Figure 7. Salt water at 20g/L as HTF with polystyrene as pipe insulation.
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Tair
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9.50am 10.00am 10.10am 10.20am 10.30am 10.40am 10.50am
Time

Figure 8. Salt water at 20g/L as HTF with acrylic foam as pipe insulation.
As seen from Fig. 4, water produces some appreciable results as a HTF but still
is not good enough since we can observe from the graph that Tin and Tout are quite
close. This indicates that the rate of heat transfer to the water in the tank is not that
favourable. The results as shown in Fig. 5 demonstrate that Salt Water at 10g/L perform
almost similarly as water thermally when compared to the results of water as HTF as
seen in Fig. 4. It is observed that Salt Water at 20g/L is able to achieve much higher
input temperatures as compared to water and the 10g/L salt solution.
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The temperature of the HTF leaving the heat exchanger is much lower,
indicating good heat transfer properties of the liquid. From Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, the
temperature of water inside the tank quickly rises to the temperature of the HTF
entering the heat exchanger. This indicates that the polystyrene and acrylic insulations
helped reduce some heat loss from the copper pipe and hence the HTF flows with more
heat capacity to be released into the water having a lower temperature. It is also
observed that the temperature of the HTF leaving the heat exchanger is lower than the
temperature of water, indicating that the salt water is able to transfer the heat to the
water effectively. Almost all the graphs for the different configurations show a similar
trend where Tair remains relatively constant throughout the experiment while Tin, Tout
and Tw continue to increase as the time goes by in the presence of the sun. Tout is
always lower than Tin and Tw.
This is because as the water enters the heat exchanger, the heat is absorbed by
the water inside the tank causing Tw to increase while temperature leaving the heat
exchanger decreases. Therefore, Tout is always lower than Tin. Also, Tw follows the
same trend as Tin since the temperature of the water in the water tanks depends on the
temperature of the HTF entering the heat exchanger. However, from the results
obtained, Tin is always higher than Tw due to the closed loop not operating in an ideal
scenario as there is heat loss to the environment. Therefore, the heat transfer between
the HTF and the water inside the tank is not 100% efficient. Table 1 shows the
efficiency based on Eq. 2 mentioned above and solar radiation, Gb averaging at
982W/m2 for the first three results and 710.3W/m2 for the last (for solar radiation data
measured using a pyranometer).
Table 1. Efficiency of each experiment
HTF
Water
Salt Water at 10g/L
Salt Water at 20g/L
Salt water at 20g/L with polystyrene as pipe insulation
Salt water at 20g/L with acrylic foam as pipe
insulation

Tout (℃)

Tair (℃)

43
43.2
44.5
46.3
34.1

31.3
31.7
33.8
36
33.3

𝛈𝐓
(%)
61.8%
61.9%
62.2%
62.4%
66.2%

The efficiency calculation has been optimised to reflect more accurate results
compared to the results previously presented in paper [1]. The main difference between
the results of the previous paper and this one is that only stabilised experimental data
have been considered in the efficiency calculation. By considering only the
experimental results of a system which has been thermally stabilised eliminates cold
start results of the system which affects the accuracy of efficiency calculation results.
The thermal efficiency equation used previously was not optimised for a closed loop
system with heat exchanger, while the efficiency calculation of this paper uses Eq. 2
which has been optimised for PVT systems with cylindrical heat exchangers.
Comparing the results obtained, salt water at 20g/L with acrylic foam as pipe insulation
is found to have the best thermal efficiency with a 4.4% improvement from using only
water as HTF, a 4% improvement from using salt water at 20g/L without insulation and
a 3.8% improvement from using polystyrene as insulation.
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Adding 10g of salt per litre of water slightly improves the thermal efficiency by
0.1% and can be observed to absorb heat faster when compared to water, taking only
30 minutes to reach the maximum temperature for Tin while water takes 40 minutes,
as observed in Fig. 5. Hence, adding salt helps dissipate heat faster from the system but
10g/L is not enough for an effective heat transfer to the water tank. This is improved
by increasing the salt concentration to 20g/L which yields an efficiency improvement
of 0.3% and is able to achieve much higher Tin temperatures while efficiently
transferring the heat to the water tank, thus keeping low Tout temperatures. Compared
to the 10g/L concentration, the 20g/L concentration improves Tin by 25.5%.
3.2 Voltage Characteristics
Fig.10 shows an insight of how temperature affected the panel and the cooling period
during which voltage was restored. From Fig. 10 we can observe that as the temperature
of the PV panel increases, the voltage decreases. The voltage was restored by cooling
the panel as highlighted by the dashed lines showing the PV panel’s cooling phase.
Table 2 below also shows that the voltage preserves its restored state even under lower
sunlight radiation when under a low operating temperature after being cooled. The
cooling phase was from around 11.50am until 12.20pm.
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PV Panel
Cooling Phase 60
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Temperature (°C)
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Figure 10. PV voltage compared with PV temperature with cooling enabled.
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Table 2. Voltage Supply compared with Solar Radiation and Temperature.
Time

Voltage
(V)

Solar Radiation
(W/m2)

Panel Temperature
(°C)

11:09:57

93.9

936

48.8

11:19:57

93.2

1005

55.2

11:29:57

90.4

1040

58.8

11:39:57

88.4

1037.1

56

11:49:57

85.2

1118.9

64

11:59:57

88.2

132.2

32.8

12:09:57

90.1

107.5

32.9

12:19:57

92.5

205.9

32.3

12:29:57

93.9

889.3

34.6

12:39:57

96.9

648.8

40.8

12:49:57

96.9

983.8

41

Considering the maximum and minimum voltage difference before and after
cooling, a maximum improvement of 11.7% was noted when the panel’s temperature
was reduced by 24.1°C. This enabled the PV panel to achieve 96.9% of its rated
maximum peak voltage even under lower solar radiation conditions (measured using a
pyranometer) which would not have been possible without cooling the panel. However,
when the PV panel is reintegrated onto the Parabolic Trough as per the experimental
setup of [10] for a general comparison, the thermal efficiency of the Parabolic Trough
drops by almost 40%. Hence, it would be recommended to avoid placing the panel on
top of the Parabolic Trough so as not to reduce solar radiation transmittance. It would
be preferable to use panels of higher transparency if their placement are essentially
required to be on top of the Parabolic Trough.
4. Conclusion
Through the experiments conducted involving the thermal analysis of three
HTFs with the Parabolic Trough PVT setup, it was concluded that the best out of the
three HTFs was the solution with higher salt concentration. Applying insulation to the
concentrator pipe yielded higher thermal efficiencies. The acrylic foam performed
better than the polystyrene insulation due its advantageous thermal properties. Salt
water at 20g/L with acrylic foam as pipe insulation was found to have the best thermal
efficiency with a 4.4% improvement from using only water as HTF, a 4% improvement
from using salt water at 20g/L without insulation and a 3.8% improvement from using
polystyrene as insulation. The thermal performance may improve using higher salt
concentrations but factors as corrosion caused by salt must be considered and evaluated
in terms of performance over system durability and maintenance costs. The cooling
technique used for restoring the voltage drop of the PV panel due to heat in this research
showed its potential as a hybrid PVT system where the heat build-up can be reused or
stored. The experiments were performed under no load as a study of the maximum
voltage the panel can reach compared to its rated voltage. The results obtained during
this research are an improvement from previous researches in terms of energy-exergy
balance and efficiency. Hence, the outcomes of this study are in line with the project’s
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research questions and objectives. The next step of continuing this research would be
to analyse the panel’s electrical efficiency when connected to a load as per its rated
capacity. The electrical efficiency would be an indication of where this type of solar
panel stands in terms of meeting the power demand and amount of power generated as
compared to the power produced per unit area by the sun (Solar Radiation).
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Abstract
In the 21st century, every country is seeking an alternative source of energy especially
the renewable sources. There are considerable developments in the wind energy
technology in recent years and in more particular on the vertical axis wind turbine
(VAWT) as they are modular, less installation cost and portable in comparison with
that of the horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT) systems. The cut-in speed of a
conventional wind turbine is 3.5 m/s to 5 m/s. Mechanical geared generators are
commonly found in wind technology to step up power conversion to accommodate the
needs of the generator. Wind turbine gearboxes suffer from overload problem and
frequent maintenance in spite of the high torque density produced. However, an
emerging alternative to gearing system is Magnetic Gear (MG) as it offers significant
advantages such as free from maintenance, and inherent overload protection. In this
project, numerical analysis is done on designed magnetic gear greatly affects the
performance of the generator in terms of voltage generation. Magnetic flux density is
distributed evenly across the generator as seen from the uniform sinusoidal output
waveform. Consequently, the interaction of the magnetic flux of the permanent magnets
have shown no disturbance to the output of the generator as the voltage generated shows
uniform waveform despite the rotational speed of the gears. The simulation is run under
low wind speed and the results show that the generator starts generating voltage of 240
V at wind speed of 1.04 m/s. This shows great improvement in the operating capability
of the wind turbine.

Keywords: vertical axis wind turbine, mechanical gear, magnetic gear, finite element
analysis
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1. Introduction
As oil reservoirs are running low and the increase in human population with
demand, every country is seeking for an alternative source of energy especially the
renewable energy sources. Due to the concerns on environmental issues, the
development and application of renewable and clean energy are gaining more attention
among the society. The wind technology and photovoltaic (PV) systems are found to
be part of the two fast growing technologies in the effort of generation of cleaner energy.

Figure 1.1: World map of wind speed extrapolated to 80 m and averaged over all days
of the year 2000 [2]
The only few countries with substantial wind speed are Japan, a few islands in
China Sea, Guam and Mariana Islands. The majority of these areas are not suitable for
wind power generation. Generally, Southeast Asia has poor wind potential on over 80%
of the territory [2]. As seen in Figure 1.1, countries situated near or on the equator
experience low wind speed due to the different direction of the wind that cancel on each
other at the equator.
Based on the wind speed characteristic of Malaysia recorded by the Malaysian
Meteorological department, typical wind speed ranges from as low as 0 m/s to 13 m/s
with the highest mean daily wind speed of 3.8 m/s recorded in Mersing, Johor [3]. Wind
turbines in Mersing with a cut-in speed of 2.5 m/s would operate for 5084 hours a year
[4]. Technically, the wind energy potential in Malaysia is very limited due to the low
wind speed condition.
Industrial wind turbines fall into two general category based on the axis of
rotation of the wind turbine with respect to the ground surface and they are: (a)
horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT), and (b) vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT). A
conventional wind turbine has a cut-in speed of 3.5 m/s to 5 m/s and this is the minimal
speed required to move the wind turbine blades into motion due to its inertia. At rated
speed of 12 m/s, the generator is operating at its ideal condition with highest efficiency
of power generation. When the wind speed is very high (above cut-out speed of 25 m/s),
the wind turbine must be shut down due to mechanical constraints, while when the
speed is very low (below cut-in speed), the operation is also in need of cutting off due
to the variable low wind speed which is unable to move the generator at a constant
speed.
Many wind turbine system works on the principle of the wind energy conversion
system (WECS) which can be divided under the aspects of aerodynamic, mechanical
and electrical [5]. Critically optimizing each aspect helps in producing the most
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efficient output possible. WECS is projected and simplified in the form of block
diagram as shown in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Block diagram of WECS components viewed in aspects of mechanical
and electrical [5]
High-speed electric generators are commonly found in many conventional wind
turbines typically to step up the relatively low rotational speed of the rotor blades to
accommodate the needs of the generator [8]. As a result, a gearbox is often used in the
system to perform this function and since the speed increase needed is important,
planetary mechanical gear type of configuration is oftentimes used to design the
gearboxes of wind turbine [8]. Mechanical gears and gearboxes are commonly
employed for speed change and torque transmission in various industrial applications
[9], [10]. Many wind turbine gearboxes suffer from overload problem and frequent
maintenance in spite of the high torque density produced by mechanical gears [9].
In contrast, an emerging alternative to gearing system is Magnetic Gear (MG)
as it offers significant pros such as reduced noise and vibration, free from maintenance,
and inherent overload protection [11]. In recent years, MGs have been widely used in
the field of aerospace, marine-propulsion, and renewable energy [12]. Inspired by MGs,
many Permanent Magnet (PM) machines with integration of MGs are proposed to
produce a higher power density than the conventional PM machines integrated with
mechanical gears [12]–[14]. Nevertheless, MGs have yet to be seen to replace
mechanical gears in the wind energy technology despite it being a promising
technology for various torque-demanding applications due to the cost of permanent
magnets.
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2. Theoretical Framework
2.1

Design Concept

The conventional cut-in speed of a wind turbine is about 3.5m/s - 5m/s. A typical wind
generator operates on the principle of motoring and generating. At speed lower than the
cut-in, the generator operates as a motor with the help of pitch control in order to put
the stationary wind turbine into motion due to the naturally occurring inertia of turbine
blades. Once it reaches the cut-in speed, the generator switches into two modes,
generating and motoring. In this region, the motor continues to operate until the wind
turbine acquires enough momentum to match the force provided by the wind speed.
The machine then switches to full generation mode as the wind turbine is capable of
rotating under the wind speed (also known as rated wind speed). The operational modes
discussed above is portrayed below as shown in Figure 2.1.

Operating Capability

Rated Wind Speed
(3)

(2)
Cut-in speed
3.5m/s–5m/s
(1)

Cut-in
speed

Wind Speed

Cut-out
speed

Figure 2.1 Operational modes of a typical wind turbine
Optimisation of the wind turbine system in the sense to increase the power generation
capability on low wind speed condition is explained in Table 2.1 below.
Table 2.1 Optimised modes of wind turbine system
Mode
Description
Motoring & Generating Power generation capability will be increased with the
proposed magnetic gear even under a low wind operating
conditions with constant output.
Generating
In this mode, the operating mode is ideal and with the
permanent magnet used to integrate in magnetic gear
configuration, constant speed of the generator is able to be
maintained.
The conventional mechanical structure of wind turbine system involves the use
of mechanical gears and this is causing one of the major issues in the free revolution of
turbine structure as the coupling between the gears induces some inertia to the system.
Also, this results in the mechanical losses, friction, wear and tear due to which the gears
are in contact. A magnetic gear, separated between the static structure and the revolving
turbine, is proposed to address this concern. Figure 2.2 below shows the magnetic
circuit of the ORIPMS generator and geared ORIPMS generator.
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Outer Rotor
R1
R1
R2
R3

R2

R4
R3

R5
R4

Stator

R6

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2 (a): Equivalent magnetic circuit of ORIPMS and (b): Geared
ORIPMS
2.2
Magnetic Gear Ratio Design Concept
In a geared wind turbine mechanism, mechanical gear ratio or transmission ratio is the
ratio of number of driver gear (attached to wind turbine) over the number of driven gear
(attached to generator). The magnetic gear transmission ratio is analogous to
mechanical gear principle and is discussed in the following. The magnetic gear ratio is
expressed in Equation (1):
Gear ratio, Gr =

Vhigh
Vlow

=

Tdriving gear
Tdriven gear

N

= − N low

high

(1)

where Vhigh and Vlow are rotational speed of high speed gear and low speed gear,
respectively. Tdriver gear and Tdriven gear represent number of mechanical teeth of
driver gear and driven gear, respectively. Nhigh and Nlow are number of pole-pairs of
high speed gear and low speed gear, respectively.
In order to attain the highest torque density, the number of pole pairs on each of the
rotors should satisfy the following relation:
Nlow = Nferro − Nhigh

(2)

where Nferro is the number of ferromagnetic pole-pieces.
The selection of appropriate combination of pole-pairs for the two rotating gears to
produce a required gear ratio should take into consideration the torque ripples that may
affect the performance of the magnetic gear. Torque ripple or cogging torque is caused
by the interaction of the permanent magnets with the ferromagnetic pole-pieces.
Therefore, cogging torque factor is defined to estimate the level of torque ripple on the
performance (as shown in Equation (3)). The higher the factor, the higher the cogging
torque is. The minimum value of this factor is unity (CT = 1), which initiates a possible
for good design selection.
N

CT = LCM(Nhigh

Nferro

high

(3)

, Nferro )
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3.5

Relationship between the mechanical and electrical power in machine

The mechanical power generated, Pgen,low by the low speed gear is proportional to
torque and speed of the gear, as shown in Equation (4):
Pgen,low = Tlow ∙ ωlow

(4)

where Tlow is torque generated by low speed gear and ωlow is the angular velocity of
the low speed gear. As the speed the lower speed gear is proportional to the speed of
higher speed gear with respect to the gear ratio, the relationship of the speeds affected
by the gear ratio, N is as shown in Equations (5) and (6).
vlow ∝ vhigh

(5)

vlow = Gr ∙ vhigh

(6)

As the speed is proportional to angular velocity, the mechanical power generated by the
ring magnetic gear, Pgen,high is correlated to the gear ratio as shown in Equations (7)
and (8):
Pgen,high = Thigh ∙ ωhigh

(7)

Pgen,high = Thigh ∙ Gr ∙ ωlow

(8)

where Thigh is torque generated by high speed gear and ωhigh is the angular velocity of
the high speed gear.
Electrical power generated by the generator is expressed as in Equation (9):
P = V ∙ I cos θ

(9)

Mechanical power from the high speed gear is converted directly to electrical power
generated by generator. With this, we can say that mechanical power is equal to the
electrical power output and the relationship is expressed as in Equation (10):
Pgen,high = Pelec
(10)
By equating Equation (7) and (8), we get:
Thigh ∙ Gr ∙ ωlow = V ∙ I cos θ
(11)
Therefore, by increasing the gear ratio of the magnetic gears, the electrical power output
will increase relatively based on Equation (11).
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3. Methodology
To propose a novel magnetic-geared ORIPMS generator using JMAG in a 2D model
mode, a methodology based on Figure 3.1 is designed and followed as shown below.
Low Wind Speed Turbine Requirements (less than 2 m/s)

Classification on the wind speed versus power generation capability (Betz
limit)
Below critical
speed

Stage 1
Research
Formulations

Above critical
speed

Critical speed

Theoretical design aspects in operational on wind speed range
Identification of the research gap on the choice and usage of modern electric
generators
Research question: How to increase the generation capability of wind
technology with the aid of magnetic geared system?

Stage 2
Research
Design

Design a new magnetic circuit based on the proposed magnetic gear system
Performance study on the proposed magnetic circuit using analytical and
numerical studies for the same volume
Outer rotor magnetic
circuit

Double magnetic circuit

Initial configuration, structure and design aspects using design equations of the
double magnetic circuit

Stage 3
Research
Methods

Comparison of the characteristics of outer rotor and double magnetic circuit

Comparison on electro-magnetic and electro-mechanical parameters
Stage 4
Numerical
Analysis
Evaluation of the structure for the extended operating capability

Figure 3.1 Flowchart of research methodology
Outer Rotor Internal Permanent Magnet Synchronous (ORIPMS) generator (as shown
in Figure 3.2) is used employed in this project due to its minimal ripple harmonics and
satisfactory amount of power produced. To further increase the efficiency of power
produced of this generator, magnetic gear is introduced by increasing the flux density
of the machine (Figure 3.3). FEM analysis is shown and analysed in this section below.
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Comparison between the two models is done to observe the deviation of the results of
the machines.

Permanent Magnet Outer Rotor

Stator Core

Coil

Figure 3.2 Outer Rotor Internal Permanent Magnet Synchronous (ORIPMS)
Generator
Table 3.1 Parameters of ORIPMS Generator
Parameter
Value
Number of poles on high speed gear
100
Number of ferromagnetic pole-pieces
24
Number of poles on low speed outer rotor
20
Outer diameter of rotor
50.0 mm
Inner diameter of rotor
46.5 mm
Outer diameter of PM
50.0 mm
Inner diameter of PM
47.0 mm
Width of stator pole
5.0 mm
Width of stator teeth
6.968 mm
Length of stator pole
22.5 mm
Diameter of shaft
5.0 mm
Length of air gap
0.5 mm
Stack length
50.0 mm
Outer diameter of stator
46.0 mm
Inner diameter of stator
5.0 mm
Outer diameter of coils
42.5 mm
Inner diameter of coils
20.0 mm
PM pole-arc
2 degrees
Rotor pole-arc
16 degrees
Stator Teeth pole-arc
13 degrees
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High Speed Permanent Magnet Gear

Ferromagnetic Pole-Pieces

Inner Stator
Copper Coil
Permanent Magnet Outer Rotor

Figure 3.3 ORIPMS generator with magnetic gear
4. Results and Discussion
4.1

Magnetic Flux Density Characteristics

Magnetic flux density behaviour of any generator is the primary evaluation that should
be considered in designing a machine as this analysis fundamentally determines the
output of the machine. In this project, the proposed magnetic gear has a direct
interaction with the outer rotor permanent magnets and this might affect the output
quality of the machine negatively. Through JMAG simulation, the magnetic flux
density of the generator rotating at 500rpm and magnetic gear rotating at 100rpm with
a gear ratio of 1:5 is shown in Figure 4.1 below.
Phase A
Phase B
Phase C

Magnetic Flux Density (Wb)

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
-0.1
-0.2
-0.3
-0.4
0.000

0.005

0.010

0.015 0.020
Time (s)

0.025

0.030

Figure 4.1: Magnetic flux density of magnetic gear rotating at 100 rpm
Fundamentally, operation principle of a generator is defined by Faraday’s Law,
which states that electromotive force induced in a coil is proportional to the rate of
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change of the number of magnetic flux lines passing through the surface enclosed by
the coil. Therefore, with this attribute, a sinusoidal induced output voltage is expected
consequently and it is proven in the following section.
4.2

Generating Operation: Voltage generation at various wind speeds

Output voltage generated is presented with respect to different speed from 100
rpm to 700 rpm. Voltage produced increases with the wind speed as graphed in Figure
4.2. Also, the generator starts generating voltage even at speed lower than the
conventional cut-in speed of 3.5 m/s to 5 m/s. The generator achieves a voltage of 240
V at speed of 200 rpm or equivalent wind speed of 1.04 m/s in which this is the standard
voltage supply of household in Malaysia. This means that generating voltage at low
wind speed condition is achievable.
Table 4.1: Various speed versus voltage generated (rms)
Speed (rpm)
Voltage Generated (Vrms)
Equivalent
wind
Generator
Magnetic
Phase
Phase
speed
Outer
Phase B
Gear
A
C
(m/s)
Rotor
100
500
0.52
129.801 123.860 130.585
200
1000
1.04
253.614 253.385 253.883
300
1500
1.57
375.507 370.097 375.525
500
2500
2.62
588.734 585.307 589.443
700
3500
3.67
752.875 751.108 753.968

Average
RMS
Voltage
(Vrms)
128.082
253.627
373.710
587.828
752.650

800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
Wind Speed (m/s)

Figure 4.2: Voltage generated at various wind speeds
As expected based on theoretical knowledge, voltage generated increases with
wind speed. The graph is increasing linearly from 0 m/s to 2 m/s but the graph deviates
a little as the wind speed continues to increase. This is possible because the generator
is starting to fall into the saturation region as the rated power of this machine is only
500W. Therefore, for this chosen generator, the size of it is only capable for low
rotational speed. However, to increase its capacity, a small increment in diameter of the
machine results in squared of the rated power.
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4.3

Capability of Designed Magnetic-Geared Generator Topology

Based on the evaluation made above, it can be viewed that the operating range
of wind turbine is improved on the low wind speed range. With this, the magneticgeared generator enables the wind turbine to operate before the typical cut-in speed of
3.5 m/s to 5 m/s. The conventional and optimised operating capability are illustrated in
the following.
Low Speed
Critical Point

High Speed
Critical Point
Optimised
Operating
Capability

Conventional
Operating
Capability

Low

Wind Speed (m/s)

High

Figure 4.3: Illustration of optimised operating capability
5. Conclusion
In conclusion, designed magnetic gear greatly affects the performance of the generator
in terms of voltage generation. Magnetic flux density is distributed evenly across the
generator as seen from the uniform sinusoidal output waveform. Consequently, the
interaction of the magnetic flux of the permanent magnets have shown no disturbance
to the output of the generator as the voltage generated shows uniform waveform despite
the rotational speed of the gears. The simulation is run under low wind speed and the
results show that the generator starts generating voltage of 240 V at wind speed of 1.04
m/s. This shows great improvement in the operating capability of the wind turbine and
the objective of this project has been achieved. For future work, the magnetisation
pattern of permanent magnets should be manipulated to observe the change in the
output and this opens more possibilities for optimization of this model. The numerical
analysis result should be proven using analytical method by studying on the expressions
formulated by other researchers for a more promising outcome.
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Abstract:
Various research have been made on method for traffic monitoring and Bluetooth is
one of the potential method for research. Nowadays, Bluetooth devices have widely
being implement such as car Bluetooth radio, Bluetooth on smart phone, Bluetooth on
laptop and others. Each Bluetooth device is assigned with a unique MAC ID which can
be interrogated with a Bluetooth detector by inquiring at various time. By placing two
Bluetooth detectors on a section of a road, the Bluetooth detector will record the passing
vehicle Bluetooth device’s MAC ID at each time. Average speed of travelling vehicle
can be estimate by calculating the duration of vehicle passing through the two nodes.
However, the study on the range of a single Bluetooth detector as a means to estimate
the average speed of vehicle at that location has not been the focus of previous research.
Furthermore, there is a potential of that using multiple Bluetooth detector at a single
node can have the ability to improve the accuracy of the system. This research will be
focusing on understanding the protocol of Bluetooth, implementation of Bluetooth
detectors, analyse data to determine whether the average speed of traveling Bluetooth
devices can be estimated with multiple Bluetooth detectors at a point and determine if
the accuracy of the system will be improved with the use of multiple readers. A total of
two tests shall be conducted which are static test and dynamic test. Static test is to
identify the scanning range of the Bluetooth detector. Dynamic test is to study the
performance of Bluetooth detector and whether multiple Bluetooth detectors at a node
will improve the performance.
Keywords: Bluetooth, traffic monitoring
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1. Introduction
Traffic monitoring is a widely researched topics. Various methods have been
proposed to use for traffic monitoring such as image processing, RFID, Bluetooth and
others. One of the importance feature of traffic monitoring device is able to estimate
the traffic condition and provide accurate data to road users.
Image processing is one of the method being research to use for traffic
monitoring. The method would mainly focus on capturing the traveling vehicles at two
points to estimate the average traveling speed of vehicle between two points. Static
background objects will be filter away. However, image processing will involve with
complex coding and higher cost for advance monitoring camera[1].
RFID sensor is another method being researched for use in traffic monitoring.
The method of RFID sensor capturing traveling vehicles will record its RFID tags. By
recording the vehicle passing through two RFID readers along a section of the road,
traffic condition can be estimated[2]. However, according to Ahmad et al.[3], RFID
tags have personal information such as attach to cash, possessions, clothing, or even
entrenched within people. This had raise concerns about privacy being violate through
RFID.
Aside from the method mention above, Bluetooth is also one of the method
being research for traffic monitoring. Bluetooth is increasingly being implement in
various devices nowadays, such as car Bluetooth radio, Bluetooth in smart phones,
Bluetooth in laptop, Bluetooth gadgets and others. One of the few advantages that
Bluetooth possess is that it is low cost and low power consumption. From the research
by Lee et al. [4] and Saad et al. [5], comparing Bluetooth to other wireless devices such
as Wi-Fi, Zig Bee and ultra-wideband (UWB), it consumes much less energy. Figure 1
shows the comparison of power consumption of Bluetooth with other wireless protocol.

Figure 40: Comparison of power consumption of various wireless communication
protocol (Left - [5], Right - [4])
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The main method of using Bluetooth for traffic monitoring is to design a
Bluetooth detector that is able to track down the Media Access Control ID (MAC ID)
of Bluetooth device in the travelling vehicle through inquiry process. By placing two
Bluetooth detectors along a section of the road as in Figure 2, the MAC ID of Bluetooth
device in vehicle parry each Bluetooth detector will be recorded along with the current
time. The average speed of the traveling vehicle can be estimated and from these
estimated to determine the traffic condition for that segment of road.

Figure 41: Two Bluetooth detectors place on a section of the road
However, there is no study being made on how well a single Bluetooth detector
can predict the speed of the traveling vehicle. Able to predict the traveling speed of the
vehicle at a single node can give information about the traffic condition of the node.
Furthermore, it can estimate a much more accurate traffic condition.
Furthermore, there is possibilities of that vehicle speed can be estimate with a
node by placing multiple Bluetooth detector on a node. From the research [6], having
more Bluetooth inquirer can identify surrounding Bluetooth device faster. With more
Bluetooth detector on a node, it is expected that the average speed of the traveling
vehicle can be estimate with a single Bluetooth detector.
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Figure 42: Comparison of time taken for 1, 3 and 5 inquirers scan to 15 inquiry
scanning device[6]
2. Bluetooth inquiry process
Bluetooth utilize inquiry process to collect the MAC ID of other Bluetooth
devices. During the process, inquirer (Master) will be sending inquiry packet (ID packet)
to any inquiry scanner (Slave). Once the inquiry scanner receive the inquiry packet, it
will send back Frequency Hop Synchronization (FHS) packet to the inquirer which
consist of the inquiry scanner MAC ID. In addition, inquiry scanner may return
extended packet but the current Bluetooth module being used does not request for it to
send any extended packet. Figure 4 shows the MAC ID of Bluetooth devices which
consist of Lower Address Part (LAP), Upper Address Part (UAP) and Non-significant
Address Part (NAP).

Figure 43: MAC ID of Bluetooth devices[7]

Bluetooth having 79 frequency channels for communication where 32
frequency channel are available for inquiry process. During the inquiry process, the 32
frequency channels will be separated into two train which are Train A and Train B.
Each of the train contains 16 frequency channels. As Bluetooth clock ticks at 312.5us,
master will send ID packet to two frequency channels at two consecutive 312.5us slot.
It will listen for response at 625us after the ID packet has been sent. Figure 5 shows the
timing of inquiring devices[8].
Each inquiry and response took about 625us ideally which will repeated 256
times for 16 frequency channel in a train which took a total of 2.56s to finish scanning
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a bus. Every 2.56s, the inquiry device swap between the two buses. In addition, every
1.28s, one frequency is changed between train A and Train B.

Figure 44: Timing of inquiring device's behavior[8]
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3. Planning of the project
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Bluetooth detector hardware design
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Prototyping

Adafruit data logger
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Power supply
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Data logging
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No

Does the measurement
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Finalize design

End
Figure 45: Flow chart of the whole project
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4. Design of the Bluetooth detector
4.1 Hardware design
HC-05 Bluetooth module is chosen for the project. It is a class 2 Bluetooth
module with a communication range of approximate 15 meters. The specification of the
Bluetooth module is shown in Table 1. The function of pin is shown in Table 2.
Table 45: HC-05 specification [9]
Parameter

Value
-80
4
1.8 – 3.6

Sensitivity
Transmit power
Operating voltage

Unit
dBm
dBm
V

Pin 34

Figure 46: HC-05 module
Table 46: HC-05 pin description and function
Pin
EN
+5V
GND
TX
RX
STATE

Description
Disable module
Power supply
Ground
Transmitter pin
Receiver pin
Indication

Pin 34

Command mode

Function
Disable module with LOW input
Supply voltage to the module
Ground of power source
Connect to receive of micro-controller
Connect to transmitter of micro-controller
To determine if the Bluetoth module is connected. HIGH
when it is connected. LOW when it is not connected
Provide HIGH (3.3V) input to enter command mode/AT
mode

Adafruit data logging shield with RTC module and SD card module. Real Time
Clock (RTC) module can be used to timestamp all the data with current time. It is power
with external battery and continuously keep track of time as long as the battery still
contain power. Furthermore, the data logger shield can be used with various Arduino
microcontroller especially ATmega328 microcontroller.

Figure 47: Adafruit data logging shield
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4.2 Schematic design (Single Bluetooth detector)
RX
Microcontroller
with data
logging shield
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TX
123456

2kΩ

1kΩ

2kΩ

1kΩ

HC-05 pin
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𝐺𝑁𝐷

𝑉𝑖𝑛

𝐺𝑁𝐷

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Power
supply
5V – 12V

Power Supply

EN
+5V
GND
TX
RX

Figure 48: Schematic diagram of single Bluetooth detector

4.3 Schematic design (Two Bluetooth detector)
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1kΩ
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HC-05 pin

𝐺𝑁𝐷
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Power
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Figure 49: Schematic diagram of two Bluetooth detector
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From the schematic diagram in Figure 9 and Figure 10. The serial communication
conducted between HC-05 and the micro-controller it through the transmitter and receiver pin.
Microcontroller will assign its receiver pin and transmitter pin through the when activate, Table
3 shows the connection. The transmitter of Bluetooth module can directly connected to the
receive part of micro-controller as the micro-controller input pin can treat 3.3V signal as HIGH
input. In contrast, transmit signal from the micro-controller has to step down from 5 V to 3.3V
or it will damage the Bluetooth module. The 5V signal is step down with using voltage division
rule with resistor (1kΩ and 2kΩ). Figure 10 shows the setting for two Bluetooth module. One
micro-controller (initiator) will interrupt the other micro-controller (interrupt) to initiate inquiry
process after a certain delay (depends on the setting). The interrupt shall detach interrupt from
the assign pin and continue with normal inquiry process. The two Bluetooth module will initiate
its own inquiry at different time.

Table 47: Bluetooth module and micro-controller communication
Pin 4
Pin 5

Bluetooth module
Transmitter
Receiver

Pin 8
Pin 9

4.4 Initial prototype

Figure 50: Initial prototype
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5. Coding design
5.1 Flow chart
Start
AT

AT+ROLE=1

AT+INIT

AT+CLASS=0

AT+INQM=1,40,2

AT+IPSCAN=1024,512,1024,512

AT+INQ

Read string from Bluetooth module

Is a= ‘clear’

Yes

No
Select a character from string
(a[b], b = 0, 1, 2 ….. a.length())

Yes
Write time into SD card
(hour, minute, second)

Is a[b] = ‘+’?

No

Yes
Is a[b+1] = ‘K’ ?

Stop writing string to SD card

Write character to SD card

Clear register
(a = ‘clear’)

No

Figure 51: Flow chart
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5.2 Bluetooth detector code design[10]
1. AT
To check if the Bluetooth module setting is correct and performing without error.
2. AT+ROLE
Designate the Bluetooth module to work as master.
3. AT+INIT
Initialize the SPP profile library to perform inquiry process.
4. AT+CLASS
Set Bluetooth to inquire for certain class of Bluetooth devices or default which
search for all type of Bluetooth device.
5. AT+INQM
Setting the inquiry mode, number of response and inquiry time. For inquiry
mode, the inquirer can perform standard inquire or inquire with measuring the RSSI
signal. For number of response, set the maximum limit of response receive by the
Bluetooth inquirer. Inquiry may stop when the limit is reach. For inquiry time, to set
the time for inquirer to perform inquiry. The time of inquiry is N*1.28s.
Table 1 shows six different settings of the inquirer. Each setting is tested with
in an environment of at least 2 Bluetooth devices present. A total of 5 trials will be
performed to identify if the number of sample gathers and Bluetooth device identify is
consistent. From the result, the setting of inquiry mode does not affect much on the
inquiry process. The number of response may affect the performance of the inquiry as
during RSSI mode, it receive certain error. Longer inquiry time does not affect the
inquiry process much if the limit of number of response is low.
The inquiry parameter is set with AT+INQM=1, 1, 1 as default. By setting
number of response is 1, the Bluetooth detector shall stop inquiry process upon
intercepting a MAC ID and continue timestamp and record the data. This setting allow
the Bluetooth detector to record MAC ID accurately with time.
6. AT+IPSCAN
Setting the inquiry interval, inquiry duration, paging interval and paging
duration. By default can be set as 1024, 512, 1024, 512.
Associate Bluetooth HCI command[7]:
HCI command
INQUIRY
SCAN
INTERVAL

Define
amount
of
time between
consecutive
scan
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INQUIRY
SCAN
WINDOW

Define
the
amount
of
time
for
inquiry scan

7. AT+INQ
Perform inquiry process to get MAC ID of nearby Bluetooth devices. After
receiving any response, the incoming data from Bluetooth module will be read as string.
As the reading procedure is finish, it will be written into the SD card. While
writing, before the character ‘+’ being write, it will write the time (hour, minute, second)
into SD card first.
As the next character being written is ‘K’, the writing procedure will stop as the
last data ‘OK\r\n’ is not needed to record.
After writing procedure is finish, the register will be clear by assigning ‘clear’
into it. During the next inquiry procedure, if any error occurs, the register will remain
with data ‘clear’ ad will not write any data into the SD card.
Associate HCI command[7]:
HCI command
HCI_INQUIRY

Define amount of
time
between
consecutive scan

The command parameter Inquiry_Length and Num_Responses is previously
define in AT+INQM.
5.3 Two Bluetooth device setting
By having two Bluetooth detector working at one node, two possible scenario
can be set. The first scenario will be having both Bluetooth detector working at the
same time. The second scenario will be delaying one of the Bluetooth detector by a
period of time. For this case, the delay will be 1.28 seconds. The reason is that during
the 2.56 seconds of inquiry, the whole system still be able to detect for any response at
every 1.28 seconds. Figure 13 shows each the timing of two Bluetooth detector with
delay in between.
In addition, another test is conducted with inquiry parameter of AT+INQM=1,
40, 4 with the two Bluetooth device delay by 2.56 second. The scenario will be similar
to Figure 13. The purpose is to allow the two Bluetooth devices to initiate inquiry
process with each at different frequency train. The Frequency train as mention
previously is 32 inquiry channel being separate into two train of 16 frequency channel.
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2.56s

Detector 1

1.28s

Detector 2

Figure 52: Timing of two Bluetooth detector with delay

5.4

Static test

The objective is to identify the maximum detecting range of the Bluetooth detector.
Furthermore, to justify that class 2 Bluetooth module have a detection range of 15 meters radius.
Static is conducted by having a mobile phone being place a distance away from the Bluetooth
detector. The initial test is position 10 meters away from the Bluetooth detector, the continuing
test will have the distance increase 10 meters further from the previous distance. The distance
will be increase until the Bluetooth detector is unable to detect any signals. Each test will last
for 1 minute as the Bluetooth detector is activated. A total of 5 test is conducted for each
distance. The setting of the Bluetooth detector inquiry parameters is AT+INQM = 1,1,1. The
target devices for inquiry are car Bluetooth radio and smart phone Bluetooth.

5.5

Dynamic test

The objective is to utilize the Bluetooth detector to predict the speed of the object for
evaluating its performance and data quality. The experimented distance is the maximum
detection range of the Bluetooth detector. It is determined with the result from static test. From
the different scenario, the data will be compared to observe Bluetooth detector perform best at
which setting which is shown in Table 4.

Table 48: Dynamic test setting
Scenario
Bluetooth detector setting (inquiry parameter)
 AT+INQM=1, 1, 1
The effect of inquiry time
 AT+INQM=1, 1, 2
increase
The effect of having multiple Bluetooth
module inquiry initiate inquiry process
at different setting

The

Bluetooth

performance

with

multiple inquiry scanner passing by









AT+INQM=1, 1, 1 (no delay)
AT+INQM=1, 10, 1 (delay by 5000 microsecond)
AT+INQM=1, 1, 1 (delay by 0.64 second)
AT+INQM=1, 1, 2 (delay by 2.56 second)
AT+INQM=1, 40, 4 (delay by 2.56 second)
AT+INQM=1, 1, 1 (Single)
AT+INQM=1, 40, 4 (Delay 2.56 second)
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6 Result
6.1

Static test

6.1.1 First test (14th October 2017)
The initial test was conducted with car Bluetooth. The maximum distance that
Bluetooth detector is able to detect for the car Bluetooth radio is about 2 meters. From
Table 5, the Bluetooth detector inquiry process start about 4 seconds after powering up.
However, the first detection mostly not does not occur within initial 10 seconds.
Furthermore, the final detection ends at least 30 seconds earlier.
The possibilities of Bluetooth detector able to pick up the MAC ID of car
Bluetooth radio is that HC-05 antenna weak sensitivity is unable to pick up the signal
correctly. However, HC-05 is able to pick up the smart phone Bluetooth signal with
better result compare to the car Bluetooth radio.
Table 49: Static test with car Bluetooth radio
Distance (m)
2
1

Trial 1
Trial 2
Time
Time
Start time End time Sample Start time End time Sample
15:01:40 15:02:40
15:09:40 15:10:40
7
7
15:01:58 15:02:05
15:09:49 15:10:00
15:24:50 15:25:50
11
15:25:04 15:25:12

6.1.2 Second test (20th October 2017)
For the test will be conducted with smart phone Bluetooth device it will be used
for dynamic test to prove the research question and concept. From the Table 6, the
Bluetooth detector is able to pick up the smart phone Bluetooth signal in a distance of
at least 35 meters. During the 20 meter and 25 meter testing shows lesser response being
detect as it may be cause by nearby moving objects accidently disturb the experiment.
In the future experiment, it will be conducted in a less disturb area. Furthermore, a total
of 5 trials should be conducted to observe if the response receive is reduce as distance
increase.
Table 50: Static test with smart phone Bluetooth

Distance (m)
10
15
20
25
30
35

Sample
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3
20
28
44
46
44
30
20
26
5
25
26
20
28
42
-
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6.1.3 Third test (28th October 2017)
The final static test is conducted at 10 meters, 20 meters, 30 meters and 40 meters. Upon
reaching 40 meters, the detection of the phone become significantly low with 1 to 2
MAC ID being recorded for 1 minute. The result is shown at Table 7. From the table,
dynamic test will be conducted with 80 meters experiment distance. From the result, it
can be observe that as the distance increase the time taken to detect one MAC ID
increase. The number of samples collected is decrease in the process.
Table 51: Third static test result
Distance

10

20

30

40

Sample
25
17
37
35
34
19
17
26
20
13
21
17
16
18
19
2
0
1
1
1

Duration
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
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Average time per MAC ID
1.840
2.706
1.243
1.314
1.353
2.421
2.706
1.769
2.300
3.538
2.190
2.706
2.875
2.556
2.421
23.000
0.000
46.000
46.000
46.000
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6.2 Dynamic test
6.2.1 First test (14th October 2017)
The initial test was conducted with car Bluetooth radio with smart phone
Bluetooth pairing with it. The car travels at the speed of 10km/h. The Bluetooth detector
is unable to detect any passing vehicle.
The possibility of unable to detect:
1. Car Bluetooth radio signal is too weak for the Bluetooth detector to pick up. During
the static test, it already shows that the Bluetooth detector perform poorly with the
car Bluetooth radio.
2. The Bluetooth detector is unable to pick the smart phone Bluetooth signal as certain
brand of smart phone does not allow the smart phone Bluetooth be discoverable
unless entering the option menu.
6.2.2 Second test (22nd October 2017)
The second test is conducted with using a single smart phone Bluetooth
traveling at a fix distance with different speed. Due to the availability of the location,
distance of 20 meters was used for experiment. It will be conducted by enabling the
smart phone Bluetooth as the traveling starts. Figure 14 shows the example of testing
location.

20 meters

Figure 53: Second dynamic test
The smart phone with Bluetooth enable for discover will travel through the fix
distance at different speed with a stop watch recording the time. Average speed will be
calculated with the following Eq.(1).
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑣𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =
− − − 𝐸𝑞. (1)
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
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Table 52: Dynamic test result at 20 meter distance with smart phone Bluetooth enable
Average speed with stopwatch
Average speed with Bluetooth
Time (s)
First time (s) Final time (s)
Second
Second
Distance (m) Second value Speed (m/s) Distance (m)
Duration Speed (m/s) Samples
20
10 69 10.69
1.87
20
32
39
7
2.86
10
20
12 4 12.04
1.66
20
38
49
11
1.82
6
20
14 56 14.56
1.37
20
50
61
11
1.82
14
20
20 22 20.22
0.99
20
41
63
22
0.91
16
20
23 28 23.28
0.86
20
24
42
18
1.11
15
Average speed with stopwatch
Average speed with Bluetooth
Time (s)
First time (s) Final time (s)
Samples
Second
Second
Distance (m) Second value Speed (m/s) Distance (m)
Duration Speed (m/s) Detector 1 Detector 2 total
20
11 16 11.16
1.792
20
25
36
11
1.818
9
1
10
20
13 5 13.05
1.533
20
2
6
4
5.000
6
1
7
20
18 12 18.12
1.104
20
24
37
13
1.538
9
3
12
20
20 78 20.78
0.962
20
34
50
16
1.250
6
4
10
20
23 0 23.00
0.870
20
30
43
13
1.538
15
4
19
20
23 72 23.72
0.843
20
43
62
19
1.053
14
1
15
20
24 88 24.88
0.804
20
3
13
10
2.000
6
0
6
Average speed with stopwatch
Average speed with Bluetooth
Time (s)
First time (s) Final time (s)
Second
Second
Distance (m) Second value Speed (m/s) Distance (m)
Duration Speed (m/s)
20
10 44 10.44
1.92
20
44
50
6
3.33
20
12 32 12.32
1.62
20
54
62
8
2.50
20
14 59 14.59
1.37
20
2
10
8
2.50
20
22 0 22
0.91
20
31
47
16
1.25
20
23 3 23.03
0.87
20
58
78
20
1.00
20
25 94 25.94
0.77
20
15
35
20
1.00
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5
5
4
7
11
7

Samples
Interrupt total
3
8
3
8
4
8
2
9
2
13
10
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Figure 54: Predicted speed vs Actual speed graph
Straight, Red line
Dot, Blue line
Dash dot, Black line
Dash, Green line

Single Bluetooth detector
Two Bluetooth detector
without delay
Two Bluetooth detector
with delay
Ideal line

From Figure 15, it can be observe that at higher speed, the predicted speed is
much faster compare to the actual average speed. From observation, having multiple
Bluetooth detectors does not improve the efficiency of the system from observation.
However, the final conclusion is unable to be made at the moment as more statistical
data require for analysis. Additional factors that will be consider for next dynamic test
are:
1. More samples are require to gather more accurate result (at least 10 samples)
2. Two Bluetooth detectors having possibility of outperforming single Bluetooth
detector when multiple traveling Bluetooth device is present.
3. The testing distance should be more than 20 meters to gather a much accurate
result.
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6.2.3 Third test (4th, 18th, and 22nd October 2017)
The effect of inquiry time increase

Figure 55: The effect of inquiry time increase
From Figure 16 it can be observed that the longer inquiry time allows the
Bluetooth detector to search for devices for a longer period of time which allow the
Bluetooth detector to detect devices as it approaching the maximum detection area (less
sensitive area around 40 meters). From Figure 23, it can be observed that the gradient
AT+INQM=1, 1, 2 (blue line, ‘-.’) is much closer to the ideal line compare to the
AT+INQM=1, 1, 1 (red line, ‘:’).
The impact of having multiple Bluetooth module initiate inquiry process at
different setting

Figure 56: The impact of having multiple Bluetooth module initiate inquiry process at
different setting
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Figure 57: AT+INQM=1, 40, 4 remove extreme data
From Figure 17 it can be observed that AT+INQM=1, 10, 1 (delay by 5000
micro-second) setting has the worst detection. Delaying 5000 micro-second is not
sufficient to allow the two Bluetooth modules avoiding frequency clash.
From Figure 17, AT+INQM=1, 1, 1 (no delay) has the best performance. The
data is collected from earlier experiment with the experiment distance of 20 meters.
However, table also shown that the data is one sided as initiator collected most of the
data. From the observation of the raw data, the initial and final detection is mostly done
by one of the Bluetooth module which is nothing different from the default setting
(single Bluetooth module with AT+INQM=1, 1, 1). In addition, AT+INQM=1, 1, 2
(delay by 2.56 second) produce the similar result as the AT+INQM=1, 1, 1 (no delay).
From Figure 18, AT+INQM=1,40,4 (delay by 2.56 second) have three extreme
data which shown in Table 9. after removing the extreme data, it is found that the setting
can produce a perfect result. The initial detection and final detection is detected by
different Bluetooth module each time.
Table 53: Extreme data from AT+INQM=1, 40, 4 (delay by 2.56 second)
Actual average traveling speed

Predict average traveling speed

1.834

6.154

2.880

10.000

2.963

16.000
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The impact of having multiple Bluetooth inquiry scanners

Figure 58: Impact of multiple Bluetooth inquiry scanners (AT+INQM=1, 1, 1
(Single))

Figure 59: Impact of multiple Bluetooth inquiry scanners (AT+INQM=1, 40, 4 (Delay
by 2.56 second))
From the Figure 19 and Figure 20 is can observe that the setting
AT+INQM=1,40,4 (double Bluetooth module) perform significantly well compare to
AT+IQM=1,1,1 (Single Bluetooth). The delay sufficiently allow two Bluetooth
modules to scan at different frequency train which avoid clash in frequency as both of
the modules initiate inquiry process as the same time.
7 Conclusion
Using Bluetooth for traffic monitoring has certain advantages but the challenges
can be great. The first challenges is the Bluetooth detector scanning range. From the
experiment, the distance not only affected by the Bluetooth class of the detector but
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also the antenna it using. Furthermore, slave Bluetooth class and design can also affect
the detection. Car Bluetooth radio requires a highly sensitive Bluetooth detector to
detect at further distance. From the result, it shows that having multiple Bluetooth
detectors in a node can increase the efficiency of the detection provided that there is no
frequency clash between the two modules. Without proper delay, both Bluetooth
module may sending ID packet at the same frequency channel which is the cause for
frequency clash. In addition, multiple Bluetooth detectors in a node can perform well
when multiple Bluetooth inquiry scanner device is present.
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Abstract
Vibration of high-speed lines leads to annoyance of public and lowering real estate
values near the railway lines. This hinders the development of railway infrastructures
in urbanised areas. This paper investigates the vibration response of an isolated rail
embankment system and modifies the component to better attenuate ground vibration.
Mainly velocity response is used to compare the responses and the applied force is of
20 kN at excitation frequencies of 5.6 Hz and 8.3 Hz. Focus was made on ground-borne
vibration and between the frequency range of 0 and 250 Hz. 3D Numerical model was
made using SolidWork software and frequency response was produced using Harmonic
Analysis module from ANSYS Workbench software. For analytical modelling
MATLAB was used along with Simulink to verify the mathematical model. This paper
also compares the vibration velocity decibels (VdB) of analytical two-degree of
freedom model mathematical model with literature data. Harmonic excitation is used
on the track to simulate the moving load of train. The results showed that modified
analytical model gives the velocity response of 75 VdB at the maximum peak. Changes
brought to the mass and spacing of the sleeper and to the thickness and the
corresponding stiffness for the ballast does not result in significant vibration response.
Limitations of two-degree analytical model is suspected to be the cause of this
inactivity. But resonance vibration can be reduced with the aid of damping coefficient
of rail pad. Statistical analysis methods t-test and ANOVA single factor test was used
verify the values with 95% confidence.
Keywords: Vibration, Rail, Embankments, Analytical model, Numerical model.
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1. Introduction
Rail transportation was a novel mode of transportation created during the enlightened
era of industrial revolution in 18th century [1]. Back then, the trains were driven by coal
powered steam engines which were loud, dirty and puffed out nauseating thick black
smoke. Nevertheless, this mode of transportation was popular among people because,
compared to available alternative modes of transportation, trains had many appealing
benefits. These include regular intervals of travelling to a predetermined location safely
and cheaply. The benefits have increased over the years with technological
advancement in engines which has allowed it to travel much faster and efficiently with
cleaner and more powerful diesel engines
This popularity has been retained, despite remarkable advances in automobile
technology in recent years. Moreover, train usage is raising in urbanised areas across
the world for both developed and developing countries. Abe et al. [2] investigated rail
travel demand in Tokyo from 1950 to 2010 and found that the usage was still increasing,
with more travellers using underground trains nowadays. Also, a study made on the
market competition of the European rail freight trains, which are large cargo trains, by
Laroche et al. [3] similarly found that the market was growing despite high initial startup cost in European Union countries. Furthermore, Chen et al. [4] stated that since the
beginning of 2000, Chinese government has started to build a massive rail system
infrastructure and the effects of this decision has been beneficial to the economy and
livelihood.
Therefore, rail travel is still a booming and essential industry for developed
countries and even greater for developing countries. But despite the advances in
technology, the current railways still have many issues. The most recognisable
problems with the railway are vibration and noise. This paper will focus on the groundborne vibrations which are caused by the movement of the wheel on the track, which
propagates vibration from the track to the surrounding areas. These vibrations can be
an annoyance to humans who live in nearby buildings. This becomes more problematic
in urbanised cities, as Connolly et al. [5] states that, the economical repercussion due
to high vibrations in city areas are more serious as these vibrations can reduce real estate
values and can entirely disrupt the work in sensitive workplaces such as record studios,
tv studios and theatres. The paper states that even though these sensitive buildings are
fewer compared to residential buildings, the high number of reported complaints from
these places shows that there is a direct detriment to the working condition of these
places due to railway lines. It also cites that ground vibration is also a growing concern
in most European countries due to increasing railway lines and soaring frequency of
trips per day.
This research investigates and proposes a modified track embankment to
suppress the vibrations. To achieve that the components of the embankment needs to
be investigated and the influence of the parameters on the vibration needs to be
identified through literature review. Referring to the parameters influence on vibration,
the components will be modified to form a mathematical model. Analytical calculations
using this model will be conducted using MATLAB and numerical calculations using
Finite Element analysis will be made using ANSYS software. The analytical and
numerical calculations are compared with each other and also verified using literature
data.
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1.1 Objectives
Vibration induced by high speed train is a growing urban issue and mitigating
methods needs to be put in place to attenuate the vibrations. Generally, the methods to
lower the effects of vibration can be classified into two, which is active mitigation,
where modification is applied to the railway support and passive mitigation, where
nearby buildings are modified with better vibration damping properties. This paper
focuses on active mitigation as this is the most sought out method in real life [4].
To modify the railway support or embankment, the properties of the
components which makes up the railway embankment is investigated. Next the
properties are altered and the result of that quantified using the research methods of
analytical and numerical modelling.
1. Investigate the parameters which influence ground vibration induced by high
speed lines.
2. To modify the embankment components parameters to achieve greater
vibration suppression.
3. To verify the accuracy of the analytical and numerical modelling with each
other and literature data.
1.2 Literature review

1.2.1 Railway components
A typical rail embankment has basic four components, track, sleeper, rail pad
and ballast (Fig. 1). In addition to these four, external dampers are used in some
railways as well. The track is the steel bar on which the train travels and the sleepers
are orderly arranged blocks of concrete blocks on which the track is placed. Ballast is
the floor which is made from small stones on which the sleeper is placed and half buried
in. The rail pad is the placed on the sleeper and acts as the contact to the track. Dampers
are external damping structures placed on the track and sleeper to absorb vibrations.
The three components to which the parameter changes are made are sleepers, ballast
and dampers.
Track

Sleepers
Ballast

Figure 1. Rail, sleeper and ballast of a railway embankment.
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1.2.2 Types of Vibration
Vibration is a periodically repeating motion. When a train moves on a rail
embankment, different types of vibrations occurs. Abe et al. [6] states that the main
causes for vibration is due to the roughness between the track and the wheel and due to
differing stiffness due to periodically placed sleepers. A vibration caused by this sleeper
placement is called the pinned-pinned resonance and it occurs when the vibration
wavelength is same as the sleeper spacing [7]. Static loading on the track also causes
vibration and in Auresh et al [8] it is modelled as a quasi-static load as the load is moved
along the track. But it is the wheel/track irregularities which causes most significant
vibrations. Nielsen et al [9], investigates the effect on the track as the wheel becomes
more flattened due to skidding and grinding. The results showed that the level of ground
vibration was much higher for trains with flattened wheels.
1.2.3 Selected parameters
For sleeper, the parameters selected are spacing between sleepers and its mass.
Abe et al. [6] states that by reducing the spacing the pinned-pinned vibration can be
reduced. It also a study by Dwight et al. [10] found that mass of the sleeper effects the
wave frequencies of the track. The dimension of the sleeper is also investigated because
changing the height decreases the bending movement as stated by Kollo et al. [11] and
this could influence the vibration as well.
Thickness and stiffness is selected for the ballast as these two parameters can
be easily altered by increasing the height by adding more stones and by changing the
stiffness by altering the size of the stone. Benedetto et al. [12] investigated the response
of a rubber mixed ballast which would have low stiffness and the results should increase
in vibration in low frequency bands of 10 - 30 Hz. Zhang et al. [13] found that the
increase in thickness, decreases particle velocity. This would decrease the vibration
levels as well.
The influence of rail pad on the vibration and flexural modes of the sleeper was

investigated by Kaewunruen et al. [14] with results showing a relation between the rail
pad stiffness and the bending mode with generally high stiffness of rail pad, reducing
translation and rotational modes. Results also showed that most damage occurs to the
sleepers in the resonant frequencies due to the modes of vibration. It is also cited in Abe
et al. [6] that the stiffness reduction of the rail pads can influence a lower vibration on
the rail system. This component is a focus of this paper due to the ease of adjustability.
Changing the rail pad is economically viable compared to changing larger components
such as track, sleeper and ballast. Furthermore stiffness and damping are the only
variable parameter available for this component since changes to the dimension and
mass are limited by the track and sleeper dimensions.
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2. Modelling Methodology
2.1 One-dimensional Analytical model and Harmonic excitation
The literature review showed that the type of model used for study reflected the
objectives of that study. For example, Zhang et al. [15] used two-dimensional analytical
model as the effect of one unsupported sleeper on the other sleeper is required to be
known. For investigation into wheel and track interactions as in the case of Ferrara et
al. [16] where a new numerical model to simulate the wheel/track irregularity vibrations
is presented and in the case of Nielsen et al. [9] where the vibration and the force
impacts caused by damaged wheels are investigates, a non-linear Hertzian theory is
used would also mean a two-dimensional calculation. As for Dwight et al. [10] which
compares the Timoshenko continuous beam theory with semi-analytical finite element
(SAFE) calculations uses three-dimensional modelling as the lateral in addition to
vertical movement of the beam in investigated.
To comply with the objectives of this study, the model uses a one-dimensional
model as the effects of direct harmonic load is investigated. Harmonic forces are useful
for the investigation as they are continuously applied forces which stimulates the effects
of a moving wheel and the consequent stiffness variation in addition to allowing easier
understanding of resonances or parametric excitations which provides the maximum
values [8]. These extremes are useful to gauge the effectiveness of parameter changes.
Therefore, for this study series of increasing degrees of freedom models up to
three degrees of freedom are formed using spring, mass and damping blocks. Only one
side of the rail track is used, hence the mass of the ballast and sleeper and excitation
force are halved. Further changes to the model are made based on the properties of the
components

2.1 Properties of Embankment Components
The important three components are the mass, damping and stiffness of the components.
While mass is an easy property to determine, stiffness and damping are more
challenging. Damping of materials is very difficult to discern unless by experimentation
[18] and while the stiffness of a component might be simpler in comparison, stiffness
changes with the dimension of the component. This is challenging for the ballast where
a small volume is required to be isolated to study the effects of vibration. The effort
was simplified with the analytical data from
Ferrara et al. [16] and Zhai et al. [19].
Table 1. shows the properties of different components. The data is taken from sources
which has similarity to parameters which is studied in this research. This includes highspeed trains at least 100 km/s of speed, concrete sleeper and at-grade railways (not
underground subways or LRTs).
To calculate the stiffness the ground directly below the sleeper is taken in to
account in a diverging geometry similar to a trapezoid [19]. This geometry takes in
account of the load distribution. Stiffness is calculated by the formula provided by
Ferrara et al [16].
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𝑘=

2(𝑙−𝑏) tan ∅
ln[

𝑙(2ℎ×𝑡𝑎𝑛∅+𝑏)
]
𝑏(2ℎ×𝑡𝑎𝑛∅+𝑙)

×𝐸

(1)

Table 1. Data for the components
Component

Property

Value

Units

Rail track

Mass

51

kg/m

Length

850

mm

Young Modulus

207 [16]

GPa

Stiffness

20 – 3500 [14]

MN/n

Damping coefficient

15 [9], 20 [14] 75 [19]

Ns/m

Size

148 × 180 × 10 [20]

mm

Mass (half)

150 [21, 19]

kg

Spacing

600 [6, 10]

mm

Dimension

1250 × 250 × 200 [8]

mm

Poisson Ratio

0.15 [8]

Density

2500 [8], 2750 [15]

kg/m3

Stiffness

280.4

MN/m

Damping coefficient

132 [9], 165 [15] 58.8 [19],

kNs/m

Modulus of Elasticity

0.11 [19]

GPa

Thickness

300* (200 mm subballast) [21]

mm

Angle

35 [19]

degree

Rail pad

Sleeper

Ballast

3.1 Properties of Embankment Components
The excitation force is the axle load placed on the track from the wheels of the train.
This force is not the weight or the static load of the train itself, but the downward force
on the track due to the movement of train. In fact, axle load of a train changes with the
speed of the train [8]. Similarly to the embankment properties, the axial force should
also match with the experimental excitation. The type of train from which the
measurements were taken by Connolly et al. [21] is a high-speed TGV Reseau (TGV),
train which operates at an average speed of 294.7 km/h or 81.89 m/s. The axle load on
the track only increases up to a certain speed and from then onwards the axial load
decreases [8]. Therefore, fast trains such as Sweden’s X2000 train which operates at
200 km/h [22] had a lower axial load of 18.25 kN than Spain’s Talgo train which
operates at 160 km/h [23] had a maximum axle load of 75 kN. As the axial load of TGV
was not provide, an axle load of 20 kN is selected as this value is closer to the axle load
of X2000.
The excitation frequency is selected to be 5.6 Hz and 8.3 Hz for speed of 200 km/h and
300 km/h respectively. This is for an axle distance of 10 m.
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3.4 Analytical model using One, Two and Three Degrees of Freedom

The equation of motion for a single degree mass with damping and stiffness is given by
Eq. 2 and the harmonic excitation by Eq. 3. [24]
𝑚 𝑇 𝑥̈ + 𝑐𝑒𝑞 𝑥̇ + 𝑘𝑒𝑞 𝑥 = 0
𝐹 cos(𝜔𝑡)

(2)
(3)

Where, 𝑚 𝑇 is the mass. 𝑥̈ is the acceleration. 𝑐𝑒𝑞 is the equivalent damping of the
system. 𝑥̇ is the velocity. 𝑘𝑒𝑞 is the equivalent stiffness of the system and 𝑥 is the
displacement. For the Eq. 2 the force is represented by F and 𝜔 is the driving frequency
and t is time.
The amplitude of the steady force response is given by the Eq. 4 and the phase,
𝜑 is given by the Eq. (3.6).
𝐹

𝑋=

(4)

2

√[(𝑘𝑒𝑞 −𝑚𝑇 𝜔2 ) +(𝑐𝑒𝑞 𝜔)2 ]
2𝜏𝜔 𝜔

𝑛
𝜑 = tan−1 ( 𝜔2 −𝜔
)

(5)

𝑛

Where, 𝜏 is the damping ratio.
The Eqs. 4 and 5 are used to find the harmonic response of the system. Eq. 6
shows the final form of the equation. The homogenous or transient response is not
included as the motion begins from zero initial velocity and displacement, therefore
these responses will be zero.
𝑥(𝑡) = 𝑋 sin(𝜔𝑡 − 𝜑)

(6)

The analytical model is also verified using MATLAB Simulink model shown
in (Fig 3). The results from Eq. 6 is verified by the Simulink model which is a second
order model calculated using ordinary differential equation of Dormand-Prince method.
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Figure 3 Simulink model for harmonic excitation for a spring damper system
Multi-degree of freedom models is more complicated than one degree of
freedom as each mass are coupled with the subsequent masses. Therefore, decoupling
is required to measure the individual response of the mass. Eq. 7 and Eq. 8 shows that
general two-degree and three-degree of freedom system under harmonic force.
[

𝑚1
0

𝑚1
[0
0

0 𝑥̈ 1
]{ } +
𝑚2 𝑥̈ 2
𝑘 + 𝑘2
[ 1
−𝑘2

𝑐 + 𝑐 −𝑐 𝑥̇
[ 1−𝑐 2 𝑐 2 ] { 1 } +
𝑥̇ 2
2
2
−𝑘2 𝑥1
1
] { } = { } 𝐹𝑒 𝑖𝜔𝑡
𝑘2 𝑥2
0

(7)

0
0 𝑥̈ 1
𝑥̇ 1
𝑐1 + 𝑐2
−𝑐2
0
𝑐2 + 𝑐3 −𝑐3 ] {𝑥̇ 2 } +
𝑚2 0 ] {𝑥̈ 2 } + [ −𝑐2
0
−𝑐3
𝑐3 𝑥̇ 3
0 𝑚3 𝑥̈ 3
𝑥1
𝑘1 + 𝑘2
−𝑘2
0
1
𝑘2 + 𝑘3 −𝑘3 ] {𝑥2 } = {0} 𝐹 cos 𝜔𝑡
[ −𝑘2
0
−𝑘3
𝑘3 𝑥3
0

(8)

Beginning from three-degree of freedom, Eq. 8 shows the general system of
(Fig. 4). The masses from top to bottom with the subscript 1,2 and 3 are of track, sleeper
and ballast. The stiffness and damping coefficient of subscript 1 are of the rail pad, then
for the ballast for subscript 2 and 3. As the force is applied on the track, only the first
matrix for force is placed by a harmonic excitation while the rest are zero.
For the two-degree of freedom, in Eq. 7 the mass (𝑚1 ) combines the mass of
track and the sleeper. Also stiffness and the damping are for the rail pad and for ballast.
The property of ballast is not duplicated as in the three-degree of freedom equation.

m1
c1

k1
m2

c2

k2
m3

c3

k3

Figure 4. Three degree of freedom system
Two separate methods have been used for the solving Eq. 7 and Eq. 8. For twodegree of freedom system, mechanical impedance Z(i𝜔) is used to find the response for
the two-degree of freedom displacement, velocity and acceleration as shown in Eq. 9 –
3. 14. For
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𝑥1 (𝑡) = 𝑋1 𝑒 𝑖𝜔𝑡
𝑥2 (𝑡) = 𝑋2 𝑒 𝑖𝜔𝑡

(9)
(10)

Eqs. 9 and 10 are steady state displacement solution for the amplitudes 𝑋1 and
𝑋2 with the forcing frequency of 𝜔. The values for the amplitudes are obtained from
the mechanical impedance Eqs. 12 and 12.
𝑍𝑟𝑠 (𝑖𝜔) = −𝜔2 𝑚𝑟𝑠 + 𝑖𝜔𝑟𝑠 + 𝑘𝑟𝑠

(12)

The subscript 𝑟𝑠 corresponds to the location of the property in the matrices in Eq. 7.
𝑍22 (𝑖𝜔)𝐹10
2
11 (𝑖𝜔)𝑍22 (𝑖𝜔)−𝑍12 (𝑖𝜔)

𝑋1 = 𝑍

(13)

−𝑍12 (𝑖𝜔)𝐹10
2
11 (𝑖𝜔)𝑍22 (𝑖𝜔)−𝑍12 (𝑖𝜔)

𝑋2 = 𝑍

(14)

But substituting the values of 𝑋1 and 𝑋2 to Eqs. 9 and 10, the displacement due to force
can be calculated. To find the velocity and the acceleration the Eqs. 9 and 10 are
differentiated once for velocity and twice for acceleration.
An easier route has been taken for three-degree of freedom equation by using
MATHLAB ordinary differential equation 23 for calculation. Appendix A shows the
differential equations used where the three equations from the matric in Eq. 8 is set as
six first order differential equations.
Another important formula for quantifying the level of vibration is decibels formula Eq.
15. Decibels helps to standardise results so that it can be compared with data from other
sources [25].

𝐿𝑣 = 20 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝑣

𝑣

𝑟𝑒𝑓

)

(15)

Lv is the velocity level represented in decibels and 𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the reference velocity. This
velocity is an accepted value for reference agencies such as International Organisation
for Standardisation (ISO) and Federal Transit Administration (FTA). The value used in
this paper is 2.54 × 10−8 𝑚/𝑠 which is the value used by the FTA [25].

3.5 Numerical modelling
Similarly, to the analytical model, the numerical model uses a single track,
sleeper and ballast (Fig. 5). But in addition to the analytical modelling a rail pad is
modelled and placed as well. Furthermore, the ballast was modelled in a trapezoid
geometry for model A and model B uses two sleepers to test the response due to varying
the sleeper distance. The components where modelled from SOLIDWORK and was
imported to ANSYS Workbench. The bodies were given the material properties and
then Harmonic Response module was selected to apply a force of 10000N on the track
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surface. The boundary condition is set as frictionless support and the frequency range
is selected from 0 to 250 Hz with 10 Hz increment. Same properties from Table. 1 is
used for the material data.

Figure 5: One sleeper model A

Figure 6. Numerical model of the track, sleeper and ballast with the force being
applied to the track in negative y-direction.

Table 2. Mesh Property of Model A and B
Mesh Property
Element size
Meshing Method
Number of Elements
Element Quality

Model A, one sleeper
For track 0.01 m
Rest of the body Automatic
Hexagonal
61714
0.955
366

Model B, two sleepers
For track 0.01 m
Rest of the body Automatic
Hexagonal
1339267
0.962
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Skewness

0.0574

0.0486

3. Results and Discussion of Analytical and Numerical Modelling
The analytical model is done using formulas and calculations. Therefore, an error
might occur in the calculations which might offset the results. To verify that there is no
such error, Simulink model is made to calculate the harmonic motion of a second order
differential equation. The results showed that there is observable correlation and this is
statistically proven with the Table .3 Pearson correlation, which indicates strong
relation between the two means as the value is close to value one, and the value of the
statistical test, 0.9733 is very close to one. Furthermore the t-critical is much higher
than the t-statistical value, hence there is 95% confidence that the mean is similar.
There are many disadvantages of using the one-degree of freedom as the effects
of individual components properties cannot be discussed as the total and equivalent
values are used. Therefore, the second-degree of freedom model from Eqs. 9 and 10 are
used to provide the results. The results are formed with velocity response for two
masses. The first mass is the total mass of track and sleeper and the second mass is that
of the ballast. These results are also given in frequency domain as well to compare with
the numerical results for harmonic excitation. The three-degree of freedom is not used
because second-degree od freedom model is easier to convert to velocity response and
the mass of track and sleeper is not large compared to ballast, so they can be combined.

Track-Sleeper Frequency Response

20
18

Numerical

16

Analytical

14

Velocity (m/s)

12
10

8
6
4
2
0
0

50

100

150
Frequency (Hz)

200

250

Figure 8. velocity frequency of numerical and analytical second-degree freedom model
for track- sleeper
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Ballast Frequency Response

1.2

Analytical

1

Velocity (m/s)

0.8

0.6
0.4
0.2

0
0

50

100

150
Frequency (Hz)

200

250

Figure 9. velocity frequency of numerical and analytical second-degree freedom model
for ballast

While the visual comparison between the numerical and the analytical model
(Fig. 8 and 10) might seem apparent because of the peaks, the lower values remain close
to each other for both figures. Provides 95% confidence that the means are the same for
both of the models. The t-statistical is lower than the t-critical for both the tests but the
Pearson Correlation is low. This means that while correlation is not very high the means
are nevertheless same. The peaks for numerical model is at 100 Hz and for analytical
at 40 and 250 Hz The modal simulation using ANSYS Workbench modal analysis
module shows that at 100 Hz the natural frequency of the rail pad is reached (Fig 10).
This causes the high vibration response. Therefore, the excitation frequency must not
reach this 100 Hz while using the rail pad with this particular stiffness form Table .1 of
20 MN/m.
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Table 3. Paired Two Sample for Means t-test for Analytical and Simulink results
Simulink

Analytical

Mean

1.48E-05

7.56E-06

Variance

1.44E-07

1.82E-07

21

21

Observations

Pearson Correlation

0.973328

Hypothesized Mean Difference

0

Degree of Freedom

20

t Stat

0.317091

P(T<=t) two-tail

0.754461

t Critical two-tail

0.686954

Figure 10. modal analysis for numerical Model A using modal analysis.
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Figure 11. Model used to study the vibration response to different sleeper spacing
Numerical model to investigate the relation between acceleration response due
to sleeper distances of 50, 60 and 70 cm was simulated using the (Fig. 11) model. The
results provided in Appendix B gave insufficient difference to the response. This is
validated using ANOVA test in Table 4.5 where the F-critical 3.12 is greater than Fstatistics of 1.88. The reason for using ANOVA is that means of three sets needed to be
compared.

Table 5. Show the summary of variance of the sleeper spacing and the F-test
SUMMARY
Groups

Count

50cm

25

60cm

25

70cm

25

ANOVA
Source of
Variation
Between
Groups
Within Groups

SS
787.201
8
15052.9
9

Total

15840.1
9

Sum
14.2498
3
208.695
4
77.3659
9

df
2
72

Average Variance
0.56999 0.80595
3
1
8.34781 578.390
5
1
48.0116
3.09464
5

MS
393.600
9
209.069
2

74

370

F
1.88263
4

P-value
0.15960
4

F crit
3.12390
7
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Vibration velocity levels compared with Analytical and Literature data
100
90

Velocity level (VdB)

80
70
60
50

40
30
20
10
0
0
Analytical Data

1

2

3

Time (s)

Experimental Literature Data [10]

4

5

65 VdB

75 VdB

6
85 VdB

Figure 12. Actual literature data compared with analytical data with benchmarking of
65 VdB, 75 VdB and 85 VdB
It was found out by analytical calculations that rail pad stiffness produces high
response on the vibration of the system. Therefore, using Matlab, the lowest possible
value of vibration was produced with the provided pad stiffness from Table 3.2. The as
the stiffness increases the vibration of the system decreased. Therefore, the highest
stiffness value of 3500 MN/m value was used. This material corresponds to high density
Ethylene vinyl acetate polymer (EVA) [14]. The maximum value from the analytical
data was compared for the frequency using alternatively 5.6 and 8.3 Hz. As 8.3 Hz had
higher magnitudes it was selected.
The lowest analytical vibration response was then converted to velocity decibels
which has the reference value of 2.54 × 10−8 m/s [25] to make it easier to compare
with the benchmark values. The three dashed lines of values 65, 75 and 85 VdB (Fig.
12) is the three bands of vibration levels which will be felt by humans with the intensity
increasing with the values. This is stated in the “Transit Noise and Vibration Impact
Assessment”, released by American Federal Transit Administration (FTA) [25], that
while 65 VdB is barely precipitable for humans and 75 VdB can be annoying for some,
at 85 VdB people will find this level disruptive and is acceptable if only infrequent
amount of trips.
Changes to the rail pad stiffness is effective for suppressing vibrations (Fig. 12). This
statistically proven with ANOVA single factor test of 95% confidence in Table 4.4 as
the F-statistical values of 8.47 larger than 3.95 F-critical. ANOVA single factor was
used due to the difference in count for the results.
Table 6. Show the summary of variance of the analytical and literature data and the
F-test
SUMMARY
Varianc
Groups
Count
Sum
Average
e
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Analytical
Data

61

Literature Data

29

ANOVA
Source of
Variation
Between
Groups

SS

3976.86
2
2181.41
2

65.1944
6
75.2211
2

211.733
8
278.957
6

df

MS

F
8.47641
8

Within Groups

1976.05
20514.8
4

1
88

Total

22490.8
9

89

1976.05
233.123
2

P-value
0.00455
8

F crit
3.94932
1

5. Conclusions
In this study, a simplified analytical model and a numerical model is made to
understand the vibration response due to a train load which is simulated by harmonic
excitation. The numerical modelling showed that a resonance does occur 100 Hz range
which belongs to the rail pad. List of components of the rail embankment has been
reviewed using journal articles and their vibration influencing parameters in addition to
their other properties have been complied and refined to make sure they meet the scope
of the project. Then analytical and numerical models where created using ANSYS and
Matlab for numerical and analytical respectively. A model very closed to the actual
literature data was made and the vibration was supressed by increasing the rail pad
stiffness. Comparison between the modified analytical model gives the velocity
response of 75 VdB as the maximum peak.

Two-dimensional modelling is required to investigate more complex vibrations
and also take in the influence of geometry of the components such as sleeper spacing.
Also scope of the project needs to be more focused on particular train or trains from
certain region, as different regions uses different types of trains and embankment. Most
importantly an acoustic assessment is required to understand the noise generated under
the new rail pad stiffness. If the stiffness had worsened the noise, other methods needs
to be explored such as using external dampers.
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Abstract
Vertical vanes of room air-conditioners are used to control and direct cold air. This
research aims to study vertical vane as part of parameters that affect the efficiency of
dissipating cold air to a given space. Next, the research study will continue to analyse
and optimise the vertical vane geometry for lower production cost using CFD. The
optimised geometry of the vertical vane should have the same or increased efficiency
of dissipating cold air and have lesser mass compared to the existing original design. In
this research, the existing original design of vertical vane is simplified and analysed by
using ANSYS Fluent ver. 18. 15º and 30º rotation of vertical vane inside room airconditioner are simulated in order to calculate the efficiency of wind direction.
Efficiency of wind direction is define as how accurate the direction of airflow coming
out from vertical vane. The efficiency of wind direction for 15º rotation of vertical vane
is 57.81 % while efficiency of wind direction for 30º rotation of vertical vane is 47.54 %.
The result of the efficiency of wind direction are used as base reference for parameter.
The parameter studies for optimisation of vertical vane are focused at length of long
span, tip chord and short span. The best configuration of design of vertical vane is
determined in analysis of parameter studies.
Keywords: Air-conditioners, CFD, Geometry Optimisation, Vertical Vane,
Efficiency, Dissipating cold air
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1. Introduction
Vertical vane is part of air-conditioners that can set horizontal air flow direction
to left or right. Currently, vertical vane is rarely been studied as part of parameters that
affect the efficiency of dissipating cold air to a given space. Most studies and researches
have been done on horizontal louver’s parameters that will affect the performance of
air-conditioners. However, the studies that investigate the horizontal louvers can be
used as reference for vertical vanes since the boundary conditions for both are the same
in CFD simulation. With the assist of CFD software, geometries changes of vertical
vane can be analysed without wasting money to manufacture it [1]. Moreover, CFD
software can save time by simulating the case study instead of conducting physical
testing with equipment such as wind tunnel. Panasonic is one of the companies that
concern about any improvement can be made from design of vertical vane.
Nakanishi et al. [8] investigate the air flow passing through louver. The change
of louver angle that cause pressure is studied. Three different louver model respectively
with louver angle of 45º, 35º and 25º were tested. Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV)
and smoke wire methods have been conducted to visualise the pattern and velocity of
airflow. After that, CFD++ software is used to simulate the result. The result of
experiment and CFD were compared where the compressible Navier-Stokes equation
and k-turbulence model are used in CFD simulation. The CFD could have good
agreement with the experimental result from LDV and smoke wire methods. It is
concluded that the larger the louver angle, the larger the vortexes. The velocity of
airflow is increased due to the narrowed flow path by large vortexes. As a result, the
pressure loss is increased with larger louver angle.
A similar study from Noh et al. [3] was conducted which was based on the
research of Nakanishi et al [2]. This research investigates how the shape of airfoil and
flat louver affect the pressure drop across weather hood. Moreover, different angles of
attack which were 25º, 35º and 45º were studied at both shape and flat louvers. The
numerical method was conducted by using SolidWorks Flow Simulation software.
Since the inlet velocity of airflow did not reach 0.3 Ma (Mach number), incompressible
flow was applied [4]. Incompressible flow was applied and standard k- turbulence
model were used in CFD simulation. It is concluded that higher louver angle will induce
greater pressure drop due to the increase in velocity of airflow. Other than that, airfoil
louvers show less pressure drop compared to the flat louvers. In result, airfoil louvers
with louver angle of 25º contributed the lowest pressure drop compared to flat louvers
and other louver angles.
CFD used as reliable tool to predict the indoor airflow in recent years [5-8]. For
instance, Karimipanah et al. [6] conducted several times of researches about the indoor
air quality and comfort conditions in classroom. The initiative of investigating indoor
air quality is due to the reason of caring the pupil’s health and those children who have
allergy or asthma. In this research, Karimipanah has compared result calculated by
RNG (Re-Normalisation Group) turbulence model and standard k- turbulence model
respectively with measured result. It is concluded that RNG turbulence model can
simulate velocity of airflow with higher agreement with measured result. In contrast,
standard k- turbulence model shows better capability of predicting the temperature
distribution over the classroom compared to RNG turbulence model. This research
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gives a good idea of choosing suitable turbulence model to get desired simulation result
which is approximated to measured result closely.
S. Sadrizadeh [9] has done a very detail study about different type of turbulence
models applied for indoor airflow prediction. There is nine type of turbulence models
are analysed and validated with the experimental result. The experiment is carried out
in a box-shaped wind tunnel. A mannequin was built to model a people sitting inside a
room (wind tunnel). The locations of measured temperature and velocity were at both
front of and behind the mannequin. Most of the Reynolds averaged Navier-Strokes
approach (RANS) were selected to apply in the CFD simulation in this study. RNG k(Re-normalisation Group)is the best prediction of velocity of airflow out of RANS
turbulence models.
This research aims to analyse and optimise the geometry of the vertical vane in
order to minimise its mass for lower production cost. Besides that, optimising geometry
of vertical vane shall not bring negative impact to the performance and efficiency.
Firstly, the method of defining the efficiency for simplified vertical vane is studied and
analysed. Next, different geometries and dimensions of vertical vane will be analysed
using ANSYS Fluent ver. 18 (CFD software) for a given set of flow conditions. The
research process will be follow by optimisation to select the vertical vane shape which
should have same efficiency of dissipating cold air compared to the existing original
vertical vane.
2. Research Methodology
The method of doing numerical analysis of vertical vane is written and
explained in this section. Besides that, the calculation of efficiency for vertical vane is
defined. The study part of vertical vane has been provided [10].
2.1 3D CAD Modelling
The geometry of existing original design of vertical vane is studied and the
assumptions of 3D CAD modelling is made for geometry clean-up. The simplified
vertical vane is drawn by using SolidWorks ver. 2016. The existing original design and
simplified vertical vane is shown in Fig 1. The simplified vertical vane is redrawn based
on a few assumptions made.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1. Vertical vane (a) existing original design (b) simplified
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Firstly, the tip of vertical vane where it attached to air-conditioner is assumed
no air flow into the hole. The reason is the tip part will later be locked with a nut and
the volume will be filled after assembly. Thus, the tip of vertical vane is simplified to
have filled volume. Besides that, the hook of vertical vane where the connecting bar
attached to is simplified to become fillet instead of having irregular shape of hook.
Changing the geometry of hook will not affect the air flow that much but it helps to
reduce complexity of geometry in CFD simulation afterward. The circumference length
of simplified vertical vane follows exactly the dimension of existing original design.
For the upper surface of vertical vane, it is simplified to have same thickness as lower
surface. The reason is the thickness of vertical vane contributes very small effect to
velocity of air flow.
2.2 Numerical Modelling
2.2.1 Geometry modelling
Geometry model for CFD is based on a condition that air-conditioner is installed
in a 6 m × 5 m × 3.5 m of room. Usually, the fluid domain should build with 5 meter
square base with height of 3.5 m for this model. However, back flow of air is not the
outcome that wanted to focus in simulation. Thus, the fluid domain drawn for this
model is much bigger than size of the room. It can increase the accuracy of simulated
result. Shell of room air-conditioner is drawn and vertical vanes are placed inside the
shell. Following by that, a half sphere shape of fluid domain is drawn and shown in Fig
2. The half sphere is drawn with 10 m diameter.

Inle
t
Wall
Outlet

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) The half sphere of fluid domain and (b) location of vertical vane in
transparent view
Two different rotations of simplified vertical vane are studied. First case is to
simulate the 0º of vertical vane in Fig 3 (a) and the second case is to simulate the 30º
angle of vertical vane in Fig 3 (b). The case of 0º angle of vertical vane is used as base
reference for meshing size. The 30º is the maximum rotation that allow to rotate for the
product of room air-conditioner.
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Figure 3. Rotation of simplified vertical vane (a) 0º (b) 15º (c) 30º
2.2.2 Meshing generation
The mesh quality of model is very important as it will affect the accuracy of
solution generated in post-processing. First of all, unstructured type of mesh is applied
for this model as the fluid domain has complicated geometry of vertical vane. By
choosing the unstructured mesh, the meshing quality is improved and the computing
time is also increased to solve for simulation [7].
Tetrahedral type of meshing element is selected due to the fillets and curvatures
of vertical vanes and enclosed domain. After that, the edge sizing is added to shell of
room air-conditioner. It is to increase the number of mesh element, so the velocity of
air flow is captured with more accurate result. Moreover, inflation is added to the
surfaces that bounded to the air flow inlet. The first layer thickness of 0.000643 m with
1.1 growth rate is set for the inflation. It is to ensure that the boundary layer effect is
captured. The first layer of thickness is calculated based on the wall Y+ value of 30.
The air flow that inside the boundary layer is named as viscous flow as it will form no
slip condition where velocity of air flow equal to zero. Lastly, face meshing is added to
the shell of room air-conditioner. It helps to organise the element equally over the
surfaces.
However, meshing setup for 15º is slightly different from that that. In order to
reach the better convergence during post-processing, another inflation is added to the
surfaces of vertical vanes. When the vertical vane is rotated to 15º angle, it will cause
more turbulent energy. Thus, mesh refinement is required to do for the surface of
vertical vane. The meshing of model is shown in Fig 4.
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Figure 4. The meshing of CFD model
Although the meshing method applied to 15º angle of simplified vertical vane
is not same as 0º angle of simplified vertical vane, it does not affect the selection of
using same mesh size because meshing size is independent of grid refinement [7].
Hence, the meshing size will use the same after the grid independence.
2.2.3 Grid Independence analysis
Three level of meshing size is classified into coarse, medium and fine with
respectively 0.008 m, 0.004 m and 0.002 m sizing. The purpose of doing grid
independence analysis is to determine the maximum mesh size that can produce the
same result as the smallest mesh size. The smallest mesh size for this model is 0.002 m
as the element quality doesn’t increase more after this value. The minimum growth rate
for this mesh size is 1.7. Any value below 1.7 growth rate costs high increase in
computing time of solving result. The advantage of doing grid independence analysis
will save time on solving solution during post-processing.
As mentioned previously, 0º angle of vertical vane is used as base reference.
The following result presented in table is the result of base reference. From the result
of Table 1, it is not enough data to judge which mesh size to use. As the outlet velocity
is the main focus in this study, the velocity of air flow should be measured and do
comparison between these three different mesh size.

Level

Sizing
(m)

Coarse

0.008

Medium

0.004

Fine

0.002

Table 1. Result of different mesh size
Growth Meshing
Node
Elements
rate
Quality
1.15
0.80003 733666 3140164
1.17
0.79756 717586 3044681
1.15
0.80015 733224 3137247
1.17
0.79718 717363 3043687
1.15
0.79992 733761 3140411
1.17
0.79729 717637 3043217

2.2.4 Numerical Setup
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Iteration
1408
597
2154
831
> 4000
770

Time
(hours)
1.7
0.6
2.6
1.0
>10
0.9
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RNG k- turbulent model is derived from instantaneous Navier-Stokes
equations or renormalization group which is using statistical technique. RNG k-
turbulent is applied to the CFD model because it has been proved to have good
prediction for velocity of airflow at indoor environment. [6, 8]. Next, standard wall
function is used for this conditions. For the outlet surface, it is defined as pressure outlet.
Lastly, the boundary conditions that have been set in ANSYS Fluent ver. 18 are
shown in Table 2. Since the inlet velocity is 5.8 m/s which is less than the 0.3 Ma (Mach
number), incompressible flow is applied. On the other hands, the volume of simplified
vertical vane is 2.4 X 10-6 m3. This information is important to check whether the new
design of vertical vane is minimised or not as compared to the simplified vertical vane.
Table 2. Boundary setting for CFD setup
Inlet
velocity
(m/s)
5.8

Temperatur
e (ºC)

Density of air
(kg/m3)

Kinematic
viscosity

Viscosity of air
(kg/ms)

20

1.205

1.511E-05

1.82076

2.2.5 Assumptions
The assumptions of this research’s study have been made as following
statements:
1. The velocity inlet for the room air-conditioner is uniform and constant at the
inlet surface.
2. The temperature of room which is the enclose domain is constant.
3. No backflow is occurred at the end of wall surface (outlet).
2.2.6 Calculation
The method of analysing simplified vertical vane will be defined by calculating
the distance of how far the airflow can be achieved. First of all, any velocity of airflow
that is below 0.25 m/s in velocity contours is considered no wind according to the
standard requirement from Panasonic. From this point, the distance where the velocity
of airflow is higher than and equal to 0.25 m/s will be taken into calculation.
Furthermore, simulation result of different angle of vertical vane is analysed for
efficiency of how accurate the direction of airflow coming out from vertical vane. The
distance where velocity of airflow is equal to and higher than 0.25 m/s in Z axis is taken
into calculation by applying Trigonometry method. For distance X, it is measured 2 m
away from the room air-conditioner. For the measured line of starting point will be
located at 1.13 m (Y axis) below the room air-conditioner. The calculation of angle of
wind is illustrated in Fig 5.
tan 𝜃𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 =

𝑚
𝑠
𝑚
ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛 0.25 𝑠 )

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑍 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 (𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑜 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛 0.25 )
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑋 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 (𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑜 𝑎𝑛𝑑

(1)

The efficient of wind direction is defined as equation below.
𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝜃𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑
𝜃𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑒
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Where 𝜃𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 is the angle of wind in simulation and 𝜃𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑒 is the angle of
rotation of vertical vane inside room air-conditioner.

Figure 5. Calculation of angle of wind
The equation of efficiency of wind direction is used to define the efficiency of
dissipating cold air. It can be applied as long as the location line is within the pathway
of airflow in simulation result. In order to make the efficiency of wind direction is
comparable with different angles and new designs of vertical vane, the location of
measured line is fixed for all case. The location of measured line that determine the
velocity of airflow from starting point to ending point is shown in Table 3.

Location
Starting point
Ending point

Table 3. Distance from datum line
X-axis (m)
Y- axis (m)
2
-1.13
2
-1.13

Z-axis (m)
0
-1.5

3. Result and Discussion
3.1 Grid Independence Analysis
The result of 0º angle of vertical vane simulated from 0.002 m, 0.004 m and
0.008 m mesh size is analysed. The velocity of airflow along the boundary edge and
line 1 are measured. The measured location is shown in Fig 6 and the graph of velocity
against the location is plotted in Fig 7. Observing the graph from Fig 7, the fine mesh
size has higher velocity along the boundary edge as compared to medium and coarse
mesh size. However, the velocity result generated by medium mesh size is more
reasonable. The reason is the velocity at the middle of boundary edge reached uniform
velocity of airflow where this location has big spacing between each vertical vane. Thus,
the velocity of airflow is expected to have higher velocity compared to other location.
Besides that, the velocity of airflow is almost symmetrical. The medium mesh size can
be chosen as constant variable for meshing setting.
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Boundary
edge

Line 1

Figure 6. Location of boundary edge and line 1

Figure 7. Graph of velocity against location of point for different mesh size
In additions, the trend line of medium mesh has the same behaviour as the fine
mesh in Fig 8. For the coase mesh, it only has same pattern of trend line at left side of
line 1. Hence, the grid independence analysis is done and the medium mesh which is
0.004 m is used as constant mesh size to all case studies. Lastly, the growth rate of 1.7
is selected as constant variable since its result is almost same as result generated with
1.5 growth rate.
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Figure 8. Graph of velocity against location of point for different mesh size
3.2 Efficiency of Wind Direction
The velocity streamline of 15º and 30º of vertical vane is plotted in Fig 9.
Besides that, the result of efficiency of wind direction is calculated and shown in Table
4. Comparing efficiency of wind direction of 15º and 30º of vertical vane, it can be
concluded that the efficiency of wind direction is decreased as the angle of vertical vane
increased. This result explained the reason why the angle of vertical vane of this room
air-conditioner has been set a limit to rotate. The higher the angle of vertical vane to
rotate, the lesser the efficiency of wind direction and dissipating cold air. These result
will used as based reference in order to check whether new designs of vertical vane has
made improvement on it.

Measure
d line

Measure
d line

(a)
(b)
Figure 9. Velocity streamline of vertical vane (a) 15º and (b) 30º
Angle of rotation of
vertical vane (º)
15
30

Table 4. Efficiency of wind direction
Distance Distance Angle of
Z (m)
X (m)
wind (º)
0.30503
2.00000
8.67
0.50839
2.00000
14.26

Efficiency of wind
direction (%)
57.81
47.54

The velocity contours at mid-plane of vertical vane are shown in Fig 10 and Fig
11. Based on these figures, it proved that the higher the angle of rotation of vertical
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vane will lead to shorter distance of the airflow can be achieved at that angle. It also
explained 100 % efficiency of wind direction can’t be obtained since the minimum
velocity of airflow, 0.25 m/s is indicated before reaching the measured line.

Figure 10. Velocity contour at mid-plane of 15º of vertical vane

Figure 11. Velocity contour at mid-plane of 30º of vertical vane
3.3 Different Contour Analysed at 30º of Vertical vane
The pressure contour at mid-plane of 30º of vertical vane is plotted and shown
in Fig 12. It is used to investigate which parts of vertical vane are main parameters of
affecting the efficiency of wind direction. According to the Fig 12, high increase in
gauge pressure are cleary determined at leading edge of vertical vane compared to Fig
11. Based on Bernoulli’s principle, increase in velocity will cause decrease in pressure
[4]. In this studies, the low velocity of airflow at leading edge induces the high increase
in pressure of airflow.
Another velocity contour in Fig 13 is plotted perpendicular to the inlet and is
aligned to leading edge of vertical vane. It is plotted to observe how the velocity of
airflow varies when airflow is passing the vertical vane. Referring to the top view of
velocity contour that perpendicular to inlet in Fig 14, the velocity of airflow passing by
the left surface of vertical vane is lower than the velocity of airflow at righ surface of
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vertical vane. In additions, the rear part of vertical vane induce vortex. Vortex induced
at rear part of vertical vane caused decreased in velocity of airflow.

Figure 12. Pressure contour at mid-plane of 30º of vertical vane

The line of
contour to cut

Figure 13. Position of velocity contour cut from inlet

Figure 14. Top view of the velocity contour cut perpendicular to inlet
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Thus, two parameters are selected to study for geometry optimisation of vertical
vane. The parameters studies will be the length of span and length of tip chord. The
name of length is shown in Fig 15. The span length and tip chord length of simplified
vertical vane are 0.04436 m and 0.04478 m respectively.

Span

Total
height

Tip
chord

1.
2.
3.
4.

Figure 15. Name of different length of vertical vane
The restriction set for parameter studies are as following:
The surface of root chord that is attached to room air-conditioner is constant.
The total height of vertical vane is maximum length. (due to size of product)
The total area of vertical vane is constant.
The material of vertical vane is constant.

3.4. Parameter Studies for Geometry Optimisation of Vertical Vanes
Since long span, tip chord and short span are chosen as main parameter studies, new
designs of vertical vane are drawn based on 5 %, 10 % and 15 % decreased in vane
surface area. A basic sketching is illustrated in Fig 16 shown position of each parameter
study with different percentage decreased in vane surface area.

Figure 16. The position of each parameter study with different percentage decreased
in vane surface area
In this research studies, the simulation is only run for one side (turning left side)
of direction because the design of CFD model is symmetrical with respect to centre of
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shell of room air-conditioner. Moreover, only 15 degree angle of vertical vane is studied
as it is sufficient to identify which parameter is important to analyse. Furthermore, the
result of new vertical vane can be compared with base reference (efficiency of 15º and
30º of simplified vertical vanes). In previous discussion, it is found that the higher the
angle of vertical vane, the lower the efficiency of wind direction. As long as the result
of new vertical vane has same trend as base reference, the reliability of simulation result
is justified. The CAD drawing of new vertical vane based on each parameter study at
different percentage decreased in vane surface area is shown in Fig 16. The simulation
result of new vertical vane is tabulated in Table 5.
Table 5. Result of each parameter study at different percentage decreased in vane
surface area
Percent
age
Efficiency,
decreas Distance
Angl Efficienc
Parame
Distan Distan
baseed in
from fix
e of y of wind
ter
ce Z
ce X
Efficiency,
vane
point
wind direction
study
(m)
(m)
parameter
surface
(mm)
(º)
(%)
study
area
(%)
0.2760
5
3.6480
2
7.86
52.38
-5.43
1
Long
0.2714
10
7.2020
2
7.73
51.53
-6.68
Span
6
0.2669
15
10.6955
2
7.60
50.68
-7.13
1
0.2623
5
3.7599
2
7.47
49.82
-7.99
6
Tip
0.2896
10
7.4350
2
8.24
54.94
-2.87
chord
6
0.3184
15
11.0610
2
9.05
60.32
2.51
7
0.2077
5
2.9729
2
5.93
39.54
-18.28
6
Short
0.2229
10
5.8646
2
6.36
42.40
-15.41
Span
3
0.2123
15
8.6985
2
6.06
40.40
-17.41
1
According to the Table 5, the changes in efficiency of wind direction for long
span are significantly small. Besides that, the trend of decreasing the vane surface area
of long span gives result of dropping in efficiency of wind direction. Hence, it can be
assumed that long span can’t be decreased but it could be increased for improving
efficiency of wind direction.
Next, all the result of short span shows negative impact to efficiency of wind
direction. So, it is better to keep length of short span as constant as it can’t be exceed
the length of total height.
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Lastly, the result of 5 % and 10 % decreased in vane surface area at tip chord
show negative impact to efficiency of wind direction. However, the 15 % decreased in
vane surface area at tip chord is actually higher than the efficiency of base reference
which is 57.81 %. The design of this new vertical vane is selected best configuration of
design since its efficiency of wind direction is 60.32 % which is increased by 2.51 %
as compared to efficiency of base reference.
7. Conclusion
The efficiency of wind direction for different angles for vertical vane are studied.
The efficiency of wind direction for 15º of vertical vane is 57.81 % while the efficiency
of wind direction for 30º of vertical vane is 47.54 %. The result of the efficiency of
wind direction are used as base reference. The parameter studies for optimisation of
vertical vane is focused at length of long span, tip chord and short span. The design of
15 decreased in vane surface area at tip chord is the best optimised design of vertical
vane because the efficiency of wind direction is highest as 60.32 %. Besides that, the
mass of vertical vane of this design is lower than base reference and thus it is optimised
without bringing any negative effect to the efficiency of dissipating cold.
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Abstract
Non-surgical rhinoplasty procedures which involves the use of injectable derma fillers
are highly risky as patients are susceptible to side effects and complications that may
cause unwanted changes in their appearance. This research explores an alternative
method of non-surgical rhinoplasty for patients seeking augmentation of the nose with
the use of three-dimensional (3D) printing. Most rhinoplasty procedures are conducted
with the intention of enhancing the aesthetical features of the nose, a 3D model nose
was designed based on the combination of the average and the ideal aesthetic
parameters of the Northern European Caucasians and South Asia Chinese nose. The
modelling of nose is done using the SolidWorks CAD software. An initial design was
sketched in a polygon mesh form and further improved on. Different printing materials
and infill densities were compared to determine the suitable printing technique. The
final nose model is then printed using the Ultimaker 3D printer using Polylactic acid
(PLA) with an infill density of 100% at a thickness of 1.4 mm. An inner layer to the 3D
printed nose was developed for comfortable attachment of the nose model to human
skin. The inner layer was fabricated using agar gelatine. Experiments were carried out
to increase the strength and adhesiveness of the gelatine so that it could adhere to the
human skin and the PLA surface. Tensile and adhesive strength tests were carried out
to determine the suitable gel composition for the attachment of the nose to the user’s
face. The key outcome from the experiments using natural gelatine was capability of
gel to act as an inner layer for the temporary attachment of the 3D nose model to the
human skin.
Keywords: Non-surgical rhinoplasty, agar gelatine, 3D printing, egg shell.
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1. Introduction
Rhinoplasty can be defined as the surgical procedure of the reconstructing or
reshaping of the human nose. This procedure is usually performed on individuals who
have suffered nasal trauma and are in need of reconstruction of the nose. However,
recent statistics suggest that rhinoplasty has been the procedure of choice for
individuals seeking to aesthetically enhance their facial features by obtaining the ideal
proportions of the facial structure. With the advancement of medical sciences, patients
are given the option of a nonsurgical rhinoplasty procedure using injectable fillers for
the augmentation of the nose. With a variety of types of fillers to choose from, cosmetic
surgeons select the required material based on their properties and desired outcome of
the patient.
Some of the more common fillers used by cosmetic surgeons include hyaluronic
acid, polyacrylamide gel and calcium hydroxyapatite which is a temporary filler
capable of lasting for 10 to 14 month [1], [2]. These fillers are selected based its
elasticity, hydrophilicity, viscosity, durability and its ability to mould according to the
desired shape after injection. The selection process of the filler by a cosmetic surgeon
is highly risky as patients are susceptible to side effects and complications such as
bleeding, bruising, asymmetry of the nose shape, and also serious complications that
lead to blindness [2]. It is important that surgeons make the selection of the fillers and
injection techniques based on the individual patient and that the procedure is performed
slowly and carefully to minimise the risks of the occurrence of these complications.
With such complications arising from this nonsurgical procedure, people that want to
aesthetically enhance their facial features are left with a single choice of surgically
reshaping of the nose. This indicates that a need for an alternative method of
nonsurgical rhinoplasty is to be presented.
The use of three-dimensional (3D) printing, a form of rapid prototyping
technology, has been growing in many industries over the past decade. With capabilities
of rapidly producing objects with complex geometrical designs, the use of this rapid
prototyping technique has overtaken many conventional manufacturing processes [3].
3D printing has also been making advances in the medical field with medical
practitioners using bio-models to provide feedback and simulate complex anatomical
movements that are otherwise difficult to replicate using 3D modelling software [4].
The ability of rapid prototyping technology to produce customised organ and implants
to suit the needs of individuals opens a pathway for advancement in nonsurgical
cosmetic procedures.
Ciocca et al. [5] have successfully fabricated an eyeglasses-supported nasal
prosthesis and expected to provide a temporary prosthesis to a gunshot victim who lost
his entire nose to the injury. One of the methods used to achieve this outcome was to
obtain a 3D model of the patient’s facial structure using a laser scanner. A CAD model
of the prosthetic nose was generated based the digital model of the patient’s face that
was scanned. The 3D model nose was digitally placed over the digital model of the
patient’s facial structure. Adjustments were then made so that the prosthesis would fit
comfortably over the defected area. A two-part mould was then fabricated using a 3D
printer. The material used for the 3D printing of the mould was acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene (ABS). The mould was then used to fabricate the silicone prosthesis using the
silicone process procedures with 12 different silicone colours used to obtain a colour
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similar to the patient’s skin colour [5]. The final step of the fabrication of the prosthesis
was to connect the nose model to the eyeglasses using a bolt.
Similarly, Y. He et al. [6] studied the use of rapid prototyping in the
manufacturing of soft tissue prostheses. The use of a 3D scanner was used to obtain
data for the generation of a digital 3D model for design of a negative mould of the
required body part. The prostheses that was fabricated by the author was a prostheses
of a human ear. The mould was then printed using a 3D printer using ABS as the
material of choice. Silicone is then poured into the mould to form the desire soft tissue
prosthesis. The silicone prostheses were then removed from the mould to complete the
fabrication process.
Unlike the research, this research aims to use 3D printing as the primary
fabrication process for an alternative nonsurgical rhinoplasty procedure. Study of the
relationship between the average nose and the perspective of the ideal nose for various
ethnic groups was conducted. The result of this research can eventually contribute to
the designing of the nose model using a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software. Due
to budget constraints the nose designs were limited to average dimensions taken from
sample groups instead of individual patients. The designing of the nose model was
based on a combination of the average nasal diameters of an ethnic group and the
aesthetical ideal of the given ethnic group. The ethnic groups that were chosen in this
research paper was the South Asian Chinese and the Northern European Caucasians.
These specific groups were chosen to proof that this research is applicable to not only
the local population but also the international population. The CAD design was then
fabricated into a physical model using a 3D printer using the suitable printing
techniques. The model is attached to the user through an adhesive inner layer that was
made of synthesised natural gelatine instead of using a mechanical support. The inner
layer was made using suitable ratios of agar, glycerol as plasticisers and crushed egg
shell for an increase in adhesiveness and strength. The gel compositions underwent
tensile and adhesive strength testing to determine its practicality.
2. Research Methodology
The research of the fabrication of a non-implant three-dimensional (3D) printed
nose can be separated into two main parts which are the fabrication of the 3D model
nose and the synthesis of natural gelatine as an inner layer for a comfortable attachment
of the nose. The fabrication of the 3D model nose can be further broken down in to
three subcategories which are the identification and selection of nasal dimensions, 3D
modelling using computer-aided design (CAD) software and the printing techniques
used to fabricate the nose model.

2.1 Identification and Selection of Nasal Dimensions
The shape and parameters of the human nose varies according to an individual’s
ethnicity, age and gender. The differences in nose shape, facial features and proportions
causes the perspective of the ideal nasal proportions required to achieve an aesthetically
enhanced look to differ according to the individual. Therefore, in order to conduct this
research within the proposed budget without the use of a 3D scanner, the fabrication of
the 3D printed nose was to be modelled based on ethnicity and gender of a sample age
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group. The sample age group chosen ranges from 21 - 29 years of age, set as a boundary
for this research. Studies on the average nasal parameters of different ethnicity groups
were conducted to identify the key points and dimensions that affect the shape of the
nose based on each ethnic group. Some of the key parameters of a nose that was used
in the CAD modelling can be found in figure 1. These key parameters include the nasal
height, nasal width and nasal tip protrusion. A literature review was then conducted on
the international perspective of the ideal proportions for the nose. The ideal nose was
then compared to the average nose of two ethnic groups, the Caucasian nose and the
Asian nose. Findings from the literature review showed that the average nose from
neither ethnic groups conformed to the international perspective to the ideal nose. It
was also found that the Asian perspective of the ideal nose differed from the
international perspective which was based on the neoclassical canon of facial aesthetics.
The review concluded that the success in achieving an enhancement of facial aesthetic
value through rhinoplasty depended on the more on the ethnicity of the person than the
ideal proportions. Upon obtaining the stated information, it was appropriate to model
the 3D printed nose based on the European Caucasian nose and the Chinese Asian nose
from each gender for this research.

Figure 1: Key parameters of the nose used in CAD modelling [7].
2.2 Geometrical Modelling
The 3D models of the human nose were modelled utilising the CAD software
Solidworks 2016 Student Edition. Solidworks was selected as the preferred CAD
software as it is available to students as a university resource. An initial design was
modelled by sketching a low poly or polygon mesh version of the nose to achieve the
desired shape of the nose. Fillets are then applied to the edges of the polygons to obtain
the roundness of the nose. This initial prototype was designed as a base model that was
to be further refined throughout the research duration. It was also modelled to determine
the suitable printing material and techniques. This initial design was modelled based on
the average Caucasian male nose.
A more refined version of the nose was then designed according to the
appropriate dimensions of the average European Caucasian male nose obtained from
the journal paper by Zaidi et al. [7]. These dimensions were combined with facial angles
from the international perspective of the ideal nasal proportions. Once the desired
model was sketch using the CAD software. A shell feature was used to obtain an outer
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shell of desired shape with the appropriate shell thickness. A tolerance value of 2 mm
was set to allow space for the inner layer required for a comfortable attachment.
Similarly, 3D nose models were fabricated for the Caucasian female nose and the
Chinese Asian nose.

2.3 3D Printing Techniques
The completed 3D model was printed using the Ultimaker 3 printer that was
available in the laboratory. There were two types of material available for the printing
of the 3D model, which were Polylactic Acid (PLA) and Acrylonitrile Butadiene
Styrene (ABS). PLA is considered to be the stronger of the two materials as it has a
larger tensile strength compared to the ABS [8]. PLA is also has a higher elastic
modulus compare to ABS [8]. On the other hand, ABS is more heat resistant of the two
materials. The samples of each type of material was obtained so that a comparison could
be made. The comparison made shows that due to the surrounding environment of the
3D printer, the print quality of the ABS material was not as good as the PLA material.
The finishing around the edges of the ABS material was rough and cracks could be seen
forming on the surface. The PLA material showed a significantly better print quality as
no cracks on the surface could be found. The initial design of the nose model was
printed using PLA material at a thickness of 2 mm with a 75% density. The print quality
of the initial model was compared to the refined model of a Caucasian male nose which
was printed using a thickness of 1.4 mm with a 100% density. The results of the
comparison can be found in the results and discussion section. Once the desired 3D
nose model was printed, a coat of skin colour paint was applied to give the 3D printed
nose a more natural look.
2.4 Inner Layer using Synthesis of Natural Gelatine
The objective of synthesising natural gelatine as an inner layer was to provide a
comfortable attachment of the 3D nose model to the user’s face. This meant the gel was
required to be adhesive towards the human skin. A type of natural gelatine that can be
commonly found was agar which is a type of algae based natural gelatine widely used
as a culinary ingredient. The gelation of agar exhibits good physical and mechanical
properties such as flexibility, transparency, homogenous and is a hydrocolloid [9,10].
These characteristics make agar a suitable type of gelatine to be used as a coating
material for food and edible products [9]. The combination of glycerol plasticisers
improves the tensile strength and gives it a film like texture. However, increasing the
concentration of the glycerol plasticiser decreases it tensile strength [9].
An experiment was conducted to test the physical characteristics of the agar gel
when combined with glycerol plasticisers. The materials used in this experiment consist
of commercial agar powder and food grade glycerol. Different concentrations of
glycerol solution was added to the agar solution and compared. The gel samples were
prepared with a thickness at 2 mm with a surface area of 2 cm x 2 cm. A qualitative
analysis of these various compositions of agar and glycerol gel was carried out. The
texture of the gel and an initial test for the adhesive properties of the gel was conducted
on both the PLA surface and the human skin. This initial qualitative analysis provided
a benchmark for the future experiments using the agar gel. One of the limitations of
testing using human skin is that the adhesion properties of the gel could not be tested
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over time. Therefore, the following experiments were conducted using only the PLA
material that was used to print the 3D nose model.

2.5 Strength and Adhesion Testing of Gel
The results from the initial test showed that the pure agar glycerol composition lacked
in rigidity. One of the solutions that was provided was the addition of eggshells in the
form of impurities to increase the strength of the agar gel, a theory similar to the
addition of impurities to improve the mechanical strength of metals. A tensile test was
conducted to determine the relationship between the tensile strength of the agar gel and
the amount of egg shell added to the composition. Due to the limitations of using a
tensile testing machine, the test was conducted by fixing one end of test sample agar
gel strip and applying force to the other end of the gel strips using weights. The amount
of weights that was required for the failure of the gel strips were used to calculate the
tensile strength of the gel. The test samples of the agar gels that was prepared for the
tensile testing can be seen in the figure 2.

Figure 2: Test samples for tensile testing.
The adhesion strength of the agar gel was tested using two flat PLA printed
surfaces to simulate the surface of the 3D nose model. The agar glycerol gel of a 1 mm
thickness was placed in between the PLA printed surfaces. One of the surfaces was
fixed while force was applied using weights that were tied to the other surface. Weights
were added until failure in the adhesion of the agar gel to the free PLA surface was
detected. The adhesion test was conducted for three different samples of the agar gel
and at three separate timings at intervals of 3 hours to determine the change in adhesion
properties of the gel over time. The test samples of the agar gel had a surface area of 5
cm x 5 cm. The experimental set up for the adhesive testing of the agar gel can be seen
in figure 3. The maximum adhesive strength of the agar gel was compared to the total
weight of the 3D printed nose model which was approximately 4.2 g, to determine its
feasibility.
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Figure 3: Adhesive strength measurement.
3.0 Results and Discussion
3.1 3D Nose Model
The 3D model of the nose was designed using Solidworks with dimensions of the
average Caucasian male nose. The average nose dimension were combined with the
ideal aesthetic angles according to the neoclassical canons. Parameters of the ideal
naso-facial angle by S. C. L. Leong et al. was used in the modelling of the nose [11].
The key dimensions that were used in the in modelling of the 3D nose can be found in
table 1 in which a tolerance of 2 mm was added to the dimensions. The shell feature
that can be found in the CAD software was used to create the outer shell of the nose
shape with a thickness of 1 mm. The completed CAD model of the 3D Caucasian male
nose can be found in figure 4. The Caucasian female nose and a Malaysian male nose
was also designed using similar techniques using the measurements data of A. A. Zaidi
et al. [7] for the Northern European Caucasian nose and Y. Dong et al. [12] Chinese
Asian nose respective.
Table 1. Dimensions used for the modelling of the 3D nose [7,11,12].
Population

N. European

Chinese

Gender

Male

Female

Male

Female

Nasal Height (mm)

51.59

48.62

54.31

52.44

Nasal Width (mm)

34.29

30.91

42.88

47.48

Nasal Tip Protrusion (mm)

17.62

16.43

20.48

19.38

Alar Base Width (mm)

35.66

33.00

34.46

31.56

36

36

36

36

Naso-facial Angle(°)
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Figure 4: The completed 3D model of the Northern European male nose using
Solidworks.

3.2 Printing Techniques
The 3D nose models were designed in Solidworks and exported as a .stl format
to the 3D printing slicing software for the Ultimaker 3D printer. The material of choice
was Polylactic acid (PLA), in which the infill density of 50% and 100% were compared.
Figure 5 shows the nose model printed with an infill density of 50% did not have a
same print quality around the edges when compared to the 100% infill density model.
The 3D model with the lower infill density showed a rougher finish around the edges
of the nose model. Furthermore, gaps can be seen in between the print material at the
edges. The 100% infill density model showed better quality finishing overall. The 100%
infill density model was also printed with a thickness of 1.4 mm set using the 3D
printing software as compared to the model with lower density which was printed at 2
mm thickness. The model printed at a lower thickness was more flexible compared to
the other model.

Figure 5: Nose model printed using Polylactic acid (PLA) with (left) 50% infill
density and (right) 100% infill density.
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The final 3D printed nose Caucasian male nose model can be seen in figure 6
which was painted using Flesh Tint acrylic paint. The printed nose model underwent
smoothing using course sandpaper (80 grit) to remove the rough edges and the rough
surface that was created by the support structures that were used during 3D printing.
The accuracy of the desire nose shape can be further improved on by using a 3D scanner
to obtain and improve the nose shape of an individual. However, due to budget
constraints, the average dimensions of a sample group is taken for reference.

Figure 6: Completed Northern European Caucasian male nose model.

3.3 Inner Layer using Synthesis of Natural Gelatine
Some of the benefits of using agar as the natural gelatine of choice was that it has no
toxic effect on the human skin, it is also easily available to consumers and it displays
good mechanical and hydrocolloid properties. Some of these characteristics include its
high shear stability, high gel formation effect and high gel strength and stability [13].
The addition of high concentration sugar solutions such as glycerol increases the
strength of the gel [13]. Therefore, the following experiment was conducted to
determine the use of agar as a natural gelatine as the inner layer for the attachment of
the 3D nose model.
A qualitative analysis was carried out to determine the physical properties of
different compositions of agar gel and glycerol solution. In the initial experiment,
glycerol solutions with different concentrations were prepared. Three qualitative tests
were conducted on the gel properties which are the gel rigidity, adhesiveness to PLA
printed surface and adhesiveness to human skin. The results from this initial tests can
be seen in table 2.
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Table 2. Qualitative results of agar gel and glycerol compositions.
Glycerol
Concentration
(%)

Gel Texture

0

Adhesiveness
PLA Surface

Human Skin

Rigid

Not adhesive at 90°

Not adhesive at 90°

1

Rigid

Adhesive at 90°

Adhesive at 90°

2

Rigid

Adhesive at 90° and 180°

Adhesive at 90° and 180°

3

Easily crumbled

-

-

The analysis showed that compared to pure agar gel, the agar gel with 1%
glycerol showed adhesive characteristics as it was capable of being placed on a PLA
printed surface at 90° upright position. However, when rotated at 180° or at an upside
down position, the 1% glycerol gel failed to stick to the PLA surface. With 2% glycerol
added to the gel, the adhesiveness of the gel increased as it was able to stick to the PLA
surface at 180° or upside down position. The gel was then tested against the human
skin at both 90° and 180°. The gel with 3 wt% glycerol was found to be sticky but was
easily crumbled when lifted from the drying pan. Observations from this experiment
showed that the adhesiveness of the agar gel increased with the concentration of
glycerol added to the gel. However, at a 2 mm thickness, the agar gel did not have the
required strength and easily crumbled.

3.4 Strength and Adhesion Testing of Gel
The tensile strength of agar gel with different compositions of egg shell powder
was determined. The results of tensile testing of the gels with compositions of 0 wt%,
25 wt% and 50 wt% egg shell powder was tabulated in table 3. Observation of the gels
compositions showed that the gel with 75 wt% egg shell powder was not sticky and
could not adhere to the PLA surface of human skin. Results from this experiment
showed that the tensile strength of the agar gel increases with the amount of egg shell
powder added into the composition. The agar gel with 50 wt% of egg shell powder
could withstand the force applied of 64 g of weights.
Table 3. Tensile testing of different gel compositions.
Weight Percentage of Egg
Shell Powder (wt%)

Surface Area
(cm^2)

Weights (g)

Tensile Strength
(kg/cm^2)

0

12

20

0.001666667

25

12

32

0.002666667

50

12

64

0.005333333

The adhesion strength of the different agar to egg shell powder composition was
then compared. The adhesiveness of the agar gel test samples were using two PLA
printed surfaces. Due to the limitations of conducting the adhesive tests with human
skin, the tests were carried out using only the PLA surfaces. The adhesiveness of the
each test sample was tested at every interval of 3 hours. For a total of 12 hours. The
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adhesive strengths of the test samples can be seen in table 4. The relationship between
the adhesiveness of the gel and the adhesion period could then be determined.
Table 4. Adhesion testing of different gel compositions.
Adhesion
Duration
(Hours)
0

3

6

9

12

Weight Percentage of
Egg Shell Powder
(wt%)
0
25
50
0
25
50
0
25
50
0
25
50
0
25
50

Surface
Area (cm^2)
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

Maximum
Weight (g)
10
6
2
10
5
0
10
3
0
6
0
0
4
0
0

Adhesion
Strength
(kg/cm^3)
0.00040
0.00024
0.00008
0.00040
0.00020
0
0.00040
0.00012
0
0.00016
0
0
0.00016
0
0

Observation from table 4 shows that the overall adhesive strengths of the agar
gel decreases over time. The composition of 50 wt% egg shell powder to agar show
close to not adhesion strength after the first test. The agar with 25 wt% egg shell ratio
showed was only capable of adhesion of 3 g when tested after 6 hours. This significant
drop in adhesive strength of the gel meant that it would not be able to withstand the
weight of the 3D printed nose which was approximately 4.2 g for 6 hours. The agar gel
which displayed the most adhesive strength over the 12 hour test duration was the agar
without egg shell powder. The gel showed a constant decrease in adhesive strength over
the testing period but is capable of withstanding the weight of the 3D nose model for at
least 9 hours.
Therefore, the testing of the tensile strength and adhesiveness of the agar gel
proved that the tensile strength of the agar gel can be improved with the addition of egg
shell powder. However, this addition of egg shell powder would result in a decrease in
the adhesive strength of the gel. It is recommended that agar gel with 2% glycerol
solution without the addition of egg shell powder to be used as the most suitable inner
layer for a temporary attachment of the 3D nose model. It is recommended that future
work to be done in the development of an adhesive inner layer using natural gelatine to
be carried out in order to achieve the desired outcomes.
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4. Conclusion
The key findings from this research topic can be summarised as follows:






A 3D nose model can be fabricated through rapid prototyping techniques such
as 3D printing.
The temporary attachment of the 3D nose model to the user’s face can be used
for purposes including but not limit to aesthetic purposes.
Natural gelatine can be used as an inner layer to the 3D nose model for a
temporary attachment.
The tensile strength of the agar gel can be increased with the addition of egg
shell powder.
The adhesiveness of the agar gel and glycerol composition decreases over time.

The use of rapid prototyping techniques for the fabrication of a 3D model nose
presents an alternative method of nonsurgical rhinoplasty for patients seeking an
aesthetic enhancement of the nose. This alternative method of nonsurgical rhinoplasty
eliminates the risk of complications involving the injection of derma fillers that are
commonly used in current nonsurgical rhinoplasty procedures.
The 3D noses that were fabricated using CAD and 3D printing was designed
based on the average dimensions of an ethnic group instead of individuals due to budget
limitations. The concept of using 3D printing as the primary fabrication method of the
noses was proven. Accuracy on the desired nose shapes may be improved in future
work.
A composition of agar gel and glycerol can be used as an inner layer to the 3D
printed prototype. The addition of egg shell powder increases the tensile strength of the
gel but decrease the adhesive strength over time. The agar gel composition that is
recommended for a temporary attachment of the 3D nose mode is at 2% glycerol and
25wt% crushed egg shell which is capable of at least 9 hours of adhesion to the PLA
surface. The development of a non-toxic adhesive layer using natural gel can be further
studied in future works.
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Abstract
Biofouling is the accumulation of unwanted microorganisms that settled on submerged
surface with long term fluid flow in the surroundings. This study investigates the
antifouling performance of bioinspired topography. A shark riblets inspired topography
was designed and undergo fluid flow simulation to study the antifouling performance.
The study focuses on the fluid flow velocity around the topography and the wall shear
stress, vortices are to be noted to determine the possible locations biofouling would
most probably occur. The simulation is carried out by using ANSYS 16.0 Fluent. The
meshing of topographies was done with edge and face sizing at 1mm and 0.01mm
respectively. Inflation around the wall at 0.01mm and 2 layers ensure the finer mesh
elements. The inlet mass flow rate is 0.01 kgs-1 and wall was set to no slip condition.
Mesh convergence analysis were conducted and the optimum number of elements in
meshing is at 5.3 million. The model and fluid flow abide Hagen-Poiseuille’s Theory.
Velocity around the topography averaging at 7.213 x 10-3 ms-1. However, vortices were
observed between the gaps. High wall shear stress is observed at the peak of each
topography, but significantly low wall shear stress is observed at the bed of
topographies, suggesting the potential location for biofouling. The topography can be
further modified by closing the gaps, thus preventing vortices to formed, or with the
addition of features that allow fluid to escape a gap. Linear surfaces on the topography
should be eliminated, this gives several possible flow directions for the fluid, could
potentially increase the wall shear stress, thus better antifouling performance.

Keywords: Biofouling, Antifouling, Topographies, Biomimicry, Computational Fluid
Dynamics.
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1. Introduction
The accumulation of unwelcomed biological organisms on a surface due to
prolonged fluid flow creates layers of biofilms, this process is called biofouling.
Medical, marine and industrial are the common fields that are being challenged by
biofouling.[1] There are limited methods of preventing biofouling and none of them
show satisfactory effects. The nature and effects of biofouling come in different forms:
biofouling in medical devices presents in layers of biofilms only; biofouling in marine
and industrial applications contains layers of biofilm together with macrofouling and
inorganic fouling. Macrofouling is similar as biofilm, however it is caused by the
accumulation of macro sized organisms. Inorganic fouling on the other hand is caused
by the accumulation of non-biological substances, such as deposits from corrosion
particles, crystallization, suspended particles, fuel, oil or ice. [2]
While biofouling in marine and industrial field often lead to ineffective
production and excessive cost of maintenance, it delivers fatal impact to human health
in medical field. Biofouling greatly affect medical field from many common operations
such as implants (prosthetic & dental), blood transfusion, body organ sensors and any
other medical operation involving interaction between patient’s body with the
equipment. Minor problems such as equipment malfunctioning could occur due to
biofouling, however on a serious situation, it may cause various organ failure due to the
accumulation of unwanted fluids or substances inside the equipment being transferred
into the patient’s body. Statistically, approximate of 5000 annual deaths was caused by
biofouling in medical equipment. [3][4]
There are many engineering approaches to prevent biofouling, but none
provides sustainable and harmless solutions. Tributylin (TBT) used to be the common
approach used in antifouling effort but was later banned due the harmful side effect
towards marine life. [5] This indicates the non-exist possibilities in integrating
tributylin into medical field for antifouling purposes. The current research field has shift
the focus towards the surface topographies in hope to reduce the chances of biofouling
from happening. Field tests with distinct types of surface topographies in relation
antifouling effects together with numerical studies are needed to provide solid
evidences that the surface topographies could potential be the sustainable antifouling
approach.
Existing research on surface topographies focusing on applying biomimicry to
generate potential antifouling mechanisms. Environmental friendly is one of the biggest
benefits due to the absence use of chemical as such in tributylin. Self-cleaning abilities
on some organisms allowing them to be free of the micro-organisms accumulation,
lotus leaf and shark skin are both the common example of self-cleaning ability.
Although the incorporation of biomimicry in antifouling purpose has only limited
studies, but it has shown tremendous result in other relevant engineering applications.
The most direct inspiration of nature towards antifouling would be from marine living
organisms, although other source of inspiration should be viable too. Million years of
evolution allowed some organisms to grow the ability to defend against harmful
colonization on the hosts. [6]
In numerical studies, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is the sole approach
to simulate the behavior of topographies regarding their abilities in antifouling.
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Through CFD, the fluid flow pattern and magnitude, together with other parameters
such as vorticity and wall shear strain at specific location. These parameters are
essential to determine the optimum design for better antifouling properties. This paper
discusses studies on 3 different surface topographies inspired from the nature. The said
parameters in each bio-inspired topography will be determined. Wall shear stress would
be the main concern in deciding the antifouling performance because higher stress deny
the movement of microbials, directly pushed them along the direction and prevent their
localized settlements. [7] Input parameter such as fluid flow rate, viscosity, local
environment condition plays the key role in the accuracy of results too and each of them
will be discussed further.
2. Research Methodology
This research is conducted using CAD and CFD software due time and cost
constraint, and thus field test will not be carried out.
2.1 Selection of Bioinspired Topographies
Inspiration can be obtained anywhere from all living organisms in the nature.
For anti-fouling surface inspiration, shark skin’s riblets, together with lotus leaf and
pilot whale’s nano-ridged pores poses the desired self-cleaning abilities that prevent
any other particles from sticking on their skin surfaces.
2.2 CAD 3D Model and CFD Setup
After determining how the surface topographies should be like, a CAD 3D
model for each topography is drawn on SolidWorks. The detailed dimension for each
of the geometry in a model is justified to suit the size of simulation that is going to be
carried out. CFD meshing is another crucial part in determining accurate result, a good
mesh usually is complicated and time consuming, however it is much needed for a
research like this, thus a mesh convergence analysis would be required after each
simulation. This is to determine the best meshing quality and the accuracy of results
generated.
2.2.1 CAD Modelling
Three dimensional models of the topographies were generated with the use of
SolidWorks. The geometry dimension of topography is as shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 60 Dimension of the geometry features of topography.
The geometry feature has width of 112.5 μm, 162.63 μm in length and 200 μm
in height. The gaps between each feature is 150 μm. The topography has 10 rows and
column each on a 2mm x 3mm plate that will be used later to create the fluid domain
model for use in CFD. The fluid domain was represented by a solid block of
8mmx8mmx80mm as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 61 Dimension of block representing fluid domain.
The entire solid part will be detected as fluid domain automatically in CFD. The
topography solid created earlier on will used to create cavity on the fluid domain block.
The topography is placed at the bottom middle plane and 65 mm away from the inlet
plane.
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2.2.2 Meshing Method
Mesh quality determined the accuracy of result generated by CFD. The higher
the quality, the more accurate the result is, but also takes longer time for the result to
be converged due to the higher number of elements exists. ANSYS Workbench is used
to create the meshing for the model. Firstly, the entire model was meshed with
tetrahedral shape elements. This shape provides finer mesh around curvature and edges,
which is important especially the model consist of multi-curvature topography features.
Edge and face sizing was used at the edges and bottom plane respectively. The element
size at edge was selected at 1 mm to give finer mesh all around. While the bottom plane,
including the topography has finer mesh with smaller elements size, 0.01 mm. Fig. 3
shows the edge sizing method while Fig. 4 shows the face sizing around the topography.

Figure 62 Edge sizing for the model

Figure 63 Face sizing around the topography surface.
Wall shear stress is important in this simulation, thus inflation around the walls
are created with 2 layers inflation of elements size 0.1 mm. The resulting mesh are as
shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the close ups look at the meshing around the topography.
To ease the setup of boundary conditions in CFD, the inlet, outlet and bottom wall
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topography was named respectively. This reduce the confusion when setting up
boundary conditions, and makes previewing results easier.

Figure 64 Resulting mesh and indication of inlet and outlet.

Figure 65 Close-up look at the mesh around topography.
2.2.3 Numerical Setup
The use of Navier-Stokes equations with the governing continuity equation the
mass and momentum to be conserved. The flow simulation required low Reynolds
number formulation, transferred from a normal wall function, thus k-omega turbulence
model was selected to ensure the accuracy of results.
The flow is considered incompressible and Newtonian fluid – liquid-water was
selected as the flow material. The density and dynamic viscosity of the fluid follows
the default, which is 1000 kgms-3 and 0.001 kgm-1s-1 respectively. Fig. 7 shows the
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boundary condition applied on the model. No-slip boundary conditions were applied on
the wall of fluid domain except inlet and outlet. Inlet mass flow rate was set at 0.001
kgs-1 while the outlet was set as outflow.

Figure 66 Boundary conditions on the model.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Mesh Convergence Analysis
In meshing of each model, higher number of elements does not reflect in higher
quality. The quality of meshing is capped at certain number of elements and further
increment of it will not change the quality. Mesh convergence analysis is carried out to
determine the optimum number of mesh elements and results quality. A few mesh
refinements with different number of elements will be simulated and the difference in
maximum wall shear stress will be compared to each other as shown in Table 1. The
optimum number of elements is met when the difference in wall shear stress is less than
5%.
Table 54 Mesh convergence at the model, mass flow rate at inlet 0.01kgs-1.
Optimum number
of elements
Mesh refinements
Difference in wall
shear stress

1.4 million to
5.3 million

5.3 million to
6.1 million
5.3 million

7.82%

2.34%

For this model, when the number of mesh element increased from 1.4 million to 5.3
million, the difference in wall shear stress exceeds 5%, indicating the result are not
stable and accurate enough. When the mesh refinement increased from 5.3 million to
6.1 million, the difference is only 2.34%, this suggest that the results are nearly
converged and further increase in number of elements would not give any big
differences in the accuracy of results.
3.2. Velocity Contour Plot – Hagen-Poiseuille’s Theory
Fig. 8 shows the fluid velocity contour plot before the topography, on XZ plane
(z=65mm). On the outer layer of fluid domain, there is no fluid flow due to the no slip
boundary condition applied to the wall. The concentration of velocity increased along
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towards the center of flow, which has the maximum velocity. This finding shows that
the fluid flow in this model abide the Hagen-Poiseuille’s Theory.

Figure 67 Velocity contour plot before the topography at full depth. The profile
follows Hagen-Poiseuille's Theory, where the velocity graph present in parabolic
profile with maximum fluid velocity at the center of fluid flow domain.

3.2. Velocity Streamlines and Vector Plot
Velocity streamline and vector plot shows the fluid flow pattern around the
topographies. Fig. 9 presents the velocity streamline moving in between of topographies
in forward direction. Fig. 10 presents the velocity vector profile between the gap of
topographies.
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Figure 68 Velocity streamline over topography.

Figure 69 Velocity vector plot showing the vortices formed between the gap of feature
in forward flow direction (right to left).
Velocity streamline as shown in Fig. 9 shows that the velocity is increasing
towards the center of flow (Y=4mm), low velocity flow is observed around the
topographies. The velocity above the topography (Y=0.2mm) averaged at 7.213 x 10-3
ms-1. Vortices were found in the flow direction, in between of subsequent topographies
gap, as shown in Fig.10. The vortices formed and move in anti-clockwise direction
(Fluid flow from right to left, in Z direction), preventing fluid from escaping the gap.
This could also potentially trap the microorganisms in the gaps, allowing biofouling to
occur.
3.3. Wall Shear Stress
Several studies on biofouling have suggested that microorganisms have the
ability to choose a suitable location for their settlements by adhesion. Thus, higher wall
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shear would require better adhesive force, but not many microorganisms can achieve
that. [8] This indicates that high wall shear stress directly prevent biofouling. Fig. 11
presents the wall shear stress contour on one of the topography, viewing from side wall.
Fig. 12 presents the wall shear stress contour plot around the topographies at height of
100um.

Figure 70 Wall shear stress contour on the topography feature.

Figure 71 Wall shear stress contour around the topography (100um above the bottom
plane).
Generally, the topographies have higher wall shear stress concentrated at the
top, but significant low wall shear at the bed of topography. Highest wall shear stress
appears at the tip of each topography, averaging at 0.231Pa. While the bed of
topographies recorded an average 4.812 x 10-6 Pa. These values suggest that biofouling
has the best chance to occur at the bed of topographies since the wall shear stress at the
location are very weak.
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4. Conclusion
The numerical studies carried out determined the performance of bioinspired
topographies against biofouling. The shark riblets inspired topography in this study
exhibits average performance in antifouling based on the results collected in the form
of velocity pattern and wall shear stress. The key problems to be noted from this study
are as:



The vortices formed in the gap of topographies
Low wall shear stress at the bed of topographies

Further modifications on the topographies design aiming to eliminate the problem
stated above should generate better results in term of antifouling performance.
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Abstract
The objectives of this project are to design a home scale greywater recycling package
and optimise the design by having low cost compare to existing designs in the market.
This water recycling package will contribute to reduce water crisis. Water crisis is
becoming one of the biggest challenge in some countries due to over population and
drought. Therefore, government and non-government organisations in well-developed
countries are encouraging industries to install water recycling package to reduce water
usage. DD Techniche Sdn Bhd has seen the potential to market home scale greywater
recycling package globally due to the attention gained by greywater recycling system
in industries and the absence of greywater recycling product for household. Therefore,
the company gave the project to design a home scale greywater treatment system for
toilet flushing within 3,000 USD to 5,000 USD. Greywater is the waste water produced
from laundry, kitchen and bathroom except the toilet waste. Greywater contains
suspended solids, microorganisms, oil, nitrates and phosphorus. Greywater needed to
be treated using suitable type of treatment for safe reuse. The treatments are physical,
chemical and biological water treatment. The greywater treatment system designed in
this project is a combination of all three treatment. The greywater treatment contains a
pre-treatment stage with wire mesh and followed by the slow sand filtration. The design
is evaluated using experimental methods. The treated greywater must meet the
requirement of toilet flushing. Therefore, experiments to measure the turbidity,
chemical oxygen demand and total suspended solid are carried out. The experimental
results are compared with the standard toilet flushing quality. The greywater system
consists the mechanical parts to control the flow of greywater and store the treated
water. The mechanical parts are pumps, sand filtration tank, wire mesh chassis and
collection tank. The final design has dimension of 6 m3 and optimise the budget within
3,000 USD to 5,000 USD.
Keywords: Greywater, Physical treatment, Chemical treatment, Biological treatment,
Home scale.
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1. Introduction
Water crisis is becoming one of the biggest threat in some countries. Especially,
countries in Middle East are facing severe water crisis due to drought. Countries with
high population also face water crisis due to high water usage [1]. Water crisis can be
reduced by controlling the water usage. One of the successful method to control water
usage is by recycling rain water and greywater. Government and non-government
organisations are encouraging industries to have water recycling system to reduce water
crisis. DD Techniche Sdn Bhd is a water recycling package installer company has seen
the potential to market a home scale greywater treatment for toilet flushing within the
budget ranging between 3,000 USD to 5,000 USD. The company has come out with
this initiative due the attention gained by the industrial scale greywater treatment
package and the absence of home scale greywater treatment system.
Greywater is the water produced from the laundry, kitchen and toilet except the
toilet wastes [2]. Greywater contains phosphorus and nitrates due to the usage of
detergent, shampoo and dishwasher liquid [3]. Greywater also contains bacteria, total
suspended solids, oil and grease. The total suspended solids (TSS) are hair from the
bathroom, dirt from laundry and food particles from kitchen. These contents in the
greywater causes infection to the user if not treated. Therefore, the greywater must be
treated before reusing it for toilet flushing.
There are three types of treatment, which are the physical treatment, chemical
treatment and biological treatment. Physical treatment involves filtering out particles
from water based on the size using wire mesh or membrane [4]. This treatment is
applicable to filter the suspended solid and reduce the turbidity. Chemical treatment is
process of adding chemicals into the water to neutralise the bacteria through salt
addition [5]. Chemical treatment also involves coagulation process. Coagulation is the
process of accumulating the bacteria together to increase the size and filter out using
the physical treatment [2]. Biological treatment is microbial reaction using
microorganism to convert bacteria into gas, water and biomass [6].
Greywater treatment must consist at least two types of treatment because
chemical or biological treatment can treat bacteria but need to be supported by the
physical treatment to filter the solid particles. The design of greywater treatment
package for this project requires to have dimension of 2 m x 2 m x 2 m and budget
within 3,000 USD and 5,000 USD. The design for this project is be inspired from the
existing industrial scale water recycling system. The existing industrial designs for
greywater recycling system are slow sand filtration, membrane bioreactor and water
treatment with clarifiers.
The final design of greywater treatment package for this project is made up of
pre-treatment stage with wire mesh and followed by slow sand filtration. This design
consists all three types of water treatment stated above. The pre-treatment with wire
mesh involves physical treatment to filter out food particles, hair and other suspended
solids. The slow sand filtration involves physical treatment, biological treatment and
chemical treatment. The water is accumulated at the top of sand to form platform for
biological treatment. Then, the water passes through the sand and the waste from the
biological treatment is filtered out by the sand layer. The nitrates in the water are be
treated through denitrification by the sand layer.
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The greywater treatment package consists of mechanical parts to control the
flow and store the greywater for toilet flushing. The mechanical parts are pumps, sand
filtration tank, wire mesh chassis and collection tank. The mechanical parts are
designed based on the flow rate of the greywater. The pumps are used to pump the water
from the collection tank to storage tank at the roof top for distribution. The sand
filtration tank is designed based on the flow rate entering the sand filtration and
requirement of sand height by the environmental organisations. Wire mesh are designed
based on the size of particles to be filtered out and budget.
The design is evaluated by comparing the treated water with standard water
quality for toilet flushing. The system must be able to meet the water quality for toilet
flushing. The water quality is compared by measuring the total suspended solid (TSS),
chemical oxygen demand (COD) and turbidity. These three parameters must meet the
standard water quality for toilet flushing. The final design is represented in 3D model
with all the mechanical parts.
The objectives of this project are to design a home scale greywater recycling
package and optimise the design by having low cost compare to existing designs in the
market. The final design is able to treat the greywater for toilet flushing. The design is
optimised by having lower cost than existing home scale greywater package.
This project creates the chance for the public to use the greywater treatment
system for household. These reduces the water usage for the public, which will reduce
the cost if the system is used for long term. Reducing water usage results in reduction
of water crisis. This system able to gradually bring advantage to the economy and
environment. Since, public are not using any water recycling system currently because
water recycling systems are only manufactured in industrial scale, this project able to
fulfil the gap of designing a home scale water recycling system.
2. Methodology
This project involves designing, 3D modelling, prototyping and experimental
evaluation. The designing involves the designing of pre-treatment stage with wire mesh,
slow sand filtration and pump. The design is modelled into 3D prototype using
SolidWorks Ver. 2016. The performance of the design is evaluated using the prototype.
2.1 Designing Stage
The greywater treatment system consists of pre-treatment filter, slow sand
filtration, pump, and collection tank. The greywater enters to the pre-treatment filter
and follow by the slow sand filtration. The treated water is collected in the collection
tank. Then, the treated water is pumped to the storage tank using the auto water pump.
The treated water is distributed to the toilets from storage tank.
The pre-treatment filter consists coarse and fine wire mesh. The pore size of
coarse wire mesh is 1 mm and the pore size for the fine wire mesh is 0.5 mm. The coarse
mesh is used to filter out hairs and particles that are larger than 1 mm. The fine mesh is
used to filter out dirt and particles larger than 0.5 mm. The pre-treatment stage is
designed vertically to use the gravitational force during the filtration. The gravitational
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force provides extra support to push the water through the pores of the wire mesh. The
wire mesh is designed to have hemispherical surface to provide larger filtration area.
The hemispherical shape also provides the slippery slope for the movement of filtered
particles through the drainage pipe.
The slow sand filtration consists sand layer and gravel. The slow water flows
on the sand causes the water to accumulate at the top to form water bed for the
biological treatment [7]. The biological treatment transforms bacteria into gas, water
and biomass. The biomass is filtered by the pores between the sand. The sand also
involves chemical treatment. The sand neutralises the nitrates through denitrifications
[8].
The slow sand filtration is designed based on the volumetric flow rate equations
and requirement by the environmental organisation [8]. Volumetric flow rate equation
is applied to calculate the filtration area of the sand. Volumetric flow rate means the
volume of water passes through medium per unit time. The volumetric flow rate
equation is shown below.
𝑄

A=𝑣

(1)

Where, A = surface area of the sand filter (m2)
Q = flow rate onto the filter surface (L/h)
v = loading rate of sand (L/hm2)
The flow rate of greywater in household are obtained from the journal published
by the Texas A&M University from United States [9]. The data are shown in Table 2.
The loading rate is set at 400 L/hm2 because it is the optimum loading rate for sand
filtration based on the environmental organisations from United States and United
Kingdom. Therefore, the surface area of the sand filter can be calculated by substituting
the parameters.
The height of sand filtration and gravel are designed based on the standard
dimension set by the environmental organisation from well-developed country. This
dimensions are set by the organisations based on the feedbacks gathered from the
existing slow sand filtration. The dimensions are listed in Table 3.
Table 1. Parameters for sand filtrations system [7][10]
Organisations
Parameters
Dimensions
Sand depth
≥50 cm
Cisco Foundations
Loading rate
400 L/hm2
Gravel Depth
≥5 cm
American Water Works
Sand Depth
≥50 cm
Association
Loading rate
100 L/hm2-400 L/hm2
Based on requirement in Table 1, the height of sand is set to 50 cm and the
height is validated by applying Darcy’s law. Darcy’s law is used to calculate the flow
rate of liquid that passes through a porous medium. Darcy’s law states that the water
flows from high potential area to low potential area. Therefore, the water in the sand
filter obeys this law where, the water on top flows to the bottom due to the potential
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difference. Darcy’s equation (2) is given as shown below. The sand depth
recommended by environmental body is validated using the Darcy’s law.
Qmax=k.A.

ℎ+𝑑

(2)

𝑑

Where, Qmax= Maximum flow rate (m3/s)
k= Hydraulic conductivity of sand (m/s)
h= Depth of clearance above the sand (m)
d=Depth of sand (m)
The designing of pump includes the process of transferring the water from
collection tank at the slow sand filtration to the storage tank. Auto water pump is used
in this project because the slow sand filtration required longer time to fill in the
collection tank. The pump should operate once the collection tank is full. Auto water
pump activates based on the water level. Therefore, auto water pump is the ideal choice
for this project.
The suitable pump can be chosen based on the water horsepower. The
parameters that are related in the horsepower pump designing is the head loss and water
flow rate. The equation relating these parameters are shown below. Head loss is the
distance to pump the water from one point to another point. The pump for this project
must be able to transfer the water from the collection tank to storage tank at the rooftop.
Therefore, the head loss is the height of the house, which is generally 5.7 m.
𝑄×𝐻

WHP=3960

(3)

Where, WHP= Water horsepower (hp)
Q= flow rate of water from the pump (gallon/minute)
H= head loss or distance to pump the water (foot)
2.2 3D Modelling
The design of the pre-treatment stage and slow sand filtration are modelled as
software prototype using SolidWorks Ver. 2017. The pre-treatment stage consists of
three parts, which are the mesh holder, filtration chassis and chassis connector. The
mesh holder is placed in the filtration chassis and the coarse filtration chassis is
connected to the fine filtration chassis using the chassis connector. Since, 4 inches PVC
pipe commonly used as greywater outlet, the pre-treatment stage is designed to have
same dimension as 4 inches PVC pipe for ease of installation. The drawing of mesh
holder is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Mesh holder
The slow sand filtration chassis was designed based on the calculations carried
out using the equations and requirements as discussed in Section 2.1. The slow sand
filtration consists two parts which are the chassis and connector. The chassis is used to
fill the sand and gravel. The connecter is used to connect the sand filtration to the pretreatment stage. The complete 3D model is shown in Figure 2.

Coarse
Fine
filtration
filtration

Slow sand
filtration

Figure 2. Drawing of the whole filtration system
2.3 Prototyping
The prototyping stage involves the manufacturing of the pre-treatment filter and
the sand filtration to evaluate the design. The pre-treatment filter is built using the 110
mm PVC pipe with PVC pipe connector. The wire mesh for fine screening and coarse
screening are glued in the pipe using adhesive bonding. The complete prototype model
for pre-treatment filter is shown Figure 3.
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Coarse screening

Fine screening

Figure 3. Pre-treatment filter

The slow sand filtration is manufactured using plastic tanks. The slow sand
filtration is manufactured in scaled down dimension because the prototype is only
needed to evaluate whether the system can treat the greywater to meet standard quality
of water for toilet flushing. The prototypes are manufactured for use of experiments to
evaluate the design.

2.4 Experiments
The project involves the experiments to measure the flow rate entering the sand
filter from the pre-treatment stage, total suspended solid (TSS), chemical oxygen
demand (COD) and turbidity. The TSS, COD and turbidity is measured to evaluate
whether the treated water meets the standard water quality for toilet flushing. The
standard water quality for toilet flushing is gathered from various water quality
department as shown in Table 2. The performance of the design is evaluated by
comparing the treated water with parameters in Table 2.
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Table 2. Water quality for toilet flushing based on American standards
Organisation
Parameter
Value
United States Environmental
BOD
≤10 mg/L
Protection Agency (US EPA)
COD
[11]
Turbidity
≤ 2 NTU
TSS
World Health Organization
[12]

Canada Health Department
[13]

The International Water
Quality published book titled
Milestone in Water Reuse [14]

BOD
COD
Turbidity
TSS
BOD
COD
Turbidity
TSS
BOD
COD

≤10 mg/L
≤10 mg/L
≤10 mg/L
≤ 2 NTU
≤10 mg/L
≤30 mg/L

Turbidity
TSS

-

2.4.1 Flow Rate Test
The objective of this experiment is to determine the flow out rate of the
greywater from the pre-treatment stage. Flow out rate is needed to calculate the surface
area for the slow sand filtration. The experiment is conducted to obtain the relationship
between the flow in and flow out of the pre-treatment system. The relationship can be
used to approximately measure the flow out rate at any particular flow in rate for the
pre-treatment stage.
The experiment is conducted by measuring the flow in rate from tap water by
adjusting the tap at different angle. The time taken to fill 2 L of water at each angle is
recorded. The procedures are repeated by passing the tap water through the pretreatment filter. The time taken to fill 2 L of water with the presence of pre-treatment
filter represents the flow out rate and the time taken to fill 2 L of water with the absence
of pre-treatment filter represents the flow in rate. The graph of flow out rate against
flow in rate is plotted and the relationship is obtained. Based on the relationship, the
flow out rate is substituted into equation 1 to calculate the surface area for sand filtration.
2.4.2 Turbidity Experiment
The turbidity of the treated water is measured using the turbidity tube. Turbidity
tube is measuring cylinder with a reference disk at the bottom of the tube as an indicator.
The treated water is filled up until the maximum level, where the reference plane is still
visible as shown in Figure 4. Then, the height of the water level in the cylinder is
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measured. The height is converted into turbidity scale using the table obtained from lab
manual prepared by Chicago River Schools Network [15].

Figure 4. Filling the treated water until the maximum level, where the disk is visible
2.4.3 Chemical Oxygen Demand Experiment
Chemical oxygen demand, COD is the total oxygen consumption by all the
organic substances in the water [16]. High values of COD indicate the water has high
level of microorganisms and pollution [17]. The COD experiments is carried out by
adding nitric acid into the treated water. Then, the mixture is heated until the oxidation
process completed and the remaining unreacted nitric acid is weighed. The mass of
reacted nitric acid is calculated by subtracting the remaining unreacted nitric acid added
to the treated water. The mass of dissolved nitric acid represents the COD of the treated
water in g/L.
2.4.4 Total Suspended Solid Experiment
Total suspended solid (TSS) is the quantity of solid particles in the water. The
TSS experiment involves the evaporation of the treated water. 1 L of treated water is
evaporated under the sun and leftover residue after evaporation is weighed. The mass
of leftover residue represents the TSS value in g/L.
2.5 Limitation
Limitation in this project is the usage of instruments for the measurement of COD,
TSS and turbidity of the water. The COD, TSS and turbidity of the water are measured
using manual experimental method. The instruments are not used because budgets or
facility to borrow the instruments are not allocated by the industry supervisor. Therefore,
the manual methods of determining this parameter involve limitation such as the scale
and sensitivity. The turbidity test only able to give minimum value of 5 NTU.
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3. Results and Discussion
The data of time taken to fill 2 L of water with the absence of pre-treatment
filter is tabulated as shown in Table 3. Table 3 shows the flow in rate when the tap is at
different angle. Table 4 represents the time taken to fill 2 L of water with the presence
of pre-treatment filter. The graph of flow out rate against flow in rate is plotted as shown
in Figure 7.

Tap angle
(°)
45
90
135
270
360
405
450
495

Table 3. Results of flow in rate
Time Taken to fill 2 L (s)
1st
2nd
Average
0
0
0
101.42
105.2
103.31
26.13
26.22
26.18
25.35
25.53
25.44
25.12
24.37
24.75
25.24
23.51
24.375
23.16
24.25
23.71
21.68
23.88
22.78

Flow in rate (L/s)
0
0.0194
0.0764
0.0786
0.0808
0.0821
0.0844
0.0878

Table 4. Results of flow out rate
Tap angle
(°)
45
90
135
270
360
405
450
495

Time Taken to fill 2 L with Filter (s)
1st
0
107.37
29.18
27.08
27.68
25.63
27.33
24.7

2nd
0
105.92
28.87
25.54
23.33
25.48
23.55
23.16

Average
0
106.645
29.03
26.31
25.51
25.555
25.44
23.93
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Flow out rate (L/s)
0
0.019
0.0689
0.0760
0.0784
0.078
0.0786
0.0836
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Graph of flow out rate against flow in rate
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1) Figure 5. Graph of flow out rate against flow in rate
Graph in Figure 5 represents the relationship between the flow in rate and flow
out rate. The relationship equation is obtained to calculate the flow entering the slow
sand filtration. The flow out rate is represented as y and the flow in rate is represented
as x. The flow out rate represents the flow rate entering the slow sand filtration. Then,
the surface area required for the slow sand filtration is calculated using equation 1 and
tabulated in Table 5. Therefore, the slow sand filtration is designed based on the
calculated surface area as shown in Table 5. The sand filtration surface has 21 cm of
radius. Therefore, the design can be used up to maximum of 4-bedroom house.
Table 5. Flow rate entering the slow sand filtration and surface area of sand
Flow rate
Radius
No of
Greywat
entering the
Surface
Daily water
sand
bedroom
er flow
sand
Area of
use (gal)
surface
s
rate (L/h)
filtration
Sand (m2)
(cm)
(L/h)
1 or 2
225
35.49
32.85
0.08
16.17
3
300
47.32
43.80
0.11
18.67
4
375
59.15
54.76
0.14
20.87
Based on Table 7, the maximum flow rate entering the slow sand filtration is
54.76 L/h. Therefore, the maximum flow rate can be handled by the slow sand filtration
can be calculated using the Darcy’s equation as shown below. The sand depth, d is
recommended to be at least 50 cm by the environmental bodies from United States. The
hydraulic conductivity of the fine sand is given 2×10-4 m/s. The depth of clearance
above the sand layer is 10 cm.
ℎ+𝑑

Qmax = k.A.

𝑑

0.1+0.5

= (2×10-4) (𝜋0.212) (
= 3.325×10-5 m3/s
= 119.70 L/h

0.5

)
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Based on the calculated Qmax, the sand depth is designed to be 50 cm. This is
because the flow of water entering the sand filtration is lower than the maximum flow
rate can be handled by the slow sand filtration system with 50 cm sand depth. Based on
the experiments and calculation the final design of the system with collection tank is
shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. The collection tank is design to collect 1000 L of
4 capacity.
3
2
1
F

F

E

E
0.50
0.11

D

D

2

Figure 6. 3D design of the system with the collection tank
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Figure 7. Detailed design of the system with the collection tank
The design is evaluated by carrying out experiments to determine the COD, TSS
and turbidity value of the treated water using the small-scaled prototype. The data
collected are shown in Figure 8.

Graph of comparison between the standard water quality for flushing and
treated water

45
40
35

30
25
20
15
10
5
0
COD (mg/L)

Turbidity (NTU)

Standard water quality

TSS (mg/L)

Treated water

Figure 8. Bar chart comparison for standard flushing water quality and treated
water
The turbidity of the treated water in this experiments is less than 5 NTU. The total
suspended solid in the treated water is 3.33 mg/L. The TSS value required for the toilet
flushing water is less than 10 mg/L. Therefore, the design fulfils the requirement for
the TSS value. The COD of the treated water is 40 mg/L. The required COD for the
toilet flushing water is less than 30 mg/L. The COD requirement was not able to
fulfilled because of the small-scale prototype.
Based on the finalised design, the price to manufactured one complete filter
system is estimated. The complete system includes the plastic filter chassis for the pretreatment filter and slow sand filtration, filter sand, wire mesh, auto water pump and
collection tank. The price for each product is obtained and the total cost is calculated
as shown in Table 6. The experiments to evaluate the performance of system by
measuring the TSS, COD, and turbidity of the treated water are conducted using the
prototype.
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Table 6. List of price for the filtration system
Product
Price
Quantity
Filter chassis
25.80 USD/kg
10.073
Auto water pump
133.43 USD
1
Filter fine sand
2.41 USD/kg
117
Gravel
2.31 USD/kg
80
1000 L water tank
425.55 USD
1
1 mm wire mesh
60 USD/sheet
1
0.5 mm wire mesh
80 USD/sheet
1
Total Cost (USD)

Total (USD)
259.8834
133.43
281.97
184.8
425.55
60
80
1425.63

Based on Table 6, the budget to manufacture one complete system using the design
in this project is lower than cost of the existing greywater recycling package. The
existing home scale greywater system in the market is a down-scaled of industry
greywater recycling design. Therefore, the cost of this existing home scale greywater
recycling package design is 8,100 USD. This design has high cost due to the technology
that are used in this system. This system consists physical treatment using different size
of mesh and membrane. Then, the biological treatment is carried out using the UV ray.
The UV ray neutralises the microorganism in the water. The parts that cause the system
to be expensive are the membrane, UV ray and pump.
This design is relatively cheaper because this designs does not uses any
membrane as the physical filtration and high performance pump for the water
movement through the membrane. The membrane is replaced by the sand filtration
which able to meet the same turbidity and pump is replaced by the gravitational force
in the sand filtration. The UV ray is replaced by the sand filtration because the water
and residue accumulated at the top of the sand layer forms biological reaction bed layer.
The microorganisms are neutralised at top of the sand through biological treatment.
Therefore, the optimisation of the design involves the cost of the system. The
recycling package is designed at relatively lower cost with same function and
requirement. This low cost provides more chances for the customer to buy this product.
This can increase the attention and business value of greywater recycling package.
4. Conclusion
The greywater treatment package is successfully designed within proposed
budget by DD Techniche Sdn Bhd. The design of the system is within 6 m 3 including
the collection tank. The greywater treatment package contains the pre-treatment filter,
slow sand filtration and collection tank. The effect of the pre-treatment stage on the
flow entering the slow sand filtration is studied to design the slow sand filtration. Based
on the experiments, the slow sand filtration is designed based on the volumetric flow
rate and Darcy’s law. The material budget of a complete system is lower than the
existing home scale greywater recycling system. This design is able to treat greywater
to meet the standard water quality of toilet flushing.
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Abstract
In this day and age, zirconia ceramics are used widely in the medical field as
biomaterials for the replacement of damaged body parts. This is because zirconia is one
of the closest replacements for bone tissue. However, there were a few cases regarding
the failure of zirconia ceramic hip transplants. To overcome this issue, composite
materials are being studied as they are able to combine different properties which are
not present in a material. This study of Y-TZP/stainless steel 316 composite is carried
out with the idea of providing a solution for failure of zirconia implants and also an
improvement in biomaterials which will benefit the biomedical world. The study aims
to determine the effects on how the increasing of stainless-steel content in the composite
will affect the relative density, Vickers hardness, fracture toughness and ageing
resistance of the Y-TZP/stainless steel 316 composite. To carry out the research, the
composite samples were prepared by mixing the powder of each samples according to
their determined content with ethanol. After the powders were mixed, the powders were
then pressed, followed by undergoing a Cold Isostatic Press process (CIP) and then it
underwent sintering at its determined temperature. After sintering, the samples
underwent grinding and polishing before being ready for testing. The outcomes of the
research showed that as the sintering temperature and the content of stainless-steel
increase in the composite, the fracture toughness and ageing resistance improved while
the Vickers hardness and relative density decreased.
Keywords:Y-TZP/stainless steel 316 composite, bulk density, fracture toughness,
Vickers hardness, Ageing resistance
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1.Introduction
Composite materials are being used more frequently in this modern era as it
tends to enable the combination of different properties which is not present in a material.
In the medical field, different materials have been used for biomaterials study as a
replacement for damaged body parts. Ceramics in particular has been given close
attention as it is the closest replacement for bone tissue [1]. However, ceramics does
not have a high toughness when it is compared to metals. Therefore, ceramic filled
metal and metal filled ceramic composites are being studied to increase the overall
toughness of the replacement implants. In this modern era, prostheses that are made of
purely ceramics are slowly being replaced by composite materials [2]. This is due to
the improvement of the major factors, which is the strength and durability of the
prostheses. Thus, studies regarding composite materials as biomaterials are being
developed rapidly.
Zirconia is a ceramic which is readily used in many different sectors, especially
the medical field. It has different properties when it exists at different phases, and is
usually added with stabilising agents so that the phases and characteristics do not
change at different temperatures. It has a high tolerance towards corrosion, high
strength, high density and also high resistance towards impact. Y-TZP (Yttria-stabilized
Tetragonal Zirconia Polycrystalline) in particular is more compatible to the human body.
Thus, it has been used for many years as prosthetics and has not shown negative
responses. Besides that, there are many different types of stainless steel which is graded
based on its mechanical properties, grade compositions and also its production
specifications. Generally, compared to ceramics, stainless steel has a high corrosion
resistance, high toughness, high ductility and high strength. To produce implants which
should be more durable, composite materials can be used to replace ceramics.
Based on the study done by Kurtz et al.[3], composite materials such as zirconia
toughened alumina is better compared to materials such as zirconia and alumina as it is
able to combine both the advantageous properties of alumina and zirconia. The addition
of both alumina and zirconia results in having a higher fracture toughness and strength
which reduces the probability of dislocation and impingement which leads to failure of
implants. It also reduces the hardness which exist in ceramics. The stress-assisted
degradation will also be reduced drastically while the wear characteristics improves.
The study showed that the use of composite materials would allow the implants to last
for a longer duration compared to ceramics without the need to be revised.
Agudelo et al.[4] did a study to determine the relative density of composite
materials, zirconia and 316 stainless steel with varied compositions and heating rates.
The relative density of the samples was tested with different heating rates during
sintering and the results showed that, when the content of stainless steel in the samples
are below 50%, the relative density of the samples decreased as the heating rates
increased. On the other hand, when the content of stainless steel in the samples were
above 50%, the relative density of the samples increased as the heating rates increased.
Esteban et al.[5] conducted a study to determine the Vickers hardness and the
fracture toughness of zirconia/stainless steel composites. The zirconia/stainless steel
composites were made into samples with stainless steel concentrations ranging from 15
to 30%. The results of Esteban et al.[5] study showed that the Vickers hardness
decreased and the fracture toughness increased as the stainless-steel content in the
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zirconia/stainless steel composites increased which follows the rule of mixture [6-8].
The results also showed that there was no plastic deformation when fractures occur in
the zirconia/stainless steel composite samples. Besides that, the study also showed that
the zirconia/stainless steel is not brittle compared to zirconia ceramic. These
characteristics are important for the enhancement of materials used in biomedical
implants, especially zirconia.
In the past, the medical field has reported a few cases regarding the failure of
zirconia ceramic hip transplants. To overcome the issue, more and more studies have
been carried out regarding the sintering of zirconia composites at low temperatures
regarding its mechanical characteristics [9]. Regarding hip transplants, most of the
studies carried out involve around the zirconia (Y-TZP) ceramic. In this study, the
zirconia ceramic (Y-TZP) was mixed with stainless steel (316) to produce composite
materials. The present paper aims to determine the relative density, Vickers hardness,
fracture toughness and ageing resistance of the composite at different sintering
temperatures. This study is carried out with the idea to enhance and aid the current
medical field with an alternative solution regarding the production of transplants using
different composite materials.
2. Methodology
2.1 Powder preparation
During the first stage of study, stainless steel 316 and Y-TZP powder were used
based on table 2.1. The stainless steel 316 powder and the Y-TZP powder were mixed
and measured according to the content of stainless-steel for the preparation of the
samples. Firstly, the digital ultrasonic bath (Powersonic UB-410, Thermoline Scientific,
Australia) was filled with water. Then, 100ml of ethanol was poured into a beaker and
both the stainless steel 316 powder and the Y-TZP powder were added into the beaker
to undergo mixing. The weight percentage of each samples were fixed with the content
of stainless steel ranging from 0 wt%, 10 wt%, 20 wt% and 30 wt% before both the
powders were mixed. The beaker was placed in the Digital Ultrasonic Bath for 15
minutes and then taken out after the mixing was completed. The mixture then
underwent attrition milling using the Laboratory Attritor Mill (01-HD, Union Press,
United States) for 45 minutes at 500 rpm. Both the stainless steel 316 and Y-TZP
powder mixture were reduced to a slurry. After mixing, the mixture was placed in a
universal oven (UN 55, Memmert, Germany) overnight at 60°C and was left to dry. A
sieve of 212µm was then used to sieve the mixture through to ensure that the powder
mixture was fine.
2.2 Green sample preparation
The composite powders were then pressed using a hydraulic bench press (HP10150, RMS Hydro, Malaysia) to form round tabletsthat have a diameter of 20mm.
Pressing was required to form a green body and ensure that the powder mixture was
fine before cold isostatic pressing. Cold isostatic pressing was carried out using a cold
isostatic press (KJYU150, Shanxi Golden Kaiyuan Co., Ltd, China) and was done by
placing the green body round tablets into containers of the desired shape and under
room temperature and a high pressure. This was done to ensure that the green body
samples were not affected by heat or pressure when they were being pressed together.
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If heat or pressure was applied to the green body samples as it was being pressed
together, the green body samples might have cracks after they were pressed together.
Table 2.1: Characteristics of Stainless Steel 316 and Y-TZP powder
Materials

Composition
(wt%)

Theoretical
density (g/cm3)

Tap density
(g/cm3)

D50 (µm)

Stainless steel
316

17Cr-12Ni2.5Mo-1Si-2Mn

8.00

4.4

21.9 ± 0.1

Y-TZP

5.2 Y2O3 (Yttria)

6.1

6.0

0.6 ± 0.1

2.3 Sintering, grinding and polishing
The next stage of the study was where the samples underwent sintering to
become specimens which were ready for testing. The samples underwent sintering by
being placed into anelectric box furnace (LT01, LT, Malaysia) and was heated with
different temperatures which are 1250°C, 1300°C, 1400°C and 1500 °C. The sintering
rate was 10° per minute and the sintering process had a holding time of 2 hours.
Grinding paper was then used to polish and grind the samples after sintering. The type
of grinding paper used was Silicon carbide (SiC) paper. 5 different types of grinding
papers, namely 120, 240, 600, 800 and 1200 were used to ensure that the samples were
grinded properly. After grinding, the samples underwent polishing. There were 2
different sizes of diamond bits from the diamond paste which were used, namely 6µm
and 1µm. The samples were polished using the diamond paste on a polishing clothe.
Both the grinding and polishing process were carried out using a polishing and grinding
machine (GP2V, LT, Malaysia).
2.4 Measurement and Analysis
2.4.1 Relative density
After the samples were prepared, a series of different test were conducted on
the samples to determine different mechanical properties. To determine the relative
density of the composite samples, the water immersion technique using an analytical
balance with density kit (AY220, Shimadzu, Japan) was used while the immersion
medium was distilled water. The technique was done based on Archimedes principle.
The theoretical density of Y-TZP was determined as 6.1 Mgm−3 (grams per cm3). The
formula for the calculation of relative density is based on (eq 1).
𝜌=

𝑊𝑎
𝑊𝑎 − 𝑊𝑤

𝜌𝑤

(1)

where
ρ
𝑊𝑎
𝑊𝑤
𝜌𝑤

=
=
=
=

Relative density of sample (g/cm3 )
Weight of sample in air (g)
Weight of sample in water (g)
Density of distilled water (g/cm3 )
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2.4.2 Vickers hardness
The Vickers hardness of the samples was tested using a Vickers hardness tester
(MV-01, Matsuzawa, Japan) which had a pyramidal diamond indenter and an applied
load of 10kg. The load was applied on to the samples slowly without impact and was
held down in place on the sampled for a duration of 10 seconds. The physical quality if
the indenter and the accuracy of the applied load was defined based on ASTM E28499 [10]and ISO 14705 [11]. After the indentation was done, the indentation was
measured using a filar micrometer which was built in the attached microscope on the
Vickers hardness machine. The microscope had an accuracy nearest to 0.1µm. The
formula for the calculation of the Vickers’s hardness is presented in (eqn 2).
𝐻𝑣 =

1.854𝑃

(2)

(𝐷)2

where
P
D

=
=

Applied load (kg)
𝐷 +𝐷
Average of diagonals = 1 2 2 (m)

Figure 1. Schematic diagram showing the shape of the Vickers indenter ( =136º
0.5º, angle between the opposite faces at the vertex of the pyramidal
indenter) and (b) an indentation that is formed [11]
2.4.3 Fracture toughness
After the indentation was done on the sample, the fracture toughness was also
measured based on the same indentations that were used to determine the Vickers
hardness. The equation to calculate the fracture toughness is presented in (eqn 3) which
was proposed by Niiharaet al. [12].
2

(

𝐾𝐼𝐶 𝛷

𝐻𝑉 𝑎

𝐻𝑣 5
))
1 ) ((
𝐸𝛷
2

𝐿

−1
2

= 0.035((𝑎) )

(3)

Where
𝐾𝐼𝐶
𝐻𝑣
E

=
=
=

Fracture toughness(MPa.m0.5)
Vickers hardness (GPa)
Young’s modulus (Pa)
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a
L
Φ

=
=
=

Half-length of the average diagonal (m)
Average crack length (m)
Constraint factor which is taken as 3 [13]

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of a typical Palmqvist crack system observed after
Vickers indentation. “L” refers to the crack length which was measured to
compute the fracture toughness of the sample while the length of 2a is
equivalent to a diagonal of the Vickers indent (D1 or D2, based on Figure 1
2.4.4 Assumptions
A few assumptions were established at the start of the study which are:
1. The Young’s modulus of Y-TZP and stainless steel 316 at room temperature is
200 GPa and 193 GPa.
2. The sintering temperature that the samples undergo are accurate based on the
desired temperatures.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Relative Density
The relation between relative density and the sintering temperature of the
composite material is shown in Fig. 3. It is shown that, for the samples which contain
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10 and 20 weight percentage of stainless steel 316/Y-TZP, 1300 °C is the optimum
sintering temperature as it has its highest relative density. As for the sample which
contain 30 weight percentage of stainless steel 316/Y-TZP, the relative density
increases as the sintering temperature increases from 1250 °C to 1500 °C. For the
sample which contains pure Y-TZP, it has the highest relative density when the
sintering temperature was 1400 °C. The results showed that pure Y-TZP had a higher
relative density compared to composite materials of ss316/Y-TZP at higher sintering
temperatures. Besides that, it also showed that as the weight percentage of stainless
steel in the composite material increased, the relative density of the composite material
decreased. The results obtained also showed that it was in line with the findings based
on the study of Agudelo et al. [4] to a certain extend.
Based on Agudelo et al. [4] study, as the weight percentage of stainless steel in
ss316/Y-TZP samples increase, the relative density of the samples increased over
sintering temperatures. This is true theoretically as the heating rates and temperatures
increase, the density if the samples with increasing weight percentage of stainless steel
increases. However the trend of the study suggested otherwise. When the percentage of
stainless steel 316 increased past 10 wt%, the relative density decreased. This can be
explained due to a few factors. Firstly, the method of processing for the samples in this
study and the study carried out by Agudelo et al. [4] was different; thus, the processing
method could have an effect on the results obtained. Another possibility could be
attributed to the type of powder used in the study. To have a better understanding
regarding the difference in trends, further study regarding microstructure examination
via scanning electron microscope (SEM) is required.
100
90

Relative Density (%)

80
70
60
50
40

0 wt% SS316 (Pure Y-TZP)

30

10 wt% SS316/Y-TZP

20

20 wt% SS316/Y-TZP

10

30 wt% SS316/Y-TZP

0
1200

1300

1400

1500

Sintering Temperature (°C)

Figure 3. Relative density comparison between different weight percentage of
SS316/YTZP and sintering temperature
3.2 Vickers Hardness
Figure 4 shows the relation between sintering temperature and the Vickers
hardness of the composite material. Based on Fig. 4, pure Y-TZP had the highest
Vickers hardness which is 13.5 GPa when its sintering temperature is 1400 °C.
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However, all the composite materials with different weight percentage of stainless steel
had the highest Vickers hardness at the sintering temperature of 1300 °C. This showed
that the ideal sintering temperature for the stainless steel 316/Y-TZP composite was
1300 °C. It is also shown based on the results that when the weight percentage of
stainless steel 316 in the stainless steel 316/Y-TZP composite increases, the Vickers
hardness of the composite material will reduce. This is also true based on the study of
Esteban et al. [5] which showed the same results compared to Fig. 3. This can be
explained due to the hardness of materials as stainless steel 316 is softer than Y-TZP,
which also obeys the rule of mixture [6-8].
The trend in this study is similar to the trend of Esteban et al. [5] study. The
reduce in Vickers hardness can be explained based on the hardness of ss316 and YTZP. Stainless steel 316 is softer compared to Y-TZP; thus, when the content of the
ss316 in the ss316/Y-TZP composite increases, the Vickers hardness will reduce as the
hardness of ss316/Y-TZP composite is lower as the composition has higher amounts of
stainless steel which will also cause the composite to be softer.
16

Vickers Hardness (GPa)
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8

0 wt% SS316 (Pure Y-TZP)
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4

20 wt% SS316/Y-TZP
2
0
1200

30 wt% SS316/Y-TZP
1300

1400

1500

Sintering Temperature (°C)

Figure 4. Vickers hardness comparison between different weight percentage of
SS316/YTZP and sintering temperature

3.3 Fracture Toughness
Figure 5 exhibits the results of the fracture toughness of different weight
percentage of ss316/Y-TZP at different sintering temepreatures. Based on the results of
Figs. 3, 4 and 5, it showed that once again the ideal temperature for sintering of 10 and
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20 weight percentage ss316/Y-TZP is 1300 °C. At 1300 °C, both the 10 and 20 weight
percentage ss316/Y-TZP had the highest fracture toughness. The results also showed
that the composite materials which contained stainless steel had lower fracture
toughness as the sintering temperature increased after 1300 °C. The results also showed
that when the weight percentage of stainless steel in the composite increased, the
fracture toughness also improved. However, this is only from 0 wt% to 20 wt%
ss316/Y-TZP.
The trend of the results are somewhat similar to the results obtained by studies
done by Esteban et al. [5]. For the 10 and 20 wt% ss316/Y-TZP samples, when the
number of stainless-steel 316 particles increases in the composite, mismatched thermal
expansions will occur between both the zirconia and stainless-steel particles and result
in radial tensile stresses to be developed internally when cooling occurs. This in turn
causes debonding to happen due to the lack of interfacial bonds between the particles.
When cracks happen, the cracks will propagate smoothly between the weak interface
of the zirconia and stainless-steel particles which in turn produce crack deflection
processes that improves that fracture toughness [5]. Figure 6 shows the crack
propagation across the Y-TZP and metal. However, for the 30 wt% ss316/Y-TZP, the
number of stainless steel 316 particles in the composite is too large which causes
mistached thermal expansions that form thermal stresses in the composite material
which is too large, causing the fracture toughness to reduce.
8
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Figure 5. Relative density comparison between different weight percentage of
SS316/YTZP and fracture toughness
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Figure 6. SEM image of crack which is initiated by Vickers indentation. Areas of
lighter shade refer to zirconia while the darker phase refers to metal [5]
4. Conclusion
The mechanical characteristics of stainless steel 316/Y-TZP composite were
studied through relative density, Vickers hardness and fracture toughness testing. Based
on the results, it is shown that the ideal weight percentage of stainless steel 316 in the
stainless steel 316/Y-TZP composite is 20 wt%. The results also showed that 30 wt%
of stainless steel would result in the reduction of mechanical characteristics. Besides
that, the ideal sintering temperature for the stainless steel 316/Y-TZP composite is
1300 °C as any temperature above that would result in deterioration of its mechanical
characteristics. It is also found that the increase in stainless steel 316 weight percentage
in the ss316/Y-TZP composite will result in areduction in relative density and Vickers
hardness. However, the Vickers hardness of the composite will still be lower compared
to pure Y-TZP.In addition to that, an increase in stainless steel 316 weight percentage
in the ss316/Y-TZP composite will also result in an improvement in fracture toughness.
1.
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Abstract
Polylactic acid (PLA) is biodegradable bioplastic, but its high cost and brittle properties
limited its market potential. Thus, incorporates natural fiber with PLA can effectively
reduce the cost of final product. In present research, the durian husk fiber (DHF) was
used as natural fiber in PLA biocomposites. The DHF and PLA were compounded
using Haake Internal mixer and molded using hotpress machine. This study was focus
on effect of fiber and processing aid content on tensile properties of PLA/DHF
biocomposite. The processing aid used was Ultra-Plast XP519. For this research, the
tensile strength and modulus of PLA/DHF biocomposite increased with increasing of
fiber content. This is due to reinforcing effect from fiber. However, the elongation at
break of biocomposite reduced at higher fiber content owing to the reducing of ductility.
At 60 per hundred resin (phr) of fiber content, the PLA/DHF biocomposite is still able
to exhibit tensile strength more than 11 MPa, but it is too brittle. The PLA/DHF
biocomposite showed highest tensile modulus when added with 0.5 phr of Ultra-Plast
XP519, but its tensile modulus reduced at more Ultra-Plast XP519 content. The tensile
strength and elongation at break of PLA/DHF biocomposite decreased with increasing
of Ultra-Plast XP519 content. Thus, the suitable Ultra-Plast XP519 content used to
produce this biocomposite should not more than 1 phr. Otherwise, the tensile properties
of biocomposite will significantly reduce.

Keywords: Biocomposite, Polylactic acid, Durian husk fiber, Processing aid.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, plastic bags and styrofoam are the most common materials used
for packaging where the plastics are intended to dispose right away. Generally, not all
kinds of plastic wastes can be recycled and those plastic wastes which cannot be
recycled will be sent to landfill. The materials are made from petroleum and hardly
degradable which is causing the environmental pollution. In 2010, 275 million metric
tons of plastic wastes were produced globally [1]. Nowadays, part of the packaging
materials has replaced by bioplastic which is biodegradable at the end of their service
life to solve the environment pollution issue. Polylactic acid (PLA) is a type of
bioplastic that synthesized raw material which fully extracted from natural resources,
such as corn starch, tapioca root and sugarcane. PLA can be biodegraded during landfill,
also offers other advantages, like good mechanical strength, non-toxic and sustainable
with renewable resources [2-3]. Unfortunately, the production of bioplastic all over the
world is about 750,000 tons per year which is still very small amount compare to 200
million tons of petroleum based plastic produced a year mainly due to the production
cost [4]. The cost of producing PLA is higher (more than 2 US dollars per pound)
compare to the plastics that are derived from petroleum [5]. For this reason, PLA is
seldom selected by industrial as their main choice of material. In order to promote the
usage of PLA material, natural filler can be added to reduce the cost of product.
Biocomposite is the composite material that is produced from bio-based
polymer (as matrix) and natural filler such as sugarcane bagasse, rise husk, coconut
husk and other plant fibers [6-7]. In addition, biocomposite is considered as
environmental friendly material that can be fully degradable, since the polymer matrix
and natural filler are made from natural products. Due to the biodegradable feature, the
biocomposite materials are mainly used to produce products of short life span such as
food container, water bottle, household appliance and packaging bags [8-9]. The market
of biocomposites is expected to increase with an annual growth rate of 9.5% from 2017
to 2022 [10]. Thus, biocomposite will be the future trend of material because of its
benefits to the environment and the exhaustion of non-renewable resources.
Filler is the substance added to plastic material to increase the commercial value
of the plastic by improving the properties of end products or lower the cost. There are
two types of filler which are mineral filler and natural filler. Back then, mineral fillers
such as calcium carbonate, silica, and glass beads are commonly added into plastic
material to reduce cost as well as improve the mouldability and stability [11]. In present,
natural fillers are more on trend, since it offers many benefits over mineral filler, such
as biodegradable, less abrasive, inexhaustible resources and the cost [3, 12]. The natural
fillers can be obtained from agricultural crop and waste. For instance, corn husk [6],
sugarcane bagasse [7] and coconut shell [8] are discarded after agricultural harvest.
Usually, the disposal of agricultural waste is cost higher than utilizing the waste as
natural filler are benefit to environment, technology and social of the country [12].
Durio zibethinus Murray, which also commonly known as durian is the tropical
fruit that is highly produced in Southeast Asia region especially in Malaysia, Thailand,
Indonesia and Philippine [13]. Durian husk is the shell of the fruit which comprises 40
percent of the whole fruit [14]. The husk is a waste that is going to be disposed after
the flesh of the fruit being consumed. Seeing the production of durian in Malaysia, the
amount of durian husk waste during the year of 2013 is 171,303.9 tons and the
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production increases every year. The conventional disposal way of durian husk is either
open burning or landfill which leads to serious environment pollution [15]. Thus,
turning the huge amount of durian husk into benefit biomass is saving the environment,
cost and energy [12]. The shell of the fruit contains composition which is similar with
wood. The husk contained 60.45% of cellulose, 15.45% of lignin and 13.09% of
hemicellulose, and the content is similar with wood fiber [16]. Therefore, this research
is proposed to utilize the durian husk as natural filler in production of PLA
biocomposites.
It had been reported from literatures, the processing of biocomposite materials
is challenging due to high filler content, difficult to ensure a good filler dispersion and
the interfacial adhesion between filler and matrix. This difficulty is because the natural
filler is hydrophilic owing plenty of hydroxyl groups which holding the filler together
by hydrogen bonds and difficult to establish strong adhesion with polymer matrix [1718] Plastic additives or plasticizer such as coupling agent (e.g., malaeted polyethylene)
[9], lubricant (e.g., mineral oil) [10] and processing aid (e.g., stearic acid) [11] are
usually added upon the processing in order to improve the quality of mixture and fillermatrix adhesion. Processing aid is an important plastic additive for melt compounding
process of biocomposite. Generally, the processing aid is a polyolefin compound which
able to reduce the cost by improving the processability and improve the quality of
compound [19]. The studies related to effect of coupling agent and chemical treatment
on the properties of PLA biocomposite were found in numerous of literatures. However,
the effect of processing aid on PLA biocomposite is rarely reported. Thus, the study on
effect of processing aid on PLA biocomposite is underway.
This research is focus on the effect of filler content and processing aid on the
tensile properties of PLA/DHF biocomposites.
2. Research Methodology
2.1 Raw Material
The main components to produce the biocomposites are PLA, durian husk and
processing aid. The PLA resin was obtained from TT Biotechnologies Sdn. Bhd.,
Malaysia and processing aid used for experiment was Ultra-Plast XP519, which
supplied by Performance Additives Sdn. Bhd., Malaysia. Moreover, the durian husk
was collected from durian stall at SS2, Petaling Jaya.
2.2 Preparation of Corn Husk Fiber
First, the durian husk wastes were cleaned and cut into small pieces. The small
pieces of durian husk were dried using oven at 70ºC. After the durian husk completely
dried, it was ground into short fiber using grinder and passed through a sieve with mesh
size of 600 micron to get the homogenous size of fiber. The durian husk fiber was dried
again before compound with PLA resin.
2.3 Preparation of biocomposite
The biocomposite was prepared by melt compounding method using Haake
internal mixer from SIRIM Malaysia, Shah Alam. The operating temperature was set
at 180ºC and rotor speed fixed at 80 rpm. The compounding procedures included: i)
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addition of PLA resin in to mixing chamfer for 1 minutes to fully melt the PLA resin;
ii) Then, the DHF was added into melted PLA and compounded for 5 minutes; iii) Last,
the compound was removed from mixing chamfer. For biocomposite with processing
aid, the processing aid pellets was pre-mixed with PLA resin before compounding. All
the samples were compounded according to the formulation listed in Table 1.
The biocomposite was molded into 1 mm thickness sheet using hotpress
machine (model Moore) at temperature of 180oC. The molding procedures included: i)
preheated to soften the compound for 2 min; ii) fully compressed the softened
compound under 100 MPa pressure for 1 min; and iii) Last, cooled specimen under
same pressure for 20 minutes. All the biocomposite sheets were cut into tensile
specimen.
Table 1. Formulation of PLA/DHF biocomposite with and without processing aid
Material
PLA/DHF without
Processing aid
PLA/DHF with
Processing aid

DHF (phr)

PLA (phr)

Processing aid (phr)

0, 15, 30, 45, 60

100

-

60

100

0.5, 1, 1.5, 2

2.4 Tensile Test
The tensile test was carried out according to ASTM D638 standard. The tensile
properties of the biocomposite was tested by Instron Universal Testing Machine (model
number 5569). The crosshead speed of 5 mm/min and a 15kN load cell was used to
perform the test. The tensile strength, tensile modulus and elongation at break of the
biocomposite were computed by Bluehill 3 universal software. A minimum of 7
specimens were tested for each formulation of biocomposites.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Tensile properties
Fig. 1 showed the tensile strength of PLA/DHF biocomposites with different
DHF content. The tensile strength of PLA/DHF biocomposite exhibits an increasing
trend as the DHF content increased. Usually, natural fiber displays a higher mechanical
strength compared to most plastic material [20]. Thus, the addition of DHF fiber might
share part of the tensile load which subjected PLA matrix and increased the tensile
strength of biocomposite. Similar findings have also been reported by Yu et al. [21].
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Figure 1. Tensile strength of PLA/DHF biocomposite
Fig. 2 illustrated the elongation at break of the biocomposite with different DHF
content. It can be observed that as the fiber content increased, the elongation at break
of PLA/DHF biocomposite decreased. The friction presents between PLA matrix and
DHF fiber will significantly reduce the mobility of the polymer chains. Thus, PLA/DHF
biocomposite with more fiber content became more rigid and brittle. This is in
agreement with findings of Gunti et al. [22] who mentioned that the addition of natural
fiber were significanly decreased the ductility of the PLA biocomposites.

Figure 2. Elongation at break of PLA/DHF biocomposite
The tensile modulus of PLA/DHF biocomposites with different fiber contents
are displayed in Fig. 3. As expected, the tensile modulus of the biocomposites gradually
increases with increasing amount of DHF. It is because the modulus of DHF is usually
higher than plastic. Therefore, the presence of higher amount of DHF will contribute to
higher modulus of the PLA/DHF biocomposite. For this reason, the tensile modulus of
PLA/DHF biocomposite increases due to addition of DHF. Moreover, Gunti et al. [23]
also agreed that the modulus of biocomposite is highly depending on the amount of
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filler. Hence, the biocomposite with higher fiber content showed higher tensile
modulus.

Figure 3. Tensile modulus of PLA/DHF biocomposite
Fig. 4 shows the effect of Ultra XP-519 on the tensile strength of PLA/DHF
biocomposite with 60 phr of DHF. Overall, the results proposed an almost linear
decrease with the increment of processing aid content. The Ultra XP-519 is a compound
of fatty acid amide which behaves as internal lubricant for biocomposite. The amide
groups from the Ultra XP-519 will attached on fiber surface by forming hydrogen
bonding with hydroxyl groups from DHF. This finding is agreed with study reported
by Chun et al. [24]. Hence, the present of Ultra XP-519 will form a fatty acid layer that
covered the fiber surface (as shown in Fig. 5). The presence of this fatty acid layer will
provide a lubricanting effect at the fiber-matrix interface. From Fig. 6, a mechanical
interlock is usally present between fiber and matrix, and it is also known as interacial
bonding. This bonding allows the stress transfer between matrix and fiber. However,
the presence of fatty acid layer on fiber surface may inhibited the formation of
mechanical interlock between PLA matrix and DHF surface. As a result, the stress
transfer at interface region became weak and caused the tensile strength of
biocomposite to decrease. Chun et al. [8] also found the strength of biocomposite was
tend to decrease when the filler surface were fully covered by fatty acid compound.
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Figure 4. Effect of Ultra-Plast XP519 on tensile strength of PLA/DHF biocomposite

Figure 5. Proposed schematic for (i) formation of fatty acid layer when Ultra-Plast
XP519 reacted with DHF and (ii) the Ultra-Plast XP519 attached on fiber surface via
hydrogen bonding

Figure 6. (i) formation of mechanical interlock at fiber-matrix interface and (ii)
present of fatty acid inhibited the formation of mechanical interlock at fiber-matrix
interface
As shown in Fig. 7, the elongation at break of PLA/DHF biocomposite is
gradually decreased as the Ultra-Plast XP519 amount increased. Similar reason as
mentioned above, the presence of Ultra-Plast 519 caused poor interlocking between
matrix and fiber. For this reason, the ductility of PLA/DHF biocomposite decreased at
higher content of Ultra-Plast XP519. A related finding was observed by Rasidi et al.
[25] who used a different type of processing aid, Ultra Plast TP01 in PLA biocomposite.
The author found that the addition of processing aid decreased elongation at break of
the biocomposite.
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Figure 7. Effect of Ultra-Plast XP519 on elongation at break of PLA/DHF
biocomposite
The result of tensile modulus against processing aid content was illustrated in
Fig. 8. It can be clearly observed that the tensile modulus increased with the addition
of Ultra-Plast XP519 up to 0.5 phr, but the tensile modulus decreased when the UltraPlast XP519 content further increased. Generally, the increase of tensile modulus in
biocomposite are due to either: i) a good interfacial interlocking between fiber and
matrix or ii) a premature failure occurs [26]. The average tensile modulus of PLA/DHF
biocomposite with Ultra-Plast XP519 is 2.8% higher compared to PLA/DHF
biocomposite without Ultra-Plast XP519. In this case, the increase of tensile modulus
in PLA/DHF biocomposite might due to the presence of premature failure. Since, the
biocomposite exhibits a very low elongation at break as found in Fig. 7. At higher UltraPlast XP519 content, the tensile modulus decreased. This is because of the lubricating
effect from fatty acid layer that occurs between fiber and matrix. Panthapulakkal et al.
[27] reported the processing aid reduced the adhesion between the matrix and filler and
provide the lubricating effect that reduced the tensile modulus.

Figure 8. Effect of Ultra-Plast XP519 on tensile modulus of PLA/DHF biocomposite
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4. Conclusion
The increase of DHF content increased the tensile strength and modulus of
PLA/DHF biocomposite, but decrease in elongation at break. The average tensile
strength of PLA/DHF biocomposite with 60 phr of DHF content is more than 11 MPa.
But, the biocomposite is too brittle for any application. Generally, the addition of
processing aid, Ultra-Plast XP519 able to facilitate the compounding process of
biocomposite. However, it also shows a drawback in tensile properties of biocomposite.
In this research, the addition of Ultra-Plast XP519 reduced the tensile strength and
elongation at break of PLA/DHF biocomposite. The tensile modulus of biocomposite
had slightly increased with presence of Ultra-Plast XP519, but the modulus gradually
decreased with the increase of Ultra-Plast XP519 content. Even though the Ultra-Plast
XP519 have positive effect on the processing of PLA/DHF biocomposite, but the
content used should be less than 1 phr. Thus, the drawback from Ultra-Plast XP519 will
reduce on tensile properties of biocomposite.
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Abstract
Food safety is a very important focus in the kitchen industry today, as bacteria such as
E.Coli and Salmonella are very difficult to tackle. The objective of the present study
was to optimize nozzle designs that use ozone technology to bring out the best results
in cleaning and sterilizing the kitchen utensils in Taylor’s University School of
Hospitality kitchen area. This includes customization of the Medklinn International Sdn
Bhd ozone machine and nozzle profiles that improve the effectiveness of ozone
generated. Reduction or elimination of chemicals and water usage would be a part of
the study. This will bring a huge impact on cost effectiveness, time saving and safety
of the users. Return on investment (ROI) using ozone technology is calculated at the
end of the research. To compare between the traditional way of cleaning and using
ozone technology, the volume of water and dishwashing liquid used, and the Relative
Light Units (RLU) before and after washing were recorded. The RLU numbers are
found using the 3M Clean Trace measuring equipment. RLU was recorded to determine
the cleanliness of the kitchen utensils before and after washing. It has been proved that
ozone water with the accompaniment of the selected nozzle prototype is as efficient as
the traditional way of cleaning.
Keywords: Ozone, Kitchen, Cleanliness, Cost, Nozzle
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1. Introduction
The cleanliness of kitchen area, utensils and stoves is essential in the food
processing industry. Diarrhea is a concerning issue for travelers as 1 out 3 people will
be affected in this health issue. Hikers and people who go on adventure trips are very
prone to this problem[1]. In 2015, World Health Organization (WHO) has estimated
that 1 in 10 people are prone to foodborne diseases which also killed 420,000 people[2].
It was also reported that Africa and South East Asia are the two regions that are in the
high risk zone[2]. There were 125,000 of children under five years old are killed due to
illness from foodborne diseases every year [2]. It was found out that 16% of the
foodborne diseases outbreaks from England and Wales are linked with the food
preparation in the house [3, 4].
Cross contamination is one of the reason to the foodborne disease and it caused
28 out of 101 outbreaks to happen [3]. Cross contamination can happen either by hand
to the plates, from the plates to the food, the utensils to the food, or even in the washing
process with the usage of sponge and water [3, 5, 6, 7]. In order to reduce and eliminate
this issue, different washing up systems have been created. Researchers believe that
rather than tackling the cleanliness of water, the cleanliness of kitchen utensils and hand
hygiene are two very important factors to prevent foodborne diseases[1, 8]. Cross
contaminations on food happens very often in the process of cutting, trimming, rinsing
and washing [8]. Bacteria infect almost all the kitchen area, as study shown in appendix
1 and 2, swap tests were taken in a hospital kitchen to show the amount of infected
areas. These results were also picked up from pre-processing zones for food, storage
area and cooking area.
Biofilm is the form of 99% of bacteria in the kitchen. Biofilm formation makes
the bacteria to be able to live in either biotic or abiotic surfaces. Therefore, another
study on bacteria infecting kitchen surfaces is done as well [9]. Table 1 shows the total
colony forming unit count on a cafeteria kitchen. It can be seen that the bacteria count
is quite alarming even in dishwashers, sink, countertop areas, food waste container and
pots. These are some areas that show that even bacteria would live in cleaning
environment and cooking pots which would promote cross contamination. This also
shows that the existing steps of cleaning could not disinfect microorganisms efficiently,
and potential biofilm formation is not effectively prevented as well [9].
Table 1. Total colony forming unit (CFU) count on a cafeteria kitchen [9]
Surface
No.

Surface Area

Total Aerobic
Count
(log
CFU/100cm2)

Bacteria

1

Cold Room

5.90

2

Pretreatment
Countertops

3.83

3
4
5

Sink
Faucet in the sink
Roasting/frying
countertop

4.14
5.35
3.63

Brachybacterium, Brevundimonas, Kocuria,
Pantoea, Paracoccus, Roseomonas,
Sphingobacterium
Bacilus, Curtobacterium, Gordonia, Kocuria,
Pantoea,
Pseudomonas,
Sphingomonas,
Staphylococcus
Bacillus, Enterobacter, Raoultella
Bacillus, Enhydrobacter, Escherichia, Kocuria
Bacillus, Kocuria, Lysinibacillus
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6
7
8
9

Spice rack
Soup pot
Frying pot
Countertop
for
completed menu

4.84
3.59
2.16
3.16

Bacillus, Microbacterium, Pantoea
Acinetobacter, Bacillus
Bacillus
Acidovorax,
Acinetobacter,
Chryseobacterium, Deinococcus,
Sphingomonas

10

Rice cooker

2.73

Acinetobacter,
Bacillus,
Kocuria, Sphingomonas

11

Food
container

waste

3.21

Bacillus, Staphylococcus

12
13

Dishwasher
Sink
dishwashing

for

2.53
2.86

Bacillus
Bacillus

14

Stainless
steel
trays
Plastic wicker tray

1.60

Bacillus

4.07

Acinetobacter, Chryseobacterium, Dermacoccus,
Exiguobacterium, Kocuria, Pantoea

Iron roasting pan
Knives
Cutting
board
(Completed
Menu)
Cutting
board
(vegetables)

2.00
2.00
2.45

Acinetobacter, Kocuria
Acinetobacter, Bacillus
Arthrobacter, Bacillus, Curtobacterium, Kocuria,
Microbacterium, Staphylococcus

2.97

Gloves
Apron
Fan
Floor

3.97
6.85
4.15
4.65

Acinetobacter,
Dermacoccus,
Enterobacter,
Kocuria,
Leclercia,
Methylobacterium,
Roseomonas
Acinetobacter, Bacillus, Kocuria
Bacillus, Kocura, Pseudoxanthomonas, Rhizobium
Bacillus
Achromobacter,
Aeromonas,
Bacillus,
Cellulosimicrobium,
Chryseobacterium,
Cloacibacterium,
Diaphorobacter,
Kocuria,
Pseudomonas

15
16
17
18

19

20
21
22
23

Bacillus,
Enterobacter,

Chryseobacterium,

Hence, in order to prevent cross contamination that will lead to foodborne diseases,
studies have been done to optimize the cleaning processes in the kitchen and also trying
out with different disinfectants and cleaning agents. Sterilizing of kitchen surfaces
using a variety of disinfectants is one of the ways to minimize microorganisms living
on surfaces and also preventing cross contamination. In this case, Taylor’s Hospitality
and Culinary Arts School (TCHT) is used as the model of research to find out how
chemical and disinfectant washing can help in the cleaning of kitchen utensils. A table
(Table 2) shows the volume of water and detergent needed to clean 6 kitchen utensils
and 2 kitchen stoves.

Table 2. Volume of water used to clean 6 kitchen utensils and 2 kitchen stoves
Items washed
6 Kitchen utensils

Amount of dishwashing
liquid used, ml
30

Amount of water used for
cleaning, L
143.7

2 Kitchen stoves

15

5.9L
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TCHT has been searching for a way to reduce the cost of cleaning and also reducing
the steps to do the cleaning so that cleaning of the kitchen would be faster and requires
less man power. There are a few ways to optimize the current cleaning method to
achieve TCHT’s objective:
1. In order to reduce chemical usage, TCHT has the possibility to use higher
concentration of dishwashing liquid so that less chemical will be used to
dilute in water but producing the same effect. However, more concentrated
dishwashing liquid will also be higher cost.
2. In order to achieve less man power, the steps of cleaning have to be reduced.
An alternative which can bypass the use of degreasing and too much
scrubbing can reduce man power. In this case, the alternative way has to be
good in sterilizing, degreasing and cleaning off dirt in one shot. Hence,
reducing cleaning steps.
Cleaning using ozone technology is one way that can reduce the use of chemicals as
ozone is well known to be a good disinfectant because of its highly reactive
properties[10, 11]. Ozone is also proven by many ozone technology companies to be a
good degreaser. Hence, ozone is widely used in the western part of the world in industry
cleaning, sterilizing and degreasing. However, ozone is not as well known in this
tropical region as in the western world. Ozone technology is not unknown in kitchen
area as ozone is also used in cleaning vegetables and fruits before cooking. One of the
examples is in the cleaning of spinach [12].
Hence, this research is to introduce the usage of ozone technology in order to
enhance and improve the ways to clean the kitchen utensils which takes up most of the
cleaning time in Taylor’s Hospitality and Culinary Arts School. The objective is to
customize and develop designs to bring out effective applications of ozone technology
in cleaning kitchen utensils. Furthermore, the research is carried out also to prove that
the usage of ozone technology reduces the usage of chemicals, man powers and time
consumption in cleaning process.
2. Research Methodology
This research is done by cleaning stainless steel kitchen utensils in Taylor’s Hospitality
and Culinary Arts (TCHT). The research done on different methods is shown in Table
3.
Table 3. Methods of testing
With Nozzle
Without ozone

Without Nozzle
Without ozone

With ozone

With ozone

2.1 Calculation of water and chemical usage in cleaning process
A water flow meter shown in Figure 1 is attached to the outlet of the water pipe
where water flows out for kitchen utensil washing. This is to measure the amount of
water used during the whole cleaning process. The amount of water used is compared
between the cleaning with and without ozone, and with and without nozzles. The
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volume of water was controlled during the research, not letting it to overrun before and
after washing. The water was only let run when needed.

Figure 1. Water flow meter with readings in m3
A 10 ml syringe shown in Figure 2 is used to measure the volume of
dishwashing liquid used to clean the kitchen utensils. The dishwashing liquid is already
diluted with the ratio of 1 L of detergent to 20 L of water. It is tested with the same
methods as in Table 2. The detergent is added on by an increment of 1ml onto the
dishwashing sponge until the worker feels that it is sufficient to clean the pot. This is
done to ease the calculation for the efficiency of ozone water cleaning vs non-ozone
water cleaning.

Figure 2. 10 ml syringe for dishwashing liquid measurement

2.2 Customization of ozone machine
The ozone machine in Figure 3 is provided by Medklinn International Sdn Bhd.
The ozone capacity used was 500mg/hr. Ozone is also produced with the presence of
oxygen as stated in the literature review. In this case, a consistent provided of oxygen
is needed so that the ozone produced will be consistent as well. Therefore, an oxygen
concentrator is used to provide the consistent amount of oxygen. A 1 LPM oxygen
concentrator is used for this research. A venturi shown in Figure 4 is used for suction
of ozone gas to be diluted in water is MK584 (¾ inch inlet and outlet size). This will
result in a 1.8 particles per million (PPM) (without nozzle) and 1.25 PPM (with nozzle)
concentration of ozone.
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Figure 3. Ozone Machine
Inlet (higher pressure)

Outlet (lower pressure)

Suction of gas or liquid

Figure 4. MK584 Venturi [13]

2.3 Nozzle profile
A nozzle is used to have a higher water impact in the cleaning process to remove oil
and stubborn dirt on the kitchen utensils. The nozzle design has 16 linear 1.50 mm
diameter circular holes with a 3 mm linear distance between each hole. Figure 5 shows
the design of the nozzle used to clean the kitchen utensils. The design has the same
number of holes compared to the nozzle used in the traditional way of cleaning in
Taylors School of Hospitality and Culinary Arts (TCHT). However, the nozzle profile
in TCHT is a shower pattern nozzle. A shower pattern nozzle shows a lower impact
force compared to the one in linear. This is because most of the water flow is not
blocked at the outlet, hence there is lesser force that pushes the water out of the orifices.
However, in linear, the water is constrained to exit only at the middle of the outlet.
Hence, pressure accumulates in the nozzle and more force is present to push the water
out of the orifices.

Figure 5. Linear Circular Pattern Nozzle
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ANSYS Fluent CFD is ran on the nozzle profile to identify the velocity profile and
also the pressure at the outlet. A multi-zone, mapped mesh type hexa/prism and free
mesh type of tetra/pyramid meshing is done. Multi-zone, hex dominant is done because
the outlets of the nozzles are having circular patterns and multi-zone work best for these
conditions. It has a total of 108202 number of elements, average skewness 0.36274 and
an average orthogonal quality of 0.79.

For the boundary conditions, Reynold’s number is calculated for the flow to see
whether the flow is a laminar or turbulent flow across the nozzle. The equation for
Reynold’s number is as follow:
𝜌𝑣𝐷
𝑅𝑒𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑑 ′ 𝑠 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 = 𝜇 (Eq. 1)
Where,
𝜌: The density of water
𝑣: Velocity of water
𝜇: The viscosity of water at 28℃
According to [14], viscosity and the density of water at 28ºC is 0.8324 mPa.s and
0.9962 g/cm3 respectively.
′

𝑅𝑒𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑠 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 =

𝑘𝑔
𝑚
× 3 × 0.0092𝑚
𝑠
𝑚3
𝑘𝑔
0.8324 × 0.001
𝑚𝑠

996.2

= 33,031.14

The flow is turbulent, Realizable k-𝜀 is used as the viscous modelling during all the
CFD analysis. The boundary conditions are set to 3 m/s inlet velocity with. This is due
to the volumetric flow rate of 12 LPM measured from the pipes of the kitchen in
Taylor’s School of Hospitality and Culinary Arts.

Figure 6. Multi-zone mesh type
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2.4 Cleanliness of kitchen utensil
3M Clean Trace shown in Figure 7 is used as the equipment to test on the
cleanliness of the kitchen utensil. Swabs are taken before and after cleaning of the
kitchen utensil using the traditional way (without ozone water) and with ozone water.
A cotton bud like stick shown in Figure 7 are used to swab on the surface (10cm ×
10cm) of the kitchen pot before cleaning, and done it again after cleaning. Same applies
to with and without nozzle. The measurement is taken as Relative Light Units (RLU).
RLU is the measurement of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) present on the kitchen
utensil. The higher the RLU, the dirtier the kitchen utensil is. In normal practice, RLU
higher than 11 is a caution and higher than 30 is a fail. Hence, RLU lower than 10 is in
the safe region [15].

Figure 7. 3M Clean Trace swab sticks
Kitchen towel and an oil control blotting paper are used to have a qualitative
result on the dirt and oil left on the kitchen utensil after cleaning. Results are shown in
the next section of discussion.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1 Washing of stainless steel pot
Table 4 and 5 show the amount of water and detergent is used for the different methods
of washing (as discussed in Table 2). The tables also show the cleanliness (RLU) of the
pots before and after washing. Comparing the results with the background reading in
Table 2, averagely one utensil needed 23.95 L of water to clean. However, during the
research, the volume of water was controlled well hence, there is a big reduction in the
volume of water.
Table 4. Cleaning of a stainless steel kitchen pot without nozzle
Variables
Volume of water, L
Volume of detergent, ml
Ozone level, PPM

Traditional way
10.4
4
-

459

Ozone water
11.1
6
1.8
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Pot before washing

Cleanliness before washing,
RLU
Pot after washing

674

312

226 (448)

103 (209)

29.6ºC

29.1ºC

Oil and dirt detection after
washing

Cleanliness after washing,
RLU (TOTAL REDUCTION
OF RLU)
Temperature of water

Table 5. Cleaning of a stainless steel kitchen pot with nozzle
Variables

Traditional way

Ozone water

Volume of water, L
Volume of detergent, ml
Ozone level, PPM
Pot before washing

8
5
-

8
5
1.25ppm

Cleanliness before
washing, RLU

1106

679
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Pot after washing

Oil and dirt detection
after washing

Cleanliness after
washing, RLU (TOTAL
REDUCTION OF RLU)
Temperature of water

156 (950)

6 (673)

29.5ºC

29.1ºC

From table 4, the RLU reduction for traditional way of cleaning (using just
detergent and normal 29.6ºC of water) is 66.47% while for ozone water is 67%.
Traditional way uses 700ml of water and 2ml of detergent lesser compared to ozone
water to achieve the RLU. The difference in water volume and detergent, and also the
RLU reduction are not significant in this experiment. Table 5 shows a significant
difference in RLU reduction comparing the two methods of cleaning with the same
amount of water and detergent used. There was a 85.9% reduction using the traditional
way with nozzle and a 99.12% RLU reduction using ozone with nozzle. This has
significantly shown that with the use of nozzle in the cleaning process, it increases the
RLU reduction by about 20% ~ 30% compared to without the nozzle. Ozone water with
the use of nozzle also shown the cleaning process to be very efficient.
The readings are as such because it is due to the properties of nozzle. Although
with nozzle, the PPM level is lower than the one without nozzle, however nozzle plays
a part in cleaning and also sterilizing. Ozone needs exposure time to the surface in order
to kill bacteria, hence when ozone without nozzle is applied, the reduction rate is
slower. When nozzle is applied in this case, the nozzle will give impact force to the
utensil surface and clearing most of the dirt and bacteria, adding on with ozone, the
sterilizing effect is much higher compared to without the nozzle.
So, comparing with nozzle with ozone and without ozone, although both shows
more than 80% of RLU reduction, the one without ozone has always show RLU more
than 10 which is unsafe to use according to [41]. When comparing without nozzle with
ozone and without ozone, both have also failed to the requirement stated in [41]. Hence,
ozone and nozzle is the best combination as the RLU reduction for all the cases has
shown RLU less than 10, which is safe for consumers. This has proven that even though
chemicals are used to wash utensils, it might not be safe for consumption purposes.
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Ozone has proven to be a strong disinfectant and the utensils that are cleansed by ozone
will be definitely safe to use.

3.2 Nozzle and ozone suction in water
The inlet velocity is at 3 m/s and the outlet velocity as the result of the nozzle design is
at about 12-14 m/s. Figure 9 shows the velocity path lines of the flow of water through
the nozzle. It can also be seen that there is back flow occurring as it hits the head of the
nozzle. The backflow also causes the high pressure of 1x105 Pa to be accumulated in
the nozzle itself as shown in Figure 10. As the pressure accumulates in the nozzle, the
velocity decreases, the air pressure in the venturi will find it difficult to push the ozone
gas to dilute in the water through the venturi. This causes the decrease in ozone suction
in the venturi which was from 1.8 PPM to 1.25 PPM (from Table 4 and 5).

Figure 9. Velocity path lines

Figure 10. Pressure path lines
According to [16], the impact force is based on the angle of water distribution
from the nozzle. The bigger the angle of water distribution, the lower the impact force.
This is because of the kinetic energy losses when it is needed to distribute the water at
the big angles. Since the impact force equation is given by,
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𝐹𝑠 = 𝑚𝑣 2 (Eq. 2)
2
the velocity at the outlet will play a part in determining the impact force. When the
velocity is higher at the outlet, the impact force will be higher.
The design of the conventional nozzle is based on the nozzle used in TCHT
kitchen shown in Appendix 3 and 4. According to literature review [16, 17], a nozzle
that produces solid stream has the highest impact force compared to water distributed
at an angle. Single hole will give a solid stream flow. However, a solid stream will also
lose momentum quicker compared to others, even though all nozzles will lose
momentum after the water exits from the orifice [17]. Hence, the distance of nozzle to
the surface intended to be washed have to be nearer so that the water can hit the surface
with minimal losses of momentum. A single hole is also not very user friendly to wash
kitchen utensil as the focus area is small and usually a kitchen utensil is at sizes of 10
cm – 20 cm. So in order to optimize the washing, a linear pattern is done with 3 mm
apart so that the water streams could wash the kitchen utensil at a bigger surface area.
It can mimic a fan pattern nozzle but having solid streams as well to increase impact
force.

4. Conclusion
In conclusion, the usage of ozone water in cleaning kitchen utensils has shown
significant difference compared to using the traditional way of cleaning with the aid of
a nozzle. The nozzle prototype has given the cleaning process a huge boost with a big
increment of RLU reduction. The kitchen utensil is tested to be 99% clean after using
ozone with the same amount of water and dishwashing liquid as to the traditional way
of cleaning. The controlled research has definitely reduced the volume of water used
and proven to be much more efficient in cleaning. In terms of manpower, there is no
reduction because the time of cleaning is almost the same. The nozzle could help to
ease the cleaning of stubborn dirt however, the time of cleaning is almost the same with
and without nozzle. Ozone level in the water is also based on the pressure of water, as
the backpressure is high, the ozone level dissolved in the water is lesser.
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APPENDIX

Appendix 1: Bacteria count in hospital food service sample 1

Appendix 2: Bacteria count in hospital service sample 2
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Appendix 3: Focus point of the water spray used in Taylor’s School of Hospitality and Culinary Arts
kitchen

Appendix 4: Water spray profile
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Abstract
Inverted pendulum is a system in which the centre of the mass is above the pivot point,
where the mass can freely rotate. The inverted pendulum has a unique trait; it is
unpredictable, non-linear and consists of multiple variables. Balancing by PID
controller is a continuous process where it corrects the feedback system error from the
difference between the measured value and the desired value. This research mainly
focusses on balancing an inverted pendulum with reaction wheel. The research
objectives are to construct a self-balanced inverted pendulum and using PID controller
to control the stability of the pendulum. The PID configurations is then evaluated based
on the response of the system. The idea is to use the reaction torque generated by the
motor to counter balance the inverted pendulum. The factor which govern the amount
of torque generated is the height of the pendulum and the mass of the wheel. To balance
the pendulum, tuning the PID gain is essential. Proportional gain is tuned first to get
oscillation, next is to tune the integral and derivative gain to get a smoother and quicker
response. Idea is to get short settling time, and minimum overshoot percentage.
Hypotheses is that higher proportional gain will give a faster response rate and the
acceleration of the motor is the key on generating torque. A simulation of the pendulum
falling is simulated and the results are recorded in term of the response of the pendulum
against time. At initial point, proportional gain, integral gain and derivative gain are set
to zero to validate the simulation. The findings in this research is that torque is generated
by the acceleration of the reaction wheel. Higher acceleration gives a high torque.
Others findings is the PID parameter; Proportional gain increases the response rate;
Integral gain is used to eliminate steady state error; Derivative gain is used to lessen the
overshoot.
Key words: Inverted pendulum, PID control, Reaction Wheel, Angular acceleration,
Angular Displacement
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1. Introduction
Inverted pendulum is a system in which the centre of mass is above the pivot
point, where the mass can freely rotate. For an example, balancing a long stick on a
palm is considered as inverted pendulum. The inverted pendulum has a unique trait
where it is unpredictable, non-linear and consists of multiple variables. Which is why,
inverted pendulum is usually used to benchmark a control algorithm such as PID
controllers, state space representation, neural networks, fuzzy control and genetic
algorithms. To balance an inverted pendulum, torque must be applied on the pivot to
counter balance the falling pendulum. This can done by moving the pivot point
horizontally and vertically by using a cart or a reaction wheel which generate a reaction
torque from spinning in opposite direction [1].
The concept of inverted pendulum is very common in the world either in manmade structure or natural things. One of the great examples of an inverted pendulum
that can be seen in natural things is human being. To stand up right, human body must
be constantly balance itself. Putting an unconscious person upright will lead to the
person falling. A humanoid robot is also one of the example where the concept of
inverted pendulum can be applied in [2]. Inverted pendulum can also be seen in advance
technology such as rockets and missile where the centre of gravity is placed behind the
centre of drag, results in aerodynamic instability [3]. As for the latest technology, it
would be the Segway [4].
As mentioned above, there are many ways to balance an inverted pendulum.
The most common way is to use a moving cart to move the pivot point to create counter
moment. Another uncommon way of balancing is by rotating clockwise and
anticlockwise to generate moment. Out of the many variations out there, the focus here
is to balance an inverted pendulum by using reaction wheel. Unlike other type of
inverted pendulum, such as rotary or cart. They require a runway or platform to balance
itself, because it is balance by motion of the whole pendulum. However, reaction wheel
inverted pendulum is balance by torque generated by the motor. This require no
platform or runway making it compact and rigid.
Reaction wheel is mainly used in the satellite to provide precise rotation.
Newton 3rd law states that for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction, thus
the name of reaction wheel. To rotate the satellite in space, satellite rotated by spinning
the reaction in the opposite direction. This allows the satellite to have rotational motion
through its rotational axis. However, reaction does not generate translation motion, it
cannot move from one point to another [5]. Because the wheel has mass, and it is
moving in circular motion, the wheel itself has angular momentum. The angular
momentum is conserved as long as there is no external torque applies to the system.
Other than that, object with mass also subjected to moment of inertia. By relating the
relation above, theoretically a reaction wheel inverted pendulum can be model out [6].
Control is one of the most essential elements nowadays, such as control in a
power plant. A power plant without control is disastrous. A common control system
consists of the controller, sensor and an actuator. Actuator is the component where it
converts electrical signal to mechanical energy to change the physical environment.
Sensor reads the change in physical environment and sends the electrical signal to the
controller. Controller acts as the processor, which processes the value from the
feedback sensor. It calculates the difference of the environmental value and target value,
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which also known as response error. This value is then processed by the controller and
the correct signal is sent to the actuator. A target value is the value which the user desire
to achieve. Below in Figure 1 is a basic control diagram [7].

Figure 1: Control diagram.
Where,
r = input

e = response error G(s) = Controller

Gp(s) = actuator

Evaluating the stability of system in general
There is numerous way to test the stability of a system. One of the most common way
is to test the linear system of the transfer function [8].
Consider the system has two main block-diagrams 𝐺𝑃 (𝑠) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐺(𝑠).
The transfer function in loop:
The output can be expressed as, 𝑦 = 𝐺𝑃 𝐺
The response error can be expressed as, 𝑒 = 𝑟 − 𝑦
The ratio of the output and response error is the closed loop function,
𝑦
𝑟

=

𝐺𝑃 𝐺
𝑒+𝑦

= 𝐺𝑐𝑙 (𝑠)

(1)
𝐺𝑐𝑙 (𝑠) = 𝑎 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑝 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

The transfer function above is in complex form. Once the function is converted
into Laplace form, the data can be presented graphically on a complex s – plane. A
closed loop function is always in the fraction form as shown in equation (1). The
numerator in a function is also known as zero whereas the denominator is known as
pole. The ‘circle’ mark on the s-plane shown in Figure 2 represents the zero, whereas
the ‘cross’ mark represents the pole. Both of these factors govern the stability of the
system. If a pole exists on the right plane, it means that there is an output component
which gradually increases as time progress, which result in instability in the system. In
other words, to achieve stability, the pole needed to be on the left half plane. Figure 3
shows a clearer response of the system depending which point the function located. In
the centre of Figure 3 shows the general response of the system, with either gradually
decrease, increase or remain constant. Y – axis represents the frequency of the response,
where the higher the magnitude of the imaginary number indicates higher frequency.
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Figure 2: Data represent in a complex s – plane.

Figure 3: Complex S – plane[8].

PID Controller
PID is a very well-known feedback controller, due to its efficiency and
reliability. PID consists of three parameters, proportional gain, integrated and
derivative. Like most of the controller, it calculates the differences between the
measured value and the desired value as shown in Figure 4. One of the example of PID
in daily life is air conditioning. First air conditioning is set to a desire temperature by
using the remote. Most of the air conditioning has a built-in temperature sensor to
feedback the ambient temperature. The purpose of the PID is to constantly receive
feedback from the ambient temperature and send the suitable voltage to the system to
lower down the temperature. Once the desire temperature is achieved, the PID
controller will then try to maintain the temperature within a range. This range is known
as the steady state error. A good controller has a low range of steady state error, also
achieve the desire value in a shorter time with low overshooting. The proportional gain
acts as multiplier which multiply the error response. It is also one the factor to make
the response quicker, however too much will result in oscillation and eventually
unstable. The function of an integral gain is sum up all the errors produce to reduce the
steady state error, whereas the derivative gain is product of rate of change of the error.
The function is to increase the reaction magnitude when there is a change in error.
However, it is sensitive to noises such as disturbance in the electrical signal.
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Figure 4: Flow process with PID.
The objectives of this research are to build an auto-balanced inverted pendulum
and validate the performance and stability of the inverted pendulum by comparing
various set of PID setup based on other research. The hypothesis is that any object that
moves in circular motion produces angular momentum and it is conserved unless it is
subjected to external torque. By using this theory, it is possible to balance an inverted
pendulum by placing the reaction wheel at the end of the pendulum. Balancing is done
by rotating and stopping the reaction wheel against the falling direction of the pendulum.
Stopping the reaction wheel in a short duration, result in high deceleration, hence
producing a counter force to balance the inverted pendulum. The best configuration of
the PID controller in this research can be obtained by comparing the result in terms of
performance and stability [8].

2. Research Methodology
2.1 Design of the inverted pendulum
The inverted pendulum on this research is very similar to reaction wheel discussed
earlier. Instead of balancing on one axis, the purpose of this research is to construct a
two-axis reaction wheel inverted pendulum. The main components of the design consist
of a pendulum body, two reaction wheels, two motors, gyroscope and a microcontroller.
The overall design is as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: The overall design of the pendulum.
The pendulum body must be made from light material such as aluminium. Lighter
body require lesser force to counter the falling thus, weaker motor can be used. Stronger
motor is expensive and big in size. Furthermore, it adds on weight into the system.
Due to budget limitation, smaller motor is used to fit into the budget. The
limitation of small motor is that, the torque generated by the motor is small. Thus, a
lighter and smaller reaction wheel is used. The wheel has a dimension of 6 cm diameter
and 2 cm depth. It is 3D printed with PLA (polylactic acid) filament. The density is set
to 30% because of light weight requirement. The height of the pendulum is designed to
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be approximately 30 cm. This height is decided based on the amount of counter torque
generated by the motor.
The torque generated by the motor is 14.7 × 10−3Nm, this value is based on the
specification of the motor. This number is bigger than the torque generated by the
weight which is 5.11 × 10−3 Nm. The weight is calculated by multiplying the weight
of the pendulum and distance of the pivot point to centre of gravity. The whole
pendulum including motor has a mass of 150 grams. The distance of the centre of
gravity to the pivot point is approximately 20 cm. Assumption here is the maximum
angle the pendulum can be tilted before falling is 10 degrees. Thus, after resolve the
weight in vertical component the maximum torque generated by weight is 5.11 × 10−3
Nm. A bigger value is needed because overshoot better than having insufficient enough
torque to counter the balance. Furthermore, the speed of the wheel can be controlled to
reduce the amount of overshooting.
As mentioned above the height is designed to be 30 cm because shorter height
only generates small amount of torque to counter balance the pendulum. Although
greater height generates more torque, however the torque generated by the weight is
also increases as the height increases. Thus, 30 cm is the optimum height for the
inverted pendulum.

a. Electronic components of the inverted pendulum
Electrical components are the vital of the inverted pendulum. Table 1 shows the
description of each components.
Direct current (DC) motor is used due to the ability to provide high RPM. The
importance of reaction wheel is to create torque, and this is proportional to the
acceleration of the wheel. High acceleration can be obtained by changing the velocity
in a short time. This can be achieved by DC motor; hence DC motor is used. Since this
is the dual axis system, a gyroscope is a better sensor to measure the angular position
of the pendulum. Potentiometer is not a suitable selection because it can only read one
axis and having two in the system, only result in complex. As for microcontroller,
Arduino Uno is selected due to its reliability and low cost. Other alternative such as
raspberry pi does not have the same quality as Uno. Furthermore, the software used to
tune the PID is Arduino as well, thus more compatible. Mega Arduino is not chosen
because of the high cost. With the number of sensors and motors, Uno is sufficient to
do the job. In Figure 6, shows the connections of all the electrical components to the
microcontroller.

Table 1: Electrical components in the system
Electrical
components

Description

Actuator
Sensor

6V DC motor
Gyroscope IMU MPU-6050 up to 6
degrees of freedom
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Microcontroller

Arduino Uno

Figure 6: Electrical connection of the system.
b. Mathematical modelling
i. Modelling using vectorial dynamic
The structure of the system can breakdown into forces to further understand the system.
Following Figure 7 is the schematic of the system. Figure 8 is the free body diagram of
the system showing the point where the force is acting. Here is a list of abbreviation
used below,
𝐺𝑝 = pendulum weight

𝐿𝜔 = length of pivot to wheel

𝐿𝑝 = length of pivot to centre of gravity of pendulum
𝑚𝑝 = pendulum mass

𝑚𝜔 = wheel mass
𝑇𝑚 = motor torque

𝐺𝜔 = weight of wheel

Figure 7: The schematic of reaction wheel pendulum.
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Figure 8: Forces on the system.

The moment of the system is stated as
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑀𝐹 + ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑀𝐺𝜔 + ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑀𝐺𝑝 = 𝐼𝜖

(2)

Where,
∈ = the acceleration of whole system
of inertia

I = the moment

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑀𝐹 = Moment caused by Force
wheel

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑀𝐺𝜔 = Moment caused by

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑀𝐺𝑝 = Moment caused by pendulum
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑀𝐹 = 𝑅⃗ × 𝐹

(3)

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑀𝐺𝜔 = ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐿𝜔 × ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐺𝜔

(4)

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑀𝐺𝑝 = ⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐿𝑝 × ⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐺𝑝

(5)

Where R is the radius of the reaction wheel. In this setup, the momentum force, F can
be assumed to be approximately same as the torque generated by the motor due to
negligible mechanical loses from the motor to the reaction wheel [8]. Thus, Eq. (2) can
be written as
−𝑇𝑚 + 𝐺𝜔 𝐿𝜔 sin 𝜃 + 𝐺𝑝 𝐿𝑝 sin 𝜃 = 𝜃̈𝐼

(6)

ii. Modelling using analytical dynamics
To obtain the equation of the system, alternative way such as analytical dynamics is
reliable.
The total energy of the system can be break down into the kinetic and potential energy.
The difference in kinetic (T) and potential energy (V) is also known as Lagrangian
equation.
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𝐿 =𝑇−𝑉

(7)

Equation of motion expressed in Lagrangian form. This is a general formula,
𝑑

𝜕𝐿

𝜕𝐿

( ) − (𝜕𝜃) = 𝑄
𝑑𝑡 𝜕𝜃̇

(8)

Where Q is dissipative force. The force in the system is conservative, thus
𝑑

𝜕𝐿

𝜕𝐿

( ) − (𝜕𝜃) = 0
𝑑𝑡 𝜕𝜃̇

(9)

Moment of inertia is additive,
𝑚𝑡 = 𝑚𝑝 + 𝑚 𝜔
(10)
𝑚𝑡 𝐿𝑡 = 𝑚𝑝 𝐿𝑝 + 𝑚𝜔 𝐿𝜔
(11)
𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐼𝑝 + 𝐼𝜔 = 𝑚𝑝 𝐿𝑝 2 + 𝑚𝜔 𝐿𝜔 2
(12)
The potential and kinetic energy are expressed as, with the assumption V = 0 at ground
level
V = 𝑚𝑡 𝑔ℎ = 𝑚𝑡 𝑔𝐿𝑡 cos θ𝑝 = 𝑔(𝑚𝑝 𝐿𝑝 + 𝑚𝜔 𝐿𝜔 ) cos θ𝑝
(13)
𝑇=

1

̇ 2 𝑝 + 1 𝐼𝜔 θ̇2 𝜔
𝐼
θ
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
2
2
(14)

Substitute the previous two equations into the Eq. (7)
𝐿=

1

̇ 2 𝑝 + 1 𝐼𝜔 θ̇2 𝜔 − 𝑚𝑡 𝑔𝐿𝑡 cos θ𝑝
𝐼
θ
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
2
2
(15)

Partial derivative is calculated with the first generalized coordinate, θ𝑝
𝜕𝐿
𝜕θ𝑝̇

= 𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 θ̇𝑝

(16)
𝑑
𝜕𝐿
( )
𝑑𝑡 𝜕θ𝑝̇

= 𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 θ̈𝑝 = (𝐼𝑝 + 𝑚𝜔 𝐿𝜔 2 )θ̈𝑝

(17)
𝜕𝐿

On the other hand, (𝜕𝑞 ) is express as the moment of inertia
𝑗

𝜕𝐿
𝜕θ𝑝

= 𝑚𝑡 𝑔𝐿𝑡 sin θ𝑝

(18)
By substituting equation (17) and (18) to (8), the result is
(𝐼𝑝 + 𝑚𝜔 𝐿𝜔 2 )θ̈𝑝 − 𝑚𝑡 𝑔𝐿𝑡 sin θ𝑝 = 𝑄
(19)
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Replace Q with the torque generated by the motor into Eq. (19),
(𝐼𝑝 + 𝑚𝜔 𝐿𝜔 2 )θ̈𝑝 − 𝑚𝑡 𝑔𝐿𝑡 sin θ𝑝 = 𝑇𝑚
(20)
Notice in Eq. (13), the potential energy is in term of cosine. This is because
when dealing with the potential energy, only the height is considered, which is the
vertical axis.

3. Results and Discussions
The purpose of this research is to identify the effect of PID configuration on the
response rate of inverted pendulum. The expected outcome of this research is
fluctuation should be considerably low, but the settling time will be high. This is most
likely due to the charge up time for the reaction wheel to deliver a counter moment.
Unlike the other system where the moment is instantaneous generated by the motor,
reaction wheel need to take up speed to generate counter moment.
A simulation of the inverted pendulum is designed by using Simulink. The
purpose of the simulation is to theoretically simulate the outcome of the pendulum. The
simulated result is then compared with the practical result to evaluate the difference
between the theory and practical performance. The Simulink design is shown below in
Figure 9.

Figure 9: Design of the Simulink.
A basic PID control system consists of PID, plant, actuator and sensor to
feedback the output. In Figure 10, the loop first starts by having a constant with 0
magnitude going through the PID controller. The PID controller is then produce an
output as motor voltage to give specific amount of torque to balance the pendulum.
After that the change in angle position is then measured by the sensor and feedback to
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the PID controller. ‘Step’ shown in Figure 9 is the source of the disturbance which made
the pendulum to be unbalance. The scope shown in the Simulink design is the result of
the response rate and there are three entries to the scope which produces three variables
in graph as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: System response when Kp = 0, Ki = 0 and Kd = 0.
a. Ziegler-Nichols tuning method
One of the way to tune an unstable system using PID controller is the Ziegler-Nichols
turning method. This method is very common and reliable because tuning can be done
without the mathematical models of the system. This method can be used on system
with known mathematical modelling as well. Ziegler-Nichols tuning method tune a
system by judging the response of the system. To use this method, first, only the Kp
(Proportional gain) is tuned to certain amount until the response start oscillating.
Second is to tune either Ki (Integral gain) or Kd (Derivative gain) to stabilize the system.
Finally, the last step is to tune the last parameter to improve the stability of the system
either by reducing the fluctuation or reducing the steady state error [10].
When PID gain is zero. The response shows that the system is unstable as it
grows exponentially away from stable point as the disturbance introduced into the
system. Yellow line indicates the angle position of the pendulum, red line indicates the
disturbance and blue line indicates the response of the motor voltage. With the zero
gain, the motor is deactivated thus the voltage response is stagnant as shown in Figure
10.
Figure 11 shows when the Kp has a value of 15. The response is similar as the
previous response but with a few fluctuations at the beginning.
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Figure 11: System response when Kp = 15, Ki = 0 and Kd = 0.

To start balancing an unbalance system, Kp is commonly the priority to tune. In
this case, the proportional gain is tuned to 15 whereas the integral gain and derivative
gain remain zero. With the Kp at 15, the angle of the pendulum decreases a slight
amount before growing exponentially. This shows that there is a slight improvement to
the stability of the system, however the voltage response of the motor has a very steep
gradient towards infinity. To counter the pendulum from falling, the motor must
generate torque in opposite direction, which is why the voltage response has a mirror
pattern against the falling of pendulum. As the voltage response going towards infinity,
which means the system require infinite amount of energy to balance the system,
practically this is unachievable. Thus, higher Kp is required.
Higher Kp value is input to the simulation and the result is shown in Figure 12.
More fluctuations occurred before system went unstable.

Figure 12: System response when Kp = 30, Ki = 0 and Kd = 0.
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As higher Kp is added, the fluctuation occurrences increase at the beginning then
gradually went unstable. The rate which the system became unstable is significantly
lower with twice amount of Kp. Voltage motor also share the similar traits. This shows
that the system is more stable when higher proportional gain is input into the system.
One of the reason the stable time is longer is because motor voltage has more attempts
to balance the pendulum. Fluctuations shows in the motor voltage is the result of motor
trying to balance the pendulum. However, the lack of other parameter gains it is still
unable to balance the pendulum in a longer duration. Thus, other gains are needed for
the system to be balanced.

Figure 13: System response when Kp = 30, Ki = 5 and Kd = 0.
With Kp = 30 and Ki = 5, the system is no longer unstable. As compare to Figure
12, this response stays stable after a little fluctuation. The amplitude of the fluctuation
is significantly lower as well. On the other hand, the motor voltage has more visible
fluctuations and stay constant as the system is stable. The response of the pendulum has
a biggest fluctuation when an external force is acted on it. The amplitude of the
fluctuation is then reduced gradually until reaches zero, which is the stable point. This
indicates that when the external force acted on the pendulum, it swings away from
equilibrium. As it is away from equilibrium the motor generates opposite torque to
bring the pendulum back to equilibrium, which is why the blue line has a peak when
the response of the pendulum has a peak. After the pendulum reaches stability voltage
is still supplying the motor to maintain the balance of the system, which explains the
motor voltage is not in zero.
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Figure 14: System response when Kp = 30, Ki = 5 and Kd = 5.

All the parameters are input into the PID controller, the system became more
stable as shown in Figure 14. Only one visible fluctuation and the system is balanced
without overshooting that may cause another oscillation. With addition derivative
component of the PID control, the controller is now more sensitive in change in error.
The moment change in error is read by the controller, it reacted quickly to neutral the
change. Integral is important to make this happen as well. Only with the help of Ki, the
system managed to stabilise with low stead state error else the pendulum will still swing
left and right at equilibrium.
After the simulation, theoretically it is proven it is possible to balance the
inverted pendulum by using PID controller. Next step will be testing on an actual
inverted pendulum. The actual inverted pendulum has finish manufactured as shown in
Figure 15. Same procedure will be applied on the actual inverted pendulum in future
test.
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Figure 15: The actual inverted pendulum.
4. Conclusion
The simulation done by Simulink shows concrete proof that an inverted pendulum can
be balanced PID controller. With Ziegler-Nichols tuning method, even if the
mathematical modelling unknown it is possible to balance it by evaluating the response
of the system and tune each gain until a positive result is achieve. In PID, proportional
gain is responsible for amplifying the error; integral gain is to reduce the steady state
error; derivative is sensitive in change in error. Based on the simulation done in
Simulink, high Kp is require to balance the pendulum and the value Ki and Kd can be as
low as 5 and it is sufficient for the system to be balanced.
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Abstract
Due to its ease of use and simplicity, Proportional-Integral (PI) controller still remains
as the widely used controller for motor speed control system. However, PI controller
exhibits windup when the motor operates in a saturated state, which may cause
degradation to the control system. In order to overcome the windup phenomenon, many
researches have introduced various types of anti-windup methods such as the
conditioning technique (CI), tracking back calculation (TBC), integral state prediction
(ISP), steady-state integral proportional integral controller 01 (SIPIC01) and steadystate integral proportional integral controller 02 (SIPIC02). CI, TBC and ISP are antiwindup techniques with integral control switching mechanism and coupling of
proportional gain, kp and integral gain, ki. Due to the coupled kp and ki, it is hard to tune
for a motor performance with short settling time without experiencing overshoot. In the
meanwhile, SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 are robust anti-windup methods without a switching
mechanism and exhibit decoupling feature. SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 have shown better
dynamic performance compared with CI, TBC and ISP. However, SIPIC01 has not
been compared with SIPIC02 in terms of their decoupling effect flexibility and dynamic
performance. Hence, the comparison and evaluation of the dynamic performance
between SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 were done in this research in order to expand the
knowledge of the field of anti-windup PI control. The mathematical model for the plant
system was derived. The decoupling effect was verified through simulation with the aid
of MATLAB while the performance was verified through hardware simulation and
hardware testing by using Scilab. The results obtained from the simulation showed that
both SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 consist of decoupling features that allow a performance
with coexistence of zero or minimum overshoot and short settling time. However,
SIPIC02 consists of longer rise and settling time as compared to SIPIC01. Therefore, it
can be concluded SIPIC01 is better than SIPIC02 in term of dynamic performance.
Keywords: Proportional-Integral (PI) Controller, Anti-windup, Steady-state Integral
Proportional Integral Controller, Decoupling Effect, Motor Speed Control
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1. Introduction
A control system is one of the important components in a system which is
responsible in producing desired output. Control system comprises of open-loop and
closed-loop control system. Open-loop control system is a simple control system
without feedback loop in which the input is totally independent from the output of a
system [1]. Other than its simplicity, open-loop control system is generally stable and
economical. However, the output of the open-loop control system is inaccurate and
unreliable. This is due to the system which is unable to auto-correct the system error
signal as there is no feedback loop in the system. In contrast, a closed-loop control
system is a control system with feedback loop [1]. This type of control system contains
the error auto-correction operation that gives a more accurate and reliable output.
However, the design of a closed-loop control system is complicated.
In modern control, Artificial Intelligent (AI) control is a type of closed-loop
control system that utilises the complex computation mechanism to imitate the human
thinking. Fuzzy logic controller (FLC) [2], artificial neural network (ANN) [3], and
genetic algorithm (GA) [4] are some of the commonly discussed AI controls which are
robust and show good dynamic performance in motor speed control. However, due to
its ease of use and simplicity, the classical proportional integral (PI) controller still
remains as the controller that is widely used for motor speed control system nowadays.
Yet, PI controller experiences windup which normally happens when the output of the
controller exceed the limit of the input of the plant which caused the system to operates
in a saturated state [5]. This phenomenon will lead to poor control response such as
increased overshoot, long settling time and even system instability.
In order to improve the performance of the PI controller, the windup
phenomenon should be eliminated. There are many anti-windup techniques developed
to avoid windup phenomenon such as the conditional integration (CI), tracking back
calculation (TBC), integral state prediction (ISP), steady-state integral PI controller-01
(SIPIC01) and steady-state integral PI controller-02 (SIPIC02) [5], [6]. Up-to-date,
both SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 have been compared with the existing anti-windup PI
controllers and the result shows that both of them perform better in term of dynamic
performance on motor speed control. However, the evaluation between the two has yet
to be studied. Hence, the dynamic performance between SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 was
investigated in the present study. This work serves to expand the knowledge of the field
of anti-windup PI controller.
2. Types of Anti-Windup PI Controller
In order to overcome the windup phenomenon, many researches introduced
different types of anti-windup schemes. Out of the anti-windup schemes available, CI,
TBC and ISP appear to be the favourite among researches. The similarity between these
schemes is that they operate differently by altering their integral control component in
the saturated state, and resume to the conventional PI controller under unsaturated state.
Consequently, they also experience tuning difficulty when operating as PI controller
due to their coupled tuning gains [5]. CI, TBC and ISP have the similar integral control
under unsaturated state but consist of different integral control under saturated state.
Table 1 shows the integral control of the respective anti-windup method under different
states, and Table 2 shows the advantages and disadvantages of these anti-windup
methods [5]. The e, ka, u, v, ωi, qss and q shown in Table 1 denote the input error, anti485
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windup gain, controller output, plant input, positive parameter of the low-pass filter,
steady state integral component and integral state respectively.
Table 1. Comparison of integral control of anti-windup schemes under different states
Controllers
Integral Control
Integral Control
Switching
Under Unsaturated
Under Saturated
Mechanism
State, u = v
State, u ≠ v
Conditional
e
0
Yes
Integration (CI)
Tracking Back
e
e – ka (u – v)
Yes
Calculation
(TBC)
Integral State
e
ωi (qss –q)
Yes
Prediction (ISP)
Table 2. The advantages and disadvantages of anti-windup schemes
Controllers
Advantages
Disadvantages
Conditional
• No overshoot
• Integral value is large when
Integration (CI)
the controller output differ
from the plant input.
• Difficult to choose value of
gain
• Consists of coupling effect
Tracking Back
• Large value of anti-windup • Error will occur if the gain
Calculation
gain, ka is allowed to be
is too big.
(TBC)
chosen
• Consists of coupling effect
• Improve overshoot
Integral State
• Steady state value is • Integrator value is limited.
Prediction (ISP)
predicted to prevent state • Consists of coupling effect
change.
3. Generalisation of PI Controllers
The main purpose of generalisation of PI controllers is to develop a generic
expression which can be used to represent all the PI-related control methods. According
to [7], the function 𝑘𝑖 𝑘𝑡 (𝑞𝑠𝑠 − 𝑞) can generalise any PI-related controller and the
general equation is shown in Equation (1) where l, u, v and w are natural numbers while
Al, Bu and C are integers.
(𝑙)
(𝑢)
𝑘𝑖 𝑘𝑡 (𝑞𝑠𝑠 − 𝑞) = ∑𝑙=𝑣
+ ∑𝑢=𝑤
+𝐶
𝑢=0 𝐵𝑢 𝑒
𝑙=0 𝐴𝑙 𝑞

(1)

The ki, kt, qss, q and e represent the integral gain, external load constant, steady
state integral component, integral state and input error respectively while the l and u
denote the number of coefficient of A and B for q and e respectively. Both l and u also
denote the number of order for q and e respectively while C represent any constant.
Each term in the function of 𝑘𝑖 𝑘𝑡 (𝑞𝑠𝑠 − 𝑞) carries certain characteristic of the control
system. For example, the existence of the constant C will give a pole at the origin which
will result in steady state error [7]. In order to obtain a zero steady state error control
performance, Equation (2) must be met.
𝑞𝑠𝑠

lim 𝑘𝑖 𝑘𝑡 𝑠 (
𝑠→0

𝑠

− 𝑄(𝑠)) = 0

(2)
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Following this condition (2), the expression of 𝑠𝑠 − 𝑄(𝑠) needs to be reduced
𝑠
into a function of s which consists of no pole at the origin [7]. However, with the
presence of constant C in the function of 𝑘𝑖 𝑘𝑡 (𝑞𝑠𝑠 − 𝑞), Equation (2) will never be
satisfied and the steady state error cannot be eliminated.
Besides, the existence of error term, e will lead to the coupling of kp and ki tuning
parameters which increase the difficulty to obtain a performance of zero overshoot and
short settling time. According to [7], the absence of the error term will decouple the kp
and ki which allows a performance with coexistence of zero overshoot and short settling
time.
4. Steady-state Integral Proportional Integral Controller 01 (SIPIC01)
According to the characteristic of the term in the general Equation (1) stated in
section 3, Hoo et al. proposed a structure of the controller as shown in Equation (3)
where A1 can be any constant [8], [9].
𝑘𝑖 𝑘𝑡 (𝑞𝑠𝑠 − 𝑞) = 𝐴1 𝑞̇

(3)

In order to develop a controller with no steady state error and decoupling effect,
A1 can be equal to kt as A1 can be any constant. By substituting A1 = kt into Equation
(3), Equation (4) which describes the integral control of SIPIC01 will be formed. The
Laplace transformation of Equation (4), with Q(s) the subject is shown in Equation (5).
𝑘𝑖 (𝑞𝑠𝑠 − 𝑞) = 𝑞̇
𝑄(𝑠) =

(4)

𝑞
𝑞(0)+ 𝑘𝑖 𝑠𝑠
𝑠

(5)

𝑠+ 𝑘𝑖

Equation (6) is a second order error dynamic equation (EDE) formed from a
common first order system plant, P(s) controlled by a PI controller as shown in Figure
1, where V(s) and TL(s) are the control output and external load respectively. The error
equation of SIPIC01 (7) can be derived through the substitution of Equation (5) into
Equation (6). Equation (8) corresponds to the damping ratio of SIPIC01, which is
formed from the denominator of Equation (7) by comparing with the general
characteristic equation, 𝑠 2 + 2𝜁𝜔𝑠 + 𝜔2 , where 𝜁 and 𝜔 are the damping ratio and
natural frequency respectively.
𝐸(𝑠) =

𝐸(𝑠) =
𝜁=

𝑏
𝑞
𝑒(0)( + 𝑘𝑑 𝑘𝑡 )+ 𝑘𝑖 𝑘𝑡 ( 𝑠𝑠 −𝑄(𝑠))
𝑓
𝑏

𝑠

(6)

𝑎

( + 𝑘𝑑 𝑘𝑡 )𝑠+ + 𝑘𝑝 𝑘𝑡
𝑓
𝑓
𝑒(0)

𝑏
𝑓

𝑏
𝑎
( 𝑠+ + 𝑘𝑝 𝑘𝑡 )
𝑓
𝑓

+

𝑘𝑖 𝑘𝑡 (𝑞𝑠𝑠 −𝑞(0))
𝑏

𝑎

(𝑠+ 𝑘𝑖 )( 𝑠+ + 𝑘𝑝 𝑘𝑡 )
𝑓
𝑓

𝑎+𝑓𝑘𝑝 𝑘𝑡 +𝑏𝑘𝑖

(7)
(8)

2√𝑏√𝑎𝑘𝑖 +𝑓𝑘𝑝 𝑘𝑡 𝑘𝑖

As shown in Equation (7), there is no pole at the origin and this indicates that
there is no steady state error. Besides, only kp controls the e(0) while kp and ki control
the 𝑘𝑖 𝑘𝑡 (𝑞𝑠𝑠 − 𝑞(0)) in two separate terms. Hence, it can be concluded that SIPIC01
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consists of decoupling effect which allows the controller to obtain short settling and
rise time without experiencing overshoot.
5. Steady-state Integral Proportional Integral Controller 02 (SIPIC02)
Chiah at al. [6] proposed another anti wind-up PI controller based on general
Equation (1) with the structure of the controller shown in Equation (9) where A1 and A2
can be any constant.
𝑘𝑖 𝑘𝑡 (𝑞𝑠𝑠 − 𝑞) = 𝐴1 𝑞̇ + 𝐴2 𝑒

(9)

One of the possible option for A1 and A2 is kt. By substituting A1 = A2 = kt into
Equation (9), the integral control of the SIPIC02 can be obtained (10). The Laplace
transformation of Equation (10), with Q(s) the subject is shown in Equation (11).
𝑘𝑖 (𝑞𝑠𝑠 − 𝑞) = 𝑞̇ + 𝑒
𝑄(𝑠) =

(10)

𝑞
𝑞(0)+ 𝑘𝑖 𝑠𝑠 −𝐸(𝑠)
𝑠

(11)

𝑠+ 𝑘𝑖

From Equation (11) and Equation (6) with zero derivative gain, the error
equation of SIPIC02 is shown in Equation (12). Equation (13) is the damping ratio of
SIPIC02 obtained from the denominator of Equation (12) by comparing with the
characteristic equation.
𝐸(𝑠) =
𝜁=

𝑏
𝑓

𝑒(0) (𝑠+ 𝑘𝑖 ) + 𝑘𝑖 𝑘𝑡 (𝑞𝑠𝑠 −𝑞(0))
𝑏

(12)

𝑎

( 𝑠+ + 𝑘𝑝 𝑘𝑡 ) (𝑠+ 𝑘𝑖 ) − 𝑘𝑖 𝑘𝑡
𝑓
𝑓
𝑎+𝑓𝑘𝑝 𝑘𝑡 +𝑏𝑘𝑖

(13)

2√𝑏√𝑎𝑘𝑖 +𝑓𝑘𝑝 𝑘𝑡 𝑘𝑖 −𝑓𝑘𝑖 𝑘𝑡

As shown in Equation (12), there is no pole at the origin and this indicates that
there is no steady state error. Theoretically, SIPIC02 consists of coupling effect which
will prevent the controller from achieving a performance of zero overshoot and short
settling and rise time. This is because the 𝑘𝑖 𝑘𝑡 in Equation (12) does not allow
distinctive separable factors in the denominator. The coexistence of kp and ki in the pole
hinder the decoupling. However, according to Chiah et al. [6], SIPIC02 shows a
promising performance with short settling and rise time while maintaining low or zero
overshoot.
6. Simulation and Experimental Testing
The theoretical analysis of SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 done so far will be verified in
this section by conducting simulation and hardware testing. The simulation for
decoupling effect will be described in section 6.1 while the hardware simulation and
experiment testing for speed control performance will be described in section 6.2.
6.1 Simulation for Decoupling Effect
MATLAB/Simulink software was used in to verify the decoupling effect of
SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 through simulation for a second order EDE system. The block
diagram of the simulation for decoupling mode is illustrated in Figure 2. For simplicity,
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the other parameters are set to unity, the input is set as 1000 rpm and the system plant
1
is set as 𝑃(𝑠) = 𝑠+1. The simulation is conducted under two conditions which are with
and without load. For simulation with load, the load, L is set as 200. The simulation for
both conditions are repeated for input equal to 2000 rpm.

Figure 1. The block diagram for general control system

Figure 2. The block diagram of the simulation for decoupling mode
6.2 Simulation and Experiment Testing for Control Performance
The simulation testing of SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 for control performance is done
through Scilab/Scicoslab. They are tested under three cases which are no load, load 1
and load 2. Load 1 is a mild steel black plating with moment of inertia of 8.63 × 10 -5
kgm2 whereas the material for load 2 is an aluminium plating with moment of inertia
of 2.83 × 10-5 kgm2. Figure 3 shows the block diagram used for the simulation testing
of SIPIC01 and SIPIC02. In order to ensure that the model is reliable, system
identification is performed by using Scilab/Scicoslab. The simulation result is later
compared with the real hardware testing result.
For the experimental testing, the setup for the DC servo motor speed control is
shown in Figure 4. The setup includes Scilab/Scicoslab, DC servo motor, host controller
computer, load tuner, motor encoder, power amplifier, terminal system unit and real
time interfacing platform data acquisition. Similar to the simulation, the experimental
testing for SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 are also tested under the three cases. For each case,
the testing was done for two speeds input, which are 50 rad/s and 100 rad/s. The
specification of the DC motor is shown in Table 3.
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Figure 3. The block diagram for the simulation testing

Figure 4. Setup for the experimental testing
Table 3. Specification of the DC motor
Characteristics
Values
Maximum supply voltage

40 Vdc

Maximum continuous torque

14 Ncm

Maximum peak torque

36 Ncm

Motor voltage constant

10.3 V at 1000rpm

Motor torque constant

9.0 Ncm/A

Mechanical time constant

20ms

Rotor inertia

0.214 kgcm

Terminal resistance

7.8 Ohms

Rated speed

1600 rpm

No load speed

2600 rpm @ 24 Vdc

Rated torque

12 Ncm

Peak torque

27 Ncm
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7. Simulation Result
7.1 Decoupling Effect
Figures 5 and 6 show the result of simulation for decoupling effect for kp = 1, ki
= 20 at 1000 rpm under no load and loading condition respectively. PI has the shortest
rise time and greatest overshoot, while both SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 have no overshoot.

Figure 5. Simulation for decoupling effect for kp = 1, ki = 20 at 1000 rpm under no
load condition.

Figure 6. Simulation for decoupling effect for kp = 1, ki = 20 at 1000 rpm under
loaded condition.
The response of simulation for decoupling effect for PI, SIPIC01 and SIPIC02
at 1000 rpm and 2000 rpm under no load condition is shown in Table 4. The response
of simulation for decoupling effect under loaded condition is not shown but will be
discussed in this section. As shown in Table 4, the rise time and settling time for PI
reduced with increasing kp or ki gains. However, the overshoot percentage for PI
increased when ki is increased. This observation can be explained based on the damping
ratio equation (14). By referring to Equation (14), the damping ratio of PI is directly
proportional to kp but inversely proportional to ki. The damping ratio of PI increases
with increasing kp but conversely with increasing ki. The system is said to experience
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overshoot when the damping ratio is < 1. The lower the damping ratio, the higher the
percentage of overshoot.
𝜁=

𝑎+𝑓𝑘𝑝 𝑘𝑡

(14)

𝑓
𝑏

2𝑏√ 𝑘𝑖 𝑘𝑡

As for SIPIC01 and SIPIC02, their rise time and settling time also reduced with
increasing kp or ki gains. However, both of them do not experience overshoot. This
phenomenon can be explained based on Equations (8) and (13). Since the tuning
parameters, kp and ki exist in the numerator and denominator, both of them increase or
decrease together with the damping ratio. As mentioned above, increasing kp or ki gains
will reduce the rise and settling time of SIPIC01 and SIPIC02. However, increasing kp
or ki gains will only have slight effect on the damping ratio due to the existence of kp
and ki gains in the numerator and denominator of Equations (8) and (13). Hence, it can
be said that both SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 consist of decoupling features that allows a
performance with coexistence of zero overshoot and short settling time. By comparing
SIPIC01 and SIPIC02, SIPIC02 consists of longer rise and settling time. This is due to
the −𝑓𝑘𝑖 𝑘𝑡 term in the denominator of Equation (13). With the −𝑓𝑘𝑖 𝑘𝑡 term, the
denominator of Equation (13) will always be smaller as compared to the denominator
of Equation (8). This will cause the SIPIC02 to have a greater damping ratio as
compared to SIPIC01. The overdamped response with greater damping ratio will lead
to longer rise and settling time. By increasing kp or ki gains, the rise and settling time of
SIPIC02 have a greater amount of reduction as compared to SIPIC01. The performance
under loaded condition is similar to the result under no load condition.
7.2 Control Performance
The simulation for speed control at 100 rad/s for kp = 5, ki =10 under no load
condition is shown in Figure 7 while the experimental testing for speed control at 100
rad/s for kp = 5, ki =10 under no load condition is shown in Figure 8. Based on Figure
7, PI consists of the shortest rise and settling time, whereas SIPIC02 has the longest rise
and settling time. PI experienced overshoot while both SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 did not
experience overshoot. Tables 5 and 6 summarise the rise time, settling time and
percentage overshoot of PI, SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 under no load condition. According
to Table 5, increasing kp or ki gains will reduce the rise and settling time for PI, SIPIC01
and SIPIC02. When the kp is 1, PI has the shortest rise and settling time while SIPIC02
has the longest rise and settling time. The controllers are said to have reached their
lowest boundary of rise and settling time when the kp is ≥ 5. Therefore, all controllers
consist of similar rise and settling time. According to Table 6, there is no overshoot for
all controllers at 50 rad/s under no load condition. The same performance can be
observed when the controllers are tested at 100 rad/s under the same condition.
However, PI experienced overshoot when ki is equal to 10. When kp increases, the
percentage overshoot decreases. This can be explained by Equation (14) where the kp
is directly proportional to the damping ratio. When the damping ratio increases, the
percentage overshoot decreases. The rise time and settling time for both SIPIC01 and
SIPIC02 reduced by increasing kp or ki gains without experiencing overshoot. This is
due to the decoupling effect of kp or ki gains in SIPIC01 and SIPIC02. By comparing
SIPIC01 and SIPIC02, SIPIC01 has a much shorter rise and settling time while both of
them do not experience overshoot. Hence, it can be said that SIPIC01 is better in
dynamic performance as compared to SIPIC02.
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Table 4. The response of simulation for decoupling effect for PI, SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 under no load condition
1000 rpm
kp ki
Rise Time (s)
Settling Time (s)
PI SIPIC01 SIPIC02 PI SIPIC01 SIPIC02
1 1 2.196 2.196 5.069 2.996 2.997 6.997
1 5 0.595 1.202 2.696 2.138 1.642 3.667
1 10 0.392 1.128 2.435 2.42 1.558 3.316
1 15 0.309 1.111 2.352 2.712 1.536 3.205
1 20 0.263 1.105 2.312 2.952 1.526 3.152
5 1 2.201 0.752 0.983 6.264 1.392 1.846
5 5 0.438 0.439 0.555 0.600 0.601 0.786
5 10 0.318 0.394 0.496 1.088 0.534 0.681
5 15 0.265 0.380 0.475 1.079 0.518 0.650
5 20 0.233 0.374 0.465 0.977 0.512 0.636
10 1 0.345 0.307 0.329 5.656 0.704 0.857
10 5 0.261 0.240 0.268 0.455 0.342 0.400
10 10 0.219 0.219 0.248 0.300 0.301 0.348
10 15 0.195 0.211 0.239 0.252 0.288 0.330
10 20 0.178 0.207 0.234 0.225 0.283 0.321
15 1 0.187 0.184 0.189 2.650 0.360 0.409
15 5 0.170 0.164 0.017 0.294 0.240 0.266
15 10 0.156 0.153 0.166 0.228 0.216 0.239
15 15 0.145 0.149 0.161 0.200 0.207 0.228
15 20 0.137 0.146 0.158 0.183 0.203 0.222
20 1 0.130 0.139 0.140 0.251 0.232 0.244
20 5 0.124 0.129 0.135 0.202 0.189 0.203
20 10 0.118 0.124 0.131 0.176 0.175 0.189
20 15 0.113 0.121 0.128 0.161 0.169 0.182
20 20 0.109 0.120 0.127 0.150 0.166 0.178

2000 rpm
Rise Time (s)
Settling Time (s)
Overshoot (%)
Overshoot (%)
PI SIPIC01 SIPIC02 PI SIPIC01 SIPIC02 PI SIPIC01 SIPIC02 PI SIPIC01 SIPIC02
0
0
0
2.196 2.196 5.069 2.996 2.997
6.997
0
0
0
23.444
0
0
0.595 1.202 2.696 2.138 1.642
3.667 23.444
0
0
37.060
0
0
0.392 1.128 2.435 2.420 1.558
3.316 37.060
0
0
44.739
0
0
0.309 1.111 2.352 2.712 1.536
3.205 49.926
0
0
49.925
0
0
0.263 1.105 2.312 2.952 1.526
3.152 49.926
0
0
0
0
0
2.201 0.752 0.983 6.264 1.392
1.846
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.438 0.439 0.555 0.600 0.601
0.786
0
0
0
6.702
0
0
0.318 0.394 0.495 1.088 0.534
0.681 6.702
0
0
11.925
0
0
0.265 0.380 0.475 1.079 0.518
0.650 11.925
0
0
16.048
0
0
0.233 0.374 0.465 0.977 0.512
0.636 16.049
0
0
0
0
0
0.345 0.324 0.350 5.656 0.707
0.883
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.261 0.259 0.289 0.455 0.366
0.430
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.219 0.242 0.270 0.300 0.331
0.379
0
0
0
2.564
0
0
0.195 0.236 0.261 0.252 0.323
0.363 2.564
0
0
4.884
0
0
0.178 0.234 0.257 0.225 0.32
0.355 4.884
0
0
0
0
0
0.187 0.231 0.237 2.65 0.395
0.456
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.170 0.210 0.222 0.294 0.289
0.320
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.156 0.202 0.214 0.228 0.271
0.294
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.145 0.200 0.210 0.200 0.267
0.286
0
0
0
1.353
0
0
0.137 0.199 0.208 0.183 0.265
0.282 1.353
0
0
0
0
0
0.130 0.200 0.203 0.251 0.296
0.312
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.124 0.191 0.197 0.202 0.255
0.272
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.118 0.188 0.193 0.176 0.245
0.259
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.113 0.187 0.191 0.161 0.243
0.254
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.109 0.186 0.190 0.150 0.242
0.251
0
0
0
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Figure 7. Simulation for speed control at 100 rad/s for kp = 5, ki =10 under no load
condition.
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Figure 8. Experimental testing for speed control at 100 rad/s for kp = 5, ki =10 under
no load condition.
Tables 7 and 8 summarise the rise time, settling time and percentage overshoot
of PI, SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 under load 1 (mild steel) condition. According Table 7,
the average rise and settling time of PI, SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 are longer compared to
no load condition which is due to the higher moment of inertia. The PI experienced
inconsistent settling time with increasing kp or ki. This is due to the coupling effect of
kp or ki as both of them affect each other in the response. According to Table 8, SIPIC01
experience insignificant amount of overshoot which is less than 1.2 % when ki is equal
to 10. Tables 9 and 10 summarise the rise time, settling time and percentage overshoot
of PI, SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 under load 2 (aluminium) condition. As shown in Table 9
and 10, the controllers have the similar performance to the load 1 condition. The only
difference is that all controllers have shorter average rise and settling time which is due
to the lower moment of inertia. Besides, SIPIC02 experienced overshoot under load 2
condition. However, the amount is insignificant.
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Table 5. The rise time and settling time of PI, SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 under no load
condition
Rise Time (s)
Settling Time (s)
Speed
kp
ki
(rad/s)
PI
SIPIC01 SIPIC02
PI
SIPIC01 SIPIC02
1
1
0.009
0.011
0.518
0.742
0.708
2.427
1
5
0.008
0.009
0.377
0.106
0.143
1.758
1
10
0.007
0.008
0.334
0.016
0.072
1.032
5
1
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.010
0.010
0.010
50
5
5
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.010
0.010
0.010
5
10
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.010
0.010
0.010
10
1
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.010
0.010
0.010
10
5
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.010
0.010
0.010
10
10
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.010
0.010
0.010
1
1
0.021
0.023
0.885
0.690
0.709
2.341
1
5
0.020
0.021
0.678
0.029
0.143
2.021
1
10
0.020
0.020
0.564
0.027
0.073
1.263
5
1
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.027
0.027
0.027
100
5
5
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.027
0.027
0.027
5
10
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.027
0.027
0.027
10
1
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.027
0.027
0.027
10
5
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.027
0.027
0.027
10
10
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.027
0.027
0.027
Table 6. The overshoot percentage of PI, SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 under no load
condition
Overshoot (%)
Speed
kp
ki
(rad/s)
PI
SIPIC01 SIPIC02
1
1
0
0
0
1
5
0
0
0
1
10
0
0
0
5
1
0
0
0
50
5
5
0
0
0
5
10
0
0
0
10
1
0
0
0
10
5
0
0
0
10
10
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
5
0
0
0
1
10
0.693
0
0
5
1
0
0
0
100
5
5
0
0
0
5
10
0.462
0
0
10
1
0
0
0
10
5
0
0
0
10
10
0.221
0
0
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Table 7. The rise time and settling time of PI, SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 under load 1
condition
Rise Time (s)
Settling Time (s)
Speed
kp
ki
(rad/s)
PI
SIPIC01 SIPIC02
PI
SIPIC01 SIPIC02
1
1
0.048
0.054
1.084
0.565
0.632
2.226
1
5
0.038
0.042
0.792
0.051
0.067
2.001
1
10
0.037
0.038
0.640
0.155
0.052
1.336
5
1
0.037
0.037
0.037
0.047
0.047
0.047
50
5
5
0.037
0.037
0.037
0.047
0.047
0.047
5
10
0.037
0.037
0.037
0.047
0.047
0.047
10
1
0.037
0.037
0.037
0.047
0.047
0.047
10
5
0.037
0.037
0.037
0.047
0.047
0.047
10
10
0.037
0.037
0.037
0.047
0.047
0.047
1
1
0.107
0.109
2.001
0.160
0.630
1.830
1
5
0.107
0.107
1.619
0.424
0.131
2.142
1
10
0.107
0.107
1.130
0.445
0.130
1.830
5
1
0.107
0.107
0.107
0.130
0.130
0.130
100
5
5
0.107
0.107
0.107
0.130
0.130
0.130
5
10
0.107
0.107
0.107
0.460
0.130
0.130
10
1
0.107
0.107
0.107
0.130
0.130
0.130
10
5
0.107
0.107
0.107
0.130
0.130
0.130
10
10
0.107
0.107
0.107
0.130
0.130
0.130
Table 8. The overshoot percentage of PI, SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 under load 1
condition
Overshoot (%)
Speed
kp
ki
(rad/s)
PI
SIPIC01 SIPIC02
1
1
0
0
0
1
5
0.822
0
0
1
10
9.934
0.339
0
5
1
0
0
0
50
5
5
0.362
0
0
5
10
2.694
0.296
0
10
1
0
0
0
10
5
0.829
0
0
10
10
1.974
0.804
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
5
13.417
0
0
1
10
23.940
1.173
0
5
1
0
0
0
100
5
5
3.406
0
0
5
10
8.743
0.353
0
10
1
0
0
0
10
5
1.834
0
0
10
10
4.608
0.302
0
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Table 9. The rise time and settling time of PI, SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 under load 2
condition
Rise Time (s)
Settling Time (s)
Speed
kp
ki
(rad/s)
PI
SIPIC01 SIPIC02
PI
SIPIC01 SIPIC02
1
1
0.022
0.025
0.728
0.685
0.684
2.398
1
5
0.017
0.020
0.544
0.031
0.116
1.925
1
10
0.016
0.018
0.465
0.024
0.041
1.164
5
1
0.016
0.016
0.016
0.022
0.022
0.022
50
5
5
0.016
0.016
0.016
0.022
0.022
0.022
5
10
0.016
0.016
0.016
0.022
0.022
0.022
10
1
0.016
0.016
0.016
0.022
0.022
0.022
10
5
0.016
0.016
0.016
0.022
0.022
0.022
10
10
0.016
0.016
0.016
0.022
0.022
0.022
1
1
0.049
0.052
1.572
0.547
0.685
2.174
1
5
0.049
0.049
1.088
0.060
0.115
2.103
1
10
0.049
0.049
0.834
0.194
0.061
1.533
5
1
0.049
0.049
0.049
0.060
0.060
0.060
100
5
5
0.049
0.049
0.049
0.060
0.060
0.060
5
10
0.049
0.049
0.049
0.060
0.060
0.060
10
1
0.049
0.049
0.049
0.060
0.060
0.060
10
5
0.049
0.049
0.049
0.060
0.060
0.060
10
10
0.049
0.049
0.049
0.060
0.060
0.060
Table 10. The overshoot percentage of PI, SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 under load 2
condition
Overshoot (%)
Speed
kp
ki
(rad/s)
PI
SIPIC01 SIPIC02
1
1
0
0
0
1
5
0
0
0
1
10
0.697
0
0
5
1
0
0
0
50
5
5
0.635
0.081
0
5
10
1.723
0.485
0
10
1
1.325
1.263
1.132
10
5
1.772
1.496
0.888
10
10
2.144
1.697
0.588
1
1
0
0
0
1
5
1.924
0
0
1
10
12.639
0
0
5
1
0
0
0
100
5
5
0.746
0
0
5
10
3.351
0
0
10
1
0
0
0
10
5
0.650
0
0
10
10
1.959
0.095
0
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Based on the rise time, settling time and overshoot percentage under three load
cases, it can be said that SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 are better in dynamic performance as
compared to PI. By comparing SIPIC01 and SIPIC02, SIPIC01 has a much faster rise
and settling time. Although the percentage overshoot of SIPIC01 is slightly greater as
compared to SIPIC02, the amount of overshoot experienced by SIPIC01 and SIPIC02
are insignificant. Therefore, it can be said that SIPIC01 is better in dynamic
performance as compared to SIPIC02.
8. Conclusion
In conclusion, both SIPIC01 and SIPIC02 consist of decoupling feature which
allow them to produce a performance with coexistence of zero or minimum overshoot
and short settling time. However, by comparing SIPIC01 and SIPIC02, SIPIC02
consists of longer rise and settling time. Hence, it can be concluded that SIPIC01 is
better than SIPIC02 in term of dynamic performance. As shown in Tables 6, 8 and 10,
SIPIC02 does not experience overshoot except under loading 2 condition at 50 rad/s.
The zero overshoot performance of SIPIC02 may be due to its longer rise and settling
time and cannot reach its maximum speed with the simulated period. In future, work
will be conducted to verify the stability of SIPIC02. From this research, increasing kp
or ki gains gives a reduction trend for the rise and settling time of SIPIC02. A more indepth study of the dynamic performance and mathematical model of SIPIC02 by
determining the integral output and torque will be performed to investigate this
observation.
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Abstract
Regenerative braking systems are on the rise in conjunction as fossil fuels are being
depleted. The major forms of regenerative braking systems include electrical and
mechanical systems, with the former at present the more widely adopted. Mechanical
systems are still feasible, including the possible hybrid systems of two mechanical
energy recovery systems. This research project was conducted through an initial
literature review of related studies to determine a gap in the body of knowledge,
followed by the generation of various conceptual theoretical designs. These systems
were analysed based on their advantages and disadvantages to energy storage, usage,
and maintenance. Based on the analysis, the most promising concept was determined
to be the one that combines the flywheel and the pneumatic energy recovery systems
into one system. Comparisons between existing systems and this conceptual hybrid
system were performed. A theoretical design of the systems were produced through the
use of SolidWorks version 2015 to visualise the design. These designs were simulated
through the use of Microsoft Excel version 2016 using a validated analytical model.
Data obtained from the simulations were analysed. Revisions of the simulation were
conducted by varying parameters. The results showed that angular velocity heavily
affects the power losses and thus energy efficiency of the hybrid system. The results
validated the hypothesis that the hybrid system will provide an increase in efficiency
given the most preferred parameters are chosen. However, lower total energy available
may not lead to reduced fuel consumption of everyday vehicles. Future work may be
done to further improve the hybrid system to improve the final energy available for the
reduction of fuel usage.
Keywords: Conventional regenerative braking systems, Hybrid regenerative braking
systems, Flywheel energy recovery system, Pneumatic energy recovery system, Energy
efficiency.
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1. Introduction
The slowing down or stopping of a moving automotive vehicle or machine is
known as braking. Braking is commonly performed through mechanical means such as
the use of physical brakes that apply the concept of friction by forcing the stationary
brake pads against the brake discs that are fixed and rotate with the driveshaft.
Consequently, the angular velocity of the wheels will be reduced and the vehicle is
slowed down and eventually stopped. Heat will be generated as kinetic energy from the
driveshaft is transformed into heat energy as friction occurs between the brake pads and
discs when they come into contact. The dissipation of this heat to the surroundings
could cause energy losses of up to 30 percent [1]. This increases fuel consumption of
the vehicle as the energy lost has to be recovered. A regenerative braking system (RBS)
is a system designed to capture, store, and use a large amount of this energy that is
usually lost.
Most existing road vehicles run on fuel to power an internal combustion engine
(ICE) which in turn powers the driveshaft and the wheels of the vehicle. Efforts are
being made to research RBS to reduce the dependence on fossil fuels by ICEs, with
these RBS typically being mechanical, electrical, or chemical systems that allow the
stored energy to be used to accelerate the vehicle. High-tech hybrid systems have been
produced which combine the conventional brakes with a RBS, more recently being
energy storage systems in the form of batteries. A RBS usually combines one method
of energy storage with one method of energy conversion [2]. The electrical storage
hybrid vehicles appeal to the consumer market with the environment-friendly concept
and reduction in fuel costs for the end user [3].
A large amount of energy is usually lost during transformations of energy. The
conservation of energy states that energy cannot be created or destroyed but only
transformed. Since energy is lost due to various factors such as friction, air resistance,
and electrical resistance, the increase in the number of energy transformations will only
cause a decrease in energy efficiency. A battery storage system shows this effect as it
contains energy conversions of mechanical to electrical and to chemical to store the
energy from braking. Besides the losses of energy, batteries are made up of rare-earth
elements, increasing maintenance costs due to replacement of batteries after several
years of use [4]. Furthermore, the batteries are only operated in 55% to 65% of the total
state of charge due to discharging efficiencies and to prolong battery life [5].
Currently, the public is becoming more aware about the kinetic energy recovery
systems (KERS) that use batteries to store energy as they are being integrated into the
latest models of everyday road vehicles. The electrical KERS however do have direct
limitations to braking, as they are less effective at lower speeds and require
conventional brakes to provide sufficient braking. This is important when driving
conditions vary, such as low-friction road surfaces or when driving in the rain.
Another form of energy recovery systems (ERS) also takes advantage of the
inertia of the vehicle, converting kinetic energy of the moving wheels and driveshaft to
stored mechanical energy and then releasing the energy back to the driveshaft for
acceleration. Examples of these ERS include flywheel systems, pressurised
accumulator systems, elastomeric systems, and regenerative shock absorber systems
[4].
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As the wheels of a vehicle are rotating during motion, storage of energy in a
rotational form would be able to reduce energy losses due to the reduced changes in
forms of energy. The flywheel will store the energy in the form of rotational kinetic
energy. Flywheels are popular mechanical energy recovery systems, as they have high
power densities and are able to compete with batteries in power storage. Flywheel
KERS have been used before and have shown up to 30% fuel reduction [4]. The
flywheel KERS is simple in design with a clutch that connects the driveshaft to the
flywheel during braking and thus helps with the braking of the vehicle while storing
energy in the flywheel. A 65 kg flywheel KERS can store up to 60 kW of power and
580 kJ of energy for a 1800 kg vehicle [4].
Pressurised accumulators such as pneumatic or hydraulic systems use fluids that
are pressurised to store energy. Gear pumps connect to the driveshaft that are driven to
push air into the accumulators to be stored. A pneumatic accumulator can store high
amounts of energy. Storage of up to 400 kJ or energy, with hydraulic accumulators
storing about 90 kJ of energy have been shown [4]. Energy storage is however limited
to the size of the accumulator and efficiencies of accumulators at variable speeds. At
low speeds, fixed mechanical losses cause drops in efficiency [6]. Elastomeric systems
are able to store energy in the form of torsional energy if connected to the driveshaft
and a fixed end, but store low energy. Storage of energy of about only 30 kJ is available,
albeit for a long time [4]. The elastomer will however require frequent replacements
due to decomposition caused by hysteresis. Regenerative shock absorbers recover
energy from vertical oscillations of the vehicle, but only show at most a 10%
improvement in efficiency [4]. Furthermore, smooth surfaces may not provide the
maximum efficiency increase and may not be worth implementing due to the additional
mass of the system.
Based on the review of literature conducted, this research focused on the
simulation of a theoretical design of a mechanically-exclusive system that combines
two mechanical KERS which would allow for the energy conversions to be reduced.
This would thus provide a possible increase in the amount of power delivered to the
wheels and reduce the amount of fuel used. Eventually, fuel costs could be reduced.
2. Research Methodology
2.1 Conceptualised Theoretical Designs
Various theoretical designs of hybrid mechanical RBS were conceptualised
based on a critical literature review of mechanical systems. The designs were then
compared and analysed amongst each other to determine the most suitable design to be
further analysed and simulated through the use of energy equations and theories. A
theoretical design of a non-hybrid mechanical RBS was produced. This mechanical
system was used to compare the changes in energy efficiency through the
implementation of the hybrid mechanical RBS.
2.1.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of Energy Recovery Systems
The previously mentioned ERS were further analysed through their various
advantages and disadvantages to energy storage, energy losses, longevity of life and
more. Table 2.1 summarises these advantages and disadvantages for each ERS.
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Table 2.1: Advantages and disadvantages of various energy recovery systems
Energy Recovery
Advantages
Disadvantages
System
Electric
Proven technology
Costly due to
replacements
Readily available in the market
Losses of energy due to

energy transformations

Flywheel

Reduced losses during energy
capture
High energy storage capabilities

Long recharging times
Loss of rotational
energy over time due to
friction and air
resistance


Hydraulic/Pneumatic

Technology well proven
Very low losses during energy
storage

Limited energy storage

Elastomeric

Not as costly as other ERS
Ejection characteristic for high
acceleration

Low life span
Limited energy storage

A large amount of research is put into hybrid electrical-mechanical RBS and are
now one of the most attractive fields of research for energy regeneration. However,
based on the literature reviewed on the ERS available, a hybrid mechanical RBS is a
possible avenue for theoretical designs. Mechanical systems such as flywheels have the
ability to capture and store high amounts of energy, while hydraulic or pneumatic
systems are not costly and have low energy storage losses. The accumulator system is
also able to charge and discharge more periodically than batteries that require lengthy
recharging durations. By combining two of these mechanical ERS based on their
advantages in energy storage, losses, or lifespan, more energy efficient systems could
be produced.
2.1.2 Selection of Design for Analysis
These hybrid system designs include various combinations of the flywheel,
hydraulic, and elastomeric ERS. As hybrid RBS consist of two main steps of energy
harvesting and energy storage, the hybrid mechanical system will implement the same
concept with two mechanical systems to collect and store energy from braking
respectively.
As energy harvesting or capture systems require the ability to store a high initial
amount of energy from the high angular velocity of the wheels of a vehicle, high storage
capable systems are preferred. Flywheel systems fit this category as they are able to
store high amounts of energy while keeping the energy in the form of rotational energy,
minimising the number of energy transformations and thus reducing the energy losses
incurred by the system. A hollow cylinder flywheel is also able to minimise the chance
of disintegration at to high speeds [7].
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Hydraulic, pneumatic and elastomeric systems are not as suitable for the initial
energy capture and storage as the flywheel due to their limited energy storage.
Hydraulic and pneumatic accumulators are limited to the amount of energy stored based
on the size of the accumulators, while elastomerics under high usage undergo hysteresis,
requiring frequent replacements.
With flywheels as the most suitable selection for initial energy capture and
storage, a secondary energy storage system in the form of either the pressurised
accumulator or elastomer is considered to store a portion of the initial energy. The
accumulator has low energy losses which allows efficient energy storage, while the
elastomer has an ejection characteristic that allows for acceleration during energy
transfer back to the flywheel. As the flywheel will be storing energy as rotational energy,
the transfer to the secondary energy storage in the form of rotation is preferred, once
again to reduce losses. Both the accumulator and elastomer are able to utilise rotational
motion, with accumulators running on gear pumps and elastomers storing energy
through torsion. However, the decomposition of the elastomers in elastomeric systems
are not avoidable. Thus, the pneumatic or hydraulic accumulators would be more
effective in terms of lifespan and maintenance. As pneumatic accumulators use air or
gas as opposed to liquids such as oil that is used by hydraulics, they are preferred for
high speed applications due to the lower viscosity of gases. With potentially high speeds
of the wheels and thus the flywheel, the pneumatic accumulator is the more viable
option.
A direct comparison was between a non-hybrid mechanical system and the
hybrid mechanical RBS was done through simulations. As the hybrid mechanical RBS
selected to be theoretically designed was the flywheel-pneumatic system, the
conventional mechanical RBS that was simulated for comparison was be the flywheel
RBS that only uses a flywheel to store energy during braking and returns it to the
driveshaft for acceleration. This comparison would show any change in efficiency due
to the addition of the pneumatic accumulator to the flywheel that forms the hybrid
mechanical RBS.
2.2 Design of Regenerative Braking Systems
The combination of the two mechanical ERS to form a hybrid mechanical RBS
is shown in Figure 2.1, with the initial energy capture and storage system directly
collecting energy during braking from the driveshaft connected to the wheel, and then
transferring the energy captured to the secondary energy storage system. The energy is
stored over time and transferred back to the initial energy storage system and thus to
the driveshaft to accelerate the wheels and the vehicle.
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Figure 2.1: General combination of systems for conceptualised hybrid mechanical RBS
2.2.1 Flywheel Regenerative Braking System
Flywheels by themselves are able to store large amounts of energy but lose
energy over time due to air resistance to the rotation of the flywheel itself and friction
losses of the bearing. Figure 2.2 below shows the flywheel that connects to the
driveshaft through a conventional clutch system, such as those found in manual
transmission vehicles. As the system is not a hybrid system, only one ERS is used to
both capture and store energy. This system was designed using SolidWorks version
2015 and is not dimensionally accurate.

Figure 2.2: Design of the flywheel RBS
2.2.2 Flywheel-Pneumatic Regenerative Braking System
As flywheels lose energy over time due to drag and friction between bearings,
the addition of an accumulator to store a portion of the energy would reduce the energy
losses of the flywheel, as accumulators lose much less energy over time. Releasing this
energy back to the flywheel provides higher energy that can be transferred back to the
driveshaft for acceleration.
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Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show the theoretical design of the flywheel-pneumatic
hybrid RBS using SolidWorks version 2015. The rotation of the wheel that is fixed to
the driveshaft will transfer the rotational energy during braking to the flywheel through
the activation of a conventional clutch system. A similar clutch is used in between the
flywheel and pneumatic accumulator to transfer energy between the two systems. The
accumulator is connected to the clutch by a shaft to the gear pump that draws air into
the accumulator. A secondary gear is used to transfer the energy back to the flywheel
in the same rotational direction. The design is not dimensionally accurate
Clutch
Gear pumpaccumulator
system

Flywheel

To wheel

Clutch

Figure 2.3: Theoretical Design of the flywheel-pneumatic hybrid RBS

To wheel
Gear pumpaccumulator
system

Clutch

Flywheel

Clutch

Figure 2.4: Top view of the flywheel-pneumatic hybrid RBS
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2.3 Simulation and Analysis
The simulations of the theoretical designs produced were performed using
Microsoft Excel version 2016. This computer software was input with various
parameters and energy equations for the flywheel RBS and the flywheel-pneumatic
hybrid RBS.
2.3.1 Parameters
The flywheel was simulated with a set of variable parameters shown in Table
2.2. These variables determined the energy storage and losses of the ERS of the systems.
The values of the variables shown in the table were applied to the simulation of the
system and then varied to determine the effect of these parameters on the energy
efficiency of the system. The flywheel was chosen to be a rim type with spokes to
reduce chance of disintegration of material [7]. The angular velocity of the flywheel
was chosen based on low speed applications below 3000 rpm and high-speed
applications between 3000 rpm and 60000 rpm. The flywheel was chosen to be of Sglass epoxy material as it has more than double the energy density value of common
cast iron flywheels [8]. The mass was varied around the average flywheel mass of
around 65 kg [4]. This volume change was done by reducing thickness of the flywheel
while the diameter values were kept constant. This was done by determining the volume
of the cylinder based on the varying mass to thus alter the thickness value as shown in
Eq. (1):
Volume of Flywheel, Vf (m3):
𝑑

2

𝑑

2

𝑉𝑓 = 𝜋 𝑡 [( 2𝑜 ) − ( 2𝑖 ) ]

(1)

Where
t = Flywheel thickness (m)
𝑑𝑜 = Outer diameter of the flywheel (m)
𝑑𝑖 = Inner diameter of the flywheel (m)
Table 2.2: Initial variable flywheel parameters for simulations
Flywheel parameter
Mass, m (kg)
Outer diameter, do (m)
Inner diameter, di (m)
Thickness, Tf (m)

Value
70.00
0.50
0.25
0.05

Table 2.3 shows constant parameters such as the density of air, dynamic viscousity of
air, and gravitational acceleration.
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Table 2.3: Parameters for simulations
Constant
Density of air, ρα (kg/m3)
Dynamic viscousity of air, βα (Ns/m2)
Gravitational acceleration, g (m/s2)

Value
1.225
1.983 × 10-5
9.810

Parameters for the flywheel ball bearing are shown in Table 2.4. The ball
bearing is used to connect the flywheel to the shaft and is a deep groove ball bearing.
They include the constant friction coefficient of ball bearings, radius of the shaft that
connects to the ball bearings, and the corrective force factor for unbalanced and
gyroscopic forces [9].
Table 2.4: Ball bearing parameters for simulations
Ball bearing parameter
Friction coefficient, μ
Radius of shaft, rs (m)
Corrective force factor, γ

Value
1.50 × 10-3
0.05
1.00

The clutch discs were simulated with parameters based on technical
specifications of clutch disc manufacturers [10]. These values are shown in Table 2.5.
Table 2.5: Clutch discs parameters for simulations
Clutch discs parameter
Clutch mass, MC (kg)
Clutch diameter, DC (m)
Clutch radius, rC (m)

Value
5.44311
0.18415
0.09208

2.3.2 Energy equations
The equations applied to simulate the two RBS include mass moment of inertia,
energy storage, power losses, energy losses, and final energy efficiency equations.
These equations are shown in Eq. (1) previously mentioned and Eqs. (2) to (13) as
follows:
Mass moment of inertia of a flywheel, I (kg.m2) [12]:
1

I = 2 . 𝑚. (𝑟𝑜2 + 𝑟𝑖2 )

(2)

Where
m = Mass of flywheel (kg)
ro = Outer radius of flywheel (m)
ri = Inner radius of flywheel (m)

Initial kinetic energy of a flywheel, KEi (J) [7]:
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𝐾𝐸𝑖 =

1
2

. 𝐼. 𝜔2

(3)

Where
ω = Angular velocity of the flywheel (rad/s)
Power loss due to air resistance of a flywheel, Pa,l (W) [9]:
𝑃𝑎,𝑙 = 0.04. 𝜌𝑎0.8 . 𝛽𝑎0.2 . (𝜔. 𝑟)2.8 . (2. 𝑟)1.8 . (𝛼 + 0.33)

(4)

Where
𝜌𝛼 = Density of air (kg/m3)
𝜌𝛼 = Dynamic viscosity of air (Ns/m2)
𝜔 = Angular velocity of the cylinder (rad/s)
r = Outer radius of the cylinder (m)
ℎ
Geometric ratio, 𝛼 = 2.𝑟
Where
h = Thickness of the cylinder (m)
Power loss due to friction of bearings of a flywheel, Pb,l (W) [9]:
𝑃𝑏,𝑙 = 𝜇. 𝛾. 𝑟𝑠 . 𝑚. 𝑔. 𝜔𝑏

(5)

Where
𝜇 = Friction coefficient
𝛾 = Corrective force factor considering unbalanced and gyroscopic forces
𝑟𝑠 = Radius of the shaft (m)
m = Mass of the flywheel (kg)
g = Gravitational acceleration (m/s2)
𝜔𝑏 = Angular velocity of the bearing (rad/s)
Total power loss of a flywheel, PT (W) [9]:
𝑃𝑇 = 𝑃𝛼,𝑙 + 𝑃𝑏,𝑙

(6)

Total energy lost due to power losses, El (J):
𝐸𝑙 = 𝑃𝑇 × 𝑡

(7)

Where
t = Time of flywheel rotation (s)
Final energy of the flywheel system, Ef (J):
𝐾𝐸𝑓 = 𝐾𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸𝑙

(8)
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Final angular velocity of the flywheel, ωf (rad/s):
𝜔𝑓 = √

2×𝐾𝐸𝑓

(9)

𝐼

Final energy efficiency of the system, ηE (%):
𝜂𝐸 =

𝐾𝐸𝑓
𝐾𝐸𝑖

× 100%

(10)

Moment of inertia of clutch discs 1 and 2, 𝑰𝟏 and 𝑰𝟐 (kg.m2) [13]:
𝐼1 = 𝐼2 =

1
2

× 𝑚𝐶 × 𝑟𝐶2

(11)

Where
𝑚𝐶 = Mass of clutch disc (kg)
𝑟𝐶 = Radius of clutch disc (m)
Energy loss due to clutch system, PC (W) [14]:
𝐸𝐶 =

𝐼1 𝐼2 ×(𝜔1 −𝜔2 )2

(12)

2𝐼1 𝐼2

Where
𝜔1 = Angular velocity of clutch disc 1 (rad/s)
𝜔1 = Angular velocity of clutch disc 2 (rad/s)
Energy efficiency of gear pump-accumulator system, ηA (%) [15]:
𝜂𝑆 = 𝜂𝐺𝑃 × 𝜂𝐴 × 𝜂𝐺𝑃

(13)

Where
𝜂𝑆 = Efficiency of gear pump-accumulator system (%)
𝜂𝐺𝑃 = Efficiency of gear pump (%)
𝜂𝐴 = Efficiency of pneumatic accumulator (%)
2.3.3 Assumptions
The simulations were run with various assumptions to the system and the
environment surrounding it such as the following:




Mass of the spokes of the flywheel were considered to be negligible
The operation of the clutch system happens instantaneously
Corrective force factor was assumed to be 1 based on assumption that
gyroscopic forces do not highly affect the power losses due to bearing friction
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Dynamic viscousity of air based on assumption that air is at room temperature

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Validation of the Analytical Model
The analytical model for simulations produced through the use of the equations
previously found was validated with existing literature. The parameters that were set
are as shown in Table 3.1, while the results are shown in Figure 3.1:
Table 3.1: Parameters provided by literature source used in simulation [16].
Parameter
Outer diameter of flywheel, do (m)
Inner diameter of flywheel, di (m)
Average radius of ball bearing, rb (m)
Density of air, ρα (kg/m3)
Dynamic viscousity of air, βα (Ns/m2)

Value
0.330
0
0.0385
1.225
1.983 × 10-5

The flywheel from literature was that of a solid flywheel without an inner
diameter usually due to the ring flywheel design. The radius of the ball bearing was
averaged and assumed as the radius of shaft, rs from Table 2.4.

Figure 3.1: Comparison of power loss between simulation and literature source.
Figure 3.1 shows that the power loss differences between the simulation and
literature are small, with the gradient difference of about only 7%. Power losses itself
differ by about 5 to 7 W between the simulation and literature source.
Further comparisons with other literature sources that have mentioned that
flywheels have about 70% to 90% efficiency for a short amount of time after the
flywheel is left to rotate freely [17,18]. From the calculated efficiency of the simulated
flywheel system using Eqs. (1) to (10), the results showed that at many varying
parameters tested a 90% to 100% energy efficiency was available for the first few
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seconds of the simulation. The values then drop quickly to below 90%, as in line with
the information gained from the literature.
3.1 Comparison of Energy Efficiencies of Simulated Systems
3.1.1 Effect of Mass of Flywheel on Energy Efficiency

Figure 3.2: Effect of various flywheel masses on energy efficiency
Figure 3.2 shows that an overall heavier flywheel of 100 kg showed the best
performance in terms of energy efficiency values, while lower weight flywheels of 8.5
kg and 25 kg showed higher improvements in the hybrid RBS over the Flywheel RBS
counterparts. However, these improvements begin to decrease at a faster rate than the
heavier flywheels, causing a limitation to the required total time for positive energy
efficiency gains. Heavier flywheels will also cause more power to be required by the
driveshaft from the engine to accelerate a heavier vehicle. This trade-off between
weight and power may not be beneficial for the overall vehicle fuel efficiency.
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3.1.2 Effect of Initial Angular Velocity on Energy Efficiency

Figure 3.3: Effect of various initial angular velocities on energy efficiency
Figure 3.3 shows that the low angular velocity system of 750 rpm is the most
energy efficient but also has the lowest maximum energy storage available. Thus, a low
angular velocity may not be able to power a vehicle for acceleration as compared with
a faster flywheel system that is less energy efficient but has more energy available to
be used by the driver of the vehicle.
3.1.3 Effect of Energy Transfer and Storage Time on Energy Efficiency

Figure 3.4: Effect of various transfer and storage times on energy efficiency
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Figure 3.5 shows that the low transfer times show the highest energy efficiency
values. However, the inconsistency of vehicle idle time during daily driving may not
always call for total energy storage times of 180 seconds or less. As the energy
efficiency of shorter transfer times close up on the energy efficiency provided by larger
transfer times, an expected breakeven point and negative difference may cause the
longer transfer times to be more efficient.
3.2 Comparison with Existing Flybrid Flywheel System

Figure 3.5: Comparison of simulated systems with existing Flybrid Flywheel system
Figure 3.5 shows the highest energy efficiency values for the flywheel and
HRBS compared with the current Flybrid Flywheel system. The hybrid system was
able to improve on the Flybrid Flywheel system, but was not able to surpass the
flywheel system in terms of energy efficiency. This comparison between simulated and
current systems is however not a direct comparison due to the very different parameters
and the provided Flybrid Flywheel efficiency not dependent on the parameter or time.
Specifically, the increase in mass of the flywheel will cause an increase in power needed
by the vehicle to accelerate, while the lower mass Flybrid Flywheel system does not
add as much to the total vehicle mass.
4.0 Conclusions and Future Work
The energy losses can be seen as factors that greatly affect the energy
efficiencies of the systems. This is due to the high angular velocities that cause very
high power losses to air resistance and bearing friction of the simulated. The simulation
results have shown that the hybrid system that was theoretically designed and simulated
is at times able to provide an improvement to energy efficiency to current systems based
on the most suitable parameters and thus proves the research hypothesis to be true.
However, overall energy values that are available for usage are not enough to take
advantage of the energy efficiency due to the low angular velocity, which the Flybrid
Flywheel system avoids by mitigating the losses.
The final findings are able contribute to the field of knowledge on a hybrid
mechanical RBS regarding energy storage efficiency. Future projects could aim to
produce working prototypes of these systems with or without losses to improve energy
storage efficiency of the hybrid mechanical RBS simulated in this research project.
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Abstract
Yttria stabalised Tetragonal Zirconia Polycrystalline (Y-TZP) has been extensively
renowned for its vast outstanding contribution in medical field such as primary function
for implant biomaterial which acts as restoration of damaged body parts. Nonetheless
in the past decades, there have been various reported cases that point the failure of hip
transplants involving material of zirconia ceramic. This eventually leads to the birth of
this research project where it studied the properties effects of Y-TZP as it was added or
doped with stainless steel 316 (SS316). In this research project, the parameter of weight
percentage for stainless steel 316 (SS316) to be doped with Y-TZP were as follows; 0
wt%, 0.1 wt%, 0.5 wt% and 1 wt%. The outcome of this experiment then were
measured and analysed as according to properties of relative density, Vickers hardness
and fracture toughness. The experiment was conducted by firstly mixed the Y-TZP and
SS316 powders together as according to the weight percentage of SS316 as well as
addition of ethanol solution that act for medium of enhancement. The mixture then
underwent compacting pressure bench press as well as Cold Isostatic Pressure (CIP) in
order to produce the green sample. After that, the green sample underwent sintering
process via pressureless sintering method at mentioned ranges temperature of 1250°C,
1300°C, 1400°C and up to 1500°C. Subsequently, the sample then underwent grinding
and polishing process before proceeding to the measurement and analysis process. The
outcome of the measurement and analysis process revealed that as the content of SS316
doped with Y-TZP increases as well as the increased in sintering temperature, the
relative density and fracture toughness profound to be increased while Vickers hardness
indicated as decreased.
Keywords: Y-TZP, stainless steel 316, pressureless sintering method, mechanical
properties.
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1. Introduction
In this robust technological era, experimentation involving combination of two
distinct materials which consist of different properties respectively often been
performed via doping method in order to attained successful outcome of material with
superior properties. In the past for medical field, there were numerous of different
materials have been studied for the objective to produce a durable implant biomaterial
which function as alternative substitution to repair damaged body parts. Zirconia
ceramic in particular has gain enormous popularity and attention from surgeon and
scientist across the world due to its advantage as the closest restoration for bone tissue
[1]. Nevertheless, zirconia ceramic alone has been identified in which it does not exhibit
a high toughness as comparison made with metals. Therefore, metals do gain
consideration in which it can be added to zirconia ceramic through doping and creating
metal doped ceramic or ceramic doped metal. This method and process aim to enhance
the overall replacement implants toughness. Moreover, this doped material
progressively replaced the prostheses that comprised of purely ceramic as taking
concerned to improve the prostheses major aspects of strength and durability [2]-[3].
Hence, the studies regarding doped material to produce advance biomaterial has
developed rapidly.
In addition, zirconia ceramic has been described to exhibit different properties
when taking into account that it exists at distinct phases. In this case, zirconia ceramic
often added with dopant or sintering additive in order for the characteristics and phases
do not alter or transformed at different temperatures. Nonetheless, the advantages of
zirconia ceramic were such that include high density and strength, high tolerance
towards corrosion as well as high resistance towards impact. A specific zirconia
ceramic type known as Yttria stabalised Tetragonal Zirconia Polycrystalline (Y-TZP)
often been used as implant material in human body due to its high compatibility.
Therefore, it has been applied as prosthetics for numerous years and yet displayed
negative feedback. Moreover, stainless steel usually comes with different types and
graded as according to its production specifications, grade composition as well as
mechanical properties. Customarily when comparing zirconia ceramic with stainless
steel, stainless steel in this case has displayed to have high strength, ductility, toughness
as well as high corrosion resistance. Thus, the doped material can be utilised as a
substitution for pure ceramic in order to create a more durable implant material.
A study was conducted to examine the doped material relative density such that
considering the factors of varied zirconia and stainless steel compositions as well as
heating rates [4]. In this case, the samples relative density was determined based on
different sintering heating rates. The results then revealed that the samples relative
density decreased when the stainless steel weight percentage (wt%) falls below 50% as
well as during the increased in sintering heating rates. Vice versa, samples relative
density increased when the stainless steel weight percentage (wt%) exceeding 50% as
well as during the increased in sintering heating rates. A study was performed to find
out the fracture toughness and Vickers hardness of zirconia stainless steel composite
[5]. In this investigation, the samples were made as according to stainless steel
concentration with ranges from 15% to 30%.
The results displayed to obey the mixture law such that when stainless steel
content inside the zirconia/stainless steel composite increased, the fracture toughness
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indicated as increased while Vickers hardness described as decreased [6]-[7]. In
addition when subjected to fractures, there was no observation of plastic deformation.
As comparison to zirconia ceramic, zirconia/stainless steel composite do not exhibit
brittle condition [8]. In terms of biomedical implants, these types of characteristics
often denoted as vital for material enhancement. In the previous years, there were
various cases had been reported that address the serious issue of zirconia ceramic hip
transplant failure. In order to provide solution to this dilemma, various thorough studies
have been conducted that primarily emphasize on sintering of zirconia doped material
at low temperature as well as mechanical properties [9]. In this research project, it
fundamental objective was to study the effects of properties when adding dopant
stainless steel 316 to Y-TZP. This report presented the experimental flow process as
well as results for the tested physical and mechanical properties.

2. Research Methodology
2.1 Powder Preparation
The starting materials for this research project methodology begins with
acquired and gathered the two essential material substances that may include Y-TZP
and stainless steel 316 powders. The table 1 below displayed the Y-TZP and stainless
steel 316 summaries of typical characteristics accordingly. The powder preparation
process was initiated with powder synthesis process in which both Y-TZP and stainless
steel 316 powders were been mixed together as well as measured based on the stainless
steel 316 content. Before both of the powders to be mixed together, each of the samples
weight percentage were fixed as according to the stainless steel 316 content which
ranges from 0 wt%, 0.1 wt%, 0.5 wt% and 1 wt%. Ethanol with measurement of 100
ml was firstly poured into the beaker and only then followed by poured both of the
stainless steel 316 and Y-TZP together into the beaker in order to undergo the mixing
process.

Table 1: Typical characteristics of Y-TZP and stainless steel 316
Material

Grade / Type

Zirconia

PartiallyStabilized
Zirconia, YTZP
316

Stainless Steel

Composition
(wt%)
Cr 16-18, Ni 1014, Mo 2-3, C
0.08, Fe
(remaining)
5.2 Y2O3,HfO2
<5, Al2O3 0.10.4, ZrO2
(remaining)
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Powder
Particle Size
0.04 µm (40
nm)

Particle Shape

5 – 20 µm

Spherical

Spherical
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The equipment of Digital Ultrasonic Bath (Powersonic UB-410, Thermoline
Scientific, Australia) was utilised by filled up the equipment with distilled water. Next,
the beaker then placed inside the Digital Ultrasonic Bath equipment for 15 minutes of
thorough mixing process with continuous stirring and beaker later was removed from
equipment itself once achieved completion of mixing. After that, the machine of
Laboratory Attritor Mill (01-HD, Union Press, United States) was utilised by pouring
the mixture inside it with the purpose for the mixture to undergo the attrition milling
process where further break down of powder mixture for duration of 45 minutes with
running at 500 rpm. Furthermore, 5 mm size of zirconia milling ball which account
quarter of the mixture amount were added to the Laboratory Attritor Mill machine also
with aim to enhance the entire milling process completion. A sieve utility of
measurement mesh size 212 µm was used for the first time to sieve the mixture where
zirconia ball were trapped and minimised the mixture to slurry conditions. The
remaining mixture then created into a cake form and undergoes baking process where
the mixture was stored inside the Universal Oven (UN 55, Memmert, Germany) which
heated for 60°C for overnight duration and subsequently left dry. The cake mixture after
the heating process was crushed into smaller form using hand tools. After that, a sieve
utility of measurement mesh size 212 µm was utilised for second time with objective
to produce the final powder composition of definite fine. Table 2 below shows the YTZP and stainless steel 316 summaries of typical properties respectively provided with
condition at room temperature.

Table 2: Summary typical properties of Y-TZP and stainless steel 316 at room
temperature
Materi
al

Densit
y
(g/cm3
)

Young’
s
Modul
us
(GPa)

Vickers
Hardne
ss
(GPa)

Fracture
Toughne
ss
(MPa.m1/
2
)

Thermal
Conductivi
ty (W/m.K)

Zirconi
a

6.02

200

12.5

13

2

Stainle
ss Steel
316

8.00

193

1.47

112 – 278

13 – 17
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Mean
Coefficie
nt of
Thermal
Expansio
n
(µm/m.K
)
10.3
(25°C –
1000°C)

Electric
al
resistivit
y
(Ω.cm)

19.9
(0°C –
871°C)

10-11

> 1013
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2.2 Green Sample Preparation
The machine of Hydraulic Bench Press (HP10-150, RMS Hydro, Malaysia) was
utilised for the compacting process of the powder mixture in which the powder mixture
was poured into a round shaped die with diameter measurement of 20 mm. The
subjected high pressure bench press was 1000 bar for 10 seconds. After that, the Cold
Isostatic Press (KJYU150, Shanxi Golden Kaiyuan Co., Ltd, China) machine was used
for the CIP process where the green body round tablets were been placed inside a glove
as well as placed it again inside desired square shaped container. On the other hand, the
container in this case then to be stored under room temperature which in this case aim
for neither heat nor pressure to penetrate and ultimately affect the green body round
tablets during the pressing process. In overall for this current process stage, the green
body round tablets indeed can likewise be referred as green samples.

2.3 Sintering Process
The type of applied sintering process method was indeed pressureless sintering
method and to be performed after the formation of green samples. In this process, it
begins by placing the green samples inside the crucible which to be stored inside the
Electric Box Furnace (LT10, LT, Malaysia). The applied heating for sintering
temperatures were distinct such that ranging from 1250°C, 1300°C, 1400°C and up to
1500°C where only one sintering temperature was performed in one day. The process
heating rate was also conserved at 10°C per minute. In addition, the furnace holding
time was kept for 2 hours and after the process, the heating was stopped. The samples
then let to be cooled down at rate of at 10°C per minute where it explained that the
samples cooled through natural cooling method until approaching ambient.

2.4 Grinding and Polishing Process
2.4.1 Grinding Process
After the completion of sintering process, the samples were vitally required to
be grinded and followed by polished. The equipment of Polishing & Grinding Machine
(GP2V, LT, Malaysia) was utilised for both of grinding and polishing processes. For
grinding process, the Polishing & Grinding Machine was installed with grinding papers
and operates at 50 rpm in which two minutes for each sample. The applied grinding
papers range with five grit sizes in total such that namely 120, 240, 600, 800 and 1200
that consists with surface material of silicon carbide (SiC). The samples were grinded
only on one side and the other side used as samples labelling for clear identification
purposes. Furthermore, the grinding results for each grade were displayed as visible
one direction line and vitally covering the entire grinded side of samples surface. Each
visible direction lines also represent each grade of grinding papers respectively.
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2.4.2 Polishing Process
Polishing process was performed subsequently after the grinding process in
which polishing clothes were utilised and injected with diamond paste as well as
lubricant via syringe device. The polishing clothes were installed to the equipment of
Polishing & Grinding Machine (GP2V, LT, Malaysia) and operated at 20 rpm. In
addition, the diamond paste in this case consists of diamond bit with grades
measurement of 1 µm and 6 µm. Moreover, the lubricant likewise been injected to the
polishing clothes as well as was to function by ease the spreading of diamond paste
evenly across the entire surface of the samples. The polishing process was performed
for duration of two minute only for each sample.

2.5 Measurement and Analysis
2.5.1 Relative Density
The samples relative density were determined in which the testing was
conducted by adhere strictly according to Archimedes principle and water immersion
technique. ASTM C-29 was used as reference of standard to relate with the determined
relative density. In this process, the Analytical Balance equipment with density kit
(AY220, Shimadzu, Japan) was employed by filled up the equipment with distilled
water that function as immersion medium. The value for density of water was declared
as 0.99654 kgm-3.The stated Y-TZP theoretical density was 6.1 Mgm-3 and below (eqn
1) shows the equation used to calculate the samples relative density.

𝜌=

𝑊𝑎
𝑊𝑎 − 𝑊𝑤

(1)

Where
ρ
Wa
Ww
ρw

2.5.2

=
=
=
=

Relative density of the sample
Weight of the sample in air
Weight of the sample in water
Density of distilled water

Vickers Hardness

The samples Vickers hardness were experimented by utilising the equipment of
Vickers hardness tester (MV-01, Matsuzawa, Japan) that consist of pyramidal diamond
indenter as well as subjected load application of 10 kg. Only minimum duration of 10
seconds for held down implementation. ASTM E284-99 and ISO 14705 can likewise
be used as a standard reference for all experiment parameter. In broad, the impression
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was indicated as square such that presence with two diagonals that has identical length.
The indentation in this process was measured by using the Vickers hardness tester
machine microscope that has been installed together with filar micrometer which
consist advantage accuracy of 0.1 µm. The equation to calculate the samples Vickers
hardness was presented below as (eqn 2). Figure 1 below displayed (a) Vickers harness
schematic diagram shape indenter with ( =136º0.5º) which described as angle
between the opposite faces at the pyramidal indenter vertex and (b) formed of
indentation.

𝐻𝑣 =

1.854𝑃
(𝐷)2

(2)

Where
P
D

=
=

Applied load
Average
diagonals

𝐷1 + 𝐷2
2

Figure 1: (a) Vickers harness schematic diagram shape indenter with ( =136º
0.5º) which described as angle between the opposite faces at the pyramidal
indenter vertex and (b) formed of indentation
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2.5.3

Fracture Toughness

The samples fracture toughness were determined with an identical method of
testing as the one of Vickers hardness due to it used similar indentation. The
microscope filar micrometer was used to determine the crack length (L1, L2, L3, and
L4) and indentation length (D) after the formation of indentation. The equation for
fracture toughness was indicated below as (eqn 3). Figure 2 below displayed the
schematic diagram regarding typical Palmqvist crack system that emerged after Vickers
indentation. In this case also, “L” was described as the crack measured length which
used to calculate the samples fracture toughness. The Vickers indent diagonals (D1 and
D2) were suggested to be identical with the length of 2a by referring to figure 1.

2

[

𝐾𝐼𝐶 ∅

𝐻𝑣 𝑎

𝐻𝑣 5
]
1] [
𝐸∅
2

=

1

𝐿 −2

0.035 [𝑎]

(3)

Where
KIC
Hv

=
=

Fracture toughness
Vickers hardness

E

=

Young’s modulus

a

=

L

=

Half-length of average
diagonal
Average crack length

ϕ

=

Constraint factor which taken
as 3
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𝐿1 + 𝐿2 + 𝐿3 + 𝐿4
4
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram regarding the typical Palmqvist crack system that
emerged after Vickers indentation. In this case also, “L” was described as the
crack measured length which used to calculate the samples fracture toughness.
The Vickers indent diagonals (D1 and D2) were suggested to be identical with the
length of 2a by referring to figure 1.
2.5.4 Ageing Testing
The first step for ageing test was obligatory required the samples to be store
inside the acidic digestion device which has been illustrated in figure below.
Consecutively, the samples were then be immersed inside distilled water with 20 ml in
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measurement. After the immersion process, it later required the samples to be
transferred to an oven for heating and baking process as well as provided with
temperature below 180°C for duration of five hours. Segregations of samples were later
to be done as according to the corresponding ageing rate intervals and examined all of
it using X-Ray diffraction (XRD).

2.5.4 Assumptions
This research project had taken consideration for the following assumptions:
1. Young’s modulus for Y-TZP was 200 GPa at room temperature.
2. Young’s modulus for stainless steel 316 was 193 GPa at room temperature.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1 Relative Density
100
90

Relative Density (%)

80
70
60
0 wt% SS316

50

0.1 wt% SS316

40

0.5 wt% SS316

30

1 wt% SS316

20
10
0
1200

1300

1400

1500

Sintering Temperature (°C)

Figure 3: Graph of samples relative density against sintering temperature
By referring to the plotted graph in figure 3 above, the lowest identified relative
density was 55% which consist of 1 wt% of SS316 as well as sintered at 1250°C. The
relative density for 1 wt% of SS316 then continue to increased when sintering
temperature increased from 1250°C to 1400°C and remained static for sintering
temperature between 1400°C to 1500°C. For 0 wt% SS316 and 0.5 wt% SS316, the
results showed that the maximum sintering temperature was 1400°C due to obtained
the highest relative densities which were 93% and 92% respectively. In overall,
considering sintering temperature between 1250°C and 1300°C, the relative densities
increased when weight percentage of stainless steel increased. It can be observed that
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adding dopant SS316 by 0.5 wt% to Y-TZP was beneficial to enhance the densification
but provided that it must be sintered at low temperature of 1300°C.
Nonetheless taking into account of sintering temperature between 1400 and
1500, all of the samples exhibit no improvement or decreased in relative densities. This
can be supported that grain coarsening could possible cause the decreased in densities
as higher sintering temperature was applied. In addition, when a higher sintering
temperature was applied such that exceeding 1500°C, zirconia underwent partial
transformation such that transform into monoclinic or cubic phases [28]. The samples
doped with 0.5 wt% SS316 indicated to exhibit the optimum benefit in terms of
densification where it attained the highest relative density of 90% and 89% when
sintered at temperature 1300°C and 1500°C. For the case 0 wt% SS316 which denoted
as undoped or pure Y-TZP, the achieved density was 72% when sintered at 1300°C.
Considering that sintering temperature was identical such that at 1300°C but different
weight percentage of SS316 such that 0 wt% SS316 and 0.5 wt% SS316, the samples
of doped 0.5 wt% SS316 displayed a higher relative density as compared to 0 wt%
SS316. This in turn proved that adding SS316 into Y-TZP indeed contributed an
enhancement for consolidation process but must in line with condition of lower
sintering temperature such that below 1500°C.
Taking into account of sintering temperature between 1250°C and 1300°C
which indicated nearly all samples showed an increased, as weight percentage of the
dopant increased, the samples relative density indicated as increased. This was
considered as truthful as compared to theory such that it mentioned stainless steel
density increased when heating rate increased and therefore, promote the increased in
samples densities [10]. This also means that samples with more weight percentage of
stainless steel exhibits a higher density due to the total accumulated of an increased in
densities based on the amount. However, considering the opposite case such that for
0.5 wt% SS316 which showed a decreased in relative density when sintered from
1250°C to 1300°C, the trend line was the opposite way. The reason for this may be due
to method of processing for the samples such as shorter sintering holding time. A
shorter holding time may cause the reverse of the material density value such that it
became decreased [11]. Another possible reason for the decreased in relative density
was due to uneven powder composition. It considered as extremely difficult to obtain
the most ideal powder composition.
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3.2

Vickers Hardness

Vickers Hardness (GPa)

14

13
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11

0 wt% SS316
0.1 wt% SS316
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0.5 wt% SS316
1 wt% SS316

9
1200

1300

1400

1500

Sintering Temperature (°C)

Figure 4: Graph of samples Vickers hardness against sintering temperature
As according to the plotted graph in figure 4 above, all samples exposed to have
an increased in Vickers hardness when considering sintering temperature was increased
from 1250°C to 1300°C. As sintering temperature continued to increase from 1300°C
to 1400°C, all doped samples showed a rapid declined in Vickers hardness but for
undoped sample on the other hand indicated as increased. When sintering temperature
increased higher from 1400°C to 1500°C, all samples for both doped and undoped
presented as decreased. Considering sintering temperature at 1300°C, sample of 0.5
wt% SS316 revealed to achieved the highest among all samples such that 13.3 GPa. In
comparison with 0 wt% SS316 which denoted as pure Y-TZP or undoped sample, 0.5
wt% SS316 showed a higher Vickers hardness than 0 wt% SS316 with values 13.3 GPa
and 12 GPa respectively. For all doped samples, the optimum sintering temperature to
obtain the highest sintering temperature was 1300°C.
At sintering temperature of 1300°C, the Vickers hardness values for samples of
0.1 wt% SS316, 0.5 wt% SS316 and 1 wt% SS316 were 13 GPa, 13.3 GPa and 11.7
GPa. For undoped sample of 0 wt% SS316, the optimum sintering temperature was
1400°C in which it attained it highest Vickers hardness value of 13.5 GPa. Considering
an increased sintering temperature between 1250°C to 1300°C, all samples exhibit
improvement of Vickers hardness due to sintered body strengthens densification.
Nonetheless, for the case of decreased in Vickers hardness as sintering temperature
continued to increase from 1300°C to 1500°C, this issue occurred due to grain
coarsening that related to cubic structure [12]. By referring at sintering temperature of
1500°C, Vickers hardness decreased as weight percentage of SS316 increased. This
likewise follows the trend line as well as obeys the mixture law such that explained YTZP was harder than SS316.
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3.3

Fracture Toughness

Fracture Toughness (MPa.m1/2)
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1500
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Figure 5: Graph of samples fracture toughness against sintering temperature
Based on the plotted graph in figure 5 above, samples of 0 wt% SS316, 0.1 wt%
SS316 and 1 wt% SS316 profound to exhibit an increased in fracture toughness when
sintering temperature increased from 1250°C to 1300°C. On the contrast side, sample
of 0.5 wt% SS316 displayed a decreased in fracture toughness when sintering
temperature increased from 1250°C to 1400°C. At sintering temperature of 1300°C, it
indicated as the optimum sintering temperature for samples of 0 wt% SS316, 0.1 wt%
SS316 and 1 wt% SS316 as all samples showed their highest fracture toughness with
values 5.5 MPa.m1/2, 5.5 MPa.m1/2 and 6 MPa.m1/2 respectively. As sintering
temperature increased from 1400°C to 1500°C, samples of 0 wt% SS316, 0.1 wt%
SS316 and 0.5 wt% SS316 identified as increased in fracture toughness whereas sample
of 1 wt% SS316 showed a decreased in fracture toughness. At sintering temperature of
1500°C, sample of 0.5 wt% SS316 has the highest fracture toughness with value of 5.7
MPa.m1/2 and 1500°C was declared as its optimum sintering temperature.
Mismatched of thermal expansions occurred at the section between stainless
steel and zirconia particles provided when there was an increased in stainless steel
particles [13]. Hence, radial tensile stress was developed internally during cooling
process and consequently contributed towards particles with inadequate interfacial
bonds which cause debonding. In addition, crack also then formed in a method that it
smoothly inseminates between the unsteady interface of zirconia and stainless steel
particles [33]. This in turn leads to the enhancement of fracture toughness via the
process of crack deflection. Sintering temperature on the other hand suggested that it
marginally affected the fracture toughness and this also considering that the all wt%
SS316 exhibit fracture toughness with values varied from 5.2 MPa.m1/2 to 5.7 MPa.m1/2
when sintered at sintering temperature of 1500°C. In this case, homogenization
developed over stabilizer which also existed within the samples ZrO2 grains and thus,
produce an improved stability of tetragonal grains [14].
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3.4 Ageing Resistance
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Figure 6: Graph of monoclinic phase content against ageing duration

The accelerated ageing test was subjected to selected samples with aim to
determine the samples ageing resistance due to low temperature degradation (LTD)
when exposed towards humid environments. Generally, samples were subjected to
superheated steam at temperature of 180°C as well as 10 bar of pressure with increasing
duration time. In this case, XRD analysis was utilised with the objective to monitor the
samples phase content as well as identified the monoclinic zirconia (m-ZrO2) phase
content. The table above shows the monoclinic phase content for samples of 0 wt%
SS316 and 0.1 wt% SS316 accordingly with increasing ageing duration up to 24 hours.
The monoclinic phase content was monitored for ageing duration of 0, 1, 6, 12 and 24
hours respectively. Sample of 0.1 wt% SS316 with sintering temperature of 1300°C
was chosen as reference due to optimum composition and consist of the highest
mechanical properties. By observing the trend line on the plotted graph of monoclinic
phase content against ageing duration in figure 6 above, it has been identified that pure
Y-TZP or known as 0 wt% SS316 exhibit a rapidly continuous increasing trend line.
The sample for 0 wt% SS316 then breaks during the ageing treatment for the next 12
hours which tells that data was absence for analysis.
After 1 hours of exposure, 0 wt% SS316 displayed 11 vol% of monoclinic phase
content which was higher and drastic in comparison to 0.1 wt% SS316 that presented
as 6.5 vol%. As approaching 24 hours of exposure, 0 wt% SS316 closed the monoclinic
phase content at 91 vol%. This essentially means that the longer the ageing duration,
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the higher the development of monoclinic phase content [35]. In addition, this was
considered as not ideal due to monoclinic promote failure of material. The more the
monoclinic phase, the worst the material properties become. Moreover, development
of crack and surface spalling were observed at the sample via visual inspection as
results of progressive ageing [15]. On the other hand, sample of 0.1 wt% SS316 had
presented a better ageing resistance but sample then disintegrated at 12 hours which
closed the monoclinic phase content with 20 vol%. This can be proved based on the
trend line for 0.1 wt% SS316 stopped at 12 hours.
The disintegrated of samples will become future works consideration. By
comparing both samples of 0 wt% SS316 and 0.1 wt% SS316 at similar 12 hours of
exposure, 0.1 wt% SS316 was considered ideal as compared to 0 wt% SS316 due to it
showed significant low of monoclinic phase content. This proved that 0.1 wt% SS316
exhibit better ageing resistance and phenomena possibly due to finer grain size obtained
through sintering process. Hence, sample of 0 wt% SS316 can be further upgrade to
prevent the disintegration in the future works. Pure Y-TZP (0 wt% SS316) was
considered as instable which leads to lower ageing resistance. Hence, it changes phases
easily from tetragonal to monoclinic supposed that polar water molecules penetrate the
sample particles. Phase transformation occurs in such a way that if one of the grain
experienced stress, this will interfere the neighbouring grain and hence, phase changes
take placed and promote low temperature degradation. This project also aims to achieve
an ideal stable matrix in order to prevent phase transformation. By doing so, ageing rate
likewise can be minimised via the reduction of deterioration rate, microcracking and
surface roughening.

4. Conclusion
The experiment has successfully been conducted to investigate the
advantageous and effects of adding sintering additive stainless steel 316 to be doped
with Y-TZP ceramics. It has been identified that the highest density would be 93% for
the case of 0 wt% SS316 with sintered at sintering temperature of 1400°C. For Vickers
hardness, the lowest value profound to be 9.8 GPa when taking into account of 0 wt%
SS316. In addition, the optimum value for fracture toughness would be 6 MPa.m1/2
which considering for the 1 wt% SS316. By referencing to the all the plotted graph for
all wt% of SS316 for sintering temperature between 1400°C to 1500°C, the effects of
adding stainless steel 316 to be doped with Y-TZP were such that the relative density
nearly static, Vickers hardness decrease and fracture toughness increase. A low
monoclinic phase content for samples was also the targeted outcome.
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Abstract

Collapsible scissor bridge is a portable bridge that can be deployed during emergency
state to access remote areas that are affected by disaster such as floods. Temporary
transportation via boats are the only preferred transportation for evacuation. Alternative
routes are required to access remote areas that has been disconnected from safe areas
in order to save victims, supply foods and medical needs. A portable scissor bridge is
one of the solution to eliminate the limitation in such desperate situation. The objective
of this research is to design a collapsible scissor bridge which is able to be transported
by a 4x4 vehicle and to be deployed to connect remote areas that has been affected by
flood. The research is done based on the Conceive, Design, Implement and Operate
(CDIO). The design is done by using Solidworks and numerical analysis was made to
analyze the bridge’s structural strength. The research starts with setting the parameters
of the bridge and modelling. It is continued by element analysis to analyze strength of
each components of the bridge. The structure analysis provides the input and feedback
for the improvement cycle to modify the design to ensure the structure is stronger and
lighter. There are five major components of the scissor structure to be analysed; pin,
deck, cross shaft and deck shaft. These components mostly serve as a support structure.
The structure is controlled by hydraulic pump driven by a motor for expansion and
retraction motions. Material used in simulation throughout this project is A36
Structural Steel due to limited library in ANSYS software. However, the proposed
material to be used as the main material is Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) composites
as they have a high strength to weight ratio. FRP also tends to be corrosion resistance
and this characteristic is useful in flooded area. The bridge is fabricated in proportionate
scale. The purpose of this prototype is to demonstrate the mechanism of the bridge; to
expand and retract with simple electronic parts.
Keyword: Collapsible Scissor Bridge, Flood, Nuremberg Scissor
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1.0 Introduction
Flood is one of the common disaster in tropical countries. Malaysia East Coasts
Environmental Research Institute of University Sultan Zainal Abiden (USZA) claimed
that 29,800 km2 of vulnerable area to this disaster sourcing from a few numbers of river
basins in peninsular Malaysia and almost 4.82 million residents are at risk especially
during monsoon seasons [1]. As a result, certain areas that are heavily affected are
disconnected from the outside world. This causes the victims to have no interaction or
even to call for help from the unaffected areas due to shortage of electricity and broken
communication facilities.
According to the annual report of 2014 by Malaysia Rescue Team or BOMBA,
it was suggested that they revise their existing disaster Standard Operating Procedure
[2]. It was also mentioned in the report that they would have to increase logistics
capabilities such as adding more equipment and have more boats and trucks to standby
for this disastrous phenomenon. However, this suggestion might not be the best
solution to this problem in accessing remote areas. In conjunction to that, a research
team at Hiroshima University has successfully developed and test a folding bridge
which is inspired by Japanese traditional origami. This bridge, according to the
researchers is intended to serve as the same purpose which is to be deployed during
chaotic situations. Nevertheless, the structure made is heavy and complex and it would
cost about one hour to assemble the components [3]. The bridge that the researchers
from Japan made is shown in Fig.1.

Figure 72: Mobile Bridge 4.0 [3]

Adapting from the Nuremberg scissor concept, a collapsible bridge will be the
solution for the problem of poor evacuation during times of flooding. Nuremberg
scissors is a planar mechanism consisting several links and pins forming a scissor like
structure which have the ability to collapse and expand with a given ratio. The purpose
of having this bridge is that it will have the advantage in terms of mobility and can be
easily deployed. The motion of the structure is dependent on the Kutzbach equation or
criterion by determining the degree of freedom of the mechanism. This is done by
obtaining the number of links and number and types of joints that is included in the
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system as a whole [4]. Fig. 2 shows a Nuremberg scissor concept that could be used in
the development of this bridge.

Figure 73. Nuremberg Scissor concept [5].

This type of mechanism is now commonly adopted in scissor lift or Mobile
Elevated Working Platform (MEWP) and also folding gates. This simple mechanism
only requires to move one link to move all other links. For example, referring to Fig.
2, when point C is pulled to the direction of v, the angle of A and B increases and causes
the whole arm to extend. Another example can be seen from Fig. 3.

Figure 74: Folding gate and MEWP [6][7].

This mechanism is adapted to design a mobile deployable bridge could
accommodate to aid the situation by providing a reliable transferring mode for victims
and supplies. This bridge will be able to operate with a minimum amount of force to
expand and retract. With a force in the horizontal direction of the link, it will provide a
collateral force to the other link and expand the bridge.
Fig. 4 (a) shows the expanded scissor bridge structure (in operation mode) and
Fig. 4 (b) shows the condition for storage or mobile mode. The design of the bridge is
made to be 14.3 meters in length for operation mode and approximately 2-3 meters in
mobile mode. This project aims to design a collapsible light weight scissor type bridge
using computer aided drafting (CAD) software. Following from that, numerical
analysis has been conducted and scaled model of the bridge is built and fabricated.
Apart from that, the design of the bridge should be able to satisfy the Kutzbach
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Equation [8] to obtain a degree of freedom of 2 as to provide a horizontal and vertical
translation for the bridge to expand forward and backward.

(a)

(b)

Figure 75. Scissor structure (a) Expanded mode and (b) Retracted mode

1.1 Research Questions
This project requires several inquisitive items to ensure that the interest of developing
the project is constant throughout the dedicated period.
1. How a Nuremberg scissor concept can be applied to build a collapsible
lightweight bridge?
2. How to proof that the bridge is able to withstand maximum allowable load?
3. How to demonstrate the motion mechanism of Nuremberg scissor concept?
1.2 Research Objectives
To fulfill the research question, targets are listed down as research objectives so that
the achievement by the end of this project is clear.
1. To design a collapsible light weight scissor type bridge using computer aided
drafting (CAD) software.
2. To conduct numeral analysis on the collapsible bridge.
3. To build and fabricate scaled model of the bridge.
1.3 Research Hypotheses
1. The bridge will be able to withstand the maximum allowable load which is the
force caused by the bridge itself and a typical 4x4 vehicle average weight with
its cargo supplies.
2. The design of the bridge should be able to satisfy the Kutzbach Equation to
obtain a degree of freedom of two as to provide a horizontal and vertical
translation for the bridge to expand forward and backward.
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1.4 Project Scope
This bridge will be designed to fit a typical 4x4 pick-up truck which has the dimension
of (W: 1860 mm x H: 1815 mm x L: 5362 mm). The outer dimension of the collapsed
bridge will be design for a dimension of (W: 2200 mm x H: 2000 mm x L: 2800 mm).
The expansion ratio is adapted from an industrial scissor lift which has a common ratio
of 1:5 and this will provide a minimum length of 14000 mm for the expanded state of
the bridge. The expected weight for this bridge can withstand is the maximum
allowable load; the total weight of all bridge components and external load which is
1950 kg (4x4 pick-up truck with cargo) which is approximately about 19110 N.
The design and fabrication of this collapsible bridge does not consider the
ground elevation or ground damping during flooding. Soil damping will naturally occur
to areas where rivers are near and also during heavy rainfall that causes flood. Upon
operation of the bridge at the area, ground condition might cause the bridge to operate
at a certain angle which is not specifically analyzed in this project. Regarding the
material, the proposed material for future development is FRP but however due to
limited library function in ANSYS, which is unable to mix the properties of FRP and
A36 Structural Steel for one component, A36 Structural Steel is chosen in the
simulations made.
Wind speed is another factor to be considered in this project. The design of the
bridge will be according to the setting of the average wind speed of 3 m/s [9]. This
wind speed is selected because it is the only value applicable in the area studied, which
is in Malaysia. However, the actual wind speed might be slightly higher due to theory
of friction because above the river water will cause less friction to the air particle and
hence have a higher wind speed as compared to land wind speed. Research supports
that objects provide more friction compared to water [10].
2.0 Research Methodology
2.1 Project Framework
This project undergoes a few stages of method in which Conceive, Design, Implement
and Operate served as the framework. The first part of conceiving consists of
brainstorming which research will kick off with collecting ideas from challenges and
problems to narrow down the scope to obtain the solution. Design stage will be adapted
in the modelling phase where computer software such as Solidworks, ANSYS
Workbench and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) will be used. With the finalized
model, further analysis will be made using ANSYS Workbench to perform stress
analysis at joints and also the overall deck. Implementation is whereby the design of
each component are assembled together forming a complete scissor bridge. Lastly,
operate will be a looping process to ensure failure is identified and corrected. In
addition, as supported by B. Glisic and A. Sigrid scissor type structure are increasingly
used in a wide range of mechanical and space engineering fields due to its advantages
over disadvantages [14].
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2.1.1 Modelling
In order to develop a design of a bridge, it is essential to be able to recognize and
identify the basic components of the bridge and its materials. Each of the component
experiences different combination of tension, compression and shear. As a basic
understanding, bending load causes tension and compression and transverse forces
causes shear stresses to the components. Solidworks is used to model each of the
component throughout the duration of the project. After modelling has completed, the
completed bridge model is ready for the next stage. The dimension of the collapsed
bridge will be (W: 2200 mm x H: 2000 mm x L: 2800 mm)
2.1.2 Element Analysis
From the model acquired, finite element analysis is done to further study the
characteristic of the bridge. There are variety of analysis that can be done with this
method such as real-world forces, vibration, heat and fluid flow. Even though it is
defined by the name of an analysis, but it is actually a development process of a product
to simulate what will happen to the product if some of the factors are altered and applied
[15]. In this case, the factors studied is the deformation and the shear stresses of the
structure when load is applied. This method has the advantage to readily handle very
complex geometry. However, it must be noted that data acquired from this method are
only approximate solutions and might differ to experimental values [16]. By doing this,
detailed inspection of failure of component can be done. Once the components are
identified, it will be noted and taken into consideration for resizing or change its
material to improve strength.
2.1.3 Data Acquisition and Analysis
Once element analysis has been done, computed data are to be analyzed further to
forecast its weight and provide costing for a few types of material selection. Data on
stresses point can be obtained from element analysis and from this information
alteration of design can be made, if necessary to ensure the design is strong enough.
Other than that, by examining the fluid flow characteristic on the bridge, it will tell
when will the bridge be safe to use according to certain wind conditions. Upon finishing
the design and analysis, the net weight of the bridge will be obtained and from that
piece of information transportation method of the bridge can be further explored such
as power needed to tether it to a certain vehicle and it’s on road speed limit.
2.1.4 Fabrication
Fabrication of the prototype is initiated during the second phase of the project. The
dimension of each component is as designed and shown in the next section. The
expanded length of the bridge will be scaled down sized of less than 1 meter as the
prototype is only intended to demonstrate its mechanism and component functionality.
The fabrication of the prototype is done during the second half of the project which is
during Final Year Project 2.
2.1.5 Results and Reports
After data collection and analysis, documenting results with reports are done to ensure
that a proper documentation of the work done is recorded. First report would be the
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interim report which is completed at the end of semester for Final Year Project 1.
Results and reports are important as they will provide instance reference to other
researches if they decide to study the same area as this scissor bridge. Other than that,
mathematical analysis is included in reports to support the project research
theoretically.
2.2 Design Parameter
2.2.1 Structure
2.2 m

Deck

Link

2
m

Support
structure

Hydraulic
cylinder

Pin
Cross
Shaft
Deck
Shaft
Pump

Figure 5: Complete Model of the Scissor Bridge

The design of the structure is mostly based on the retracted or the final length
of the bridge needed which is approximately 14 m. From the aforementioned scope,
the dimension set is (W: 2200 mm x H: 2000 mm x L: 2800 mm), whereby the length
will be multiplied by the common ratio of scissor lift; 1:5. Fig. 5 depicts the complete
model of the Scissor Bridge which inclusive of six sets of scissor link crosses (white),
support structure (grey) and hydraulic cylinders (yellow). This structure operates on
the mechanism of scissor concept, which when one set of links increases or decreases
distance between two links, the similar motion will be applied to the other sets of links.
In this design, the source of motion will be dedicated to the hydraulic cylinders to
provide motion in horizontal direction to the first set of links to expand or retract the
structure.
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Figure 6: 4x4 vehicle with dimension [23]

2.2.2 Auxiliary Component
To complete the mechanism of the bridge, auxiliary component which are hydraulic
cylinders as in Fig. 7 and pump is required to be specified. The purpose of hydraulic
cylinder is to provide or act as the source of motion by moving the piston in the cylinder.
In addition, the movement of the cylinder is powered by the pump which acts to pump
in or pump out fluid in the cylinder.

Figure7: Hydraulic piston embedded in design

The operation of the structure is mainly dependent on the piston’s movement.
This hydraulic concept is chosen because of its common technology and simple
mechanism. It follows the same concept adapted by scissor lift which as the piston gain
distance by the pressure from the fluid used, the structure will expand to increase the
distance between links. P is the pressure of the working fluid in the cylinder, F is the
force to operate or needed and A is the area in contact with working fluid. The pressure
calculated from the equation:
𝐹

𝑃=𝐴
(1)
Pressure obtain is the minimum pressure needed in the cylinder which is
called as line pressure. Single-acting cylinder should suffice as the mechanism is very
simple and straight forward. Single-acting cylinder is a type of cylinder that is
pressurize at only one end and the other end is vented or exposed to the atmosphere
[17].

Figure 8: Single-acting cylinder
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Pressure obtain will be the minimum pressure needed in the cylinder which is
called as line pressure. Single-acting cylinder should suffice as the mechanism is very
simple and straight forward. Single-acting cylinder is a type of cylinder that is
pressurize at only one end and the other end is vented or exposed to the atmosphere
[17]. The motion of the scissor bridge is governed by the principle of work and energy
whereby the governing equation is:
𝑇1 + ∑𝑈1−2 = 𝑇2
(2)
Based on equation (2), T1 is the initial state of the structure, ∑𝑈1−2 is
represented by 𝐹∆𝑑 + 𝑚𝑔ℎ where 𝐹∆𝑑 is the work done by the external for which in
this case is the force from the pump and 𝑚𝑔ℎ is the potential energy from the
structure’s mass and height.
T1 = 0 as the initial state of the structure is static. The summation of work done
by forces is inclusive of work done by the piston and the potential energy of the
structure from its weight. T2 = final kinetic energy of the structure. During expanding
the structure, the motion of piston which is downwards is in the same direction to the
gravitational potential energy of the structure and this is the reason they are in the same
side in the equation. From the principle of work and energy, T1 and T2 represents the
initial and the final kinetic energies respectively and ∑𝑈1−2 is the total of work done
by all forces included in the system.
In the retraction of the structure, gravitational potential energy is on the righthand side along with the final kinetic energy because of the direction of piston is now
the opposite of the gravitational potential energy.
Recapping the motion of the structure, the hydraulic piston will be the key
component to move the structure to either expand or retract/collapse. The direction of
the piston’s motion will be in vertical; upwards and downwards. To justify this motion
significance, when the piston moves downward, it will provide a horizontal translation
to increase distance between links and vice versa for the upward motion of the piston.
Velocity is fixed in this case as to determine the power needed with the pressure and
force value obtained from (1) and (2).
2.3 Design Modelling
The design of the bridge was proceeded to detailed design whereby the dimensions and
shapes were taken into consideration. With the specifications set, Solidworks is used
to create the 3D sketch of the design. The purpose of using this software is to ensure
that all the parts design is able to fit to each other to assemble as a whole model of a
Scissor Bridge. Also with the aid of this software, motion analysis can be done by using
Motion Study function to visualize the motion of the structure. In developing the model,
basic functions were used such as Sketching, Extruded Boss/Base, Extruded Cut and
Mating component in assembly. There are 56 parts in total for the scissor structure only;
pins, links, decks and shafts.
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2.3.1 Link
In designing the link, the dimension was selected according to the optimum strength
and weight of the link. These links hold up 40% of the total weight of the bridge and
considered as a major component to the structure. Fig. 9 demonstrate the real part of
link used in the modelling software.

Figure 9: Link

2.3.2 Cross Shaft
As aforementioned, the cross shaft shown in Fig. 18 is a component to hold the links
together and provide angular movement to the links. This cross shaft is designed in the
shape of a normal cylindrical rod with the length of 2440 mm and diameter of 78 mm
to fix in the link.

Figure 10: Cross Shaft (in black)

2.3.3 Deck
Fig. 11 depicts the deck which serves as the main unit to allow traffic on the scissor
bridge to pass through. The design of the deck was made with the interlocking method.
With multiple arrangement of the deck, it can be combined to expand the length.
Another feature of using this interlocking design, it allows the folding mechanism for
the bridge to retract to the folded state as shown in Fig. 12.
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Figure 11: Deck of Scissor Bridge

Figure 12: Half-folded structure

2.3.4 Pin
The pin serves a simple purpose to the structure which is to hold the links in position
and to provide angular movement or rotation to the links. In other meaning, the pin acts
similar enough to a bearing. However, in the real scale scissor bridge this pin will be
accompanied with sets of bearing as it will be a welded component to the links.
2.3.5 Deck Shaft
Deck shaft serves a similar purpose to the cross shaft except that in the middle part it
has a flat surface a shown in Fig. 13 below. The flat surface is designed to allow the
deck to rest on it when the structure is opened and the deck is in a horizontal state.

Figure 13: Deck Shaft
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2.4 Structural Analysis
2.4.1 Stress analysis by ANSYS Workbench (Static Structural)
Stress analysis was simulated by utilizing ANSYS Workbench with the feature of Static
Structural. In this analysis, the main objective is to validate whether the structure
assembly is able to withstand the targeted load or break by showing a major
deformation. In ANSYS Workbench, the simulation is done with a few fixed
parameters. Meshing is done by using coarse span angle center for a faster simulation
and meshing processes. Element size is set to default which will give the software to
decide the best element size for the model. The nodes obtained from this meshing is
302927 and generated 131688 elements, which shows sufficient numbers of element to
proceed the analysis.
2.4.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) by ANSYS Fluent
CFD analysis will be done as a future work as it is only a minor priority from the scope
of the project. However, as a note the wind condition as mentioned earlier, the wind
speed will be 3 m/s according to the average wind speed in Malaysia [18].

2.5 Motion Analysis
2.5.1 Solidworks Motion Study
Motion Study is done by Solidworks. In this function, force is applied to the piston to
provide movement to the structure and the animation of the structure is successfully
developed. The motion is vice versa as the force to the piston is directed to the opposite
side.
2.5.2 Kutzbach Equation (Degree of Freedom)
It is important to determine the degree of freedom of a design or mechanism to ensure
the movability [4]. This is done by determining the number of links and joints included
in the system. In this case, taking one set of the scissor structure should suffice to prove
that the degree of freedom would be two; in horizontal and vertical motion of the
structure. Kutzbach Equation or Criterion is as follows:
𝑛 = 3(𝑙 − 1) − 2𝑗 − ℎ
(3)
Where, n = number of degree of freedom, l = total number of links, j = total
number of primary joints and h = total number of higher-order joints.
2.6 Material Selection
As suggested by studies, Fibre Reinforced Polymer composites has some advantages
when compared to conventional construction materials [19]. FRP is very strong as it
dominates the high specific strength and stiffness. It also has a high strength to weight
ratio which means the future scissor bridge could be lighter than expected if FRP is
chosen to be its main material [20]. Other than that, it is a corrosion resistance material
and this could reduce the maintenance cost of the bridge [21]. As claimed by studies,
deck with FRP are usually multilayer which is also known popularly as sandwiches.
The weight of this FRP is approximately lower by 20% compared to the conventional
concrete slab [19]. However, this section is not covered in detail as it is not in the scope
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of the project and this preliminary study should suffice for the project up to this stage.
Throughout this project, A36 Structural Steel is selected for simulation due to the
limitations experienced as ANSYS library is not able to support mixture of material
properties.
2.7 Moment Analysis
In order to fully define the characteristic and the properties of the scissor structure, s
simple analysis on structural deflection and moment is done. For the sake of simplicity,
the scissor structure is considered to be a beam shape and this structure requires two
type of beam which is cantilever beam as in Fig. 14 and simply supported beam as Fig.
15. This is because when the structure is expanding from the closed position, only one
end is fixed, therefore this fulfills the cantilever properties. When the structure is full
opened or expanded, it is considered to be a simply supported beam as both end is on
the ground. Any of the cases presented is considering a uniformly distributed load.

Figure 14: Cantilever Beam Free Body Diagram

Figure 15: Simply supported beam

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Dimension Table
After running a few processes in designing the Scissor Bridge, the dimensions of each
component are finally obtained. Several design iterations were needed to ensure that
the structure is at its optimum strength and meet the scope of the project. Table 1 below
shows the summary of the dimensions of the components for the scissor structure.
Table 55: Components list and design specifications
Component
Link

Function


Dimension

Structural support

Material



Length: 3312 mm

Steel



Hole diameter: 80

(A36)

mm
Cross Shaft



Structural support



Length: 2440 mm

Steel



Provide angular movement



Diameter: 78 mm

(A36)
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Deck



Main feature as platform for



Length: 2340 mm

Steel

usage



Width: 2200 mm

(A36)



Hole diameter: 78
mm

Pin

Deck Shaft



Minor structural support



Length: 120 mm

Steel



Provide angular movement



Diameter: 78 mm

(A36)



Structural support



Length: 2440 mm

Steel



Provide angular movement



Diameter: 78 mm

(A36)



Support deck placement

3.2 Stress analysis
This section discusses regarding the stress analysis conducted to the whole structure of
the scissor bridge using ANSYS Static Structural. Fig. 16 shows the forces applied to
the structure which in total of 210070 N. These forces are assumed to be the forces that
will be exerted by the 2.6 unit of 4x4 pick-up truck during its operation. In this
simulation, both of the end of the structure is set to be the fixed support.

Figure 16: Uniform load applied to the structure

Fig. 17 shows the total deformation of the scissor structure after load of 210070
N is applied to the middle section (red contour). As can be seen from Fig. 35, the
maximum deformation is 15.741 mm. This shows that when the targeted load which is
the typical 4x4 pick-up truck passes by, the structure will be able to withstand the force
exerted. Take note that the load applied is the kerb load of the truck which means it is
inclusive of the weight of the vehicle with its cargo on the back side. With remarks
from a study made by a group of researchers, the similar design of structure passed the
experimental test to carry two set of loads; 13.6 kN and 10 kN and also it is claimed
that the analytical value had less than 10% of error [22].
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Figure 17: Total Deformation contour of scissor structure

There are two type of stresses that can be obtained from ANSYS Static
Structural analysis, von-mises stress (equivalent stress) and also maximum principle
stress. Based on Fig. 18, the highest value of maximum principle stress is 138.64 MPa
and from Fig. 19 the equivalent stress has the value of 149.48 MPa at maximum.

Figure 18: Maximum Principle Stress on structure

Figure 19: Von-mises stress

These values are used to obtain the safety factor of the scissor bridge by using the
equation;
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𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 =
(4)

𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠
𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠

In this case, yield stress is provided by the properties of A36 Structural Steel
which is 250 MPa. By using the value from maximum principle stress and equivalent
stress (von-mises) which is 138.64 MPa and 149.48 MPa respectively, the factor of
safety is obtained.
From maximum principle stress:
250 𝑀𝑃𝑎
138.64 𝑀𝑝𝑎
𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 = 1.803
𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 =

From equivalent stress:
250 𝑀𝑃𝑎
149.48 𝑀𝑃𝑎
𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 = 1.672
𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 =

These values support that the structure is able to withstand the load of 210070
N and to clarify this value, the load value used is a summation of the total weight of
the structure and the maximum load of 2.6 units of the trucks on the bridge by taking
one length of the truck, 5277 mm and fitting as many truck as possible onto the
14000mm scissor bridge.
However, this value changes when only one 4x4 truck is allowed to pass at one
time. When this condition is used, the load applied will be only 19100 N and the
maximum deflection is 13.451 mm with 118.47 MPa of maximum principle stress and
127.73 MPa of equivalent stress (von-mises). These values can be found in Fig. 20,
Fig. 21 and Fig. 22.
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Figure 20: Total Deflection for 1 Truck Loading

Figure 21: Maximum Principle Stress for 1 Truck Loading

Figure 22: Von-mises stress for 1 Truck Loading

3.3 Moment Analysis
For the case of cantilever beam, there will be two lengths analyzed which is
when only 2 sets of the scissor structure are opened and 4 sets of the scissor structure
are opened. The weight of used in this case is 160410 N which is only the weight of
the scissor structure without any loading. A maximum deflection of 6.994 𝑥 10−6 m
and 5.577 𝑥 10−7 are obtained when assuming the moment of inertia, I equal to
1.46 𝑚4 and the modulus of elasticity, E = 200 GPa for A36 Structural Steel. The
length, L for 2 sets is 4.67 m and for 4 sets is 9.33 m. This can be obtained by using
factor of 2/6 and 4/6 of the (6 sets) 14 m total bridge length. The moment at the free
end is calculated to be 374.56 kNm for 2 sets and 748.27 kNm for 4 sets.
𝛿max @ 4.67𝑚 =
(5)
𝑀=

𝑞𝐿4
8𝐸𝐼

𝑞𝐿2
2

(6)
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𝑞 = 𝑁/𝑚

4.67 m
Figure 23: FBD for Cantilever beam case 1

𝑞 = 𝑁/𝑚

9.33 m
Figure 24: FBD for Cantilever beam case 2

Similar method is used to analyzed the structure when it is expanded fully and
the assumption made is that the structure to be a simply supported beam. There are two
cases analyzed which is one 4x4 truck loading and 2.6 of 4x4 truck loading. From this
analysis, the maximum deflection is obtained by using the same input as equation (5)
and (6) except for the length, L. The FBD are as depicted in Fig. 45.

𝑞 = 𝑁/𝑚
𝑞𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒 1 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑘 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 11457 𝑁/𝑚
𝑞𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒 2.6 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑘 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 15005 𝑁/𝑚

Figure 25: Simply supported beam with two q values

14 m

Table 2: Summary of moment and deflection for both cases
Cantilever Beam Case
Length = 4.67 m
Moment at Free End Maximum Deflection
(Nm)
(m)
374557
6.994 𝑥 10−6
Length = 9.33 m
Moment at Free End Maximum Deflection
(Nm)
(m)
1495021
1.114 𝑥 10−4

Simply Supported Beam Case
Length = 14 m
Unit of 4x4 truck
Maximum Deflection
(m)
1
1.962𝑥10−5
2.6
2.570𝑥10−5
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3.4 Calculation
3.4.1 Force Needed to Operate Scissor Bridge by Work-Energy Principle
Force needed for structure to expand will be governed by eq. (2) with an input of
velocity in kinetic energy equation. Table 2 below shows the variation of velocity input
and force required. Force needed for structure to expand will be governed by eq. 2 with
an input of velocity in kinetic energy equation. Table 2 shows the variation of velocity
input and force required. From Table 3, the optimum velocity of the structure is 4.43
m/s as it would require minimum amount of force to expand (40.06184 N) and force to
retract (324393.8 N). Higher force needed to retract is caused by the extra work needed
to counter the gravitational force downwards as the piston will need to move upwards.
Using equation (1),
Substituting force to expand and force to retract from velocity of 4.43 m/s,
a) F = 40.06184 N – force to expand
b) F = 324393.8 N – force to retract
Fixing area, A with design of the piston radius of 0.125 m,
𝑷 = 𝟔𝟔𝟎𝟖𝟒𝟕𝟗 𝑷𝒂// 𝟔𝟔𝟎𝟖. 𝟒𝟖 𝒌𝑷𝒂

In the selection of motor in the future, this value of pressure is important as this
value will determine the specification of the motor. The working motor should be able
to provide force of 324393.8 N to ensure that the bridge is able to expand.
Table 3: Calculation summary for Varied Velocity

Velocity of Structure
(m/s)

Force to expand (N)

Force to retract (kN)

4
4.3
4.43
5
6
7

-29.5967
-9.23875
0.040062
43.98626
133.921
240.2075

294.4308
315.0129
324.3938
368.8238
459.7485
567.205

3.4.2 Kutzbach Equation to Prove Movability
By extracting one set of the scissor structure;
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Horizontal
motion

Vertical
motion

Figure 26: One set of scissor structure

Substituting into equation (4), where n = number of degree of freedom, l = 5 total number of links, j = 5 - total number of primary joints, h = 0 - total number of
higher-order joints. Therefore, 𝑛 = 2. By obtaining number of degree of freedom = 2,
it is proven that the structure will be able to provide horizontal and vertical motion.
3.5 Computational Fluid Dynamic Analysis
External force by the wind was taken into consideration in this project as stated in the
scope. However, the weightage of wind factor is not as high as the other factor such as
design and material of the structure. In this section, pressure exerted by 3 m/s average
wind in Malaysia was found to be 146 Pa at maximum and lowest recorded is 18.4 Pa.
Pressure of 146 Pa can be found at the major component which is the link whereby the
highest wind resistance exists. Fig. 27 shows the surface of the inlet of the structure
accompanied by the contour of the static pressure generated from the wind.

Figure 27: Pressure on Structure on wind effects

4.Conclusion
This paper presented a thorough theoretical and mathematical analysis of the scissor
structure accompanied with the auxiliary components. Design of the structure are based
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on the literature review and cited studies from other research papers supported with
structure analysis in results and discussion section. Kutzbach equation used aided to
obtain number of degree of two which satisfies the hypotheses. Hence, the objectives
of the project are also met which is to design to design a collapsible light weight scissor
type bridge using computer aided drafting (CAD) software. Following from that, this
project has numerical analysis on the collapsible bridge and also built and fabricate
scaled model of the bridge. Lastly, the results support that this structure is able to
withstand the load that is intended to be carried. This paper also reveals the basic
design of the collapsible scissor bridge by parts and each function of the parts are
justified. With the aid of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software, it has enable the
possibility to discover more improvement for the current existing design. Apart from
that, a simple analysis using ANSYS software has assisted this project to understand
the characteristic and the ability of the components when load is applied.
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Abstract
Biofouling can be defined as unwanted deposition and development of organisms on
submerged surfaces. It is a major problem as it causes water contamination,
infrastructures damage and increase in maintenance and operational cost especially in
the shipping industry. There are a few methods that can prevent this problem. One of
the most effective methods which is using chemicals particularly Tributyltin has been
banned due to adverse effects on the environment. One of the non-toxic methods found
to be effective is surface modification which involves altering the surface topography
so that it becomes a low-fouling or a non-stick surface to biofouling organisms. Current
literature suggested that non-hierarchical topographies has lower antifouling
performance compared to hierarchical topographies. It is still unclear if the effects of
the flow on these topographies could have aided in their antifouling properties. This
research will use Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations to study the flow
on these two topographies which also involves comparison study of the topographies
used. According to the results obtained, it is shown that hierarchical topography has
higher antifouling performance compared to non-hierarchical topography. This is
because the fluid characteristics at the hierarchical topography is more favorable in
controlling biofouling. In addition, hierarchical topography has higher wall shear stress
distribution compared to non-hierarchical topography.
Keywords: Biofouling, surface modification, hierarchical topography, non-hierarchical
topography, CFD
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1.

Introduction

Biofouling is any unwanted deposition and development of organisms on submerged
surfaces [1]. It is a major problem as it contaminates water and medical instruments
inflicting health risk. Biofouling also causes unnecessary drag leading to low fuel
efficiency of marine industry and reduces operational range. Other than that, biofouling
promotes physical damage to infrastructures resulting in increased maintenance cost
[2]. US$2.3 million were spent annually on a vessel due to biofouling of the vessel hull
which causes increase in fuel consumption by 20.4% due to drag [3]. In oil and gas
sector, the cost to repair equipment damaged by biofouling is approximately US$ 960
to US$ 1280 million [4]. These examples show that it is important for researchers to
develop antifouling measures to control this problem.
T. Vladkova (2009) explained in her study that there are three principles to
control biofouling [5]. The first is to use the mechanical approach to detach the
biofoulers from the surface. The second approach is the application of chemical agents
to exterminate or inactivate the biofouling organisms. The last approach is surface
modification which involves altering either surface chemical composition or surface
topography so that it becomes a low-fouling or non-stick surface to biofouling
organisms. Rosenhahn (2012) also recommended similar approach which include toxic
antifouling coatings, fouling release coating and foul release via surface modification
as shown in Figure 1 [6].

Figure 76. Various approach in preventing biofouling: (a) toxic antifouling, (b) foul
release, (c) foul inhibition [6]
A variety of chemical approaches were used in order to prevent biofouling of
surfaces and some of it has been banned because of its adverse effects on the
environment. Decades ago, a type of biocide named Tributyltin (TBT) was used as a
coating on vessel hulls to prevent biofouling and by far this is the most effective method
to mitigate biofouling in the history of antifouling technology to date [7]. However,
this method was banned by the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) in
November 2001. This is because IMO discovered that TBT causes detrimental effects
on the environment like abnormal growth of the oysters, imposex (female gastropods
developing male characteristics) and others [8]–[10]. K. A. Dafforn (2011) also
mentioned about the usage of copper as a co-biocide to increase the efficacy of TBT in
paints for vessel hulls [11]. Copper is essential for metabolic functioning but it becomes
toxic when the bioavailability level of copper exceeds the tolerance level of an
organism [12]. The adverse effects of copper on the environment also eventually lead
to restrictions of copper usage in paints for vessel hulls in countries like Canada,
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Denmark and the United States [13]. These were two popular chemical approaches that
were used to control biofouling.
As mentioned above, surface modification is another method that can be used
for antifouling applications. This method is preferable over other chemical approaches
because it is environmental friendly. Previous studies have investigated the effects of
surface topographies modification and the results are promising. The surface
topographies’ modification includes modifying the size and geometry. In recent years,
these studies uses Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) assessment to study the flow
of the fluid on top of these modified surfaces [14]. By studying the flow, researchers
can come out with an optimum size and geometry of surface topographies that can
control biofouling effectively. More study on this method is needed due to the fact that
it is relatively new compared to other methods and also to measure its efficacy for
antifouling applications.
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2. Research Methodology
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2.1. Geometry Modeling
Solidworks 2013 software was used in creating the fluid domain. The fluid domain was
created as a rectangular block as shown in Figure 3 with a length of 80 mm and a square
cross section of width and height of 8 mm. The distance between the inlet of the fluid
domain and the topography array is 65 mm. The creation and placement of the array
nearby outlet follows the Hagen-Poiseuille’s flow theory [15]. This theory explains that
in a fluid will develop a laminar flow in any fluid domain with a very significant
difference in length compared to the size of its cross section. The development of the
laminar flow is induced by the pressure drop along the flow. Two models were created
for this research. Figure 4 shows close up view of non-hierarchical topography while
Figure 5 shows close up view of hierarchical topography with circular pillar.
The selection of the geometry and size for these topographies are based on the
literature review. In a study conducted by Halder et al. (2013), the author found that
well circumscribed geometries like circle, rectangle, hexagon and others develops
higher shear bounded isolated areas compared to continuous geometries like ridges.
Hence, cube was chosen as the first layer for non-hierarchical topography. Circular
pillar was chosen as another well circumscribed geometry for the second layer of the
topography to develop hierarchical topography. According to Nick Aldred et al. (2010),
the optimum size of topography to control biofouling is between 64-256 μm. Most of
the biofouling organisms failed to attach to the surface at this range of size [16].
Therefore, all dimensions used in this research are within this range as shown in Figure
4 and 5.

Figure 77. Dimensions of the fluid domain and the location of the topography array in
the fluid domain
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Figure 78. Dimensions of the non-hierarchical topography

Figure 79. Dimensions of hierarchical topography
2.2. Meshing Method
The meshing of the models must be done properly in order to get accurate results. The
models created using Solidworks were imported as STEP file into ANSYS. Then, the
meshing module was opened to start the meshing process. A fine mesh was created
when tetrahedron method was used (Figure 6 and 7).
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Figure 80. Meshing using tetrahedron method

Figure 81. Close up view of the meshing around topography
To get a higher quality meshing, face and edge sizing function around the
topographies were used (Figure 8 and 9). All faces and edges of the wall present in
each model was selected. Using this function, a smaller size of elements can be
produced around the topographies and the surface of the fluid domain. Other than that,
5 layers of inflation was used as shown in Figure 7 to produce finer mesh elements
around the wall. Mesh produced from these functions are more refined and highly
concentrated to increase the sensitivity and accuracy of the flow around the topography.
In return, more accurate results can be acquired. For each model, different number of
elements was used for grid independence analysis which will be explained later.
Element quality and skewness parameter was also used to check the meshing quality
of each model.
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Figure 82. Face sizing at the topography

Figure 83. Edge sizing at the edges of the wall
2.3. Boundary and Numerical Setup
The boundary and numerical setup for the research was done using CFD software
package ANSYS FLUENT, version 15. The inlet, outlet and topography of the model
are named as ‘Inlet’, ‘Outlet’ and ‘Wall’ as shown in Figure 10. The fluid used for this
simulation is water with density ρ, of 1000 kgm-3 and dynamic viscosity μ, of 0.00001
kgm-1s-1. The k-ω turbulence model was used to simulate the flow as this model is able
to provide higher accuracy of wall shear results [14]. The wall of the fluid domain was
set with no-slip boundary condition. According to the study done by Halder et al.
(2013), the mass flow rate was set at 0.001 kgs-1 at the inlet and outlet. It is important
to note that the mass flow rate was set faster than Halder’s study as the model used in
this research is longer and has larger cross section [14].
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Figure 84. Boundary setup
The Navier-Stokes equations (Equation 1 to 3) and the continuity equation (Equation
4) was used in this flow study. The continuity equation was used to ensure the
conservation of mass and momentum [17].
𝜕𝜌𝑢
𝜕𝜌
+ ∇ ∙ 𝜌𝑢𝑉 = −
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜇∇𝑢) + 𝑆𝑚,𝑥
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥

(1)

𝜕𝜌𝑣
𝜕𝜌
+ ∇ ∙ 𝜌𝑣𝑉 = −
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜇∇𝑣) + 𝑆𝑚,𝑦
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑦

(2)

𝜕𝜌𝑤
𝜕𝜌
+ ∇ ∙ 𝜌𝑤𝑉 = −
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜇∇𝑤) + 𝑆𝑚,𝑧
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑧

(3)

𝜕𝜌𝑢
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑉) = 0
𝜕𝑡

(4)

Where u, v and w represents the velocity in x, y and z direction, ρ and μ are the fluid
density and dynamic viscosity, V is the velocity and Sm,x, Sm,y, and Sm,z are the source
terms for x, y and z component.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Grid Independence Analysis
A grid independence analysis is an important part of this research in order to find an
optimum number of mesh elements. This is required to ensure that the computational
time taken are minimized while getting accurate results.
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These analyses followed the grid independence analysis used by Halder et al.
(2013) and Myan et al. (2016) to study flow over a few topographies. In Halder’s study,
the number of mesh elements was increased in successive models and simulation was
carried out for each successive models at inlet velocities of 0.1 ms-1. Wall shear stress
was taken as the key parameter to determine the optimum number of mesh elements.
The percentage difference the key parameter for each mesh refinement is then
calculated to get the relative error. Relative error of less than 5% is acceptable for each
successive models used in mesh refinements. Table 1 shows the grid independence
analysis done in this research.
Table 56. Grid independence analysis of the models
3D model

Nonhierarchical

Hierarchical

Mesh
refinements
Relative error
(%)
Mesh
refinements
Relative error
(%)

522171
2233727
45.83

→ 2233727
6481004
3.33

817734
1941795
13.04

→ 1941795
2169321
4.17

Optimum
number of mesh
elements
→ 2233727

→ 1941795

3.2. CFD Results
3.2.1. Hagen-Poiseuille’s Theory
The development of the flow follows the Hagen-Poiseuille’s Theory. Figure 11 shows
the development of the flow from the inlet to become a parabolic flow before it reaches
the topography at YZ plane (z = 0). Figure 12 shows the velocity contour plot at 64.5
mm from the inlet which is 0.5 mm before reaching the topography. It shows that the
flow has developed parabolic flow before it reaches the topography. The velocity
profile shows that it has the highest velocity at the center of the flow with zero velocity
at the area around the wall of the fluid domain which is typical of parabolic flow. Both
models used in this research exhibits similar results.
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Figure 85. The velocity contour plot at XY plane (z = 0)

Figure 86. The velocity contour at YZ plane (x = 64.5 mm)
The velocity profile as shown in Figure 5.3 shows the fully developed parabolic
flow before it reaches the topography and it proves that it follows the HagenPoiseuille’s theory where the maximum velocity is located at the central height with
zero velocity at the wall.
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Velocity Profile
Height of the fluid domain, m

8.00E-03
7.00E-03
6.00E-03
5.00E-03
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3.00E-03
2.00E-03
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0.00E+00
0.00E+00 5.00E-03 1.00E-02 1.50E-02 2.00E-02 2.50E-02 3.00E-02 3.50E-02

Velocity, m/s

Figure 87. Velocity profile before it reaches the topography
3.2.2. Velocity Streamlines and Vector Plot
Figure 13 and 14 shows streamlines and vector plots for non-hierarchical topography
where fluid flows over the 200 μm cubic topography with distance of 200 μm. The
streamlines (Figure 13) show that the fluid flowing above the surface of the cube has
higher speed. Then, the fluid flows into the gaps in between the cubes and brought out
of it with low velocity. The average velocity above the gap is 4.41 × 10-4 ms-1. From
the vector profile (Figure 14), the fluid flow into the gaps at its lowest velocity and
there is formation of vortices and slips. These vortices were rotating in clockwise
direction in the gaps.

Figure 88. Streamlines over non-hierarchical topographies
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Figure 89. Vector plot for non-hierarchical showing formation of vortices and slips
Figure 15 and 16 shows streamlines and vector plots for non-hierarchical
topography where fluid flows over the 250 μm hierarchical topography consists of cube
and circular pillar with distance of 200 μm. The streamlines (Figure 15) show that the
fluid flowing above the surface of the cube has higher speed. Then, the fluid flows into
the gaps in between the cubes and brought out of it with low velocity. The
characteristics of the flow is similar to non-hierarchical. However, it is important to
note that the average velocity above the gap is 8.474 × 10-4 ms-1 which is higher than
the average velocity in non-hierarchical topography. A higher velocity is preferred in
controlling biofouling as microorganisms have less surface exploration time [18]. From
the vector profile (Figure 16), the fluid flow into the gaps at its lowest velocity and
there is also formation of vortices and slips. The vortices were rotating in clockwise
direction in the gaps.

Figure 90. Streamlines over hierarchical topographies
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Figure 91. Vector plot for non-hierarchical showing formation of vortices and slips
In a study conducted by Friedmann et. al (2010), similar findings were found
where there is formation of vortices in between the riblets. The redirection of the flow
of the fluid into and out of the gaps between riblets had significantly decreases the fluid
flow velocity. The author also explained that the velocity of the fluid at the peaks of
the riblets is high and causes it to slip over the fluid in between the riblets.
In this study, the findings are slightly similar to Friedmann’s study. When the
fluid flows through the topography, the fluid is redirected into the gaps in between these
topographies. As a result, it causes interruption of the flow direction and there will be
significant reduction of velocity in this area. Hence, there will be slip in between
different layer of fluid flow with different velocities. Then, the vortices were formed
as the slips force the fluid in the gaps to rotate [19].
Slips and vortices could possibly help microorganisms to settle in the gaps. This
is because at this region, the velocity of the fluid is low which makes it favorable for
the microorganisms or other biofouling material to settle and accumulate in this region.
Since these gaps are not enclosed and there is fluid flowing around these spaces, there
is a possibility for the biofouling materials to be brought out along with the flow that
exists in the area.
3.2.3. Wall Shear Stress
Studies have shown substrates that are favorable for settlement and attachment are
tend to be explored by microorganisms. For instance, in a study conducted by
Rosenhahn et al. (2012), spinning action by algae spores at a place determines the
strength of adhesion for permanent attachment. Therefore, biofouling can be prevented
by reducing the contact between the microorganisms with the surface.
The possibility of the microorganisms to be detached from the surface can be
measure by the wall shear stress. This is one of the crucial parameters in determining
the antifouling potential of a surface [14], [20]. The shear stress of the adjacent fluid
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layer to the wall can be calculated by wall shear stress and it is induced by the velocity
of the fluid flow over the topographies.
Figure 17 shows the wall shear stress distribution in non-hierarchical
topography. The highest wall shear stress can only be seen slightly at the edges on the
first column from the right which is the first column of the topography being hit by the
flow of fluid. There is less or minimal wall shear stress at the spaces in between the
topographies. The middle and left most region shows similar wall shear stress which is
low.

Figure 92. Wall shear contour plot for non-hierarchical topography
Figure 18 shows the wall shear stress distribution in hierarchical topography.
The pattern of wall shear distribution is different from non-hierarchical topography. It
is observed that almost all edges of the circular pillars have high wall shear stress. There
is also less or minimal wall shear stress at the spaces in between the topographies. It is
important to notice that only the first column from the right shows the most edges with
high wall shear stress as it is the first column to be hit by the flow of the fluid.
Nevertheless, the wall shear stress distribution in Figure 5.10 and 5.11 shows that
hierarchical topography has higher wall shear stress distribution compared to nonhierarchical topography.

Figure 93. Wall shear contour for hierarchical topography
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Since hierarchical topography have higher shear stress, it is likely that this
topography would have better antifouling performance compared to non-hierarchical
topography. A high shear stress is an important parameter in shearing off any
microorganisms that is trying to attach to the substrates. Similar results were obtained
in a study conducted by Lee et al. (2013) where the antifouling performance of microsized prisms was investigated. In this study, the peaks of the prisms were less fouled in
lab experiments as it exerts higher shear stress in CFD simulations [21].
Figure 19 shows a comparison of wall shear over the topographies at the
measurement line shown in Figure 3.10, 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13. The graph shows that
hierarchical topography’s fluctuation of wall shear stress is higher compared to nonhierarchical topography. This fluctuation of wall shear helps in preventing settlement
of biofouling material. The range for wall shear of hierarchical topography is between
0.00281 Pa and 0.00452 Pa while non-hierarchical topography is between 0.00165 Pa
and 0.00301 Pa. The data clearly shows that hierarchical topography is superior in
controlling biofouling because it has higher wall shear stress.

Comparison of Wall Shear for Both Topographies
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4.50E-02
4.00E-02

Wall shear, Pa

3.50E-02
3.00E-02

2.50E-02
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1.50E-02
1.00E-02
5.00E-03
0.00E+00
2.65E-02

2.70E-02

2.75E-02

2.80E-02

Location, m

Figure 94. Graph of wall shear for both topographies
4. Conclusion
The methodology of analyzing the effect of hierarchical and non-hierarchical
topography in controlling biofouling using CFD (ANSYS-CFX version 15, Solidworks
2013) has been demonstrated. The numerical method and boundary settings used in this
study is sufficient to analyze the flow charateristics. This proved that numerical
analysis is one of the best methods in studying the flow patterns over these topographies.
It is shown that hierarchical topography has higher antifouling performance compared
to non-hierarchical topography. This is because hierarchical topography has higher
wall shear stress distribution compared to non-hierarchical topography. In addition, the
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flow characteristics of hierarchical topography indicates that it is superior in controlling
biofouling compared to non-hierarchical topography.
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Abstract
Knowledge regarding vibration levels and comfort is imperative for any nation rapidly
expanding its public transport systems. This is especially true for Malaysia. This
study’s objective is to analyse vibration levels in an LRT train, specifically on the floor
and seat. This study was done using mathematical modelling via Matlab and field data
obtained from the LRT seat and floor using a vibration sensor on the seat and an
accelerometer. Mathematical modelling was done up to 3 degrees of freedom, using
values and parameters obtained from literature. The results were then compared to
actual vibrational acceleration values obtained from the LRT train. In the 3 degree of
freedom model, transmissibility was used in the mathematical model to relate the floor
vibration to the seat. The transmissibility value from literature used in the mathematical
model was less than 1. However, data analysed from the LRT showed a transmissibility
greater than one. Magnitude of vibration differed as well, with the highest value of
acceleration (floor) from the mathematical model being 0.0065 m/s2, while the highest
value from field data (floor) is 0.088 m/s2. This difference becomes more pronounced
for vibration from the seat, with model acceleration being 0.00942 m/s2 while field data
is 0.128 m/s2. Results from both the field and the mathematical model fared similarly
when evaluated using ISO 2631-1 and 2631-4, where the results were below thresholds
that cause discomfort in passengers.
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1. Introduction
Public transport is largely becoming close to a necessity in the rapidly urbanising
country of Malaysia, especially in states such as Selangor, Kuala Lumpur, Penang, and
others. The expanding cities and development within them are providing much needed
jobs and financial support for the economy of both the country and its citizens.
However, transport is a vital component of any rapidly growing development, and the
traffic conditions in urban areas continue to worsen. With the rising population moving
from the outskirts to the towns, the concentration of people within cities continues to
rise. The need for affordable and efficient transportation is nearly absolute when it
comes to the requirement of a well-managed city.
Malaysia has seen an increase in development of public transport in recent years, with
the extension of the Putra and Ampang LRT lines as well as the introduction of the new
MRT line. These are essential to providing a good support system for the towns’
inhabitants and workers.
However, one of the biggest reasons why people are not switching as rapidly as they
should to using public transport such as trains is the perception of comfort. While other
factors are involved in their choice, such as convenience and versatility, people also
largely choose to drive their own car as they feel more comfortable inside their car as
opposed to travelling on a train.
In their perception of comfort on the train, vibration experienced by passengers are a
large source of comfort or discomfort. A high percentage of people use public transport
for routine use such as going to work or to secure household items. During their routine
travels, a high level of vibration can be a significant factor in determining whether the
travel is comfortable enough to be performed nearly every day of the week.
While studies on rail vibration are relatively well-developed, there has been little
development and exploration of the field here in Malaysia. As such, this study is part
of a relatively new effort to advance the betterment of travelling by train in the rapidly
developing parts of Malaysia.

2.

Literature Review

Vibration may be caused by several factors. The roughness of the track and wheel are
among the main causes of vibration. For train speeds between 40 and 250 km/h, which
includes the peak speed of the LRT trains analysed in this study, the vibration generated
from rolling is a major source of vibration and noise. The roughness of the wheels and
the rail leads to significant vibration. [10] Vibrational discomfort is also caused by
many other factors such as vehicle condition, characteristics of the track as well as the
operating conditions while travelling. [8] These complementary sources of vibration
are not analysed in this study. The focus is instead on the role suspension and its
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characteristics can play in reducing vibration, as it is one of the main vehicle systems.
Its main purpose is significant in the realization of parameters determining comfort,
stability and safety. [9]
Modelling
Using Simulink, it is possible to move beyond ideal, linear models to explore non-linear
models that factor in many other factors such as friction, air resistance, gear slippage
and others. These are helpful in describing real-world phenomena. The block diagrams
allow for the building of models in a similar fashion to using pen and paper, simplifying
the process through visualization of complex systems. In addition to an extensive array
and library of blocks that are suited to a large number of processes, it is also possible
to create new blocks. Due to the visualized nature of complex processes, changing and
experimentation with ranges of parameters is vastly simplified. [1]
At this stage of the research, a full analysis of the literature involved is unavailable.
However, from the research currently done, the area of vibration assessment in rail
systems is extensively explored. There are many systems and techniques that have been
used successfully used to assess vibration, be it vertical or other forms of vibration.
However, this project derives its contribution to the body of knowledge by being part
of the relatively new research that is currently developing in relation to Malaysia’s
railway systems. While there are extensive methods to assess vibration available in
literature, there remains much room for testing and implementation to be done for
systems in Malaysia.
Therefore, this study contributes mainly in terms of application of methods in railway
systems of Malaysia. The methods used are developed well in literature, and this study
seeks to apply them in a unique location, and on systems that have not been assessed
in this manner before.
Also part of the review of current literature contained in this research is insight into
roughness levels and how they interact with frequency, velocity and wavelength.
Roughness levels itself, from difference locations are also analysed. Stages of
modelling, with increasing complexity of Simulink models are also explored. Basic
models are sourced and augmented to suit the needs of this research.
In particular, parameters for the suspension system modelled in this research are also
available. Due to the inability to acquire the specifications of the LRT system used in
the Kelana Jaya line, values from literature are sourced. Though there is little
knowledge of how close the parameters are to the LRT system studied in this research,
it is of a similar train system. Since the capability and parameters of the suspension
system are of paramount importance in modelling the system, there will be further
attempts to acquire these values from the relevant sources. It is advisable for the
institution that this research is being submitted to help in pursuing these specifications
as it contributes greatly to the accuracy of these findings.
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Thus, as mentioned above, there is significant literature contained in the results portion
of this research that although is not found in this section, reveals an analysis of critical
literature nonetheless.
3.
Modelling
Mathematical and Simulink modelling:

Figure 1: Diagram of train suspension
The above is an image (sourced from google) that give a typical diagram of the primary
and secondary suspensions used in a train. In the creation of the mathematical model
below, the air bag, denoted as the secondary suspension above, was modelled as a
secondary system of a spring and damper. The above image is then translated into
mathematical models below.

Figure 2: Free-body Diagram of 2 degree of freedom suspension system with 2 springs
and 1 damper. [1]
𝑚2 𝑧̈2 + 𝐶(𝑧̇2 − 𝑧̇1 ) + 𝐾(𝑧2 − 𝑧1 ) = 0
𝑚1 𝑧̈1 + 𝐶(𝑧̇1 − 𝑧̇2 ) + 𝐾(𝑧1 − 𝑧2 ) + 𝐾𝑡 (𝑧1 − 𝑞) = 0
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Figure 3: Equations of motion from free-body diagram

Above are shown the basic equations of motion from the free-body diagram. Using
MATLAB Simulink, the equations can be modelled as a system with the excitation
force being the roughness of the surface on which the system is moving on. [1]
Figure 4: Simulink Block Diagram of a Suspension System. [1]

The above system relates the input from the Step block, which contains the height of
the obstacle the system is encountering on the surface, or roughness, with the values of
the two springs, of stiffness K and Kt, the two masses, m1 and m2, and damper, C. The
Scope blocks enable analysis of various values returned from the simulation to assess
the effect of the various parameters. The two upper Scope blocks function to retrieve
the values of acceleration and displacement experienced at block m2.
The above system, while reasonably functional, lacks a damper. In reality, the primary
suspension of a railway track, the train bogie, includes damping as well as springs.
Therefore, the system should include two dampers.
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Figure 5: Free-body Diagram of a 2-degree of freedom system with 2 masses, 2 springs
and 2 dampers. [2]
The above diagram features a system closer to a realistic model of a modern suspension
system, with two springs and dampers. Value W refers to the height of the obstruction
on the surface, or roughness.
𝑀1 𝑋̈1 = −𝑏1 (𝑋̇1 − 𝑋̇2 ) − 𝐾1 (𝑋1 − 𝑋2 ) + 𝑈
𝑀2 𝑋̈2 = 𝑏1 (𝑋̇1 − 𝑋̇2 ) + 𝐾1 (𝑋1 − 𝑋2 ) + 𝑏2 (𝑊̇ − 𝑋̇2 ) + 𝐾2 (𝑊 − 𝑋2 ) − 𝑈
Figure 6: Equations of motion from free-body diagram. [2]
The free-body diagram and the equations of motion derived from it shown above
feature the force U. In the source of these equations, force U refers to a force that would
be added to the system as part of a design to reduce the vibration transmitted to the
passenger. Since this analysis only considers the present vibration levels without any
augmentation or improvement, the force shall not be considered in the simulation.
The system contains two masses, two springs, two dampers and the excitation in the
form of the Step block labelled W. Also, the force U will be configured to be of no
effect to the system, leaving the only input to be the roughness, W. Another scope is
added to analyse a1, which is the acceleration experienced by the car body and therefore
transmitted to the seat of the train. Based on a model present in the source, the model
below shows the Simulink model created for 2 degree of freedom analysis.
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Figure 7: Final Simulink Model.
3.1

Parameters of mathematical analysis:

Table 1: Parameters of analysis (source taken from technical specification of ALRT).
[3]
Car body mass
34320 kg
Vertical rigidity of secondary suspension
2.4 MN/m
Vertical damping of secondary suspension
68.88 kNs/m
Bogie mass
3200 kg
Vertical rigidity of primary suspension
4.4 MN/m
Vertical damping of primary suspension
52.21 kNs/m
The above values that were sourced from literature were of a train design similar to the
LRT train analysed in this study.

Figure 8: Commands input into MATLAB prompt.
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As seen above, based on Table 1 and Figure 3, car body mass is m1, bogie mass is m2,
stiffness/rigidity of secondary suspension is k1, stiffness/rigidity of primary suspension
is k2, damping constant of secondary suspension is c1, and damping constant of
primary suspension is c2.
Analysis of roughness:
Due to the unavailability of data pertaining to roughness levels of Malaysian LRT
tracks and trains, values from literature were obtained.
The roughness that translates to vibration is dependent upon the velocity of the train,
the frequency and the wavelength of the vibration. Roughness is usually measured as
noise, with the unit dB re 1 µm at different wavelengths or speed of train.
Passengers have sensitivity to vibration/noise in frequencies ranging from 20 Hz to 20
kHz, with the highest sensitivity towards a frequency range of approximately 2 to 5
kHz. [4] Thus, with the employment of the formula v=fλ, where v is velocity, f is
frequency and λ is wavelength, a range of wavelengths can be determined for analysis
with speed and frequency ranges.

Figure 9: Range of wavelengths corresponding to 2 velocities and frequency ranges.
[4]
From Figure 9, we can see the application of the formula for certain parameters to
gauge the ranges of wavelengths that can be analysed from roughness graphs.
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Figure 10: Two graphs, (y-axis: speed in km/h, x-axis: time in seconds) showing the
speed profile of LRT for each station.
The graphs in Figure 10 were constructed using data from use of GPS Speedometer
and Odometer by COOL NIKS with an Android smartphone. The data was analysed
by travelling through nine stations on the LRT Kelana Jaya line, from Kelana Jaya
station to KL Sentral and back. Each line on a graph shows the speed profile while
travelling from one station to the other. From the data collected, the highest speed
recorded was approximately 82 km/h (22.78 m/s), while the average speed was
approximately 33 km/h (9.17 m/s).
Table 2: Ranges of wavelength for analysis.
Speed = 22.78 m/s
Speed = 9.17 m/s
Frequency range: 20 Hz – 20 kHz Wavelength range = Wavelength range
1139 – 1.139 mm
458.5 – 0.4585 mm
Frequency range: 2 kHz – 5kHz Wavelength range = Wavelength range
11.39 – 4.56 mm
4.585 - 1.834 mm
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Figure 11-1: Wheel roughness [10]
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Figure 11-2: Roughness [5]

Figure 11-3: Roughness [6]
The above graphs show roughness levels of track and wheel from three different
sources together with wavelength. The roughness is given in dB re 1 µm unit. The
formula is given by:
Roughness in dB, Lr = 20 log reff /r0
The amplitude of roughness r is commonly expressed in µm. Using the formula above,
with r0 = 1 µm, reff can be found by reversing it with chosen values from the graphs.
The effective roughness amplitude is the root-mean-square value that is expressed with
a given distance. With the above formula, an effective roughness of 10 µm gives a
roughness level of 20 dB, and 1 µm is equal to 0 dB.
For each wavelength range, the highest value of roughness will be used as the input in
the model.
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Table 3: Highest roughness values for each wavelength range.
Wavelength
range Figure 11-1 Figure
11-2
(mm)
Roughness(m) Roughness(m)
1139 – 1.139
6.68 x 10-6
14.9 x 10-6
-6
11.39 – 4.56
6.68 x 10
1.78 x 10-6
458.5 – 0.4585
6.68 x 10-6
14.9 x 10-6
-6
4.585 - 1.834
3.55 x 10
1.78 x 10-6

Figure
11-3
Roughness(m)
5 x 10-6
5 x 10-6
5 x 10-6
4.46 x 10-6

Figure 12: Raw roughness data in terms of displacement. [5]

The above Figure shows raw roughness data. The highest displacement recorded is
approximately 1000 µm, or 0.001 m. This is another roughness value that can be
simulated.
The analysis in MATLAB will be done with varied roughness values as seen in Table
3 and figure 5. These values will be input into the Step Block labelled W. The results
from the two scopes, acceleration and displacement will be shown.
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3.2

Model Analysis Results

Table 4: Highest acceleration and displacement values for each level of roughness.
Roughness (m)
Highest
Acceleration Highest Displacement (m)
(m/s2)
6.68 x 10-6
4.2 x 10-4
4.7 x 10-6
-6
-4
3.55 x 10
2.25 x 10
2.6 x 10-6
14.9 x 10-6
9.4 x 10-4
10.5 x 10-6
-6
-5
1.78 x 10
10.9 x 10
1.26 x 10-6
5 x 10-6
3 x 10-4
3.4 x 10-6
4.46 x 10-6
2.76 x 10-4
3.15 x 10-6
-3
0.001
6.5 x 10
7 x 10-5
Table 5: Reactions of comfort to vibration in the environment, ISO 2631-1 [7]
Less than 0.315 m/s2
Not uncomfortable
0.315 m/s2 to 0.63 m/s2
A little uncomfortable
2
2
0.5 m/s to 1 m/s
Fairly uncomfortable
2
2
0.8 m/s to 1.6 m/s
Uncomfortable
1.25 m/s2 to 2.5 m/s2
Very uncomfortable
2
Greater than 2 m/s
Extremely uncomfortable

From the table above, it is clear that according to this design of model and values for
roughness obtained, the values of acceleration transmitted to the passenger is well
below the values that create discomfort.
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3.3

Three Degrees-of-freedom and Transmissibility

The next stage of modelling and analysis was initially determined to be a mathematical
model featuring three degrees of freedom:

Seat

Floor

Figure 13: Picture of the seat and floor in a train car

Seat/m3

Car Body/Floor/m2

Train Bogie/m1

Figure 14: 3 Degree-of-freedom Free-Body Diagram
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The above system is an approximation of when m1 is the primary suspension, m2 is the
secondary suspension, and m3 was designated as the train car seat.
Modelling the vibration after the secondary suspension as coming from the floor of the
train car, as well as initially modelling the seat as a spring-damper-mass system, we
obtain the below model.

Figure 15: 3 Degree-of-freedom Simulink mathematical model
Following literature review, however it was subsequently determined that another
approach can be used. Using some assumptions, the vibration transferred to the seat
can be approximated using an analysis of transmissibility. The vibration transferred to
the passenger is due to the complex dynamic interaction between vehicle seat and body
[13]. This transmissibility can be approximated via the seat-human body model [12].
The transmissibility can be simplified from the transfer function seen in [11] into a
simple ratio of seat vibration/floor vibration given some assumptions. One assumption
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used in this part of the analysis is that comparison of accelerations can be done through
a simple ratio as stated above. Another assumption is that transmissibility can be
approximated from r.m.s. values from field data. Another assumption is that the
resulting values of acceleration can be modelled using an extra Gain block with the
value of transmissibility obtained from literature or field data.
Figure 16: Simulink model with added gain block for transmissibility.

Figure 17: Vertical transmissibilities at measurement locations on seat cushion surface.

The above figure shows the analysed transmissibilities of acceleration in the vertical
direction. This study was chosen simply because it is the most recent of the studies
cited in this study. From the graph above, it is observed that the highest transmissibility
that can be observed at frequencies 20 Hz or higher, which is the lowest frequency
analysed in this study, is approximately 0.8 from a visual estimation. While not large,
this does indicate that the seat studied does reduce the vibration transmitted to the
passenger. Using this transmissibility, and the assumed formula stated above (seat
vibration/floor vibration), the acceleration levels at m3 can be approximated using this
constant, 0.8, as the value of the gain block in the Simulink model.
Table 6: Acceleration on seat
Roughness (m)
Highest Acceleration (m/s2) Acceleration
(m/s2)
6.68 x 10-6
4.2 x 10-4
3.36 x 10-4
-6
-4
3.55 x 10
2.25 x 10
1.8 x 10-4
14.9 x 10-6
9.4 x 10-4
7.52 x 10-4
-6
-5
1.78 x 10
10.9 x 10
8.72 x 10-5
5 x 10-6
3 x 10-4
2.4 x 10-4
-6
-4
4.46 x 10
2.76 x 10
2.21 x 10-4
0.001
6.5 x 10-3
5.2 x 10-3
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4.

Methodology

Accelerometer with metal block on ground

Sensor placed on seat and orientation

Interface of signal processing unit
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The above images show the method of placement and orientation of the apparatus in
the LRT train. The sensor is placed on the chair and an individual was seated on top of
it. This sensor then picked up vibrations originating from the LRT seat in the vertical
direction, which were then stored in the signal processing unit. The accelerometer was
placed upon the floor of the LRT. A weighted metal block was attached to the magnetic
accelerometer in order to enable it to remain pressed against the floor to properly
receive vibration readings. Thus, the sensor sensed the vertical acceleration originating
from the LRT train seat while the vertical vibration from the LRT train floor was picked
up by the accelerometer. All readings and raw data were stored in the signal processing
unit. Readings were taken for a total of 4 seconds. The data, which are vertical
acceleration levels, are shown below. Specifications and further information about the
apparatus are included in the appendix.
5.

Data and Further Analysis
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Figure 18: Acceleration values on seat with respect to time
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Figure 19: Acceleration values on seat with respect to frequency.
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Figure 20: Acceleration levels on floor with respect to time.
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Figure 21: Acceleration levels on floor with respect to frequency.
Table 7: Overall r.m.s. values for vibration on seat and floor
Overall R.m.s. values (m/s2)
Seat
0.128
Floor
0.088
The above shows the acceleration levels with respect to frequency and time, as well as
the overall r.m.s. values for vibration on the seat and the floor. Observation of these
results shows that the vibration sensed on the seat is significantly higher than the floor.
Using the simple formula from above: seat vibration/floor vibration, the
transmissibility ratio can be determined using this data to be used in the Simulink
model. This transmissibility was determined to be 1.45.
Table 8: Acceleration on seat using transmissibility from field data
Roughness (m)
Highest Acceleration (m/s2) Acceleration
(m/s2)
6.68 x 10-6
4.2 x 10-4
6.09 x 10-4
3.55 x 10-6
2.25 x 10-4
3.26 x 10-4
-6
-4
14.9 x 10
9.4 x 10
1.36 x 10-3
1.78 x 10-6
10.9 x 10-5
1.58 x 10-4
-6
-4
5 x 10
3 x 10
4.35 x 10-4
4.46 x 10-6
2.76 x 10-4
4.00 x 10-4
-3
0.001
6.5 x 10
9.42 x 10-3

on

seat

As seen above, the acceleration experienced from the seat is higher using the
transmissibility from field data as opposed to transmissibility from literature.
However, all values from assessments using the mathematical model are all similarly
small and well below the thresholds for perception of comfort seen in Table 5. This is
in contrast to the r.m.s. values obtained from field data, which show acceleration levels
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much higher than those obtained from the mathematical model. Nevertheless, the
higher r.m.s. value is still significantly below the lowest threshold of perception of
comfort in Table 5. Thus, although the levels of vibration levels obtained from the
mathematical model differ greatly from the field data, they share the characteristic of
being well within comfort levels.
6.

Conclusion

In conclusion, it was shown that the mathematical model, within the current parameters
and inputs, produces acceleration levels due to vibration that differ greatly from field
data. The reasons for this may be numerous, such as the fact that the mathematical
model only considered vibration due to the roughness of the rail track, and that the data
used is not from the same rail track used by the LRT train studied. Also, vibration
within the train car and from the seat may come from many other sources such as the
rocking motion of the train, vibration from engines, mechanical appliances such as airconditioning systems and others. Also, the specifications of the suspension systems
used in the mathematical model were not the actual specifications but rather a close
approximation.
Due to the challenges outlined above, the Simulink model above can be greatly
enhanced by obtaining more data regarding the separate sources of vibration within the
train car, and then these data could be combined in a more complex model of greater
degrees of freedom so as to obtain a more accurate result. Additionally, actual
specifications of the LRT train car should be obtained from the relevant parties. Also,
more analysis of the roughness of the LRT track would increase the relevance of
roughness levels used in the model.
Acquiring actual specifications for the train car was attempted for this study, however,
the relevant parties were only interested in a study of Master’s level and above. This
shows promise for a future expansion of this study that could be done together with the
manufacturers and operators of the LRT trains.
Acceleration levels from both the mathematical modelling and field data show that the
vibration experienced by seated passengers on the train are well below thresholds that
cause discomfort. This result, coupled with the response of 40 respondents in a
qualitative study attached in the appendix, show a rough agreement, with the vast
majority of respondents ranking the comfort level of the LRT with a median score of 3
from a scale of 1 to 5.
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Abstract
A conventional design of rainwater harvesting system collects and directs the rainwater
through water piping from roof of building to the water storage. The Filration system
which locates before the water tank storage and first flush bypass system is the main
focus of the research. A filtration system consists of a control volume of filter
compartment, filter screen (stainless steel mesh) and water piping that direct the water
flow. The filtration efficiency of an existing filter “3P Volume Filter VF1” by industrial
company is to be enhances. Suitable filtration method and modifications are proposed
based on the researches through existing filters available in the market gloabally. A full
scale new filter design prototype with filter screen of 1000 μm stainless steel metal
mesh is tested to compare with the original filter system design. Three type of water
inlet setups are tested on the prototype to determine the filtration efficiency and all of
them have achieve better filtration rate than the original design. Among the proposed
water inlet setups for the new filter system design, the 90o inlet setup with extension
provides the best filtration rate per unit time, following by the 45o inlet setup and the
90o inlet setup. The 45o and 90o inlet setup has similar filtration efficiency at low to
medium flow rate while 45o inlet setup has slightly better efficiency at high flow rate.
The filtration efficiency with the 90o inlet setup with extension is observed to
maintained at highest value at medium to high flow rate.
In comparison with the original filter system design, the overall improved filtration
performance achieved by the 90o inlet setup with extension at low to high flow rate is
between 34.1% to 35.7%.
Keywords: Rainwater Filtration, Pre-storage Filtration, Enhancement of Rainwater
Filtration Efficiency, Rainwater Harvesting System
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1. Introduction
Rainwater harvesting practice can be traced since thousands of years using
different types of techniques to collect and store the rainwater from rooftops and land
surfaces. A conventional design of rainwater harvesting system will collect and direct
the rainwater through water piping to the water storage [1]. The dimensions of the
rainwater harvesting system are highly dependent on the size of rainwater catchment
area. For industrial scale usage, a simple rainwater filtration process is carried out
before it is stored in storage. Particles like leaves, rocks, debris and dusts are removed
at the filtration process to avoid the risk of clogging up in the water storage.
A conventional rainwater harvesting system consists of four major components
which are shown as Fig. 1. The rainwater will first be collected by the catchment area
at the rooftop. Filration system which locates before the water tank storage and first
flush bypass system is the main focus of the research. A filtration system consists of a
control volume of filter compartment, filter screen (stainless steel mesh) and water
piping that direct the water flow.
Rooftop
Collection
Area

First Flush
Bypass
System

Filtration
System

Water Tank
Storage

Figure 1. Components of rainwater harvesting system
Large industrial scale filtration system which commonly used in the market is
based on a parallel setup concept with a few of horizontal positioned filter
compartments as shown in Fig. 2. More filter compartments can be added by increasing
the number of the inlet.
Filter Screen

x
x
x
x

Overflow Water
with Particle and
Contaminants

x x
x

Rainwater

Inlet

x x
x
Filtered Rainwater

x x
x

x

Water Tank
Storage

Filter Compartment

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of single filtration compartment in filtration system
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The inlet will direct the rainwater into the filter compartment which consists of
a metal mesh filter screen for filtration process. The large particles and contaminants
will be pushed out of the filter compartment by rainwater flow. Filtered rainwater that
has passed through the horizontal positioned filter screen due to gravitational force will
be stored into water tank storage. However, the performance of the design will decrease
significantly during high rainwater flow rate operation. The small mesh size of the filter
screen not only resist the particles from passing through, it also decreased the
permeability of rainwater. The high rainwater flow rate which has filled up the whole
water piping will only stay a short period in the filter compartment. There is just a small
portion of water near the filter screen that can be directed to the water tank storage
while large portion of water have overflowed and left the filter compartment [2].
1.1 Existing Filter “3P Volume Filter VF1”
This research is an industrial project in collaboration with the industrial partners,
Bina Plastic Industries Sdn. Bhd. and Besstem Plastic Sdn. Bhd, which is a class
leading plastic pipe and rainwater filtration system supplier in Malaysia respectively.
Both companies have provided technical support to build the prototype and product
testing. Fig. 3 shows the filter system 3P volume filter VF1 and its filter design, which
is a product from Germany currently used by DD Techniche Sdn. Bhd. company
specialises in installation of rainwater harvesting system for both residential and
commercial buildings in Malaysia. The rainfalls in Malaysia are commonly heavy but
in a short period of time. The high filtration rate from the filtration system is desired to
take advantage in harvesting more filtered rainwater in a limited duration. The projects
that the company had done previously were to be capable of sustain a high rainwater
flow rate range from 50 L/s to 200 L/s.

(a)
(b)
Figure 3. (a) 3P volume filter VF1 by 3P Technik from Germany [3]; (b) Original
filter design
The design and functionality of the filter VF1 is similar to the parallel setup
concept as discussed in Fig. 2. The filter VF1 is installed by the company whenever the
installation location is limited, which will be discussed in this paper. The most
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significant difference is that the filter screen is placed at an incline instead of horizontal
position. Refer to Fig 3(a), the rainwater flow into the filter compartment and
accumulate at top section of the filter compartment at stage 1. At stage 2, the rainwater
will be filtered while flowing along the slanted metal mesh filter screen (Fig. 3(b)).
Next, the clean water that has passed through the filter screen is collected at the bottom
section of the filter compartment at stage 3. While the clean water is directed to the
water tank storage at stage 4, the suspended particle will be removed togetehr with the
overflow water through a drain outlet at stage 5. The filter design does provide a selfcleaning process to increase the maintenance interval. However, the filter has the filter
process characteristic same as the horizontal filtration method as large portion of
rainwater flows towards the drain outlet directly during high flow rate.
Fig. 4 shows the official data by the company regarding on the graph of
hydraulic efficiency against inflow of rainwater for filter VF1. Based on Fig. 4, the
filter achieve 100% efficiency at flow rate of 0.01 L/s to 0.2 L/s but started to drop after
that. It can be seen that the filter compartment has started to fail to capture all the inflow
rainwater even before reaching flow rate of 1 L/s. Furthermore, the efficiency is just
around 50% at flow rate of 3.5 L/s, which means only 1.75 L of rainwater is being
filtered and collected into water tank storage every second. At this point, the filter has
reached its peak filter performance as shown in the sudden drop of efficiency in the
graph. Further increment of inflow of rainwater will only result in more overflow
rainwater due to failure to capture. Hydraulic efficiency is the filtration rate
efficiency, η is equal to the fraction of total filtered water, 𝑄𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 devided by total
inflow water, 𝑄𝑖𝑛 which is shown as Eq. (1).
η=

𝑄𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑

(1)

𝑄𝑖𝑛

Filtration Efficiency, η (%)
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Figure 4. Graph of hydraulic efficiency vs inflow of rainwater for filter VF1 [3]
This paper aims to identify suitable filtration method to achieve higher filtration
efficiency under high flow rate to coordinate with the heavy rainfall in Malaysia. The
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research focuses on developing a sustainable mechanical operated rainwater filtration
system for home and small industrial scale usage. The desired solution is to attain
higher hydraulic efficiency at higher inflow rate for this specific filter VF1 by applying
suitable modifications without modifying the shape of filter compartment. The study
of existing filtration system methods and designs available in the market globally were
conducted and their specifications were compared. A prototype filter screen was built
by integrating features from different types of filtration system. The filter screen must
be able to fit inside the original compartment of filter VF1. The rainwater filtration
efficiency, in term of filtration rate difference between the original and prototype filter
screen design is to be obtained throughout the testing.
2. Specifications Comparisons of Different Types of Filter System
2.1 Cyclonic Rotation Filter
A cyclone filter is a design of rotational separator which lead the water flow to
be circular in the filtration compartment. Fig. 5 shows a schematic diagram of rotational
separator which direct the water from inlet to rotate around the compartment. The
centrifugal forces produced by the rotating water will acts on large particles and
contaminants pushing them outwards leaving the centre vertical axis-z. With the assist
from gravitational forces, the suspended particles and contaminants will move towards
the bottom of the compartment due to no drainage outlet while leaving the cleaned
water to be directed into the storage.

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of rotational separator [4]
The cyclone filtration method performs well under high flow rates of water.
However, the suspended particles are not removed from the cyclone filter compartment
throughout the operation [4]. Fig. 6 shows an improved design of cyclone filtration
method product by Rainharvesting Systems company from UK. This design overcomes
the challenges by having a self-cleaning process which will remove the suspended
particle out of the filter compartment. The rainwater flow into the compartment from
the inlet and perform cyclonic rotation. When the rainwater is approaching the
cylindrical shape metal mesh filter, the centrifugal force will pull the water pass
through the metal screen. The collected filtered water will be directed to the water tank
storage, leaving the filtered particle falling through centre of the filter and are washed
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off by the overflow water [5]. However, it only work on high flow rate, else, the
rainwater will not perform rotation and flow down the drain directly.
Inlet
Filter Screen
Overflow Water
with Particle and
Contaminants

To Water Tank
Storage

Figure 6. Wisy vortex filter by Rainharvesting Systems company from UK [5]
2.2 Gravity Downpipe Filter
The conventional method of installing the downpipe in any building is
vertically from top to bottom. The rainwater catchment area is normally placed on the
roof, which the collected rainwater will flow down in the pipe vertically at high speed.
By utilising the gravitational force with the speed of rainwater flow, the rainwater can
pass through the filter screen right below the inlet easily due to the extra downward
force. Fig. 7 shows a filter product by Rainharvesting company from Australia which
utilises the gravitational force. The rainwater is directed from top of the filter and the
cleaned water is directed to the water tank storage through the outlet at below. During
this process, all the particles like leaves and debris are deflected by the filter screen and
washed off out of the filter along the slanted filter screen. This design enhances the
filtration efficiency as the particles are quickly removed without contaminate on the
filter screen [6].
Inlet Water Flow
Filter
Screen
Blocked Particle
Wash Off by
Water Flow
Outlet Clean Water Flow

Figure 7. Leaf eater advanced filter by Rainharvesting company from Australia [6]
2.3 Justifications on Selecting the Suitable Filtration Features for the Prototype
Table 1 shows the specifications of different filter product in the market. By
referring to Table 1, the general relationship between filter mesh size, filter rate and
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filtration method can be determined. First of all, product (1) using the largest mesh size
among the other competitors. The filter has the horizontal filtration method design
which only achieve a filter rate of 90 L/min. Secondly, a medium mesh size range from
0.8 – 0.955 mm is used for filter product (2) to (4) which utilise the gravitational force
to speed up the rainwater along the downpipe. Even though a small mesh size is used,
the filter manages to achieve a filter flow rate range from 113 – 120 L/min. The last
group of products (5) to (7) have the feature of cyclonic rotation to filter the rainwater.
It is found that they have the smallest mesh size among the competitors, however their
filtration performances are better than both horizontal and gravity filtration method.

Table 1. Specifications of different filter product in the market
Ref.

No.

[3]

(1)

[7]

(2)

[6]

(3)

[8]
[9]

(4)
(5)

[5]

(6)

[10]

(7)

Company
(Country)
3P Technik
(Germany)
SuperHead
(Australia)
RainHarvesting
(Australia)
BRAE (US)
Rainharvestmo
(US)
Rainharvesting
(UK)

Metal
Mesh Size
1.4 mm

Roof
Area
350 m2

Rainwater
Filter Rate
90 L/min

Filtration
Method
Horizontal

0.8mm

-

120 L/min

Gravity

0.8 mm

-

113 L/min

Gravity

0.955
0.28 mm

232 m2

90% Recovery

0.28 mm

200 m2

Allegiance India
(India)

0.25 mm

112 500 m2

66 L/min (not
tested on
maximum
condition)
105-340 L/min
(depends on
the volume of
collector)

Gravity
Cyclonic
Rotation
Cyclonic
Rotation

Cyclonic
Rotation

Based on real life application experiences, the space of the room that is prepared
for the installation of rainwater system in the building and factory is very limited,
especially the height of the room. During the installation, the height measured from
ceiling to the ground is taken into consideration, conventionally 3.5 m per floor. The
size of the water tank storage is normally installed with the largest size to store more
filtered clean rainwater. Besides that, a stand is placed below the water tank storage for
easier maintenance and cleaning purposes which result in a total of around 3 m in height.
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By taking into the consideration of the atmospheric pressure acting on water, the water
tank storage inlet must be positioned as high as possible. Otherwise, the cleaned
rainwater will not able to be pushed into water tank storage at higher level without the
support from water pump if the inlet is positioned at lower level. Fig. 8 shows the
schematic diagram of the installation of rainwater filtration system in a room for
industrial scale usage.
Filter
Compartment

3.5 m
ceiling
to floor

Water Tank
Storage

Water Tank
Storage Inlet

ΔH, inlet and
outlet height
difference
Rainwater inlet

Stand

Figure 8. Rainwater filtration system in a room for industrial scale usage
Due to the space constraint of room, the overall height of the rainwater filter
compartment must be maintained at smallest scale. Therefore, the height difference
between rainwater inlet and water tank storage inlet, ΔH need to be taken into
consideration at design stage. The compact sizing of the VF1 filter with dimension of
470 mm x 490 mm x 451 mm is very capable and has advantage during the installation
in real life application. The cyclonic rotation filtration method require a big and long
in vertical dimension filter compartment to make it functional. Hence, it is more
suitable for the installation area without space constraint. It is observed that the
horizontal filtration method shows the least efficiency in filtering rainwater at high flow
rate as discussed previously. However, by integrating the features from gravity
downpipe filtration method may obtain significant improvement in filtration rate.
Therefore, this feature is selected.
3. Development of New Filter Screen Design and Fabrication of Prototype
There were two preliminary designs for the filter screen before the final
approved design was developed. To construct the new filter screen design to accurately
fit into the filter compartment, the filter compartment VF1 was modelled into 3D
geometry using Solidworks (2015) as shown in Fig. 9. It had made the task easier to
sketch and modify the new filter screen design within a round shape compartment with
complicated structural design within it.
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(b)
(b)
Figure 9. Existing filter compartment VF1: (a) Real life product; (b) 3D geometry
model
The new filter screen holder was designed to cover as much filtration area as it
can within the limited space within the filter compartment. The model was then inserted
into the original filter compartment VF1 to check any error in dimensions to achieve
high fit and finish quality as shown in Fig. 10.

(a)
(b)
Figure 10. (a) 3D geometry model of new filter screen holder; (b) Filter screen holder
inserted into original filter compartment VF1 model
The approved 3D geometry model was then fabricated into full scale prototype
using 3D printer with plastic PLA material. The filter screen holder was then attached
a layer of 1000 μm stainless steel metal mesh, the same metal mesh size used for the
original filter. The completed full scale prototype was fitted to the original filter
compartment VF1 as shown in Fig. 11.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 10. (a) Full scale new filter screen holder; (b) Filter screen holder inserted into
original filter compartment VF1
4.0 Experimental Testing of Filtration Rate for Original and New Design
The experimental equipment is set up as shown in Fig. 11. The setup is based
on real life installation application where the water source is collected from the
downpipe that linked to the roof. The horizontal water pipe will direct the water to the
rainwater harvesting system room where the water flow into the filter compartment
VF1 through the water inlet.
Water

Water
Water

Filter
Compartment
VF1
Figure 11. Set up of experimental equipment
Tap water is used for the testing of filtration rate because the lack of rainwater
harvesting system in testing location. The water source is fed in through water tap and
water pump to mimic the rainwater flow. Before starting the experiment, the water flow
rate is measured. The filtration rate for the original filter system design is tested using
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the original method. Due to the horizontal positioned water piping that direct the
rainwater flow, the positioning of water inlet is manipulated to test the differences in
filtration rate as shown in Fig. 12. The step is taken to integrate the features of gravity
downpipe filtration system onto the new filter system design. For the original filter
system design, the 90o inlet will fill up the water at top section of the filter compartment
and flow down to the filter screen. For the new filter system design, the 90o and 45o
inlet allow the water to flow towards the filter screen directly.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 12. (a) Original filter system design with 90o inlet; (b) New filter system
design with 90o inlet; (c) New filter system design with 45o inlet
The filtration rate testing for both the original and new filter system design are
carried out and the data are tabulated. Each round of testing is run for 15 seconds to
collect the filtered clean water and 3 sets of data are recorded to obtain the average
value. Low, medium and high flow rate for water inlet are used in testing. The low flow
rate is obtained through normal water tap while medium and high flow rate are obtained
by using a water pump with a reservoir.
Before starting the experiment, the water flow rate is measured. The low flow
rate water is feed into the experimental equipment through the water source inlet and
allow to run for 5 second to reach steady flow within the system. Next, an empty pail
is used to collect the water from the water inlet for 15 seconds and then weighted on
the scale. It is measured that the mass of empty pail is 1.5 kg, the total water mass flow
rate at the inlet, QTotal inlet of the equipment can be obtain using the Eq. (2). Where 𝑚 𝑇
is the total mass of the water with the pail, mpail is the mass of the pail and t is the
duration to collect the water, in this case t is 15 seconds. The density of water is 1000
kgm-3, therefore, 1 L/s mass flow rate of water at the inlet can be converted as 1 kg/s
volume flow rate.
𝑚𝑇 − 𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑙
𝑄𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 =
(2)
𝑡
5. Results and Discussions
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The original filter design was attached into the filter compartment VF1 for
filtration testing. Table 2 shows the data of filtration rate testing for the original filter
system design with the original filtration method which consists of low flow rate (0.203
L/s and 0.301 L/s), medium flow rate (1.134 L/s and 1.598 L/s) and high flow rate
(2.167 L/s).
Table 2. Data of filtration rate testing for the original filter system design
Total filtered water per second by original filter system
Inlet
Filtration
design (L/s)
flow rate
Efficiency
1
2
3
Average
(L/s)
0.203
0.137
0.122
0.130
0.130
0.639
0.301
0.187
0.198
0.191
0.192
0.638
1.134
0.705
0.689
0.711
0.702
0.619
1.598
0.949
0.956
0.962
0.956
0.598
2.167
1.208
1.197
1.205
1.203
0.555
Based on Table 2, it is observed that the filtration efficiency has significant
difference with the official data by the company as shown in Fig. 4. At 0.2 L/s of inlet
flow rate, the tested filtration efficiency is just 63.9% instead of nearly 100% from the
official data. As the inlet flow rate increases, the filtration rate of the original filter
system design continues to decrease and hence results in just 55.5% filtration efficiency
at inlet flow rate of 2.167 L/s. Fig. 13 shows the graph of hydraulic efficiency against
inlet flow rate for the original filter system design.

0.650

Hydraulic Efficiency

0.640
0.630
0.620
0.610
0.600
0.590

Original Filter
Design

0.580
0.570
0.560
0.550
0.000

0.500

1.000

1.500

2.000

2.500

Inlet Flow Rate (L/s)

Figure 13. Graph of hydraulic efficiency vs inlet flow rate
By comparing Fig. 13 with Fig. 4, it is observed that the experimental data is
nowhere near to the official data from the company. As a reference from both the graphs
at inlet flow rate of 2 L/s, the tested hydraulic efficiency is just 56% while the official
data shows an efficiency of 80%. Since the testing is done by the current equipment,
the obtained experimental data is selected to be the reference for comparison with the
new filter system design.
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Throughout the filtration rate testing for the new filter system design, there is
sign of water loss can be observed through overflow drain outlet of filter compartment.
For the 45o inlet setup, the water is directly flowing towards the filter screen rather
perpendicularly as shown in Fig. 14(a). This has caused some of the water being
reflected away from the filter screen without being filtered and hence the loss of
collectable water. As for the 90o inlet setup, due to the sudden change in direction of
water flow, a portion of water do not flow downward vertically onto the filter screen as
planned. Instead, the water is reflected by the wall of the 90o water pipe joint and flow
towards the overflow drain outlet as shown in Fig. 14(b). The results of water loss from
the 45o inlet setup is acceptable as it already meets the requirement of integrating the
features from gravity downpipe filtration method. However, enhancement is needed to
apply for the 90o inlet setup to determine the full potential of filtration rate. Therefore,
a simple modification by adding a transparent plastic cover as extension around the
90o inlet joint to avoid the reflected water leaving the filter screen. Fig. 14 (c) shows
the addition of transparent plastic cover extension around the 90o joint.

(a)
(b)
(c)
o
o
Figure 14. (a) Water flow with 45 inlet; (b) Water flow with 90 inlet; (c) Addition
of transparent plastic cover extension around the 90o joint
Table 3 shows the data of filtration rate testing for the new filter system design
with integrated features of gravity downpipe filtration method. By referring to Table 3,
there are no significant differences of filtration efficiency for 45o and 90o inlet setup
between low and medium flow rate. The 45o inlet setup has slightly better filtration
efficiency of 78.1% at high flow rate compare to 76% for the 90o inlet setup. Although
there are water loss due to reflection at both inlet setup, there is still slightly advantage
for the water to flow directly towards the filter screen with the 45o setup. The extra
water flow speed act as external force to push more water pass through the filter screen
while the 90o setup reduce the flow speed and reflect the water to opposite direction as
the water hit the pipe wall. Hence, the 45o setup achieves better filtration rate by
comparing to the 90o setup.
Table 3. Data of filtration rate testing for the new filter system design
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Type of
Inlet

Inlet flow
rate (L/s)
0.203
0.301
o
45
1.134
1.598
2.167
0.203
0.301
90o
1.134
1.598
2.167
0.203
0.301
90o with
1.134
Extension
1.598
2.167

1
0.200
0.296
0.997
1.359
1.684
0.199
0.297
0.990
1.368
1.641
0.198
0.299
1.071
1.477
1.984

New Filter System Design
2
3
Average
0.198
0.199
0.199
0.297
0.299
0.297
0.995
1.006
0.999
1.367
1.364
1.363
1.701
1.692
1.692
0.201
0.199
0.200
0.299
0.296
0.297
1.005
0.996
0.997
1.357
1.362
1.362
1.652
1.647
1.647
0.199
0.200
0.199
0.296
0.297
0.297
1.076
1.079
1.075
1.472
1.485
1.478
1.975
1.970
1.976

Filtration
Efficiency
0.980
0.988
0.881
0.853
0.781
0.984
0.988
0.879
0.853
0.760
0.980
0.988
0.948
0.925
0.912

For the 90o inlet setup with the transparent plastic cover extension, it is proven
to be a good addition modification onto the filtration system based on Table 3. Water
is now able to flow downwards vertically onto the filter screen with no wall reflection.
The filtration efficiency is observed to maintained at higher value at medium to high
flow rate. An overall increasing in filtration efficiency of 6.9% to 15.2% is achieved
by comparing with the 90o inlet without the extension and 6.7% to 13.1% with the 45o
inlet setup. Fig. 15 shows the graph of hydraulic efficiency against inlet flow rate for
the new filter system design.
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Figure 15. Graph of hydraulic efficiency vs inlet flow rate with different inlet setup
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Based on Fig. 15. It is observed that the 45o and 90o inlet setup has similar
filtration efficiency at low to medium flow rate while 45o inlet setup has slightly better
efficiency at high flow rate. The 90o inlet setup with extension has the highest efficiency
among the three setups. By comparing the filtration efficiency with the original filter
system design, all the new filter design manage to achieve higher filtration rate. The
overall improved filtration performance achieved by the 90o inlet setup with extension
from low to high flow rate is between 34.1% to 35.7% compared to the original filter
system design.
6. Conclusion
In conclusion, the objective to improve the pre-storage filtration efficiency of a
rainwater harvesting system is achieved. Suitable filtration methods and modifications
for the original filter system design to sustain high rainwater flow rate are proposed.
The selections are justified with the researches done on the existing filter system in the
market globally. The proposed prototype meets the requirements of fitting accurately
inside the filter compartment VF1 and is operated mechanically.
Besides that, the rainwater filtration efficiency, in term of filtration rate
difference between the original and prototype filter screen design is obtained
throughout the testing. First, there is significant differences of filtration efficiency
between the experimental and official data from the company for the original filter
system design. As the testing is done by the current equipment, the obtained
experimental data is selected to be the reference for comparison with the new filter
system design.
Among the proposed water inlet setups for the new filter system design, the 90o
inlet setup with extension provides the best filtration rate per unit time, following by
the 45o inlet setup and the 90o inlet setup. The 45o and 90o inlet setup has similar
filtration efficiency at low to medium flow rate while 45o inlet setup has slightly better
efficiency at high flow rate. The filtration efficiency with the 90o inlet setup with
extension is observed to maintained at highest value at medium to high flow rate. An
increment in filtration efficiency of 6.9% to 15.2% is achieved by comparing with the
90o inlet without the extension and 6.7% to 13.1% with the 45o inlet setup. In
comparison with the original filter system design, the overall improved filtration
performance achieved by the 90o inlet setup with extension at low to high flow rate is
between 34.1% to 35.7%.
In this paper, the experimental results only cover one high flow rate of 2.167
L/s at the water inlet. The water pump that is used to represent the real life rainwater
harvesting operation has reached it maximum output in the experiment equipment setup.
Therefore, a water pump with higher water pumping rate can be used in future to further
test the peak filtration rate of original and new filter system design. Moreover, more
layers of filter screen with 1000 μm stainless steel metal mesh can be attached onto the
new filter design to test on the filtration rate as future works. The smaller pore size of
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the filter screen will provide better filtration quality. The relationship between filtration
efficiency against reduced pore size of filter screen can be determined.
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Abstract
The purpose of this project is to re-design the current bicycle helmet’s geometry to be
thermally efficient by reducing the discomfort cyclists’ faces when cycling in hot
climate areas. The level of discomfort can tend to make cyclist cycle without helmet
putting their lives at risk. To do this simulations are done on the current model helmet
using the fluent method. The improvements done on the modified helmets that have
been analyzed by other engineers will be taken into consideration to aid in improving
the thermal performance of the current helmet design. The goal is show positive
convective cooling from simulating geometries. Results from the simulations show
how the frontal and central part of the helmet’s front has more concentration of
pressure, at higher velocities. The vents if the area can be reduced by adding tubes
higher velocities can be attain increasing the cooling rate. There is already a convection
cooling base due to the vents present on the base helmet, using Dyson’s bladeless fan
design concept to increase air flow by using venturi effect design, which causes a
change in pressure, which influences positive air flow, and this also compresses the air
in order to attain faster flow. These improvements are along the lines of providing
solutions that could greatly improve the thermal performance by an estimate of 15%.
The thermal performance of a helmet depends on using Newton’s law of cooling, firstly
the Reynolds’s number is calculated, due the subjection of low (1,000) to high (20,000)
Reynolds value, a specific equation related to the law of cooling. Given the different
outlet of the new design geometries, the convection cooling coefficient is found, hence,
finding the cooling power, q, watts. Using this base helmet is compared to the
geometries where by the geometry modified design 1 shows more positive convection
cooling.
Keywords: Newton’s Law of cooling coefficient, Reynolds’s number, venturi effect,
laminar flow
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1. Introduction
When it comes to riding bicycles it is a fact that at least 3,000 people are killed or
have attained serious injuries in the year 2015. Most of these accidents occurred
during the seasons of spring and summer and the type of accidents that occurs
involved mostly in cyclists’ head- on collisions [1]
. Therefore it has become a necessity to wear helmets when cycling and it serves as a
reliable protective tool for the human head to avoid injuries.
In tropical and hot/warm climate countries, the majority of the cyclists find
wearing a bicycle helmet can prove to be quite uncomfortable [2]. This is due to the
worn bicycle helmet which causes an increase in heat gain around the cyclist’s head.
The heat gain affects the sweat rate and the cyclist’s skin temperatures while the
cycling. The sweating is generated due to body heat rise in attempts to cool the whole
body down, which would results in the cyclist to deal with a certain level of discomfort
especially around the head area [2]. The discomfort is described by two conditions. The
first condition is the cyclists find themselves irritated due to the sweat dripping into the
eyes and the second condition is the cyclist might experience exhaustion due to the heat
loss. These conditions might tempt the cyclists to ride without helmet which will
exposure to high risks [3]. Therefore the main aim of this project is to enhance the
thermal performance of the bicycle helmet so that discomfort can be reduced.
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Fig. 13 Methodology work flow diagram

2.1

Collecting Quantitative Data for Fluent

A suffice amount of numerical data on the cyclist’s velocity is needed, in order
to justify the type of turbulence model to utilize in the fluent analysis. From the
literature review, due to the nature of air under conditions of riding a bicycle, high
Reynolds value is accounted for, therefore turbulence models such as RANS, k-omega
is justifiable to use. Based from the literature review, standard k-omega is suitable for
the analysis.
There will be two different analyses that will be done. The first one will be a
fluent analysis on the base model helmet, to justify where the modifications can be
focused on and applied, using parameters of pressure, velocity and finding the drag
coefficient. With the drag coefficient, the areas with high drag would be the ideal areas
to focus on to change and remodel. The main velocity will be 5m/s, and for extreme
cases 16.7m/s. 5m/s for cyclists who are average cyclists, and 16.7m/s for professional
cyclists.
The second fluent analysis will be done on the newly designed modified design
geometry of the base helmet to justify its thermal improvement via convective cooling.
The main velocities are, 5m/s, 10m/s, 13m/s.
2.1.1 Calculating numerical Data from Fluent – Convection Cooling
To find the convective cooling for the base and the modified to compare
effective cooling with be analyzed numerically to justifies the modified helmet’s
thermal performance.
Using the equation on Newton’s law of cooling, the parameters needs to be
found based from the nature of the convection cooling, q, watts. Before finding the
power of cooling, the h parameter is the most important parameter.
.
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𝑞 = −(𝑘/𝛿)𝐴𝛥𝑇 = −ℎ𝐴𝛥𝑇
eq.1
The equation know has Reynolds’s number, is very essential in order to find the correct
relating equations of convection cooling coefficient h.
𝑅𝑎 = (𝑣. 𝐿)/𝑉

eq2

The convection coefficient, h, can be found below, by making it the subject which will
result in, finding d, m, and the k, W/mK to calculate the values, after finding all the
important coefficients. This equation is valid for Reynolds of 10,000 and higher. This
equation is used due to the almost cylindered shape of the cyclist’s forehead.
1

ℎ𝛿
𝑘

= 0.3 +

2.2

1

0.62.𝑅𝑒 2 .𝑃𝑟 3
1
2 4
0.4
[1+( )3 ]
𝑃𝑟

𝑅𝑒

5
8

[1+ (282000) ]4/5

eq3

Review of fluent CFD Analysis

From this simulation it can be seen how the blue areas demonstrate lower pressures,
indicating signs of increasing velocity. This shows potential areas to modify the base
helmet.

Fig 21. Path lines of total pressure (inlet velocity 5m/s)

For professional cyclists, their velocites reach 50km/hr onwards, from the analysis of
the total pressure it can be seen, fig 22, how the pressure increases towards the centeral
area of the base helmet. This shows how for very high velocities, a more aerodynamic
designed helmet is needed, such as the time trail helmet figure 10, or the advantage
helmet figure 1.
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Fig 22. Path lines total pressure (inlet velocity 16.7m/s)

Areas of high drag are located at the most front and back of the base helmet. This is
due to the positioning of the vents which causes the high value of drag coefficient.

Fig 23. Spectral analysis of drag coefficient (inlet velocity 5m/s)

Positive influence of velocity is seen around the edges of the base helmet, noticed by
the green colour. Partial parts marked by the black circle shows increases of velocity
compared to the blue areas around the middle area. The pattern also indicates turbulent
flow. For more effective convection cooling, a laminar flow is much more desirable.

Fig 25. Path lines of velocity (inlet velocity 5m/s)
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Looking at the black circled areas, there are swirls of green velocities amongst the blue
areas indicating low velocities. The vents towards the edges show positive influence in
increasing velocities indicated by the green colour areas.

Fig 26. Path lines of velocity (inlet velocity 16.7m/s)

2.2.1 Review of fluent analysis on modified designs
From figure below it can be seen that vent 2 and vent 1 is simulated from the
base helmet, to find its effective cooling to compare with the modified design
geometries.

Fig 27. Vector
Base helmet model for analysis
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Fig 28. Modified design 1 (MD1) units in cm

Result of fluent analysis on MD1. The outlet flow potential of attaining a laminar flow.

Fig 29. contours modified design 1, inlet velocity of 13m/s (min = 0m/s, max = 24.85295m/s)
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Fig 30. Modified design 2

Fig 31. Contours Modified design 2 with inlet velocity of 13m/s. (min = 0m/s, max =22.85652 m/s)

Fig 32. MD3 for side edge of the base helmet
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Fig. 33 Modified design 3, 13ms inlet (min = 0, max = 21.47834)
Table 2: Modified geometries and inlet, output velocities

Modified designs
5
Modified Design 1, 5.50
outlet velocity
Modified Design 2, 4.73
outlet velocity

10
8.98

13
13.7

8.70

12.5

Modified Design 3, 4.05
Outlet velocity

9.13

11.8

Modified design 1 (MD1) shows potential of giving out more velocity compared to the
other two geometries, from inlet velocities of 7.5 till 11.5m/s. Whilst MD2 and MD3
shows very poor performance compared to MD1.

Graph 1: Outlet against inlet modified geometries
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MD outlet velocity against inlet velocity
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2.3

Evaluation of convection cooling using Newton’s Law of cooling

2.3.1 Evaluations of convection cooling on vent 1 and vent 2 of the base helmet
Analysis on the base helmet will compared to the new improve designs

Fig 34: Front base helmet

Using equation 3, accommodating for large ranges of Reynolds’s number
1

ℎ𝛿
𝑘

= 0.3 +

1

0.62.𝑅𝑒 2 .𝑃𝑟 3
1
2 4
0.4 3
[1+( ) ]
𝑃𝑟

𝑅𝑒

5
8

[1+ (282000) ]4/5

eq3

To calculate the Reynolds’s number, the length found in table is needed.
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Table 3. Dimensions of average vents’ base helmet

d, Diameter, m
0.034979073
0.056420427

Vent 2
Vent 1

L, Length, m
0.01436
0.02453

To compare the two vents design, its convective cooling power in watts, by finding h
W/(m2K) first, then q can be calculated.

Table 4. Analysis on base helmet vent1

outlet
Velocity
(m/s)
6.14
11.70
16.70

ℎ𝛿
𝑘

Re1

h, W/(m2K)

q(watts)

9229.3768
51.36344 136.6781138 8.987187366
17586.92322 73.72428 196.1803091 12.89971852
24200.808
88.410449 230.7512719 15.1791143

The same procedure is done for the second vent.
Table 5. Analysis on base helmet vent2

outlet
Velocity
(m/s)
6.65
12.70
18.10

Re2

ℎ𝛿
𝑘

h

q(watts)

5851.7066
39.805666 105.9228772 6.94895237
11175.43967 56.78967 151.1173119 9.936628174
15927.20142 69.66987 185.391541 12.19030954

From graph 2, vent 1, have more convective power, this is due to its larger size
compared to vent 2.
Graph 2. Convective power, p, watts, of vent1 and vent 2
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Evaluation of convection cooling on Modified design 1 (MD1)
Length of geometry is found using the geometry which is 0.0366m in fig 35. This is
used to calculate the Reynolds’s number in table 6.

Fig 35. L, length of geometry light blue highlighted

Table 6. Results of convection cooling on modified design 1

Outlet
Velocity
(m/s)
5.50
8.98
13.7

Re

ℎ𝛿
𝑘

h

12335.31466 60.32044975 160.5127168
20140.20467 79.7063344 212.098558
30726.14744 102.1864707 271.918985

q

10.55441739
13.94641342
17.87985971

MD1 shows more power, q, watts, then vent 1 base helmet, this proves that the new
design geometry makes the thermal performance improve.
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Graph 3. Comparison of vent 1 and MD1 convective cooling power

Inlet velocity against cooling power, q
20
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This will be the finalized design of the helmet. The MD1 is fitted over the vent 2 space.

Fig 36. Finalized helmet design
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3. Conclusion
Increasing in inlet air velocity would improve the thermal performance of the helmet
as well as the distances it travels [14] [15]. Given that MD1 has a minor increase from
it inlet velocities to its outlet, shown in graph 1. The distance, at which the air flow
travels is subjected to a curved distance, giving an increase in the Reynolds’s and
overall increasing the convective cooling. The thermal performance is about 15%
improved. Potential in simulating better geometries with longer curved lengths can be
done to greatly improve the thermal performance, as well as, adding other places with
venturi vents to increase convection.
It is also noted that from fig 29, as the flow is distant away from the outlet, the
stream demonstrates a laminar flow with an inlet of 5 m/s. Fig. 37 shows Comparing
that to fig 38, with an inlet of 13m/s, the outlet shows turbulent rather than laminar.
[16].

Fig 37. A mixture of turbulent and laminar flow

Fig 37. Turbulent flow from the outlet of MD1
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Abstract
Many bandages tend to be harmful when being removed from the human skin. This is
a crucial issue, especially faced by burn victims. When bandages are removed from the
burn wound, they tend to be harmful by peeling off the newly formed layer of skin over
the burn wound. Such nature causes the patient to endure a longer recovery time with
additional pain. The objective of this project is to 3D print artificial skin for the victims
of burn wounds by using natural gelation. The main aim for creating the artificial skin
will be used in place of the current burn wound treatment techniques of dressing the
wounds in bandages. The inner layer of this skin was lined with a natural adhesive, a
thin layer of agar-agar, which has been reinforced with crushed eggshells to increase
its adhesive strength and durability. The synthesized gel contained non adhesive
behavior, yet aids in wound healing abilities. Applying hydrocolloids ensures that the
wound is kept cool and the gel also ensures efficient heat transfer. This was done so
that less sweating occurs on the patient. Based on the experiments that were conducted,
the results conclude that the best ratio of artificial skin layer would be 2:1 of agar gel:
crushed eggshells. This golden ratio of gel: crushed eggshells for the longest period of
time for attachment on the skin without sweating, is achieved. The skin will be printed
using Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene (ABS). The colour of the skin and the shape of
the skin was individually designed for each specific patient. The inner gel has the
capabilities of reducing the rehabilitation time, without compromising the comfort of
the patient. This approach has the potential to be used as a new method to treat burn
wounds.
Keywords: 3D printed, skin, burn victims, burn wounds, bandage wounds, gelation,
eggshell
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1. Introduction
The main purpose of creating the 3D printed skin is to aid burn victims.
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), there are an estimated of 265,000
fatalities every year caused by burns alone [1]. There are countless more people with
burn injuries that are admitted into hospitals every year. Treatment for burn patients
depends on the severity of the burn and how many layers of skin have been damaged
from the burn. That will also determine the number of days the treatment will take and
how many days the patient needs to be hospitalized.
When victims have severe burn wounds, it will be a long and painful process to
treat them all properly. Not all the skin layers can be treated at once, hence multiple
surgeries have to be performed. The human skin has to be given some time to heal on
its own before surgery can be performed again [2]. Whilst waiting for the patient to
heal, the wound cannot be exposed to air and must be wrapped with gauze and bandages
to prevent bacterial infections [3]. Despite this being a commonly practiced method
that is used by hospitals worldwide, there are many accidents that are caused by the
bandages themselves. When the bandages are removed from the area of the burn, it
may cause tearing and stripping of the skin, which causes the burned skin to be further
irritated, hence prolonging the recovery time. Based on a study of 155 residents in a
long-term care facility who were at least 65 years of age, the incidence of new taperelated skin injuries was 15.5% over an 8-week period with skin injuries developing at
34 sites in 24 patients [4].
For burn victims, plastic surgery is a luxury and is not affordable for everyone.
It is an expensive procedure that may contain plenty of risks. Especially, in the case of
a deep skin injury, multiple procedures are required to fix the wound and get the skin
surface looking normal again by placing multiple layers of skin grafts. Non-implant
skin can be an alternative to solve this issue. This can be used by people of all financial
means and has significantly less risks compared to undergoing surgery. Non implant
skin means that there is no surgery required as the skin will not be embedded into your
body. This is a cheaper alternative and relatively safer than surgery. The non-implant
skin can be reused and the gel created with natural substances is compatible with the
human skin, which will also promote recovery [5]. Fortunately, medical technology
constantly advances, creating better healthcare and opportunities for patients. New
discoveries have been made in the field of 3D printing, where a 3D printer is used to
print tissues samples and skin layers that can be implanted into the human body using
stem cells. However, this too is still an experimental procedure and costs a lot of money
[6]. There are two main reasons for creating 3D printed skin for burn victims. Firstly,
there is for the purpose of covering up their scars after their burn wounds have been
treated. Secondly, it can be used for the healing process of the burn victims. The second
reason is what will be discussed in this report based on the healing of the wounds of
the burn victims. This is because the gel layer synthesized has natural organic
substances, all of which promote skin growth, which aids in the recovery time of the
burn victims.
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A 3D printer is used so that the skin can be easily customized to the different
types of structures that each person has. 3D printing is an efficient option as it can cater
to each patient’s specific applications. It is also a fast prototyping method with high
accuracy and low fabrication cost. The filament to be used for the 3D printer is the
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS). ABS is used as the filament because it is a
material that can be easily sterilized and that is easy to mould. With medical
applications, sterilization is a very important factor [7]. Another crucial element for the
non-implant 3D skin will be the gelatinous substance that will be used to attach the 3D
printed skin to the patient’s burnt skin. The gel will be synthesized using hydrocolloids
which have excellent healing properties for the skin and have adhesive strength that
will be able to replace the current adhesives in bandages.
This research is done to have an alternative method to apply to the current care
of burn victims. Instead of using the bandages and any medical adhesives, a 3D printed
skin mask is to be used to promote healing. Furthermore, the gel produced will be
nontoxic and hence will not be an irritant to the skin.
2.0 Research Methodology
2.1 Raw materials for gel formulation
The raw material that has been used to synthesize the inner layer of the artificial
skin is agar, crushed eggshells and glycerol. The eggshells were roughly crushed using
a pestle and mortar and were mixed with the agar. The reason for using roughly crushed
eggshells compared to using eggshell powder is that the hand crushed eggshells contain
the permeable membranes of an eggshell. The permeability of these membranes ensure
that the entire solution remains “breathable”. Agar has excellent rheological properties
and hence have many applications in the biomedical industry. Agar is from a plant
origin, along the walls of certain types of algae. The agar in the seaweed provides the
flexible motion for the seaweed to be able to follow the current of the ocean [8]. The
flexibility of agar can be useful in the project as the contours of the human body are
not easy to adapt to and hence the flexibility will ensure the easy adhesion of the gel to
the skin. The agar was then reinforced with crushed eggshells and glycerol.
The eggshell of a chicken egg contains 95% of calcium carbonate and 5% of
organic materials such as collagen. Collagen is the main component in the extracellular
matrix of all tissue types. It is biocompatible and is non-toxic. This collagen will be
helpful in tissue regeneration [9]. It is useful for burn victims as it also would help
speed up the recovery of the patient.
Another substance that was tested with was glycerol. A preliminary experiment
conducted with plain agar and glycerol was also not particularly effective in showing
good spreading.
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During the formulation, the crushed eggshell powder was added to the boiled
agar solution and blended homogeneously. This was tested in different concentrations
to see which one was the optimum solution. Secondly, the eggshell powder was added
to the solution along with glycerol. This was then compared with the solution of agar
and eggshells. The best synthesized gel was chosen from these experiments.

2.2 Breathability
Breathability is one of the crucial factors of this project. The gel that is created
should be “breathable”. This is to ensure that no sweating occurs between the gel layer
and the human skin. If there is sweat that pools up between the two layers, it will cause
slippage of the artificial skin and hence would reduce the duration that the skin can
remain attached to the human skin. Agar is a permeable substance that allows diffusion
to occur. This will ensure that the sweating of the skin will not pool. Furthermore, all
the additives that are tested with to create the gel, are permeable. The eggshells are
used in crushed form instead of powder form because when the eggshells are crushed,
the inner and the outer membrane is also included in the mixture. Both the inner and
out membrane are permeable. This is added to the mixture when creating the gel.
Furthermore, glycerol is also a substance that permeable. Hence, when the gel mixture
is created, it is ensured that there is low risk of slippage of the artificial skin. Moreover,
there ABS that is used to print the artificial skin also has the properties of being water
permeable. This means that the sweat that would occur would have room to escape and
would not affect the gel layer.
2.3 Determination of gel : crushed eggshells ratio
The aim of this step is to determine the best spreading and adhesion by adding
crushed eggshell powder and glycerol to the agar gel. The factors that will be
considered in the synthesizing of the gel is the concentration of the crushed eggshell
powder that is put in the agar gel. The experiment was conducted by testing the gel and
3D printed skin on a test subject. The time taken for the gel to dry and the time that the
printed skin remained stuck to the human skin were both measured.
The aim of this experiment is eventually to determine the best combination of
the three raw materials – agar, crushed eggshells and glycerol, to be able to produce a
gel that is quick to dry on the skin and has the ability to stick to the human skin for
longer periods of time. Figure 1 below shows the raw materials used while Figure 2
shows the mixture of the substances.
(a)

(b)
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Figure 1. (a) Dry Agar. (b) Crushed Eggshells

Figure 2. (a) Combination of agar gel and glycerol. (b) Combination of
agar gel, glycerol and eggshells.
The results for this experiment was found by applying a layer of the gel
synthesized on the 3D printed skin. This 3D printed skin is held in place until the
solution is dry on the human skin. The time taken for the solution to dry on the human
skin is measured and then the time the skin remains on the human skin is also measured
and recorded. The thin layer of the gel spread on the 3D printed skin and how the 3D
printed skin was tested on the human skin is shown in the Figure 3 below. For this
research, there was only a single test subject as the concept was trying to be proven
where this new research could be a viable alternative in place of bandages. To be able
to incorporate this into the medical field, further testing is required on more skin types.
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Figure 3. (a) A layer of synthesized gel (agar, crushed eggshells and
glycerol) applied on the 3D printed skin. (b) The adhesion
testing of the 3D printed skin on the human skin

2.4 3D Printed Artificial Skin Outer Layer
To design the 3D printed skin, measurements were taken of an actual test
subject and the skin was printed to fit the user’s arm perfectly. Once the measurements
of the subject’s arm were taken, design was modelled using Solidworks. The material
selected to print the skin was ABS. Figure 4 below shows the customized arm design
of the printed skin in Solidworks.

Figure 4. The arm design of the 3D printed skin
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The measurements of the artificial skin had the height of 8cm and the width of
5cm, with the radius of curvature of 4cm. The thickness selected for the skin was 0.5
mm. This is selected as the thickness of the skin as the actual thickness of human skin
is 3 mm and the aim was to ensure the printed skin was light enough to not be able to
be felt by the user and flexible enough to fit the contours of the human body, without
being too fragile to break. Figure 5 below shows the actual printed skin.

Figure 5. The 3D printed skin for the arm
The issue of safety always arises when creating something for human usage.
This is why, special consideration was made when creating the skin. It was initially
printed as a rectangular piece with sharp edges to ensure the dimensions taken from the
test subject were correct. Once the printed piece was fitted to check if the skin fits the
wound, the edges of the skin were filed to ensure that the sharp edges do not do further
damage to the skin. Figure 6 shows the rounded edges of the skin.

Figure 6. The 3D printed skin for the arm with rounded edges
3.0 Results and Discussion
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There are two experiments that were conducted. The first experiment tests
which mixture is optimum for the gel synthesis. The second experiment tests the
different concentrations of eggshells to see how the varying concentrations of eggshells
affect the adhesive strength of the gel. A preliminary experiment was conducted to
minimize the mixtures to be tested. The initial experiment tested the time taken for the
mixture to dry on the human skin along with the duration it adhered to the human skin.
The agar gel with the glycerol takes the shortest time on average to completely stick
the paper on the human skin. Whilst plain agar had a lower time to dry completely, the
adhesiveness of agar was weaker than that of the rest of the mixtures. This means that
while doing routine work with the arm, the paper detached itself from the human skin.
This means that the adhesive strength of plain agar is too weak to be able to allow the
artificial skin onto the human skin if it cannot support a piece of paper to stay stuck to
the human skin. Similarly, for the glycerol and the agar mixture, the mixture has very
low adhesiveness. Since both the substances are water based, it has low stickiness and
the paper slips very easily when some force is applied on it. Hence, for further
experiments, the plain agar and the agar with glycerol mixture were not considered and
only the other two mixtures were tested.
The reason for the agar and the glycerol mixture to dry faster compared to the
neat agar is because both glycerol and agar are water based solutions, which has lower
viscosity compared to the neat agar. The addition of glycerol to the neat agar makes it
a more watery solution and hence has less adhesiveness and the ability to dry quicker.

3.1 Gel formation theory
The first experiment conducted was to compare the two different mixtures that
are tested to synthesize the inner gel. The first experiment measures the time taken for
the mixture to dry on the human skin and the duration for which it remains attached on
the skin. The results showed when the two different mixtures are applied to the 3D
printed surface and given time to allow them to continue adhering to the human skin.
Figure 7 below represents the duration for which the printed skin remained adhered to
the human skin.
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Figure 7. Graph representing Experiment 1
From the results obtained in the first experiment that the more effective solution
to be used as the gel is the agar and the eggshells when compared to the agar, eggshells
and the glycerol. The agar and eggshells solution takes a lesser time to dry and has the
capabilities of remaining on the human skin for a significantly longer period of time.
This results were obtained after conducting the experiment twice and taking the average
reading for more accurate results. The experiment is also conducted at the same time
period and in the same area so there are no environmental factors that affect the results
of the experiment.
3.2 Gel Adhesion Testing based on different crushed eggshells composition
Another factor that can affect the duration for which the synthesized gel can
remain on the human skin is the percentage of eggshells that are added into each
mixture. Hence, the gels are tested again with different concentrations of eggshells to
be able to see which concentration is optimum to be used for the gel synthesis. The
results below shows that the experiment conducted when different concentrations of
eggshells were used for both the separate mixtures. Figure 8 shows the graphical
representation of the results obtained.
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Figure 8. Graph representing Experiment 2
It can be concluded from the results obtained in the second experiment that the
optimum concentration of eggshells that should be used for the gel is 50%. The agar
with the 50% concentration of eggshells has the longest duration of time that the printed
skin was stuck to the human skin. When compared between the two mixtures, the
longest duration that the mixture with glycerol is 15 minutes, whereas the longest
duration that the mixture without glycerol is about 1.6 times more than the mixture with
glycerol at 25 minutes. Hence, it can be said that the mixture that should be used to
synthesize the gel should be agar gel with 50% eggshells.
It can be observed that at 20% of eggshells concentration, there is an anomaly
in the results. It can be seen that at the 20% concentration of crushed eggshells, the
duration of it sticking to the human skin decreases. This is due to some inconsistencies
in the experimental results. This is why it does not follow the trend of the overall graph.
At 100% of eggshells, the boiled agar solution is already saturated with the
crushed eggshells and hence does not produce more efficient results in terms of the
duration of time it is allowed to stick on the human skin. The trend of the graph is
observed closely, hence it can be deduced that the optimal percentage of eggshells to
be added to the boiled agar solution is 50% of eggshells, without the additional glycerol.
The results show that the better solution to use as the gel is the agar and crushed
eggshell solution without the usage of glycerol. This is because the usage of glycerol
causes slippage of the artificial skin. The addition of the glycerol makes the solution
reduce in adhesive strength. The adhesive strength is measured on the basis of the
duration the artificial skin can adhere to the human skin without any external applied
force. For the purposes of this experiment, the adhesiveness is not tested based on the
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amount of force each mixture can handle. This is why, the selected solution for
spreading on the artificial skin is agar and 50% of crushed eggshells.

4.0 Conclusion
The optimum ratio of gel: crushed eggshells is 2:1. This ratio showed that the
ability of the 3D printed outer layer to adhere to the human skin has been achieved.
Using the optimum ratio, there was a short drying time along with it being able to
adhere to the human skin for a long duration of time. Furthermore, the artificial skin
showed no adhesive stains or marks after the skin was peeled off the human skin. This
is beneficial for burn victims as there would be no additional disinfecting of the wound
required once the artificial skin is removed.
The curvatures of the human body is also another consideration when designing
the exact area for the 3D printed skin. It is important to consider the tolerances and the
limitations of the 3D printer when the measurements are taken. Each printed skin has
to be designed specifically for that user. The edges of the skin have designed to be
rounded and not sharp so that it is safer for the user to use.
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Abstract
Various non-conventional wing development shows potential in increasing the
aerodynamic performance of airplanes but airline operators are not seriously
considering this solution due to the high manufacturing and possibly high maintenance
cost of non-conventional wing design. If the non-conventional wing only improves the
aerodynamic performance by a small margin, conventional wing is still a better option
for airline operators. This provide opportunity to continue research on nonconventional configurations that can greatly improves the fuel consumption. This
research was conducted to examine the lift and drag of non-conventional wings at low
subsonic speed and low angle of attack. Analytical method based on DATCOM was
used to calculate the lift and drag coefficient of non-conventional cranked wing for
comparison with experimental results obtained by using Taylor’s wind tunnel (TWT).
Experimental lift coefficient shows similar values with the analytical results but
experimental drag coefficient had an average difference of 44%. The error was found
to be caused by the test rig holding the vertical upright test wing model in the test
section. The lift coefficient was not affected by the test rig due to the test rig’s
symmetrical shape. Further experiments was conducted to subtract the effect of drag
caused by test rig and based on the comparison, it was found that TWT gave accurate
drag coefficient results but less precise than lift coefficient which are both accurate and
precise. The experimental setup was verify and further case studies on nonconventional wing model featuring trailing edge notches was carried out. Analysation
on the results from case studies shows that generally the effect of varying the number
of notches only had significant effect on drag reduction if the notch depth was higher.
For flight condition that does not exceed 4° angle of attack, lower number of notches at
higher notch depth had the best aerodynamic performance. On the other hand, for flight
condition that requires cruise angle of attack that exceed 4°, higher number of notches
at higher notch depth had the best aerodynamic performance.
Keywords: Lift coefficient, Drag coefficient, Non-conventional wings, Experimental,
Wind tunnel.
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1. Introduction
Airline operators are aware of the high demand for air travelling as the number
of passengers increased exponentially over the past two decades. These numbers are
expected to further increase in the future, providing two main challenges for airline
operators. The first challenge is to lower down operating cost of airplanes in order to
increase profit and secondly to uphold the company’s corporate social responsibilities
in putting effort to reduce air pollutions caused by combustion emission [1]. A viable
solution is to improve aerodynamic performance of airplanes with the aim of reducing
fuel consumptions which will decrease operating cost and also minimize negative
environmental impact caused by emissions from airplanes. One key component in
improving the aerodynamic performance of an airplane is to improve the design of
wings because it is the main source of lift force. Referring to Fig. 1, when lift force, L
is greater than the weight, W, the airplane will have more upward force and when drag
force, D is lesser than thrust force, T, the airplane will have lesser resistance moving
forward. This indicates that having a better lift to drag ratio can improve the
aerodynamic performance because for the same amount of fuel consumption, the
airplane can now travel for a longer distance. The potential of applying nonconventional wing design to improve aerodynamic performance of an airplane can be
considered as an option for airline operators [1].

Figure 1. Forces Acting on an Airplane [2]
The development of new technologies in the field of non-conventional wings is
also part of the NASA’s subsonic fixed wing project that aims to improve aerodynamic
performance of subsonic transport airplane in the future [3]. Currently, C-wing, blended
wing body (BWB) and split wing are the more common non-conventional wing
configurations under development. These non-conventional configurations have the
same aim of improving aerodynamic performance by reducing fuel consumptions.
Kaushik and Anemaat [4] conducted research on the split wing which has a nonconventional configuration where the left and right wing of the airplane are not aligned.
The purpose of this design is to remove the horizontal tail from the low tail which is a
common feature on conventional airplanes. Conventional airplanes having horizontal
tail experiences downwash from the wings onto the horizontal tail which requires high
power control that will leads to additional drag force. If the flaps on the wings are
deployed, even more drag force is produced. The removal of horizontal tail on the split
wing decreases drag force which will lead to a better fuel consumption. However, in
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terms of safety aspect, the split wing has asymmetric lift that will results in high
tendency for the airplane to roll.
Reist and Zingg [5] studied the blended wing body (BWB) which has a nonconventional configuration of combining the airplane body and wings as one
component. This configuration was proven to have high potential in improving
aerodynamic performance on larger airplanes. The BWB was designed to have lesser
wetted surface area that aims to reduce skin drag friction that contributes to total drag
force. Reducing the skin drag friction improves the lift to drag ratio of the BWB.
Additional advantages of the BWB is to have a lower operating noise due to the acoustic
shielding provided by the aerodynamic design. However, Lyu and Martins [6] stated
that the BWB configuration has a challenge in maintaining trim due to uneven pressure
distribution over the body and wings. Furthermore, the BWB features thick airfoil shape
that increases the difficulty in achieving good lift to drag ratio at a reasonable deck
angle which is also a concern.
Skinner and Zare-Betash [7] conducted research on the non-conventional Cwing configuration that features a non-planer c-layout that provides high stability and
control through the reduction of wing tip vortices. The decrease in wing tip vortices
also improves lift to drag ratio through reducing vortex drag. The limitation of the Cwing is the challenge in manufacturing the uncommon wing architecture but this is
more minor compared to the disadvantages of the split wing and BWB. Based on the
advantages and disadvantages, C-wing is more suitable to be applied on commercial
airplanes when compared to split wing and BWB.
The development of non-conventional wings have high potential in improving
aerodynamic performance of airplanes but the manufacturing process of nonconventional designs are more complicated which increases the cost of manufacturing.
Due to this reason, airline operators will only seriously consider applying nonconventional configuration if the aerodynamic performance can be greatly improved to
cover the high manufacturing cost. This provide great opportunity to conduct research
and develop new non-conventional configuration that is worth to be considered for
application on commercial airplanes. One of nature’s creation, the bird wing is good
candidate to inspire a novel non-conventional design.
Different bird species have different wing shapes but are all considered as nonconventional configurations. Besides the compositions of the bird wing such as muscles,
bones and feathers that are not considered from an aerodynamic point of view, the
different wing shapes may have impacted and contributed positively to the aerodynamic
performance of bird flight.
Dvorak [8] perform research on the aerodynamics of bird flight which consists
of different functional studies from different parts of the wings. A bird wing can be
mainly divided into two parts which are the primaries and secondaries. From the studies,
lift force is mainly generated from the secondaries that resembles the airfoil shape for
the bird. Primaries also contributes by forming tip slots that reduces wing tip vortex
that produces induced drag. A bird varies the tail area located just behind the wing to
maintain stability and balance. Overall, main studies on the lift can be perform on the
secondaries section to act as a fixed wing for airplanes.
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This research was conducted to compare the lift and drag of a non-conventional
cranked wing by using analytical method from Data Compendium (DATCOM) and
also experimental method using Taylor’s wind tunnel (TWT). Further studies were
performed to determine the lift and drag of non-conventional wings with the effects of
notches on the trailing edge. The non-conventional configuration of having notches
shape was inspired from the secondaries section of a bird wing which is the main section
to generate lift. Most articles available are researching on the application of the flapping
mechanism of bird wing and there are limited studies on the effect of shape, especially
notches on the trailing edge of bird wing. This provide opportunity to research on the
aerodynamic characteristics, lift and drag of fixed wing with different numbers and
different sizes of trailing edge notches. To determine the wing design with better lift to
drag ratio, the non-conventional configuration featuring notches will be compared with
conventional wing configuration through experimental investigation using TWT. The
scope of this experimental investigation is at conditions of low subsonic speeds and low
angle of attacks close to zero angle.
2. Research Methodology
This research examines the lift and drag using analytical method and mainly
experimental method which is practicing a quantitative study approach. The research
methodology includes analytical method for cranked wing, three dimension (3D)
modelling of test model, low subsonic speed wind tunnel and case studies on trailing
edge notches.
2.1 Analytical Methods
Hoak [9] published a document that consist of four volumes with the title of
DATCOM. The DATCOM discussed about analytical prediction methods for static
aerodynamic coefficients and dynamic derivatives. Analytical methods in DATCOM
allows calculation of individual flying component and summed up for the total result
of the whole flying body. This research applies DATCOM analytical method which is
in fact a semi-empirical approach, to calculate lift and drag of cranked wing at subsonic
speeds. Semi-empirical approach consists of calculated values summed up with values
obtained from experimental graphs.
2.1.1 Calculation of Lift Force for Cranked Wing
Based on DATCOM method, the rate of change of lift coefficient with angle of
attack for non-conventional cranked wing at subsonic speed can be determined by
applying Eq. (1):
(𝐶𝐿𝛼 )𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡

𝐶𝐿𝛼 = (𝐶𝐿𝛼 )𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 (𝐶

(1)

𝐿𝛼 )𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑

(𝐶𝐿𝛼 )𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡

where (𝐶𝐿𝛼 )𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 is the predicted lift-curve slope of the cranked wing and (𝐶

is

𝐿𝛼 )𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑
(𝐶𝐿𝛼 )𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡

the empirical correlation factor of subsonic lift-curve slope for cranked wing. (𝐶

𝐿𝛼 )𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑

can be obtained from Figure 4.1.3.2-52 of DATCOM which is presented as a function
of aspect ratio and Mach number. (𝐶𝐿𝛼 )𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 can be obtained from Figure 4.1.3.2-49 of
DATCOM which is presented as a function of aspect ratio, surface-roughness height,
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Mach number parameter and sweepback angles of mid-chord line of exposed
wing ,where all parameters can be calculated using Eq. (2-4):
(cos Ʌ𝑐/2 )𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
𝑐𝑙𝛼 =

[(cos Ʌ𝑐 ) 𝑆𝑖 + (cos Ʌ𝑐 ) 𝑆𝑜 ]
2

2

𝑖

(3)

𝛽

𝑐𝑙𝛼

𝑀

(4)

(2𝜋/𝛽)

where Ʌ𝑐/2

(2)

𝑜

𝑐𝑙𝛼

𝑀

𝑘=

1
𝑆𝑤

𝑒𝑓𝑓

is the effective sweepback angle of mid-chord line of exposed wing.

Ʌ𝑐/2 is the sweepback angles of mid-chord line of wing inboard panels. Ʌ𝑐/2 is the
𝑖
𝑜
sweepback angles of mid-chord line of wing outboard panels. 𝑆𝑤 is the wing area , 𝑆𝑖 is
the total area of inboard panels of wing and 𝑆𝑜 is the total area of outboard panels of
wing. 𝑐𝑙𝛼 is the lift-curve slope corrected for compressibility effects. 𝑐𝑙𝛼 is the section
𝑀
lift-curve slope with angle of attack at constant flap deflection. 𝛽 is the Mach number
parameter and 𝑘 is the surface-roughness height.
2.1.2 Calculation of Drag Force for Cranked Wing
For the case of drag force, the total drag can be divided into 𝐶𝐷0 , zero-lift drag
and 𝐶𝐷𝐿 , drag due to lift which can be express as Eq. (5):
𝐶𝐷 = 𝐶𝐷0 + 𝐶𝐷𝐿

(5)

Zero-lift drag consist of friction drag and form drag which are mainly affected by
surface roughness, wetted area and also airfoil shape. Zero-lift drag of non-conventional
cranked wing at subsonic speed can be calculated using Eq. (6):
𝑡

𝑡 4

𝑆

𝐶𝐷0 = 𝐶𝑓 [1 + 𝐿 (𝑐) + 100 (𝑐) ]𝑅𝐿.𝑆. 𝑆𝑤𝑒𝑡
𝑟𝑒𝑓

(6)

where 𝐶𝑓 is the turbulent flat-plate skin friction coefficient that can be obtained from
Figure 4.1.5.1-26 of DATCOM which is presented as a function of Mach number and
Reynolds number based on the reference length. L is the airfoil thickness location
𝑡
𝑡
parameter and is equal to 1.2 for (𝑐)𝑚𝑎𝑥 located at 𝑥𝑡 ≥ 0.30𝑐 . 𝑐 is the average
streamwise thickness ratio of the wing. 𝑅𝐿.𝑆. is the lifting-surface correction factor
obtained from Figure 4.1.5.1-28b of DATCOM which is presented as a function of the
Mach number and the cosine of the sweep angle of the airfoil maximum thickness line,
(Ʌ𝑡/2 )𝑚𝑎𝑥 . 𝑆𝑤𝑒𝑡 is the wetted area of the wing and 𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the reference area which is
equal to the 𝑆𝑤𝑒𝑡 . Since the cranked wing features inboard and outboard panels, 𝐶𝐷0 for
both panels has to be calculated and summed up for total zero-lift drag.
To calculate drag due to lift of non-conventional cranked wing at subsonic speed,
apply Eq. (7):
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𝐶𝐷𝐿 =

𝐶𝐿2
𝜋𝐴𝑒

+ ∆𝐶𝐷𝐿 =

𝐶𝐷𝐿
𝐶𝐿2

𝐶𝐿2 + ∆𝐶𝐷𝐿

(7)

where 𝐶𝐿 is the wing lift coefficient, 𝐴 is the aspect ratio, 𝑒 is the span-efficiency factor
over the parabolic-drag region and ∆𝐶𝐷𝐿 is the portion of the drag due to lift resulting
from a breakdown in the leading-edge suction at lift coefficients above the parabolicdrag-polar region. An empirical correlation of ∆𝐶𝐷𝐿 as a function of lift coefficient and
aspect ratio is avalaible in Figure 4.1.5.2-54 of DATCOM. Additional equation
required is express as Eq. (8-10):
𝐶𝐷𝐿
𝐶𝐿2

𝑒=

=

1

(8)

𝜋𝐴𝑒
𝐶𝐿𝛼 /𝐴

(9)

𝑅 ′ (𝐶𝐿𝛼 /𝐴)+(1−𝑅 ′ )𝜋
𝑑

𝑅 ′ = 𝑅𝑖 (𝑛𝐵 − 𝑏 ) + 𝑅𝑜 (1 − 𝑛𝐵 )

(10)

where 𝑅𝑖 is inboard panel leading-edge-suction parameters, 𝑅𝑜 is outboard panel
leading-edge-suction parameters. 𝑅𝑖 and 𝑅𝑜 can be obtained from Figure 4.1.5.2-53 of
DATCOM which is presented as a function of the Reynolds number based on the
leading edge angle, Mach number and leading edge radius which is given as 0.00229
of mean chord length. 𝑛𝐵 is the dimensionless distance from plane of symmetry to
𝑑
break span station, 𝑏 is the ratio of maximum body width to wing span and 𝑒 is the
span-efficiency factor over the parabolic-drag region.
2.2 Test Model
To compare the experimental results of lift and drag with the calculated lift and
drag using DATCOM analytical method, an identical wing model has to be 3D
modelled and manufactured. The wing model is having a non-conventional cranked
wing configuration and using the NACA 0012 airfoil.
2.2.1 3D Modelling
The cranked wing was modelled using 3D computer aided design (CAD)
software of SolidWorks 2016 version. The method used for 3D model was to import x
and y coordinates of the NACA 0012, available at [10] and generate the airfoil shape
using the imported coordinates. These coordinates are in ratio to chord length. Lofted
boss function is used to generate solid between each airfoil to form a cranked wing. Fig.
2 shows the top view of the cranked wing with dimensions that are same with the
dimensions used for the analytical calculation.
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Figure 2. Dimensions of the cranked wing with units of mm shown in SolidWorks
2.2.2 Manufacturing
The cranked wing SolidWorks drawing was sent to 3D printer branded as Raise
3D for 3D printing using PolyLactic Acid (PLA) as the printing filament. The print
density is set to 100%. Fig. 3 shows the 3D printed cranked wing with NACA 0012
airfoil as the test model.

Figure 3. 3D printed cranked wing
2.3 Low Subsonic Speed Wind Tunnel
The experiments of this research was conducted using a wind tunnel located at
Taylor’s University, named as Taylor’s Wind Tunnel (TWT). Fig. 4 shows the TWT
that consists of different sections which are the settling camber, contraction section, test
section, diffuser and fan. The TWT is an open circuit subsonic wind tunnel model of
TDA_M630/12AA/7/28 with a contraction ratio of 3:4:1 [11]. Open circuit wind tunnel,
requires air following through an essentially straight path from the entrance to the
exhaust section after the fan [12]. The test section of the TWT is rectangular in shape
and consists of a square cross section of 0.303 m x 0.303 m with a length of 0.885 m.
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The TWT is able to collect force and moment readings through a Gamma DAQ F/T
transducer. Readings obtained will be displaced using a PC1 DAQ card model of NI
PCI-6220 installed in the computer. The 0.63 m diameter fan is powered by a 3
horsepower motor with an output torque of 4145 V / 50 Hz [11].

Figure 4. Taylor’s Wind Tunnel
2.3.1 Experimental Setup and Conditions
The cranked wing model was mounted on a test rig and placed in the test section
as shown in Fig. 5. The location of test rig was mounted 0.1266 m measured from the
leading edge of root chord, which is the aerodynamic centre of the test model.
Aerodynamic centre of non-conventional cranked wing can be calculated by using
methods presented by Alexander [13].

Figure 5. Test model setup in test section
The experimental was conducted at Reynolds number, Re = 1 x 105. To achieve
this Reynolds number, the velocity of air flow was calculated to be 11.79 m/s. The
variable that can be vary on the TWT was the frequency of the fan, and the linear
equation between frequency and velocity is express as Eq. (11), which was derived
from conducting experiment using hot wire and data logger.
𝑓 = 1.437 𝑣 + 0.4359

(11)

where 𝑓, is the frequency of the fan and 𝑣 is the velocity of air.
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2.3.2 Calculating Lift Coefficient and Drag Coefficient
The reading obtained from the TWT computers is lift and drag force instead of
lift and drag coefficient which can be calculated using Eq. (12-13) [2]:
𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 =

𝐶𝐿 𝑥 𝜌 𝑥 𝑣 2 𝑥 𝑠

𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑔 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 =

(12)

2
𝐶𝐷 𝑥 𝜌 𝑥 𝑣 2 𝑥 𝑠

(13)

2

where 𝐶𝐿 is the lift coefficient, 𝐶𝐷 is the drag coefficient, 𝜌 is the density of air, 𝑣 is the
velocity of air and 𝑠 is the wing area. Lift and drag force was obtained by averaging 30
respective force readings from the raw data presented in TWT computer for different
angle of attacks. Angle of attack of the test model is adjust based on a protractor located
on top of the test section.
2.3.2 Effect of Test Rig on Drag Coefficient
One important factor that has to be taken in consideration is the effect of test
rig. The test rig that was used to mount the test wing model will affect the readings
taken from TWT. However the presence of the test rig only affects the drag force and
will not affect the lift force due to the shape of the test rig. Since it is a cylindrical rod,
it was assume to have symmetrical shape and no difference in angle of attack which
will not produce lift force as the air flow passes the test rig. However, the test rig will
induced drag by contributing to the friction drag and form drag. Because of that the
drag force obtained from TWT is the combination of wing model and test rig while the
lift force reading was not affected. To obtain the drag coefficient only for the test model,
an equation as shown in Eq. (14) [14] was applied. The effect of test rig was consider
in all experiments because it caused large difference in the drag coefficient.
𝐶𝐷𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 = 𝐶𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝐶𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑔

𝑆𝑟𝑖𝑔

(14)

𝑆𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙

where 𝐶𝐷𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 , is the drag coefficient of test wing model, 𝐶𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 , is the total drag
coefficient, 𝐶𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑔 , is drag coefficient of test rig, 𝑆𝑟𝑖𝑔 , is the area of test rig, and 𝑆𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 ,
is the wing area of test model.

2.4 Case Studies on the Trailing Edge Notches
As mention in the introduction, a new non-conventional wing design can be
development through inspiration from nature’s creation, the bird wing. However, not
all types of bird wings are suitable to be applied on airplanes because most bird species
applied flapping flight which requires constant movement of wings and some bird
species features wings that are unable to fly. In fact only wings from soaring bird
species can have potential to be applied on airplanes. Soaring bird species have the
ability to maintain flying without flapping its wing which also saves energy through the
reduction of metabolic caused by flapping wing movement [15]. This situation is
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similar to the fixed wing of airplanes. Besides having good aerodynamic characteristic
of high aspect ratio, the shape of soaring bird wing may also contributes to the increase
in lift to drag ratio.
This research aims to examine the lift and drag of wing model featuring trailing
edge notches. Fig. 6 shows the notches from the secondaries of a golden eagle which
consists of rounded edge. Notches on the primaries have shaper edge and have the
ability to bend upwards to act as a wing tip which reduces size of vortices around the
wing tip [16]. Experiment will be conducted only on the rounded edge notches because
the main wing section that generates lift for the bird is the secondaries wing which have
similar shape to airfoil. Experimental investigation was conducted by determining the
lift and drag of a NACA 0012 wing with a chord length of 0.15 m and a span length of
0.15 m which gives an aspect ratio of 1. Keeping the aspect ratio and wing area as
constant, add notches on the trailing edge for different case studies as shown in Table
1 to study the effects of trailing edge notches on the lift and drag force. Fig. 7 shows
the top view and isometric view of the 3D test model for trailing edge notches.

Figure 6. Rounded Edge Notches of a Golden Eagle [17]

Figure 7. Top View and Isometric View of Test Model with Tailing Edge Notches in
SolidWorks (Not According to Scale)
Table 1. Case Studies on Trailing Edge Notches
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Experiments
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5

Number of
Notches
3
5
3
5

Depth of
Notches
10 mm
10 mm
15 mm
15 mm

Wing Area

Aspect Ratio

22500 mm
22500 mm
22500 mm
22500 mm
22500 mm

1
1
1
1
1

3.0 Results and Discussion
Results obtained according to the research methodology will be divided into
analytical results and experimental results for more detail discussion. Table 2 shows
the list of parameters and values used to perform calculation for both analytical and
experimental methods.
Table 2. Parameters and Values Used for Calculation
Parameters
Mach number, Ma
Mach number parameter, 𝛽
Aspect ratio, A
Wing area, 𝑆𝑤
Total area of inboard panels of wing, 𝑆𝑖
Total area of outboard panels of wing, 𝑆𝑜
Sweepback angles of mid-chord line of wing inboard panels, Ʌ𝑐/2
𝑖
Sweepback angles of mid-chord line of wing outboard panels, Ʌ𝑐/2
𝑜
Section lift-curve slope with angle of attack at constant flap deflection, 𝑐𝑙𝛼
Reynolds number, 𝑅𝑙
Mean chord length of inboard panel, 𝐶̅ i
Mean chord length of outboard panel, 𝐶̅ o
Leading edge angles of wing inboard panels, Ʌ𝐿𝐸 𝑖
Leading edge angles of wing outboard panels, Ʌ𝐿𝐸 𝑜
Aspect ratio of outboard panels, 𝐴𝑜
Taper ratio of outboard panels, 𝜆𝑜
Dimensionless distance from plane of symmetry to break span station, 𝑛𝐵
𝑑
Ratio of maximum body width to wing span,
𝑏
Sweep angles of the airfoil maximum thickness line of wing inboard
panels, (Ʌ𝑡/2 )𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖
Sweep angles of the airfoil maximum thickness line of wing outboard
panels, (Ʌ𝑡/2 )𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑜
Wetted area of inboard panels of wing, (𝑆𝑤𝑒𝑡 )𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖
Wetted area of outboard panels of wing, (𝑆𝑤𝑒𝑡 )𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑜
Average streamwise thickness ratio of the wing, t/c
Density of air, 𝜌
Viscosity of air, 𝜇
Mean chord length, 𝐶̅
Airfoil

Values (Units)
0.4
0.91652
4
0.02612 m2
0.01906 m2
0.00707 m2
40.9o
-7.7o
5.7869 per rad
5.97 x 106 per m
0.14219 m
0.08001 m
48.6o
7.7o
2.37
0.517
0.6
0.139
44.2o
-2.01o
0.03812 m2
0.01414 m2
0.12
1.225 kg/m3
1.81 x 10-5
0.12526 m
NACA 0012

3.1 Analytical Results
Analytical results of the lift coefficient, 𝐶𝐿 and drag coefficient, 𝐶𝐷 of nonconventional cranked wing was calculated using DATCOM method and the results
were plotted into Fig. 8 – Fig. 10. Based on Fig. 8, the lift coefficient of the test model
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is directly proportional to the angle of attack with a gradient of 0.0605. At zero angle
of attack the lift coefficient is zero because the test model is using NACA 0012, which
is a symmetrical airfoil. In the case of drag coefficient, an increase in the angle of attack
regardless of positive or negative angle will still result in an increasing value which is
shown in Fig. 9. However, unlike lift coefficient, drag coefficient is presence even at
zero angle of attack. This is because total drag coefficient is the summation of 𝐶𝐷𝑜 ,
zero-lift drag and 𝐶𝐷𝐿 , drag due to lift. At zero angle of attack, even there is no drag due
to lift, friction drag and form drag are still contributing to the zero-lift drag with the
value of 0.011. For further analyzation, a polar curve as shown in Fig. 10 was plotted,
to determine the maximum lift to drag ratio of the test model. The point of maximum
lift to drag ratio is actually the tangent line to the 𝐶𝐿 vs 𝐶𝐷 curve from zero y-intercept.
For the non-conventional cranked wing test model, the maximum lift to drag ratio was
found to have a value of ten.
𝐶L vs Angle of Attack
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Figure 8. Graph of Lift Coefficient Against Angle of Attack
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Figure 9. Graph of Drag Coefficient Against Angle of Attack
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Figure 10. Polar Curve Graph of Lift Coefficient Against Drag Coefficient
3.2 Experimental Results
Experimental data was obtained by using Taylors’ wind tunnel and the results
were plotted into Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 for comparison with the analytical results to verify
the experimental setup before conducting experimental investigation on the effect of
trailing edge notches. Referring to Fig. 11, the experimental lift coefficient was
approximate to be linearly increasing with angle of attack at a gradient of 0.0608 which
is very near to the 0.0605 gradient value found using the analytical results. However,
as shown in Fig. 12, experimental drag coefficient is not as accurate as experimental
lift coefficient. Experimental drag coefficient has an average difference of 44% when
compared to analytical drag coefficient. This error is caused by the drag induced by the
test rig holding the test model. The presence of the test rig does not greatly affect the
lift coefficient because of its symmetrical shape but it increases the friction drag and
form drag that contributes to the total drag force. Because of that, the experimental drag
coefficient curve is located higher than the analytical drag coefficient curve but still
showing similar curve trend. An experiment was conducted to determine the drag force
induced by the test rig and by applying Eq. (14), the drag coefficient for only the test
model was calculated. Fig. 13 indicates that after subtracting the drag coefficient caused
by test rig, the accuracy of experimental results had improved greatly. Based on the
comparison, it is found that TWT gives accurate drag coefficient results but less precise
than lift coefficient which are both accurate and precise.
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Figure 11. Graph of Lift Coefficient Against Angle of Attack
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Figure 12. Graph of Drag Coefficient Against Angle of Attack
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CD vs Angle of Attack (Subtracted Drag Caused by Test Rig)
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Figure. 13 Graph of Drag Coefficient (only wing model) Against Angle of Attack
The experimental setup was verified and further experiments was carried out to study
the effects on lift and drag of non-conventional test wing models featuring trailing edge
notches and comparing the results with conventional wing model with the same wing
area and aspect ratio. Based on the experimental results, it was found that lift force was
not greatly affected because all wing models are having the same wing area. However,
applying notch shape on the trailing edge may have reduce the vortices at the wake area
behind the trailing edge which may result in reduction of drag force. Further analysis
from case studies shows that at notch depth of 10 mm, there was no significant
reduction in terms of drag even by varying the number of notches from three notches
to five notches. However the effect of drag reduction can be clearly seen when the notch
depth was increases to 15 mm. With comparison to conventional wing model, nonconventional wing model featuring three notches with 15 mm notch depth was chosen
as the best model for flight condition that does not exceed 4° angle of attack while nonconventional wing model featuring five notches with 15 mm notch depth was the better
option for flight condition that will exceed 4° angle of attack.
4. Conclusions
To examine the lift and drag of non-conventional wings at low subsonic speed and low
angle of attack, analytical and experimental approach was practiced. By using
DATCOM analytical method, the lift and drag coefficient of a cranked wing was
calculated and plotted in graphs as a function of angle of attack. When compared with
experimental results, it was found that the lift and drag obtained from TWT are accurate,
provided that the effect of the extra drag caused by the test rig is subtracted. The
experimental setup was verify using the comparison results from cranked wing model
before conducting further case studies on the non-conventional wing model featuring
various trailing edge notches. By analysing the experimental results, it can be concluded
that the effects of varying the number of notches only had significant effect on drag
reduction if the notch depth is higher. For flight condition that does not exceed 4° angle
of attack, lower number of notches at higher notch depth has the best aerodynamic
performance, while higher number of notches at higher notch depth has better
aerodynamic performance for flight condition that requires cruising angle of attack that
exceed 4° angle.
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List of Abbreviations
TWT
BWB
DATCOM
3D
NACA

Taylor’s Wind Tunnel
Blended Wing Body
Data Compendium
Three Dimension
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
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Abstract
In today’s automotive market, comfort is huge selling point of a vehicle. Priority is
given by buyers to how comfortable a seat feels during purchase decisions. The measure
of comfort is harmonious mix of many aspects such as human ergonomics and
physiological factors. However, a gap still exists between objective and subjective
measures due to lack of emphasis by past researchers. This is particularly obvious in
the lumbar support feature that has still not been able to address the health problems
related to driving. This project focuses on bridging the gap by giving users the ability
to define true preferred posture in realistic settings. This is done by the creation of a
apparatus that allows users to individually manipulate the seat contour for optimum
support in more segments than just lumbar area. The experiment is performed in 3 parts,
where in each part different segments of the apparatus are manipulatable (lumbar
segment, sacral & thoracic segment, and all segments). Sixty human subjects’ statistics
are recorded (gender, age, BMI and height) and the subjects are palpated to locate
internal joints. These joints are marked and postural angles between them are measured
using a goniometer. In each seat configuration, the angles are measured and a comfort
rating is taken to be compared. It was found that the posture angles are different among
the 3 experiments, and there is a change in comfort felt. Some human factors have also
been proven to contribute heavily to angles chosen by occupants.

Keywords: Seating Comfort, Automotive Seating, Posture, Joint Angles, Subjective
Comfort, Lumbar Support, Sacral Support, Thoracic Support
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1. Introduction
The comfort facility of a seat is now as equally important as the functional and
aesthetic aspects of automobiles for consumers to have an enjoyable ride [1]. The
feeling of comfort has been collectively agreed on as [2]: a rise of a subjectively-defined
personal character; exaggerated by physical, physiological, psychological characters;
and a response to the environment. Normally the term comfort is more appropriately
defined and studied as the absence of discomfort as it is easier to quantify discomfort
than to measure comfort [2]. There is a large body of literature devoted to the study of
automotive seating comfort, likely due to the economic costs associated with
discomfort and injury in the motor-vehicle workplace. Studies have shown that lowback pain and serious conditions like spinal disc herniation worsen with increased
driving hours [3], thus requiring ergonomic interventions in the early designing stages.
The two categories in ergonomic criteria assessment studies are the
physiological and anthropometric factors [4] . Due in large part to Akerblom’s work,
anthropometric studies have long been considered a key aspect of comfortable seating,
repeatedly verified by Parkinson and Reed [5], Ziolek et al., [6] and Seitz et al., [7].
Designers aim to ensure that a wide range of people can fit and utilize the seat,
commonly adapting the constraining anthropometric values of 5th percentile female
and 95th percentile male for corresponding seat dimensions. However, the
identification of posture based on anthropometry is difficult because people with
similar body dimensions have proven to assume completely different positions [8].
Basic demographic information (e.g. BMI, age, etc.) is usually included to understand
its effects on and classify the varying assumed position.
Examples of physiological factors on the other hand are: objective measurement
using pressure distribution [9,10], vibration analysis [11,12], surface electromyography
[13,14] and temperature at seat (On the other hand, the subjective measurement
methods often use a rating scale and a questionnaire that elicits a rating for each of the
defined seat regions in the experiments. Most research involves the changing of a
critical aspect of the seat to form various iterations around which the research can be
conducted and subjective comfort relationships studied. Some previous experiments
define the subjective regions based on the part of the body that are interfaced with the
cushion (upper back, middle back, lower back, etc.) [2] while other researchers tend to
identify regions on the surface area of the seat (e.g. seat back - upper/mid/lower).
However, ergonomics criteria related to physiology have also recently come
under scrutiny. Reed et al. described the automobile seat designer’s dilemma of
prescribing a physiologically suitable seated posture while accommodating a driver’s
preference, reasoning that prescribed postures sometimes compromise actual comfort.
An important finding by Reed et al. vitally highlighted the incompatibility between the
common practice of designing seatbacks to induce a large degree of lumbar lordosis
and satisfying occupant-selected spinal configurations (which are more kyphotic for
some). Lordosis is associated with lower pressure in the lumbar intervertebral discs
compared with more flexed (flat or kyphotic) lumbar spine postures, therefore regarded
as more comfortable. Schneider verified this incompatibility in a follow-up study.
Kolich et al. came to a similar conclusion.
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Due to the varying preferences, comfortable accommodation in the lumbar
region is thought to be best achieved through adjustability. However, evaluation of
market products confirm that existing lumbar supports do not function as well as
intended even with a wide range of adjustments. Yun Choi et al. found that even the
recommended maximum prominence from past studies produced insignificant
restoration of lordosis, while causing additional discomfort due to increased pressure
concentrations and peaks at the lumbar area from firm padding. Warrow et al. described
the conflict between the recommended heights of the support verses the large variability
in occupant lumbar spine configuration, highlighting the placement issue of the support.
More importantly, Eby discovered that the task of driving constrains postures to a great
extent and prevent occupants from selecting lordotic postures that may cause them
difficulty in vision and manoeuvrability, particularly those with extreme body
proportions. This conclusion was reached by many other researchers.
The discrepancy in recommendations has proved to be difficult task for
designers to interpret and integrate into current seats. A more recent discovery in
seating is the appropriateness of sacral + thoracic support over lumbar support for
seating comfort. Nairn, B.C found that sacral support will stabilize the pelvis in the
proper neutral position, and lower thoracic support will apply an extension force that
will result in elevation of the sternum and optimal curvature of the spine, restoring the
proper axial/neutral relationship of the thorax and pelvis. This finding has been
incorporated into many industrial products (e.g.: office chairs, massage equipment,
wheelchairs, etc.) Latest seat configurations in luxury vehicle brands have also
somewhat developed supports in these regions, although no standardization has been
set due to lack of experimentation and data.
As stated by Hanson et al., it is not sustainable to rely on old recommendations
when competing on a changing market. Therefore, it is necessary to study how much
improvement the sacral and thoracic supports bring to the comfort of users in a
passenger vehicle. With no current method to do so, an apparatus must be constructed
to allow the study of different supports and the corresponding postures, and evaluate
the differences in comfort rating felt by the passengers. Joint postural angles can be
used to compare preferred postures as they are quantifiable and easily compared to one
another, and verifiable with existing data where comfort feelings are not. It is also
necessary to study the human factors that affect the chosen posture, which can be done
by classification of the passengers’ physical characteristics. Understanding this is
important for future prediction, modelling and experimentation.
Therefore, the objectives of this study aligned to the theoretical framework and arising
problems are: 1) To create an apparatus that allows drivers to define their own preferred
posture in realistic settings. 2) To identify the potential differences between existing
and preferred posture in terms of postural angles, as well as the resulting difference in
comfort. 3) To evaluate the human factors that affect the outcoming preferred posture
the most in terms of postural angles.
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2. Methodology
2.1 Design of Support Apparatus
There are two important considerations for this artefact, which are:
a) adaptability to the adjustment preferences of a large variety of subjects; and
b) adherence to current seating contour constraints (lateral support).
The apparatus is only capable of forward extension (support prominence). By
having separate adjustable segments at different fixed heights, the intended height of
the prominence can also be somewhat varied. It has a maximum adjustment of 45 mm
to accommodate any extreme postures. The anthropometric values used to ensure a
wide fit was taken between the 5th and 95th percentile of Malaysian drivers. The sitting
shoulder height for 95th percentile male (645.55 mm) is chosen to allow subjects in that
range to make adjustments in the upper back area. The width should also be according
to the 95th percentile male (480.00 mm), however due to current seats already having
lateral supports, the flatback was set to be 280 mm which is the average width of the
flat surface. The curvature was measured at 80 mm radius for most vehicles, which will
be the minimum distance of the supports from the flatback to not be affected by them.
The apparatus has 3 main parts, which are the flatback, the jacks and the
supports. To keep within the project’s budget, most materials are obtained free or at a
lower cost from associates. The jacks are made of aluminium links, steel lefthand/right-hand male threaded rods, steel left-hand (LH) and right-hand (RH) female
nuts, steel left-hand and right-hand female hex coupling nuts and steel flat plates. The
flatback is made of a wooden board, with fabric to cover the wood and avoid damage
to car seats. The supports utilized armrest cushion for wheelchairs. An issue was the
sizing, as the longest armrests available were 14 inches (355.6 mm) which is 125 mm
shorter than the intended length. This might affect the comfort felt by larger occupants.
The width of the armrest was 2.25 inches (57.15 mm), making the vertical distance
between the centres of each cushion when stacked lengthwise also at least 57.15 mm.
This value is close enough to the common 50mm height interval in many researches.
The tests performed to ensure the prototype met the following requirements
were:
a) Constraint fitting – the product needs to fit to the seat constraints.
b) Comfort feel – the product should not cause unnecessary discomfort to the subject
as it diminishes the purpose of the study.
c) Versatility – the product’s adjustability should be able to conform to the
preference of a variety of subjects.
d) Stability – the product need to be sturdy and stable under the weight of subjects.
The most challenging aspect during testing was stabilizing the prototype. The
weight caused a resistance force on the prototype that halted its expansion capability
because the links were not strong enough on their own to support the occupant. The
expansion of the prototype was not uniform on both sides and a bending moment was
being produced that made the jack deflect slightly downwards when expanded. Two
alternatives were finalized to address these issues: scissor mechanism or support block.
The support block solution was chosen as the solution as the alternative was too time656
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consuming and its outcome unpredictable. The block idea involves including an
expandable hollow block in the centre of the jack to direct most of the weight exerted
on the cushion onto it. The strong opposing forces of the block will be able to balance
out the weight of the occupant, and it’s structure will ensure both sides expand/contract
simultaneously. Deflection will also no longer occur as the block ensures only linear
movement as according to its path. Figure 1 shows the completed prototype and
apparatus

Figure 1: First successful prototype (left); completed apparatus tested in vehicle
(right)
2.2 Postural Study
There are many ways to represent a vehicle occupant’s posture including body
landmarks, external body contours and segment linkage models. The chosen method is
in terms of orientations (joint angles) of body segments. In the torso, the lumbar, thorax
and cervical regions of the spine are each represented by a single segment instead of a
singular torso segment to clearly represent the intra-subject posture changes
corresponding to change in backrest supports as shown in Figure 2. Additional
segments would provide better illustration, however since most studies have utilized
these three-segment torso division, it would be easier to compare the data with verified
value. Palpated surface landmarks shown in Figure 3 of the spinous process will be
used to identify the joint locations that define the linkage.

Figure 2: Segment joint angles [15]
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Figure 3: Identification of palpation points
2.3 Landmark-to-Joint Transformations
The landmark-to-joint transformation methods used here are mostly based on
the data analysis and summary presented by Reed, who referred his work from several
sources, including a three-volume publication by Robbins. Robbins used external
landmark data to estimate the internal joint locations of three categories of humans
(large male, mid-sized male and small female) from experimentation and previous
sources. The locations of joints relative to the surface landmarks are calculated using
simple linear scaling relationships. Ultimately, the scaling approach for all subjects uses
the midsize-male data as the reference geometry because the underlying data on which
the landmark-to-joint transformations are based relied exclusively on male subjects,
and because there are very minor differences between each category.
Table 1: Landmarks assigned to each joint estimation [15]

Figure 4: Internal joints [15]
Since the definition of drivers’ seat positions are almost always made in relation
to their hip locations, the determination of the pelvis geometry is one the main parts of
this study. Due to the occurrence of laterally tilted pelvises, the hip joint locations are
calculated in three dimensions, then averaged in the XZ plane to obtain a mean hip joint
location. The hip joint and lower lumbar joint locations are calculated using the
anterior-superior iliac spine (ASIS) landmarks (right and left), the pubic symphysis
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(PS) landmark, and the posterior-superior iliac spine landmark (PSIS). Seidel [16]
defined three pelvis dimensions to further increase accuracy of the location: pelvis
width (PW) and pelvis height (PH) and pelvis depth (PD). Notably, Seidel also found
no important differences between male and female pelvis in these scaling relationships.

Figure 5: PW and PH dimensions (left) [15]; PW and PH dimensions (right) [15]

Figure 6: Lower lumbar joint scaling (left) [15]; hip joint scaling (middle) [15]; upper
lumbar and lower neck joint scaling (right) [15]
2.4 Flesh Margin with BMI and Age Effects
Recent papers published corrected hip joint estimates based on adiposity of
high-BMI-value subjects as well as old age [17], [18]. The adjusted calculations shown
below were based on the fact that skeletal dimensions are mostly independent of body
mass index (unless when referring to those with unusual muscle development, e.g:
athletes and professional body builders) as well as the degeneration of bones with age.
The pelvic depth (PD) was adjusted by subtracting the effect of BMI shown in
Equation 1. The adjusted depth was calculated as:
𝑃𝐷𝑎𝑑𝑗 = 𝑃𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝑃𝐷𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 − 𝑃𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑,
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where PDmin would be the mean expected PD for the subject with the lowest BMI
based on the regression given in Equation 2. PDpred is the PD predicted by Equation 2
for the subject accounting for BMI, and PDmeas is the measured PD for the subject.
𝑃𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 65.6 + 4.38 ∗ 𝐵𝑀𝐼, 𝑅2 = 0.43

(2)

The bispinous (bi-ASIS) breadth (BB) was adjusted for BMI by subtracting the
effect of BMI as shown in Equation 3. (BBpred) was subtracted from the measured
bispinous breadth (BBmeas) and the result added to BBmin per Equation 4.
𝐵𝐵𝑎𝑑𝑗 = 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 − 𝐵𝐵𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑

(3)

𝐵𝐵𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 165.3 + 2.64 ∗ 𝐵𝑀𝐼, 𝑅2 = 0.23

(4)

The PSIS flesh margin was set to a vector along the pelvic x-axis with a length
of 0.0006*BMI^3 mm based on the adjustment in Reed’s [17] study of the ASIS flesh
margin. Due to the lack of study at the intimate region of the pubic symphysis, flesh
margin at that area will be kept at the 25mm estimate.
The hip joint was also adjusted for age as shown by equation 5. LL is length leg
measured in millimetres and the origin from which the equation is measured is the
midpoint of the biponous (bi-ASIS or PW).
𝐻𝑖𝑝 − 𝑍 = − 18 − 0.063𝐿𝐿 − 5.403𝑎𝑔𝑒

(5)

2.5 Experimental Set-up
The car chosen to be used as the test vehicle is a 2015 Nissan X-Trail due to long seat
tracks and wide opening doors for all subjects to use the apparatus without constriction.
4 main factors used in experiments: Stature (Height), BMI, Age and Gender (Sex) as
recommended from literature review. Sample size of 50 subjects were calculated with
a 0.75 power and 0.12 error margin. The subjects are firstly given a survey to fill in.
The subjects are then categorized by the four factors of BMI, age, stature and gender.
For stature, an online calculator is used to calculate the percentile of each occupant
based on their height. Occupants below 25th percentile are considered short while those
above 75th percentile are considered tall, and the remaining in between are average. For
BMI, the occupants are classified according to the World Health Organization (WHO)’s
descriptions of body mass index. However, the ‘overweight’ and ‘obese’ categories, the
were merged due to the lack of participants falling in the obese category, with most of
them being relatively close to the overweight limit. For age, occupants are divided to
being above and below 50.
The study is carried out in a few stages. Firstly, the participants are palpated and marked
according to the methods previously described. Then, the joint locations of the
occupants are marked using the discussed transformations and apparatus like rulers,
multi-angle rulers, Vernier callipers and spirit level gauges. Then the experiments are
conducted. Participants are asked to assume their most comfortable posture with hands
on the steering wheel and right leg on the accelerator (Figure 7). There are 3 parts of
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the experiment. In the first one, occupants are only allowed to adjust the lumbar
supports. Second part is adjustment of the thoracic and sacral supports. Third is
adjustment of any and all supports. At the end of each adjustment, the joint angles are
measured using a digitalized angle ruler for better accuracy (Figure 8), and the
occupants fill in the comfort ratings. Finally, the last parts of the survey are filled in.
Ahead of conducting the experiment, the participants adjusted the seat recline, seat
distance, seat height, steering wheel distance and height. The seat recline angle and seat
and steering wheel height were fixed after this point. Seat distance and steering wheel
distance was allowed to be varied because occupants may feel too constrained after
increasing the prominence of the seat apparatus.

Figure 7: Subject during experiment

Figure 8: Meausring angle

2.6 Data analysis
Of the 50 participants, there were 28 females and 22 males. 12 were short, 22 were
average and 16 were tall. 29 are below 50 and 21 are above 50. 10 were underweight,
23 were normal weight and 17 were overweight/obese. The data is analysed using IBM
SPSS Statistics 22. A significance value (p-value) of 0.05 is used to test for significance,
as according to the significance level used in most other literatures. Ahead of the tests,
checks for normal distribution and equality of variance were performed to determine
use of parametric or nonparametric test. There were no outliers and the data was
normally distributed at each configuration, as assessed by boxplot in Figure 9. The
Shapiro-Wilk’s test in Table 2 is conducted. The null hypothesis is that there is equal
variance across all measures. No significant values were found; therefore, it is
concluded that all variances are equal.
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Table 2: Test of Normality

Figure 9: Box plot

3. Results and Discussion
Angle values of this study are compared to 12 other studies conducted between this
year and 1998 in Figures 10-14 below. Aside from previous studies, the measured
values are also compared to predetermined range of motion values. The comparison is
necessary to ensure the angles measured from this study are reasonable within human
capability and preference, and sustainable in future researches. More importantly,
comparison will ensure the method and apparatus used is somewhat accurate.

Figure 10: Thorax comparison

Figure 11: Abdomen comparison
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Figure 12: Pelvis comparison

Figure 13: Elbow comparison

Figure 14: Knee comparison
Firstly, all angles are verified to be within acceptable ROM, so the apparatus was
confirmed to be reliable. Moving on from that, the measured data was compared to
previous studies, and some differences were noted. Due to the complexity of measuring
posture and the interdependence of joint angles, the main problem in comparing
different studies is that the results are influenced by the heterogeneity of experimental
settings. Factors like data type (2D or 3D), number of participants, number of joints,
recording time, symmetry, experimental method (field of laboratory), car type (sedan,
SUV, etc.), study region, optimum vs. preferred, questionnaires, measurement method
and reference point (H-point or Seat Reference Point).
One-Way Repeated Measures ANOVA was performed to test for difference in the 5
angles between each experiment. The null hypotheses of this ANOVA test states that
there are no differences in the means of angles between the three seat configurations.
The alternate hypotheses state that there are differences in the means of angles between
the three seat configurations. The different seat configurations did not lead to any
statistically significant changes in the elbow angle, F (2, 48) = 1.503, p = .235. or in the
knee angle F (2, 48) = 1.218, p = .307. The null hypothesis is accepted for these two
cases. This would mean that regardless of the seat configuration, participants did not
alter their knee and elbow angles, possibly due to constricts from the task of driving.
However, there were statistically significant differences in the thorax angle F (1.545,
39.353) = 5.138, p = .045, as well as in the abdomen angle F (1.505, 38.591) =
17.096, p = .000 and the pelvis angle F (1.693, 42.170) = 3.466, p = .042. For these
cases, the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternate hypothesis is accepted.
To identify the human factors and its interactions’ effects on each joint, Factorial
ANOVA was carried out. actorial ANOVA is then carried out. It is important to
understand how Factorial ANOVA works in SPSS. The analysis essentially tests for
the variance between means. In this software, the analysis chooses one standard mean
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and compares all the rest of the means to it. The default settings are to choose the
combination of the highest numerical coded factors. Categories are coded as seen in
Table 3:
Table 3: Coding for each category
Stature

3 - Average

2 - Short

1 - Tall

BMI

3 - Normal

2 - Underweight

1 - Overweight/Obese

Age

2 - Below 50

1 - Above 50

Gender

2 - Male

1 - Female

This is to set the standard as a normal BMI, male, below 50 with average stature. Every
mean angle of all other categories in any combination is compared to this standard. The
ANOVA analysis is then performed with the null hypothesis that the mean of all other
combination of categories are equal to the mean of the standard. The parameter
estimates in Table 4 tell us which specific category combinations are most influential
on the angles. The intercept below is the standard mean angle of a normal BMI, male,
below 50 with average stature
Table 4: Parameter estimates
Thorax
Parameter

B

Std. Error

Sig. level

Observed Power

Intercept

11.0

0.222

0.000

0.738

(BMI = 1)

+14.0

4.184

0.020

0.514

(Gender = 2) * (BMI = 1)

+16.0

3.254

0.018

0.582

(Age = 1) * (Gender = 1)

+9.0

0.360

0.031

0.640

(Age = 1) * (Stature = 2)

-10.0

0.252

0.028

0.715

(Stature = 1) * (BMI = 1)

+13.0

3.895

0.023

0.534

-9.0

0.428

0.031

0.685

(Stature = 1) * (Gender = 1) * (Age =1)
Abdomen
Parameter

B

Std. Error

Sig. level

Observed Power

Intercept

23.0

0.141

0.000

0.749

(Age = 1)

-19.0

0.190

0.038

0.725

(Gender = 2) * (BMI = 1)

-17.0

5.125

0.032

0.599

(Age = 1) * (Gender = 1)

-21.0

0.235

0.040

0.692

(Stature =1) * (BMI = 1)

-24.0

4.605

0.046

0.612

(Stature =1) * (Gender =1) * (Age = 1)

-25.0

0.360

0.008

0.677

Std. Error

Sig. level

Observed Power

Pelvis
Parameter

B
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41.0

0.192

0.000

0.741

(BMI = 1)

+12.0

6.420

0.028

0.489

(Gender = 2) * (BMI = 1)

+18.0

8.214

0.009

0.475

(Gender = 1) * (BMI = 1)

+9.0

6.104

0.031

0.501

Elbow
Parameter

B

Std. Error

Sig. level

Observed Power

Intercept

114.0

0.184

0.000

0.748

(Age = 1)

-11.0

0.345

0.022

0.692

(Stature = 1)

-9.0

0.241

0.034

0.710

(Stature = 2)

+16.0

0.219

0.018

0.721

Knee
Parameter

B

Std. Error

Sig. level

Observed Power

Intercept

129.0

0.202

0.000

0.742

(BMI = 1)

-23.0

0.451

0.013

0.652

(Gender = 1) * (BMI = 1)

+10.0

0.520

0.024

0.640

By studying the perimeter estimates, we can tell which interactions or main factors
caused the biggest deviation from the standard mean. In the thorax angle, the interaction
of male and high BMI caused the biggest change in angle, at an estimated mean of
26.0°. In the abdomen, the biggest effect was from a tall, older female making the angle
-2.0° In the pelvis, it was the interaction of male with high BMI, causing a 59.0° angle.
In the elbow, it was the from the short occupants causing a 130.0° angle. Finally, in the
occupants with high BMI, causing an angle of 106.0°. There are larger errors in some
of the mean angles, like the pelvis and abdomen, where the joints used are covered with
a lot of fat and harder to palpation and predict.

Figure 15: Graph of Comfort Ratings
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The comfort rating survey divided the back into 3 segments: upper, middle and lower.
Ratings were on a scale of 1 – 5, 1 being ‘Uncomfortable’ and 5 being ‘Comfortable’.
The overall back comfort is calculated as the average comfort of all three areas. From
the graph in Figure 15, there was a definitely increase in all three segments and the
overall back in the last experiment of the seat that had all supports utilized. In the first
experiments, occupants felt very little comfort in the upper back and lower back, though
the middle was relatively higher. This could be due to the lumbar support only allowing
occupants to have support in that region and not in the upper and lower. It could be
possible that occupants had to compromise one for the other. In the second experiments,
with sacral and thoracic support, most occupants had better overall back comfort,
though they were some who felt the middle part was now lacking. Finally, in the last
experiments, all three segments were the highest with the highest overall back rating. It
is clear that there is a definite different in the comfort felt by occupants in their true
preferred posture compared to ones that they had less adjustability in.
4. Conclusion
All the objectives of the experiment were met. The apparatus was able to allow
occupants to define their preferred posture in a realistic setting with accuracy. The
incorporation of the apparatus was proven to cause changes in postural angles that
positively affected the static comfort of occupants. It was also identified that human
factors affect the joint angles in a variety of ways, and have different influences on
different joints. A limitation that may have potentially influenced the accuracy of the
results is the palpation and determination of joints that may not have been very accurate.
For future work, a more advanced apparatus could be created using similar concept that
will allow more adjustments (support tilt, height variation, etc.) and have lesser
influence over the subject’s comfort perception. The angles recorded in this study can
be used to verify predicted posture from Digital Human Models in the future, as well
as benchmark data for similar experimental set-ups. More objective measures like
EMG, pressure mapping and vibration analysis can be done as extensions to further
validate the efficiency of the sacral + thoracic support.
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Abstract
In search of a constant life of quality and luxury, the human kind has impacted the
environment in a negative way with immense amount of side effects such as pollution.
As well known, pollution is caused by improper and poor disposal of solid waste
material. The polystyrene foam waste is one of the major waste hardly recycled. The
objective of this research is to recycle the polystyrene foam as raw material to produce
wood plastic composite (WPC). In present research, the WPC was made up of recycled
polystyrene (rPS) and durian husk fiber (DHF) via melt blending technique using Haake
Internal Mixer. Then, the WPC was formed using compression molding process.
Besides, a processing aid called XP 516 was added to improve the properties of WPC.
This final year project focuses on the effect of filler and processing aid content on
tensile and thermal properties of rPS/DHF composite. The results obtained shows that
tensile strength and modulus increase with fiber content while elongation at break
decreases. With the added processing aid, all tensile strength, modulus and elongation
at break decreases with increase of processing aid. This research also found that the
WPC containing rPS, 60phr of DHF and 0.5phr of processing aid have strengths of
about 18Mpa which is lower compared to commercial WPC. However, this WPC is
still able to be made into any plastic application that does not require high strength.

Keywords: Recycled Polystyrene Foam, Durian Husk Fiber, Processing Aid, Wood
Plastic Composites.
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1. Introduction
With an ever increasing demand for wood around the world, researchers are constantly
trying to come up with new ways to overcome this demand by providing an alternative
solution. One of the solution which minimizes the negative effects of this demand on
natural resources is by creating a composite made up of wood and plastic called woodplastic composite (WPC). WPC is an alternative way to natural wood. In general, WPC
is made from wood sawdust and plastic resin [1]. Now, the market demand for WPC is
growing fast with an increase of 1046.1 kilo tonnes to an estimated 1728.9 kilo tones
from the year 2014 to 2019 and making a compound growth rate of about 10.5% [2].
WPC is widely used in replacing natural wood in construction industry (e.g window
fitting, door frame, and flooring panel) and other products (e.g furniture). Therefore in
order to ensure its sustainability, WPC nowadays are made from natural fibers produced
from agricultural waste and recycled plastic materials [3].
Natural fibers are fibers that are produced by plants animals and geological
processes which exhibits plenty of benefits for instance, it is biodegradable, it is from
a renewable source, low density and very low cost. Examples of natural fibers which
can be used are empty palm oil fruits, corn husks, sugar cane bagasse and coconut shells
[4-9]. Recently, there are many manufacturers focusing on producing WPC from
agricultural waste besides wood fiber. For example, Seven Trust® company is a
company producing WPC from various types of natural fibers, including coconut shell,
rice husk, and rice straw [10].
Durian is a tropical plant found abundantly in countries like Thailand and
Malaysia [11]. Every durian fruit has 30% to 40% of flesh which can be consumed
while the rest of the fruit such as the husk (skin of the durian) are discarded. These parts
make up for 60% to 70% content of the fruit, are discarded and usually end up in
landfills or burnt which in turn, poses environmental issues. Back in 2013, 320 164
metric tonnes of durian were harvested in Malaysia alone. The major components of
durian husk are lignin, cellulose and hemicellulose, and those components are similar
to natural wood [12-14]. In this regards, the durian husk can be used as natural fiber to
produce WPC.
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Figure 1: Parts of the durian fruit
Polystyrene foam, also known as Styrofoam®, is commonly used in many
industries for packaging and storage purposes, food & beverage and electronic
industries. The wide variety of application is due to the properties of polystyrene having
good machinability, has good strength, transparency and stiffness [15-16]. Besides that,
polystyrene foam is cheap in production cost, light weight, has high energy absorption
properties and makes a good heat insulator [17-18]. Unfortunately, due to its high
demand and production, it is reported that at least 1000 tons of polystyrene foam are
being disposed into landfills and this causes environmental issues. Recycling rate for
polystyrene is relatively low due to its size to weight ratio. Being made up of 98% of
air, polystyrene takes up space with minimal weight and this causes difficulties in
recycling due to high transportation costs [19-20]
This paper will focus on the effect of processing aid on tensile properties of
WPC made from recycled polystyrene (rPS) and durian husk fiber (DHF).
2. Research Methodology
The aim of this research is to prepare plastic wood composite made up of recycled
polystyrene and durian husk fiber. Some of the property tests which would be carried
out on the DHF/rPS composites are mechanical properties test such as tensile test. Fig.
2 shows the flow chart of research methodology.
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Collection of durian husk and
recycled polystyrene foam

Preparation of durian husk
fiber and recycled polystyrene

Processing of DSF/rPS
composite

Sample testing of DSF/rPS
composite

Data collection and analysis of
DSF/rPS composite
Figure 2: Flow chart of progress
2.1 Materials
The main components used in this experiment are durian husk fiber (DHF) and
polystyrene (PS). Durian husk was obtained from a fruit stall and is usually a waste.
The PS foam is a major waste material for electronic product shops and it was collected
to be used as matrix. Processing aid ULTRA-PLAST 516 was supplied by Performance
Additives Sdn Bhd.
2.1.1 Preparation of durian husk
To obtain the durian husk fiber (DHF), firstly durian husks were washed to remove any
impurities or dirt and cut into small pieces. Next, the pieces of DH were further ground
into short fiber using mechanical grinder. The collected DHF was dried at 60oC using
oven to remove moisture. Upon drying, a sieve (mesh size: 600 micron) was used to
obtain homogenous size of DHF. The DHF would be dried again in an oven before melt
blending process to avoid more moisture content.
2.1.2 Preparation of recycled polystyrene
The collected polystyrene foam was first dissolved in acetone solvent in order to
remove air foam. Then, the dissolute polystyrene foam was filtered and dried using an
oven at 60oC to remove acetone. The polystyrene will be cut into smaller pieces and
stored for melt blending process.
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2.1.3 Preparation of composite
The rPS/DHF composite were prepared via melt blending process using a Haake
internal mixer. The operation temperature was set at 190oC and rotor speed of 80 rpm.
The composite was blended according to the formulation listed in Table 1. The
composite compound was molded into 1 mm thickness sheet using hot press. The
molding temperature was similar to compounding process. The operating procedures
are: i) preheat the compound for 4 minutes, ii) fully compress the compound for 1
minute, iii) cool the specimen to temperature below 50oC, iv) remove the composite
sheet from mold. The composite sheet was cut into tensile specimen and the dimensions
of tensile specimen were following ASTM D638 standards.
Table 1: Formulation of composite.
rPS (phr)
DHF(phr)
ULTRA-PLAST 516
(phr)
100
0, 15, 30, 45, 60
-

rPS/DHF
composite without
processing aid
rPS/DHF
composite with
processing aid

100

60

0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0

2.2 Testing and Analysis
2.2.1 Tensile Test
The tensile testing for the rPS/DHF composite was carried out based on the ASTM
D638 standards using an Instron universal testing machine with a model number of
5596. The crosshead speed was set at 15mm/min and a 15 kN loading cell was used to
perform the test. Tensile modulus, tensile strength and elongation at break of the
biocomposite were calculated on both the control and the composite with processing
aid.
3. Result and Discussion
3.1 Without Processing Aid

Tensile Strength (Mpa)

3.1.1 Tensile Strength
30
20

10
0
0

15

30

45

60

DHF content (phr)

Figure 3: Graph of tensile strength with fiber content
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Fig. 3 shows the chart for the tensile strength of different DHF contents. The tensile
strength is highest when there is no DHF content present in the composite while an
addition of 15 phr DHF yields the lowest tensile strength.

fiber

particle

Figure 4: Micrograph of durian husk fiber
Fig. 4 displays the micrograph of durian husk fiber. The DHF mainly is in fiber form,
but part of the durian husk is particulate. The presence of particulate DHF causes the
decreasing of tensile strength in rPS matrix. Since, the particulate DHF will act as stress
concentrator in rPS matrix, the composite will fracture at lower tensile strength
compared to neat polymer. Moreover, short fiber usually does not contribute much on
tensile strength of composite due to its random fiber orientation in composites, but this
depends on the fiber content. In this case, the increase of DHF content possibly
increased the number of fibers that parallels orientated to axial loading. Thus, the tensile
strength of rPS/DHF composites increased at higher fiber content.
3.1.2 Tensile Modulus

Tensile Modulus (pa)

3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
0

15

30

45

60

DHF content (phr)

Figure 5: Graph of tensile modulus with fiber content
Fig. 5 shows the trend for the tensile modulus for different fiber content in the rPS/DHF
composite. With zero dhf fiber added, it yields the lowest tensile modulus while the
highest fiber content shows the highest tensile modulus. The reason why there is an
increase of trend of tensile modulus with the addition of fiber is that natural fiber have
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higher tensile modulus compared to plastic and with the addition of higher modulus
component to plastic material it will cause an increase in tensile modulus (normal trend).
3.1.3 Elongation at Break
Elongation at Break (mm)

3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
0

15

30

45

60

DHF content (phr)

Figure 6: Graph of elongation at break with fiber content
Fig. 6 shows the graph of elongation at break with different fiber content. Elongation
is highest with neat PS while lowest with 60 phr of DHF. The trend shows that with the
increase of fiber content the elongation at break also reduces. The reason why there is
a decrease in elongation at break is because the friction which occurs between fiber and
matrix will cause the reduction of chain mobility of polymer. Usually polymer chain is
flexible (since polymer chain can move while stressed) and it can elongate while
subjected to stress. If chain mobility decreases, the elongation at break would also
decrease.
3.2 With Processing Aid

Tensile Strength (Mpa)

3.2.1 Tensile Strength with Processing Aid
25
20
15
10
5
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

DHF content (phr)

Figure 7: Graph of tensile strength with different processing aid content
As shown in Fig. 7, the trend shows a gradual reduction with the increase of processing
aid. The highest tensile strength is recorded with 0.5 amount of processing aid while
the lowest is at 2. Processing aid mainly consists of fatty acid amide which is used to
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improve the process of the mixture. Low amount of fatty acid amide attached to fiber
would improve the compatibility or enhance the interfacial adhesion thus increasing its
strength. In this case, high amount of fatty acid is used and with an increase of fatty
acid amide on fibers, the fatty acid amide itself would block the polymer matrix from
forming a good interfacial adhesion.

Tensile Modulus (pa)

3.2.2 Tensile Modulus with Processing Aid
4000
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1000
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0
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2

PA content (phr)

Figure 8: Graph of tensile modulus with different processing aid content
Fig. 8 shows the graph of tensile modulus with the different amount of processing aid
used. It is shown that the highest tensile modulus is recorded with 0.5 processing aid
while the lowest is 2 processing aid. This shows that as the amount of processing aid
increase, the tensile modulus tends to decrease. The reasons are similar to the trend of
tensile strength as the increase of processing aid, the fatty acid amide blocks proper
adhesion between polymer and fiber.

Elongation at Break (mm)

3.2.3 Elongation at Break with Processing Aid
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

PA content (phr)

Figure 9: Graph of elongation at break with different processing aid content
Fig. 8 shows the graph of elongation at break with different processing aid content. It
shows that the elongation is highest when there is 0.5 processing aid and the lowest
when there is 2 amount of processing aid. This shows that the elongation at break
reduces as the processing aid is increased. The reason as to why the elongation at break
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is highest at 0.5 content of processing aid which is the lowest amount is that, fatty acid
amide provides a lubricating effect which increases chain mobility thus providing
longer elongation. Too much fatty acid would cause poor adhesion among the matrix
and fiber thus providing smaller elongation.
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, the addition of DSF to the rPSF matrix will most definitely cause changes
in terms of morphological properties, water absorption properties and thermal
properties. The expected outcomes from this research would be similar if not better than
existing literature reviews done by other researchers on rPSF filled DSF composites.
The effects of the parameters for this research are as summarized as follows:
I.
Tensile strength increase with fiber content
II.
Tensile modulus increase with fiber content
III.
Elongation at break decreases with fiber content
IV.
Tensile strength decreases with processing aid
V. Tensile modulus decreases with processing aid
VI.
Elongation at break decreases with processing aid
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Abstract
Inverted pendulum remained as the most popular topic for control theory researches
because of its characteristic of being non-linear, unstable and under-actuated system. It
is ideal for verification, validation and enhancement of control theory by stabilizing the
inverted pendulum in an upright position using various controller and stabilizer
mechanism. For this project, Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller is used
to stabilize the inverted pendulum by tuning the respective gains (kP, kI, and kD) to
control the parameters of inverted pendulum which includes the rise time, settling time,
overshoot and steady-state error in cooperation with of Arduino microcontroller. The
objective of this project is to design and build a stabilizer mechanism with the
integration of mechanical and electrical components to stabilize two Directional (2D)
inverted pendulum similar to 3D printer mechanism. Besides that, PID controller will
be tuned in Arduino microcontroller and control the output of stabilizer mechanism.
The stabilizer mechanism is designed in SolidWorks software and built using various
manufacturing techniques, raw materials and 3D printing, while the electronics
components such as gyroscope and Direct Current (DC) motors are controlled using
Arduino Due in C++ language. The gyroscope determines the tilting angle of the
pendulum as a feedback in the control loop, and the gains of PID are used to control the
speed and direction of DC motor to provide sufficient force/torque to keep the inverted
pendulum in an upright position. The stabilizer mechanism with inverted pendulum has
been built and the gains of PID has been tuned using “trial and error” method as friction
is now taken into consideration. The inverted pendulum is successfully stabilized in an
upright position (0o measure at z-axis) using control theory.
Keywords: Inverted Pendulum, PID Controller, Stabilizer
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1. Introduction
Inverted pendulum remained as one of the most popular problems existing in
control theory and has been studied in many researches for the control community [1].
The unstable, nonlinear and under-actuated characteristics of an inverted pendulum
system raise a challenging task for testing different control algorithms due to its large
uncertainties attached with the system [2]. There are many methods to stabilize the
inverted pendulum and one of the methods is by using a Proportional-IntegralDerivative (PID) controller. PID controller is a control instrument that is commonly
used in the industrial control applications to regulate processes as part of a control loop
[1].
Each controller in a PID contains of their respective tuning gain, kP, kI, and kD.
Tuning any of the gain in PID controller affects the control system parameters: rise time,
settling time, overshoot and steady-state error. Rise time is the time taken for the
waveform to go from 0.1 to 0.9 of the final value. Settling time is the time taken for the
transient’s damped oscillations to reach and stay within ±2% of the steady-state value.
Overshoot is the amount of waveform overshoot from the final value or the steady-state
value. Steady-state error is the difference between output value and desired output value
[3].
A one-dimensional (1D) inverted pendulum is commonly used as study material.
The inverted pendulum is placed on a cart and stabilized using linearization method.
The distance travelled by the cart produces force to keep the inverted pendulum upright.
The distance travelled by the cart alters based on the difference of pendulum angle
relative to y-axis [1]. The pendulum angle is measured and the difference of the
pendulum angle is calculated and fed into PID controller for stabilizing the inverted
pendulum by producing an ideal system response with optimal gain value to drive the
cart for a certain distance. The limitation of one axis inverted pendulum is that the
stability of the pendulum can only be studied for one axis.

Figure 1 : Cart Pendulum System [1]
To further study on the inverted pendulum, a two-dimensional (2D) inverted
pendulum will be chosen. Increasing one axis will increase the number of uncertainties
and nonlinearity of the pendulum which introduces a wider range for testing control
algorithms. A mechanism with the integration of mechanical components and
electronics components will be built to stabilize the 2D inverted pendulum using pulley
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system and sliding mechanism. The difference of the pendulum angle relative to x-axis
and y-axis is measured using a gyroscope sensor.
A gyroscope sensor determines the position, orientation and angular velocity
using Coriolis force applied to a vibrating object [4].When the gyroscope is rotated, the
Coriolis force acts upon the drive arms and produces vertical vibration. The vertical
vibration then produces a sensing motion in the sensing arms. The motion on the
sensing arms creates a potential difference where the angular velocity is measured and
converted into small current signals. The signals are then amplified and fed into a
controller. Gyroscope sensor is placed onto the 2D inverted pendulum. The orientation
and position of inverted pendulum are measured, converted into signals and compared
with the desired output value in the control system and the error is calculated [5]. The
error is then fed into PID controller and each parameter of the gain is tuned to produce
and output angle to drive the mechanism to stabilize the 2D inverted pendulum.
2. Design of the Stabiliser
The stabiliser design consists of two parts, which are the mechanical and electrical parts.
Mechanical part contains the inverted pendulum, pulley system and sliding mechanism.
The PID control and communication between the microcontroller and the actuators
(motors) are discussed under electrical part.

2.1 Mechanical System
Linearisation method is one of the easiest methods to stabilise an inverted
pendulum. A cart moves in x-axis and y-axis linearly to a desired position where the
pendulum is stabilized when the pendulum tilts but does not exceed the tilting
maximum angle (30o relative to z-axis), if tilting angle is exceed the pendulum falls to
maximum position. Using this method, the first stage of this project is to build a 2D
inverted pendulum on a moving cart and the stabiliser mechanism to stabilize or balance
the inverted pendulum to an upright position.
The ideology of the stabiliser mechanism is a mock of a 3D printer mechanism
shown in Figure 2 because of the accuracy and precision exhibited by a 3D printer. The
extruder of 3D printer moves on along the Cartesian plane in x-axis and y-axis with four
directions on the gantry. The extruder receives xy coordinates from the software, where
each part of the object needs to be printed and the heater cartridge on extruder heats
and melt the filament to be deposit onto the bed of 3D printer [6]. Therefore, 3D printer
has high accuracy and precision in coordination to print the objects as they are designed
to be. To balance an inverted pendulum requires the accuracy and precision exhibited
by the 3D printer, hence the stabiliser mechanism is built similarly to the mechanism
of a 3D printer.
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Figure 2: 3D Printer Mechanism
From the 3D printer mechanism, a pulley system and four sliding mechanism is
implemented to allow the 3D printer to move at x-axis and y-axis. The similar pulley
system and sliding mechanism is implemented on the cart to form a stabiliser
mechanism and moves the cart of inverted pendulum along the x-axis and y-axis.
2.1.1 Pulley System
The pulley system is implemented to convert rotational motion produced by
motors into translational motion for the inverted pendulum cart. The components in this
system includes timing pulleys, timing belts, flanged bearings and solid rods. A 60T
timing pulley is mounted on the shaft of Direct-Current (DC) motor and connected to
20T timing pulley [7], with a closed-loop timing belt [8], as shown in Figure 2.1.1.

Figure 3 : Connection of 60T and 20T with DC Motor
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Due to the friction and requirement of high acceleration to hold the inverted pendulum
upright, the DC motor rated speed was not sufficient to provide such acceleration.
Therefore, the number of teeth on pulley attached to motor is triple the number of teeth
on pulley attached to solid rod to increase the translational speed by three times using
pulley system.
𝑁1
𝑁2

𝑇

= 𝑇2

(2.1.)

1

Where ;
𝑁1 = Speed of gear on DC motor
𝑁2 = Speed of gear on Solid Rod
𝑇1 = Number of teeth of gear on DC motor
𝑇2 = Number of teeth of gear on Solid Rod
2.1.2 Sliding Mechanism
The sliding mechanism is integrated with the pulley system to provide guidance
for inverted pendulum cart to move along x-axis and y-axis. Since there are two axes,
the pulley system of x-axis overlaps with the pulley system of y-axis, therefore the
design of inverted pendulum cart requires high accuracy of dimension where the solid
rod of y-axis on cart is perpendicular to x-axis and does not collide or touches each
other. Similarly, the design of sliding mechanism to hold the inverted pendulum cart by
each end of stabiliser mechanism requires high accuracy for inverted pendulum cart to
travel in straight line on x-axis and y-axis. The designs are shown in Figure 4 and
Figure 5.

Figure 4: Inverted Pendulum Cart
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Figure 5: Sliding Mechanism
The main component for sliding mechanism is the linear ball bearing. The linear
ball bearings assist in reduction of friction by allowing solid rod of y-axis to rotate while
the sliding mechanism of x-axis to have precise translational motion [9]. Due to high
accuracy of dimension, the sliding mechanism parts are manufactured through 3D
printing and linear ball bearing are inserted into each block of sliding mechanism.
2.1.3 Inverted Pendulum and Cart
The inverted pendulum is made out of an aluminum hollow rod with the length
of 750 mm and weight approximately 100g. To attach the inverted pendulum onto the
cart, a component is designed to guide the inverted pendulum to tilt along x-axis and yaxis and eliminates rotation around z-axis. This component also increases the accuracy
in determining the angle of tilt for inverted pendulum. The component is as shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 6 : Inverted Pendulum Holder
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The gyroscope is attached onto the inverted pendulum to determine the position and
orientation of inverted pendulum which will be converted into electrical signals and fed
into a microcontroller to control the direction of rotation and speed of both DC motors.

2.2 Electrical and Electronics Methodology
The translation motion of the cart is controlled by 2 DC Geared motor as each
DC geared motor is assigned to control one axis of translational motion. Both motors
are coupled with the motors through the pulley system and sliding mechanism. The DC
geared motor is used to rotate a vertical gear and a horizontal gear for a transmission of
torque from horizontal to vertical and rotates the timing belt pulley to pull the timing
belt on the cart. In order for the cart to have sufficient force in balancing the inverted
pendulum, the torque and speed of DC geared motor are significant in producing the
amount of force. The speed of motor is measured in revolution per minute (rpm) and
torque would be newton per meter (N.m). Both DC geared motor has the same
specification where each motor has the speed of 380 rpm (0.12 m/s) and torque of
637.43 mN.m (6.5 kg.cm) [10], which is able to produce the force needed to keep the
inverted pendulum upright.
The tilting angle of pendulum is measured using gyroscope and the current
signals from gyroscope is fed into microcontroller to convert angle analog signals to
digital signals to provide a feedback. If the angle of pendulum is more than 0o and less
than 5o, the difference between desired angle of pendulum (0o) and measured angle of
pendulum is calculated for an error signals to be converted into Pulse Width Modulation
(PWM) signals. The error signals determine the amount of PMW signals to be fed into
DC geared motor and rotate the motor in clockwise direction. If the angle of pendulum
is less than 0o and less than -5o, the difference between desired angle of pendulum (0o)
and measured angle of pendulum is calculated for an error signals to be converted into
PWM signals. The PMW signals is fed into DC geared motor and rotate the motor in
counter-clockwise direction. However, if the angle of pendulum remains at 0o, the
PWM signals are LOW to stop the DC geared motor from rotating. Below is the
flowchart of DC Geared motor shown in Figure 2.1.5.
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Figure 7: Flowchart of Electrical Components
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Methods from Research Methodology are executed in order to achieve the objectives
of this research. Experimental testing on the stabilizer mechanism and electrical and
electrical components are done such ensuring the stabilizer mechanism is able to move
the cart in x-axis and y-axis, inverted pendulum tilt only along x-axis and y-axis, angle
of tilt for inverted pendulum is read by gyroscope, microcontroller process the angle of
tilt, tuning the PID gains and vary the speed and direction of DC motors.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Mechanical System
The 20T timing pulley is mounted on a solid rod which is connected from one
end to another end of the frame of stabiliser mechanism with flanged bearing to allow
smoother rotation of solid rod [11], shown in Figure 8. When the DC motor rotates, it
rotates the 60T timing pulley and with the closed-loop timing belt, the rotation is
translated to the 20T timing pulley and solid rod.

Figure 8: Rotational Motion Components
The pulley system is also used to move the inverted pendulum and cart by
having two sets of 20T timing pulley mounted on a solid rod that hinged on the frame
of stabiliser mechanism as shown in Figure 9. This is implemented on the right end and
left end of the frame of stabiliser mechanism. Both of the solid rod are connected with
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timing belt to form a closed-loop and the ends of timing belt are attached onto the
sliding mechanism of inverted pendulum. This allows the inverted pendulum cart to
move along x-axis. The same configuration is implemented for the cart to move along
y-axis.

Figure 9: Left End of Stabiliser Mechanism
As the DC motor rotates clockwise, the 60T pulley translate the clockwise
rotational motion to 20T pulleys and solid rod. The rotational motion is then converted
to translational motion by rotating the timing belt attached on sliding mechanism
allowing the cart to move at positive direction of x-axis. While if DC motor rotates
counterclockwise, the cart moves at negative direction of x-axis. This applies in moving
the cart for positive and negative direction of y-axis. This creates force through
acceleration of motor to keep the inverted pendulum at an upright position, 𝜃 = 0°.

3.2 Electrical and Electronic System
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The overall schematic diagram of electrical and electronic system is shown in Figure
10 on how each components are related to each other and the process of the system.

Figure 10: Schematic Diagram of Electrical and Electronic System
3.2.1 Microcontroller (Arduino Nano)

Microcontroller forms a communication between input devices and output
devices through programming languages. In this research, Arduino Nano
communicates with gyroscope and DC motors through C++ programming to identify
the angle of tilt from inverted pendulum as input and the speed required from DC motor
to keep the inverted pendulum upright as output. Acceleration of DC motors are
converted into linear force by pulling the timing belt in clockwise and counterclockwise direction subsequently moving the cart in x-axis and y-axis. However, to
keep the inverted pendulum upright, the acceleration is constantly changing and
increases the difficulties in providing theoretical value of force required to balance the
inverted pendulum. PID controller is used to assist the response of DC motor towards
the angle of tilt from inverted pendulum. The ideal response characteristic includes low
rise time, small percentage of overshoot and zero steady-state error of DC motor. This
is done by tuning the gains of PID controller which can be alternated in C++
programming of Arduino Nano. The angle of tilt is monitored through Serial Monitor
from Arduino Nano and the gains are tuned according to measured angle of tilt until
desired value of angle of tilt is obtained. The current gains of PID for x-axis and y-axis
are -1 to 1 which includes the friction arise from pulley system and sliding mechanism.
3.2.2 Gyroscope (MPU6050)
The gyroscope is attached perpendicular to the inverted pendulum facing
downwards because the jumper wires to be connected from gyroscope to Arduino Nano
cannot exceed 5cm. This is due to the disturbance of noise and interference on the
bandwidth of gyroscope when transferring signals to Arduino Nano. The longer the
jumper wire, the higher the resistance, noise and interference of bandwith. Therefore,
shorter jumper wires are recommended. The gyroscope is tuned in such way that it only
measures the x-axis and y-axis rotational motion. Z-axis and acceleration motion are
tuned out to reduce the processing time of signals (faster signal transfer between
gyroscope and Arduino Nano) as these two parameters are not in the scope of this
research. Gyroscope has an internal voltage regulator to reduce 5V supplied from
Arduino Nano to 3.3V as required to eliminate excess of voltage and causes damage to
the gyroscope.
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3 ports of gyroscope are connected to Arduino Nano namely, Signal Data (SDA),
Signal Clock (SCL) and Interrupt. SDA processes the rotational motion (x-axis and yaxis) of inverted pendulum, stores the value as angle of tilt and send it to Arduino Nano.
SCL is the frequency of transmission of data between gyroscope and a microcontroller
and the built in frequency range about 400kHz which allows one data to be transferred
at 2.6 nano second. The Interrupt port is to identify the status of gyroscope. When the
gyroscope is ready to function, Interrupt port sends a signal to Arduino Nano and the
program in Ardunio will run because the gyroscope requires initialization before
running the program. Due to the limitation of bandwidth from gyroscope, the maximum
tilting angle of inverted cannot exceed ±5o on x-axis and y-axis.
3.2.3 Motor Shield
The current and voltage draw with load of one DC motor are 1A and 12V. Both
DC motors are connected in parallel which means the total voltage needed would be
12V, however the current would be 2A. The maximum voltage can be supplied by
Arduino Nano is only up to 5V, insufficient to power even one DC motor. To assist and
increase the voltage and ampere supplied to DC motors, a motor shield is used. The
motor shield is able to supply up to 6A of current to each motor but only 5V can be
drawn out from motor shield. However, the motor shield has input ports for external
voltage supply to be connected to DC motor, hence an external power supply with 5A
and 12V is connected to the motor shield to increase the voltage and current for both
DC motors. Each motor connects to three ports of motor shield. Two ports are to control
the direction of rotation (clockwise and counterclockwise) for DC motor. One port is
to power the DC motor with voltage accumulated from power supply and motor shield.
The motor shield receives processed signals from Arduino Nano and controls the speed
and direction of rotation of DC motors and converts rotational motion to translational
motion on pulley system.
As all components are assembled, communication of electrical components are
programmed by C++ programming and PID gains tuned, experimental testing is done
on the stabiliser mechanism to balance the inverted pendulum. Table 3 indicates the
achievable tasks by stabiliser mechanism and inverted pendulum.
Table 3 : List of Function Achievable by Stabiliser Mechanism and Inverted
Pendulum
Tasks
Achievable ?
Transmission of rotational motion to
linear motion by DC motors and pulley
system
Increases the speed of rotational motion
of pulley system by 3 times of the speed
of DC motors
Moving the cart along x-axis
Moving the cart along y-axis
Moving the cart along x-axis and y-axis
at the same time
Tilting inverted pendulum along x-axis
Tilting inverted pendulum along y-axis
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Tilting inverted pendulum along x-axis
and y-axis
Eliminates rotational motion of inverted
pendulum and moving along z-axis
Inverted pendulum balanced at x-axis
Inverted pendulum balanced at y-axis
Inverted pendulum balanced from
negative x-axis
Inverted pendulum balanced from
positive x-axis
Inverted pendulum balanced from
negative y-axis
Inverted pendulum balanced from
positive y-axis
Limited tilt angel can be recovered
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, the stabiliser mechanism has been successfully designed and
built. The inverted pendulum cart is able to travel along the x-axis and y-axis and
produce force to keep the inverted pendulum in an upright position. The gyroscope is
able to measure the angle of tilt of inverted pendulum and sends values to Arduino
Nano to be processed. By analyzing the received signals, the PID gains are tuned
through C++ programming in Arduino Nano and the response of inverted pendulum
and DC motors are observed. The inverted pendulum is balanced in an upright position
from negative and positive of x-axis only and y-axis only.
The future work includes balancing the inverted pendulum from various
coordination on x-axis and y-axis as with increasing number of coordination, the PID
gains will be tuned differently in order to receive same outcome as balancing inverted
pendulum from negative and positive of x-axis only and y-axis only. The response curve
of an inverted pendulum changes with number of coordination or number of
uncertainties. The aim of this future work is to obtain characteristic includes low rise
time, small percentage of overshoot and zero steady-state error of inverted pendulum
and identifies the mathematical modelling to determine gains for PID controller that
stabilizes 2D inverted pendulum.
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Abstract
In order meet the demand of electricity in current era, the need for new sources of
energy even in very minimal amount, could be done with proper research and
technology advancement in order to convert as much waste energy as possible.
Collecting and analyses cooker’s waste heat as a main waste energy source become the
main interest for this research. This application can be installed either in household
usage or commercial usage. Based on majority stove in household datasheet it shown
that the efficiency of the stove is approximately 50%. With half of the efficiency turn
into waste heat, this application is suitable for thermoelectric generator (TEG) to
harvest the heat. The objective of this research is to determine whether the
thermoelectric generator (TEG) would able to power the 3V LED light as a small
lighting system in household. Several designs with five TEGs in series circuit are tested
to the application to analyses which method generated a better result. Since this research
only focus in using a conduction cooling, aluminum heat sink will be utilized either for
heat absorption or heat rejection. The maximum temperature differences between hot
side and cold side is 209.83°C with average power approximately 0.0991W.
Keywords: Thermoelectric Generator, cooker, Energy harvesting, Waste heat, testing
TEG.
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1. Introduction
In this contemporary society, energy demand has become one of the crucial challenge.
Based on Energy Information Administration, the demand of energy in the society is
annually increase without any sight of peaking. Thus, this challenge has become one of
the popular topic to discuss and to motivate the society to increase the energy supply.
A lot of efforts is made by researchers to meet the demand of the energy by considering
either other source of energy or renewable energy. An improvement has been done by
other extensive research on renewable energy such as wind turbine, tidal energy, and
solar power to supply the energy demand and, yet it still could not entirely cover the
demand. Therefore, new methods to gain an extra energy is developed and one of the
method is to absorb the waste heat produce in daily household appliances.
Thermoelectric energy is known to be the usable source of electricity from the
conservation of waste heat and this energy is operate based on Peltier and Seebeck
effecting. In year 1821, German physicist Thomas Johann Seebeck discover that a
temperature differences is existed between two dissimilar metals, electricity will be
generated since the electron level in each material shifted differently. Electron from the
surface that is supplied with enough heat will eventually jump to the metal with colder
surface. Thus, the movement of the electron is known to generate the thermoelectric
energy [1].
Thermal energy is commonly being classify as a by-product from various forms
of energy such as mechanical energy, chemical energy and electrical energy. It is known
that, machinery such as washing machine, refrigerator, cooker is used daily by the
people either in household or commercial. With the usage of the machinery, the
electrical energy that supplied it will generated a lot of waste heat due to the moving
part of the machine or the heat loss due to the appliances product efficiency. Therefore,
this waste heat energy contain wasted efficiency percentage that can be absorb and
covert to the usable electrical energy [2].
Due to the increasing of the energy demand, research is done to find the new
method to discover renewable and available energy. As such, by absorb the waste heat
from the machinery heat loss and convert them to usable electrical energy. To perform
this research, Thermoelectric generator (TEG) is become one of the solution. This
technology is initially used to convert the geothermal energy to the electrical energy.
Thermoelectric technology is a rather new, developing technology that is
inexpensive to build and is space saving due to their small size as shown in Fig.1. It is
also easy to use. In addition, this technology is sustainable as well as it is eco-friendly
and does not produce greenhouse gases or sound pollution. A downside to this
technology is its low efficiency when generating electricity, which is of approximately
5 – 10 % of the total heat energy [4][5]. In order to calculate the efficiency of the TEG,
figure of merit (ZT) is known to represent the dice’s performance. This parameter also
known to have dimensionless numerical expression.
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Figure 1: Thermoelectric Generator
The concept behind kitchen appliances, such as a cooker is studied in order to
understand the heat transfer from the cooker’s flame and to discover the most optimum
location to install the thermoelectric generator. Efficiency and total power generated
from each design will be calculated together with the total cost. This is to determine
whether this application would be a success.
In year 2005, researcher form Xiamen University has done and experiment with
applying same TEG material Bismuth telluride with antimony doping to the usage on
the plantation machine. During its experiment it found that the temperature difference
that produce by the machine heat with water cooling technique as heat rejection is
approximately 77oC. this produce the ZT value as big as 1.15 and voltage generated is
less than 0.5V [6].
By reducing the thermal conductivity, it may enhance the ZT. Pei He Jiangqing,
a Student from School of material science and engineering in Beihang University, found
that Ca-doped BiCuSeO material exhibits low thermal conductivity and resulted in
increasing the ZT by 0.9 at 923K [7]. Meanwhile, Dr.Li Dong Zhao from Northwestern
University reported that SnSe single crystal that measured along with room temperature
orthorhombic unit cell b axis produced the ZT of 2.6 at 923[8].

2. Research methodology
The method in conducting this research is discusses in this section. The research that
was conducted was a quantitative study based on the simplest and most effective
method. TEG has been done by so many researchers especially for energy experts.
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Several types of thermoelectric modules have been utilised and fabricated. However, in
this study only Bi2Te3 thermoelectric module was used due to its reliability and
capability to produce the higher ZT among other type in room temperature. Moreover,
the availability of Bi2Te3 thermoelectric module is common in the market. Although
thermoelectric generator is easy to operate, multiple experiments are required to find
the most effective method [9].
The initial project’s progress was focus on studying literature review for both
thermoelectric module and cookers from either journal or online to have a better
understanding on what it will dealing with and what the device are. This includes
executing initial experiment two of designs and find the best location to install the TEG,
and lastly was purchasing the suitable equipment. ANSYS software was used to find
the best location to install the TEG. For the first design (Design A) the TEG was attach
to the acrylic and hanged near the heat source which is approximately 5cm. small
heatsink was placed at the cold side in order to release the heat from the hot side. This
design has a convection heat transfer thus the temperature obtained was lower compare
to the other design. For second design TEG (Design B) was placed to the aluminium
plate which design to have a hole at the left, this is to allow the fire to go through to
heat the pot/pan. To place the TEG, ANSYS computer software was utilized to find the
best location, and at the purple line as show in Fig.2 which is approximately 10cm from
the heat source was selected in order to prevent the TEG overheat easily conduction
heat transfer was applied in this design. In the simulation, it shown that the temperature
of the aluminium was reach 180oC in 10 minutes usage. Thus, this was suitable for the
TEG application which needed high temperature in the hot side. Both, the simulation
and the two experiments were done in implement stage where initial experiment was
conducted. Results of the experiment were analysed and both methods were compared.

Figure 2: ANSYS simulation for aluminium plate.
Meanwhile, to observe the differences of the result, another three Designs which
are convection heat transfer and two calcium silicate with TEG facing aluminium plate
(Design C), convection heat transfer and single calcium silicate with TEG facing heat
source (Design D) and Design E, convection and conduction with TEG attach with L
aluminium plate are tested for the experiment. Not only new designs were proposed,
but high performance Bi2Te3 TEG, calcium silicate Ca2SiO4 and big aluminium heat
sink also introduce to the experiment since the old TEG performance was consider low
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and inefficient, the calcium silicate was to prevent the heat to transfer to the cold side
and heat sink was to reject more heat to generate large temperature differences.
However, with using new high performance TEG, the experiment was only conducted
with using single TEG instead of using multiple TEG that form into series circuit. This
was done to check whether the TEG is efficient to use before purchase multiple of them.
Fig.7 show that the visual experiment setup for design C, in this design the calcium
silicate that place near to the heat source was aims to reduce the convection heat transfer
to the heatsink so that the temperature differences was larger. While the calcium silicate
in the bottom of TEG was aims to prevent the TEG to experience over heat since the
maximum temperature of high performance TEG can withstand was 300oC while the
aluminium plate itself has temperature of 270oC by using infrared thermometer gun to
measure. Small heatsink was attach to the hot side which is inside the calcium silicate
in order to absorb more heat and big heat sink was attached to the cold side to maximize
the heat rejection. This design place near the edge of the aluminium edge which is 20cm
from the heat source due to consideration of the convection heat transfer to the big
heatsink. Since the hot side is cover by calcium silicate, temperature of the calcium
silicate was becoming the temperature for the hot side.
While, Design D was designs to place the TEG facing the heat source with 4
differences distance which were 15cm, 10cm, 5cm and 2.5cm from the heat source.
calcium silicate was used to cover and protect the TEG and to prevent the heat to
transfer to the aluminium heatsink which was affecting the result. Small heatsink was
attach to the hot side to absorb maximum heat from the heat source while big aluminium
was attach to the cold side to reject the heat. In order to obtain a perfect connection,
thermal grease was applied on both hot side and cold side. In addition, aluminium plate
was placed to produce a better heat transfer by convection. 4 experiments were
conducted and compare to each other to analyse the changes of generating voltage.
Lastly, Design E as shown in Fig.3 was conducted by placing one end of the
aluminium and steel L bracket to attach to hot side of the TEG and the other end to fire,
this was done so that conduction heat transfer was occurred and to maximize the heat
absorption. Meanwhile same as the previous design, big heat sink was placed at the
cold side to reject the heat and aluminium plate was placed to ensure the convection
heat transfer was maximized. The results of both L bracket’s material were compared.
Since aluminium have a better heat conductivity with 209.5 W/m.K, three differences
size of aluminium L bracket 30cm, 20cm and 15cm (Fig.4) were tested and compared.
Again, the best results among three differences size of L bracket was tested with four
difference resistors which were 10ohm, 7.5ohm, 2.2ohm and 1ohm. This was to find
the power produce from the single high performance TEG. The reason several resistors
were tested was to observe the behaviour of the TEG.
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Figure 3: 20cm aluminium L bracket experiment setup.

Figure 4: steel and aluminium L bracket.
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3. Result and discussion
Table 1: Experiment result based on each model.
Design

mV

mA

P(Watt)

Th

Tc

∆T

ZT

Efficiency

A (5 TEG)

40.65

8.55

0.0003

148.4 134.5

13.9 0.0326

0.0008

B (5 TEG)

100.54

7.69

0.0008

271.3

242

29.3 0.0688

0.0028

28.64 0.0000

0.0000

66.66 39.99

26.67 0.0626

0.0076

D (15cm)

7.23 0.0000

0.0000

37.39 27.49

9.9 0.0232

0.0018

D (10cm)

12.49 0.0000

0.0000

45.75 32.36

13.39 0.0314

0.0026

D (5cm)

17.02 0.0000

0.0000

59.59 34.22

25.37 0.0595

0.0078

D (2.5cm)

79.55 0.0000

0.0000

126.7 37.25

89.45 0.2099

0.0506

E1 (steel)
E2 (30cm
Al)
E3 (20cm
Al)
E4 (15cm
Al)

25.09 0.0000

0.0000

80.33 34.47

45.86 0.1076

0.0202

258.63 0.0000

0.0000 100.98 35.51

65.47 0.1536

0.0337

409.12 0.0000

0.0000 113.12 37.59

75.53 0.1772

0.0400

822.71 0.0000

0.0000 228.52 46.59

181.93 0.4269

0.1108

E4 (10Ω)

891.81 53.091

0.0473 212.64 44.64

168 0.3942

0.1027

E4 (7.5Ω)

935.13 59.645

0.0558

196.9 39.95

156.95 0.3683

0.0986

E4 (2.2Ω)

916.71 63.954

0.0586 195.72 46.41

149.31 0.3504

0.0884

E4 (1Ω)

883.68 112.16

0.0991 254.76 44.93

209.83 0.4924

0.1306

C

Based on table 1 it shows the average result of each experiment. For experiments design
C, D and E, the power are zero because no resistor is connected to the experiment.
Resistor is only applied to experiment design E4 and not applied to the others is because
based on the result, E4 experiment generate the highest voltage which is 822.71mV.
four different resistors are applied to E4 to observe the changes of the current by the
TEG. Based on the observation it is shows that the current generated by the TEG is
indirectly perpendicular to the resistant of the resistor. Table 1 also shown that the
design E4 experiment with one-ohm resistor produce the highest power with
approximately 0.1Watt. In order to increase the generated power, TEG can be connect
series with another 4 TEGs.
For experiment design A it shows that the setup was inefficient since the voltage
generated is relatively low with small temperature difference. During the experiment,
the voltage of the TEG is keep fluctuating up and down rapidly. This show the
connection is unstable and it only generate a very small current which is not worth the
investment. Meanwhile, for design B experiment is more suitable to utilize for the
superior quality TEG since the temperature in both side of the TEG is too high. During
the experiment, the soldering flux on the TEG cables were melted and spoiled the
device after the first experiment.
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In experiment design C the result is also not satisfy since the average voltage
result is low. This is because the TEG is located too far from the heat source and the
convection heat transfer was tended to spread to environment instead of absorbing by
TEG. While, if the TEG placed nearer to the heat source this will result the big
aluminium heat sink that supposed to reject heat from the TEG to act inversely.
Meanwhile, experiment design D is done with testing 4 difference distances. In this
experiment it shows that distance of 2.5cm show the best result. However, the hot
temperature of the TEG is still consider low since the average temperature is only half
from the heat source temperature which is 126.7 oC.
The last design is created in order to allow the TEG hot side can reach
approximately >200oC. initially 30cm steel and aluminium L bracket are tested to
compare which material provide a better result based on the voltage. Since aluminium
has higher heat conductivity, 3 difference size of it is created. The longer the aluminium
bracket, the greater heat loss will be occurred due to convection heat transfer.
Therefore, shorter aluminium L bracket is preferable. Not only have higher conduction
heat transfer, but shorter L bracket also allow the TEG to get closer to the heat source
where convection and radiation heat transfers is higher. To prevent the heat to transfer
to the big aluminium heatsink, calcium silicate is place as the TEG holder as shown if
Fig.3. The shortest aluminium bracket is chosen as the final design since the result is
quite satisfying and able to produce both average closed and close circuit voltage 0.8V
with 0.12A in closed circuit current.

Figure 5: Chart for open circuit voltage Vs Th under various Tc.
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Figure 6: experiment chart for open circuit voltage Vs Th under Tc 50oC.

Fig.5 it shows the performance of the high performance TEG based on the
provided device’s data sheet. Since the average of the Tc of the experiment is
approximately 45oC, the result will be compare to the red colour line where the
temperature of Tc is 50oC. Meanwhile in Fig.6 shows the result of the Voltage generated
with average Tc 45oC. in the experiment result it shows that the voltage generated is
increase rapidly when hot side start reaches temperature 100oC to 220oC this is because
the temperature difference is also increase rapidly. While, the voltage only increases
slightly when temperature reach 220oC and above since the temperature of the heat
supply is only 270oC and with effect of external factor such as environment
temperature, the temperature on the hot side is only fluctuating between 230oC to
260oC. Based on the comparison between two graphs, it shows that the voltage that
generated in the experiment is relatively low even the temperature Th is follow the
temperature from the data sheet. Several factors are stated as the factor that cause the
changes such as inconstant Tc during the experiment, fluctuate Th during experiment
and environment condition. In order to investigate another factor, more experiment will
be conducted to the future. Table 1 shows that the maximum power that can reach by
the TEG is only 0.1Watt in design E4. The voltage of open circuit E4 and closed circuit
1-ohm E4 still remain the same, this mean that this circuit still able to undergo smaller
resistant. 0.5 and 0.2 ohm resistant will be test in the future to observe the changes and
5 TEGs in series closed circuit also will be tesedt to increase the power. it is expected
by combining 5 TEGs into Series closed circuit with smaller resistant, the result will be
better and worth the investment since less maintenance is require and it is long last
technology.
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4. Conclusion
In conclusion, TEG technology is consider as green technology since this technology
have no moving part, long last and require less maintenance. The temperature
differences between hot side and cold side of the TEG has become the main parameter
in order to generate electricity. Generated energy from the TEG is directed
perpendicular with the temperature difference. The higher the temperature differences
so do the electric generated. To maximize the efficiency of the power generated, all
type of heat transfer which are conduction, convection and radiation is apply to the
latest design. While, only conduction cooling with aluminium heat sink was applied to
reduce to ease the installation and usage. Design E4 produce the best result in open
circuit with voltage 822.71mV. Thus, this design is continued to close circuit with using
four difference resistors. Based on the result, design E4 with 1ohm resistor produce the
best result with voltage ampere and power are 883.68 mV, 112.16 mA and 0.0991 Watt.
Abbreviation
TEG

Thermoelectric Generator
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Abstract
Control system plays a major role in the industry nowadays as it simplifies workload
and reduce manpower. Among all the applicable field, control system is highly in motor
speed and motor position control. Although there are various types of controller
available, PID controller remains as one of the main controller due to its simplicity.
However, PID controller experiences windup phenomenon which affects the
controller’s performance. This paper proposes a new type of anti-windup PI controller,
SIPIC for motor position control application and aims to validate the performance of
this controller as compared to conventional PI controller. Both controller was
experimented using hardware testing where no load condition and loading condition
were used to test the ability of the controllers under few circumstances. Two different
inputs were used: 0˚ to 90˚ and 270˚ to 90˚. The results obtained shows that under no
load condition, both controller showed acceptable performance. However, SIPIC
controller slightly outperforms PI controller by having lower overshoot and shorter
settling time for a wider range of gains. The rise time of both controllers are similar as
it is the lowest possible rise time due to hardware limitation. Moving on to loading
condition, for both input, when the Kp is 1 and Ki is 15, PI controller shows unstable
performance by having large amount of oscillations and overshoot. The settling time
was also unable to be determined as the controller did not settle within the given step
time. On the other hand, at the same gain, SIPIC controller still shows acceptable
performance. This shows that SIPIC controller have more stable performance for a
wider range of gains while PI controller needs to be finely tuned to a specific gain to
obtain desired results.
Keywords: SIPIC, motor position control, PI controller, anti-windup, PID controller.
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1. Introduction
In the 21st century where manual manpower is increasingly being replaced by
automatic robotic system, control system plays a major role in ensuring the quality of
product and efficiency of the automated system. The involvement of control system in
the industry can mainly be found in speed control and position control.
In a position control system, the system output is usually the mechanical
position of an arm or a pointer, and the performance of the controller highly affects the
accuracy of this arm/pointer. Applications of position control system that can be
commonly found includes the solar tracking system and robotic system Servomotor is
usually used as the actuator for position control system. Servomotor is a type of direct
current (DC) motor that is capable of precise control of angular and linear position,
velocity as well as acceleration. Many types of controller had been used for the
application of position control system and these controllers include fuzzy logic
controller, fractional order controllers, controller that utilizes finite control set model
predictive controller as well as a proposed controller that combines the characteristics
of μ-synthesis and neural network.
[1] proposed a modified crisp fuzzy logic controller where modifications were
done on both the input and the output of the controller. The input of the controller
utilizes crisp rectangular adjacent non-overlapping membership function, distributed
along the discourse universe whereas modification for the output was done on the
computation method. The controller showed acceptable performance and shorter
processing time than conventional fuzzy logic controller. [2] proposed a new controller
for the application of motor position controller that combines the characteristics of μsynthesis and neural network.
[3] proposed a controller based finite control set model predictive control for
the application of permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM). This controller
predicts the future behavior of the actuator and perform action that is chosen from a
model set. Other than that, many also applied fractional order calculus in motor position
control. [4] used a fractional order PI controller and compared to integer order PI
controller, fractional order controller contains two extra variables which allows more
flexible and precise tuning. From the result, it can be concluded that fractional order PI
controller experience less overshoot and lower maximum percentage of error than
conventional PI controller. [5] further expanded the application and added differential
evolution algorithm into fractional order PI controller. This adds a self-tuning ability to
the controller and the author used the proposed controller for the application of voice
coil motor (VCM). Result shows that the proposed controller experience lower settling
time, tracking error as well as lower maximum overshoot as compared to conventional
PI controller and fractional order PI controller.
In this paper, Proportional-integral-derivatives (PID) controller is chosen due to
its simplicity[6]. By tuning the three individual components of the controller, the
overshoot, steady-state error, rise time and settling time of the system can be altered.
The limitation of a conventional PID controller is often caused by the limitation of the
actuator being used instead of the controller itself. When the output of the controller
exceeds the limit of the actuator, the controller begins to lose the ability to control the
system. Example can be shown through the flushing mechanism. The system controls
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the opening of the valve to limit the flow rate of the water depending on the tank level.
However, if the error continues to grow even after the valve is fully open, the flow rate
of the water will not continue to increase due to the limitation of the valve. This
condition is known as the integral windup phenomenon, where the integral component
continues to offset the error even when the output remains the same.
Over the years, several anti-windup schemes had been proposed to eliminate the
integral windup phenomenon and to increase the efficiency of PID controller. These
schemes include the Conditional Integration (CI), Tracking Back Calculation (TBC),
Integral State Prediction (ISP), pole placement method and gain scheduling method.
Conditional Integration is one of the most common schemes and it functions by
switching off the integral component during saturation state then turns it back on when
the controller enters linear state again. Tracking Back Calculation measures the
difference between the output signal and the non-saturation state signal before feeding
the error back to obtain higher accuracy. There is also scheme that uses different method
such as Integral State Prediction (ISP). This scheme predicts the steady-state value and
feed the value back to the integral state when the controller re-enters linear state[7].
Recently, pole placement method and gain scheduling method were introduced.
In pole placement method, the author proposed to first transform the desired plant into
a type-1 plant as type-0 plant will always have error. Pole placement method is then
used for the derivation of the controller gain[8]. Lastly, gain scheduling proposed the
use of various gain and constant for different state of the controller for higher
accuracy[9].
This paper utilizes a new type of controller known as Steady-state Integral
Proportional Integral Controller (SIPIC) scheme for the application of position control
system. Steady-state Integral Proportional Integral Controller (SIPIC) scheme is also
another proposed controller that can overcome integral windup. It does that by having
a separate closed loop feedback with the steady state integral value as an input. This
constantly leads the integral control towards the steady state integral value[7]. It was
mentioned earlier that different component of PID controller will have different effect
on the performance and for PI controller, it will often have a short settling time with
overshoot performance. SIPIC scheme made it possible to have a controller with short
settling time with no overshoot performance due to its tuning decoupling ability. This
ability allows the proportional gain (Kp) and integral gain (Ki) to be tune separately.
SIPIC has shown ideal performance with little overshoot while maintaining
short settling time on a DC motor speed control application[7]. However, no work had
been done on applying the SIPIC scheme on a DC motor position control application.
Therefore, this research aims to validate the usage of proposed SIPIC controller in the
application of motor position control. The objectives of this research are as below:
. To develop a new anti-windup PI controller that is suitable for motor position
control.
. To validate the stability and performance of the new PI controller by studying
the overshoot, steady-state error and settling time of the controller.
. To investigate and determine the range of gain that will maximize the
performance of the PI controller for motor position control.
.
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2. Research Methodology
2.1 Experimental Setup
Hardware testing was done to verify the proposed SIPIC controller. Comparison
was done between SIPIC controller and conventional PI controller. The performance of
the controllers is evaluated based on theirs steady-state error, overshoot, rise time as
well as settling time. SCILAB and SCICOSLAB software were used to carry out
experiment and data analysis for both the controllers. Figure below shows the
equipment used for experimental testing purpose.

Figure 1. Experimental setup
2.2 SIPIC
This section focuses on the SIPIC controller and its characteristics. Based on
previous work done by [7], Eq. 1 shows the generic template where SIPIC was
developed from. 𝑄(𝑆), 𝑞𝑠𝑠 , 𝑓(𝑠), 𝑠 and 𝑛 represents Laplace form of integral state,
integral during steady state, function in Laplace form, Laplace domain and nonnegative integer respectively. 𝐴 and 𝐵 are constants. Eq. 2 below shows integral
component of SIPIC after various substitutions and derivations while Eq. 3 shows the
error equation of SIPIC.
𝑞𝑠𝑠
𝑠

− 𝑄(𝑆) = 𝐴𝑠 𝑛 𝑓(𝑠) + 𝐵
𝑏

(1)

𝑎

𝑘𝑖 𝑞𝑠𝑠 = 𝑣 − 𝑓𝑘 𝑦̇ + 𝑓𝑘 𝑒
𝑇

(2)

𝑇

𝑏

𝐸(𝑆) =

𝑒(0) (𝑠+𝑘𝑖 )+𝑘𝑖 𝑘𝑇 [𝑞𝑠𝑠 −𝑞(0)]
𝑓
𝑏
𝑓

(3)

𝑎
𝑓

( 𝑠+ +𝑘𝑝 𝑘𝑇 )(𝑠+𝑘𝑖 )−𝑘𝑖 𝑘𝑇

2.3 Input Reference
Based on the previous work done on SIPIC controller, the input reference was
modified for the application of motor position control. Fig. 2 shows the block diagram
for motor position control. From this, Eq. 4 was derived, and Eq. 5 shows the final input
reference for motor position control for SIPIC controller. Fig. 3 shows the SIPIC
controller block diagram for experimental setup whereas Table 1 shows the parameter
used to obtain the input reference.
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Figure 2. Motor position control block diagram
𝑋(𝑆) =

𝑣𝜃 (𝑆)− 𝜃(𝑠)𝑘𝑚
𝐿𝑠+𝑅

∗ ƞ𝑘𝑇

𝐿𝐽

𝑘𝑖 𝑞𝑠𝑠 = 𝑣𝑠𝑠 = 𝑣𝜃 + ƞ𝑘 𝑒⃛ +
𝑇

(4)
𝐵+𝑅𝐽
ƞ𝑘𝑇

𝐵𝑅

𝑒̈ + ƞ𝑘 𝑒̇ +
𝑇

ƞ𝑘𝑇 𝑘𝑚
ƞ𝑘𝑇

𝑒

Figure 3. SIPIC experimental setup block diagram
Table 1. Parameters for experiment [7]
Characteristics
Values
Viscous damping coefficient, B
2.12 x 10-4 kg m2/s
Inductance, L
0.005 H
Moment of inertia of motor, J
2.14 x 10-5 kg m2
Torque constant, KT
0.09 Nm/A
Back-emf constant, Km
0.09 Nm/A
0.8
Efficiency, ƞ
Resistance, R
7.8 Ω
Moment of inertia of mild steel black plating
8.63 x 10-5 kgm2
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3. Results and Discussions
This section shows the results obtained from hardware testing. Necessary
information was obtained from the extracted data and analysis was done to verify the
performance of each controller. Comparison was done between the two controllers to
verify the proposed SIPIC controller for motor position control under no load condition
and under load condition.
Two different step inputs were used for testing. For the first step input, the
controller travels from 0˚ to 90˚ and for the second input, the pointer travel from 270˚
to 90˚. To put this into real life application, the first input is similar as to when changing
steering direction of a vehicle while travelling in straight line while the second input is
similar as to changing the direction of a vehicle from left directly to right. The stability
in each case is different.
3.1 No Load
3.1.1 0 to 90
Table 2. Results for no load condition first input
Kp
1
1
1
1
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
15
15
15
15

Ki
1
5
10
15
1
5
10
15
1
5
10
15
1
5
10
15

Overshoot
PI
SIPIC
0.132
0.05
0.452
0.21
0.722 0.374
0.949 0.487
0.515 0.471
0.55
0.33
0.59
0.286
0.59
0.327
0.537 0.524
0.55
0.474
0.575 0.443
0.597
0.43
0.543 0.521
0.55
0.493
0.553 0.458
0.562 0.443

Rise Time
PI
SIPIC
0.078 0.086
0.064 0.091
0.056 0.095
0.05
0.094
0.021 0.021
0.02
0.022
0.02
0.024
0.02
0.03
0.019 0.019
0.019 0.019
0.019 0.019
0.019 0.019
0.019 0.019
0.019 0.019
0.019 0.019
0.019 0.019

Settling Time
PI
SIPIC
1.737
2.34
0.504 0.671
0.576 0.981
0.93
0.762
0.172 0.165
0.183 0.314
0.187 0.223
0.193 0.187
0.176 0.179
0.183 0.287
0.188 0.223
0.191 0.178
0.178 0.154
0.193 0.231
0.204 0.201
0.21
0.168

Figure 4. Performance graph when Kp = 1, Ki = 1
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Figure 5. Performance graph when Kp = 1, Ki = 15

Figure 6. Performance graph when Kp = 15, Ki = 15
Table 2 above shows the performance of both controllers when Kp is 1 and Ki
is 1, 5, 10 and 15 respectively. As the integral gain increases, both controllers
experience an increase in overshoot but SIPIC controller have a significantly lower
overshoot especially at higher Ki value. Moving on to the rise time of the controllers,
different pattern is seen in each controller. For PI controller, rise time decrease as the
integral gain increase but for SIPIC, rise time increase alongside the integral gain.
However, SIPIC shows higher rise time compared to PI controller. Lastly, the settling
time of the controllers is compared. Under comparison, when both the gain is 1, SIPIC
shows a higher settling time. When the integral gain is increased to 5, both controller
experience a big drop in settling time but as the integral gain continue to increase,
settling time gradually increase in PI controller but experience minor up and down
changes in SIPIC controller.
Next, Ki is kept at 1 and Kp is increased from 1 to 5, it is seen from results that
the overshoot for both controllers increased significantly. Rise time and settling time
decreases for both controller. Both controllers now experienced similar overshoot, rise
time as well as settling time. As the integral value increases, PI controller experience
slight increase in overshoot but SIPIC controller experience slight decrease in
overshoot. The rise time of PI controller remain constant whereas SIPIC controller has
slight increase in rise time when the integral gain increases. For settling time, PI
controller experience slight increase. For SIPIC controller, when the Ki value is increase
from 1 to 5, there is an increase in settling time but setting time experience a descent
when the Ki value is further increased.
The Kp value was then increased to 10. The increased of Kp value causes the
same effect to both controllers, increase in overshoot and settling time but decrease in
rise time. SIPIC controller still has a lower overshoot than PI controller, similar settling
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time and both controller now have the same rise time. As the integral gain increase,
overshoot for PI controller has a slight increase but a slight decrease is experienced by
SIPIC controller. There are no changes in rise time for both controller as this is the
lowest possible rise time due to hardware limitation. PI controller continue to
experience slight increase in settling time as Ki increases while settling time for SIPIC
controller first increase then decreases, like where the Kp is 5.
Lastly, Kp was increased to15. The rise time for both controllers is still 0.019s,
same as before. The increase in Kp causes a slight increase in overshoot and settling
time of PI controller but a slight decrease in overshoot and settling time of SIPIC
controller. Increasing Ki value continue to cause slight increase in overshoot of PI
controller but decrease in overshoot for SIPIC controller. Same pattern is also seen in
settling time of both controller. The increase in Ki value results in increase of settling
time for PI controller but for SIPIC controller, the settling time first increases then start
to decrease when the Ki value is further increased from 5.
Under no load condition first input, both controller shows very close
performance. The proposed SIPIC controller have lower overshoot at all parameter as
compared to conventional PI controller. SIPIC controller experiences higher rise time
at low Kp value but both controller experience similar rise time when Kp value is further
increased. Comparing the condition when both Kp and Ki is 15 as shown in Fig. 6, SIPIC
controllers outperform PI controller by having a lower overshoot as well as lower
settling time. This is because at higher Ki value, SIPIC controller experience decrease
in both overshoot and settling time but PI controller experience increase in both
components.
3.1.2 270 to 90
Table 3. Results for no load condition second input
Kp
1
1
1
1
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
15
15
15
15

Ki
1
5
10
15
1
5
10
15
1
5
10
15
1
5
10
15

Overshoot
PI
SIPIC
0.358 0.213
0.986 0.468
1.486 0.785
1.756 0.967
0.697 0.685
0.782 0.672
0.905 0.769
0.964 0.873
0.682 0.682
0.71
0.691
0.776 0.741
0.826 0.801
0.694 0.682
0.704 0.688
0.732 0.691
0.769 0.713

Rise Time
PI
SIPIC
0.069 0.076
0.061 0.089
0.053 0.091
0.049 0.095
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.029 0.031
0.029
0.03
0.029
0.03
0.029
0.03
0.029
0.03
0.029
0.03
0.029
0.03
0.029
0.03
0.029
0.03
0.029
0.03
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Settling Time
PI
SIPIC
2.209 1.942
0.584 0.647
0.499 0.868
1.223 1.137
0.184 0.943
1.212 0.485
0.916 0.328
0.721 0.223
0.196 0.496
0.255 0.435
0.98
0.307
0.943 0.237
0.214 0.224
0.223
0.36
0.631 0.267
0.935 0.219
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Figure 7. Performance graph when Kp = 1, Ki = 1

Figure 8. Performance graph when Kp = 1, Ki = 15

Figure 9. Performance graph when Kp = 15, Ki = 15
As shown in Fig. 6, when both value is 1, SIPIC controller has lower overshoot
and settling time as compared to PI controller, but higher rise time. When the Ki value
is increased, both controller experience an increase in overshoot but the increase in PI
controller are far more significant. Rise time for PI controller decreases as the value of
Ki increases but SIPIC controller experience higher rise time at higher Ki value. For
settling time, both controller first experience a decrease before increasing again as Ki
value is further increased. When Kp is 1 and Ki is 15, SIPIC controller performs slightly
better by having lower overshoot and settling time but higher rise time as compared to
PI controller.
Moving on, Kp value was increased from 1 to 5. Compared to when Kp value is
1, both controller now have higher overshoot, lower rise time and lower settling time.
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As the value of Ki increases, both controller experience an increase in overshoot. The
changes in rise time are insignificant in both controller. For settling time, SIPIC
controller goes through a steady decrease in settling time but an increase then decrease
in the PI controller. As the Ki value increases, the settling time of the SIPIC controller
starts to be significantly lower than the PI controller.
When the Kp is further increased to 10 and 15, the rise time of both controllers
remain the same as it is the lowest rise time possible. Both controller also experience
minor changes in overshoot with SIPIC controller still having lower overshoot than PI
controller. For settling time, SIPIC controller continue to show higher settling time than
PI controller when the Ki value is small but SIPIC controller then outperform PI
controller when the Ki value increases.
3.2 With Load
3.2.1 0 to 90
Table 4. Results for loading condition first input
Kp
1
1
1
1
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
15
15
15
15

Ki
1
5
10
15
1
5
10
15
1
5
10
15
1
5
10
15

Overshoot
PI
SIPIC
0.543 0.521
1.121 0.697
1.624 0.876
N/A 0.923
0.895 0.939
0.961 0.971
1.037 1.037
1.106 1.065
0.889 0.92
0.933 1.074
0.974 1.209
1.002 1.344
0.908 0.917
0.92 1.046
0.942 1.172
0.958 1.25

Rise Time
PI
SIPIC
0.096
0.1
0.083 0.097
0.075 0.095
N/A
0.09
0.037 0.037
0.039 0.037
0.036 0.037
0.036 0.037
0.035 0.035
0.036 0.035
0.035 0.035
0.035 0.035
0.035 0.035
0.035 0.035
0.035 0.035
0.035 0.035

Settling Time
PI
SIPIC
0.532 1.18
1.314 1.423
N/A 1.804
N/A 2.012
0.593 0.762
0.718 0.65
0.73 0.658
0.815 0.667
0.652 0.664
0.717 0.644
0.791 0.68
0.802 0.683
0.724 0.711
0.772 0.73
0.791 0.764
0.792 0.789

Figure 10. Performance graph when Kp = 1, Ki = 1
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Figure 11. Performance graph when Kp = 1, Ki = 15

Figure 12. Performance graph when Kp = 15, Ki = 15
Table 4 shows results of controller first input under loading condition. When
both Kp and Ki is 1 as shown in Fig. 10, SIPIC controller showed lower overshoot,
shorter rise time and settling time as compared to PI controller. As the Ki value
increases, both controller experience an increase in overshoot and decrease in rise time.
Both controller also experience an increase in the settling time of the controller but for
PI, the settling time were unable to be determined because the controller have not settled
in the given step time. When Kp is 1 and Ki is 15 as shown in Fig. 11, PI controller
shows very high oscillation and the overshoot, rise time and settling time were all not
able to be determined. SIPIC controller on the other hand, still showed a very stable
performance. This proves that SIPIC controller is more stable than conventional PI
controller.
As the Kp value is increases from 1 to 5, both controller experience higher
overshoot but lower rise time. PI controller experienced slightly longer slightly time
but SIPIC controller experienced shorter settling time. As the value of Ki increases, the
overshoot for both controller increases and both controller showed similar overshoot.
The difference in rise time of both controllers is insignificant while SIPIC controller
shows shorter settling time as Ki increases.
The Kp value is increased to 10 with Ki value being 1, 5, 10 and 15 respectively.
Compared to when Kp was 5, both controller experience slight decrease in overshoot
and rise time. PI controller has a longer settling time than before while SIPIC controller
now has shorter settling time. As Ki increases, overshoot for both controllers increases
while PI controller outperform SIPIC controller by having lower overshoot. Both
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controller shows similar rise time as this is the lowest possible value. Both controllers
also experience longer settling time as Ki increases but SIPIC performs slightly better
by having slightly shorter settling time.
Lastly, Kp value was increased to 15. Rise time remains the same for both
controllers. The increase in Kp value causes minor changes to overshoot in both
controller while increasing the settling time for both controller. As Ki increases, similar
pattern as before can be seen. Both overshoot and settling time increases alongside the
Ki value and PI controller still have lower overshoot while settling time are similar for
both controller.
3.2.2 270 to 90
Table 5. Results for loading condition second input
Kp
1
1
1
1
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
15
15
15
15

Ki
1
5
10
15
1
5
10
15
1
5
10
15
1
5
10
15

Overshoot
PI
SIPIC
1.209 1.033
2.18 1.429
3.251 1.586
N/A 1.778
1.414 1.527
1.599
1.9
1.803 2.281
1.985 2.516
1.388 1.495
1.508 1.74
1.624 1.951
1.712 2.108
1.42 1.442
1.467 1.655
1.527 1.803
1.58 1.916

Rise Time
PI
SIPIC
0.09 0.098
0.101 0.092
0.052 0.094
N/A 0.091
0.052 0.052
0.051 0.052
0.052 0.051
0.052 0.052
0.052 0.051
0.052 0.051
0.052 0.051
0.052 0.051
0.052 0.051
0.052 0.051
0.052 0.051
0.052 0.051

Settling Time
PI
SIPIC
N/A 0.647
1.507 1.137
N/A 1.679
N/A 1.756
0.73 0.824
0.788 0.791
1.081 0.907
0.968 0.94
0.769 0.72
0.858 0.774
1.171 0.834
1.034 0.93
0.837 0.83
0.952 0.855
0.978 0.895
1.112 0.999

Figure 13. Performance graph when Kp = 1, Ki = 1
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Figure 14. Performance graph when Kp = 1, Ki = 15

Figure 15. Performance graph when Kp = 15, Ki = 15
Table 5 show the results obtained for second input under loading condition.
When both Kp and Ki is 1 as shown in Fig. 13, PI controller shows higher overshoot,
longer settling time but slightly shorter rise time as compared to SIPIC controller. As
Ki value increases, a major increase in overshoot can be seen in the PI controller and
while SIPIC controller also experience an increase in overshoot, the increase is subtle
as compared to PI controller. A very minimal spike was seen in the PI controller when
Ki value was increased from 1 to 5 but the rise time then decreases when the value was
further increased to 10. For settling time, a steady increase can be seen in the SIPIC
controller as the Ki value increases. However, for the PI controller, it was unable to
settle inside the desired range within the step time given. Fig. 14 shows the controller
performance when Kp is 1 and Ki is 15, the overshoot and settling time experienced by
the PI controller is far higher than the SIPIC controller.
Moving on to Kp = 5, the increase in Kp value causes the overshoot of both
controller to increase and an increase in rise time can be seen in both controller. A more
stable performance is seen in the PI controller as the controller can settle in the given
step time while the SIPIC controller has a slightly longer settling time due to the
increase in Kp value. As the Ki value increases, overshoot starts to increase in both
controller and PI controller has a lower overshoot as compared to SIPIC controller. Rise
time of both controllers are similar while PI controller shows slightly shorter settling
time as compared to SIPIC controller.
When the Kp value is increased to 10, both controller experienced a decrease in
overshoot but slight decrease in the settling time. Rise time remains the same as it is
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the lowest possible rise time due to limitation of hardware. The pattern for overshoot is
similar as before where overshoot increase alongside the Ki value with PI controller
having lower overshoot than SIPIC controller. Similar trend can also be found in
settling time of both controller. As Ki increases, both controller starts to have longer
settling time and SIPIC controller perform slightly better in this aspect.
As the Kp value further increases to 15, PI controller continue to see an increase
in overshoot while SIPIC controller experience decrease in overshoot. Rise time
remains the same for both controller and settling time increased for both controller. The
same trend is seen for both overshoot and settling time of both controllers as Ki value
increases. When both Kp and Ki is 15 as seen in Fig. 15, PI controller performs better
in terms of overshoot while SIPIC controller shows more ideal performance in terms of
settling time.
4. Conclusion
To conclude this paper, a new type of anti-windup PI controller was used for
the application of motor position control and the performance of the proposed controller
was used to compare with the performance of a conventional PI controller. The
controllers were tested under no load and under loading condition while two different
inputs were used to test the controllers: 0˚ to 90˚ and 270˚ to 90˚. Results show that
under no load condition, SIPIC controller performs better than PI controller by having
lower overshoot and lower settling time across various gains. Under loading condition,
PI controller showed to be unstable under some of the gains as it experience large
amount of oscillations and overshoot as well as very long settling time whereas under
the same gain, the proposed SIPIC controller still shows acceptable performance. As a
conclusion, the proposed SIPIC controller shows a more reliable performance as
compared to PI controller when experiment was conducted. A wider range of gain can
be used for the SIPIC controller whereas PI controller only performs well under a small
range of gain.
As this paper only compares the performance between the proposed SIPIC
controller and conventional PI controller, the future work includes further validating
the performance of SIPIC controller in motor position control by comparing it with
other anti-windup PI controller. SIPIC controller can also be further refined to achieve
lower overshoot, shorter rise time and settling time. Wider range of gain can also be
used to test the performance of SIPIC controller to further test the stability of the
controller.
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Abstract
Modern UAVs available in the market have well-developed to cater to countless field
of application. UAVs have their own limitations in terms of flight range and
manoeuvrability. The traditional fixed-wing UAVs can fly for long distance but require
runways or wide-open spaces for take-off and landing. On the other hand, the more
trending multirotor UAVs are extremely manoeuvrable but cannot be used for long
distance flights because of their slower speeds and relatively higher consumption of
energy. This study proposed the implementation of hybrid VTOL UAV which have the
manoeuvring advantage of a multirotor UAV while having the ability to travel fast to
reach further distance. The design methodology and fabrication method are discussed
extensively which would be followed by a number of flight tests to proof the concept.
The proposed UAV would be equipped with quadcopter motors and a horizontal thrust
motor for vertical and horizontal flight modes respectively.
Keywords: UAV, VTOL, RC aircraft, drone
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1. Introduction
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) are aircrafts which are controlled remotely
via direct radio frequency communication or are equipped with autonomous devices to
performed autonomous mission flights. The active development in the field of UAV in
recent years has led to its increase in versatility in terms of its functionality and range
of application. Early UAVs development are generally divided into two separate types,
Fixed Wing UAV (FWUAV), and rotorcraft UAV (RUAV). FWUAVs typically have
longer endurance and thus can reach further than RUAV in a single flight, but require
runways for take-offs and landings. RUAVs on the other hand, are more maneuverable
and able to take-off and land vertically without any runway, but has much lesser
endurance due to their low efficiency in power consumption and low speed.
Therefore, to bridge the performance gap between RUAVs and FWUAVs, the
solution is to have a hybrid Vertical-Take-Off-Landing (VTOL) aircraft. This type of
aircraft will have the advantages of both FWUAV and RUAV and to a substantial extent
should be able to eliminate their shortcomings. In the aviation industry, major
companies have already successfully mass-produced and commercialized numerous
models of VTOL aircraft. A famous example of such aircraft is the Bell Boeing V-22
Osprey which combined the features of fixed wing aircraft and rotary wing aircraft via
the concept of tilt rotor mechanism. The tilt rotor mechanism is only one of the concepts
that was proven for successful VTOL flights. Other researchers have also explored
other concepts to incorporate into similar hybrid VTOL aircrafts. In the small to
medium UAV applications, particularly in the Radio-Controlled (RC) drone world,
only a few small-scale projects have been successful in flying VTOL aircrafts [1]. Also,
those projects that are successful experienced great difficulty in optimizing the
transition flight from rotor to fixed wing flight and vice versa. In addition,
manufacturers are still developing their own VTOL UAV for aerial-photography drone
market, but they are still yet to be commercialized.
The hybrid VTOL UAV design, however, have its own shortcomings compared
to both FWUAV and RUAV. The addition of extra propulsion system to cater for
horizontal and vertical flights resulted in significant extra weight carried by the vehicle.
Normally, a conventional RUAV model would only need four brushless motors for its
vertical propulsion and other maneuvers. An addition of horizontal flight would require
at least an extra motor for horizontal propulsion as well as a number of servo motors
for different maneuvers. There is also a notable increase in the complexity of the design
and control mechanism. The common VTOL UAV design can be classified into three
types. This include 1) TYPE1, which is a fixed wing aircraft with tilting rotor
mechanism, 2) TYPE2, which has no wings and has fixed vertical rotor(s), 3) TYPE3,
which has wings and vertical rotor(s) [2].
Each of these designs have its own complexity, with the TYPE1 being most complex
than others. Moreover, due to the difficulty in optimizing the transition flight from
vertical to horizontal flight and vice versa, the VTOL UAV may lose its balance during
the transition process and can lose a lot of altitude. Therefore, it is vital to design the
VTOL UAV that is lightweight, able to perform transition flight safely and also
relatively simple yet efficient propulsion system.
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This study reviews previous attempts at developing a VTOL UAVs as well as
current projects and combine suitable concepts into a better efficient prototype of a
VTOL UAV. Particularly, this study would emphasize the control development on the
transition flight mode for better stability and safety. This study proposed the
implementation of a TYPE3 VTOL UAV without the tilting mechanism as the scope
of this research. TYPE3 VTOL UAV is the least complex system and better stability
and safety during the transition flight mode as compared to the VTOL UAV with the
tilting mechanism. Another factor of the choice of VTOL type is limited time and cost
factor.
The proposed aircraft motor configuration would consist of four motors for its
vertical propulsion, a single motor for the horizontal propulsion and servo motors on
the control surface for horizontal flight maneuvering. Basically, the vertical propulsion
motors would be attached to the fixed wing platform to produce a hybrid VTOL UAV
system. Unlike the tilt rotor VTOL UAV, the vertical propulsion motors would not tilt
and would function to fulfill the vertical flight mode while the horizontal motor is used
for horizontal flight. This would reduce the system’s complexity as a result of different
flight modes are controlled by separate actuators.
In this paper, theoretical concepts behind the flight dynamics of a VTOL UAV
are established which would be the basis of this study. Later, detailed design process is
presented where the estimations, calculations, selection of materials, conceptual
designs and 3D modellings are justified by the mission requirement stated. At the end
of the design process, fabrication and assembly process of a VTOL UAV prototype are
done which are followed by a series of software simulations and actual flight tests to
support the concept of a non-tilting rotor VTOL UAV.

The concepts of how a fixed wing aircraft and multirotor works are quite simple.
However, developing a VTOL hybrid aircraft requires integrating the flight
characteristics of both fixed-wing aircraft and multirotor platforms. Therefore, it is
important to first have separate understanding on the general theory of how a fixedwing aircraft and multirotor aircraft works as well as the effective control technique to
stabilize the whole system.
The primary aim of this project is to determine the potential performance of a
small VTOL UAV. First, the VTOL UAV is to be designed and fabricated using
scientific methodologies. Then, a number of flight tests are performed under different
weather conditions to assess the stability performance during hover, transition and
winged flight. The secondary aim is to identify the flight duration of a VTOL UAV
compared to a common RUAV of similar specifications.
2. Theoretical Backgrounds
2.1 General Theory
Basically, a VTOL aircraft has the ability to fly like a fixed-wing airplane and
at the same time hover like a multirotor. A body fixed coordinate system is usually used
in flight dynamics where the coordinate system is fixed relative to the aircraft.
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For a multirotor aircraft in motion, it is appropriate to classify the three rotation
axes that can alter the craft’s attitude as 1) Roll: Rotation of x-axis, 2) Pitch: Rotation
of y-axis, 3) Yaw, rotation of z-axis. These axes of rotation are shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Coordinate system of a multirotor aircraft
A common multirotor propeller configuration usually consists of four propellers
or better known as a quadcopter. Other known multirotor configurations include
tricopter, hexacopter and octacopter. Different configurations are for different area of
application and have performance variation in terms of flight time, agility, stability and
payload capacity [3][4]. The propeller’s main task is to generate enough lift force to
bring the aircraft up to the sky and also deliver adequate thrust to move its current
position to forward, backward, left and right. The attitude of multirotors is actuated by
the difference in rotation speed of each propeller. Figure 2 shows how the aircraft’s
attitude change and the corresponding body movement when rotation speed of certain
propellers is manipulated [5]. There are four basic movement for multirotors.
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Figure 2: Attitude and Body Movement Change due to rotation speed change in
individual propeller
The multirotor must be able to achieved a reasonably stable flight during hover
before attempting to maneuver it in its pitch, roll and yaw axes. Stable flight requires
that the pitch and roll axes must be first stabilized. The multirotor will be at risk of
tipping over and crash if these axes are not controlled adequately. The pitch and roll
attitudes are determined using the gyroscope and accelerometer which is built onboard
the Flight Controller Unit (FCU). As for the yaw axis, it is less critical to stabilize the
axis provided that the multirotor is still controllable. Unstable yaw axis would slightly
drift the multirotor body in that axis but can be balanced by using the radio controller.
For a fixed-wing airplane in motion, the coordinate system is similar to that of
the multirotor. A clear difference is that airplanes use propellants that is aligned to its
fuselage for forward propulsion. Lift in this case is generated by the aerodynamic
pressure difference between the upper and lower surface of the wing. The attitude of
the aircraft is controlled using the control surfaces attached on the main wing,
horizontal tail wing and vertical tail wing. The three control surfaces are called 1)
Elevator: Control the pitch axis, 2) Aileron: Control the roll axis, 3) Rudder: Control
the yaw axis.

Figure 3: Coordinate System of a fixed-wing aircraft [6]
Similar to multirotors, to fly fairly stable while in straight-and-level flight, the
roll and pitch axes must be stabilized properly. In full-scale manned aircraft, this can
be done by directly trimming the ailerons and elevators. In the case of small-scale
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unmanned fixed-wing aircraft, the roll and pitch axes can be stabilized by using the
attitude sensors such as the accelerometer and gyroscope.
Designing and fabricating a hybrid VTOL UAV system involves considering
the flight dynamics of both multirotor and fixed-wing systems. The dynamics would
become more complex due to propulsion units for longitudinal and vertical movements.
To simplify the hybrid VTOL UAV concept, during vertical flight mode, the UAV is
assumed to follow the flight dynamics of a multirotor system, whereas during horizontal
flight mode, it is expected that the craft’s flight dynamics follow fixed-wing flight
dynamics. During the transition flight mode, the aircraft will be in a varying stated and
the gravity can be overcome by both vertical and longitudinal propulsion units until the
craft has complete the transition process. Optimizing the altitude requires the
controlling motor outputs properly. In the transition to horizontal flight mode, lack of
vertical motor outputs while not achieving minimum stall speed would severely
decrease the altitude. Inversely, while transiting to vertical flight mode, reducing the
longitudinal motor output below minimum stall speed before the vertical motors
achieve adequate thrust would lead to reduce in altitude. It should be noted that
maximum airspeed is limited to the rated power of the longitudinal propulsion unit.
Moreover, additional structure to support the vertical propulsion system may add to the
drag during horizontal flight mode. However, these extra drags can be counteracted by
having wings with high lift coefficient characteristics.

2.2 PID Control Technique
Proportional, integral and derivative (PID) control is one of the most attractive
techniques used to stabilize as well as optimize the control of UAVs [7]. During flight,
it is preferred to have a stable flight where the aircraft maintained its desired attitude
effortlessly without external inputs from the user. In cases where wind or other external
disturbance detected, the FCU as processing unit will compute the errors between
current and desired attitude and perform necessary corrections. PID control try to
balance out these disturbance by giving out more motor and/or servo outputs
accordingly.

Figure 4: General PID Block Diagram
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PID control can be easily understood by representing it in block diagram shown in
Figure 4 above. The steps for PID control are:

1. The desired state is first determined and the previously measured state is
presented at the beginning of the loop to compute the state error e(t) = Desired
State – Measured State
2. The proportional, integral and derivative terms are calculated as KP*e(t),
KI*(integral of e(t)) and KD*(derivative of e(t)) respectively.
3. . The 3 terms are totaled up to obtain the motor/servo output, u(t) = P + I + D
In reality, it would be difficult to obtain a stable system by concurrently tuning
the control gains, (KP, KI and KD) of the PID controller on all three axes. Therefore, the
more critical axes, which are the pitch and roll are first stabilized separately before the
yaw axis. PID Control method will yield the desired stability performance
characteristics on all axes when the control gains are tuned correctly.
PID control is the most widely used method in theoretical approach and
engineering applications partly because exhaustive dynamics models are not required
to implement this method. Obtaining the best control gain parameters can be done by
modifying the gains live during flight tests according the control effect of the UAV
until the desired response is achieved [8]. Many researchers who have resorted to
develop UAV based on PID control have achieved stable flights on their experimental
platforms in different modes. Therefore, due to its reliability, PID control is adopted in
this study.
3. Design Methodology
3.1 Flow Chart
Requirement of
VTOL

Survey / Technical
analysis and Design

Specification of
subsystem

Survey of part availability /analysis

Fabrication of part or purchase of parts
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Assembly and Test (lab)

Field Trial

Figure 5: Design Methodology Flowchart
The flow chart for the overall research design (Figure 5) was prepared at the beginning
of this project. This flow chart will serve as the general guidance to steer this project
on the right direction. The flow chart is divided into two parts, in which the first part
concentrate on the design and the second part focus on the fabrication and flight tests.
The outcome of this research is to study the performance of the proposed hybrid VTOL
UAV by analysis of flight data recorded during test flights.

3.2 Specifying Requirements
The requirements of the proposed TYPE3 VTOL UAV are established after
considering the information obtained from literature survey conducted. These
requirements are set in a way that the UAV is practically feasible in term of design,
fabrication and flight test.
There are a few basic UAV requirements established in this study. First, TYPE3
VTOL UAV, which consist of conventional fixed wing aircraft attached with fixed
vertical rotors to be incorporated into the VTOL design. The UAV should have long
flight range and able to reach desired location as fast as possible at reasonable time.
The UAV should be maneuverable at narrow and confined spaces like a helicopter.
Maximum payload of 1 kg is to be allowed which may consist of imaging equipment,
gimbals, etc. The UAV should be capable of performing VTOL operations with
acceptable safety and stability characteristics. The transition flight mode from rotor
flight to fixed-wing flight and vice versa is to be handled manually or autonomously.
All-Up-Weight (AUW) of less than 3.5 kg. Wing span of about 1.5 – 2.0 m. Five-rotor
system (vertical quadrotors and single horizontal rotor) for stability and reduction in
complexity. The expected cruise velocity range of approximately 15 – 20 m/s. The stall
speed is thus should be around 70% of the minimum cruise velocity. Lastly, it would
be equipped with versatile flight controller unit able to handle manual controls and
execute autonomous missions.
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Figure 6: Overview of the proposed VTOL UAV

3.3 Test Protocol
The prototype would be conducted in both manual and autonomous flights. The
UAV would take off vertically in vertical flying mode, then perform transition to
horizontal flying mode, fly straight and level to a certain designated waypoint, then
perform transition to vertical flying mode again and finally land the UAV safely. For
manual flight, a ground user would pilot the UAV via radio control transmission.

Figure 7: Prototype Mission Profile
From Figure 7, the biggest challenge is to perform the transition flight from
horizontal flight to vertical flight mode and vice versa. During this portion of the flight,
the UAV may lose some altitude due to the reduction in lift force vector while slowing
down the vertical motors. Hence, the horizontal motors need to produce enough thrust
to accelerate the UAV quickly for the wings to replace the vertical motors in generating
lift. Another method to address this possible altitude lose is to develop and effective
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control system where the vertical motors would continue to generate enough lift while
in transition until it passed the minimum stall speed.
3.4 Structural Design Parameters
To design a small-scale VTOL UAV, it is important to limit certain parameters of sizes
to a practically reasonable figure so that other parameters concerning dimensions would
be feasible for fabrication. The design parameters chosen should also obey known
theoretical concepts and equations to confirm that the VTOL UAV will be able to
accomplish stable and safety flights across all its flight modes. The general procedures
to determine basic structural design parameters are:
1. Estimate the All-Up-Weight of the aircraft
2. Wing Design: Determine the size of the wing loading, wing span, aspect ratio
and chord
3. Fuselage Design: Determine the size of the fuselage
4. Tail Design: Determine the size of the tail wing and its distance from the main
wing
These general procedures will be used to estimate the size of the prototype. After
fabrication and flight tests, the actual dimensions will be adjusted accordingly.

3.5 Weight Estimation
Before fabricating the prototype, some components which are readily available was
weighed while the weight of components that needed to be work is estimated. The total
All-Up-Weight (AUW) would be designed slightly higher than the total estimated
weights. This is because normally, the actual prototype weight will be higher than the
initial weight calculations. Estimating the extra weight also increase the margin for the
extra payload. It is important to determine the right AUW for the prototype as the
subsequence design calculations are based entirely on this parameter.

Table 1: Weight Estimate for proposed prototype
Item
Mass (g) Quantity Total Mass (g)
Motor
85
5
425
ESC and PDB
65
5
325
Battery 3s 6000mAh
422
1
422
FCU, gps, power module, receiver
114
1
114
Propeller
12
5
60
Servo
60
4
240
Aluminium frame
700
1
700
Polystyrene Board
600
1
600
Plywood base
200
1
200
Consumables (bolts, nuts, cable ties, glues, etc)
150
1
150
Total All-Up-Weight
3236
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Hence, AUW would be estimated a bit higher than the calculated value to be 3.5 kg.
3.6 Wing Design
First, Wing Loading, Wl is to be calculated (Equation 1).
𝑊𝑙 =

𝐴𝑈𝑊
𝑆𝑊

(5)

The wing loading needs to be as low as possible to ensure minimum stress exerted
during flight can be sustained by the wing. Wing loading value is more important than
the actual weight of the aircraft because it tells how much weight is carried by each unit
of wing area, SW. From literature survey, 10 kg/m2 is selected which would make SW
to be about 0.32 m2. Next, the wingspan, b can be calculated from the wing’s Aspect
Ratio formula given in Equation (2) below.
𝐴𝑅 = 𝑏 2 /𝑆

(6)

Generally, for normal aircrafts that are designed for low speed flights have typical
Aspect Ratios around 5-10. Higher Aspect Ratio increase the gliding capability of the
aircraft and can fly at lower speed. AR = 10 is chosen so that the proposed VTOL UAV
can safely glide in case of motor failure. Therefore, bW = 1.8 m.
To determine the wing chord, CW, the wing is considered to have rectangular shape,
this is shown in Equation 3.
𝑆 =𝑏∗𝐶
Hence, CW = 0.18 m

(7)

For the Aileron sizing, the suitable Aileron area, Sa = 20% of SW
Therefore,
Sa = 0.32*0.2 = 0.064 m2
ba = (0.064*10)0.5 = 0.8 m
Ca = 0.064/0.8 = 0.08 m
For the chosen wing size, the Reynold’s number, Re have to be confirmed to be in the
laminar region. Reynold’s number is given as in Equation 4.
𝑅𝑒 =

𝑉𝐶
𝜈

At STP air condition, ρ = 1.225 kg/m3, ν = 1.46e-5 m2/s
For the estimated cruise speeds,
Re@V=15m/s = 1.85e-5
Re@V=20m/s = 2.46e-5
Therefore, the flow will be in the laminar region.
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3.7 Tail Design
For the tail sizing, the calculations are similar to the wing sizing calculations. For this
study, a flat horizontal tail consisting of only elevator control surface is chosen. The
yaw axis of the prototype would not be controlled as it would add to the complexity
and for the time being is unnecessary to proof the concept of hybrid VTOL UAV.
Instead, the yaw axis can still be controlled while the UAV is in vertical flight mode.
The initial step is to determine the location of the tail wing from the main wing. This
location should produce enough moment to control the pitch axis. As a general rule, the
distance from leading edge of the wing to the leading edge of the tail should be around
thrice of CW, in this case it would be approximately 0.6 m.
The next step is to determine the surface area of the horizontal tail, Sht, which is
normally about 30% of SW.
Sht = 0.3*0.32 = 0.096 m2
The Aspect Ratio of horizontal tail is taken as 3. The subsequent calculations to find
tail span and tail chord are the same as Equation (2) and (3) respectively. This gives bht
= 0.53 m and Cht = 0.18 m.
For the Elevator sizing, the the suitable Elevator area, Se = 20% of Sht
Therefore,
Se = 0.096*0.2 = 0.0192 m2
be = (0.0192*3)0.5 = 0.24 m
Ce = 0.0192/0.24 = 0.08 m

3.8 Fuselage Design
The fuselage does not have any specific calculations as the prototype will use the F450
quadcopter frame as the base fuselage. This frame’s aerodynamic shape can be
improved to cater for the horizontal flight mode by covering the center hub using light
materials and incorporating shape that can improve lift and reduce drag. Covering the
center hub also protects the exposed main electronics part such as the flight controller
unit, battery, GPS unit and power distribution board.

Figure 8: F450 frame
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3.9 Material Selection
Key and critical parameters in the design of such UAV is choice of material.
Every single part from the smallest item such as screw to the largest part such as wing,
weight is the critical factor when come to selection. Ideally the lightest material and
yet roust against mechanical (drop, shock) and environment (water proof, salt spray
compliant, altitude /low pressure, oil/chemical contamination/corrosion) shall be
selected. Such UAV that normally use in harsh environment shall comply with some
international standard of complaint to ensure the product is robust and can be use in any
kind of application/situation. High investment in design/fabrication and qualification
test shall be anticipated.
However, final choice of material and choice of manufacturing/fabrication
techniques is also depending on cost affordability and quantity to be produced. For this
study which is consider a prototype or PoF (Proof of Concept) model the choice of
material is not at all compliant to the above Mil Standard. What most important in this
study is the VTOL is really working and demonstrable. Material for the wing should
be light enough and easily available. In this study, wing material is made out of Depron
foam which is very lightweight, easy to shape and low cost [9]. The frame support
would consist of combination of the ready-made F450 frame to house the electronics
components and hollow 1” by ½” aluminium bar.
3.10 Electronics Design
No specific electronic design take place in this stud. Most electronic parts such
as the motor, control module, radio frequency modules and battery/charger are COTFs
(commercial on the shelf) item. Main activities in the electronic is on parts/systems
integration activities.
Key and critical electronic part /subsystem of the UAV are:
- Radio Remote control
- Brushless Motor
- Battery capacity /voltage

3.10.1 Brushless Motor
Most important in the selection of this motor are specification of RPM vs supply
voltage and durability and also some spec of water proof and temperature. Long flight
duration could cause heat issue and to some extend it could melt the insulation of the
motor coils and causing short circuit. It is advisable not to use the motor up to the
maximum limit of voltage supply. For real design for commercial use, water proof or
splash proof is a must for this motor. IP65 standard which outlined protection against
contact and infiltration of water and dirt (IP) standard recognized internationally
and is available free download from internet. For this study which is proof of
concept project, requirement such as IP65 is not really consider. What most important
is the capability in term is RPM and weight.
3.10.2 Battery
There are many battery technologies available commercially, named NiCd, LiIon, Li-Polymer, Lead Acid etc. For this mobile application, capacity density (how
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energy stored in a specific volume/weight) is critical. The smaller the size with the
higher energy density is the preferred technology. As far as today is concern Li-Ion
battery is the most common battery technology for mobile application. It is a stable
technology. Li-polymer is better in term of energy capacity and with flexible shape, but
is more expensive. NiCd is obsolete technology and Lead Acid is for automotive
application.
Rechargeable Li-Polymer battery is the best choice, cheap and good energy capacity
and current rating value. In addition, this batter has a good life cycle (charge/discharge)
1000 cycle, long lasting usage.
3.10.3 Electronics Layout and Operation
Figure 9 below is the wiring diagram on the electric part of the VTOL-UAV.
The heart or the core engine of the system is the Pihawx Flight Control Unit, a control
processor unit. Its control the rotation or RPM of the motor during takeoff, landing or
horizontal movement of the VTOL-UAV.

Figure 9: Wiring Diagram for Onboard
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The input of speed (increase or decrease the motor RPM) are come from the
operator at the ground. Data was transmitted from the transmitter RC at the ground to
receive remote control on the VTOL-UAV by microwave signal operating at 2.4Ghz
(ISM unlicensed band for commercial application). Other data transmitter from the
ground is the controlling /navigation info for the aircraft. The range (how far the UAV
can fly from the operator) is determined by transmitted power of the RC at the ground
and the receiver sensitivity of the RC receiver on board the UAV. It must me line of
sight link, i.e. any blockage such as rain, cloud, trees will degrade the reachable range
of the remote control.
Beyond the reachable range of the RC or due to blockage it will cause the
VTOL-UAV be flying with control and the risk it fall/drop to ground will be
unavoidable.
On board of the VTOL-UAV there is GPS and telemetry unit. GPS device read
the position, speed? and altitude of the UAV. These GPS data together with information
on battery status and sensor (such as camera) could be send back to the ground center
the telemetry transmitter operating at 915Mhz. In this prototype mode camera was not
installed as it is not part of the scope of the project.
The supply for all the system is comes from the reachable 11.1V LI Ion battery.
The battery could be later change to 14.8V (will extra cell) to increase the RPM of the
motor, in case the 11.1V does nt adequate to lift the VTOL-UAV.
The duration of the flight depends on the capacity of the battery. The higher
battery capacity the longer the VTOL-UAV can fly.
3.11 VTOL mechanism
Key element to ensure the VTOL capability of the four (4) motors with rotary
blade stability to lift the load. All the four rotary blades will be at the same speed
(Rotation per minute) and acceleration rate i.e. changing the RPM from one state to
another state. Increasing the RPM mean increasing the height or takeoff stage.
Decreasing the speed or RPM mean reducing the altitude or to land. Same RPM for all
the vertical blade and weight balance are the key to ensure stability during takeoff
landing and horizontal movement. The speed of the propeller and stability will be
achieved by mean of PID stability control techniques as described in the earlier section
3.2 above.
Horizontal movement (speed of the UAV) is by mean of controlling the RPM
of then horizontal motor/propeller. Attitude control and stability is achieved by
adjusting the control surface accordingly and tuning the PID control gains. Manual
adjustments of speed/RPM of all motor/propeller are remotely done by mean of radio
remote control while during autopilot missions, the UAV would follow the designated
speed as programmed in the software.
3.12 3D Modelling
The 3D modelling is done in Solidworks software. Basically, the critical parts
that need to be modelled are the main wing and the horizontal tail wing which would
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be made from Depron foam. Other parts such as the plastic and aluminium frames are
less important to model because these parts are known for their reliability and strength
during actual flight test and would not be easily be damaged by light crashes. The steps
for the 3D modelling are:
1. Determine the airfoil shape of the wing
2. Project the airfoil cross-section into 3D model
3. Assemble of the wings with the frame

Figure 10: 3D Modelling of Wing Section
The cross-section (airfoil shape) of the wing is modelled using standard NACA
coordinates which are available online. For the proposed prototype, the suitable airfoil
would be the NACA 3414 airfoil family. It has low camber and the lower surface is
quite flat and therefore would produce good Lift-Drag ratio for the estimated airspeeds.

Figure 11: 3D Modelling of Tail Section
For the horizontal tail cross-section, NACA 0012 airfoil family is used which is
thinner and result in lower drag. As calculated before, the area of the horizontal tail is
quite small and therefore the tail is expected to be able to withstand pressure during
flight. In addition, both the main and tail wing would be reinforced with aluminium
angled beam if the actual flight tests fail to sustain it from crashes.
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3.13 Software setups
Mission planner software is used to setup the Pixhawk flight controller unit. This
software uploads the correct firmware to Pixhawk to match the prototype’s vehicle type
which is a hybrid VTOL UAV. This software is also used to tune the PID control gains
to achieve optimum stability. This can be done during actual flight tests where the gains
are adjusted accordingly by the pilot or can be set before flight tests and Trial-and-Error
method is used to obtain the best result.

Figure 12: Mission Planner PID Tuning Tab

4. Results and Discussions
The fabrication was done successfully and the final prototype was tested to be fully
functional. The built of the prototype is shown in Figure 5.1. After complete fabrication
and assembly has been done, physical inspection along with subsystems and full system
tests were performed.

Figure 13: Final Prototype After Complete Fabrication and Assembly
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Apart from this, the dataflash logs from actual flight tests were successfully recorded
for further analysis. Using the advanced FCU which is equipped onboard the system,
various type of data can be recorded. However, the data that are of interest for this
project includes the PID response performance within the 3 axis of rotation, the
vibration level about the three axes and also the flight trajectory data.
The flight modes that were used when the data was recorded are stabilize,
altitude hold and loiter mode. These three modes are the flight modes in vertical flights.
As for the horizontal flight modes, the flight tests could not be done yet due to
limitations in available open space that are safe for flight tests. In stabilize mode, the
position and altitude control is performed manually. In altitude hold mode, the altitude
is controlled autonomously while the UAV position can still be drifted due to wind. In
loiter mode, both altitude and position hold is controlled autonomously. In all these
three modes, the accelerometer onboard the FCU is automatically stabilized where
minimum user intervention is required to hold the UAV in a perfect hover.
The graph shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15 highlight the vibration level (m/s/s)
as well as the roll response (m/s/s) against time. These graph is display the flight time
of about 1 minute to ease the visualization of the graphs. In summary, the stability
performance in roll and other axes was at acceptable levels where the response of the
system, recorded in unit of m/s/s, followed closely to the desired inputs either from the
user or the FCU itself as it tried to auto-stabilize the axes continuously. Further tuning
of the PID gain values may be required to obtained a more desired performance. As for
the vibration levels, the values recorded also fell within acceptable level of vibrations
in all axes (below 60 m/s/s). This suggests that for future works, it would be suitable to
install a camera onboard for in-flight monitoring and for other purposes.

Figure 14: Graph of Vibration levels in all three axes.
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Figure 15: Graph for desired roll and roll response axis
5. Conclusion
Based on the theoretical study and flight data analysis, the proposed hybrid
VTOL UAV system would achieve the predicted flight performance in terms of
stability and flight range. This study encountered some challenges where the fabrication
of the prototype cannot be completed within the specific time due to delay in receiving
new part (motors) due to defect and also sourcing the right material for the wing.
6. Future Work
The model VTOL-UAV assembly are still in progress. Main components such
as the motors/ and RCs are functional well. Below show some of the pictures of parts
or and the construction of the assembly which is still in progress.
The design and development of “VTOL” vertical takeoff and landing UAV
prototype is really a preliminary stage in the design, and commercialization of this
platform needs much more improvement. With the limitation of facilities, budget and
expertise, it is difficult to release the prototype to fully meeting the targeted objectives.
The VTOL is not only mechanical product that require Only mechanical expertise, it
does require competency in electronic and RF (Radio frequency) communication as
well. Using COTF solution for the electronic and communication could be adequate as
stating point in the study phase but customization does required in order to be able to
meet the desire targets I,e. range, robustness, interference free etc.
The proposed product is not a hobby kind of UAV, it is rather to be used for
professional application. Certification and validation by authorized agencies such as
DCA and SIRIM is required. The following are recommendation and steps in order to
proceed the project.
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Abstract
The biggest challenge of current high speed rail in a train is getting it to stop. The
operating speed of these trains has placed a heavy load on brakes, causing it to wear out
quickly thus required more frequent maintenance and replacements. This posed as a
large disadvantage to its operating cost and safety rating. The idea is to utilize
contactless braking as an alternative solution; circular eddy current braking system.
Circular eddy current braking system works by converting the mechanical energy to
heat and is wasted away by dissipating it to the surrounding. This causes massive
amounts of heat generated and dissipated to the surrounding which negatively affects
the lifespan of the mechanical components. This study is intended reduce the heat
generated from eddy current braking and also to study the possibility of circular eddy
current brakes in recycling the mechanical energy to electrical energy by implementing
a generator to simultaneously function along the circular eddy current brakes which
could also contributes to the braking force as well. The study is conducted through
simulation using COMSOL multiphsysics to measure the current density, heat
produced in watts and time taken for the disc’s angular velocity to achieve zero. From
the results, it is shown that by changing the type of material for the disc, the overall
heat generated from braking has been reduced by approximately 19.68%. Throughout
the substitution of material, despite the reduction in heat generation, the braking force
did not experience reduction in strength and is still able to maintain the same braking
time.

Keywords: Contactless Braking, Circular Eddy Current Braking System, Energy
Recycling, Regenerative Braking, Generator
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1. Introduction
The primary objective for railway transportation is to get from a departure point to
designated location within the lowest travel time possible. As such requirement has
brought railway transportation to the development of high speed railway. In order to be
categorized as a high speed rail, the trains are required to be able to achieve a speed
limit of approximate 250km/h on specific tracks and at least an approximation of
200km/h on alternative sections of the tracks [1]. With travelling time significantly
improved, productivity increases and in turn, the overall transportation efficiency
benefits greatly.
The conventional braking system currently implemented is known as the “dynamic
and regenerative braking” system which basically is an electrical traction motor system
that is electrically powered and coupled with direct current generators to slow and stop
the train [2]. This form of braking is categorized under contact braking where parts are
in contact generating resistance for the said desired output [2].
However, these conventional braking systems are prone to overheat with generally
being exposed to high angular velocity and inertia. Inducing the electric traction motors
to heat exposure for a long period of time would cause damage to the insulator through
premature aging, instability characteristics of traction motor due to change in resistance
when heated and reduced mechanical strength of the conductors and insulation,
ultimately resulting engine failure [3].
For eddy current braking, the concept revolves around magnetism which obeys the
Faraday’s Law and Lenz’s Law. In layman terms, braking is induced from introducing
same polarity against each other which results in repelling motion to create resistance
in motion. This is all achieved under electronic contactless braking (ECB) with the
control of electrical current in varying the resistance or “braking strength”. Under ECB
technology, the brake is essentially wear-free, able to be more resistant to higher
temperatures during operation, has fast, simple and effective actuations from derived
from utilizing electric signals, and lesser susceptibility to wheel lock [4].
The concept of utilizing eddy current as an alternative for resistance force
motion is currently widely accepted on railway transportation although implementation
are still under preliminary stages. Theoretically, eddy current braking would prove to
be a better replacement for current braking system used in conventional high speed rails.
2. Literature Review
High speed rails exist since the invention of railways in the 1830’s [5]. With the
progression of time, high speed rails improve radically, achieving greater velocities
without compromising safety, ultimately aiming for the objective of getting to
destination in the shortest time possible safely. As of year the 2017, the world’s fastest
rolling stock production train goes to the “Harmony CRH380A” trainset, capable of
achieving 486.2km/h [6] which was manufactured by CRRC Qingdao Sifang Co., Ltd.
in China and operates using traction motor [6]. As for traction motors, heat is generated
due from the electrical losses within the components of the system primarily sourcing
from the copper loss and iron loss in the conductor [7]. As such, the traction motors
adapted self-circulation cooling method in which a fan is mounted on the armature of
the shaft of motor. When the armature is in motion, it would drive to fan to redirect air
for cooling [7]. This is essential to the traction motors as the impact of overheating the
traction motor would reduce mechanical strength of the conductors and insulators,
causing increased wear rate and subsequently reducing the service life of the
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components which ultimately results in mechanical failure [3]. The proposed solution
to this is to replace traction motors with eddy current braking system which is capable
of regenerative braking as well.
In theory, eddy current braking would prove to be a better replacement for the
traction motors used in conventional high speed rails. This is due to the different
braking mechanics of both systems. The traction braking system implements the
“dynamic and regenerative braking” system which basically utilized electrical current,
DC motor and generators to slow and stop the train [8]. This form of braking in
categorized under contact braking where parts are in contact generating resistance for
the said desired output [8]. For eddy current braking, the concept revolves around
magnetism which obeys the Faraday’s Law and Lenz’s Law. In layman terms, braking
is induced from introducing same polarity against each other which results in repelling
motion to create resistance in motion. This is all achieved under eddy current braking
with the control of electrical current in varying the resistance or “braking strength”.
Under ECB technology, the brake is essentially wear-free, able to be more
resistant to higher temperatures during operation, has fast, simple and effective
actuations from derived from utilizing electric signals, and lesser susceptibility to wheel
lock [8].
The working principle of eddy current braking system obeys two laws of
magnetism which are:
 Faraday’s Law of Induction
 Lenz Law
Faraday’s Law of Induction, states that electromotive force (EMF) is generated
when a magnetic field is interacted with an electrical circuit. The EMF voltage
could be calculated using Eq. (1),
EMF, 𝜀 =

𝜕∅𝐵
𝜕𝑡

(9)

Where, ∅𝐵 represents the magnetic flux under change with respect to time. The
magnetic flux, ∅𝐵 is calculated from Eq. (2). Essentially, the EMF calculate is used to
determine the amount of voltage being able to be generated from eddy current braking
prior to being dissipated as heat to the surrounding.
∅𝐵 = B.A

(2)

In Eq. (2) B is the magnetic field and A area perpendicular to the magnetic field
that was intersected. In this case, the area A, would represent the conductor cutting
through the magnetic field generated by the electromagnet.
The magnetic field B is calculated from using Eq. (3) & (4) which consist of a
constant derivative of μ0 representing the permeability of free space which is also
known as the magnetic constant.
Magnetic 𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒, 𝐵 =

(𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒)(𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒)
2π(𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒)
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𝜇0 𝐼
2πr

(4)

The permeability of free space constant value would be as listed in Eq. (5) below:
𝜇0 = 4 π x 10−7

𝑇. 𝑚
𝐴

(5)

Based from the motion, in the perspective of the conductor, it experiences magnetic
flux which varies with respect to time, in which proves true to Lenz’s Law in regards
to the electric field. This governs under the Maxwell’s Equation:
when: ∇. 𝐸⃗
∇ × 𝐸⃗ =

⃗
𝜕𝐵
𝜕𝑡

(6)

From the electric field resulted, current is induced circulating around the conductor.
And by Ohm’s Law:
𝐽 = 𝜎. 𝐸⃗

(7)

Where:
𝐸⃗ = Electric field strength
⃗ = Magnetic field/flux density
𝐵
𝐽 = Current density
𝜎 = Conductivity of material `
∅𝐵 = Magnetic flux
The current density J in this case is also known to be “eddy currents”. As acknowledged,
all electrical currents produce their own magnetic field and in this case, the eddy current
produces its own magnetic field with its respective polarity which is highlighted in the
depicted Figure 1 below.
The formation of magnetic field from the eddy current generated is location near points
where the magnet’s magnetic field intersects with the conductor. And from the example
above, it is seen that eddy current magnetic field is formed on two sections; in front and
behind the magnet. Focusing on its polarity, the eddy current magnetic field ‘behind’
the magnet possess polarities that tends to pull the magnet away from travelling
downwards while the eddy current magnetic field ‘in front’ of the magnet possess
polarity as such that it ‘pushes’ the magnet, opposing its direction of travel. Under the
summation of forces, the overall magnetic force is opposing the magnet’s weight, thus
resisting its motion to a certain degree. The summation of forces is derived as below:
Σ𝐹 = 𝑚𝑔 − 𝐹1 − 𝐹2

(8)

(Where mg > F1+ F2. This case would always serves true.)
The current railway transportation field, eddy current braking is still considered under
preliminary stages with minimal implementation, mostly revolving around
experimental stages due to lack of study in regards to this braking technology even
though this braking system has been discovered over a century ago. This is due from
the lack of usability of eddy current braking at low speeds and inability to hold the
object; prevention of motion towards the subject. Reason being is due to the basic
principles operating of the eddy current braking system which obey Faraday’s Law and
Lenz’s Law Faraday’s Law of induction states that interaction a magnetic field and an
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electrical circuit would generate an EMF which is measureable in volts. Taking on
Faraday’s Law, Lenz’s Law agrees with Faraday’s Law of induction on the
electromotive force generated but Emil Lenz added that from the electromotive force,
the induced current generated from it would behave in such that that it would create an
electromagnetic field that opposes the direction that produced it. This in hand means
that eddy current would always generate an electromagnetic field which opposes the
direction of that produced it of which in layman terms, in order for eddy current to exist,
there must be motion between the conductor and the magnet source, whether it be a
permanent magnet or and electrical powered magnet. From the above said statement, it
could be deduced that the eddy current magnetic field strength is proportional to the
relative velocity in between conductor and magnet. Having lower relative velocity
difference means lesser electromagnetic force to act as braking force.
Upon the initial study, one of the research objective is aimed to reduce the
amount of heat generated by eddy current braking system during braking sequence.
However, further study determines that an electromagnet actually gains strength when
operating at higher temperature. This means to say that the magnetic strength is
proportional to the temperature value [9]. Given an electromagnet with the strength of
1 tesla at room temperature of 24 degree Celsius, when exposed to 0 degree Celsius
room temperature, its strength was halved [9]. Upon exposing the electromagnets to dry
ice with approximately -60 degree Celsius, the strength dropped dramatically,
measuring about 0.3 tesla which is about 3000 gauss [9].
Reverting to the other end of the temperature spectrum, having the
electromagnets to rest back at 24 degree Celsius, the electromagnets were then heated
up to 100 degree Celsius. The magnetic strength measured was approximately 1.3 tesla
[9]. This is due to when electricity is being exposed to high temperature, the electrons
would receive energy in form of heat, increasing its atomic vibration, causing electrons
to collide more with the lattice. From this manner, this would cause the drift velocity to
decrease [9]. Simply put, electromagnets strength is proportional to the temperature of
its surrounding. Through the equation of V=IR, lower temperature results in lower
resistance, thus resulting in lower voltage. By increasing the surrounding temperature,
it would affect the resistance in the wire to be higher which causes the voltage of the
circuit to increase. A rise of voltage in an electromagnetic circuit would increase the
magnet’s field strength as well [9].
With the aforementioned matter, it is established that the heat generated from
eddy current braking which primarily concentrates on the conductor disk and
electromagnets would not have any adverse effects on negatively affecting its braking
strength thus aiming to reduce the heat from the braking system would rendered
unnecessary.
The objectives for the present paper aims to identify air gap factor affecting the
braking strength of an eddy current braking system and simulate the method of
regenerative braking through the implementation of a generator.
2.1 DC Generator EMF Voltage Value.
In order for the eddy current braking system to be capable of regenerating the
back the mechanical energy to electrical energy from braking, a DC generator would
be utilize. Method of calculation for the DC generated EMF value is shown in Eq. (9).
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Note that
𝑍
𝐴

60
𝑁

represents the time taken for the generator to perform one revolution and

would represent the number of connected conductors in series.

EMF, 𝑒 =

𝛷𝑃 𝑍
60
𝑁

. volts

(9)

𝐴

Where:
Φ = Flux produced by each pole in weber unit (Wb)
P = Number of poles in the DC generator
N = speed of armature conductor in rpm
Z = total number of conductors
A = number of parallel paths
2.2 Eddy Current Braking Force.
According to Shieber’s Model which is in Eq. (10), which translates to a more
general simplified method of solution, it shows that by decreasing the air gap distance,
the deceleration or the reduction of torque would subsequently improve, meaning that
the braking strength would increase resulting in lesser time to stop.
(10)

Where:
σ = electrical conductivity of the rotating disk
𝛿 = sheet thickness rotating disk
ω = angular velocity
r = radius of electromagnet
m = distance of disc axis from pole-face center
a = disk radius
Bz = z component of magnetic flux density, z axis is the direction of the center of the
electromagnetic pole
3. Research Methodology
3.1 Geometry Modelling
The wheel for ECB would be modelled after an actual rolling stock rail wheel.
Terminology for the wheel is shown in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1. Standard terminology for rail wheel.
A 3D representation of the conceptual design for the circular ECB has been
modelled using Solidworks as shown in Figure 3-2 and 3-3.

Figure 3-2. Isometric view of the modelled rail wheel.

Figure 3-3. Front view of the rail wheel with the aluminum conductor visible.
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The specifications for the aforementioned 3D modelled wheel are referred from the
Engineering Standard Rolling Stock entitled “wheel and axles reference manual”
published by the NSW Transport Railcorp [10]. This is referenced in Table 3-1. The
high speed rail is designed for passenger travel and thus the “passenger car wheel data
table” is used as the referenced 3D modelled dimension [10]. Note that the conductor
of the eddy current brakes are not the actual wheel of the high speed rail, thus it does
not come in contact with the track or ground, but it is mounted on the same axle as the
wheel. The Solidworks 3D modelled image shows a representation of the
aforementioned design.
Table 3-1. Passenger car wheel data specification.

As for the determining the appropriate conductor size, by referring the angular
to linear Velocity formula shown in Eq. (11), a smaller radius would contribute to a
higher RPM.
v=r×ω

(11)

Where:
v = linear velocity
r = radius of conductor
ω = angular velocity (RPM)
In theory, a higher rpm will increase the electromagnetic which is known to be the
Lorentz force. This is seen in Eq. (12).
F = qE + qv × B

(12)

Where:
F = Lorentz Force
qE = electrical field
qv = Velocity
B = Magnetic Field
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Lorentz Force is a vector quantity and the direction of force is determined in Eq.
(12) where the angle, θ is <180 degrees between the magnetic field and the
instantaneous conductor velocity direction. This shows that if the conductor wheel is
not moving or resting at v = 0, the angle difference would be zero, which results to the
magnetic force being zero as well. This means that when rpm is reducing, the angle θ
would be lesser and approaching to zero, resulting in lesser braking force.
From Eq. (11) and having initial linear velocity of 97.22m/s, and radius of 0.3m,
the calculated angular velocity would be approximately 4642.012 RPM. Analysis for
the eddy current braking simulation was done using COMSOL which was provided by
the Taylor’s University School of Engineering. The model used for the simulation is
constructed in COMSOL multiphysics. Rendered image is depicted in figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4. Rendering of the model using COMSOL multiphysics.
3.2 Meshing
The meshing size type for this study utilizes the free tetrahedrons meshing with
different sizing. The electromagnets mounts uses a larger, coarser sizing while for the
electromagnet and the disc uses extremely fine meshing for a more accurate simulation
and representation of results. Reason being for the electromagnets mount being meshed
under coarser mesh is because the mount serves a medium to connect the magnets
together and does not participate in affecting the results of the study. By simply
applying a coarser mesh to the mounts, this would simplify the study for calculation,
having not to go in detail to calculate the elements of the mounts which does not affect
the current density at all. Figure 3-5 depicts meshed model with coarse sizing and
extremely fine sizing. This is further indicated in figure 3-6 where extremely fine
meshed elements are highlighted in blue.
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Figure 3-5. Isometric view of free tetrahedrons meshing with multiple sizing.

Figure 3-6. Coarser mesh and extremely fine mesh highlighted in blue.
4. Simulation of Results
4.1 Validation
An experimental analysis was conducted by Rodrigues et. al.[11] shown that
under 1mm air gap with initial angular frequency of 2500 RPM, the braking time for
simulated result is 13.3 seconds. As for theoretical aspect, the braking time took 14.57
seconds. Running the test in COMSOL multiphysics with same initial conditions; initial
angular frequency of 2500 RPM, the results produced came to a similar outcome, with
stagnation of angular velocity at the 14th second where the angular velocity dropped to
a minimal velocity and experiences very minor deceleration. Figure 4-1 depicts the
angular velocity deceleration which is approaching to zero but does not achieve zero.
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Figure 4-1. Angular velocity deceleration graph.
From the simulated results, it shows that the angular velocity labelled as “Height”
in Table 4-1 is very slowly approaching zero but never reaching zero. This is due to the
fact that eddy current braking force is proportional to the angular velocity as explained
in the Lorentz Force. With the angular velocity dropping to close zero, Lorentz Force
itself would result in the same as well, resisting with force that is close to zero. This
means that it is practically impossible for ECB to fully bring the disc to a complete stop.
Thus, during the 14th second where the angular velocity value is approximately 0.692ω,
rounded off to 3 decimal places, it has been considered that the disc has been fully
stopped by ECB. It is concluded that the simulated data in comparison are very much
close, with only a deviation of 6.67%. The validation is justified.
Table 4-1. Angular Velocity labelled as “Height” experiencing deceleration
approaching to zero.
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If taken into account where the experiment runs in a frictionless environment,
the angular velocity will never approach zero due to the absence of the air property to
creating friction around the disc.
4.2 Simulation Parameters.
Table 4-2 shows the initial global parameter input for the COMSOL
multiphysics simulation.
Table 4-2. Global input parameter for simulation.

4.2 Results
The simulation through COMSOL multiphysics model was setup with the
input parameters of 1 mm air gap thickness, disc material identified as aluminum
6063-T83 and an initial angular frequency of 4642.012 RPM. The electromagnet was
set to 1T and connected to the iron yoke with iron and copper losses taken into the
equation. Figure 4-1 depicts the current density field for the disc. At time, t = 0 secs,
this is when the disc is rotating at 4642.012 RPM.

Figure 4-1. Current density field at time, t = 0 secs.
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4.2.1 Aluminum 6063-T83
The total heat generated from braking was then observed under 1 Dimensional
graph plot. Figure 4-2 depicts the total heat generated in Watts. For the angular velocity
results, please refer to Table 4-1.

Figure 4-2 Heat generated from braking in Watts (aluminum 6063-T83).
Table 4-2. Tabulated results for the heat generated in Watts labelled as “Height”.

Based on Table 4-2 above, it shows that the amount of heat generated at initial
angular velocity was approximately 269.785 kW. The heat generated dissipated quickly
to the surrounding air and achieved stagnation at around 14th second, which correlates
accurately with the initial experiment validation where the ECB force is at minimal
during the 14th second.
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4.2.2 Aluminum 6061-T6
The same test is then conducted again with another aluminum of different grade,
6061-T6. Results of the heating value are shown in Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-3. Heat generated from braking in Watts (aluminum 6061-T6).
Referring to Table 4-3 below, it is shown that the initial heat generated at time, t = 0
seconds measure up to approximately 216.685 kW. The heat dissipation achieved
stagnation point at around 13th second where breaching further would result in heat
fluctuation at around 9 W.
Table 4-3. Tabulated results for the heat generated in Watts labelled as “Height”
(aluminum 6061-T6).
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Simulation was ran using COMSOL Multiphysics under the magnetic and
electric field study section. The purpose of this simulation is to prove true for Shieber’s
Model where previously stated that the air gap between the electromagnets and
conductor would affect the braking strength.
5.0 Conclusion
Comparing the results obtained from utilizing two different grades of aluminum,
6063-T83 and 6061-T6, it is seen that the aluminum 6061-T6 generates lesser heat
when braking and achieve thermal equilibrium at a faster rate than aluminum 6063-T83.
The results shows approximation of 19.68% reduced heat generation when tested with
the same conditions. The deceleration chart for aluminum 6061-T6 ended up having the
same value as aluminum 6063-T83. This means that by changing the material, not
only it reduces the heat generated when braking, the braking strength remains
uncompromised.
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Abstract
The objective of this study is to determine if there is a gesture recognition algorithm
which is light yet accurate enough to be applied onto the Arduino microprocessor. The
algorithms studied to help accomplish this task are the ‘Hidden Markov Model’,
‘Dynamic Time Warping’ and ‘Support Vector Machine’. The data collection was
carried out using an Arduino Mega 2560, XD-204 Data Logger Shield and an
ADXL335 accelerometer. The Arduino Mega 2560 is the main microprocessor for data
collection. The XD-204 Data Logger Shield’s function is to record the data generated
by the accelerometer when the user carries out the gesture patterns. The data on the
gesture patterns are then transferred to MATLAB where it is processed and analysed.
The coding on the Arduino is for data collection. The code for MATLAB includes
signal pre-processing and signal classification. The results of this study include the
study of different machine learning algorithms, recording of training data for analysis
of the gesture classification algorithms, signal processing and the design of a gesture
algorithm.

Keywords: Arduino, Accelerometer, Gesture recognition, Microcontroller, MATLAB
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1. Introduction
There are various companies which implement gesture based algorithms into their
game consoles. Examples of such consoles include: PlayStation VR developed by Sony
Computer Entertainment [1] and Nintendo Switch developed by Nintendo [2]. All these
motion sensing consoles are assumed to use signal-processing algorithms to detect the
gesture algorithms. These gaming consoles contain powerful processors and huge
amounts of memory. The drawback of having such powerful specifications is the price.
This brings the question, would a gesture algorithm on a microprocessor be good
enough to function as a game controller?
Some of the signal-processing algorithms used for hand gesture recognition include
the Hidden Markov Model, Dynamic Time Warping and Support Vector Machine.
The use of the Hidden Markov Model in hand gesture recognition was first discussed
by Yamato et al [3]. The main factor that differentiates the Hidden Markov Model from
the other gesture algorithms is that at the time of observation of the output or result, the
state of the process is not known by the observer that is, it is hidden from the observer.
This hidden process must follow Markov’s property. That is, the current state is
independent of all prior states and the variable of the hidden state is discrete [4].
Euclidean Distance can be defined as the distance of a straight line between two
points [5]. For gesture recognition, the two points refer to two points on the same time
period. However, unlike Euclidean Distance, The distance matrix of the Dynamic Time
Warping does not compare the distance between points of the same time series; rather
it looks for the best alignment between the two time series [6]. This implies that
multiple points of one time series can be compared to a single point on the other time
series.
The Support Vector Machine uses transformation of matrixes into fixed length
vectors. It is a linear classification method which can have non-linear extensions in the
form of kernels. Incoming sensor data is transformed and normalized before it can be
read and categorised by the Support Vector Machine [7]. The support vector machine
is able to classify data through support vectors and disregards other training data. A
support vector is the data point of a variable which is closest to the decision boundary
drawn to divide linear variables.
Z. Prekocs’ak [7] conducted the comparison of accuracy between the Support Vector
Machine and The Hidden Markov Model through the use of a built-in accelerometer of
a cell phone. The Hidden Markov Model provided an accuracy of 97.4% on average
and the Support Vector Machine provided an accuracy of 96% on average. He also
noted that the Support Vector Machine algorithm did not have any false positives or
false positives whereas the Hidden Markov Model had false positives and false
negatives due to the noise filter incorporated.
The main issue with these gesture recognition algorithms is that they require either
a huge dataset and constraints set to be accurate or a lot of processing power. Either of
which is not possible with a microprocessor such as the Arduino Mega 2560.
The present paper aims to determine if there is a gesture algorithm which is light
enough to fit the Arduino microprocessor. The goal is to fabricate and analyze a
machine-learning algorithm to see if it is possible to develop an accurate gesture
recognition algorithm. A total of 10 gesture patterns will be designed to be tested by
these algorithms. These gesture patterns will be performed and recorded through the
use of an Arduino Mega 2560, XD-204 data logger shield and an ADXL335
accelerometer. The data recorded will then be studied and processed through the use of
MATLAB. The data will be processed referring to the signal processing flowchart in
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Figure which is in the Research Methodology section under Signal Processing. The
code for data collection on the Arduino and the study of the key features of available
machine learning algorithms are also objectives of the paper.
2. Research Methodology
The project’s aim is to determine if there is a gesture recognition algorithm which is
light enough in terms of processing and storage to be implemented onto an Arduino
microprocessor. The research methodology will cover the steps and methods taken to
achieve the project objectives and the justifications for each task. The research
methodology will mainly cover: Data Collection and Signal Processing.
2.1 Data Collection
To perform the data collection, the system is setup as shown in Figure 1. Figure 2
shows the ADXL335 chip.

Figure 1: Setup of the system for data logging

Figure 2: The ADXL335 Accelerometer

The yellow wire connects the 3.3v pin of the Arduino to the Voltage Common
Collector (VCC) of the ADXL335 chip, The black wire connects the ground of the
Arduino to the ground of the ADXL335. The Z, Y and X axis are connected to the A3 ,
A2 and A1 analog inputs of the Arduino respectively. All these connections are made
through the data logger shield and as such, any data that the sensor reads can be
programmed to be recorded into the SD storage card.
The Arduino code was written to program the real time clock present in the data
logger shield as well as read and record data from the sensors of the accelerometer into
the onboard storage card. The data is stored in via comma separated values (.CSV) file.
Figure 3 shows the process flowchart of the data collection code. The recorded data is
then converted into a spreadsheet in excel and saved to be imported into MATLAB.
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Figure 3: Process Flowchart for Data Collection

2.2.1 Training Patterns
For this paper, 10 different gestures were created to be tested with the gesture
algorithms. Every pattern was designed only to be performed in the y-axis and z-axis.
The patterns were designed based on common movements to ease the recording of data
to reduce inconsistencies. The gesture patterns can be seen in Figure 4 with a label for
each pattern. Each pattern has to be performed in the direction shown for them to
function.

Figure 4: Gesture Patterns for the algorithm
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Each gesture pattern is performed three times by an individual. The gesture pattern
is recorded three times for three sets of data. One set of data would be used as the
training data, the other 2 sets will be used for testing of the gesture algorithm through
the analysis of the difference in between the two datasets when compared to the training
algorithm. This is done in MATLAB.
2.3 Signal Processing
Signal Processing of the gesture patterns can be divided into two sections: Signal preprocessing and signal classification. As the aim of the project is to determine if there is
a machine-learning algorithm which is simple enough to be implemented onto the
Arduino microprocessor, the MATLAB code will be coded without the use of
MATLAB toolboxes available. This is to determine if a code in its simplest form
without the use of toolboxes or libraries is able to process the signal of a gesture pattern.
The signal processing flowchart can be seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Signal processing flow chart for the project

2.3.1 Signal Pre-processing
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Figure 6 shows an example of a graph plotted of raw sensor data of the Y-axis
recorded from the performance of Gesture Pattern 2. It can be seen from the plot that
there is a lot of noise in the graph. Noise is data which comes from various acts that are
not part of the gesture performed. This noise can be due to the shaking or vibrating of
the user’s hand when performing the gesture pattern.
Raw Y-axis data

Figure 6: Graph of raw Y-axis sensor data against data points

To reduce noise, various pre-processing processes can be implemented. For this
project, three processes will be implemented. They are: Averaging, resampling, dead
zone filter and signal offsetting
The first process carried out would be averaging. Averaging allows the signal to be
smoothened by replacing each data in each point of the graph with a mean of the data
in the surrounding points, the number of points to obtain the mean from can be set, the
more points, the smoother the graph [13]. The equation for determining the data at the
point x can be seen in Eqn. (1).
𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑦(𝑥,(𝑥+1),(𝑥+2),(𝑥+3),…,(𝑥+𝑛))

𝑎𝑥 =
Where:

(1)

𝑛

a is the label for the data of the signal after being averaged
y is the y-axis sensor data
x is the index or point at which the data is being averaged
n is the filter length or number of points being used to obtain the mean.

This equation is done for every point in the graph except the points at which the sum
of the index and filter exceeds the size of the last index of the signal, at this point the
equation changes to Eqn. (2).
𝑎𝑥 =

𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑦((𝑥+𝑛−𝑚),(𝑥+1+𝑛−𝑚),(𝑥+2+𝑛−𝑚),(… ))
𝑛

(2)
Where:

a is denotation of the new signal after being averaged
y is the y-axis sensor data
x is the index or point at which the data is being averaged
m is the last index or point of the signal being averaged

Plotting a will give the new data in the same points as y function. This process is
done for the Z-axis as well replacing the y with the z-axis sensor data.
The second process carried out when pre-processing is resampling of the signal. This
process is carried out to match the size of the input signal to the training data signal.
This process is done by first determining the number of data points contained in both
the input signal and the training data signal. The ratio of the input signal to the training
data signal determines if the data needs to be upsampled or downsampled. Referring to
Eqn. (3), if the value of q is smaller than 1 then the data needs to be upsampled and if
the value of q is greater than 1, the data needs to be downsampled.
𝑞=

𝑚

(3)

𝑛
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q is the ratio of the input to output signal sample rate
m is the size of the input signal
n is the size of the output signal

To upsample data is to add zeroes to specific points in the signal. The points between
the zeroes are then interpolated to find the actual value of the zero in the signal. The
zero is then replaced with said value. The position of the points can be determined by
dividing the total number of points to be added with the size of the input signal. The
number of points to be added into the signal can be determined using Eqn. (4).
𝑘 =𝑛−𝑚
Where:

(4)
k is the number of points to be added into the signal
n is the size of the output signal
m is the size of the input signal

To downsample data is to remove data points from a signal. The position of the points
can be determined by dividing the number of points that require removal to the size of
the input signal. To find the number of points to be removed, Eqn. (5) is used.
𝑘 =𝑚−𝑛
Where:

(5)
k is the number of points to be added into the signal
n is the size of the output signal
m is the size of the input signal

The next process is to add Dead zone filter also known as a Band pass filter to remove
noise caused by vibration or shaking of the hands when the user performs a gesture
pattern [8]. To do this, the raw data is analyzed and a suitable value is measured to
determine the values to be filtered. Figure 7 shows an example of how the value is
measured. If the value is between the threshold set, the value of the data will be set to
the value of the neutral axis. This value isn’t determined by evaluating one graph but
all the graphs plotted for each gesture pattern. The average of the values is determined
and set as the threshold for points to be filtered. Eqn. (6) shows the positive and negative
threshold set.
𝑖𝑓 𝑦 ≥ ℎ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑦 ≤ 𝑑, 𝑦 = 𝑦𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠
Where:
y = data of y-axis
d = positive threshold value
h = negative threshold value

(6)

Figure 7: Values of h and d measured on the graph
Signal offsetting is the last process done on a signal before it is able to be classified.
The process of offsetting requires the features of the graphs to be extracted before the
signal can be offset. A signal is offset either to the left or the right depending on the
requirements. A signal is offset to align the signal to the training data. To offset a signal,
data is added to either the start or end of a signal. The data added is a copy of the start
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or the end of the data. The number of points added can be calculated by determining
the distance between the highest peaks of the input signal and the training data signal
to be aligned to. MATLAB is used to find the highest peak of both the input signal and
the training data signal. Figure 8 illustrates distance between peaks of the two signals.

Figure 8: Illustration of d in the graph between two misaligned signals

In MATLAB, the distance is measured using Eqn (7). If d is positive, data is added
to the start of the signal and if d is negative, data is added to the end of the signal. When
data is added to the start of the signal, the signal is moved to the right of the graph and
when data is added to the end of the signal, the signal is moved to the left of the graph.
𝑑 = 𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 (𝑎) − 𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 (𝑏)
(7)
Where:

d
is the distance between the two peaks
xtraining(a) is the value of x at point a
a
is the point at which the highest peak of the training signal is located
xinput(b) is the value of x at point b
b
is the point at which the highest peak of the input signal is located

2.3.2 Signal Classification
The final step of processing a signal of a gesture is to classify it. That means to label
the signal. In the case of this thesis, the signal will be assigned to the closest gesture
pattern that it resembles. For this, the signal would have to be compared to all the
training data and the one that it is closest to will be the signal that it is classified as.
This is why signal pre-processing is required. It is to ensure that the signal is being
compared with the correct parameters in mind.
To compare an input signal to each training gesture, the Euclidean distance between
the two signals is compared and recorded. The pair with the shortest Euclidean distance
is the gesture pattern that the signal will be assigned as. Each time before the Euclidean
distance is calculated, the input signal has to be aligned to the training data signal. To
do this, the highest peak of the input signal is compared to the highest peak of the
training data. The distance between these peaks is calculated and the input data is offset
according to this distance. To calculate Euclidean distance, Eqn. (8) is used [5].
𝑑 2 (𝑎, 𝑏) = (𝑎1 − 𝑏1 )2 + (𝑎2 − 𝑏2 )2 + ⋯ + (𝑎𝑛 − 𝑏𝑛 )2
Where:
d is the Euclidean distance
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a is the input signal data
b is the training data
n is the last point in the signal data

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 The Advantages and Disadvantages of the Learning Algorithms studied
3.1.1 Hidden Markov Model
The advantages of the Hidden Markov Model are that it is a strong statistical
foundation which can handle inputs of variable lengths [8].
The limitation of the Hidden Markov Model is that it requires every state of the
system to be modeled, causing a severe over-sizing of the algorithm. This issue can be
fixed through use of constraints when carrying out the signal processing. The training
dataset required to have a good accuracy for the Hidden Markov Model is huge. The
parameters set when using the Hidden Markov Model affects the speed and accuracy
of the algorithm drastically. This means a lot of trial and error is required when using
the Hidden Markov Model parameters.
3.1.2 Dynamic Time Warping
With the use of Dynamic Time Warping, it is possible to compare signals of differing
length, meaning that there is no need for the normalization of the signals when
processing with this algorithm. This does not imply that the signals to be processed
need to be of differing lengths, instead, signals which are of the same length are able to
be analysed with Dynamic Time Warping without any effects to the accuracy [9].
Dynamic Time Warping does not require huge datasets to function efficiently.
The main shortcoming of Dynamic Time Warping is that it creates a huge
computational load when determining the best alignment between signals.
3.1.3 Support Vector Machine
The support vector machine’s main strength is the ability to work on a wide range
of classification problems, even if the problems lie in a high dimension and is not
linearly separable [8].
The main disadvantage of Support Vector Machine is similar to the Hidden Markov
Model algorithm in a sense, which is that it requires the key parameters to be set
correctly to achieve the best results. As such it also requires a lot of trial and error to
ensure the best results [8].
3.2 Data Collection
Ten gesture patterns were created for the purpose of data collection. Some patterns were
unique while some were the same pattern but performed in the opposite direction. The
reasoning for this is to see if the gesture patterns would provide similar signals when
performed in similar fashions except with different directions. Figure 9 shows each
gesture pattern and the plotted raw signal data for both the Y-axis and Z-axis of the
sensor. The Y-axis signal is plotted in red and the Z-axis signal is plotted
in blue.
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Figure 9: Gesture patterns and the plots of raw Y-axis (red) and Z-axis signal (blue)

From the Figure it can be seen that each plotted signal is unique in their signals
even those that are just performed in opposite directions. It can also be seen that there
is a lot of noise in each plot of the signals. The noise will be reduced after the signal is
pre-processed. Generally, it is noticeable that when a pattern is performed towards the
right, the Y-axis will produce a signal in the negative direction and when a pattern is
performed towards the left, the Y-axis produces a signal in the positive direction. When
a motion is performed upwards, there will be a signal produced towards the negative
direction of the Z-axis. When a motion is performed downwards, there will be a signal
produced towards the positive direction of the Z-axis. From these reading, it can be
deduced that the Y-axis receives positive readings when motions to the left are
produced and the Z-axis is positive towards the ground. After each motion, there will
be a rebound of the signal in the opposite direction. This due to Newton’s Third Law
of motion which states that ‘for every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction’.
This reaction is recorded by the accelerometer’s sensors.
3.3 Signal Processing
3.3.1 Signal Pre-processing
Every signal received raw has to be pre-processed or normalized before the
features are extracted or the signal is classified. To do this, the signal undergoes four
different pre-processing processes. The processes that are carried out include: Signal
averaging, signal resampling, Dead zone filter and offsetting. The process flowchart of
the pre-processing can be seen in Figure 10. The compilation of pre-processing on the
training signals can be seen in Figure 17. The detailed processes and equations of each
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pre-processing process have been discussed in the methodology section of this paper.
The results, benefits and disadvantages of each pre-processing process will be discussed
after the flowchart.

Figure 10: Signal Pre-processing flowchart

The first pre-processing process done on any signal would be averaging. The
process of averaging allows the noise in a signal to be reduced. This reduction causes
the signal to be smoother, but this also means that precious features of the signal can be
dulled or lost due to this process. An example of containing the comparison between an
averaged signal and a raw signal can be seen in Figure 11, where the blue line is the
raw signal data and the red line is the averaged signal. The number of points sampled
for each mean or average in this example is four. It can be seen from the figure that the
noise of the averaged signal is reduced but the maximum peak of the signal and lowest
point or minimum of the signal is also reduced.

Figure 11: Raw Y-axis Signal (Blue) compared with Averaged Y-axis Signal (Red)
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As the signal length or size of the signal is not always equal to the size or length
of the training data signal, resampling is required. If the tested signal is longer,
downsampling is required and if it is shorter, upsampling is required. Downsampling
of a signal removes data points from the signal to match the length of the training data.
Upsampling interpolates data to add points in between existing points. The only reason
upsampling is done is to match the sampel rate of the input signal to the training data.
The reason upsampling is not encouraged is because it increases the processing power
and memory needed when processing a signal. Figure 12 shows a comparison of a
downsampled data with its original length. The red line is the averaged signal data from
Figure 11 and the green line is the same signal data but hast has been downsampled.
Downsampling also helps to reduce the processing power and memory needed when
processing a signal as the number of data points is reduced. An example of upsampling
can be seen in Figure 13. As it can be seen, resampling does not affect the features of
the signal.

Figure 12: Downsampled averaged signal (green) compared to original averaged signal
(red)

Figure 13: Upsampled Averaged signal (green) compared to original averaged signal (red)

To reduce more noise from the signal, Dead Zone filter can be applied to the
signal. For this example, the threshold set is 15 points below and above the neutral axis.
Figure 14 shows a comparison between the signals, the signal from Figure 12 (green)
to the signal which has a threshold applied to it (blue). It can be seen that features of
the signal are preserved as the two signals overlap each other but the signal in blue has
noise drastically reduced. The downside of applying a threshold filter to the signal is
that if the threshold set is too high, there can be features from the signal that is removed
or lost in the process.
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Figure 14: Comparison between signal with (blue) and without (green) dead zone filter
applied

The final pre-processing step is to align the input signal with the training data.
This was discovered while signal classification was being carried out. As such, valuable
time was wasted when analyzing signals that were not aligned to each other. Figure 15
shows an example of two signals with similar features which are misaligned. The blue
signal is the input signal and the red signal is the training data signal.

Figure 15: Two signals which have similar features which are misaligned.

To rectify this error, offsetting is required. The full steps to offsetting a
signal have been discussed in the methodology. The result of aligning two signals is
that the Euclidean distance calculated between the two signals is more accurate and the
error percentage which is used in the classification of signals is reduced. This will
drastically improve the accuracy of the system in detecting the correct signals. Figure
15 shows the input signal after it has been offset in green. It can be seen that the peak
of the signal is aligned with the training data signal.
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Figure 16: Aligned input signal (green) compared to misaligned signal (blue)

Figure 17 shows a compilation of all the training data signals after they have
been pre-processed. These signals are the signals that any input signal will be compared
to when the input signal is being classified. As it can be seen from the figure, most of
the noise (except for a few outliers) has been removed compared to when the signals
were first recorded in Figure 9.

Figure 17: Compilation of pre-processed training gesture signals

3.3.2 Signal Classification
The flowchart in figure 18 covers the whole signal classification process found
in the code in Appendix C. The process was tested with the samples of each gesture and
it was able to classify each input signal to the correct gesture pattern.
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Figure 18: Flowchart of signal classification process

4. Conclusions
This paper presents a gesture recognition algorithm through the use of
MATLAB that is able to record, pre-process and classify signals to gesture patterns
which have been recorded in the system. The key features of machine learning
algorithms have also been discussed. As such, the objectives of the project have been
achieved. The main limitation of this project is that the code of the gesture algorithm
has to be kept as simple as possible. This is so that the code can be implemented onto
the Arduino at later stages.
From the analysis which has been done, the possibility of implementing a
gesture algorithm which is light yet accurate enough to the Arduino microprocessor is
high. This is the conclusion that can be deduced from the work that has been done on
this project.
Some future considerations for the project include the exploration of other
machine learning algorithms not discussed in this paper to improve the designed gesture
recognition algorithm. A wireless module could be implemented with the sensor to
reduce the restraints on movement due to the length of the wire. The signal preprocessing procedure can be further refined to further remove noise caused by sudden
jerking movements. More complex gestures can be implemented to test the gesture
recognition algorithm further.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A: Arduino Code For Data Collection
#include <DS1307RTC.h>
#include <SPI.h>
#include <SD.h>
#include <Wire.h>
#define LOG_INTERVAL 1000 // mills between entries (reduce to take more/faster data)
#define SYNC_INTERVAL 1000 // mills between calls to flush() - to write data to the
card
uint32_t syncTime = 0; // time of last sync()
#define ECHO_TO_SERIAL
0 // echo data to serial port
#define WAIT_TO_START
0 // Wait for serial input in setup()
// the digital pins that connect to the LEDs
#define redLEDpin 2
#define greenLEDpin 3
// The analog pins that connect to the sensors
#define x 1
// analog 1
#define y 2
// analog 2
#define z 3
// analog 3
#define DS1307RTC RTC; // define the Real Time Clock object
tmElements_t tm;
const char *monthName[12] = {
"Jan", "Feb", "Mar", "Apr", "May", "Jun",
"Jul", "Aug", "Sep", "Oct", "Nov", "Dec"
};
// for the data logging shield, we use digital pin 10 for the SD cs line
const int chipSelect = 10;
// the logging file
File logfile;
void error(char *str)
{
Serial.print("error: ");
Serial.println(str);
// red LED indicates error
digitalWrite(redLEDpin, HIGH);
while (1);
}
void setup(void)
{
Serial.begin(9600);
Serial.println();
// use debugging LEDs
pinMode(redLEDpin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(greenLEDpin, OUTPUT);
#if WAIT_TO_START
Serial.println("Type any character to start");
while (!Serial.available());
#endif //WAIT_TO_START
// initialize the SD card
Serial.print("Initializing SD card...");
// make sure that the default chip select pin is set to
// output, even if you don't use it:
pinMode(52, OUTPUT);
// see if the card is present and can be initialized:
if (!SD.begin(10, 11, 12, 13)) {
error("Card failed, or not present");
}
Serial.println("card initialized.");
// create a new file
char filename[] = "LOGGER00.CSV";
for (uint8_t i = 0; i < 100; i++) {
filename[6] = i / 10 + '0';
filename[7] = i % 10 + '0';
if (! SD.exists(filename)) {
// only open a new file if it doesn't exist
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logfile = SD.open(filename, FILE_WRITE);
break; // leave the loop!
}
}
if (! logfile) {
error("couldnt create file");
}
Serial.print("Logging to: ");
Serial.println(filename);
bool parse = false;
bool config = false;
// get the date and time the compiler was run
if (getDate(__DATE__) && getTime(__TIME__)) {
parse = true;
// and configure the RTC with this info
if (RTC.write(tm)) {
config = true;
}
if (parse && config) {
Serial.print("DS1307 configured Time=");
Serial.print(__TIME__);
Serial.print(", Date=");
Serial.println(__DATE__);
} else if (parse) {
Serial.println("DS1307 Communication Error :-{");
Serial.println("Please check your circuitry");
} else {
Serial.print("Could not parse info from the compiler, Time=\"");
Serial.print(__TIME__);
Serial.print("\", Date=\"");
Serial.print(__DATE__);
Serial.println("\"");
}
}
logfile.println("millis,stamp,datetime,x,y,z");
#if ECHO_TO_SERIAL
Serial.println("millis,stamp,datetime,x,y,z");
#endif //ECHO_TO_SERIAL
}
void loop(void)
{
tmElements_t tm;
digitalWrite(greenLEDpin, HIGH);
// log milliseconds since starting
uint32_t m = millis();
logfile.print(m);
// milliseconds since start
logfile.print(", ");
#if ECHO_TO_SERIAL
Serial.print(m);
// milliseconds since start
Serial.print(", ");
#endif
// fetch the time
if (RTC.read(tm)) {
logfile.print(tm.Hour);
logfile.print(':');
logfile.print(tm.Minute);
logfile.print(':');
logfile.print(tm.Second);
logfile.print(", Date (D/M/Y) = ");
logfile.print(tm.Day);
logfile.print('/');
logfile.print(tm.Month);
logfile.print('/');
logfile.print(tmYearToCalendar(tm.Year));
logfile.print('"');
#if ECHO_TO_SERIAL
print2digits(tm.Hour);
Serial.write(':');
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print2digits(tm.Minute);
Serial.write(':');
print2digits(tm.Second);
Serial.print(", Date (D/M/Y) = ");
Serial.print(tm.Day);
Serial.write('/');
Serial.print(tm.Month);
Serial.write('/');
Serial.print(tmYearToCalendar(tm.Year));
Serial.print('"');
#endif //ECHO_TO_SERIAL
}
int xReading = analogRead(x);
int yReading = analogRead(y);
int zReading = analogRead(z);
logfile.print(", ");
logfile.print(xReading);
logfile.print(", ");
logfile.print(yReading);
logfile.print(", ");
logfile.print(zReading);
#if ECHO_TO_SERIAL
Serial.print(", ");
Serial.print(xReading);
Serial.print(", ");
Serial.print(yReading);
Serial.print(", ");
Serial.print(zReading);
#endif ECHO_TO_SERIAL
logfile.print(", ");
logfile.println();
#if ECHO_TO_SERIAL
Serial.println();
#endif // ECHO_TO_SERIAL
digitalWrite(greenLEDpin, LOW);
if ((millis() - syncTime) < SYNC_INTERVAL) return;
syncTime = millis();
// blink LED to show we are syncing data to the card & updating FAT!
digitalWrite(redLEDpin, HIGH);
logfile.flush();
digitalWrite(redLEDpin, LOW);
}
void print2digits(int number) {
if (number >= 0 && number < 10) {
Serial.write('0');
}
Serial.print(number);
}
bool getTime(const char *str)
{
int Hour, Min, Sec;
if (sscanf(str, "%d:%d:%d", &Hour, &Min, &Sec) != 3) return false;
tm.Hour = Hour;
tm.Minute = Min;
tm.Second = Sec;
return true;
}
bool getDate(const char *str)
{
char Month[12];
int Day, Year;
uint8_t monthIndex;
if (sscanf(str, "%s %d %d", Month, &Day, &Year) != 3) return false;
for (monthIndex = 0; monthIndex < 12; monthIndex++) {
if (strcmp(Month, monthName[monthIndex]) == 0) break;
}
if (monthIndex >= 12) return false;
tm.Day = Day;
tm.Month = monthIndex + 1;
tm.Year = CalendarYrToTm(Year);
return true;
}
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APPENDIX B: Matlab Code for Pre-processing procedure for one training signal and one reference/training signal
clear;
clf;
load('pattern2traintestaverageoffset.mat');
millist = (Pattern2ZTrain{:,'millis'})';
Ztraw = (Pattern2ZTrain{:,'z'})';
Ytraw = (Pattern2ZTrain{:,'y'})';
millis = (Pattern2ZTest{:,'millis'})';
Zraw = (Pattern2ZTest{:,'z'})';
Yraw = (Pattern2ZTest{:,'y'})';
m = size(millis,2);
mt = size(millist,2);
classlength = 300;
filter = 4;
filtert = 4;
for i = 1:mt
if i+filtert < mt
Yt (i) = mean(Ytraw (i:i+filtert));
Zt (i) = mean(Ztraw (i:i+filtert));
elseif i+filtert >= mt
filtertnew = i+filtert - m;
Yt (i) = mean(Ytraw (i-filtertnew:mt));
Zt (i) = mean(Ztraw (i-filtertnew:mt));
end
end
for i = 1:m
if i+filter <=m
Y (i) = mean(Yraw (i:i+filter));
Z (i) = mean(Zraw (i:i+filter));
elseif i+filter >= m
filternew = i+filter-m;
Y (i) = mean(Yraw (i-filternew:m));
Z (i) = mean(Zraw (i-filternew:m));
end
end
qt = (mt/classlength);
for it = 1:classlength
if floor(qt*it) == 0
ct = 1;
else
ct = 0;
end
jt = floor(qt*it)+ct;
millistnew (it) = millist (jt);
Ztnew (it) = Zt (jt);
Ytnew (it) = Yt (jt);
end
q = (m/classlength);
for i = 1:classlength
if floor(q*i) == 0
c = 1;
else
c = 0;
end
j = floor(q*i)+c;
millisnew (i) = millis (j);
Znew (i) = Z (j);
Ynew (i) = Y (j);
end
at = size(Ytnew,2);
a = size(Ynew,2);
for i = 1:at
if i+filtert < at
Ytsmooth (i) = mean(Ytnew (i:i+filtert));
Ztsmooth (i) = mean(Ztnew (i:i+filtert));
elseif i+filtert >= at
filtertnew = i+filtert-at;
Ytsmooth (i) = mean(Ytnew (i-filtertnew:at));
Ztsmooth (i) = mean(Ztnew (i-filtertnew:at));
end
end
for i = 1:a
if i+filter <=a
Ysmooth (i) = mean(Ynew (i:i+filter));
Zsmooth (i) = mean(Znew (i:i+filter));
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elseif i+filter >= a
filternew = i+filter-a;
Ysmooth (i) = mean(Ynew (i-filternew:a));
Zsmooth (i) = mean(Znew (i-filternew:a));
end
end
for i = 1:size(Zsmooth,2)
if Zsmooth(i)>=400 && Zsmooth(i)<=440
Zsmooth(i)=420;
if Ysmooth(i)>=320 && Ysmooth(i)<=360
Ysmooth(i)=340;
end
end
end
for i = 1:size(Ztsmooth,2)
if Ztsmooth(i)>=405 && Ztsmooth(i)<=435
Ztsmooth(i)=420;
if Ytsmooth(i)>=325 && Ytsmooth(i)<=345
Ytsmooth(i)=340;
end
end
end
Zflag = 0;
Ztflag = 0;
Yflag = 0;
Ytflag = 0;
for i=2:at-2
if Ztsmooth (i)> Ztsmooth(i-1) && Ztsmooth (i) > Ztsmooth(i+1) || Ztsmooth(i)==
max (Ztsmooth)&& Ztsmooth(i)>Ztsmooth(i+1)
Ztpeak = [i,Ztsmooth(i)];
if Ztflag == 0
Ztpeaknew = Ztpeak;
Ztflag = 1;
elseif Ztflag == 1
Ztpeaknew = [Ztpeaknew;Ztpeak];
end
end
if Zsmooth (i)> Zsmooth(i-1) && Zsmooth (i) > Zsmooth(i+1) || Zsmooth(i)==
max(Zsmooth) && Zsmooth(i)>Zsmooth(i+1)
Zpeak = [i,Zsmooth(i)];
if Zflag == 0
Zpeaknew = Zpeak;
Zflag = 1;
elseif Zflag == 1
Zpeaknew = [Zpeaknew;Zpeak];
end
end
if Ysmooth (i)> Ysmooth(i-1) && Ysmooth (i) > Ysmooth(i+1) || Ysmooth(i)==
max(Ysmooth) && Ysmooth(i)>Ysmooth(i+1)
Ypeak = [i,Ysmooth(i)];
if Yflag == 0
Ypeaknew = Ypeak;
Yflag = 1;
elseif Yflag == 1
Ypeaknew = [Ypeaknew;Ypeak];
end
end
if Ytsmooth (i)> Ytsmooth(i-1) && Ytsmooth (i) > Ytsmooth(i+1) ||
Ytsmooth(i)== max(Ytsmooth) && Ytsmooth (i)> Ytsmooth(i+1)
Ytpeak = [i,Ytsmooth(i)];
if Ytflag == 0
Ytpeaknew = Ytpeak;
Ytflag = 1;
elseif Ytflag == 1
Ytpeaknew = [Ytpeaknew;Ytpeak];
end
end
end
Zflag = 0;
Ztflag = 0;
Yflag = 0;
Ytflag = 0;
for i=2:at-2
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if Ztsmooth (i)< Ztsmooth(i-1) && Ztsmooth (i) < Ztsmooth(i+1) || Ztsmooth(i)==
min(Ztsmooth)&& Ztsmooth(i)<Ztsmooth(i+1)
Ztmin = [i,Ztsmooth(i)];
if Ztflag == 0
Ztminnew = Ztmin;
Ztflag = 1;
elseif Ztflag == 1
Ztminnew = [Ztminnew;Ztmin];
end
end
if Zsmooth (i)< Zsmooth(i-1) && Zsmooth (i) < Zsmooth(i+1) || Zsmooth(i)==
min(Zsmooth) && Zsmooth(i)<Zsmooth(i+1)
Zmin = [i,Zsmooth(i)];
if Zflag == 0
Zminnew = Zmin;
Zflag = 1;
elseif Zflag == 1
Zminnew = [Zminnew;Zmin];
end
end
if Ysmooth (i)< Ysmooth(i-1) && Ysmooth (i) < Ysmooth(i+1) || Ysmooth(i)==
min(Ysmooth) && Ysmooth(i)<Ysmooth(i+1)
Ymin = [i,Ysmooth(i)];
if Yflag == 0
Yminnew = Ymin;
Yflag = 1;
elseif Yflag == 1
Yminnew = [Yminnew;Ymin];
end
end
if Ytsmooth (i)< Ytsmooth(i-1) && Ytsmooth (i) < Ytsmooth(i+1) ||
Ytsmooth(i)== min(Ytsmooth) && Ytsmooth (i)< Ytsmooth(i+1)
Ytmin = [i,Ytsmooth(i)];
if Ytflag == 0
Ytminnew = Ytmin;
Ytflag = 1;
elseif Ytflag == 1
Ytminnew = [Ytminnew;Ytmin];
end
end
end
[maxpeakYt, maxpointYt] = max(Ytpeaknew(:,2));
[maxpeakY, maxpointY] = max(Ypeaknew(:,2));
[maxpeakZt, maxpointZt] = max(Ztpeaknew(:,2));
[maxpeakZ,maxpointZ] = max(Zpeaknew(:,2));
[minYt, minpointYt] = min(Ytminnew(:,2));
[minY, minpointY] = min(Yminnew(:,2));
[minZ, minpointZ] = min(Zminnew(:,2));
[minZt,minpointZt] = min(Ztminnew(:,2));
gapt = Ytpeaknew(maxpointYt)-Ytminnew(minpointYt);
gap = Ypeaknew(maxpointY)-Yminnew(minpointY);
S = Ytminnew(minpointYt)-Yminnew(minpointY);
if S>=0
for i = 1:S
Yoffset(i)= Ysmooth(1);
Zoffset(i)= Zsmooth(1);
end
for i=S+1:a
Yoffset(i)=Ysmooth(i-S);
Zoffset(i)=Zsmooth(i-S);
end
end
if S< 0
for i = a+S:1:a
Yoffset(i)= Ysmooth(a);
Zoffset(i)= Zsmooth(a);
end
for i= 1:a+S
Yoffset(i)=Ysmooth(i-S);
Zoffset(i)=Zsmooth(i-S);
end
end
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APPENDIX C: Matlab Code for classification of an input signal

load('pattern2traintestaverageoffset.mat');
load('gesturepatternclassifcation.mat');
millis = (Pattern2ZTest{:,'millis'})';
Zraw = (Pattern2ZTest{:,'z'})';
Yraw = (Pattern2ZTest{:,'y'})';
m = size(millis,2);
classlength = 300;
filter = 4;
for i = 1:m
if i+filter <=m
Yavg (i) = mean(Yraw (i:i+filter));
Zavg (i) = mean(Zraw (i:i+filter));
elseif i+filter >= m
filternew = i+filter-m;
Yavg (i) = mean(Yraw (i-filternew:m));
Zavg (i) = mean(Zraw (i-filternew:m));
end
end
q = (m/classlength);
for i = 1:classlength
if floor(q*i) == 0
c = 1;
else
c = 0;
end
j = floor(q*i)+c;
millisre (i) = millis (j);
Zre (i) = Zavg (j);
Yre (i) = Yavg (j);
end
a

= size(Yre,2);

for i = 1:a
if i+filter <=a
Ysmooth (i) = mean(Yre (i:i+filter));
Zsmooth (i) = mean(Zre (i:i+filter));
elseif i+filter >= a
filternew = i+filter-a;
Ysmooth (i) = mean(Yre (i-filternew:a));
Zsmooth (i) = mean(Zre (i-filternew:a));
end
end
for i = 1:size(Zsmooth,2)
if Zsmooth(i)>=400 && Zsmooth(i)<=440
Zsmooth(i)=420;
if Ysmooth(i)>=320 && Ysmooth(i)<=360
Ysmooth(i)=340;
end
end
end
Zflag = 0;
Yflag = 0;
for i=2:a-2
if Zsmooth (i)> Zsmooth(i-1) && Zsmooth (i) > Zsmooth(i+1) ||
Zsmooth(i)== max(Zsmooth) && Zsmooth(i)>Zsmooth(i+1)
Zpeak = [i,Zsmooth(i)];
if Zflag == 0
Zpeaknew = Zpeak;
Zflag = 1;
elseif Zflag == 1
Zpeaknew = [Zpeaknew;Zpeak];
end
end
if Ysmooth (i)> Ysmooth(i-1) && Ysmooth (i) > Ysmooth(i+1) ||
Ysmooth(i)== max(Ysmooth) && Ysmooth(i)>Ysmooth(i+1)
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Ypeak = [i,Ysmooth(i)];
if Yflag == 0
Ypeaknew = Ypeak;
Yflag = 1;
elseif Yflag == 1
Ypeaknew = [Ypeaknew;Ypeak];
end
end
end
Zflag = 0;
Yflag = 0;
for i=2:a-2
if Zsmooth (i)< Zsmooth(i-1) && Zsmooth (i) < Zsmooth(i+1) ||
Zsmooth(i)== min(Zsmooth) && Zsmooth(i)<Zsmooth(i+1)
Zmin = [i,Zsmooth(i)];
if Zflag == 0
Zminnew = Zmin;
Zflag = 1;
elseif Zflag == 1
Zminnew = [Zminnew;Zmin];
end
end
if Ysmooth (i)< Ysmooth(i-1) && Ysmooth (i) < Ysmooth(i+1) ||
Ysmooth(i)== min(Ysmooth) && Ysmooth(i)<Ysmooth(i+1)
Ymin = [i,Ysmooth(i)];
if Yflag == 0
Yminnew = Ymin;
Yflag = 1;
elseif Yflag == 1
Yminnew = [Yminnew;Ymin];
end
end
end
[maxpeakY, maxpointY] = max(Ypeaknew(:,2));
[maxpeakZ,maxpointZ] = max(Zpeaknew(:,2));
[minY, minpointY] = min(Yminnew(:,2));
[minZ, minpointZ] = min(Zminnew(:,2));
gapY = Ypeaknew(maxpointY)-Yminnew(minpointY);
gapZ = Zpeaknew(maxpointZ)-Zminnew(minpointZ);
gapY = abs(gapY);
gapZ = abs(gapZ);
sizepeakZ = size (Zpeaknew);
sizepeakY = size (Ypeaknew);
if gapY> gapZ
flagpeak=0;
for j=1:10
S(j) = Ytmaxpeak(j)-Ypeaknew(maxpointY);
if S(j)>=0
for i = 1:S(j)
Yoffset(i)= Ysmooth(1);
Ztest(i)= Zsmooth(1);
end
for i=S(j)+1:a
Yoffset(i)=Ysmooth(i-S(j));
Zoffset(i)=Zsmooth(i-S(j));
end
end
if S(j)< 0
for i = a+S(j):1:a
Yoffset(i)= Ysmooth(a);
Zoffset(i)= Zsmooth(a);
end
for i= 1:a+S(j)
Yoffset(i)=Ysmooth(i-S(j));
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Zoffset(i)=Zsmooth(i-S(j));
end
end
if flagpeak == 0
Ytest = Yoffset;
Ztest = Zoffset;
flagpeak =1;
elseif flagpeak == 1
Ytest = [Ytest ; Yoffset];
Ztest = [Ztest ; Yoffset];
end
end
end
if gapY < gapZ
flagpeak = 0;
for j=1:10
S(j) = Ztmaxpeak(i)-Zpeaknew(maxpointZ);
if S(j)>=0
for i = 1:S(j)
Yoffset(i)= Ysmooth(1);
Zoffset(i)= Zsmooth(1);
end
for i=S(j)+1:a
Yoffset(i)=Ysmooth(i-S(j));
Zoffset(i)=Zsmooth(i-S(j));
end
end
if S(j)< 0
for i = a+S(j):1:a
Yoffset(i)= Ysmooth(a);
Zoffset(i)= Zsmooth(a);
end
for i= 1:a+S(j)
Yoffset(i)=Ysmooth(i-S(j));
Zoffset(i)=Zsmooth(i-S(j));
end
end
if flagpeak == 0
Ytest = Yoffset;
Ztest = Zoffset;
flagpeak = 1;
elseif flagpeak == 1
Ytest = [Ytest ; Yoffset];
Ztest = [Ztest ; Yoffset];
end
end
end
flagE = 0;
for j=1:10
Ye=Ytest(j,:);
Ze=Ztest(j,:);
Yt=YTrain(j,:);
Zt=ZTrain(j,:);
E1 = sum((Ye(1:classlength)-Yt(1:classlength)).^2);
if flagE == 0
E = E1;
flagE=1;
elseif flagE == 1
E = [E ; E1];
end
end
[F, GesturePattern] = min(E);
GesturePattern
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Abstract
Philippines is one of the country located in Pacific Ring of Fire that makes it
prone to seismic activities. These seismic activities are unpredictable and historical
records are the only basis for these events. In order to reduce the risk and disaster of
this events, the study; Design and Implementation of a GSM-Based, Seismic Activities
Monitoring and Warning System using Fuzzy Logic Algorithm is presented.
The project aims at designing a monitoring and precaution system, which is
suitable of determining seismic activities as well as sending information to warn people
around the area to give necessary precautions. A system is design to respond as quickly
as possible the sensor meets its settings. This project provides a hardware and software
design of a GSM-Based, Seismic Activities Monitoring and Warning System using
Fuzzy Logic Algorithm. The goal of this study is to send information to the people
around the area using the GSM Module of the system. The project uses an algorithm in
implementing and designing a warning monitoring system of seismic activities. The
project showed a prototype of a GSM based Seismic Activities Monitoring and
Warning System. The goal of this project is to model a seismic warning detector to
lessen casualties and for risk reduction using Arduino UNO to process the input into
required output needed in the project.
Keywords: Earthquake, SMS, Arduino, GSM model, vibration sensor, fuzzy logic
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1. Introduction
Seismic activities have taken up the interest of many engineers and scientists
since it is one of the most destructive and fatal natural event. This was made due to the
movement of earth’s tectonic plates. The effect of the collision of the tectonic plates
produces seismic waves, which is quite slow in movement but dangerous and disastrous
[1]. Earthquakes can also considered as shaking, vibrating and displacement of the
earth’s soil. Volcanic activity, nuclear test, landslides and mine blast can also produce
earthquake. It is rarely cause any living organism but the incident its trigger such as
collapse of the infrastructure; such as building, bridge, roads, etc., tsunami, fires, etc.
are the most important reasons behind the destruction [2].
Philippines is one of the country that is covered in the Pacific Ring of Fire, it
experiences several earthquakes of various magnitudes almost every day; some are
weak while most are disastrous. Philippines has five major faults within its archipelago.
The West Valley fault that is part of Marikina Valley fault covers Quezon City,
Marikina, Pasig, Makati, Parañaque, Taguig and Muntinlupa, provinces of Cavite and
Laguna that ends in Canlubang [3]. According to Philippine Institute of Volcanology
and Seismology, “West Valley Fault is due for the Next Big One within our lifetimes
and a possible 7.2 earthquake looms around the corner if the West Valley Fault along
the eastern side of Metro Manila cracks” [4]. Philvolcs said that the fault was four times
move in the past 1,400 years. The last seismic activity occurred along the West Valley
fault was around 358 years ago [5], and it can happen within our generation or the next
generation.
Since Brgy. Makiling, Calamba City is near Canlubang where the fault line
ends, the earthquake may still be felt if it occurs. Due to the alarming effect of this
disaster, different government agencies make their move to alert and notify people
regarding this earthquake. They are preparing their selves and the people within the
area to the possible outcomes that may happen before, during and after the event.
2. Objective(s) of the Study
The main objective of this study is to develop and construct a system which can
monitor the seismic activities for the area of Barangay Makiling at the same time,
displaying it for precautions.
The specific objectives of this study is o identify hardware and software
requirements of the system; To identify the input signals for the microcontroller using
vibration sensors; To design and construct the prototype; To provide the Fuzzy Logic
algorithm to the Arduinos for the processing of data for the GSM modules and the
display unit; To test the performance of the system based on the performance required.
3. Conceptual Framework
6)
The best way to show the method used in the system is to display figures that
would represent the contents, the functions and the flow of the proposed program.
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Figure 1. Conceptual Framework
7)
Figure 1 shows the Sensor, Microcontroller, GSM Module, Alarm, LCD
Display, LED and Algorithm in establishing the control program using Arduino. The
Vibration Sensor will be the triggering input [6] for the Arduino to collect the data from
the sensor then display it on the LCD, alarm the Buzzer, ON the LED and also GSM
will send a message to another GSM and the community. Arduino will collect the
received message and display it on the LCD and trigger the alarm.
8)
9) 3.1 Proposed Design
10)
In order to make this system work and execute its functions, the group decided
to use Arduino Software or Arduino Integrated Development Environment (IDE) to
program the microcontroller unit of the system. It is a computer software application
that provides comprehensive facilities, contains an area for writing a code, toolbar for
common functions and menus. Matrix Laboratory or MATLAB used to simulate the
processed data. A software comprises all the areas of applied mathematics [7]. It is also
a programming language and commands useful for signal operation, conditional
simulations, image procedure, etc.
11)
12) 4. Define and Design the System Requirements
13)
The table below is the list of inputs, process and outputs of the system. The input
is the data needed to perform the system which will proceed to the process which is a
task that will be carried out to complete the task. Lastly, the output, which describes the
end result provided by the system.
Table 1. IPO Chart of the system
14)

15)
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Figures 2 and 3 show the graphic representation of the logical sequence of the
steps that should be followed when the system is operated. In figure 2, when the sensor
is triggered, these vibration signals are converted into PWM signals. Then these
processed values will be classified to certain levels according to the measured
vibrations. The LCD will display these information and alarm the system through a
buzzer and light indicators. Meanwhile, in figure 3, the flowchart shows how the system
responds when a message is received.

Figure 2. Flowchart for the Sensor as the System’s Input

Figure 3.Flowchart of the system having SMS as Input
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16) 4.1 Hardware Design
17)
Figure 4 shows the breadboard layout of the data gatherer of the project that is
composed of an Arduino UNO, a vibration sensor that will detect the vibration and will
trigger the buzzer, LEDs, LCD will display the measurement and GSM Module that
will transmit an alert message to the nearest barangay.
18)

19)
Figure 4.GUI of the system
Figure 5 shows the schematic diagram of the project that is composed of an
Arduino UNO, a vibration sensor that will detect the vibration and will trigger the
buzzer, LEDs, LCD will display the measurement and GSM Module that will transmit
an alert message to the nearest barangay.

Figure 5. Schematic Diagram of the system
20)

21)

Figure 6. CAD Illustration
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22) 5. Experiments
23)
The complete system was designed in C language in Arduino and use Fuzzy
Logic to analyse the output of the system. The first tab represents the fuzzy logic, how
it processes the input. The last tab represents the Vibration Sensor. The explanation of
matching solutions of the real time earthquake are in each of the sections below.

Figure 7. MATLAB Fuzzy Logic

Figure 8. Assigning Input

Figure 9. Assigning Output

Figure 10. Fuzzy Logic Ruling

Display 1 to 3 show the software algorithm using fuzzy logic. Assigning input
as “vibration” and output as the “alert type”. Once the sensors measured sudden
movements, these signals will then be classified as the input parameter of the system,
having 4 stages- 0 to 4.99, 5 to 5.99, 6 to 6.99 and 7 to 10. Meanwhile, Figures 10 to
12 show the measurement and level of the vibration signals processed. If the measured
values are between 0 and 4.99, level is classified as “Light Level”, if values are between
5 and 5.99 then, “Minor Level”. If 6 and 6.99, level is classified as “Major Level” and
if values are between 7 and 10, “Devastating Level”.

Display 1 (Minor Level)

Display 2 (Light Level)
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24) 5. Conclusions
In this paper, the project showed a prototype of a GSM based Seismic Activities
Monitoring and Warning System. The study uses Arduino UNO to process the input
into required output needed in the project. A set of C programming language were used
and studied in the process for desired results. The project also provides a proto-type
hardware that allows transfer of information between two modules. The goal of this
project is to modelled a seismic warning detector to lessen casualties and for risk
reduction.
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Abstract
Nowadays, Arduino Microcontrollers are widely used for projects, experiments and
even monitoring activities due to its large database of libraries together with the use of
sensors and other modules compatible. Arduino Microcontrollers are also known for
reliability, versatility and low power consumption as it only uses 5 volts DC input
voltage and has a several output pins with 5 volts DC out. In this paper, the proponents
used a HC-05 Bluetooth module programmed in Slave Module to make the project
possible to communicate via Android Application. Commands were sent from an
Android device and then, the Arduino Microcontroller Unit will interpret the data that
has been sent after that, the Microcontroller will also send signals to the relay module
that has been made by the proponents. The relay module will able to act as a switch as
the relay module can handle alternating current (AC) voltages as well as direct current
(DC) voltages that is suitable for the lighting devices attached to the system. In the
android application, there will be eight switches that will be active, the Android device
should be connected first to the Bluetooth module before the user can start interfacing.
A small model of a house was shown to visualize the project created. Some figures are
represented showing that the android application, the microcontroller unit and the relay
module is communicating and working properly. In addition, the Bluetooth Switch is a
power saving equipment because of its low power consumption and will give comfort
to the user due to its wireless communications.
Keywords: Bluetooth, Relay Module, Arduino Microcontroller, Home Appliances,
Switches.
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1. Introduction
Currently, having lighting at home is considered normal. Lighting helps the
household greatly by easing some work and increase the times a person’s capability to
do work especially at night. From cooking to cleaning and even relaxing, many people
grew up with the presence of home lighting and have become dependent of its usage.
This proves how important lighting have become to everyone's life. However due to
having too many switches for lighting, controlling those lightings can sometimes be a
tedious task to do. Even just turning on or off a light bulb can be a bother for the user
if the person is occupied in doing some other tasks. In those times, having a way to
easily turn on or off a light bulb while doing other tasks might be the answer. Ordinary
android cell phones with Bluetooth features can act as a remote control designed as a
helping hand to human by reducing manual work thus saving human energy [1]. In this
research, the proponents will develop a prototype that can be used to control home
lighting with Bluetooth technology and Arduino Microcontroller.
Considering that having a phone is now a must especially smart phones, many
people have their own smart phone especially Android Users. Smart phones normally
have Bluetooth technology and taking advantage of that, an application will be installed
in the phone so that the phone will serve as a remote for the appliances. The application
is made for android phones due to it being recognized of its extra features and having
majority of the mobile developers use the system [2]. The Bluetooth technology will
send the signal wirelessly to the appliance instead of the user going in front of the
appliance to control the appliance manually [3]. The use of smart phones for home
control and automation is applicable due to its flexibility, low cost and ease of use [4].
This application utilizes Android based UI for control of home machines. Association
with the smart living system can be produced using the outlined application by means
of Bluetooth or web association [5].
. Using mobile phones as a remote controller can also be of help for those who
are handicapped and old aged people to control appliances without having to do it
manually [6].
Arduino Microcontroller will also be used along with Bluetooth technology in
developing the prototype. Arduino Microcontroller can be associated to work with other
programs or machines and utilized in taking inputs from switches and sensors and send
signals as outputs to several kinds of devices that produces an output [7]. A Bluetooth
module, HC-05, is used so that the commands from the android application will be
interpreted. A relay module is also present which will serve as the switches for the light
system is managed by the Arduino Microcontroller.
Due to the continuing improvement of modern technology, a wireless
connection is now becoming essential for everyone’s daily life. Having a wireless
switch to control the home lighting system to continue in improving everyone’s life
condition is becoming necessary. The problem of the study also comprises the accuracy
and measurability of the system, reliability and flexibility of the machine and lastly,
consistency and dependability of the mechanism.
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The study intends to develop an Arduino – based Bluetooth switch that can
control switches for home lighting system using an android smartphone. The design of
the system must be also cost effective and a user friendly type of a system. For added
innovation, the wireless home lighting system should be controlled by an android
smartphone. And lastly, a safe system that will give the best comfort especially for
android users, handicapped people and also for the elderly people.
2. Methodology
The first process will be based on the Android application installed in an
Android Mobile. Then once the user opened the application, the application will tell the
user to first turn on the Bluetooth of the mobile phone, after opening the Bluetooth, the
application will prompt the user to connect to the HC-05 Bluetooth module. Once
paired, the user is now enabled to send commands to the Arduino Microcontroller and
based on the commands sent, the Arduino Microcontroller can also set the relay module
to ON or OFF per switch or ON ALL or OFF all. The relay module acts as a switch for
the lighting system that makes the lights go ON or OFF state. The overall operation of
the project is shown in Figure 1.
MOBILE
PHONE

BLUETOOTH
MODULE
HC05

ARDUINO
MICROCONTROLLER

RELAY
MODULE

LIGHTING
SYSTEM

Figure 1. Over all operation of the system
The proponents used an Arduino UNO Microcontroller, a type of
microcontroller board that is based on the ATmega328P IC. This type of
microcontroller uses a 14 digital input/output pins, 6 of the pins can be used as Pulse
Width Modulation outputs, it can be programmed also through the USB connection and
the Arduino Software that uses Arduino Programming language. If the IC itself
damaged, it can be replaced easily because the IC of this kind of Arduino is removable.
[8] An image of an Arduino Microcontroller is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The Arduino Microcontroller
HC-05 is a popular Bluetooth module that was based on the EGBT-045MS
Bluetooth Module. HC-05 can operate as a master or slave device. Master device is a
configuration where the HC-05 can initiate a connection between a device. Slave device
is a configuration where the HC-05 will only receive command from a master device.
[9]. An image of HC-05 Bluetooth module is showed in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The HC-05 Bluetooth Module
The figure below (Figure 4) shows the Relay module that has been made by the
proponents. This relay module will be attached to the Arduino microcontroller and its
output will be attached to the lighting system.

Figure 4. The DIY Relay Module
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The Arduino IO Pins from 2 to 8 is connected to the relay module and pins 10
and 11 were assigned as soft TX and RX of the Bluetooth module. A common AC strip
is connected with the neutral and the other individual end were connected at normally
closed of the circuit. The main schematic from the Arduino UNO to the HC-05
Bluetooth Module and Relay Module is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The Main Schematic from the Arduino UNO to the HC-05 Bluetooth
Module and Relay Module
Before to start interfacing with the system, the Android Phone must be paired
first with the HC-05 Bluetooth Module. A corresponding pin must be entered so that
the two devices will be able to pair. A screenshot of the pairing request is shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 6. Pairing of the HC-05 Bluetooth Module
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The connection button on the upper left area of the application will lit up if there
is a successful connection with the HC-05 Bluetooth module, the button also can be a
switch if the user wants to connect or disconnect to the HC-05 Module. There are eight
individual buttons for eight individual lighting systems and two other buttons beside
the connection button which can be touched to turn on or off all of the eight previously
mentioned buttons as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. The GUI of the Android Application

3. Results and Discussion
Figure 8 to 10 show the representation of the system with the android phone
present.

Figure 8. The Arduino – based Bluetooth wireless switch for home lighting system
using an Android smartphone prototype
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The figure above shows the completed prototype. Small LED were used as the
light bulbs of the house. The user will be able to see whether their desired light was
turned on or off in this prototype.

Figure 9. The prototype with some lights on
Figure 9 shows that the turned on switched in the Android smartphone
corresponds to the specific light bulb assigned on that switch.

Figure 10. The prototype with all lights turned on
Figure 10 shows that if the button with the label “On all” in the Android phone
is touched, all the lights of the house will also be turned on.
4. Conclusion
The researchers were able to develop a prototype of the Arduino – based
Bluetooth wireless switch for home lighting system using an Android smartphone. As
a prototype, small light emitting diodes were used as the light bulbs for the researchers
to know that the lighting system is working. Aside from the Bluetooth module HC-05
and the Arduino Uno, every other materials and tools that were used were not too costly.
Some materials were even recycled like the unused LED and wires while the application
installed in the Android smartphone is free. The researchers therefore conclude that
they were able to develop a cost effective and user-friendly home lighting system that
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can be turned on or off at will by the user using an Android smartphone. Since this
lighting is system is wireless and having a smartphone is now being considered a
necessity, almost everyone will be able to use the system and can be considered as safe.
Recommendations
Every research has a room for improvements, so the researchers would like to
recommend to the future researchers that if the user wants to have a larger scope of
range, future researchers must use a Wi-Fi Module. A use of sensor also is one good
idea to make the project more versatile. In addition, the future researchers can also use
GSM Module so that users that forgot to switch on or off the light in long distances.
These ideas may help this project to adapt with the present trends.
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Abstract
In this project, the researchers are to develop a Quadcopter Flight Controller with Data
Acquisition Capability using Fuzzy Logic. To appreciate the aerodynamics and control
systems present in Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), this project is all about creating
a hardware and software design of a Controller using Arduino’s open-source
prototyping platform as well as the use of the Fuzzy Logic for inaccurate result. The
stability during takeoff and flight and its maneuverability in response to the directional
inputs are processed and optimized by the controller. The installed speed, temperature,
and humidity sensors give feedback to the microcontroller in order for the quadcopter
to be capable of acquiring data of the environment’s state during flight. The main
controller board of the quadcopter manages its steady-state movement and stability in
terms of the four degrees of freedom. For positional feedback to be used in the
stabilization algorithm, the quadcopter uses 3-axis gyroscope, and accelerometer
connected to the I2C bus. Powered by a Li-Po battery, this quadcopter could be used to
demonstrate aerodynamics and control systems while gathering information about the
environment’s temperature, air humidity, and the current time and date simultaneously
while the quadcopter is in the air. The response of the fuzzified PID controller is faster
and more reliable than that of the PID controller after the settling times has been
compared to the four degrees of freedom.
Keywords: Quadcopter; Arduino; Fuzzy Logic; Data Acquisition
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1. Introduction
Among the existing Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), the devices called
quadcopters, quadrotor helicopters, quadrotors or quads are considered as the handiest
type for they come in numerous advantages. These include simple constructions and
small sizes which make them operational in confined places [1]. In addition, these
quadrotor aircrafts are low cost, noiseless and highly maneuverable. Consequently, they
have the ability to hover in air fixed point. They also perform the Vertical Take-Off and
Landing Ability (VTOL) and specifically easy to maintain [2].
A quadcopter is composed of four high-speed rotors that are equally-spaced to
the center of mass of the quadrotor in “X” configuration. These rotors are then used in
producing its lifting force. It is also equipped with sensors which are used for gathering
information. This is to comply with the controlling ability with a remote radio controller
from the ground station. A quadcopter normally has two pairs of rotors with fixed pitch
propellers turning clockwise whereas the other pair works in the counterclockwise
direction. This structure will help the quadcopter keep a balanced torque and prevent
rotation for itself [3]. The angular velocity and the speeds of the propellers are
controlled so that these machines would perform the four degrees of freedom of the
mechanical system. This is defined by roll, pitch, yaw and acceleration along a desired,
common orientation [4] as demonstrated in Figure 1 [5].

Figure 1. Basic movement of an X-quadcopter configuration
Without the necessary estimation and control algorithms, quadcopters are
inherently unstable. Therefore, they need some form of automatic feedback control to
help them be able to fly. This paper deals on controlling the quadcopter to basic
directions of flying up, down, left, right, forward, and backward. This leads to the
access of reaching a state of hovering with stability in the air and the ability to collect
data through sensors attached for propellers’ speed, air humidity, and ambient
temperature of the environment during the flight. The output uses a controller connected
to the quadcopter, and the system will be implemented on an Arduino microcontroller.
Fuzzy reasoning that is applied in this project is helpful in dealing with
imprecise information such as the linguistic input variables. This method is considered
to be one of the tools which allows computers handle inaccurate data. Thereafter, it
enables the units to solve problems through the use of functional operators. Through
the precise logic of imprecision, caged binary outputs are treated as fuzzy. This is
defined as the crisp elements which are visualized to have degrees of variation as a
result of a realistic situations. The creation of controllers will not require complex
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mathematical skills, but at least basic human inferences between the causes and
consequences of the aerodynamics present in quadcopters. Moreover, the resulting
prototype of this project may be found useful in such activities wherein access to
unreachable heights for humans would be highly attainable. These include photography,
inspections, search and rescue missions, surveillance, construction and surveying,
mapping, delivery, and further educational purposes.
The objective of this study is to develop a quadcopter device that has the ability
to work with Four Degrees of Freedom of the mechanical systems namely roll, pitch,
yaw and throttle through the use of Arduino microcontroller. This assembly is equipped
with sensors for data acquisition, and a radio frequency module for communication.
The study covers concepts about developing a quadcopter’s hardware structure
and basic aerodynamic modeling. On the other hand, the study does not apply advanced
algorithms to perfect the drone’s capabilities in order to compete with existing drones
in the market today. One of the system limitation is that the quadcopter can only operate
in a sunny or dry weather and indoors, provided that there are enough space and height
for the flight. Also, it is only flown within the Visual Line of Sight (VLOS). Negative
heights are obviously not possible and will be equated to a value of zero. Lastly, angle
restrictions are imposed for security and safety reasons. Otherwise, the quadcopter
would easily lose its stability.
2. Methodology
2.1 Block Diagram
As shown in Figure 7, the quadcopter uses an Arduino-programmed Flight
Control Board with wireless modules to receive directional commands and transmit
data over a radio frequency connection. The data acquired by the sensors will be stored
in an SD card or Secure Digital Card as the quadcopter maintains its flight. The main
controller board of the quadcopter manages its maneuver and stability in terms of the
throttle, roll, yaw, and pitch. The four brushless motors controlled in real-time enables
steady hovering off with minimal vibrations while successfully navigating to its target
location. For positional feedback to be used in the stabilization algorithm, the
quadcopter uses 6-axis gyroscope, and accelerometer connected to the I2C bus. With
the power supplied by the LiPo battery, this quadcopter could be used to demonstrate
aerodynamics and control systems while gathering of information about the
temperature, humidity, time and date simultaneously during flight.
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Figure 2. Block Diagram

2.2. Conceptual Framework
The researchers aim to implement a controller which maneuvers the flight of
the quadcopter to a desired altitude through the use of wirelessly communicating radio
transmitter and receiver with data acquisition using Fuzzy Logic as demonstrated in
Figure 3. The hardware consists of the Arduino microcontroller, four Electronic Speed
Controller (ESC) modules, four brushless motors with a propeller each, a gyroscope
and accelerometer in one chip, a barometric pressure sensor, a temperature and
humidity sensor and a light-weight frame. These are all connected on certain
configurations. The brushless motors and propellers work with the ESC module. The
principle of motors in aerodynamics are used with this specific aspect of the project.
The calibration of the brushless motors then follows. Simultaneously, the sensors as
described above are also being calibrated. After assembly and testing, the programming
part focused on the implementation of the fuzzy logic algorithm linked to the installed
sensors on its body. The created series of codes uploaded to the Arduino UNO
microcontroller apply principles about controlling DC motors for an aerodynamic flight,
and utilization of the measurements recorded from sensors for data acquisition. The
system also takes external measurements of height for correcting the elevation of the
quadrotor.
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Figure 3. Conceptual framework
2.3 Four Degrees of Freedom Concept
2.3.1 Altitude Controller Concept
As illustrated in Figure 4, the altitude controller delivers the power needed by
the four motors in order to correct the altitude error (z) in the quadcopter’s height of
flight with its only output value, μz.
1.
𝜇𝑧 = 𝑓1 + 𝑓2 + 𝑓3 + 𝑓4 = 4𝑓𝑧
- Eq. 1
Where: f1 is the force applied by the front motor, f2 is the force applied by the left
motor, f3 is the force applied by the back motor and f4 is the force applied by the
right motor.

Figure 495. Altitude controller concept
The output of the altitude controller is the basis on which the outputs of the other
controllers are all combined in the aggregation block or the final output aside from the
power that the quadcopter always needs to hover at a specified altitude. The overlapping
of motor powers from all the controllers is guided by the equation,
2.
𝜇 = 𝜇𝑧 + ∆𝜇𝑅𝑂𝐿𝐿 + ∆𝜇𝑃𝐼𝑇𝐶𝐻 + ∆𝜇𝑌𝐴𝑊
- Eq. 2
where μ is the control output or support force.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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2.3.2 Roll Controller Concept
In Figure 5, the roll controller works on the error in roll value and its derivative.
Grouping the motors on the left side, which are f1 and f2, separately from the motors on
the right side, which are f3 and f4, the increase in output speed for the motors on the left
side must go together with a decrease in output speed on the motors on the other side,
or vice versa in order to maintain the stability of the system while rotating at the x-axis.
7.
𝑓1 = 𝑓2 = 𝑓𝑧 + ∆𝜇𝑅𝑂𝐿𝐿 ; 𝑓3 = 𝑓4 = 𝑓𝑧 − ∆𝜇𝑅𝑂𝐿𝐿
- Eq. 3
8.

9.
Figure 5. Roll controller concept
A negative value corresponds to a clockwise (left) rotation where forces on M1 and
M2 are greater than forces on M3 and M4, and positive value corresponds to a counterclockwise (right) rotation which goes the other way around.
Demonstration:
 To turn or roll left: if ΔμROLL > 0 then (f1 = f2) > (f3 = f4)
 To turn or roll right: if ΔμROLL < 0 then (f1 = f2) < (f3 = f4)
2.3.3 Pitch Controller Concept
Meanwhile, the pitch controller works on the error in pitch value and the pitch
error’s derivative as shown in Figure 6. This time, the motors are grouped based on
whether they are at the front or back portion of the quad. The motors on the front are f1
and f4 while the motors on the back are f2 and f3. In this case, the same increment and
decrement of speed apply. That is, the output ΔμPITCH is also added to the speed of the
front motors every time the same value is subtracted to the motors at the back and
demonstrates rotation around the y-axis.
10.
𝑓1 = 𝑓4 = 𝑓𝑧 + ∆𝜇𝑃𝐼𝑇𝐶𝐻 ; 𝑓2 = 𝑓3 = 𝑓𝑧 − ∆𝜇𝑃𝐼𝑇𝐶𝐻
- Eq. 4
11.

12.
Figure 6. Pitch controller concept
Demonstration:
 To pitch up or move backwards: if ΔμPITCH > 0 then (f1 = f4) > (f2 = f3)
 To pitch down or move forwards: if ΔμPITCH < 0 then (f1 = f4) < (f2 = f3)
13.
14.
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2.3.4 Yaw Controller Concept
For rotation around the z-axis, the groupings of motors are aligned diagonally
which are f1 and f3 turning in one direction, and f2 and f4 turning to the other direction.
With the support force kept constant, the increase of speed in one pair comes with the
decrease of speed in the other pair given by the controller output ΔμYAW. Just like the
roll controller, the yaw controller returns a positive value for the quadcopter to rotate
clockwise (right) and a negative value to rotate counter-clockwise (left) based on the
processed yaw error and the yaw error’s derivative as shown in Figure 7.
15.
𝑓1 = 𝑓3 = 𝑓𝑧 + ∆𝜇𝑌𝐴𝑊 ; 𝑓2 = 𝑓4 = 𝑓𝑧 − ∆𝜇𝑌𝐴𝑊 - Eq. 5
16.

17.
Figure 7. Yaw controller concept
Demonstration:
 To turn about to the right: if ΔμYAW < 0 then (f1 = f3) > (f2 = f4)
 To turn about to the left: if ΔμYAW > 0 then (f1 = f3) < (f2 = f4)
2.4 Properties of the Project
For this project, an X-shaped frame is used for the quadcopter which maneuver faster
than the H-framed ones due to a much lower frontal aerodynamics and less throttle [7].
Furthermore, since two motors are positioned in the pitch and roll course, this
configuration is naturally steadier and definitely suitable when needed [8].
The following components are used for sensing:
1. MPU6050 Gyroscope with Accelerometer - the most economical 2in1
microelectronic module for measuring the angular rates, rotational acceleration and
lateral acceleration of the quadcopter [9].
2. BMP180 sensor - a piezoresistive sensor calculating air pressure against a
mechanical sensor and adapts its resistance value based on that, this fused with an
analog to digital converter that forwards a value to whatever instrument they are
operating, and then that instrument applies some math to compute the pressure from
that value [10].
3. DHT11 sensor - a basic measuring digital temperature and humidity. It exerts a
capacitive humidity sensor and a thermistor to calculate the adjacent air, and declare
a digital signal on the data pin [11].
4. Data logger shield - used for storing data about the surroundings that are measured
by the sensors during the flight of the quadcopter.
Other components of the quadcopter are the following:
1. For the transmitter and receiver, the proponents used the Flysky FS-I6 set which
has a minimum of 4 channels for regulating the quad and uses a low frequency, 2.4
GHz signals that can travel through blocks and aperture sufficiently. Its receiver
output pulse has a center position of 1500 and ranges from 1000 to 2000.
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2. For controlling the motors, the EMAX Simon Series 30A ESC is used because it
is mainly produced for multi-rotors and it is fast-responding to control changes.
3. For the quadcopter to elevate, a set of four EMAX MT2213/935KV Brushless
Motors is used. It is an ideal brushless motor because it is built to lift more weight
and is run by the compatible current value as that of the ESC.
4. For the propeller, the researchers used 10”x4.5” Propellers were one pair is
designed to rotate in the clockwise direction and the other air rotates in the counterclockwise direction. This kind of propellers is light-weight with size and lift
perspective such that the quadcopter can hover at less than 50% of the motor
function. It is also best to have propellers that can endure soft bumps.
5. The proponents also used a LiPo Battery which has a large capacity of holding lots
of energy in a small package and has a discharge rate applicable to the motor’s
optimum operation.
It is installed together with a low-voltage alarm buzzer for the proponents to be
warned if the battery voltage gets lower than the user-specified voltage parameter. The
alarm may sound between 2.7 volts to 2.8 volts per cell. If fully charged, the LiPo
battery can operate for at least 15 minutes depending on the load carried by the
quadcopter.
2.5 Functions of the System
In general, the type of fuzzy inference that is used in this project is the Sugeno
or Takagi-Sugeno-Kang method where the inference process composes of fuzzifying
the inputs and applying fuzzy operator as well. The output membership functions of the
Sugeno-type fuzzy inference are either linear or constant which makes it a good option
for working with linear techniques such as PID. Moreover, it is computationally
efficient and well suited for mathematical analysis [12]. This process is known as Fuzzy
Inferencing System which involves three steps namely: fuzzification, rule evaluation
and defuzzification. It is visually shown in Figure 8 [13].

Figure 8. Fuzzy Inferencing Unit
Fuzzy Logic Inference: Fuzzy logic is infused to the flight control system of the
quadcopter Matlab’s fuzzy logic toolbox and is uploaded using Arduino IDE. As
adopted from [14], Figure 9 shows two input variables error (e) and change in error (Δe
or deltaE), and three PID gains representing the outputs. The center box indicates the
name of the file “Fuzzy Quadcopter.fis” and the type of fuzzy logic interference system
used in the system which is Sugeno Fuzzy Inference Method.
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Figure 9. Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) Editor

As shown in Figure 10, the fuzzy logic control (FLC) for the input error (e) uses
triangular membership functions with seven classifications namely: “NB”, “NM”,
“NS”, “ZO”, “PS”, “PM” and “PB”, which stands for negatively big, negatively
medium, negatively small, zero, positively small, positively medium and positively big,
respectively. The same set of membership functions is also applied to the input change
in error (Δe or deltaE). Meanwhile, the crisp outputs of the FLC are Kp, Ki and Kd
which stands for the PID gains. As shown in Figure 11, the parameters for the output
membership functions for Kp are named as P, Z and N, which stands for positive, zero
and negative, respectively.

Figure 10. Input (e)

Figure 11. Output (Kp)
Particularly, fuzzy logic inferencing is applied to the quadcopter through
automatically choosing the appropriate PID gains such as Kp, Ki, and Kd. The
concluded values of the membership functions per output variable PID gains are applied
to the Arduino code for the controlling the quad. Instead of setting fixed values for Kp,
Ki and Kd, the quadcopter’s software will be able to automatically choose among the
values set per gain with respect to the fuzzy rules created and tested using Matlab’s
fuzzy toolbox.
Data Acquisition: Regarding the data acquisition capability of the quadcopter, the
separate Arduino Uno with a data logger shield mounted on top is programmed to read
the flight environment’s condition based on percentage humidity, temperature, and
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pressure. This is also where the height of flight or altitude is also measured together
with the recorded date and time during the recording of information.
2.6 ESC Calibration
While the propellers are not yet assembled on the motors as well as the
detachment of LiPo battery to the Arduino Uno, some additional basic checks are done
by uploading the Arduino code for ESC calibration. This is to ensure that everything is
working appropriately [15]. After reopening the serial monitor at 57600 baud rate, the
following checks are done as with respective designated letters:
1. Receiver input check (r) - with both the transmitter sticks at the center position, all
four channels should read 1500us. Moving the transmitter sticks should also read
from 1000us to 2000us.
2. Gyroscope/ accelerometer angle check (a) – calibrates the roll and pitch angles at
the start right after the gyroscope is done calibrating itself. It also displays the yaw
value and will drop down to zero whenever the raw rotation stops. This angle check
should show the following:
a. Nose up is positive pitch and nose down is the negative pitch. (Figure 12)
b. Left wing up is positive roll and left wing down is the negative roll.
c. Nose right is positive yaw and nose left is the negative yaw.
3. Motor vibration check – with a cautious operation, the propellers are mounted back
to the motors in order to test for excessive vibrations. The best performance of the
propellers and motors is obtained by balancing each perfectly. First, the position of
the clockwise and counter-clockwise propellers is checked. At the same baud rate of
57600, the numbers representing the amount of vibration measured by the
accelerometer are displayed in the serial monitor for motor 1 at the right front (1), for
motor 2 at the right rear (2), for motor 3 at the left rear (3), for motor 4 at the left
front (4) and for all the motors (5) while slowly increasing the throttle to half. In this
way, the direction of rotation is also checked is producing upward thrust. To reduce
the vibration, a piece of tape is attached to one of the blades and checked if the values
considerably reduce.

Figure 12. Nose up and nose down
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Fuzzy Quadcopter Flight Controller Data and Analysis
Using two different algorithms, Fuzzy PID and PID, the proponents recorded the
settling time of the throttle, roll, yaw and pitch using clock timer. Each algorithm is
assessed ten times to further distinguish the dissimilarities in settling time among those
two. The results of the experimentations are graphed below. These show that the Fuzzy
PID can be more stable than PID. The data specifies proper feedback about the control
system.
Table 1. Throttle Control Settling Times
TRIALS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

PID
1.393
1.602
1.404
1.142
1.432
1.22
1.731
1.43
1.567
1.426

FUZZY PID
0.983
0.892
0.853
0.953
0.962
0.967
0.874
0.982
0.986
0.965

Figure 13. Graph of Throttle Control Settling Times
Table 1 shows the comparison between the settling times for PID and Fuzzy PID
controls tested ten times. The settling time of the throttle is how fast the quadcopter
responded to the lifting or flying upward direction signal. The test shows that the PID
settling time is approximately 2 seconds while the Fuzzy PID is approximately 1 second
only. Furthermore, Figure 13 shows that the fuzzified PID is more stable than the PID
alone.
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Table 2. Roll Control Settling Times
TRIALS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

PID
1.46
1.21
1.12
1.09
1.23
1.22
1.22
1.16
1.37
1.12

FUZZY PID
0.897
0.925
0.856
0.934
0.878
0.982
0.821
0.873
0.913
0.943

Figure 14. Graph of Roll Control Settling Times
Table 2 shows the comparison between two algorithms in terms of roll control. The
roll’s settling time is the time when the quadcopter responded sideward left or right.
The proponents tested each algorithm ten times to further differentiate the differences
in settling time of roll. The PID responded at approximately 1.5 seconds while the
Fuzzy PID responded in less than 1 second. The result and the graph seen in Figure 14
show that Fuzzy PID response faster and it is more consistent and stable.
Table 3. Pitch Control Settling Times
TRIALS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

PID
1.391
1.589
1.421
1.132
1.234
1.324
1.761
1.536
1.545
1.642
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FUZZY PID
0.965
0.843
0.841
0.923
0.981
0.954
0.854
0.982
0.962
0.943
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Figure 15. Graph of Pitch Control Settling Times
Table 3 shows the comparison between two algorithms in terms of pitch control. The
pitch’s settling time is the time when the quadcopter responded sideward forward and
backward. Again, the proponents tested each algorithm ten times. The PID responded
at approximately 1.5 seconds while the Fuzzy PID responded in less than 1 second. The
result and the graph seen in Figure 15 show that Fuzzy PID responded faster and it is
more consistent and stable.
Table 4. Yaw Control Settling Times
TRIALS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

PID
1.401
1.589
1.403
1.134
1.454
1.215
1.741
1.425
1.435
1.453

FUZZY PID
0.963
0.854
0.834
0.964
0.943
0.964
0.871
0.934
0.976
0.965

Figure 16. Graph of Yaw Control Settling Times
Table 4 shows the comparison of the settling time between those two controllers. The
proponents tested the time by using clock timer and measured the time response of the
quadcopter in the part of yaw controller. The yaw control is when the quadcopter is
rotate either left or right. With less delay the quadcopter’s stability will increase. The
table and graph seen in Figure 16 show that the Fuzzy PID is faster and more stable
than PID alone.
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3.2 Sensor Data and Analysis
Figure 17 shows a graphical representation of the tabulated data acquired by the
DHT11 and BMP180 sensors which are all mounted on a data logger shield. These data
are stored on the SD card via the data logger shield and retrieved using Microsoft Excel.
The stamp indicates a distinction between every set of data per row. The date and time
are when the data has been recorded. Other data about the environment recorded are the
percentage humidity, the temperature in degree Celsius, air pressure in millibars and
the altitude in feet.

Figure 17. Graph of Data Acquired
4. Conclusion
After the whole process of developing a fuzzy logic-based quadcopter seen in
Figure 20, the results were carefully studied and interpreted accordingly. Based on the
data gathered and analyzed by the proponents, the flight controller was favorable and
satisfactory because fuzzy logic was implemented well on the Arduino microcontroller.
It is also evident that the response of the fuzzified PID controller is faster and more
reliable than that of the PID controller after the settling times has been compared to the
four degrees of freedom, namely throttle, roll, yaw, and pitch. The functionality tests of
the individual components especially the gyroscope, barometric pressure sensor,
temperature and humidity sensor, ESCs, motors and data logger shield are all initiated.
Measurements of the temperature, humidity, pressure and altitude are successfully
obtained and recorded via a data logger shield. Meanwhile, the battery level and
connection status between the RF communication and quadcopter can be seen on the
transmitter screen. Therefore, the development of the prototype with necessary data
acquisition was successfully done and desirably worked which satisfied the objectives
of this study.
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Figure 20. The Prototype
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Abstract
People has undergone extreme cases of danger which was brought by flood. Flooding
occurs not only when a typhoon is existent but also during an ordinary rainy day. Early
flood warning alarm system is used to detect the various water levels as indication for
the approaching flood in the concerned vicinity. The system uses power generated by
the solar panel. This project also utilizes the benefits of a microcontroller unit and GSM
modem to send the measured data via Short Message Service (SMS) toward the
disturbed population. Another form of warning comes in by means of the alarm system
installed. There are several water level pointers which accommodate the need for
multiple cautions that are necessary to be executed. The messages delivered contain
specific data about the flood status which are being programmed and formatted
previously in the unit. The ultrasonic sensor is responsible for the measurement of the
water level. The water wave is varying which requires the need of a more stable and
defined value of an input. The method used in the system is the smoothing average
technique. We were able to measure the level of water depending on the height of it
that results to different warning signals.
Keywords: Flood, Microcontroller Unit (MCU), SMS, GSM Module, Ultrasonic
Sensor, Smoothing Average Technique
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1. Introduction
One of the problems that we often experience is the varying and unpredictable
behavior of the climate around us. One time, it’s shining, yet the next minute, it’s
pouring. These events cause great bother to us for we cannot seem to prefigure what
might come. Philippines is considered to be one of the developing countries which has
suffered under quite a lot of natural phenomena including storms and typhoons. Many
lives are being put at risks as the aftermath of all these disasters takes place. These
events cannot be eradicated, but the hazards brought could be reduced with the
availability of an early notice. The society won’t only be able to prepare themselves,
but the local government could make the desirable actions appropriate for the situation
as well. A Fully Automated Water Level Indicator is a system that helps to indicate the
level of water or any other conducting liquid. [1]
The studies about Tank Water Level Monitoring System using GSM Network
shows the development of water level monitoring system with an integration of GSM
module to alert the person-in-charge through Short Message Service (SMS). The water
level is monitored and its data sent through SMS to the intended technician mobile’s
phone upon reaching the critical level. [2] Based on the previous studies, the flood
warning systems that were presented usually have only a single water level and a onetime warning to be provided. Data processed by the MCU is being sent via SMS and
through this, expected warning was implemented. Nevertheless, the customization of
the water level boundaries has been an asset of the system for it can be set at various
areas that experiences flood more often than others. There was also a research on GSM
Based Water level and Temperature Monitoring System that is capable of monitoring
the water level as well as the temperature of the tank which is connected to the industry.
It also uses LCD to display the result. [3]
Flood is one of the most horrible disaster that world has to struggle with. Flood
is uncontrolled and the consequences it leads to can be terrifying. Flood can occur
suddenly and recede quickly at any place where rain fall is vulnerable, although rain is
not the only impetus for flood. This can happen in a multitude of ways. The Philippines
is a country that is prone in flooding. Not just because it is surrounded by bodies of
water but also because of the growing population and urbanization. As the population
rises, this tends to contribute a lot of waste that can cause flood. So, we should ready
and aware of how to behave during floods. Using GSM Technology to Design and
Implement the Water Environment Monitoring System, dam gate control system which
helps in keeping an eye on the frequent usage of water resources from dam for irrigation
purposes and efficient operation of dam gate according to the level of water and also
helps in indicating about flood to people living in the surrounding. [4] In line with water
level application, a Microcontroller Based Automated Water Level Sensing and
Controlling: Design and Implementation Issue mainly focuses on investigating the
microcontroller based water level sensing and controlling in a wired and wireless
environment. [5]
The study aims to design and implement the GSM- Based Flood Monitoring
System and Data Acquisition using Smoothing Average Technique. Specifically, it
aims to identify the hardware and software requirement of the system by testing the
prototype; assemble and construct the prototype; to program the microcontroller unit
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that measures the parameter based on the received signal and to test the system based
on the performance requirements.
This system, however, can detect diverse water heights which could reflect the
different levels of threat caused by the flood. By the use of GSM modem, the clients
would receive the data through SMS which were being processed by the MCU. Another
form of warning is the alarm installed in the system which would siren conditional to
the water levels all the same. Probability theory in the form of Smoothing Average
Technique is the method used for determining the discrete level of the input parameter,
which in this case is the water height.
2. Methodology
2.1 IPO Chart
Figure 1 is a summary of the system. The input makes the list of the data needed
to complete the system. Obtaining the data gathered, the system will proceed to the
process which lists any calculations that might have to be performed. After the process
calculated the inputs, the system will provide the output.

Figure 1. IPO Chart.
2.2 Conceptual Framework
The conceptual frame work is represented by using the system block diagram.
The relationship between the blocks show how the system will work and the process
of the system. In the design system block diagram, the authors exposed the blocks for
system analysis.

Figure 2. System Block Diagram.
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2.3 Flowchart
The flowchart below shows the algorithm and commands used for the design
and implementation of the project. The water sensor worked as a switch in order for
the ultrasonic sensor to function. After the water level was measured, data gathered was
averaged which leads to the output. This measurement hence was sent to the recipients
using the GSM module.

Figure 3. Flowchart.
2.4 Design Requirements


Hardware Specifications

2.4.1 Arduino Uno
Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board which has 14 digital input/output
pins, 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz quartz crystal, a USB connection, a power jack, an
ICSP header and a reset button.
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2.4.2 Ultrasonic sensor
Ultrasonic Distance Sensor is a popular and low cost non-contact distance
measurement device which can measure distances from 2cm to 400cm with an accuracy
of about 3mm.
2.4.3 Grove Water Sensor
Grove water sensor is an easy-to-use, level/drop recognition sensor, which is
obtained by having a series of parallel wires exposed traces measured droplets/water
volume in order to determine the water level.
2.4.4 GSM Module
The GSM module is based on SIM900 module that provides a way to
communicate using the GSM cell phone network. It allows to achieve SMS, MMS,
GPRS and Audio by sending commands.
2.4.5 Piezo Active Buzzer
The piezo element requires a square wave (common from most microcontrollers)
to produce a tone.
2.4.6 LED (Light Emitting Diode)
LEDs or light – emitting diodes, are semiconductor devices that produce visible
light when an electrical current passed through them.
2.4.7 LCD (Liquid – Crystal Display)
A liquid – crystal display (LCD) is a flat-panel display that uses the lightmodulating properties of liquid crystals. LCDs are available to display arbitrary or
fixed images with low information content.
2.4.8 Solar Panel
Solar panels are categorized as devices that convert light into electricity. It is
composed of solar cells which performs the photovoltaic effect that is necessary for
converting of energy.
2.4.9 Lithium-ion Battery
The lithium-ion battery is low-maintaining which belongs to the group of
rechargeable batteries. Due to its lightness and high energy density, it is very advisable
for portable devices such as netbook computers.
2.4.10 Voltage Regulator (7809)
This voltage regulator is the device used for producing an output different from
the input voltage.
2.4.11 Solar Charger Controller
It is a battery-operated controller unit which prevents further charging of the
battery as it reaches the maximum capacity to avoid any probable damages.


Schematic Diagram
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These schematic diagrams represent the elements of the system using abstract,
graphic symbols rather than realistic pictures.

Figure 4. Water Level Sensor and GSM Sending Schematic Diagram.
The figure above shows how the ultrasonic sensor, water sensor and LEDs are
interdependent by the use of the programmable microcontroller unit. Based on the
commands and data gathered, message dissemination would be done by the GSM
module included in the system.

Figure 5. Battery Charging Schematic Diagram.
By the use of the solar charger controller, excessive charging of the battery from
the solar panel would be reprimanded so that possible damages would then be avoided.
This shows the use of a voltage regulator which is essential for the required input to
support the circulation of the system by acting as a source.

Figure 6. GSM Receive and Display Schematic Diagram.
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This diagram represents the connection of the components required for the
display of the message delivered from the preceding schematic involving data
acquisition.


Software Specifications

2.4.12 Arduino Software (IDE)
It connects to the Arduino hardware to upload programs and communicate with
it.
2.4.13 AutoCAD
AutoCAD is a commercial software
aided design (CAD) and drafting.

application for 2D and 3D computer-

2.4.14 EagleCAD
EAGLE's easy-to-use schematic editor allows you to create an easy-to-read
representation of your electronics design with zero complexity.


CAD Illustrations

Figure 7. Proposed Actual Design (Casing).

Figure 8. Proposed Actual Design (Casing).
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Figure 9. Proposed Actual Design.

Figure 10. Proposed Actual Design.

Figure 11. Proposed Actual Design.

2.5 Standards used
The proponents used IEEE standards in writing the paper for the study. For the
project, the researchers used the Averaging that is widely used to calculate and to
analyze data points by creating series of averages of the full data set.
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Data Acquisition using Averaging Method

The specification of each warning for certain water levels is based on the
average height of the Filipino people. It is believed that the male gender has a height
of 5’3’’. For women, the average height is considered to be 5 ft.


Water Levels
Table 1. Range of the Water Levels
WATER
WARNING
RANGE
LEVEL
COLOR
LOW
GREEN
0.5 ft – 1.5 ft
MEDIUM

YELLOW

1.51 ft – 2 ft

HIGH

RED

2.01 ft – 6 ft

2.6 Preliminary Data and Results

Figure 12. Board Design.
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Figure 13. Serial Monitor.

Figure 14. Message to the Recipient
Observations


The grove water sensor sometimes functions unpredictably.



The ultrasonic sensor is sensitive with the proximity of any nearby objects.



The water level specification is unreliable.



Due to the strength of the network signal, the performance of the GSM Module
is affected.
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3. Results and Discussion
The data gathered shows various water levels that the system was able to detect.

Figure 15. Serial Monitor.
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Figure 16. Message sent to the recipient.
4. Conclusion
It is a necessity for every risky situation to be warned about before the actual
situation to occur. Considering flood to be one of the most common yet dangerous
forms of natural events, it is such an advantage for a cautionary action of the
distinguished incident.
Throughout the process of developing the Design and
Implementation of the GSM-Based Flood Monitoring System and Data Acquisition
using smoothing Average Technique, the early warning mechanism was made possible.
By the use of the Arduino Uno, we were able to program the system as well as
identify back the data needed for a much stable program using the Smoothing Average
Technique. With the presence of a solar panel acting as the charger of the battery,
sufficient voltage output was delivered as a supply of the microcontroller unit and the
GSM necessary for message transmission. By gathering similar measurements of a
constant distance, the performance of the system is considered accurate.
An appropriate application of a positive objective led to a meaningful result which
lived by the goal of providing help through warnings in the most delicate of situations.
We were able to measure the level of water depending on the height of it that results to
different warning signals.
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Abstract
Nowadays energy meter reader from the electrical distributors goes to every house to
take the reading manually then issues the bill. This method of collecting of meter
readings becomes more problematic and costly, time consuming, and spends much
human resource when readings have to be collected from vast, and often scattered rural
areas and even the safety of the human resource assigned is in line. The proposed
technique is a system that will automatically send the data of the power consumption
of the consumer to the electrical distributor with the help of the Arduino microcontroller
and GSM Module for the system to generate a report and send to the service provider
through SMS. That data can be used to check the last reading consumed by the
consumer, by the request that will be sent by the user. The system can also be used to
control the load from both ends with the help of a relay circuit. Through that, the
consumer can take control of the electrical load, as well as for the distributor to
disconnect the supply when the customer fails to pay the bill. The system can also
reconnect the electrical power when the balance is already paid. There will be an LCD
display that is provided to display the readings and to update the consumer
information’s such as pricelist change or sudden power cut. Several tests were made
and represented to address if the problem stated was resolved. Overall, the project
compromises with the following requirements and performs accurately as what the
results stated.
Keywords: Arduino Microcontroller, GSM Module, SMS, Relay Circuit.
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1. Introduction
Over the years, measurement of electricity is depended on the traditional
energy meter or electric energy meter. These meters play a key role in monitoring the
power usage. Even though these meters are a master art of engineering designed a
hundred of years ago, they are not capable to provide awareness to user about his
consumption pattern [1].
Utility sub metering is the application of meter system that allows the admin
of a commercial establishment to compute each unit for individual energy
consumption through the installation of additional meters behind a main utility meter.
Sub metering can be handled by a third-party entity that does not produce electricity,
gas or water but resells utilities to the customers behind the main utility meter. It may
install on specific appliances as part of utility-managed interruptible service rate or
demand response. [2]
Due to rapid increase number of power consumers in every sector such as
residential, commercial and in industrial, it is essential to ensure proper use of energy,
generate correct bills and invoices and to reduce corruption [2]. The conventional
method of collecting meter data in a multi-unit property is done manually by assigning
an energy meter reader. This method of collecting of meter readings becomes more
problematic and time consuming, and spends much human resource when readings
have to be collected multiple meters. Also, human error is possible by mistakenly
taking the reading of the meter. And if any tenant did not pay the bill, the operator
needs to go to the electrical room or distribution panel to manually disconnect the
power supply.
Automatic Meter reading (AMR) is a technology that automatically gathers
data from energy, gas, and water metering devices and transfers it to the master station
in order to analyze it for billing purposes. Data are read remotely, without the need to
physically access the meter. The advantages include reducing peak demand for energy,
enabling customers to make informed decisions, and reducing the cost of meter
reading [3].
Global System for Mobile communication (GSM) is a digital mobile
telephony system that is widely used in Europe and other parts of the world, GSM
digitizes and compresses data, then sends it down a channel with two other streams
of user data, each in its own time slot. It operates at either the 900 MHz or 1800 MHz
frequency band. (Tech Target Network) [4] Philippines, known as the “texting capital
of the world” and the “social media capital of the world” at various times over the last
few years, has an advanced mobile market when compared to other similar countries.
Half of the population subscribes to mobile services, 3G penetration is relatively high
at just under 40%, smartphone adoption is rapidly growing, and internet penetration
is increasing at the fastest rate of any country in Asia with the vast majority of new
users coming online via mobile. [5]
A properly designed and develop GSM based metering is one way to have the
tenants to reduce and control the monthly power consumption by informing the tenants
about their usage on per month basis or as per their request. And also, it will help the
energy meter reader to minimize his work.
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The research will focus on the GSM based metering. Considerable benefits such
as reduction of energy consumption by the use of the wireless disconnection of power
supply by the use of GSM to control the Load. And a reference to the engineering
students who are taking up subjects or courses related to automatic metering system.
Lastly, this research helps the electrical facilitator and also the admin of a commercial
establishment by providing an easy way of reading the multiple energy meter in a
commercial establishment.
There is a need for a system that will monitor the electrical energy consumption
of a commercial establishment remotely from multiple meters and for the tenants to
check their own monthly usage so that they can predict their bills for the month. Also,
the system must be remotely disconnected the power supply by the admin. In this regard,
the proponents undertook the study to address on how the system will minimize the
task of electrical facilitator to read the sub meters in a commercial establishment, the
continuous monitoring of energy consumptions by the tenants, accurate measurements
of energy consumption that will free from local sub meters, the storage of the history
of electric consumption, accessibility through SMS and lastly, the control of the system
that identifies the administrator and the user.
The study aims to design, develop and implement a GSM Based Energy
Consumption Monitoring and Control through SMS that continuously monitors the
electrical energy consumption. Also, to provide a device that will convert the
electrical energy signal into pulse to the microcontroller. The study also aims to
minimize the task of electrical facilitator to read the sub meters in a commercial
establishment, an accurate meter reading is also an objective for the study. For added
functionality, the system must also have a history of the energy consumption that is
accessible through text messaging. The system must also be controlled through SMS
and identify who is the administrator and who is the tenant for added security. And
lastly, the system must be tested for its functionality, performance, accuracy and
reliability.

2. Methodology
Figure 1 states about the Input-Process-Output of the system. The input variable
in the system is the voltage and current that will be converted into pulse using the
EVAL AD7755 that will be sent to the Arduino, and also the SMS command coming
from the tenant or admin. The input variable will be processed by the microcontroller
to compute for the equivalent energy consumption and the SMS that the Arduino
receive from the tenant or admin will be processed by the microcontroller to give the
energy consumption or the switching of the load.
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Figure 1. IPO Chart for the Research
Figure 2 shows the Arduino/ Genuino board. It is a small microcontroller board,
which is a small circuit that contains a whole computer on a small chip (the
microcontroller). It is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328P. It has 14
digital input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a
16 MHz quartz crystal, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header and a reset
button. It contains everything needed to support the microcontroller, simply connect it
to a computer with a USB cable or power it with an AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get
started. The Arduino/ Genuino Uno board can be powered via the USB connection or
with an external power supply.

Figure 2. Genuino Uno

Figure 3 shows the Arduino GSM Shield, it allows an Arduino board to
connect to the internet, make/receive voice calls and send/receive SMS messages. The
GSM shield communicates with an attached Arduino through the Software Serial
library. By default, communication between the modem and Arduino happens on
digital pins 2 and 3.
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Figure 3. GSM Shield
Figure 4 shows the relay shield. A relay is an electrically operated switch.
Many relays use an electromagnet to mechanically operate the switch and provide
electrical isolation between two circuits. The Relay Shield is an Arduino compatible
smart module with 4 mechanical relays providing an easy way to control high voltage.
The max switching power is 70W DC. It can be directly controlled by Arduino
through digital IOs with external 9V supply. [6]

Figure 4. Relay Shield
On figure 5 is a Magnetic contactor. It is common used in automation industry
for motor control application. It’s function basically like a “relay”. The power source
into the coil of winding, it like the solenoid operation. It can deliver a large ampere
to the loads and very long lasting and high durability. When the power is “on”, it
energized the coil and make plunger move and the switch contact is change from
normally open to closed position. It allowed the current move from input terminal to
output terminal. [7]
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Figure 5. Magnetic Contactor
Figure 6 shows the Eval board ADE7751, it is a high accuracy, fault-tolerant
electrical energy measurement IC that is intended for use with single phase distribution
systems. The part specifications surpass the accuracy requirements as quoted in the
IEC1036 standard. The AD7751 produce average real power information on the low
frequency outputs F1 and F2. These logic outputs may be used to directly drive the
electromechanical counter or interface to a Microcontroller. [8]

Figure 6. Eval Board AD7751
Figure 7 shows the LCD Display module with 4x20 characters and
yellow/green LED backlight. LCD display uses STN technology, so it has a great
contrast and a wide viewing angle. Display module is controlled by SPLC780D (same
as common HD44780) parallel interface chipset that is easy to use. [9]

Figure 7. 4x20 LCD Display Module
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Figure 8 shows the Arduino SD Card Shield. It allows you to add mass storage
and data logging to your system. It is a simple solution for transferring data to and from
a standard SD card.

Figure 8. SD/MMC Card Shield

The whole system is combined in one whole box. In the front view, an LCD
Screen is present to show the total KW, Remaining Balance and some reminders and
information that the user will need. Inside of the project box are the components of the
system. An image of the proposed design of the system is present in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Proposed Design for the Research
The process of the system will be all based from the input of the energy
consumed from the loads such as appliances, lights and all other electronic devices that
consumes power. The LCD of the system will display the energy consumed and enable
its data logging to have its own data. The user can send an SMS Message and then the
system will try to check if the number that was used to message the system was
registered, for added security, only authenticated or registered numbers are able to
control and access the system. The system will send also a message about Load
disconnections, consumption request, reconnection status, energy consumed, electric
bill due dates. A flowchart of the system is shown in Figure 10.
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3. Results and Discussion
Figures 11 to 12 present the simulation results of GSM Based Energy
Consumption Monitoring with Control.

Figure 11. The Meter Unit Indicating the Supply is Connected

Figure 12. The Meter Unit with Load Connected
The text commands for admin and tenant doesn’t have the same settings as the
admin has an authority to connect and disconnect the system from the tenant. The
system also knows if the text message is coming from the tenant or from the admin
using algorithms in the microcontroller unit. A sample of commands are shown in
Table 1.
Table 1. Admin and Tenant screenshots.

1.

Administrator
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Tenant
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Table 2
Command that
can
only
GSM Module
reply that will
Arduino back to
check if the sent
received
or
GSM Module.
required to load
the
GSM
to get an update
module

shows the SMS
can be sent and
recognize by the
and the message
send by the
the sender to
command
is
recognize by the
Therefore, it is
the SIM card of
Module in order
from
the

Table 2. SMS Commands
SMS Command
Administrator
Tenant
USAGE
USAGE

Function

Reply of GSM

Send the Energy
Consumption of the
day to the Sender

Today’s Usage is
__kWh

ON

ON

Connect the unit to the
power grid

Power Supply is ON

OFF

OFF

Disconnect the unit
from the power grid

Power Supply is OFF

ADD +639…n

-

Register the number of
the tenant

Successfully
registered +639…n

DELETE

-

Remove the control of
the registered tenant

Delete successful

Figure 13 shows the graph of the Per Hour Energy Demand. This graph shows
the consumption of energy from time to time.
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Figure 13. Per Hour Energy Demand
Table 3. shows the comparison between the Actual Energy Meter and The GSM
Based Energy Meter. It can be summarized that the GSM based Energy Meter is
accurate based on the results with less than 1 percent error.
Table 3. Comparison: Actual Energy Meter and the GSM Based Energy Meter
Load

500W Lamp
1100W Flat Iron
3,000W Water Heater
1,200W Microwave
Oven
75W Electric Fan

Actual
Energy
Meter
2,000 W-hr
4,400 W-hr
12,000 W-hr
4,800 W-hr

GSM Based
Energy Meter

Error

Accuracy

1,998 W-hr
4,396 W-hr
11,988 W-hr
4,796 W-hr

2 W-hr
4 W-hr
12 W-hr
4 W-hr

99.91%
99.90%
99.90%
99.92%

300 W-hr

300 W-hr

0 W-hr

100%

4. Conclusion
This scheme reduces human intervention required in keeping track of the total
power consumption of the users. Through GSM it will be very easy for the tenants in
a commercial establishment to monitor their consumption and remotely control their
supply whenever they are that can help them to reduce their energy consumption. It
can also help the admin to collect data in massive amount of sub meters in a
commercial establishment for the distribution of payments per month. Also for the
easy disconnection and reconnection of the admin when the tenants fail to pay the bill
on time. GSM Based Energy Meter can have a big role in safety because the tenants
can check anytime once they forgot to turn off the supply of their unit or once there
is appliances that is accidentally forgot to remove in the outlet, through GSM they
can disconnect their loads in the supply and prevent causing fire and damages in the
establishment.
Recommendation
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For the further development and further improvement of the study and for the
benefit of future researchers who will be dealing with the same study, the proponents
recommends to develop a more safer system though as known no system is 100
percent safe, this kind of work can be tampered and seems to be the major setback.
The future proponents can also add other control method such as wireless
communication over the internet. Future researchers may tend to use also nonmagnetic
enclosure. Future researchers may tend to add also algorithms that registers more than
one tenant. And lastly, to lessen signal interference in the GSM module, an antenna
should be added to the system.
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Abstract
In this work, the proponents proposed a fire notification system that can help in the
prevention of massive property loss or damage due to fire. Fires can occur anytime and
anywhere. Fires are still a problem in the Philippines due to lacking fire alert systems
that can alert fire departments. Because of that, many people die each year and many
more are injured because of home fires. The project provides a prototype of a GSM
Based Fire Notification and Data Acquisition System using Kalman Filtering
Technique. The project built consists of hardware and software development. The study
uses Arduino microcontroller to obtain the desired output of the project. The study uses
the Arduino language, which is merely a set of C/C++ functions. The proponents also
used the Kalman Filtering Technique, an ideal process for systems which measure
variables that are continuously changing, is the most appropriate filtering method for
real time problems and embedded systems. The goal of this study is to provide an
efficient fire alarm system with a fire detector and wireless notification board with
alarm system that will receive the alert message using the GSM module containing the
gathered data. The results of the project show that when a fire is detected by the fire
sensor, the buzzer will sound and an alert message containing the temperature in the
area measured by the temperature sensor and the incident location of the fire is sent
through a Short Message System (SMS) using the GSM module to the homeowner
when they are away from home, and to the nearest fire station for the firefighters.
Keywords: Arduino, Fire Detector, Global System for Mobile (GSM), Kalman Filter,
Wireless Notification.
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1. Introduction
Fires can occur anytime and anywhere. In less than 30 seconds a small fire can
turn into a devastating one. Fire is pitch black, it isn’t bright. Fires at the start is bright,
but it quickly emits black smoke and complete darkness. Thick black smoke can fill a
house in minutes and cause the complete darkness. Most fatal fires occur in the houses
at night, when people are asleep. If someone wake up to a fire, they won't have time to
save their belongings because fire spreads so quick and the smoke is very thick. One
may be blinded if you wake up to a fire. He or she may be disoriented and will not be
able to find the way out of the burning house. There is only time to escape.
1
Hazardous smoke and toxic gases cause death to more people than fires
do. Fires consume the oxygen that the people need and emits smoke and poisonous
gases that may take lives of people. Breathing, even tiny amounts of hazardous smoke
and toxic gases can make a person feel drowsy, bewildered and short of breath. The
odorless and colorless fumes can make people fall into a deep sleep before the fires
reach the door. One may not wake up in time to get out of the house and escape the
deadly fire. [1]
Fires are not relatively studied in the Philippines but it can result to huge losses
on properties. A study done by the Department of Health – Health Emergency
Management Staff (DOH-HEMS) showed that fires contributed 39% of all events
reported to the Health Emergency Alert Reporting System (HEARS) from 2005 to 2009
and caused 263 deaths and 749 injuries. The occurrence of fires and fire related
casualties in the Philippines from 2010 to 2012 was assessed. All fire incidents reported
in the HEARS of the DOH-HEMS during that period were incorporated in the study.
Fires were a huge problem from 2010 to 2012 and affected the same geographic
locations. A total of 883 fires and 824 fire-related casualties were reported, most of
which occurred in Metro Manila. About 40 percent, or 271, of the 686 fires reported
nationwide in February last year occurred in the National Capital Region, according to
data from the Bureau of Fire Protection. [2]
2
3
Because of the rate of fire disasters here in Philippines the problem is
that we have a lack of fire alerting systems that can immediately alert the Fire
departments or the Barangay. Many people die each year and many more are injured
because of home fires. Fires come even on the least time people expect it, like the time
that people aren’t at home or even when sleeping. People can be in panic when the
situation comes, in which they might forget to ask for the help of fire fighters and try
to quench the fire in their own.
4
Fires still occur in modern structural design, where lots of people's lives and
properties are lost. In order to reduce the fire in the building, automatic fire alarm
system is placed to aid everyone’s safety. The study about Automatic Fire Alarm
Systems Research talks about different fire sensors that can be used for the detection of
fire. The paper discusses all parts of the structure of the designs for fire alarm system
and fire alarm control. The researchers used the transmission algorithm for the
implementation of the project. The researchers of this paper focused more on improving
on the detection of fires so that it can sound an alarm as early as it can. [3]
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The study on Computer Vision Based Fire Alarming System is a more
comprehensive and more advanced sensing of fires because it detects the combustible
instead of the by products through optical images gathered by a camera connected to a
computer. It is about an alarm based on the detection of the sensors and uses the
algorithm Lukas Kanade optical flow. Fire alarm system monitors the indoor
surroundings and sets an alarm as part of the early warning mechanism with the ultimate
goal to provide a warning at the early stage before the fire become uncontainable.
Conventional fire detection systems undergo transparent delay from the fire to the
sensor which is looking at a single point. The reliability of the fire detection system
mainly depends on the strategic positional spreading of the sensors. [4]
The study Smart Notice Board discusses a prototype of a wireless notification
board that is operated via messaging by using GSM module and Arduino
microcontroller which uses transmission as the algorithm. The notice board displays
message as a Short Message Service (SMS) from the user to the control unit which is
placed in remote areas. [5]
The purpose of this study is to design and implement an efficient fire alarm
system using a GSM based fire notification and data acquisition system. Specifically
aiming to program the microcontroller to measure the parameters based on the received
signal and display the data, and to send a distress message to the fire fighters containing
the location of the incident, to serve as an alarm system for both fire fighters and
homeowners and to measure the intensity of the fire based on the room temperature.
This study is intended to help group of people. For the homeowners, the system
will serve as an alarm for fire and will send a message to the nearest fire station
automatically even the owners are not at home or even if they are sleeping. For the fire
fighters, the system will improve the reaction time of the firefighters because of the
early detection capability of the system. For the next researchers, the study will serve
as their basis for their related topics or they can use the study as their related literature.
5
But fire is a preventable disaster. A lot of fire prevention tools and
materials are there, and this project can complement those that will benefit the users
especially for the households that is more vulnerable to fires. Upon successful
implementation of this study, the system will contribute to fire prevention and in areas
that needed fire notification system. This an easy way to determine area location of the
burning are and it will automatically flash on an LCD board and alert the fire
department and the Concerned Barangay. Moreover, this study is addressed to the
nearby community of LPU-Laguna so that they can use the system in fire prevention
and risk reduction.
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2. Methodology
2.1 Input-Process-Output (IPO) Chart
INPUT
Address
S
E
N
S
O
R

Fire Station
Hotline
Home
owners'
Phone No.
Flame
Temperatur
e

R Message
E
C
E
I
V
E
R

PROCESS

OUTPUT
Real-time
Apply Kalman Filter temperature
to reduce the noise readings on an
on the data
LCD Display
gathered by the
temperature
Message
sensor.
containing the
address and the
If the sensor
room
detected a flame
temperature
on a span of 5
seconds, the
device will send a
message to the
nearest fire station
and to the
homeowner.
Check the message
received through
Display the
the GSM module if message on the
it is from the
LCD and sound
sensor.
the buzzer
whenever there is
a new message.
Figure 1. IPO chart.

Figure 1 is the summarization of the system. The input is the data needed to
perform the system which will proceed to the process which is a task that will be carried
out to complete the task of the system. Lastly, the output, which describes the end result
provided by the system.
2.2 Conceptual Framework
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Fire and
Temperature
Sensor

Arduino MCU
And Kalman Filter

GSM

Display and Alarm

Arduino MCU

GSM

Figure 2. Conceptual framework.
6
7
Figure 2 shows the Sensors, Microcontroller, GSM, Alarm, LCD
Display and Algorithm in establishing the control programs using Arduino. The Flame
and Temperature Sensor will be the triggering input for the Arduino to collect the data
from the sensor and the GSM will send a message which will be received by the other
GSM and the Arduino will collect the data and display the message on the LCD and
trigger the alarm.
8
9
2.3 Design Requirements
10

11
12

Figure 3. Flame and temperature sensor.

13
14
Figure 3 shows the breadboard layout of the data gatherer of the project
that is composed of an Arduino UNO microcontroller, a flame sensor that will detect
the presence of a nearby flame, a temperature sensor (LM36) that will measure the
current room temperature and will be shown on a 16x2 LCD Display, and a GSM
Module that will transmit an alert message to the nearest fire station in case of fire.
15
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16

17

Figure 4. Message receiver.

Figure 4 shows the breadboard layout of the data receiver of the project. It is
composed mainly of an Arduino UNO microcontroller, a GSM module that will receive
the alert message, a piezo buzzer that will sound when a new message is received, and
a 16x2 LCD Display that will show the message.
2.4 Standards Used
The proponents used IEEE standards in writing the paper for the study. For the
project, the researchers used the standard Kalman Filter process that is ideal for systems
that measure variables that are continuously changing such as temperature. Kalman
filter have the advantage that it doesn’t need to keep any record of past values, other
than the previous state, and it is very fast, making it the most appropriate filtering
method for real time problems and embedded systems.
18
19
2.5 Preliminary Data and Results
20

21
22

Figure 5. Kalman filtered versus raw readings.
23
Figure 5 shows the graph of the raw temperature readings versus the Kalman
Filtered temperature readings. The graph was obtained using Processing IDE.
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Figure 6. Kalman filtered versus raw readings.
Figure 6 shows the serial monitor window of the Flame and Temperature Sensor.
It contains the Kalman Filtered temperature readings, an alert whenever the flame
sensor detects a flame, and the sending of the message through the use of a GSM module.
3. Results and Discussion

Figure 9. Flame and temperature sensor prototype.
Figure 9 shows the actual prototype of the flame and temperature sensor. The
flame detected and the temperature is the input for the project. The LCD in the prototype
shows the current room temperature.
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Figure 10. Message receiver prototype.
Figure 10 shows the wireless notification board of the project. The LCD is on
its standby mode, waiting to receive an alert message from the sensor in time of a fire
detection. When an alert message is received, the buzzer will alarm and the LCD will
show the gathered data and the location of the incident where the fire happened.

Figure 11. Message received by the homeowner.
Figure 11 shows the alert message containing the temperature detected and
location of the incident is sent to the homeowner notifying them about the fire.
4. Conclusions
The project provided a prototype of a GSM Based Fire Notification and Data
Acquisition System using Kalman Filtering Technique. The study uses Arduino UNO
to program the system and to obtain the desired output of the project. The project built
consists of hardware and software development. The study uses the Arduino language,
which is merely a set of C/C++ functions. The proponents conclude that they were able
to develop an efficient fire alarm system with fire detector that can measure the
temperature in the area and can send an alert message containing the gathered data and
location of the incident to the homeowner when they are away from home, and to the
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nearest fire station. The wireless notification board with alarm system receives the
message from the homeowner and notify the firefighters. The use of Kalman Filter
enables the proponents to measure more accurate readings as the variables like
temperature is continuously changing. The receiving of message is sometimes affected
because of the performance of the GSM module due to signal strength of the network.
The proponents were able to obtain the data from the inputs needed for the output that
will be displayed in the wireless notification board. The development of the project is
successfully done and working properly.
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Abstract
Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) is a preeminent practice for monitoring and
increasing efficiency of the manufacturing processes such as machines and production
lines. Efficiency of production lines is vital as it results in an improved production and
utilization of available resources. However, frequent machine breakdowns, low plant
availability and increased overtime are risk to a manufacturing plant since they incur
high operating costs. The primary aim of this study was to maximize Overall Equipment
Effectiveness (OEE) at a manufacturing company through the implementation of
preventive maintenance strategies. The paper concentrates on improving the
maintenance in Company-X using advanced maintenance process and strategies
combined to improve overall equipment effectiveness. The results were obtained after
the empirical study. The averaged value of OEE for four machines before
implementation of Preventive Maintenance were found to be 71.8% and an improved
OEE after implementation of Preventive Maintenance has an averaged value of 78.1%
against the world class standards of 85%. The results of initial OEE emphasized the
major problems of machines and losses that cause downtime and decrease in
productivity. Moreover, implementation of preventive maintenance has helped the
company and employees improve their production line. Thus, increasing their market
share and helping them achieve high performance with minimum costs.
Keywords: Overall Equipment Effectiveness, Efficiency, Preventive Maintenance,
Machine Breakdown,
.
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1. Introduction
Machine efficiency is one of the factors that are frequently overlooked by the
management and this can lead towards losses, which reduces the yield. Machines are
meant to work efficiently, but in some circumstances machines can be less productive
due to improper preventive maintenance [1]. For a manufacturing company to be
successful the dependability of the equipment relies on proper preventive maintenance
and it must not be taken for granted. What may come across, as a minor failure of just
one machine could be integral to a production process, resulting in significant losses.
This is why it is really crucial for organizations to take steps to anticipate breakdowns
or inefficiencies whenever possible.
Company X is a Philippine-based manufacturing company that specializes in
actuators or camera modules. The company is however experiencing frequent machine
breakdowns that are causing downtime resulting in low machine availability which in
turn results in low productivity of the plant. In manufacturing industries, the production
process demands non-stop operation of any production line equipment. A stoppage at
any stage of the production line, due to equipment failure grounds for a drop in
production rate and quality of the products.
Production performance is strongly linked with utilization of inputs for
maximizing outputs; in this perspective machine factor inputs are more concerned.
Underutilized capacity is a capacity gap appears as non-value added inputs and
eventually turns as the lower physical efficiency of the production process. Certainly,
degree of capacity utilization of production resources depends on a few potential factors
such as labor skills and availability of machineries. It is evident that the overall
effectiveness of equipment (OEE) is deeply connected with capacity utilization. It is
found that there is a strong relationship between production performance and capacity
utilization [2]. Some study has resulted to an improvement in the maximization of
planned productivity. This is because of proper diagnosis of the existing system and by
employing proper preventive maintenance schedule. The implementation of proper
preventive maintenance (PM) can greatly reduce machine failure rates and improves up
time; ensuring uninterrupted production. It is found that, on production line whole line
up time improvement is depends on performance of critical machines. If improvement
in critical machines was implemented availability there will improve in production line
up time or availability [3]. Further investigation of the causes of downtime can be done
by performing root cause analysis and proposing of an affinity diagram, which will
highlight several issues with implementation of preventive maintenance and will
generate possible solutions [4]. For a broader tool, Total Productive Maintenance is also
a suggested tool for the company to enhance its OEE. Moreover, the company can only
benefit from TPM if it ensures management commitment through activities such as
permitting, supporting, managing, and leading. The adoption of TPM can minimize
such losses and also reduce rework to or below the acceptable levels. However, it
requires well-trained employees and convinced them that TPM is sustainable. [5]
It essential is for a company to improve the productivity and quality of the
products. Improving overall equipment effectiveness with less idling and minor
stoppages, and less quality defects will be very beneficial to the company as well as to
the employees [6]. Product quality and quantity as well as delivery targets can only be
achieved through an efficient maintenance management system that will help the
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company in improving plant availability, reliability and plant equipment utilization and
hence productivity.
This paper focuses on improving the Overall Equipment Effectiveness through
the implementation of Preventive Maintenance that will fulfill the absence of a proper
maintenance management policy and strategy in the company. This will not only help
the machines to run smoothly but this will also optimize their overall performance.
Because the specific aims of this study are to reduce possible losses due to frequent
machine breakdown; and to keep equipment in a good condition that permits them to
be used at their optimal capacity without interruption.

2. Methodology
2.1 Input-Process-Output Chart
The system approach (Input-Process-Output system) was used in describing the
conceptual framework of the study. As shown in Figure 1, the input consist the current
output capacity and utilization rate, Overall Equipment Effectiveness, Availability,
Performance and Quality. Next box shows the process, wherein, all gathered data would
be analyzed and to be interpreted by the researchers, also, implementation of Preventive
Maintenance will occur during the process. Lastly, the output where there will be an
improved Overall Equipment Effectiveness.
INPUT







Current output
capacity and
utilization rate
Overall
Equipment
Effectiveness
Availability
Performance
Quality

OUTPUT

PROCESS








Data Gathering
Presentation of
data
Analysis
of
current
output
capacity
and
utilization rate
Interpretation of
data
Implementation
of Preventive
Maintenance

FEEDBACK
Figure 1. IPO Chart
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2.2 Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE)
OEE (Overall Equipment Effectiveness) is a best practice metric that identifies the
percentage of planned production time that is truly productive. An OEE score of 100%
represents perfect production: manufacturing only good parts, as fast as possible, with
no down time. [7]
OEE is useful as both a benchmark and a baseline:
1. As a benchmark it can be used to compare the performance of a given
production asset to industry standards, to similar in-house assets, or to results
for different shifts working on the same asset.
2. As a baseline it can be used to track progress over time in eliminating waste
from a given production asset.
Overall Equipment Effectiveness is a major KPI (Key Performance Indicator) that
accounts for three constituent elements:
1. Availability - the percentage of time that machines are available for scheduled

production compared with the amount of time they were actually producing.
Availability is calculated as:
Run Time
AVAILABILITY =
Total Time
2. Performance - compares the theoretical machine rate with the number of items
actually produced on a machine during its operating time. Performance allows
a facility to compare availability downtime with efficiency. Performance is
calculated as:
Total Count
PERFORMANCE =
Target Counter
3. Quality - the percentage of items that pass the first quality inspection. This

allows a plant manager to compare consistency between individual machines
and, in turn, allows for comparisons between different manufacturers, as well
as machine, specifications, and even individual operators. Quality is calculated
as:
QUALITY =

Good Count
Total Count

OEE takes into account all three OEE Factors and is calculated as:
OEE = Availability x Performance x Quality
2.3 Maintenance Management
Maintenance management is to support the equipment running at high capacity
and produce quality products at lowest cost possible. Maintenance has to be taken into
consideration in very early stage of work of procuring new equipment to ensure a good
and cheap operation. High quality equipment will provide reliability and
maintainability, which ensure improved productivity and equipment efficiency.
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The basic maintenance management process design to take maintenance work
from request to completion is as demonstrated in Fig 2.

Work
Identification

Plan Work

Schedule Work

Analyze for
Improvement

Record History

Execute Work

Figure 2. Maintenance Process

Maintenance activities can be divided into four general categories or strategies.
The maintenance plan will be a mixture of four strategies as demonstrated in Fig 3.

On-Failure

Condition Based

Fix it when it fails

Maintain based
upon known
condition

Maintenance
Plan
Fixed Time

Design Out

Maintain based
upon calendar or
running time

Identify and
design out root
cause of failure
Figure 3. Maintenance Strategies

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Initial Overall Equipment Effectiveness
The bottleneck machines that cause the entire system to have limited
performance or capacity were selected as equipment for OEE calculation. There are 4
bottleneck machines in the production line in which operates 18 hours per day. The
monthly production data were shown in Table 1 to 4 below.
Table 1. Data of Machine 1
Machine 1 Data

Values
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Planned Operating Time
Actual Operating Time
Downtime
Total Production Parts
Total Rejection Parts
Good Parts

32400 minutes/month
24975 minutes/month
1650 minutes/month
373680
1410
372270

Table 2. Data of Machine 2
Machine 2 Data
Planned Operating Time
Actual Operating Time
Downtime
Total Production Parts
Total Rejection Parts
Good Parts

Values
32400 minutes/month
25100 minutes/month
1500 minutes/month
386820
1740
385080

Table 3. Data of Machine 3
Machine 3 Data
Planned Operating Time
Actual Operating Time
Downtime
Total Production Parts
Total Rejection Parts
Good Parts

Values
32400 minutes/month
25350 minutes/month
1800 minutes/month
371192
1590
369602

Table 4. Data of Machine 4
Machine 4 Data
Planned Operating Time
Actual Operating Time
Downtime
Total Production Parts
Total Rejection Parts
Good Parts

Values
32400 minutes/month
31345 minutes/month
1950 minutes/month
371520
1380
370140

Data distributed in Table 5 shows the performance of Machine 1, 2, 3, and 4 in
terms of OEE Parameters. Data of each machine as discussed in the previous section
were incorporated to the formulas mentioned beforehand.
Table 5. OEE of Machine 1 to 4
Parameters
Availability
Performance
Quality
OEE

Machine 1 (%)
77.08
92.27
99.62
70.85

Machine 2 (%)
77.45
95.51
99.64
73.71

Machine 3 (%)
78.24
91.73
99.57
71.47

Machine 4 (%)
77.85%
91.73%
99.63%
71.15%

Detailed problems occurring in the machine that causes the breakdown can be
visualized in Table 6. This implied that the true performance of machines is at poor
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condition and if the responsible personnel take necessary actions, an improvement can
be seen.

3.2 Preventive Maintenance
Table 6. Problems Occurring in the Machine
Problems
Misaligned needle
Clogging
Liquid sufficiency
Leaks
Availability of raw materials

Corrective Actions
Check needle alignment
Check clogging of chemical
Check for liquid sufficiency
Check possible leaks
Check availability of raw material

Frequency
Every 3 hours
Every 3 hours
Every 3 hours
Every cycle
Every 3 hours

Duration
30 seconds
30 seconds
30 seconds
7 seconds
10 seconds

Preventive Maintenance actions with frequency and duration according to
problems that are observed are shown in Table 7.
Preventive maintenance is a key factor that keeps the machine running
efficiently through the production process. The maintenance activity on machines needs
extra attention by the management along with the responsible personnel to ensure
optimum usage of machineries, which will eliminate unwanted wastages due to
machine stoppages. [8]
Table 7. Preventive Maintenance Actions
Problems
Misaligned needle
Clogging
Liquid sufficiency
Leaks
Availability of raw materials
Availability of technician
Total

Occurrence
19
10
9
7
7
3
55

Weight
34%
18%
16%
13%
13%
6%
100%

Table 8 displays the different breakdown of machine downtimes and their
occurrences with respective percentages and percent eliminated after implementation
of Preventive Maintenance.
Table 8. Percent Eliminated to Machine Downtime
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Table 9. Improved OEE of Machine 1 to 4
Parameters
Availability
Performance
Quality
OEE

Machine 1 (%)
82.04
95.28
99.91
78.10

Machine 2 (%)
81.73
96.98
99.95
79.22

Machine 3 (%)
81.48
96.51
99.93
78.58

Machine 4 (%)
81.35
97.11
99.93
78.94

It is observed that considerable improvements in availability, performance, and
quality rate were obtained after the implementation of preventive maintenance as shown
in Table 10.
The availability improved by almost 4%, performance by 3.66% and quality rate
by 0.31%. The OEE measure increased from 71.89% to 78.71%. Therefore in order to
achieve parameters close to world-class performance level, continuous waste reduction
is suggested.
Table 10. OEE Result Before/After Preventive Maintenance Compared to WorldClass OEE
Parameters
Availability
Performance
Quality
OEE

Before %
77.66
92.81
99.62
71.8

After %
81.65
96.47
99.93
78.71

World Class %
90
95
99
85

Table 11 shows the cost-benefit analysis per machine and its corresponding
production parts which were computed from the previous production data of each
machines. The cost per unit is $3 while the averaged cost per month is $1,127,259 and
the total cost per year is $54,108,432.
Table 11. Cost-Benefit Analysis of Machine 1-4 Before Preventive Maintenance
Machine
1
2
3

Total Production
Parts
373,680
386,620
371,192

Breakdown of Machine
Downtimes
Misaligned needle
Clogging
Liquid sufficiency
Leaks
Availability of raw materials
Availability of technician
Total

Cost per Unit
$3
$3
$3
Occurrenc
e
19
10
9
7
7
3
55
854

Cost per
Month
$1,121,040
$1,159,860
$1,113,576

Cost per Year
$13,452,480
$13,918,320
$13,362,912

Percentage Percent Eliminated
34%
18%
16%
13%
13%
6%
100%

29%
13%
11%
8%
12%
73%
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4
Total

371,520
1,503,012

$3
$3

$1,114,560
$4,509,036

$13,374,720
$54,108,432

Table 12 shows the cost-benefit analysis per machine after preventive
maintenance and its corresponding production parts which has increased compared to
the before implementation. The cost per unit is still $3 and the total cost per year has
improved from $54,108,432 to $56,193,516 that is equivalent to a gain profit of
$2,085,084.
Table 12. Cost-Benefit Analysis of Machine 1-4 After Preventive Maintenance
Machine
1
2
3
4
Total

Total Production
Parts
385,903
390,875
390,875
393,278
1,560,931

Cost per
Unit
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3

Cost per Month
$1,157,709
$1,172,625
$1,172,625
$1,179,834
$4,682,793

Cost per
Year
$13,892,508
$14,071,500
$14,071,500
$14,158,008
$56,193,516

4. Conclusion
Recent studies indicate that company’s performance particularly to machine
breakdowns, it is Company-X’s interest to formulate necessary preventive maintenance
policy to reduce costly machine breakdowns and increase productivity. Overall
Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) are greatly affected by these losses generally,
downtime, speed, and quality losses. To reduce these losses and to attain world class
OEE the formulated preventive maintenance schedule should be implemented and
maintained. Through that, Company-X can improve their manufacturing process,
minimize costly machine breakdown and increase productivity. Thus, leaving the
company at an improved competitive state against competitors.
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Abstract
Humanoid robot continues to grow and improve. The curiosity of many made humanoid robots
arise from science fiction to reality. It is a humanoid robot researcher’s dream to create a system
that will maintain the total control system movement of the robot with a heavy-duty mechanical
mounting and electrical communication to allow the brain unit to automatically modify changes
in center of gravity, moment of inertia resulting from the size and weight of the robot and of
course the other external behaviors. Nowadays, there are many human-like robots created.
They are created to perform what humans can do and they can be used as substitute to a human
being most likely when doing dangerous works. This paper presents the development of Bolted
Aluminum for Independent Gait Humanoid (BAIGH) Robot to design and construct the robot
framework actuated by servo motors and controllers, to embed a program using a
microcontroller to control the limbs and provide the necessary kinematic motion and to test
the functionality according to stability of BAIGH. The robot is designed to provide humanistic
motion specifically standing and walking. Six Degrees-of-Freedom is used so that the
mechanism of the robot will be more human like. The limbs are controlled using Arduino
microcontroller to provide necessary kinematic motions similar to human behavior. This was
achieved through a robot structure specifically constructed from aluminum and actuated by
servo motors to provide accurate position. This research increased awareness that the kind of
lower extremities really are not just used for carrying other parts of a humanoid robot. It will
basically provide stability and mobility allowing the robot to move from one place to another
in a subtle way.
Keywords: Humanoid Robot; Arduino microcontroller; Servo motor; Lower extremities;
Degrees-of-Freedom.
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1. Introduction
These days, robots that look like human arise because of curiosity and fantasy.
Humanoid robots are still in its infancy. But with so much room for innovation and
diversification, the humanoid robot continues to grow and improve. There is a continued
interest in developing robots that are able to fully interact with humans and the environment.[1]
The reason why robots should walk is that the environment where we live is built for
human. Robots on wheels are not capable of doing other stuff that a bipedal robot can do such
as walking upstairs, kicking a ball, and obviously walking. By some estimates, 80 percent of
land mass is not accessible by wheeled robots.[2] But wheel traction system is commonly use
in robots nowadays in solution for mobility wherein it is a simple manner of moving in flat
areas and is efficient from the energetic point of view. Those kinds of limitations can be
overcome if the robot is equipped with legs that will act with degrees of freedom.[3-4]
Degrees of freedom, in a mechanics context, defined modes in which a mechanical
device or system can move. The number of degrees of freedom is equal to the total number of
independent displacements or aspects of motion.[5] Consider a robot leg built to work like a
human leg, number of DOFs is necessary both in the waist for the fall down and legs to imitate
the human walking motion.
Modern robots are designed to walk and behave like humans but until now the
efficiency of the human gait is still far from being reached. Most humanoid robots walk with
bended knees. This walk looks unnatural. It give the knees, the hips, and the ankle joints high
torque and lead to high energy consumption.[6-7] Humans walk in a different way. A human
does not need to bend their knees to walk because they bend their feet while standing on toes
when taking another step. The segment between the ankle joint and the toes joint provides the
extra leg length needed to shift the weight. This kind of walk is very efficient because without
the bending of the knee it means that there will be less torque in the motors.
Humanoid robots are expected to sit, stand, and walk in a humanistic motion but only
few created anthropomorphic robots that can mimic human behavior at all [5]. One reason for
this is the difficulty of the robot to walk in bipedal motion since it requires rapid but precise
control of the robot limbs. To overcome this, high-performance sensors and control systems
are being used which may sacrifice funds and hinders the development of robots. A system that
is efficient but resembles human movement is essential in the lower extremities of a robot.
There is a need for a microcontroller that will control Bolted Aluminum for Independent Gait
of a Humanoid (BAIGH) Robot.
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2. Methodology
2.1 Proposed System
In this study, the goal is to develop a system demonstrated in Figure 1 using an algorithm
that is implanted through Arduino IDE. The proponents chose a high torque servo motor to
support a load.

Figure 1. Proposed System

2.2 Block Diagram
As shown in Figure 2 the electronic control of Bolted Aluminum for
Independent Gait of a Humanoid (BAIGH) Robot. The hips, knee and ankle, each
consists of a servo motor that is programmed together by a single microcontroller. The
servo motors are powered by a 5V DC supply. The microcontroller which is the center
unit of the system interprets the commands given by the person. The microcontroller is
driven by a 12V DC supply to give off a stable 5V output in its 5V pin. It will now
generate a PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) control signals and then instruct the motor
whether to accelerate, decelerate or to stop either in a clockwise or counter-clockwise
direction. It will be rotated on the desired angle or position which will make the robot
stand and walk. Proper tilting by limiting the angle will help maintain the stability of
the robot while standing and walking.
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Figure 2. System Block Diagram

2.3 Input Process Output Chart (IPO)
Figure 3 shows the IPO illustration of the proposed system. In the creation of
the project, the proponents need to create a program that will stabilize and provide an
output desired for the system considering the robot’s parameters. The robot’s internal
and external structure must be designed based on the materials readily available in the
market. The prototype constructed must implement the programs given the necessary
hardware and software. The system is required to be tested and tuned to be able to
successfully create Bolted Aluminum for Independent Gait of a Humanoid (BAIGH)
Robot.

Figure 3. IPO Chart of the Proposed System
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2.4 Algorithm
1.
2.
3.
4.

Start the system.
System will initialize to mid-stance position.
Servo motors will actuate according to the step angle.
End of system.

2.5 Flowchart

Figure 4. Flow Chart
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3. Results and Discussions
3.1 Functionality Test According to Stability
Table 3.1 to Table 3.4 show the results of different angles that the proponents
input during the testing period of the project. Ninety (90) degrees is the angle that
should be the output for the biped robot to stand or to be in Midstance therefore ninety
degrees was made as the zero degrees during the test period. To compensate for the
frame’s imperfections the results in the midstance position were slightly changed so
that the biped robot can stand. Other tests show the results for Foot Flat (Phase 1), Foot
Flat (Phase 2) and Acceleration positions where there are different values of step angles
in different tests. After the series of tests the proponents conclude that the bigger the
step angle the more distance the biped robot can cover

Table 3.1 Results of Midstance
Joints

Normal GAIT
(degrees)
Sagital Planes

BAIGH’s Joints (degrees)

Trial 1
(10˚ Per Step)

Trial 2
(8˚ Per Step)

Trial 3
(5˚ Per Step)

Right Hip

0

5

5

5

Right Leg

5

-5

-5

-5

Right Ankle

5

2

2

2

Left Hip

0

-2

-2

-2

Left Leg

5

7

7

7

Left Ankle

5

-5

-5

-5

Table 3.2 Results of Foot Flat (Phase 1)
Joints

Normal GAIT
(degrees)
Sagital Planes

BAIGH’s Joints (degrees)

Trial 1
(10˚ Per Step)

Trial 2
(8˚ Per Step)

Trial 3
(5˚ Per Step)

Right Hip

15

15

13

10

Right Leg

15

5

3

0

Right Ankle

5

12

10

7

Left Hip

15

8

6

3

Left Leg

15

17

15

12

Left Ankle

5

5

3

0
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Table 3.3 Results of Foot Flat (Phase 2)
Normal GAIT
(degrees)
Sagital Planes

Joints

BAIGH’s Joints (degrees)

Trial 1
(10˚ Per Step)

Trial 2
(8˚ Per Step)

Trial 3
(5˚ Per Step)

Right Hip

15

15

13

10

Right Leg

15

5

3

0

Right Ankle

5

2

2

2

Left Hip

15

8

6

3

Left Leg

15

17

15

12

Left Ankle

5

-5

-5

-5

Table 3.4 Results of Acceleration
Normal GAIT
(degrees)
Sagital Planes

Joints

Right Hip
Right Leg
Right Ankle
Left Hip
Left Leg
Left Ankle

20
60
10
20
60
10

BAIGH’s Joints (degrees)
Trial 1
(10˚ Per Step)

Trial 2
(8˚ Per Step)

Trial 3
(5˚ Per Step)

-5
-15
-8
-12
-3
-15

-3
-18
-6
-10
-1
-13

0
-10
-3
-7
-2
-10

.
4. Conclusions
The motor used is a high-torque digital servo featuring a metal gear that resulted
in an extra high stalling torque in a tiny package. The motors are linked together in the
structural frame made of aluminum. Combining the components, given a load which
required a motor with high torque rating and a material that is light and strong. By
implementing a program using the Arduino microcontroller, the motors was
synchronized
which
is
required
for
an
efficient
human
gait
robot..
………………
…………………………………………….......
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1) We were able to design and construct a robot structure that consist of servo
motors and a controller.
2) We were able to synchronize the six (6) servo motors using the program installed
in the system.
3) We were able to design a robot that is durable enough to withstand damages due
to experimentations.
5. Recommendation
In the future, build a robot that will have the ability to respond properly to the
external disturbances. Create a system that will maintain the total control system
movement of the robot with a heavy – duty mechanical mounting and electrical
communication to allow the brain unit to automatically modify changes in center of
gravity, moment of inertia resulting from the size and weight of the robot and of course
the other external behaviors. Have at least two degrees of freedom on each of the joints
had it in X and Y direction especially on the ankle to allow the foot to be placed flat on
a surface during walking or recovery from disturbances and Z axis for a variety of
movement such as turning.
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Abstract
Robotics is a dynamic field that keeps on growing. It has dominated various
field from manufacturing, aeronautics, biomedical and even our homes, and
more of them will be seen in the future. The researchers through this research
paper aims to align their learning with regards to robotics. Understanding how
robots work is a one step forward for greater innovations. The project is about
designing and implementation of a microcontroller-based humanoid robot
head with 3 degrees of freedom namely; yaw, pitch and roll. The system will
utilize Arduino UNO as the microcontroller. Also, the system is constructed in
two parts; the driver end that controls and provides the input and the robot that
translate the input signal. The driver wears a cap equipped with three degrees
gyro-accelerometer specifically MPU9250, it decodes the real-time position of
the driver's head, it is wired to a micro-controller that tasks three servomotors
to convert the input signal to angular displacement mimicking the position of
the driver's head. The head of the robot is also equipped with camera for
viewing purposes. The result in further experiments reveals that the robot head
passed with low levels of error and falls under the acceptable margin of total
error thus, the robot head can perform the mimicking in 3 degrees of freedom.
The result was gained by keeping the system calibrated, adjusting of the
drivers and continuous changing of the program based on tests output.
Keywords: Gyro--accelerometer, Servomotor, Microcontroller, Robot
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1. Introduction
Up-to-date performance and the capability of modern robot innovate rapidly due
to the demand of the present and the future time. Deeper understanding of how robots
work and its complexity entails a great knowledge of different aspects and body of
knowledge that constitutes it. In this modern technology, robotics has crossed
traditional engineering boundaries, encompassing electrical engineering, mechanical
engineering, electronics engineering, computer engineering, industrial engineering and
mathematics. These body of knowledge predominantly are the elementary and
foundation of robots.
This research focuses on the design and implementation of a microcontrollerbased system in controlling the motion of the head of a humanoid robot with three (3)
degrees of freedom utilizing a gyro-accelerometer. It can pitch tilting forward and back,
it can roll tilting left and right, and yaw rotating left and right and lastly, combine these
actions. A gyro-accelerometer is used to dictate the position of human head digitally
sending these data to a microcontroller that interprets these data and signals actuators
to imitate the position of human head in quickest time possible.
The research took advantage of a microcontroller, particularly Arduino Uno and
MPU-9250 gyro-accelerometer. The researchers utilized the libraries of these devices
in tuning the movement of the robot’s head addressing transient time making it the least
and to mention preciseness. Knowledge on other engineering disciplines was applied
too in the development and modeling of the system. The proposed system focused only
on three main pivotal axes of the head which are yaw, pitch and roll. Other head
mechanism like facial movement would be covered through future and further research,
which is highly recommended for the development of the paper.
2. Objective(s) of the Study
The general objective of this paper is to design and implement a microcontrollerbased humanoid robot head allowing real actions of a human head be mimicked by the
robot. Actions are within three (3) degrees of freedom; yaw, pitch and roll and
combination of all. In line with these objectives
The specific objectives of this study are to design a robot head which mimics the
gestures of the human head; to program the microcontroller to allow the robot head to
move using sensors, motors, wires and gears; to test the overall functionality of the
system.
2.1 Scope and Limitations
The researchers challenge is laid in the design and implementation of a
microcontroller-based humanoid robot head specifically with three (3) degrees of
freedom namely pitch, yaw and roll and combination of each. There is a need for
designing and implementing the head of the humanoid robot using a microcontroller.
The application of knowledge in programming in creating the algorithm of the head of
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the humanoid robot, combined with knowledge on electromechanical, electronics and
higher mathematics served as a challenge to which this paper is aiming for.
In line with this goal and challenges, the researchers carried out measures in
attaining the goal and addressing these challenges. With this research, the researchers
applied all learning and knowledge gain throughout the entire program and exhibited it
thru the prototype.
3. Conceptual Framework

Figure 1. Conceptual Framework
Figure 1 shows the relationship of each variable of the system. The two3-axis gyroaccelerometer serves as a sensor and transducer. It evaluates the position of the head of
the driver real-time and converts the information into digital format. The output of the
gyro-accelerometer is transmitted via transmission line to a micro-controller that is
embedded with programming codes; the signal is in turn evaluated and processed
commanding the servomotors. The three servomotors that represent the three degrees
of freedom will deflect the actual position of the head of the driver real-time, precise
and in the quickest time possible.
3.1 Proposed Design
With enough knowledge in the field of Electronics and other field of Engineering,
the researchers could conceptualize part by part the design of the whole system and
how they will be integrated. Aside from technical, the researchers also considered the
aesthetic part of the design for it will make an impact in the movement of the robot.
Each part of the system design was carefully identified, and they play a vital role in the
wholeness and functionality of the system. The design of the system is a product of the
objectives and data gathered during research and foreseen challenges in this research.
4. Define and Design the System Requirements
The achievement of the desired goal comes with careful and orderly planning of the
steps and procedures that are being done in the research paper. Determining the
operational equipment needed for the prototype is one of the major steps in the design.
Choosing the right ones will lead to the desired goals and objectives of the study.
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In general, this chapter discusses the design requirement in creating the prototype.
The details of the system requirements, methodologies, tools and technique used in the
development of the system, the design requirements that include the hardware
equipment from the technical to the aesthetic aspect, the software requirements and
other tangible materials used in the creation of the prototype are discussed in this
chapter as well. The system requirements focused on the input and output specifications
of the system will be part of this section.
The researchers used and followed Water Fall Model to describe the process and
phases that the research went through to come up with the result. This model is a
sequential design process, in which progress is flowing steadily downwards through the
phases of conception, initiation, analysis, design, construction, testing, production or
implementation and maintenance.

Figure 2. System requirements of Robot Head
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4.1 Hardware Design
2.

Figure 3. Actual Head Design
Figure 3 shows the unpainted prototype. It is made up of fiber glass and resin
molded using Styrofoam and cured for a certain period. Holes are drilled according to
desired shape and polished using grinding tools and sand papers.
5. Experiments
Table 1. Test of Head Movements (Yaw)
Degree of
Freedom

Yaw(Rotate
left and right)
@ 70°

Average

1

Base
Value
70°

Measured
Value
72°

2°

Percentage
Error
2.86%

2

70°

74°

4°

5.71%

Accepted

3

70°

73°

3°

4.29%

Accepted

4

70°

72°

2°

2.86%

Accepted

5

70°

73°

3°

4.29%

Accepted

6

70°

73°

3°

4.29%

Accepted

7

70°

74°

4°

5.71%

Accepted

8

70°

72°

2°

2.86%

Accepted

9

70°

73°

3°

4.29%

Accepted

10

70°

72°

2°

2.86%

Accepted

70°

M=72.8°

2.8°

4%

Accepted

Trial

Error

Remarks
Accepted

Table 1 shows the result of the movement Yaw (rotation left and right) with an
error of 2.8° from base value of 70° equivalent to 4% of the total percentage error. It
falls from the acceptable margin of percentage error
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Table 2. Test of Head Movements (Roll)
Degree of
Freedom

Roll (Tilt left
and right) @
45°

1

True
Value
45°

Experimental
Value
48°

3°

Percentage
Error
6.66%

2

45°

49°

4°

8.88%

Accepted

3

45°

49°

4°

8.88%

Accepted

4

45°

47°

2°

4.44%

Accepted

5

45°

49°

4°

8.88%

Accepted

6

45°

47°

2°

4.44%

Accepted

7

45°

48°

3°

4.44%

Accepted

8

45°

48°

3°

6.66%

Accepted

9

45°

47°

2°

4.44%

Accepted

10

45°

47°

2°

4.44%

Accepted

45°

M=47.9°

2.9°

6.44%

Accepted

Trial

Average

Error

Remarks
Accepted

Table 2 shows the result of the movement Roll (Tilting from left and right) with
an error of 2.9° from base value of 45°equivalent to 6.44% of the total percentage error.
It falls from the acceptable margin of percentage error

Table 3. Test of Head Movements (Pitch)
Degree of
Freedom

Trial

Pitch (Tilt
forward and
backward)
@ 50°

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Average

True
Value
50°
50°
50°
50°
50°
50°
50°
50°
50°
50°
50°

Experimental
Value
52°
52°
54°
52°
53°
53°
53°
54°
52°
52°
52.7°

Error
2°
2°
4°
2°
3°
3°
3°
4°
2°
2°
2.7°

Percentage
Error
4%
4%
8%
4%
6%
6%
6%
8%
4%
4%
5.4%

Remarks
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted

3. Table 3 shows the result of the movement Pitch (Tilt Forward and
Backward) with an error of 2.7° from base value of 50°equivalent to 5.4% of the
total percentage error. It falls from the acceptable margin
6. Conclusions
It cannot be denied that robots have been purposeful and are continuing to
innovate to meet the demands of humans, achieving their reason for creation. However,
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they are getting more complex because of the development of new technologies that
are being integrated to them.
To create a humanoid robot head that will mimic the movement of a human,
there are three (3) major components that are essential in this project. First is the gyroaccelerometer which is attached on a cap, worn by the driver. This converts the angular
displacements of the head into digital signals; second is the microcontroller this serves
as the brain of the system and is connected to the gyro-accelerometer it interprets the
received digital signals coming from the sensor and then gives out digital commands to
the three servo motors. And the last component are the three servomotors, they are
actuated by the signal they received from the microcontroller performing the three (3)
degrees of freedom namely the Pitch (tilt forward and back), Roll(tilt left and right),
and Yaw(Rotate left and right) and combination. As an additional feature of this project
on humanoid robot head, the researchers added a camera module that will serve as
surveillance in the environment. This camera is connected to a 5.8 GHz transmitter that
will transmit signals to the video receiver and is connected to an LCD display to provide
the output of the camera.





The researchers could design and implement a microcontroller-based
humanoid robot head that will mimic the action of a human pertaining to the
three (3) degrees of freedom which are the Pitch, Roll and Yaw.
The proponents could construct the frame of the robot consisting of the various
parts that are necessary for movement.
The idea of making the robot mimic the action or rather say the position of the
head of the driver has become apparent through the test the researchers have
conducted addressing the functionality of the system.
Overall, the researchers of this project could achieve the desired outputs of the
system which is to construct the head/neck framework of the humanoid robot,
to program a microcontroller, and to mimic the action of a human.
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Abstract
Having to drive at night, where roads become especially hazardous and the weather
condition is bad, without having the right illumination from your car headlights is very
dangerous. It is one of the worst conditions a driver has to go through. Extreme weather
conditions dramatically reduce the vision of the driver and/or the visibility of the road
ahead compared to daylight driving. Vehicular accidents that occur during night time
and during extreme weather conditions are mostly fatal, and therefore must be
prevented. In this work, the proponents proposed a weather adaptive automotive
headlights that can help in the reduction of car accidents especially during night time
and during extreme weather conditions. Automotive headlights are actually safety
device used to provide better vision for the driver of the automobile. The study proposes
a prototype design of a Weather Adaptive Automotive Headlights that will replace the
current stock halogen-type headlights that most automobiles use. The study used an
Arduino UNO microcontroller to obtain the desired function and output of the project.
The project built consists of hardware and software development. The study used the
Arduino language, which is merely a set of C or C++ functions. The goal of this study
has been reached by retrofitting an automotive headlight, that switches between two
different color temperatures (3000K and 6000K) based on what is more appropriate for
the current weather condition. It also aimed and achieved to create a manual switch that
overrides the sensor detection and microcontroller analysis to satisfy the need of the
driver. Upon mass implementation of the project, it would contribute mainly to the
reduction of vehicular accidents at night.
Keywords: Arduino, Headlight, Retrofit, High-intensity discharge (HID), Projector
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1. Introduction
Driving at night has been a problem since the emersion of vehicles. When the
sun goes down, extra dangers arise on the road. According to Law Offices of Michael
Pines (2013), despite of having 60% less traffic on the roads, more than 40% of all fatal
car accidents occur at night. From compromised vision and visibility to impaired drivers,
there are plenty of hazards to watch out for.
Driving conditions are also remarkably different based on various weather
conditions. Vision is reduced and it can be more difficult to see vulnerable road users
such as pedestrians, cyclists, motorcyclists or even animals. Imagine having to drive at
night where roads become especially hazardous and the weather is bad without having
the right illumination from your car headlights. The glare of oncoming lights, amplified
by the rain on your windshield, can cause temporary loss of visibility while
substantially increasing driver fatigue.
Over the world’s most dangerous roads by estimated death toll, the Philippines
comes in as number 15 and road accidents are the fourth leading cause of death in the
Philippines. In addition to that, more deaths occur in urban areas and at night. Driving
in the dark often means extremely poor visibility – particularly in areas where there is
insufficient lighting. Poor visibility can stem from a number of factors, including
weather conditions. Driving in poor visibility increases the potential for a serious car
crash to occur. [1]
Since 2013, three cities in Metro Manila have consistently topped the list in
terms of number of road crashes recorded in their jurisdictions: Quezon City, Manila,
and Makati. The number of road crash incidents in the three cities comprise 51% of the
total 95,615 crashes recorded between January to December 2015 in the capital region.
Most of the road crashes reported every year happened during day time, but the crashes
that end up deadly mostly occurred at night and in the early hours of the morning. Of
the 519 fatal crashes recorded, 314 happened during night time while 205 cases were
recorded during the day. [2]
Driving at night during extreme weather conditions is one of the worst
conditions a driver has to go through. So, in order to provide a feasible solution to the
problem, the researchers proposed a weather adaptive automotive headlights that will
enhance the vision of the driver.
Hence, there is a need to design and develop a Weather Adaptive Automotive
Headlights using Arduino microcontroller to reduce the car accidents during nighttime
and during extreme weather conditions, and prevent casualties. Nighttime and extreme
weather conditions dramatically reduce the vision of the driver and/or the visibility of
the road ahead compared to daylight driving.
The color assignment given to each hue in the spectrum depending on how it is
seen by the human eye is called the color temperature. Color temperature is represented
in Kelvin, the same as the unit for absolute temperature. Yellow light (3000K) is
commonly found in the form of Halogen lamps. Yellow light is the most appropriate
for bad weather because it can pass through air moisture as compared to white light. It
is best for circumstances involving fog, snow, sleet, rain and storms thus it is the best
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HID color for visibility during extreme weather conditions. Crystal White Light (6000K)
is a white light with more blue undertones. It most closely resembles sunlight, in which
the human eye sees best and therefore, the best HID color for night driving. [8]
Weather adaptive automotive headlights system is a lighting system with a bulb
attached in the front of a vehicle to light the road ahead. It will adapt the color
temperature of the light output of the headlamp for better vision and illumination based
on the weather sensor connected to Arduino microcontroller that will detect the current
weather condition and process the information for an accurate switching of the light
output.
The study aims to design and develop a weather adaptive automotive headlights
for vehicles. Specifically, it aims to: increase the visibility of the roads, signage’s and
other road users; provide an automotive headlight that can be retrofitted to the current
headlight assembly of a vehicle; and provide an automotive headlight that outputs
correctly the desired color temperature of the bulb.
However, the study is delimited to the production of a car headlight bulb with a
module only and not the entire headlight assembly. It is also delimited to the detection
of weather only and not the detection of the absence of light.

2. Methodology
2.1 System Design
Car Headlights
Switch

Switch 1:
Automatic Mode

ARDUINO
Microcontroller
Unit

Rain Sensor

Switch 2:
3000K Color
Temperature

Switch 3:
6000K Color
Temperature

3000K

6000K

Bad Weather

Good Weather

Figure 1. System Block Diagram.
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Figure 1 shows the system block diagram of the project. It is mainly called the
“Weather Adaptive Automotive Headlights”. It has three switches, not including the
main switch of the headlight on the vehicle, for three different modes namely the 3000K
color temperature, 6000K color temperature and the automatic mode that uses Arduino
Microcontroller Unit connected to a rain and weather sensor that automatically switches
the color temperature of the headlamp to 3000K color temperature when the weather is
bad and 6000K color temperature when the weather is good.
2.2 Requirements and Specifications
This part focuses on the assembly of the system hardware components. This
includes the following:

Figure 2. Rain Sensor.
Rain Sensor – The rain sensor detects water that completes the circuits on its
sensor boards' printed leads. The sensor board acts as a variable resistor that will change
from 100k ohms when wet to 2M ohms when dry. In short, the wetter the board the
more current that will be conducted. The connected microcontroller accepts the signal
and performs necessary processing.

Figure 3. ATmega328P Microcontroller.
Microcontroller – Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based on the
ATmega328P. It has 14 digital input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM
outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz quartz crystal, a USB connection, a power jack, an
ICSP header, and a reset button. It contains everything needed to support the
microcontroller.
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Figure 4. Relay Module.
Relays – These are switches that open and close circuits electromechanically or
electronically. Relays control one electrical circuit by opening and closing contacts in
another circuit. As the relay diagrams show, when a relay contact is normally open
(NO), there is an open contact when the relay is not energized and when a relay contact
is normally closed (NC), there is a closed contact when the relay is not energized.

Figure 5. Supply.
Supply – This is the power source of the system and the headlight bulbs. This
can be found in the vehicle and is normally 12V.

Figure 6. Bi-Color HID Bulbs.
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Bi-color bulbs – These are the high-intensity discharge (HID) light sources for
car headlights with two different color temperature output. One is the 3000 Kelvin and
the other is the 6000 Kelvin. The light has been produced by an electric arc between
tungsten electrodes contained in a translucent or transparent fused quartz or fused
alumina arc tube.

Figure 7. Projector Lens.
Projector Lens – This will project the output of the bulbs with proper light
cutoff to prevent the glare to the oncoming traffic and enhance the illumination of the
light by focusing it.

2.3 Project Design

Figure 8. Project Design.
The prototype can be retrofitted to any vehicle, meaning, the prototype can be
installed inside the stock or original halogen headlights so that users can harness the
power of the Weather Adaptive Automotive Headlights. Figure 8 shows an example of
a retrofit in an owner type jeepney.

3. Results and Discussion
In order to assess the performance of the system, several tests and/or
experiments were conducted to gather data and information about the prototype. The
tables below show the data and results of the experiments.
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3.1 Sensor Detection
Table 1. Sensor Detection
Test No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Condition
Not Raining
Not Raining
Not Raining
Not Raining
Not Raining
Raining
Raining

Outcome
6000K
6000K
6000K
6000K
6000K
3000K
3000K

Remarks
Correct Output
Correct Output
Correct Output
Correct Output
Correct Output
Correct Output
Correct Output

8
9
10

Raining
Raining
Raining

3000K
3000K
3000K

Correct Output
Correct Output
Correct Output

Table 1 shows the performance of the sensor. The proponents put the system
into a test where the vehicle was situated on two different weather conditions and the
headlights were turned on and off. The test showed that the system outputs the
appropriate color temperature of the bulb of the headlight.
3.2 Switching Time
Table 2. Switching on Manual Mode
Test No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Color Temperature Switching
3000K to 6000K
6000K to 6000K
3000K to 6000K
6000K to 6000K
3000K to 6000K
6000K to 6000K
3000K to 6000K
6000K to 6000K
3000K to 6000K
6000K to 6000K

Switching Time
Immediately
Immediately
Immediately
Immediately
Immediately
Immediately
Immediately
Immediately
Immediately
Immediately

Table 2 shows the switching times on using the manual switches of the system.
The headlights were switched from 3000K to 6000K color temperature and vice-versa.
The result showed that the user can achieve the desired output right after the button for
a specific color temperature was pressed.
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Table 3. Switching on Automatic Mode

Test No.

Condition

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Not Raining to Raining
Raining to Not Raining
Not Raining to Raining
Raining to Not Raining
Not Raining to Raining
Raining to Not Raining
Not Raining to Raining
Raining to Not Raining
Not Raining to Raining
Raining to Not Raining

Color
Temperature
3000K
6000K
3000K
6000K
3000K
6000K
3000K
6000K
3000K
6000K

Switching
Time (in
seconds)
2.58
5.18
3.49
6.28
3.09
5.46
3.99
6.58
2.63
6.41

Remarks
Correct Color Temperature
Correct Color Temperature
Correct Color Temperature
Correct Color Temperature
Correct Color Temperature
Correct Color Temperature
Correct Color Temperature
Correct Color Temperature
Correct Color Temperature
Correct Color Temperature

Table 3 shows the switching times on using the automatic mode of the system.
The proponents simulated the weather condition by using a power spray to create an
artificial rain. The headlights were switched from 3000K to 6000K by the
microcontroller through the use of a sensor. The result showed that it takes an average
of 3.16 seconds to switch to the right color temperature from not raining to raining and
5.98 seconds from raining to not raining.
4. Conclusion
The project provided a prototype of a Weather Adaptive Automotive Headlights
Using Arduino Microcontroller. The study uses Arduino UNO to obtain the desired
output of the project. The project built consists of hardware and software development.
The study uses the Arduino language, which is merely a set of C/C++ functions. The
proponents retrofitted the system on an owner type jeepney. The experiments conducted
showed that the system outputs the appropriate color temperature of the bulb of the
headlight, the manual color temperature switches immediately takes effect and the
automatic mode has a delay of several seconds to output the suitable color temperature
based on the current weather conditions.
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Abstract
Submarines originated long time before. It is specified as watercraft that can function
well underwater. Submarines are also used for aquatic and fresh water science and
waterworks with depths that is too deep for human divers. Due to the functionalities of
a submarine, it became popular on those applications including under water
surveillance, assessment and investigations. However, problems may be encountered
in operating a submarine, one good example is maintaining its position underwater. In
line with that, the proponents designed and implemented a remotely operated
underwater vehicle (ROV) with the use of data acquisition and altitude control.
Moreover, the proponents used waterproof ultrasonic sensor for detection of depth and
hovering. The JSN-SR04T ultrasonic sensor will determine the level of the water and
will help the vehicle to move on a more stabilized manner. The system can be controlled
using a controller box interface with input switches that will command the vehicle to
move forward, reverse, left, right, upward, downward and hover. The idea of unmanned
underwater vehicles has been the basis of the proponents in designing the ROV in order
to develop and implement a system that will become stable and maintain its position
with the help of the sensors and motors with propellers.
Keywords: Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV), Arduino Mega2560, Arduino Uno R3,
PID, Ultrasonic Sensor, Temperature Sensor
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1. Introduction
There are various types of underwater vehicles which can be categorized into
two categories, namely, manned and unmanned systems. [1] In manned system, we
have military submarines and non-military submersibles operated for underwater
investigations and assessment. Unmanned submersibles can also be further classified
into different categories. The simplest and most easily described are those submersibles
that are towed behind a ship. They act as platforms for various sensor suites attached to
the vehicle frame. Second type is called Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) which is a
tethered vehicle. The tether supplies power and communication to the ROV and it is
controlled directly by a remote operator. Third type is an Unmanned Untethered
Vehicle (UUV). These vehicles have their own onboard power but are controlled by a
remote operator through a communication link. An Autonomous Underwater Vehicle
(AUV) is an undersea system which has its own power and controlled by an onboard
computer while doing a pre-defined task [2].
This research focuses on Underwater Vehicle using a controller box with input
buttons. The study aims to design and implement a wired PID-based altitude controlled
ROV with data acquisition using Arduino microcontroller. Nowadays, there is a need
to implement a PID-based altitude controlled ROV in order to maintain its position and
‘hover’ to that specific location using a remote controller or joystick. Other remotely
operated underwater vehicle were encountering problems in maintaining the position
of the underwater vehicle. It uses different sensors namely ultrasonic sensor and
temperature sensor for the purpose of data acquisition. The use of underwater propellers
will maintain its position and altitude control with the help of sensors. An underwater
camera for real time imaging is also connected that would display the image/video on
an android phone.
The UUV devices utilizes commercial, off-the-shelf accelerometers and
gyroscopes and novel algorithm to yield accurate navigation. The device is mainly
designed for aerial vehicles, and translating the functionality of this device is one of the
objectives of his study. The focus of this study is to develop a low-cost, light-weight
navigation system for UUV [4]. A new electronic system for UUV implements the basic
functionality of the vehicle using generic electronic components. This new electronic
control system is the base for building new family of underwater vehicles [5].
The design and modeling of the ROV was done using identification in
MATLAB. Two control strategies were implemented; a linear quadratic controller (LQ)
and a model predictive controller (MPC). In able for the system to become stable, a
weight is place so that the ROV always strive to stabilize itself [6]. A proposed UUC
MCM system is cost-effective due to adapting disposable mine instruments. Relating
to our present study, we can use this to survey the area wherein the mine will be
disposed [8].
A board wireless camera for a local RC submarine is used in the project. The
main things in the RC submarine are controller system and watertight. The fabrication
phase started with making a control system for the submarine. A controller circuit
consists of two important components; relays and radio control receiver. This will
control pumps and motor [9].
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There is a need to develop solutions on integrating and deployment of vessels
on all types. The maturity of such systems varies, ranging from reasonably mature
surface vessel. UUV deployment and recovery systems to less mature submarine
systems [11]. UUVs are continually becoming more integral components of maritime
operations, especially those associated with defense systems. This research focuses on
the possible uses of flexible hull morphing, specifically the feasibility of such
adaptability in terms of range, endurance, and speed. Furthermore, methods of actuating
a morphing hull system are investigated as is the construction of a small scale morphing
UUV model [12].
A new UUV which perform better than a survey launch. A survey launch is a
boat, usually six to ten meters long. The boat is launched and recovered daily from a
mother ship. Launches are usually operated only in daylight for safety and to allow time
for the crew to rest [13].
Autonomous vehicle is a good tool for observing large areas of sea, since it
operates for long periods of time due to the contribution of renewable energy. It
correlates all sensor data for time and geodetic position. This vehicle has been used for
monitoring the Mar Menor lagoon. This research is about an intelligent navigation
system for an unmanned underwater vehicle [14].
An adaptive nonlinear controller for diving control of an autonomous
underwater vehicle (AUV). So far, diving dynamics of an AUV has often been derived
under various assumptions on the motion of the vehicle. Typically, the pitch angle of
AUV has been assumed to be small in the diving plane. However, these kinds of
assumptions may induce large modeling errors and further may cause severe problems
in many practical applications. In this paper, through a certain simple modification, we
break the above restricting condition on the vehicle's pitch angle in diving motion so
that the vehicle could take free pitch motion [15].
Cost should be taken into consideration when making a project. To reduce the
working load of divers and significantly accelerate inspection and/or treatment, it would
be highly desirable and efficient to deploy affordable UUVs to inspect and clean these
ship sea chests. Thus, this paper presents a low cost UUV prototype emphasizing the
unique design issues and solutions developed for this task, as well as those attributes
that are generalizable to similar systems. The prototype design consists of basic
components, including main haull, two horizontal propellers, four vertical thrusters,
two batteries, an external frame, and electronics inside the main haul [16].
The design of UUV that in able to control the UUV a kinematic and dynamic
model is derived for the six degrees of freedom operating range. The AUV is able to
operate in six degrees of freedom and the dynamics of an AUV are nonlinear and
subjected to a variety of disturbances [17].
An underwater observation system and to perform utilitarian activities in order
to obtain data, probes and to make measurements in marine medium, to a depth of 300
meters. In this paper, the ROV will be tested on a rectangular pool area wherein the
range of the sensors that will be used is about 3ft only [18].
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The development and deployment of unmanned underwater vehicles has
contributed to the development and, in some cases, to field-tests of paradigms, vehicles
and sensor systems for oceanographic and environmental data collection. One paradigm
developed by researchers in the United States that has received significant attention is
the Autonomous Ocean Sampling Network [19].
When designing control systems for real applications, it is important to first do
testing in a simulated environment, to ensure adequate performance. This is especially
important when designing control systems for applications that have high operation
costs [20].
The algorithm used in the project is PSO algorithm, in order to find optimal
parameters to be used on the PID controller to get feedback controls for this model. The
pitch-depth double loop feedback control system has been designed to control the
movement of underwater vehicle [21].
2. Methodology
2.1 Flowchart
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Figure 1. Flowchart
The initialization of controller commands for the SUV is shown in Figure 1.
The controller or joystick is composed of 7 buttons with different direction actions.
Every time the buttons are pressed, it will automatically turn on the device, sensors and
motors. The microcontroller will always read the button pushed by the user.
Every time the controller sends a signal on the microcontroller, the distances
will be initialized and the sensors will send data on the microcontroller to be displayed
on the LCD, as well as the camera that will be displayed on the PC monitor.
2.2 Proposed Design
The proponents came to a design of ROV with data acquisition using Arduino
microcontroller. The PID algorithm will be implemented to make the system stable.
The used of ultrasonic sensor will aid the ROV to measure the distance from the Z
coordinates. The temperature underwater will be measured using the DS18B20
waterproof sensor for the purpose of data gathering. The planned design structure
should be neutrally buoyant for the vehicle to make it float and sink. The actuators
(motors) that will be used are brushless motors, it has magnetic contact and has a slower
speed compared to brush motors. In order to have a remote and underwater viewing, a
camera will be installed for real-time viewing and can be monitored on a smart phone.
The wired controller will help the microcontroller to aid the motors and propellers on
which direction it will moved. The altitude of the vehicle will be measured using
altitude sensor and can be observed simultaneously on a LCD display.
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2.3 Hardware Design

Figure 2. Hardware Design of the Prototype
The prototype is made up of PVC or Polyvinyl Chloride. The length of the ROV
is 21 inches, height of 13.31 inches and a width of 15.16 inches. The proponents decided
to use this kind of material in order to prevent corrosion and leakage when tested
underwater. The weight of the prototype is kept neutrally buoyant in order not to sink
and not to float during testing. The underwater motors used are brushless and will be
placed on both end of the PVC pipe.
2.4 The prototype and the Software

Figure 3. Project Prototype
The figure above is the actual project prototype. It consist of 6 bilge motor in
order to move the ROV freely. The underwater camera was placed at the front top in
order to view the heading of the device. The temperature sensor and ultrasonic sensor
were placed in front and at the back respectively. The placement of the motors were
equally positioned in order to have a stable and balanced movement on the water.
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3. Results and Discussion
Table 1. Normal Water Tank Test of the sensors

Table 1 shows the relationship of the temperature and the depth of the water.
The test was conducted on a normal tank; the sensors are not yet connected on the ROV
during the test.

Figure 4. Graph of Temperature and Depth of the water
Figure 4 shows the relationship of the water with the depth. The proponents
tested the sensors initially and found out the relationship of the depth with the
temperature. As the depth sensor go deeper in water, the temperature will go down and
becomes colder. As the depth is increasing the value of the temperature is also
increasing, it only means that the temperature is directly proportional to the depth. This
is because cold water is denser than warm water and sinks while the warm water rises.
It is also due to the fact that the sun’s rays can only go down so far.
The tables below show the results gathered from the ultrasonic sensor and the
percentage error for each trial. The used of retractable measuring tape was the basis of
the proponents for the true value.
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Table 2. Data Acquired from Ultrasonic Sensor Sample 1

Table 2 shows the actual value of the depth which is 82 cm. The ultrasonic
sensor measures 81cm (trial 1), 80 cm (trial 2 and 3), 77cm and 78 cm for trial 4 and 5
respectively. The maximum percentage error for height is 6.10% and has a minimum
percentage error of 1.22%.
Table 3. Data Acquired from Ultrasonic Sensor Sample 2

Table 3 shows the actual value of the depth which is 53 cm. The ultrasonic
sensor measures 50cm (trial 1), 51 cm (trial 2 and 3) , 52 cm and 53 cm for trial 4 and
5 respectively. The maximum percentage error for height is 5.66% and has a minimum
percentage error of 0%.
Table 4. Data Acquired from Ultrasonic Sensor Sample 3

Table 4 shows the actual value of the depth which is 58 cm. The ultrasonic
sensor measures 57cm (trial 1), 55 cm (trial 2 and 3 and 5) and 56 cm for trial 4. The
maximum percentage error for height is 5.17% and has a minimum percentage error
of 1.72%.
Table 5. Data Acquired from Ultrasonic Sensor Sample 4
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Table 5 shows the actual value of the depth which is 55 cm. The ultrasonic
sensor measures 52cm (trial 1), 53 cm (trial 2) and 54 cm for trial 3,4 and 5. The
maximum percentage error for height is 5.45% and has a minimum percentage error of
1.82%.

Figure 5. Actual and Experimental value for depth measurements
The figure shows the relationship between the measure depth using the
ultrasonic sensor and the actual values itself. The system is not 100% accurate and as
interpreted above, there are small percentage error and high percentage error.

Table 6. Statistical Acceptability of Error of Ultrasonic Sensor Using T-test

Table 6 presents that the P-value is equal to .288242467 and since the P-value
serves as the evidence that null hypothesis is true, therefore, the null hypothesis is
accepted. There is no significant difference between the actual value from the
retractable meter and the ultrasonic sensor. If the percentage error is ≤5% the measured
value is accepted. Based on a blog at Pepper Fuchs absolute accuracies of 1% and 3%
are realistic in industrial applications for ultrasonic sensors in the operating range of 25°C to +70°C. However, as the air temperature changes, the speed of sound changes
by 0.17% per degree Kelvin. Since the temperature is one of the variables being tested,
a 5% acceptability of error is allowed in this results [22].
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Table 7. Data gathered from the temperature sensor

The data above were measured while the ROV is on hover mode. The
temperature sensor displayed the measured data simultaneously on a LCD.
4. Conclusions
In conclusion, the proponents designed and constructed a functioning ROV that can be
used to accumulate temperature data at a certain altitude and to display a real-time video
underwater directly to a smart phone. With respect to the data accumulated by the
temperature sensor on a normal water tank test, the temperature is directly proportional
to the distance, which means that as the distance increases, the temperature also
increases.
To comply for the objectives of the study, the proponents arrive in the following
conclusions: The proponents were able to create and developed a wired altitude
controlled ROV and gather data using the sensors. The ROV used a microcontroller
platform namely Arduino Mega 2560 and Arduino Uno R3. The used of controller box
with 7 inputs namely, UP, DOWN, FORWARD, REVERSE, LEFT, RIGHT, and
HOVER were obtained to control the movement of the ROV and hover to a certain
depth. The proponents were able to collect data such as temperature and depth which
was displayed on the LCD and the underwater camera connected can be viewed using
a smart phone. Although the temperature sensor does not work properly, the proponents
tested it independently on the ROV, it was then connected to the Arduino Uno R3.
Using T-Test method, the proponents were able to determine the acceptability of error
for the device. For the accuracy of ultrasonic sensor, the percentage of error range from
0% to 6.10%
These data can be used as a learning device for students of Lyceum of the PhilippinesLaguna. There are some modifications to be made; however, they can be modified by
the students as a way to learn more about ROVs or can be improved by the future
researchers in an attempt to enhance the system.
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Abstract
Brain abnormality is one of the aggressive diseases in human community. Early
discovery may reduce the severity of disease and also lessen the death rate. In this paper,
recent heuristic algorithm supported computerized technique is proposed to segment
and analyze the tumor region from the brain Magnetic Resonance Images (MRI).
Integration of the Social Group Optimization (SGO) and Tsallis entropy is implemented
as the pre-processing stage to enhance the visibility of tumor section and the Localized
Active Contour (LAC) is selected as the post-processing stage to extract the tumor from
the pre-processed test image. Matlab based experimental work was executed using the
benchmark brain MRI, known as the BRATS 2015 database. The superiority of the
proposed approach is confirmed against the ground truths supplied by the expert
members. The competence of implemented technique is established with picture
likeliness measures, such as Jaccard and Dice and statistical trials, like precession,
sensitivity, specificity and accuracy. The outcome of the LAC is also compared with
the segmentation approaches, like the Watershed (WS) and the Level Set (LS)
procedures. The results of SGO+LAC outperforms SGO+WS and SGO+LS approaches
hence the proposed approach is efficient in extracting the tumor from the MRI images
recorded with Flair modality.
Keywords: Brain tumor; MRI; Social group optimization algorithm, Active contour.
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1.Introduction
Computer assisted disease assessment is broadly used in medical field to
discover anatomical and pathological divisions using the clinical images. Medical
imaging procedures will support the premature detection and examination of a
collection
Abbreviations
SGO
LAC
WS
LS
MRI
FPR
FNR

Social group optimization
Localised active contour
Watershed algorithm
Level set segmentation
Magnetic resonance images
False positive rate
False negative rate

of diseases and also helps to reduce the morbidity and death rates. In literature,
substantial measures are discussed and implemented by the researchers to extract
important information from the conventional and medical images [1-6].
The heuristic approach assisted image processing is widely considered in recent
years, due to its simplicity and easiness in implementation [7,8]. Tsallis entropy is one
of the procedures, largely adopted by most of the researchers because of its dominance
and elasticity [9,10]. From the image processing literature, it can be noted that, Tsallis’s
entropy based multi-level thresholding was largely adopted by the researchers to extract
the important information from the RGB / gray scale test images [11,12] and medical
images [5].
The work by Despotovic et al.[13] recommends the segmentation challenges
and the available procedures in the brain image processing approaches. This work also
notifies that, combination of several techniques is necessary to attain better
segmentation result [9].
In the literature, a number of automated and semi-automated approaches are
existing to examine brain MRI recorded with a chosen modality. All the existing
methods are modality specific approaches and the method works well with a chosen
modality sometimes may fail to offer better outcome with other modalities. Moreover,
the soft-computing assisted approaches will enhance the outcome of the disease
examination procedure. Hence, in this paper an approach based on the SGO assisted
thresholding is implemented to examine the brain MRI registered with the Flair
modality.
This work proposes a computer supported automated practice to segment and
analyze the tumor from the BRATS 2015 database. Firstly, tri-level thresholding based
on the SGO+Tsallis entropy is implemented to improve the cancerous division in brain
image. Tsallis approach was initially proposed in 1988 [9]. The combination of Tsallis
function and various heuristic algorithms has been presented over the past years for
image thresholding applications [14]. Later, the Localized Active Contour (LAC) [16]
based segmentation is implemented to extract the suspicious/enhanced region of brain
MRI.
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The capability of proposed segmentation task is then confirmed by means of a
comparative assessment among the segmented tumor region and expert’s Ground Truth
(GT). The experimental results verify that, implemented technique is capable in
attaining improved picture likeness index [17] and statistical trials [18].
The outcome of the proposed technique is also validated with the well known
segmentation approaches, such as watershed algorithm and level set approach. This
experimental work confirms that, the overall outcome of the proposed SGO+LAC is
better compared with the SGO+WS and SGO+LS.
2. Methodology
This section presents the various stages involved in the proposed softcomputing assisted disease examination tool proposed in this work.
2.1 Pre-Processing
Initially, a pre-processing technique is executed by combining of the Social
Group Optimization (SGO) and the Tsallis entropy value. Generally, entropy is linked
with the estimation of chaos inside an image. Shannon’s theory guaranteed that, when
a physical structure is detached as two statistically free subsystems like ‘A’ and ‘B’,
then the entropy value can be expressed as [9,10]:
S( A  B )  S( A )  S( B )

(1)

Based on Shannon’s theory, a non-extensive entropy idea was proposed by
Tsallis as follows:

Sq 

1  Ti 1 ( pi )q
q 1

(2)

where, T is the system potentials and q is the entropic index .
Eq. (2) will meet the Shannon’s entropy when q  1 .
The entropy value can be expressed with a pseudo additivity rule as:
(3)
S q ( A  B)  S q ( A)  S q ( B)  (1  q).S q ( A).S q ( B)
Tsallis entropy can be considered to find the optimal thresholds of an image.
Consider a given image with L gray levels in the range {0, 1, ..., L-1},with probability
distributions pi = p0, p1, ..., pL-1. Tsallis multi-level thresholding can then be expressed
as:
f(T)=[T1,T2, ... , Tk] = argmax

S

A
q



( T )  S qB ( T )  ...  S qK ( T )  ( 1  q ).S qA ( T ).S qB ( T )...S qK ( T )

(4)
where
q

 Pi 
1  it101  A 
P 
S qA ( T ) 
, P A  it101 Pi
q 1
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 Pi 
1  it2t11  B 
P 
S qB ( T ) 
, P B  it2t11Pi
q 1
q

 Pi 
1  iLt1k  K 
P 
S qK ( T ) 
, P K  iL2tk 1 Pi
q 1

During this multi-level thresholding process, the aim is to find the optimal
threshold value T by maximizing the objective function f(T). The implemented work
finds the arbitrary values of the T based on the heuristic search by the SGO algorithm.
In the proposed work, the threshold value is chosen as T =3 thus the required probability
values are PA, PB, and PC. In this work, the maximization of function f(T), which deals
with the segmentation of a given image, is carried using the SGO. The heuristic search
continuously explores the gray level thresholds of the chosen MRI threshold and
computes the value of f(T). This process continues till the search converges with a
maximized value of the f(T) or till the maximum iteration value is reached. At the end
of the search, the SGO obtains the required value of the thresholds and the maximized
entropy function f(T).
SGO algorithm is a recently developed population based heuristic technique by
Satapathy and Naik [15], based on the group resolve capability of the human being during
complicated circumstances. It is similar to the Teaching Learning based Optimization
existing in the literature [19]. In this algorithm, each person in the group is the candidate
having capacity to offer the solution for the assigned task based on the fitness value. In
this algorithm, the knowledge among the group members is used to find the solution for
the given task.
This algorithm has two stages as follows;
i.
Improving phase
Let X is the persons in the chosen social group with i = 1, 2,…, N and
dimension of the optimization problem with j = 1, 2, …, D.
Xnewi , j  C * Xold i , j  r * ( gbest j  Xold i , j )

D is the
(5)

ii.
Acquiring phase
Xnewi , j  Xold i , j  r1 * ( X i , j  X r , j )  r2 * ( gbest j  X i , j )

(6)

Xnewi ,:  Xold i ,:  r1 * ( X r ,:  X i ,: )  r2 * ( gbest j  X i , j )

(7)

where, i = 1to N; j = 1 to D, r = r1=r2= random number ~ U (0,1)
In this paper, the initial algorithm parameters are assigned based on the paper
[15]. Other parameters are assigned as follows; the group size is assigned as thirty, the
dimension of the search is chosen as three, the number of run is fixed as 1000 and the
stopping criteria is considered as the maximal entropy of the Tsallis function.
2.2 Post-Processing
The post-processing stage is responsible to extract the tumor region from the
pre-processed brain MRI. In order to enhance the segmentation accuracy, the postprocessing stage consist two sub-operations like the morphology based enhancement
and segmentation.
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2.2.1 Morphology
Picture level morphology is usually approved to enhance the exterior of
illustration. The essential morphological functions, such as stroke organizational
constituent (strel) and image fill (imfill) are used to enhance the edges and illustration
of multi-thresholded pictures.
2.2.2 Active contour segmentation
This section presents the segmentation procedure chosen to extract the
cancerous region. Active Contour Segmentation (ACS) proposed in [16] is adopted to
extract the image. This procedure has three essential steps such as, boundary detection,
initial active contour, and final active contour which offer minimized energy. In this
work, variable snake model is considered to track similar pixel groups existing in preprocessed image based on energy minimization concept.
The energy function of the snake can be denoted as;



min
L(C)
EGAC (C)  0 g( I 0 C(s)) ds
C



(8)

where ds is the Euclidean component of length and L(C) is the length of the curve C
L(C)
which satisfies L(C)  0 ds . The parameter g is an edge indicator, which will disappear
based on the object boundary defined as;
g( I 0 ) 

1
1   I 0

(9)

2

where I0 represents original image and β is an arbitrary constant. The energy value
rapidly decreases based on the edge value, based on gradient descent criterion12.
This procedure is mathematically represented as;
 t C  ( kg   g , )

(10)

where  t C  C t represents the deformation in the snake model, t is the iteration time,
and k , N are the curvature and normal for the snake ‘C’. In this procedure, the snake
silhouette is continuously corrected till minimal value of the energy; EGAC is achieved.
2.2.3 Related segmentation approaches
Along with the active contour segmentation, the well known approaches, such
as the Watershed (WS) and Level Set (LS) methods are also considered in this paper to
segment the tumor region. The WS is a commonly considered in image mining
approaches due to its simplicity and superiority [24]. The WA consists: (i) Sobel edge
detection, (ii) Marker controlled morphological operation, and (iii) Segmentation. A
detailed mathematical description of WA considered in this work can be found in [25].
The main benefit of LS contrast to other approach is, it creates shapes of combined
topology to hold splitting and merging action during the picture outline examination.
This paper implements the LS proposed by Li et al. [26] to extract the tumor by using
a single well approach. The LS is a semi-automated technique and requires a bounding
box initialization with respect to the width and height of the stroke section. Other
details regarding the LS can be found in [27,28].
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2.2.4 Investigation
The efficiency of the proposed approach is confirmed in the pre-processing
phase and segmentation phase. During first phase, well known image quality measures
are computed to find the performance of SGO + Tsallis [7,8]. After the segmentation,
a relative investigation among segmented tumor and GT is achieved and statistical
picture trials are computed to examine the dominance of the proposed scheme [17].
Maximized values of these constraints are usually considered to validate the importance
of the proposed scheme [20,21].
The mathematical expressions for the image similarity and statistical measures
are presented below. During this examination, similarity constraints, like Jaccard, Dice,
FPR, and FNR as well as the statistical constraints, like Sensitivity, Specificity,
Accuracy and Precision are computed.
These events can be indicated as follows:
JI  I G  I SE I G  I PP

(11)

DC  2 I G  I PP  I G  I PP

(12)

Sensitvity  TP (TP  FN )

(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

Specificity  TN (TN  FP )

Accuracy  (TP  TN ) /(TP  TN  FP  FN )

Precision  TP (TP  FP )

where, IG is ground truth image, IPP is post-processed image, TN, TP, FN and FP indicates
true negative, true positive, false negative and false positive; respectively.
3. Realization
This section provides the details regarding the implementation of the proposed
procedure. Initially, the SGO parameters are assigned as follows; total group size is 30,
search dimension is fixed as 3 (tri-level thresholding) and number of iteration is fixed
as 1000 and criteria is chosen as maximized f(T). During the experimental work, each
slice of the 2D MRI is separately processed with the considered pre-processing
approach and post-processing approach and the corresponding performance measures
are recorded to validate the superiority of the proposed image processing tool.
Fig.1 depicts pictorial representation of proposed brain MRI examination task.
Initially, the skull stripped brain MRI test image is pre-processed with multi-level
thresholding. This procedure will enhance the abnormal region of the test image. Later,
the image morphological operation is considered to group the similar image pixels in
order to get a smooth image. The post-processed image is then treated using the ACS,
which extracts the tumor section from the brain MRI. Finally, the extracted tumor is
analyzed to confirm the superiority of the proposed brain MRI image processing
procedure.
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Evaluation of
the segmented
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Segmentation
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of the proposed computerised tool
4. Results and Discussions
This section presents the experimental results of the proposed work. The well
known benchmark brain MRI images are obtained from the MICCAI BRAIN Tumor
Segmentation (BRATS) challenge 2015 dataset [23]. This database has a three
dimensional (3D) brain MRI images registered using the Flair, T2, T1 and T1c
modalities. This dataset also provides the ground truth image offered by the expert
member. In this study, the brain MRI image recorded with the Flair modality is
considered and the 2D slices of slice numbers 95,105,115 and 125 are extracted from
the 3D dataset. The main advantage of this BRATS images are, it does not have the
skull section, hence, it is very easy to implement the image processing procedure.
Initially, SGO assisted Tsallis entropy based multi-level thresholding process is
implemented on the test data in order to enhance the tumor region. After the
thresholding, image morphology is applied to group the similar pixels values to obtain
an even image. The ACS procedure is then applied to extract the tumor section from
the post-processed image. Finally, the extracted tumor core is analyzed with a
comparative study against the ground truth existing in the brain MRI dataset. All the
simulation works are implemented by means of Matlab 2012 software.
Table 1 presents the chosen image slices and its corresponding outcomes. The
quality of the pre-processed image is verified using the well known image quality
measures existing in the literature [20-22] and its values are tabulated in Table 2. From
this table, it is clear that, proposed approach is efficient in offering better values of
RMSE, PSNR, SSIM, NCC, AD, SC and NAE. Details regarding the adopted image
quality measures can be found in the literatures [7,8].
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Table 1. Image processing results for the chosen image dataset

Test
image

Preprocessin
g

Postprocessin
g

Segment
ation

Slice9
5

Slice1
05

Slice1
15

Slice1
25

Table 2. Image quality measures between original and tri-level threshed image
Flair
Slice9
5

Slice1
05

Slice1
15

Slice1
25

Mean

RM
SE

PSN SSI
R
M

NC
C

AD

SC

NA
E

30.7
6

18.3
6

0.7
1

0.6
5

17.0
8

1.9
0

0.4
2

43.9
9

15.2
6

0.6
8

0.7
3

22.7
9

1.5
6

0.3
6

44.5
6

15.1
5

0.7
0

0.7
1

21.8
8

1.5
9

0.3
8

43.1
0

15.4
4

0.7
2

0.6
9

19.5
4

1.6
2

0.4
1

40.6
0

16.0
5

0.7
0

0.6
9

20.3
2

1.6
7

0.3
9
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Table 3. Comparison of the ground truth and the extracted tumor
Test
image

Tumor section

Ground
truth

LAC

WS

LS

Slice95
Slice105
Slice115
Slice125

Table 4. Similarity measures between GT and segmented tumor (with LAC)
Flair

Jaccard

Dice

FPR

FNR

Slice95

0.8340

0.9095 0.1526 0.0387

Slice105

0.8291

0.9066 0.1674 0.0321

Slice115

0.8397

0.9129 0.1368 0.0454

Slice125

0.8221

0.9024 0.1147 0.0836

Mean

0.8311

0.9078 0.1429 0.0499

Table 6. Statistical measures between GT and segmented tumor (with LAC)
Flair

Precision Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy

Slice95

0.9963

0.9857

0.9612

0.9734

Slice105

0.9955

0.9768

0.9679

0.9723

Slice115

0.9937

0.9812

0.9546

0.9678

Slice125

0.9910

0.9877

0.9554

0.9514

Mean

0.9941

0.9828

0.9598

0.9662

Table 6. Mean Values of performance measures attained with LAC, WS and LS
Approch Jaccard

DIce

Precision Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy

LAC

0.8311

0.9078

0.9941

0.9828

0.9598

0.9662

WS

0.8305

0.9032

0.9937

0.9815

0.9562

0.9659

LS

0.8309

0.9051

0.9928

0.9822

0.9571

0.9660
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Performance values

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

LAC

WS

LS

Fig 2. Comparison of the image similarity and statistical measure values obtained
with the considered segmentation methods
Table 3 presents the extracted tumor section with LAC, WS and LS
segmentation procedures. The comparison between the ground truth and the extracted
tumor results, such as the image similarity measures and the statistical measures are
presented in Table 4 and 5 respectively for LAC alone and approximately similar results
are obtained with the WS and the LS techniques. From Table 4, one can observe that,
the Jaccard and Dice values are greater than 0.82 (ie. 82%) and also a negligible values
for the FPR and FNR. This confirms that, the extracted tumor structure is approximately
similar compared to the ground truth image. The pattern of the tumor and the ground
truth are identical. From Table 5, it can be noted that, the Precision, Sensitivity,
Specificity and Accuracy are greater that 0.95 (ie, 95%), which confirms the superiority
of the proposed approach in processing the benchmark Flair modality based brain MRI
dataset.
Table 6 presents the average performance measures obtained with the
considered segmentation procedures and the pictorial representation of this comparison
is also presented in Fig 2. From this result, it can be noted that, the results offered by
the LAC segmentation is comparatively better than the WS and AC methods. In order
to confirm the superiority of the proposed approach, other test images existing in the
BRATS 2015 dataset sown in Fig 3. is also considered for the examination. From this
dataset, the flair and T2 modality based images are considered and satisfactory results
are obtained with the proposed SGO+LAC approach. From this, it is confirmed that,
proposed computerised tool works well for the flair and T2 modality based brain MRI..

5. Conclusions
This work proposes a computer assisted scheme to mine and analyze the
abnormal region of the BRATS 2012 brain MRI dataset. The work implements the
Social Group Optimization (SGO) and Tsallis entropy based procedure to enhance the
tumor section and the Active Contour based approach to segment the tumor from the
post-processed test image. To exhibit the superiority of the proposed procedure, Flair
modality registered various 2D slices of the brain MRI are considered. The
experimental result demonstrates that, proposed approach is very efficient in extracting
the tumor section from the Flair based MRI slices. This result also confirms that, the
proposed SGO assisted approach offers superior image similarity measures and the
statistical measures compared to the ground truth. Hence, in future, this procedure can
be used to analyse the real time clinical images recorded using various modalities, such
as T1, T2 and T1c.
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Abstract
In literature, a considerable number of approaches are existing to examine the breast
abnormality, such as cancer and Ductal Carcinoma In Situ (DCIS). In this paper, a novel
image processing procedure is proposed to analyze the breast abnormality recorded
with thermal imaging procedure. This work implements a pre-processing procedure
based on the Kapur’s tri-level thresholding and post-processing approach based on the
watershed algorithm. In order to improve the quality of pre-processing technique, recent
heuristic algorithm known as the Social Group Optimization (SGO) is adopted. The
proposed approach in this paper has the following stages: i) Tri-level thresholding based
on the Kapur + SGO, ii) Edge detection based dimension analysis of left and right breast
region to identify the abnormality, and iii) Watershed based segmentation to extract
the DCIS region. The proposed technique is tested using the benchmark breast thermal
dataset available at Visual lab. The experimental work is implemented using the Matlab
software and the results of this work confirm that, proposed approach is efficient in
examining the breast thermal images when compared to conventional heuristic
approaches. It extracts the initial changes of tissues when affected by diseases. The
advantage of infrared images combined with SGO multi-thresholding method provides
more vital information for early diagnosis.
Keywords: Breast cancer; Thermal image; Ductal carcinoma in situ; Kapur’s entropy,
Watershed algorithm, Image evaluation.
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1. Introduction
Breast malignancy is one of a life intimidating diseases in women society [1,2].
Accessibility of the contemporary medical knowledge can help them to notice the
irregular cell growth in breast section during screening. When the size and the
orientation of the breast irregularity are documented, then it is possible for the doctors
to plan for the suitable treatment procedure to manage/cure the disease [3].
The mainstream of breast cancer begins in the segment of the breast tissue that
are made up of glands for milk creation, known as lobules, and ducts that unite the
lobules to the nipple. Primarily, it will be initiated in the soft tissues of the breast, and
will grow to its neighboring regions. Generally the breast tumor is due to the irregular
swelling in the breast tissues. The work of Bejnordi et al. [4] reports that, almost 80%
of breast cancer happens in epithelial cells of ducts. Identification of cancer in its
preliminary stage will aid for early treatment procedure which will support for complete
cure of the disease.
In literature, non-invasive imaging procedures, such as mammogram [5],
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) [6] and Infrared Thermal Imaging (ITI) [2] are
extensively used to register the breast tumor at the time of screening practice.
Mammogram and MRI are the frequent radiology methods, broadly considered
to identify the grown tumors. These methods may give poor results when the cancer is
in its premature stage. Further, exposure to radiation and procedure involved enhances
disease prognosis and also causes discomfort. Hence, in recent years, ITI procedures
are widely adopted by the medical practitioners to record and analyze the breast
malignancy for early diagnosis [7-10]. During this practice, infrared radiation emitted
by the skin exterior is recorded as a thermal map by using a special camera. The
recorded thermal patterns are then examined to recognize the existing disorder.
The imaging literature provides the details of a number of techniques to evaluate
the abnormality in breast based on ITI [3]. In this paper, a novel image examination
procedure is proposed to examine the benchmark breast thermal images existing in
Visual lab database [11,12]. This work implements a pre-processing procedure based
on the integration of the Social Group Optimization and Kapur’s tri-level thresholding
and the post-processing work implements the watershed algorithm based segmentation.
In this work, the various types of images, such as normal, abnormal and abnormal
images with DCIS are considered for the evaluation.
The proposed approach initially implements a tri-level thresholding procedure
to group the similar pixels of the RGB scale thermal image. Later, an edge detection
procedure is implemented to extract the breast region, to find the pixel similarity
between the left side and right side breast. Symmetry based approach and combination
of multi-threshold with SGO extracts early vital information of disease prognosis. The
usage of this modality and proper processing would yield significant results for various
diseases and particularly carcinoma. This procedure will help the user to confirm the
abnormality in the breast section based on its size analysis. Finally, the watershed
algorithm can be used to extract the abnormality, such as tumor and DCIS existing in
the pre-processed image. All the experimental works are implemented using Matlab
software and the results of this study confirms that, proposed approach is efficient in
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identifying the breast abnormality based on the considered thermal images. In future,
the proposed approach can be used to examine the real clinical images obtained from
the clinics/hospitals.
2. Methodology
This section provides the overview of methodology considered in this paper is
represented in Figure 1. During the simulation process, the ITI dataset images of Visual
lab [11, 12] are considered. Based on the abnormality, images in the dataset are grouped
in to normal, intermediate and abnormal images.
Breast Thermal
Images (N = 30)
Normal, Abnormal
and Intermediate
Kapur’s Entropy +
Social Group
Optimisation
Symmetry analysis
with both sides of
the breast
Watershed
Algorithm to group
border extraction by
Sobel
Haralick Texture
Features
Normal

Abnormal
(At early stage)

2.1 Kapur’s Entropy
This section, presents a capable entropy function extensively recognized as
Kapur’s approach, initially proposed in 1985 [13]. Firstly, this technique was intended
to separate gray level cases based on its histogram. Due to its superiority, recently, this
technique is largely accepted and implemented to resolve a variety of image
segmentation problems. In this paper, this approach is considered to threshold the RGB
scale ITI.
This approach discovers the optimal T by maximizing the overall entropy of the
image. Let, T = [T1, T2,..., Tk-1 ], the vector for image thresholds. Then, Kapur’s
function can be expressed as;
k

J max  f Kapur (T )   H Cj

for C 1, 2, 3

(1)

j 1
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Entropy for 𝐼RGB is calculated for Red, Green and Blue segment based on the
assigned T value. For multi- threshold case, this process can be expressed as;
T1
PhC  PhC 
H1C   Cj ln  Cj  ,
 
j 1 0
 0 
C
T2
Phj  PhCj 
C
H2  
ln  C  ,
C

(2)
j T1 1
1
 1 


 PhCj 
H  C ln  C 
 
j Tk 1 k 1
 K 1 
C
where, Ph j is the probability allocation of intensity regions and 0C , 1C ,...kC1
are probability incidence for k stages. Complete description of Kapur’s approach is
available in [14-17].
L

C
k

PhCj

2.2 Social Group Optimization
SGO is a recent heuristic approach by Satapathy and Naik to solve the
constrained and unconstrained engineering optimization problem [18,19]. SGO consist
the following stages, i) Educating stage to organize the position of citizens with respect
to the cost function and ii) Knowledge accomplishing phase to allow the citizens to
discover optimal results. It is approximately similar to the Teaching Learning Based
Optimization (TLBO) approach [20].
The arithmetical form of SGO is shown below:
Let, Gfinest=maximum { f(Hv) for v = 1, 2, . . .N}
(3)
where, Hv denotes the preliminary data the people have, v = 1, 2, 3,…, N specify total
strength in group, and fw is the fitness value.
The civilizing stage will alter the orientation of the agents as given below;
(4)
H updatedv, w  c * H initialv, w  R * (G finest w  X initialv, w )
Here, Hupdated represents renewed location, Hinitial is the early location, Gfinest specifies
global position, R is random numeral [0,1] and c represents the self-introspection value
with a choice [0,1]. The constant c assigned with 0.2 [18].
At the second stage, citizens are motivated to achieve the global position as follows;
(5)
H updatedv,w  X initial v,w  r1* ( H v,w  H R,w )  r 2 * (G finest w  H v, w )
Where, r1 and r2 represents arbitrary values of [0,1] and HR,w is randomly assigned
position a citizen. During the experimentation task, SGO finds the optimal threshold by
maximizing the Kapur’s function [18, 19]. In this work, the SGO parameters are
assigned as: number of groups = 25, maximum iteration = 1000 and the stopping
criterion = maximized Kapur’s entropy.
2.3 Symmetry analysis
Breast evenness examination is a demonstrated practice to review the threat
issue for breast malignancy [21]. Usually, the tainted breast’s amount, orientation and
appearance will fluctuate from the normal breast [22]. In this work, in order to analyze
the abnormality and classify the images: i). Sobel based edge detection and binary
image generation, ii). Dividing the image into two equal portions and execute pixel
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count, iii). Classify the thermal images based on its pixel likeness. This procedure is
simple and helps to classify the considered ITI into normal, intermediate and abnormal.
2.4 Watershed segmentation
Marker driven Watershed (WS) approach presented by Roerdink & Meijster is
adopted to extract the stroke region [23]. WS is grouping of Sobel border discovery
procedure, marker driven morphological procedure and mining. The clear explanation
of the adopted WS can be found in [24].
2.5 Implementation and Evaluation
In this paper, ten images of each case (Normal, Abnormal and Intermediate) are
considered for the examination. In image processing domain, feature extraction plays a
key role in achieving elevated information of the test image under study. Texture
features are widely considered to evaluate the spatial allocation of gray pixels, by
calculating neighbouring features at each point of image and surmising a set of
statistical values. After extracting the abnormal section from the ITI, Haralick Texture
Feature (HTF) is extracted [21]. Normally, the final image of the proposed procedure
will be in the form of binary and the HTF extracts the features of the extracted pattern
which has binary ‘1’. After extracting the HTF, it is possible to examine the severity of
the ITI by simply analyzing the values. In future, the HTF can also be considered to
design a classifier unit, which will help to classify the ITI as Benign or Malignant.
3. Results and Discussions
This section presents the experimental results obtained with this study. The
Visual lab database consists of both the X-ray and thermal images recorded with image
capturing device. The disease information available in X-ray is poor compared with the
ITI.
Fig. 2 depicts the experimental results obtained for the chosen ITI. Fig 2 (a) and
(b) represents the X-ray and the ITI of abnormal case. After choosing the ITI, the preprocessing is implemented using SGO + Kapur’s function based multi-level
thresholding. Initially, a bi-level and tri-level thresholding is implemented to preprocess
the image in order to enhance the visibility of the abnormality and the corresponding
outputs are depicted in Fig. 2 (c) and (d) respectively. From this, it can be noted that,
tri-level thresholding offers better image visibility compared with bi-level threshold.
Hence, for the remaining images, tri-level threshold is considered. Fig. 2 (e) and (f)
presents the results of edge detection procedures which can be further considered for
the symmetry analysis with the help of the region properties (number of pixels existing
in left and right breast region). Finally, the post-processing is implemented with
watershed algorithm, which can be used to extract the abnormal region from the preprocessed image. After extracting the DCIS, the seniority of the infected region is
assessed by computing the HTF.
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(a) X-ray

(b) ITI

(c) Bi-level threshold

(d) Tri-level threshold

(e) Edge detection

(f) Extracted region

(g) Watershed pattern

(h) Marker value

(i) Segmented abnormal region

(j) Extracted DCIS

Figure 2. Experimental results for a chosen ITI
Similar procedure is repeated for the remaining images considered in this study.
Fig. 3 depicts the results obtained with the normal image cases. Fig 3 (a), (c) and (e)
shows the chosen ITI and Fig 3 (b), (d) and (f) shows the extracted breast region. From
this figure, I can be observed that, the right breast region is approximately similar
compared with the left region. Similar procedure is repeated for all the images and
based on its symmetry value; it is classified as normal, abnormal and intermediate as
shown in Table I.
Table 1. Evenness evaluation for chosen images
Case
Symmetry level (%)
Forecast
Normal
97.1764
Negative
Abnormal
78.9015
Positive
Intermediate
94.8156
Neutral
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Figure 3. Normal breast images

Fig. 4 and 5 presents the outcome obtained for the abnormal breast image and
the breast ITI having the DCIS.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4. Abnormal breast images

(a)

(b)

(d)
(c)
Figure 5. Breast images having DCIS
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In these cases, the abnormality can be easily visualized with the ITI based on
the breast un-symmetry and the abnormal blood vessel projections. Fig 4 shows the
region wise analysis of the breast images in order to confirm its abnormality. Further,
the mild infected regions are also extracted with the subjection of the considered
algorithm. There early stage disease prognosis are detected in these images since they
are evident on ITI images rather than in other modalities. Fig 4 (c) and (e) shows the
right regions and Fig 4 (d) and (f) show the left regions. The pixels of these regions are
then computed to categorize the image. Fig 5 shows the ITI having the DCIS and its
pre-processed versions. The DCIS regions are then extracted with the proposed
approach and its severity is then examined by computing the HTF as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Texture Features for the abnormal regions
Feature name
Homogeneity
Energy
Entropy
Correlation
Variance
Contrast
IMC1
IMC2
Sum Average
Sum Variance
Sum Entropy
MCC

Normal
0.8426
0.1107
0.1994
0.9513
0.5312
0.0775
-0.2517
0.1139
1.1074
2.1162
0.2986
0.3268

Abnormal
0.7064
0.6177
0.5693
0.9482
0.7881
0.1054
-0.6427
0.7721
2.1178
5.2861
0.6361
0.1795

Intermediate
0.7916
0.3518
0.3593
0.9319
0.7007
0.0815
-0.5434
0.4052
2.1843
3.1103
0.4175
0.1891

In future, the computed HTF can be considered to design a classifier system.
4. Conclusions
This paper proposes a novel image processing procedure to examine the breast
thermal images in order to discover the breast cancer. The proposed approach
implements a pre-processing and a post-processing approach to extract the abnormal
regions from the considered image dataset. The pre-processing is implemented with
SGO + Kapur’s tri-level thresholding and the post-processing is implemented with
watershed segmentation. Initially, an edge detection assisted symmetry analysis is
proposed to classify the considered ITI dataset as the normal, abnormal and
intermediate. Finally, the extracted Ductal Carcinoma In Situ (DCIS) section is
considered to extract the HTF values in order to assess its severity. Early disease
diagnosis is possible in ITI since the slightest temperature variation reveals the state of
the infection in the breast. The advantage of the infrared modality and the suitable
image processing techniques applied in this work surfaces the disease condition even
in early stage. Hence, the disease treatment can be advised to the patient well in advance
when to compared to other methods of diagnosis. The results of this paper confirm that,
proposed image processing approach works well on the images of Visual Lab dataset.
In future, this approach can be tested on the real clinical breast thermal images obtained
from the hospitals.
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Abstract
A well-known mosquito-borne transmissible sickness in humans, commonly named
Malaria is majorly caused due to plasmodium species. In order to minimize the disease
impact, it is necessary to identify the type of the species before initiating the treatment
process. Exact identification of the Plasmodium species is advisable to treat the infected
person with a specific anti-malarial drug. In this work, an image segmentation scheme
is proposed to extract the plasmodium species from thin blood smear images using
famous entropy based procedures, such as Kapur / Tsallis function and Bat Algorithm
(BA). Throughout the work, maximization of objective function is adopted to guide
the BA. The proposed method is validated with a qualitative and quantitative analysis.
The results shows evidence that the, proposed approach is efficient in extracting the
species from blood smear images.
Keywords: Plasmodium, Entropy values, Bat Algorithm, Segmentation, Evaluation.
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1. Introduction
In imaging science, image processing plays a vital role in the analysis
and interpretation of images in fields such as medical discipline, navigation,
environment modeling, automatic event detection, surveillance, texture and pattern
recognition, and damage detection [1-4]. The development of digital imaging
techniques and computing technology increased the potential of imaging science.
Segmentation process is one of pre-processing procedure widely employed in imaging
field to extract key features from input image. Segmentation is judged as an important
procedure for significant examination and interpretation of images [5-8].
[2]
In recent years, biomedical image processing attracted the research
community because of its significance. In this paper, an attempt is made to segment
the malaria infected blood smear images. Malaria is a most common and most
dangerous mosquito-borne infectious disease. Recent paper by Manickavasagam et al.,
presents the detailed segmentation procedure and the available anti-malarial drug based
on the Plasmodium species [9]. Literature also presents the image processing
methodology for Plasmodium infected blood smear images [10,11]. Even though many
attempts are made on segmenting these, there is a scope of improving the efficacy of
segmentation in early detection of pathology in the considered images.
[3]
In most of the cases, the RGB images are segmented using the gray scale
images and the outcome of this process is also in gray form. In this paper, the RGB
images are converted into gray scale images and segmented using Kapur’s and Tsalli’s
function using the BA.
In this work, thin blood smear images of plasmodium was obtained from the
Parasite Image Library (DPDx) of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [12]
and is then considered for segmentation process. In this work, BA is employed to solve
the bi-level segmentation problem. The image quality measures, such as MSE, RMSE,
NAE, NCC, AD, SC, MD, PSNR and SSIM are extracted [13-15]. In addition to this,
statistical features, such as mean, median, standard deviation, sum and variance is
extracted for the further analysis.
[1]

2. Materials and Methods
In this paper, image segmentation was carried out using well known
entropy based approaches, such as Kapur and Tsallis functions since these methods are
proven to be successful in segmenting in the literature.
[4]

2.1 Kapur’s Entropy
Kapur’s function identifies the optimal threshold by maximizing the entropy of
histogram [16].
The Kapur’s entropy can be expressed as;
k

J max  f kapur (Th)   H Cj

(1)

j 1

Generally, each entropy is computed independently based on the particular th value.
For multi-level thresholding problem, it can be expressed as;
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 PhCj 
 C ,
ln
C
 
j 1 0
 0 
C
th2
Ph j  PhCj 
C
H2  
ln  C  ,
C
 

j th1 1
1
 1 

PhCj

th1

H1C  

(2)

 PhCj 
H  C ln  C 
 
j thk 1 k 1
 K 1 
where Ph Cj is the probability distribution of the intensity levels, C is unity (1)
L

C
k

PhCj

for gray level images and 0C , 1C ,...kC1 probability occurrence for k levels. The BA
based search arbitrarily adjusts the values of threshold until Jmax is reached
2.2 Tsallis Function
Non-extensive entropy concept of Tsallis was originally derived from
Shannon’s theory [4] and it can be defined as [17];

1   j 1 ( p j ) q
Th

Sq 

(3)
q 1
whereT is the system potentials and q is the entropic index. The above equation satisfies
Shannon’s entropy when q  1 .The pseudo additivity rule for the entropy can be
expressed as follows;
Let the gray scale image has L gray levels in the range {0,1, ..., L-1}, with probability
distributions pi = p0, p1, ..., pL-1. Then, Tsallis multi thresholding can then be expressed
as:
Jmax = f(Th)=[Th1,Th2, ... , Thk] = argmax
A
Sq (Th)  SqB (Th)  ...  SqK (Th)  (1  q).SqA (Th).SqB (T )...SqK (Th)
(4)
where
q

 Pj 
1   j 0  A 
 P  , P A  t1 1 Pj
S qA (Th) 
 j 0
q 1
t1 1

q

t 1  Pj 
1   j2t  B 
1
 P  , P B  t2 1 Pj
S qB (Th) 
 j t1
q 1

(5)

q

L 1  Pj 
1   j t  K 
k
 P  , P K  L2 1 Pj
S qK (Th) 
 j t k
q 1
are subject to the following constraints:
P A  P B 1  S  1  P A  P B

P B  PC 1  S  1  P B  PC

P P
K

L 1

1  S  1  P  P
K

(6)
L 1

During the multi thresholding practice, the optimal threshold value Th which
maximizes f(Th).
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2.3. Bat Algorithm
The BA was firstly proposed by imitating the hunting actions of microbats
[18]. BA consists of three mathematical equations such as velocity, position and
frequency updates as described in the following equations [19]:

Vi

( t 1)

 Vi  ( X i  Gbest).Fi
(t )

X i(t 1)  X i  Vi
(t )

(t )

(7)

( t 1)

(8)

Fi  Fmin  ( Fmax  Fmin ). 1

(9)

( t 1)

where Vi and X it 1 symbolize the velocity and position of the bat, Fmin is the least
frequency and Fmax is highest frequency.
From Eq. (7), it is noted that, velocity renewal depends predominantly on the
frequency renewal. During the heuristic investigation, a new result for every bat is
produced based on the subsequent relation:

X new  X old  At

(10)

where ε= arbitrary digit of the range [-1,1] and A is the intensity of bats’ discharged
sound throughout the investigation of a new “area” (set of positions leading to a set of
solutions).
The arithmetical illustrations for intensity alteration are shown below:
Ai
ri

( t 1)

( t 1)

 1 Ai

(t )

(11)

 ri (0)[1  exp( 1 t )]

(12)
In this work, Chaotic Bat Algorithm (CBA) discussed in [15] is considered with the
following parameters:
Number of bats = 30; search dimension = 2; iterations = 250; stopping criteria
= J(t)max; frequency vector constant β = [0,1];ε is a random value between [-1,1]; A0 =
10 and Amin= 1 (which decays in steps of 0.1 ); α1 = γ1=0.65.
3. Results and Discussions
This section presents the result obtained with the proposed methodology. All
the simulation works are carried using Matlab 2012a on an Intel Core i3 CPU, 4 GB
RAM running in Windows 8. The multi-level thresholding problem deals with finding
optimal thresholds within the threshold range [0, L−1] that maximize a fitness criterion
Jmax. In this work, search dimension of the optimization problem is chosen as two (bilevel thresholding). For each image and each threshold value, the segmentation
procedure is repeated ten times and mean value of the trial is chosen as the optimal
value. Fig. 1 shows the flow chart of the automated disease prediction procedure. In
this paper, plasmodium species such as P. Falciparum (PF), P. Knowlesi (PK), P.
Malariae (PM), P. Ovale (PO), and P. Vivax (PV) available in Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention [12] is considered.
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Blood smear images
Thresholding

Bi-level Segmentation

Image Enhancement
Testing and training the
classifier
Automated diagnosis

3

Figure 1. Flow Chart
2
Table 1. Microscope image and its histogram

Name
P. Falciparum

Image

Histogram
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
0

P. Knowlesi

50

100

150

50

100

150

50

100

150

50

100

150

200

250

300

50

100

150

200

250

300

200

250

300

5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
0

P. Malariae

200

250

300

5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
0

P. Ovale

200

250

300

5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
0

P. Vivax

5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
0
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Before the segmentation process, because of the consistency, all the 300 x 300
blood smear images are resized as a standard 256 x 256 images. Generally, the data
space in gray level histogram is simple [0, 255], whereas the RGB histogram holds a
larger pixel value with a data space of [0, 255]3 [20]. Hence, in this work, gray level
image based segmentation is adopted. Initially Kapur based bi-level thresholding
method have been tested on the dataset shown in table 1. The above discussed procedure
is repeated for the same dataset using Tsallis function. The segmentation procedure is
repeated 20 times on each image and the mean value is recorded for the analysis.
Table 2. Segmented and inverted image for the analysis
Image

Kapur
NI

SI

IM

P.V

P.O

P.M

P.K

P.F

SI

Tsallis

The discussed bi-level thresholding process is able to separate the region of
interest (plasmodium species) from the background without any loss in information.
The quality of the segmentation procedure is assessed using the well-known image
quality measures, such as Mean Square Error (MSE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE),
Normalized Absolute Error (NAE), Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC), Average
Difference (AD), Pixel to Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR) [13] and Structural Similarity
Index Matrix (SSIM) [14]. Along with these procedures, the time taken by the CPU to
identify the optimal threshold is also considered to assess the performance of Kapur
and Tsallis based segmentation. In order to increase the visibility of plasmodium, the
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segmented image (SI) is then inverted (IM) and the geometric features of the images
such as, mean, median, standard deviation, sum and variance is extracted for further
analysis.
Table 3. Quantitative Measures analysis
Image

OF
Kapur
10.4472
10.5183
9.0036
9.0173
9.2884

P.F
P.K
P.M
P.O
P.V

OT
Tsallis
0.7864
0.8365
0.8722
0.8619
0.8094

Kapur
138,255
155,255
169,255
200,255
139,255

Tsallis
126,255
151,255
157,255
188,255
130,255

CPU time (sec)
Kapur
Tsallis
12.3346 12.2654
17.0074 16.3085
15.5947 17.3836
13.9466 15.1107
16.1143 16.8244

Table 4. Quantitative measures with Kapur’s function
Image
P.F
P.K
P.M
P.O
P.V

MSE
2.6709e+03
2.3155e+03
2.1532e+03
1.1317e+03
3.7262e+03

RMSE
51.6809
48.1195
46.4029
33.6403
61.0425

NAE
0.1587
0.1697
0.1688
0.1081
0.1961

NCC
1.1044
1.1416
1.1184
1.0868
1.1351

AD
-27.0488
-35.0538
-25.2011
-20.5062
-37.7511

MD
152
164
187
201
134

PSNR
13.8642
14.4844
14.7999
17.5936
12.4182

SSIM
0.7922
0.7513
0.7806
0.8370
0.7413

Table 5. Quantitative measures with Tsalli’s function
5
MSE
RMSE
NAE
NCC
AD
MD
PSNR
2.2999e+03 47.9572 0.1492 1.1195 -32.4726 139 14.5137
2.2092e+03 47.0018 0.1674 1.1460 -36.4449 141 14.6885
1.2333e+03 35.1178 0.1450 1.1397 -31.6187 155 17.2203
769.1403
27.7334 0.1005 1.0948 -22.9082 182 19.2707
3.6731e+03 60.6060 0.1941 1.1432 -41.1681 122 12.4805
4

Image
P.F
P.K
P.M
P.O
P.V

SSIM
0.7782
0.7476
0.7665
0.8306
0.7331

Table 6. Image features with Kapur’s and Tsalli’s function
7
Mean
Median
Standard
Sum
Variance
deviation
Kapur Tsallis Kapur Tsallis Kapur Tsallis
Kapur
Tsallis
Kapur
Tsallis
6

Image

P.F

247.21 252.64 255.00 255.00

43.18

16.88

1.68e+08 2.57e+07 1.86e+03 2.85e+02

P.K

253.15 254.54 255.00 255.00

21.13

7.393

4.02e+07 4.92e+06 1.63e+03

P.M

245.17 251.58 255.00 255.00

48.60

17.95

2.13e+08 2.89e+07 2.36e+03 3.22e+02

P.O

251.57 253.97 255.00 255.00

29.03

11.11

7.58e+07 1.11e+07 8.42e+02 1.23e+02

P.V

250.08 253.49 255.00 255.00

34.53

13.64

1.07e+08 1.68e+07 1.19e+03 1.86e+02

8
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Table 2 shows SI and IM obtained with Kapur and Tsallis function. Table 3
presents the quantitative mesaures obtained in this study. Table 4 and 5 presents the
qualitative mesure values and Table 6 presents the statistical parameters of the image
computed using the IM. From this result, one can observe that, Tsalli’s function offers
better results compared with the Kapur’s function in all the cases. The results confirm
that, the proposed segmentation procedure can be used to segment microsopic images,
and in future, the extracted features can be considered for the automated classification
and drug discovery process.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, an attempt is made to segment the RGB thin blood smear images
using Kapur and Tsallis function using BA. Maximization of entropy function is chosen
as the objective function. The performance of heuristic algorithm based segmentation
is tested on 256 x 256 sized microscopic images. The qualitative measures, quantitative
measures and image features are extracted using existing methods from the literature.
The usage of Bat algorithm has considerably improved the segmentation efficiency in
terms of detecting the vague pixels which contribute for identifying the prognosis of
the disease in early stages. From this study, it is noted that, the Tsallis’ function offers
better result compared with the Kapur. In future, the segmented image can be used to
train and test the classifier for the automated diagnosis of disease.
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Abstract
In this paper, an optical network is designed using the ‘Optisystem’ platform for 40
GBit/s to observe the performance of Intensity Modulation namely RZ (Return to Zero
On-Off Keying) and NRZ (Non Return to Zero On-Off Keying) embedded in single
channel long haul WDM (Wavelength Division Multiplexing) links. For this purpose,
dispersion compensated fiber (DCF) with a combination of 4 and 16 channel WDM are
selected for a set of different length of single mode fiber. BER (Bit Error Rate) is
measured both for the best and worst case scenario. Standard ‘4 Channel wavelength
division multiplexing’ simulation, with “NRZ-OOK”, exhibits a very persistent
performance for all the 3 spans having an initial BER of ~ 10-20 that ended up with a
final BER of ~ 10-13. In the case of ‘16 Channel wavelength division multiplexing’,
“NRZ-OOK” demonstrates an optimum performance with an increase in BER from 1012
to 10-5 for a certain length of 90km and 270km respectively. But performance of “RZOOK” is very ordinary with respect to the value of BER. So it is finally found that NRZ
outperforms RZ with a very promising result for both the case of 4 and 16 channel
WDM in investigations.
Keywords: Return to Zero (RZ), Non Return to Zero (NRZ), Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (WDM), Single Mode Fibre (SMF), Next Generation High Data Rate
40GB/S.
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1. Introduction
In this era, noticeable developments have been obtained in the field of optical
fiber communication system because of higher data transmission rate, lower system
cost and bandwidth efficiency. Consequent to researcher’s opinion, increase in data rate
as well as decrease in channel spacing may be the two probable solutions in order to
escalate system capacity. Return-to-zero (RZ) signals and Non-return-to-zero (NRZ)
are the two most commonly used modulation in the current fiber-optical communication
system most of Fiber nonlinearities function e.g. dispersion management techniques,
polarization division multiplexing, and optimization of the modulation format (e.g. [15]). Past few decades, both theoretically and experimentally between NRZ and RZ
performance comparison on tolerance to optical noise fiber nonlinearities, and
dispersion (e.g. [1-4]]). For long-haul transmission it is recognized that RZ has better
transmission performance than NRZ. Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) has
capacity to support high bandwidth data transmission (e.g. [4-8]). The new generation
light wave system has facilitated higher data rate per channel (40 Gb/s and above) (e.g.
[2]). Although both RZ and NRZ have been widely used previously as traditional
modulation techniques, for a next generation high data rate, they are yet to be
implemented for long haul transmission in WDM. This research puts both the
traditional RZ and NRZ modulation format in long haul optical fibre transmission the
next generation high data rate of 40GB/s with and without WDM and the performance
was compared accordingly.
2. Literature Review
IM or Intensity Modulation is a special form of ‘Amplitude Shift Keying’ (ASK)
in which there is no carrier wavelength to be present when transmitting a ‘0’. It can
simply be applied by switching the optical source off and on which is direct modulation.
However, it has few drawbacks such as causing chirp as well as causing variation in
source’s amplitude and frequency. This leads us to use an external modulator which is
known to be as Mach-Zehnder Modulator (e.g. [7-9]). Where A is the amplitude which
is ‘0’ when the optical source is off and ‘A’ when the device is on. In terms of duty
cycle, there are two kinds of intensity modulation which are Non Return to Zero (NRZ)
OOK and Return to Zero (RZ) OOK. When the source is turned on for the full period
of its 'On Time' meaning 100% duty cycle, it refers to RZ and on the contrary when it
is on for the fraction of the period for example 1/2 or 1/3 of its period causing duty
cycle to be 50% or 30% respectively, it is referred to RZ [10-12].

Figure 1. NRZ-OOK and RZ-OOK Modulation Technique (e.g. [8])
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3. Methodology
Information in a form of random bit of streams was generated by Bit generator
which then went through Pulse Generator to form a square pulse. Next, it was passed
through RZ and NRZ modulation schemes with the carrier laser wave. Thereafter it was
sent to the fibre optics through WDM and after pre and post amplifying process, the
optical signal would be received by the receiver consisting of a Demultiplxer,
photodiode and filter. Simulation was done in order to test the optical system in Optsim.
After implementing the design parameter, the performance parameter (Eye diagram and
Bit Error Rate, BER) were evaluated to get the impairment parameter and the data was
compared.
4. Simulation Operation
Table 1 shows the parameter specification for the simulation model. The designs,
modeling were constructed and simulated in the industrial level software “OptSim”,
version 5. 'CW Lorentzian Laser' was used as the optical source and its “Centre
Emission Wavelength” was fixed at ~1550 nm. The power was fixed at ~0db. Three
types of optical links were used which are Single Mode Fibre (SMF), Dispersion
Compensated Fibre (DCF) and EDFA (Erbium Doped Fibre Amplifier). The total
length of SMF was divided into three stages-90km, 180km and 270km. The fibre was
selected to be the minimum which was 0.2 decibel (db) per kilometre.
Table 1: Parameter Description for Optsim Simulation
Design Parameter
Performance
parameter
Optical Link (Standard Single Mode Fibre)
BER (Bit
Error rate)
Optical Source
Eye
(Laser of 1550 nm & 1310 nm)
Diagram
Bit Rate (40 B/S)
Duty Cycle (Laser of 1550 nm & 1310 nm)
Modulation Format (RZ, NRZ)

In accordance with minimum loss, high dispersion was introduced to 'SMF'
which was fixed at ‘17 ps/nm/km’. Fibre non-linear coefficient was selected to be
~1.36811 1/w/k. ‘-100ps/nm/km’ of dispersion was introduced to DCF. The length of
it was calculated in such a way where the total dispersion in a transmission to be 0.
“Flat Gain” EDFA was used throughout the entire period with a gain of 30db.
VOA EDFA

NRZ/RZ

Fifth Order
Bessel Filter

Laser

M-Z

OF

Figure 2. NRZ-OOK and RZ-OOK Simulation Set-up
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“The Flat Noise Figure” was kept as 5db. Figure 2 and 3 are the simulation and
transmission line set-up whereas figure 4 and 5 indicate the NRZ and RZ modulation
format built in Optsim. Finally, figure 6 shows the entire 16 Chanel WDM optical fibre
communication network by NRZ modulation.

Figure 3. Transmission Link Set-up.

Transmitter

Receiver

Figure 4. NRZ Modulation format.

Transmitter

Receiver

Figure 5. RZ Modulation format
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Figure 6. 16 Channel WDM Schematic Diagram (NRZ)
5. Result Analysis
Three SMF spans were used in order to measure the BER, those were 90km,
180km and 270km. Inline EDFA was used for the last two distances which were 180
km and 270 km. Since the 1st span consist of SMF having a distance less than 90 km,
no inline amplifier was needed. Simulation had been completed for 2 different channels
starting from 4, followed by 16. For NRZ modulation, referring to figure 7 and 8, it was
clearly noticeable for ‘16 Channel WDM’ that BER increased significantly for the
distance of 180 km and 270 km. Due to the increase of the span and as well as number
of channel, worst channel performance kept getting poorer. But it was logical since
cross talk and non- linearity affect in the centred channel of WDM extensively. Overall
NRZ showed standard performance for short distance transmission and became
moderate with the increase of number of channel as well as fibre length.
4-Channel NRZ:

BER vs Fibre Length
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As far as RZ concerns, BER fell down drastically with the increase of fibre length
(Figure 9 and 10). With the increase of number of channel, BER became even worse.
To analyse the reason behind it, it was figured out that due to the wide optical spectra
of RZ, while transmitting through WDM, the signal got affected severely by the other
channels and cross talk and non-linearity took place. Considering ‘4 Channel WDM’
RZ showed poor performance for best channel in terms of fibre length for all the 3 spans
than NRZ as the BER increased from 10-9 to 10-8.
Lastly, while investigating ‘16 Channel WDM’, BER increased for both the modulation
formats. “NRZ-OOK” showed moderate performance for 90km fibre span but BER
increased as the fibre span increased and for a span of 270 km, it came up with a high
BER of 10-5. “RZ-OOK” showed the worst as the BER increased from 10-6 to 10-4.
Figure 8 and figure 10 shows the eye diagram from the simulation result the value of
which is provided in tabularised form.
6. Conclusion
To recapitulate, it should be mentioned that the objectives of this research were
successfully accomplished. NRZ-OOK modulation showed standard performance
overall but went down at the end while performing for 16 Channel WDM. On the
contrary RZ-OOK performed the worst in terms of all categories making it unworthy
for long haul transmission. To sum it up, this research has a significant importance in
terms of optical fibre communication. The two of the most widely used technique were
compared in WDM system for next generation data rate in long haul transmission. A
wide range of future work scope including addition of Duobinary, DQPSK and more
advanced modulation can be included for further research. Lastly, it greatly enhanced
the knowledge and understanding of transmitting information of high data rate in WDM
system which will further benefit the researchers to go forward and take necessary step.
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Abstract
The heat trap phenomenon inside a vehicle’s compartment produced by hot weather
caused the car’s compartment to gain heat from the sunlight radiation, inside the cabin
will have higher temperature compared to the outside surroundings. The heat trapped
in the enclosed compartment will bring uncomfortable feeling and suffocation for the
driver and passengers when they enter the parked car. Let alone that children and pets
left inside can be exposed to major health risks. Higher air conditioning power is
necessary to cope with this phenomenon however it only functions when the engine is
operating. This research is intended to invent a ventilation system to eliminate the
dangers of excessive heat inside the compartment by the use of CFD analysis to
determine the best position to install a fan and to optimize the air distribution. The
project studied three different cases. And a temperature drop of 26°C was achieved.
Keywords: Heat trap phenomenon, sunlight radiation, ventilation, CFD.
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1. Introduction
Generally, in countries like Sudan where the temperature rises up to 45°C in
summer, re-entering a car parked directly under the sunlight can cause uncomfortable
feeling and suffocation. There are also major health risks attributed to this temperature
rise as a result of breathing contaminated air inside the vehicle produced by the plastic
accessories inside. Also a phenomenon called the heat stroke in an adult can occur when
body temperature increases by 5°C, children can reach dangerous body temperatures at
much faster rate. Studies indicate that each year children die from Hyperthermia (an
acute condition that occurs when the body absorbs more heat that it can dissipate) as a
result of being left in a parked car. [1]
This extreme rise in the temperature levels inside the parked car cabin is caused
due to the heat transferred by a combination of conduction, convection and radiation.
Conduction occurred in the stagnant volume of air inside the car cabin, while
convection takes place as the air inside the cabin contacts the cabin material itself.
Moreover, heat is being radiated form the glass and body of the car, however, in this
case radiated heat is the most influencing factor. The temperature variation inside the
car depends on the thermal radiation exchanged between the environment and body of
the car and also the radiation absorbed and emitted by the interiors of the cabin. In order
to address this problem various approaches have been adopted. For instance, an
improved ventilator system that comprises of a high volumetric capacity fan and motor
powered by solar panel was proposed by Innovage Company [2]. The disadvantage in
this research is that a small portion of the glass will be left open which may endanger
the vehicle and leave it vulnerable to theft and robbery. Another study adopted an
automatic ceiling fan using PIR sensor by Mohd Rasidi and Md Radzi (2009). This
research was quite a good solution to this issue but in a country like Sudan where sand
storms can occur frequently, a ceiling fan may leave the vehicle dusty and
uncomfortable. Other researches and ideas that address this issue were presented.
This study aims to design and employ a ventilation system that is completely
independent from the vehicles power systems. An internal system which means that no
parts of it are exposed to ambient so the vehicle’s security would not be threatened. A
low priced system that can be produced in a closed package and installed easily. This
system proposed an axial cooling fan which will be located in the surface where the
back speakers’ area is mounted behind the rear seat. This system is to be controlled by
an Arduino board based circuit that functions according to the analog signals received
from type LM35 temperature sensors and getting its power supply from a separated and
dedicated battery. The microcontroller based circuit senses the temperature difference
between inside and outside of the car, with the help of LM35 sensors, and depending
on the temperature difference switches the fan on or off. To determine the specifications
of the fan and its placement, temperature variation of a parked car directly under the
sun was observed and flow simulation and analysis were performed in ANSYS R15.0
FLUENT workbench where a model of a 2012 Hyundai Accent was tested in different
conditions. After the simulation was completed experiment was performed on a
prototype, fabricated based on the findings of simulation, to observe the performance
of the smart ventilation system.
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2. Theory of heat analysis in vehicles
The Heat Balance Method (HBM) was used for the determination of the
cooling load inside the compartment [3]. The variation of temperature inside a car was
taken from a previous study conducted by Nuha ElBadawi and Zenab Elhadi in 2014
[4] in which they found that the average temperature inside the compartment can reach
up to 78°C while the outside temperature in summer can be as high as 46°C. These
values were used in the cooling load formulas to determine the ambient load, Direct
Radiation load, Diffuse Radiation load and Reflected Radiation load. All these values
were added together to obtain the total cooling load of the vehicle which was 2.31KW.
The heat flux was calculated for each glass and 25% of each value was assumed to be
absorbed by the front and rear seats, these values is shown in table (1).
4.

Table 57. Heat flux values for each glass

Boundary Surface

Heat flux ( W/𝑚2 )

*

739.30

*

555.90

Front Seats

616.98

**

494.80

**

736.39

**

616.56

Front Glass
Front Passenger Glass/glass

Rear Passenger Glass/glass
Rear Glass
Rear Seat

(*) front passenger glass above refers to the pair of glasses mounted on the front doors
of the vehicle. and the heat flux values shown in table 1 refer to each glass separately.
Also the front glass refers to the front windshield glass of the vehicle.
(**) the rear passenger glass refers to the pair of glasses mounted in the rear passenger
doors of the vehicle, and the rear glass refers to the rear windshield glass of the vehicle.
And the rear seat refers to the rear bench seat of the vehicle.
As an assumption was made for the above values that heat is transmitted to the
vehicle through the glass only and all other surfaces are insulated. These values were
verified using a solar power meter which is an instrument used to measure the heat flux
from solar radiation for a unit surface area. The details of the device are as follows:
 Model: ISM 410
 Manufacturer: ISO-Tech
 Range: 2000 𝑊/𝑚2
 Accuracy: Typically within ± 10 𝑊/𝑚2 or ± 5%, whichever
is greater in sunlight. Additional temperature induced error
±0.38 𝑊 ⁄𝑚2 ⁄℃.
 Angular Accuracy: Cosine corrected < 5% for angles <60o.
 Spectral Response: 400~1100 Nm.
2.1 Boundary Conditions and Setup
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After calculating the cooling load requirements, the flow rate was calculated
and found to be a minimum of 137 CFM (cubic feet per minute). Catalogs from
PELONIS TECHNOLOGIES Co. Ltd. were used for the selection of the fan, the closet
standard was found to be and axial fan 12V fan with 150 CFM which discharges air
with a velocity of 6.288 m/s. This value was considered as a boundary condition later
on in ANSYS.
The geometry used is shown in figure (1). The turbulence model used for
solution is SST-K𝜔 which was found suitable for this situation due to the combination
of internal and external flow inside the compartment. The discretization scheme used
was QUICK. QUICK-type schemes are based on a weighted average of second-orderupwind and central interpolations of the variable. The QUICK scheme will typically be
more accurate on structured meshes aligned with the flow direction.
According to HBM cooling load calculations, the mass flow rate had been
calculated and the Selection of the fan was done by choosing a suitable fan from fans
manufacturers. Companies produce fans in standard flow rates. Thus the fan was chosen as
a standard fan from PELONIS Technologies company with a flow rate of 150 CFM and a
diameter of 120 mm. The inlet fan velocity was then calculated and found to be 6.288m/s
and the air outlet was chosen to be the natural installed outlet vents located under the
front passenger seats. This outlet was chosen after a short survey in local workshops
specialized in air conditioning maintenance. The two holes under the front seats can be
located in various types of vehicles and automobiles. Then it was considered as Outflow
in the boundary conditions selection, for it was a natural outlet in inside the vehicle.

Figure 96. Model of the vehicle

2.2 Mesh Generation
Due to the sensitivity of the case and complexity of the geometry it was decided
to use ICEM software to generate the mesh. The advantage of ICEM is the ability to
control the mesh quality aspects manually resulting in a mesh with quality over 90%.
Figure (2) below shows the quality of the mesh specified by color, red color represents
poor mesh quality and blue color represents high mesh quality.
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Figure 97a. Mesh Quality specified by color

Figure 98b. Mesh Quality specified by color
As can be seen above the processing of the mesh resulted in a high quality fine
mesh indicated by the blue color.
Four mesh sizes were chosen for the mesh independency study which are
concluded in the table (2).
5.
Table 58. Mesh Sizes
Mesh
No.

No. of nodes

Min. volume (m)

Max volume (m)

Mesh 1

144842

6.272E-8

6.72E-5

Mesh 2

381616

1.500E-8

1.90E-5

Mesh 3

205651

3.100E-8

4.60E-5

Mesh 4

256553

2.170E-8

4.34E-5

Since the study is a transient case also three-time step sizes were specified to
check for the optimum time step in order to minimize the computational power. Which
were 0.1 sec, 0.5 sec and 1.0 sec.
Then two cases were studied and observed. The first study used a constant heat
flux calculated from the cooling load formulas, the second study used a constant surface
temperature which was taken from a previous study by K.MU [5] to be 81°C. The
purpose of this study was to analyze the effects of transient heat flux and difference
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between constant and transient heat flux on the glass. And indeed, the constant heat
flux case yielded unrealistic results.
In terms of temperature, it is obvious that the heat flux will decay to a point near
zero as shown in the figure (3).

Heat flux vs Time

1.E+02
1.E+02

Heat flux (W/m^2)

1.E+02
8.E+01
6.E+01
4.E+01
2.E+01

1
45
89
133
177
221
265
309
353
397
441
485
529
573
617
661
705
749
793
837
881
925
969
1010
1060
1100
1150
1190

0.E+00
point 1

6.

Time (sec)

point 2

point 3

point 4

Figure 99. Decay rate of heat flux

The 4 points shown in figure (3) were specified in the front glass of the model.
Thus, the constant temperature approach was used to carry on with the simulation
procedure.
2.3. Air Induction Methods
The method, how air is being induced in the car cabin is essential for air
distribution and consequently the rate of cooling inside the car cabin. Thus, it was
decided to further modify it and run several cases to check for the best distribution of
air and ventilation performance for the fan previously selected. Three cases were
considered where the inlet port was changed in terms of orientation and number of fans,
the three cases are:
1. Plain fan. (in Palin fans the axis of the fan is perpendicular to the surface
mounted in it)
2. 30° tilted fan.
3. Two plain fans with half the flow rate for each fan. (assuming more air
distribution).
The first case was the first design proposal using the fan selected previously and
was not subject to any modifications.
3. Results of the three cases
After conducting the mesh independency study for both constant heat flux and
constant surface temperature, the optimum mesh was found to be the same which is
mesh 4 with 256,553. The comparison was made on a line that contains 50 sample
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points and starts from the front glass and passes through the axis of the fan in the middle.
The physical property used for comparison was temperature as it is the most important
parameter in this study. Using error bars with ±5% percentage error in the smallest
mesh (mesh 2). The time Independency study was made also with the same technique
above but using different location, which were 4 points located inside the cabin, as
shown in figure (4). These 4 points were used later on as the position of the four sensors
in the prototype. Which are:
1. Above front passenger head and near the front glass.
2. Near the driver head and next to the front passenger glass.
3. Near the front passenger seat
4. In the back seat

Figure 100. Positions of sensors in ANSYS Fluent
These four spots where considered because they represent the targeted area in
which passengers will experience the heat rise when entering the vehicle. The optimum
time step size among the three for both, the constant heat flux and constant surface
temperature, was found to be 0.5 second.
After specifying the optimum time step and mesh size the 3 inlet cases were
simulated to check for the best air distribution and ventilation efficiency and results of
these 3 cases were taken at 5 seconds, 10 seconds and 150 seconds for two different
cases which are.
Heating the cabin for 10 minutes then operating the fan, which can be
considered the worst-case scenario the fan would have to face.
Operating the fan after 3°C difference between the inside and outside is reached,
which is the way the prototype later on is programmed to.
The difference between these two above cases was not considerable and whether
heating the cabin, or operating the cabin after difference reaches 3°C between inside
and out, the temperature inside the compartment would not differ very much for the 3
inlet cases mentioned above as shown in figures (5-7) for each inlet case in the cooling
period only.
As observed from above figures, it would not make much of a difference
if the cabin is heated up for 10 minutes then the fan operates in the three inlet cases.
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Thus, the system will be designed based on the 2nd case of cooling after 3°C for the
purpose of pertaining the fan life time, and reducing the operation time it would take to
cool down the vehicle.
The contours of temperature for the three inlet cases in the second approach of
constant surface temperature are taken at different time intervals to monitor the
distribution of air in the three cases. The results are displayed in a vertical plane passing
through the axis of the plain fan as shown in figure (8).

Average temperature vs Time
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Figure 101. Plain fan in case of heating then cooling and cooling after 3° difference
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Figure 102. Two fans in case of heating then cooling and cooling after 3° difference
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Figure 103. 30deg tilted fan in case of heating then cooling and cooling after 3°
difference

Figure 104. Vertical plane used to display results
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7. The system-regardless of the case used- in general achieved a very convenient
temperature drop as shown in the figures (9-11) for 150 seconds operation time.

Figure 105. Plain fan temperature Distribution at 150seconds

Figure 106. Two plain fans temperature distribution at 150 seconds
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Figure 107. 30° tilted fan temperature distribution at 150 seconds
From the figures (9-14), the following justification can be noticed:
 The temperature distribution of the two plain fans is better and the
temperature drop is higher than the other two cases proving that
ventilation is best served using two fans.
 The effect of the rear glass on air streamlines in the case of a plain fan
causes air to move to the middle of the cabin which can be considered a
targeted area, however, it lacks the efficiency of ventilation and heat
removal due to the major losses kinetic energy of air caused by the
stagnation of the air streamlines by the rear glass.
 In the 30° tilted fan the air moves parallel to the roof of the cabin and
when the streamlines reach the front glass area it pushes the high
temperature streamlines to the front targeted area (driver seat). Also, the
rear passenger seats heated up even more due to the poor air distribution
in rear cabin part.

Figure 108. 3D streamlines of air distribution in plain fan case
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Figure 109. 3D streamlines of air distribution in two plain fans case

Figure 110. 3D streamlines of air distribution in 30deg tilted fan case
The average temperature was calculated from the same 4 sensors points,
mentioned before. Figure (15), is showing the difference of temperature distribution
between the three cases.
As observed, the average temperature was initially increasing; due to the heat
distribution that occurs initially inside the compartment when the fans are operating.
Though, the two plain fans achieved the highest efficiency of ventilation and heat
removal. The average temperature of the compartment after 150 seconds in the three
cases are:
 For Plain fan: 53°C
 For two plain fans: 51°C
 For the 30deg tilted fan: 52°C
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Figure 111. Average temperature for the 3 cases vs time
It may be noted that the difference between the three cases did not exceed 2°C. Whichto the driver and passenger- would not be noticeable. Thus, for economic concerns, the
plain fan was used to fabricate the prototype. and it will be used as the proposed option
for this system.
5. Experimental Setup
The first step to fabricate and manufacture the prototype was to scale down the
actual model into a smaller prototype for the purpose of minimizing the total cost of
manufacturing. A scale of 1:3 was used and 2D drawings was prepared with the
necessary dimensions for the manufacturing procedure. It may be noted that all the
circular sections of the actual model were removed and replaced with sharp squared
edges in order to simplify the procedure. Then the cooling load was calculated for the
prototype to determine the required fan flow rate. Which is found to be 14.77 CFM.
The heat flux calculations were not necessary at this stage because the prototype
was manufactured for the purpose of testing the system reliability and performance.
The process used L-angle steel to make a skeleton of the prototype then this
skeleton was covered using mild steel sheets, as shown in figure (16), due its
availability and low price in market. The sheet metal was attached by means of welding.
After the process if finished. The two outlet holes were drilled.
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Figure 112. Manufacturing process of the prototype
After finishing the manufacturing process, the prototype was covered with black
paint to enhance the heat transfer in order for the sensors later on to heat up in a much
faster rate. Then this prototype shown in figure (17), was covered internally with
Aluminum foil-EPE foam insulator mats with thickness of 5mm. the insulator was
installed in order to achieve the assumption of restricting the heat from the glass only.
Then a 5mm SGG ANTELIO clear glass was installed produced by SaintGobain Co.Ltd [6]. With a solar factor of 0.81 which expresses the transmissivity of
the glass.

Figure 113. Glass and insulation installed in the prototype
The electronic system used in the prototype consist of the following:
 Arduino Uno Board
 LCD shield
 Type LM35 temperature sensors
 12V battery
 Type ULN2003 transistor array driver IC
 5x7 cm PCB board
 50x50x20 mm axial cooling fan.
The above components represent the complete electronic control system, where
the Arduino board is programmed by means of a computer code (C/C++) to read the
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temperature from 4 sensors located in the four points specified above and take their
average then subtract that value from the outside temperature and based on that
difference the Arduino board will send a 5V signal to the ULN2003 driver which will
convert it into a 12V signal to feed the cooling fan. The function of the LCD shield is
only to display the average temperature and outside temperature of the prototype.
The 12V battery is directly connected to the ULN driver which feeds the fan.
The axial fan (figure (18)) used was found in local market with a flow rate of 20 CFM,
0.4A supply current and equipped with PWM ball bearings.

Figure 114. AVC axial fan used in experiment
After writing the code for the Arduino board and connecting all these
components together using jumper wires then a test was conducted to ensure the system
is operating correctly. As shown in the figure (19).

Figure 115. Electronic control system
8. 5.1 Experimental Results
The results above were taken from the prototype after several experiments, and
they vary from the numerical results because the readings were taken manually by the
use of a stop watch. The fan operates based on a code written to discharge air when the
temperature exceeds 3°C.
When the fan is observed during operation it fluctuates as the signal amplitude
fluctuates (figure (20)), in order to maintain the difference between the inside and
outside below 3°C.
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The other reasons for the difference between the experimental and numerical
can be concluded in points.
1. There was no heat sink (front and rear seat) that convert into heat sources
and emit heat to the compartment.
2. The insulation used in the prototype did not express the real case
scenario. It was only installed to restrict heat from glass only as assumed
in the cooling load calculation.
3. Other than that, the material used to manufacture the prototype has
different thermal conductivity and absorptivity than assumed.
4. The fan used in the experiment was purchased from the local market and
did not match the fan selected for the simulations.
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Figure 20. Temperature and signal diagram
9. 6. System Commercialization
For this system to be commercialized in the future the total cost of the system
to be calculated, and from order placement bills it’s found to be $65 USD. Divided as
shown in table (3).
Table 59. Total cost of the System
Component

Cost (USD)

Arduino board

15

LCD Shield

09

LM35 sensors x5

10

ULN2003 Driver

02

12V Battery

12

Jumper wires

02

PCB board

02

31 pins needed

02

The axial cooling fan for the actual model

11

If the system is to be designed and produced in a production line the capital cost
would be less because components ordered in large quantities have less setup, carrying
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and purchasing costs. And this cost will be the same for the actual model as the model
and prototype have different fans only. All other components are the same.
7. Conclusion and Discussion
Two approaches were utilized and used to address the problem of high
temperature rise inside a vehicle’s compartment which may cause severe health
problems. A numerical approach to simulate a solution to this problem and resulted in
a temperature drop of over 20℃, using an axial flow fan with air velocity of 6.28 m/s.
the simulation was executed on three different cases for the fan. The most convenient
case technically and economically was used a plain horizontal fan. Further than that an
experiment was done on a scaled down prototype.
The experiment was executed to demonstrate the working principle of the
ventilation system, and to show that it can be fully automated without any human
interactions.
According to observations and analysis, there are two reasons explaining why
the ventilation system as a whole could not reach the ambient temperature. The first
one is the transient Heat flux; when the temperature inside the compartment increase,
the heat flux decreases to a point near zero, this would be also true in the case of cooling
when the temperature decreases the heat flux will increase to make up for the heat loss
due ventilation. Thus, the ventilation system will stop in a point where it cannot drop
below it. The second reason is the Air Capacity; the inlet of the vehicle is relatively
small resulting in a stagnant air stream in some areas, when the air consumes all of its
heat capacity, it will not be able to draw any more heat out of the car. Thus, to maintain
an internal temperature similar to the ambient there are three possible choices to decide
from. Increasing the outlet size, cooling air to a temperature below the ambient before
it enters the compartment or reducing the distance between the fans and targeted areas
to minimize the losses in kinetic energy.
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Abstract
In thermal systems such as solar thermal and waste heat recovery systems, the available
energy supply does not usually coincide in time with the process demand. Hence some
form of thermal energy storage (TES) is necessary for the most effective utilization of
the energy source. TES is the temporary storage of high or low-temperature energy for
later use. Among the available technologies for the thermal storage systems, latent heat
storage (LHS) systems, using phase change material (PCM) as storage medium, are
attractive due to their advantages such as high heat storage capacity and isothermal
behavior during charging and discharging processes. The objective of this research
work is to study the performance of a TES unit which stores heat energy from available
heat sources such as solar heater. For experimental purpose, a solar parabolic trough
collector is used as a heat source. A TES unit of 10MJ capacity is designed and
fabricated for storing heat and supply hot water for family of 5 to 6 persons. The TES
unit contains paraffin as PCM filled in spherical capsules, packed in an insulated
storage tank. Water and HP Hytherm 600 are used as Heat Transfer Fluids (HTFs) to
transfer heat from the solar parabolic trough collector to the storage tank and also they
act as a sensible heat storage material. For different mass flow rates of heat transfer
fluid, charging experiments were carried out to verify functioning of the TES unit. It is
observed that heat is stored in PCM and water up to a temperature of 65 oC when TES
unit is connected with heat source (solar parabolic trough collector) and it is also
observed that charging time is less when Hytherm 600 is used as HTF compared to that
of water.
Keywords: PCM, Thermal energy storage, parabolic trough collector, Hytherm 600.
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1. Introduction
The energy demands in the commercial, industrial and utility sectors vary on
daily, weekly and seasonal basis. Energy storage units can be used with energy
management systems to reduce energy consumption in commercial and industrial
establishments by using available waste heat or alternate energy sources (solar energy).
Thermal Energy Storage (TES) is one of the key technologies for energy conservation
and has recently been developed to a point where it can have a significant impact on
modern technologies. TES is the temporary storage of high or low-temperature energy
for later use and it appears to be the most appropriate method for correcting the
mismatch that occurs between the supply and demand of energy. Increasing societal
energy demands, shortages of fossil fuels, and concerns over environmental impact are
providing impetus to the development of renewable energy sources such as solar,
biomass and wind technologies [1,2]. Because of their intermittent nature, effective
utilization of these and other energy sources is in part dependent on the availability of
efficient and effective energy storage systems. In particular, solar energy, being nonpolluting, clean and inexhaustible, has received wide attention among scientists and
engineers. Mazloumi et al. [3] proposed that the collector mass flow rate has negligible
effect on minimum collector area and has significant effect on optimal capacity of
storage tank. The high efficiency of the PTC and high flux density of the heat pipe
results in lightness when compared to flat plate and evacuated tube collector systems
[4,5]. A Saade et al. [6] suggested that by using fiber reinforced material as parabolic
trough material and coated with Aluminium foil then the instantaneous efficiency gets
increased. The heat transfer analysis and numerical modeling of the PTC is essential to
optimize and to understand its performance effectively. The collector efficiency will be
better when the absorber tube is coated with black chrome, but it is less significant when
compared to cermet coating on absorber material [7-10]. Vellaisamy Kumaresan et al.
[11] noted the effect of carbon nanotubes in enhancing the thermal transport properties
of PCM during solidification. They have found that enhancement in the thermal
conductivity of 30–45% is achieved both in the liquid and solid states of the Nano fluid
phase change material compared to that of pure PCM. They have also found that the
presence of carbon nanotubes in the PCM at the interior locations suppresses the higher
conductive resistance offered by the solidified PCM, and the sub cooling of the PCM
that occurs near the wall surface. Though there are many advantages, an important
factor is that solar energy is time dependent energy source with an intermittent character.
The energy needs for a wide variety of applications are also time dependent, but in a
different pattern and phase from the solar energy supply. This implies that solar energy
based device or utility must be matched dynamically both at the source point and the
application point. Once the characteristics of end-use demand and the nature of energy
source option are known, the total demand and supply in the time domain have to be
brought together through integration of an efficient energy storage and distribution
network. Hence the commercial acceptance and economics of solar thermal systems are
tied to the design and development of efficient thermal energy storage (TES) systems.
Among non-concentrating collectors, the PVT solar collectors show the best overall
performance and the molten salts with excellent properties are considered to be the ideal
materials for high-temperature thermal storage applications [12-15].There are many
applications where there is a time mismatch between energy availability and demand.
In such applications TES systems are of great importance. The other applications of
TES are the storage of solar energy for overnight heating, the storage of summer heat
for winter use, the storage of winter ice for space cooling in the summer, and the storage
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of heat or coolness generated electrically during off-peak hours for use during
subsequent peak hours. TES systems have enormous potential to facilitate more
effective use of thermal energy equipment and large-scale energy substitutions in the
economic perspective. It is therefore a very attractive technology for meeting society’s
needs and desires for more efficient and environmentally benign energy use. The use
of TES systems for thermal applications such as heating and cooling has recently
received much attention. In various energy sectors the potential benefits of TES for
heating and cooling applications have been fully realized. Although these systems
provide energy at a higher cost than fossil fuels, the major advantages are their limited
impact on the environment and sustainability of the energy source [16-19].
2. Materials and methods
2.1 Parabolic Trough Collector (PTC)
The PTC system uses mirrored surfaces of a linear parabolic reflector to focus
direct solar radiation onto a tubular solar receiver. The receiver is positioned along the
focal line of the parabola, and it mainly consists of an absorber tube and a glass cover.
The concentrated solar radiation is absorbed and converted into thermal energy by the
heat transfer fluid (HTF) flowing through the absorber tube, while the protecting
evacuated glass cover is used to reduce the convection heat loss from the absorber.
Figure 1(a) shows the schematic view of the parabolic trough collector. In this work a
solar PTC of 7.5 m2 area is used for collecting solar energy. The Photographic view of
parabolic trough collector is shown in Figure 1(b). Table 1 shows the specifications of
PTC used in this experiment.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1. (a) Schematic view of Parabolic trough collector (b) Photographic view of
Parabolic trough collector
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2.2 Tracking mechanism
A tracking mechanism must be reliable and able to follow the sun with a certain
degree of accuracy, return the collector to its original position at the end of the day or
during the night, and also track during periods of intermittent cloud cover. Additionally,
tracking mechanisms are used for the protection of collectors, i.e. they turn the collector
out of focus to protect it from the hazardous environmental and working conditions,
like wind dust, overheating and failure of the thermal fluid flow mechanism. It is
sufficient to use a single axis tracking of the sun and thus long collector modules are
produced. The collector can be orientated in an east–west direction, tracking the sun
from north to south, or orientated in a north–south direction and tracking the sun from
east to west. The advantages of the former tracking mode is that very little collector
adjustment is required during the day and the full aperture always faces the sun at noon
time but the collector performance during the early and late hours of the day is greatly
reduced due to large incidence angles (cosine loss). North–south orientated troughs
have their highest cosine loss at noon and the lowest in the mornings and evenings when
the sun is due east or due west. Over the period of one year, a horizontal north–south
trough field usually collects slightly more energy than a horizontal east–west one.
However, the north–south field collects a lot of energy in summer and much less in
winter. Therefore, the choice of orientation usually depends on the application and
whether more energy is needed during summer or during winter. Figure 2 shows the
tracking control unit.
Table 1. Specifications of parabolic trough collector
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Parameters
Aperture area of the PT reflector
Aperture width.
Aperture length
Rim angle
Focal length of PTC
Length of glass envelope
Length of absorber tube
Absorber tube

Value
7.5
2.5
3
70
0.9
3
4
Do=0.06
Di=0.052

Units
m2
m
m
Deg.
m
m
m
m

9

Glass envelope

Do=0.085
Di=0.08

m

10

Collector material

11

Absorber tube material

Al sheet(mirror polished)
mm
Stainless steel coated with
heat resistant
black paint

12

Support structure

Mild steel
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Figure 2. Tracking control unit
2.3 Heat transfer fluids
Water and HP Hytherm 600 are used as Heat Transfer Fluids (HTFs) to transfer
heat from the solar parabolic trough collector to the storage tank and also they act as a
sensible heat storage material. Water act as excellent heat transfer fluid in low
temperature applications (< 90oC) such as domestic heating, hospital sterilization
purposes etc. Hytherm 600 is recommended in services where bulk operating
temperatures go up to 305°C even replacing some synthetic products. This product
finds extensive application in textile, pharmaceuticals, chemical and processing
industries. The physiochemical properties of water and HP Hytherm 600 are compared
in Table 2.
Table 2. Physiochemical properties of water and HP Hytherm 600
PARAMETERS

Boiling Point ( oC)
Density ( kg/m3 )

Thermal conductivity(W/m K)
Specific heat (kJ/kg k)

WATER
100
997.1
0.611
4.187

HP HYTHERM 600
305
828.57
0.12
3.102

2.4 Experimental setup
A schematic diagram of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 3. Figure 4
shows the photographic view of the experimental set up. It consists of an insulated
cylindrical TES tank, which contains PCM encapsulated spherical capsules, constant
temperature bath, solar PTC, storage tank, flow meter, and circulating pump. The
cylindrical TES tank is made of stainless steel and has a capacity of 60 litres with a
diameter of 370 mm and height of 530 mm. There are two plenum chambers on the top
and the bottom of the tank and a flow distributor is provided on the top of the tank to
make the HTF flow uniform.
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Figure 3. Schematic view of experimental set-up
The storage tank is insulated with asbestos material of 8 mm thick and provided
with aluminium cladding. Spherical capsules made of high-density polyethylene
(HDPE) are used as PCM containers as spherical shape gives the best performance
among the various types of containers. The outer diameter of spherical capsule is 60
mm and its wall thickness is 0.8 mm. The total number of capsules in the TES tank is
196. The spherical capsules are uniformly packed in seven rows and a wire mesh
supports each row. In the analysis two rows of spherical capsules are considered as one
segment. The PCM capsules occupy 67% of the total volume (test section) of storage
tank and the remaining volume is occupied by SHS material i.e. water in the present
work. The TES tank is divided into three segments along its axial direction and the
RTDs (resistance temperature detectors, type Pt. 100) with an accuracy of 0.1oC are
placed at the inlet, outlet and three segments of the TES tank to measure the
temperatures of HTF. Another three numbers of RTDs are inserted into the PCM
capsules and they are placed at three segments of the TES tank to measure the
temperatures of PCM. The position and number of RTDs are also designated in Figure
2. The RTDs are connected to a temperature indicator, which provides instantaneous
digital outputs.

Figure 4. Photographic view of Experimental Setup
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2.4 Experimental procedure
The experiments were conducted for six different days in the month of March at
Chennai. The Solar Radiation values for six different days are shown in Table 3. The
charging experiments are carried out on the storage system with a varying inlet heat
source (solar parabolic trough collector). The HTF inlet temperature varies in
accordance with the solar radiation. During the charging process, the HTF is circulated
through the TES tank continuously and it exchanges its energy to PCM capsules. In the
beginning of the charging process, the temperature of the PCM inside the packed bed
capsules is in between 30oC and 32oC, which is lower than the melting temperature.
Initially the energy is stored inside the capsules as sensible heat until the PCM reaches
its melting temperature. As the charging process proceeds, energy storage is achieved
by melting the PCM at a constant temperature. Finally the PCM becomes superheated.
The energy is then stored as sensible heat in liquid PCM. Temperature of the PCM and
HTF at different locations of the TES tank, as shown is recorded at an interval of 20
minutes. The charging process is continued until the thermal equilibrium is attained
between HTF and PCM temperatures.
Table 3. Solar Radiation values for six different days
Day
1
2
3
4
5
6

Solar Radiation (MJ/m2/day)
23.24
22.56
23.72
23.30
22.84
23.42

3. Results and discussions
In this experimental work, water and HP Hytherm 600 are used as heat transfer fluids
(HTFs) to transfer the heat from solar parabolic trough collector to the storage tank.
The temperature distribution of HTFs and PCM in the TES tank, for various mass flow
rates are reported and compared during the charging process. Various parameters like
Total energy stored in TES tank, useful heat gain, collector efficiency are reported in
detail. The charging processes are conducted for the combination of various parameters
of mass flow rates for two different heat transfer fluids (Water and HP Hytherm 600)
by varying the flow rates in the range of 2, 4 and 6 liters per minute.
3.1 Water and PCM temperatures
The variation of HTF and PCM temperatures at three segments of the TES tank, that is
at x/L = 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9 are shown in figures when the storage tank is connected to the
solar PTC. Tfi and Tf0 denote the inlet and outlet temperatures of heat transfer fluid
respectively whereas Tf1, Tf2 and Tf3 represent the HTF temperatures at three
segments of the tank respectively. Tp1, Tp2 and Tf3 represent the PCM temperatures
at three segments of the tank respectively. The graphs are drawn for the charging
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duration, which represents the time from the beginning of the charging process till the
last segment (x/L = 0.9) attains thermal equilibrium with the inlet HTF. The inlet
temperature of HTF from the solar PTC increases continuously with time at a uniform
rate till the PCM in the storage tank attains the phase change temperature. The water
temperature in the storage tank increases gradually in accordance with the inlet
temperature of HTF supplied from the solar collector and the PCM temperature also
increases gradually along with the HTF temperature.
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Figure 5: (a) Variation of HTF temperature (Water) with time for a flow rate of 2 lpm
(b) variation of PCM temperature with time for a flow rate of 2 lpm
Figure 5(a) represents the variation of HTF temperature inside the storage tank for a
flow rate of 2 lpm. It is observed from the figure that the temperature of the HTF at all
the segments increases at a faster rate until it reaches the melting temperature of PCM.
However, the rise in temperature of HTF in the first segment is very fast as the hot
water enters at the top of the storage tank. For this segment the temperature increases
up to 65oC in 120 minutes and thereafter remains uniform until the PCM melts
completely. It is also observed that a constant temperature difference exist between the
segments from top to bottom of the storage tank throughout the period of melting. The
temperature of the second segment attains the temperature of the first segment only
after the melting process is completed in the first segment. The same trend is observed
in the successive segments. This is due to the fact that, after complete melting of the
PCM in the first segment, the rate of heat absorbed in the first segment decreases as the
local temperature difference between the inlet fluid and PCM in the first segment
decreases. Hence the heat transfer in the second segment increases and the temperature
also increases.
Figure 5(b) represents the variation of PCM temperature for a flow rate of 2 lpm. It is
seen from the figure that the PCM temperature increases gradually at the beginning of
the charging period and remains nearly constant (58 to 62oC) during melting process
and increases rapidly during heating of liquid PCM. Also, it is noted from the figure
that the PCM in the first segment is completely charged within 65% of the total charging
time of 180 minutes. Figure 6(a) and 7(a) shows the variation of HTF (water)
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temperature with time inside the storage tank for a flow rate of 4 and 6 lpm respectively
whereas variation of PCM temperature with time for a flow rate of 4 and 6 lpm is shown
in Figure 6(b) and 7(b) respectively.
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Figure 6: (a) Variation of HTF temperature (Water) with time for a flow rate of 4 lpm
(b) variation of PCM temperature with time for a flow rate of 4 lpm
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Figure 7: (a) Variation of HTF temperature (Water) with time for a flow rate of 6 lpm
(b) variation of PCM temperature with time for a flow rate of 6 lpm

3.2 HP HYTHERM 600 and PCM temperatures
The charging process is repeated for the same mass flow rate with Hytherm 600 as the
Heat transfer fluid. The corresponding graphs are drawn and the variations of HTF and
PCM temperatures at the segments of the TES tank for Hytherm 600 are shown in
Figures 7, 8 and 9. The charging time of heat storage in PCM for water as HTF is 180,
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200 and 220 minutes at flow rates of 2, 4 and 6 lpm respectively, whereas for Hytherm
600 the charging time is 140, 160 and 180 minutes at flow rates of 2, 4 and 6 lpm
respectively.
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Figure 8: (a) Variation of HTF (HYTHERM 600) temperature with time for a flow
rate of 2 lpm (b) variation of PCM temperature with time for a flow rate of 2 lpm.
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Figure 9: (a) Variation of HTF (HYTHERM 600) temperature with time for a flow
rate of 4 lpm (b) variation of PCM temperature with time for a flow rate of 4 lpm
Figure 8(a), 9(a) and 10(a) shows the variation of HTF (HYTHERM 600) temperature
with time inside the storage tank for a flow rate of 2, 4 and 6 lpm respectively whereas
variation of PCM temperature with time for a flow rate of 2, 4 and 6 lpm is shown in
Figure 8(b), 9(b) and 10(b) respectively. From the above graphs it is observed that the
charging time for HP Hytherm 600 as HTF is less compared to water. This is due to the
fact that Thermal diffusivity for HP Hytherm 600 is more compared to that of water.
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Figure 10: (a) Variation of HTF (HYTHERM 600) temperature with time for a flow
rate of 6 lpm (b) variation of PCM temperature with time for a flow rate of 6 lpm
3.3 Performance parameters
The various performance parameters like collector’s useful heat gain, collector
efficiency, total energy stored in TES unit, and overall efficiency are calculated for
both the heat transfer fluids (water and HP Hytherm 600) with flow rate of 4 lpm and
compared. Table 3 shows the comparison of performance parameters for both the heat
transfer fluids (water and HP Hytherm 600).
Table 3. Performance parameters for water and HP Hytherm 600
Parameters

Units

Water

Hytherm 600

Useful heat gain

W

3344

2056

Useful heat gain

%

49.5

30.45

Total energy stored in
TES tank

kJ

6752.083

5278.97

Overall efficiency

%

27.90

21.72

The above parameters indicate that water is proven effective heat transfer fluid for
low temperature applications such as domestic water heating, hospital sterilizations
and chemical laboratories etc. where the temperature requirement is less than 90oC.
4. Conclusion
A thermal energy storage system using combined sensible and latent storage concept
was developed for storing heat energy from solar PTC and use the hot water at an
average temperature of 45oC for domestic applications. A series of charging
experiments were conducted on the TES unit to study its performance by integrating
it with solar parabolic trough collector. The significance of time wise variation of
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HTF inlet temperature and mass flow rate on the system performance was reported.
The following conclusions are summarized as follows
 In the Analysis of the temperature distribution of the HTF in the storage tank during
melting process, it is found that the temperature of the bottom segment attains the
temperature of the previous segment, only after the melting process is completed in the
top segment. This is due to the fact that, after the complete melting of the PCM in the
top segment, the rate of heat absorbed in the top segment decreases as the local
temperature difference between the HTF and PCM in the top segment decreases. Hence
the
 heat transfer in the bottom segment increases and the temperature also increases.
 The existence of thermal stratification in the combined storage tank improves the
collector
efficiency and hence the system efficiency.

 The charging time duration for water at a flow rate of 2 lpm is 180 minutes and for
HP Hytherm 600 it is 140 minutes. This is due to the higher thermal diffusivity of
Hytherm
600 when compared with water.

 In the present analysis, water and paraffin are selected as sensible heat and latent
heat storage materials respectively. Such systems can be adopted, where the
requirement of heat is within the temperature range of 50-80oC. For higher temperature
applications, Hytherm 600 is more suitable. Many applications are possible with the
combined sensible and latent heat storage system like waste heat recovery utilization,
food preservation and air conditioning applications, electronic cooling etc. Each
application requires careful attention in the selection of PCM materials and the design
of the storage system.
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Abstract
The automotive industry is driven by the need of building fuel-efficient engines with
lighter weight, which has recognized the need for material substitution with
outstanding properties. The volumetric efficiency of the engine can influenced to a
certain level by designing the valve train, which controls the gas flow, valve timing,
size and overlapping. The objective of this analysis is to combine metal matrix
composite with a polymer for increasing the tensile strength as well as to reduce the
wear and tear, thereby enhancing the mechanical and thermal properties and
improving the performance of valve in commercial vehicles. Recent Research shows
a better result with metal matrix composite than the existing material. The elemental
analysis of the engine valve guides done by using ANSYS software. The results
obtained showed the increase in mechanical and thermal properties.
Keywords: Metal matrix composites, Carbon fiber, Reinforcement, Mechanical
properties, Thermal properties.
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1. Introduction
Composite materials are finding its way into the industry as it adds more weightage
and performance to the material property[1]. The start of the technological period has
brought the need for new materials to tackle everyday challenges of current materials
for different applications[2]. In the way of finding new advanced materials,
researchers have innovated various material systems. One of the most promising
material systems in the past few decades is Metal Matrix Composite (MMC), where
two or more constituents combined to fabricate a new material[3] . By formulating a
composite, it is possible to use the unique advantages of different constituents in a
harmonizing manner to restrain the limitations of each constituent[1]. The need for
lightweight structural material for the applications in the automotive industry and
aerospace industry is a need these days. This is partially due to the enforcement of
new emission regulations and the rising of fuel expenditure[4]. Traditional materials
such as aluminium and titanium are failing to overcome current challenges of
ordinary materials that are facing today[5]. The property of materials significantly
deteriorates at a relatively low temperature and in turn limits their usability in
decisive components[6]. However, by combining intrinsic ductility of matrix and
toughness with high stiffness and high specific strength materials, such as ceramic
filaments and carbon fibers[7]. The inclusion of such reinforcements into metal
matrix composite considerably improves the hardness, tensile strength, compressive
strength and other mechanical and thermal properties[8]. Applications of aluminium
metal matrix composites include industries such as automotive aerospace and hold
the greatest promise for future growth[9].“The Inorganic polymer matrix composite
Strength Related to Interference Condition” states that polymer matrix resulted in
improvements in both mechanical and thermal properties when compared to existing
material[8]. The input parameters were standard and the results obtained showed
better improvements than the existing material. “Carbon Fibers Reinforced Metal
Matrix Composites” states that carbon fiber reinforced metal matrix composites
possess a great potential to replace existing unreinforced metals[10] and alloys in
automobiles and it is essential to consider the properties of the materials used in such
applications through which the failure can be analyzed[11]. Due to the enhanced wear
resistance and reduced coefficient of friction, they are promising materials for a
variety of engineering applications[12]. “Comparative Study of Different Materials
with Al-Sic for Engine Valve Guide by Using FEM” stated that Al-Sic composites
are suitable to high temperature and pressures such as racing cars, turbo-charged
engines, loco aircraft engines where cost isn’t a major factor[13]. “Tribological and
mechanical behavior of particulate Aluminium matrix composites” states that
mechanical and Tribological properties were better for single reinforcement than
pure aluminium and furthermore it was observed that hybrid matrix composites
possess a better mechanical and Tribological properties compared to single
reinforcement composites[14]. The existing materials used in IC engine valves are
include carbon steel alloys, stainless steels, high-strength nickel-chromium-iron
alloys and titanium alloys[15]. The temperature, principle strain and stress
distribution over the entire surface of the engine valve were acquired[16], [15], [16].
The main importance to choose this material is because of cost reduction and its
availability. Since the work concentrates on the automobile industry, it is essential to
consider the properties of the materials used in such applications through which the
failure can be analyzed. Apart from this, properties such as high strength, corrosion
performance, high impact strength and high modulus, ductility and distortion after
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machining also play an important part in material selection. However, the exact set
of properties and their importance is heavily dependent on the specific component or
part and properties like tensile and compressive strength, Young’s modulus,
corrosion.In this Paper analyzes the mechanical Properties with Aluminium
reinforced composite material (MMC) with polymer (CF) for the application of
valves. The ANSYS software is used to carry out the finite element analysis of the
(MMC) engine valve guide.
2. Methodology
The following process is carried out under utmost safety precaution and care to the
samples. The apparatus used for testing purposes that is both mechanical and
metallurgy were under ASTM standards. Furthermore the microscopic structure
analysis was conducted.

Figure 3.1. Flowchart of the Process
The sample compositions were 83% of aluminium and 7% of Silicon carbide and
10% carbon fibers and for the second sample 82% of aluminium 6% of Silicon
carbide and 12% of carbon fibers. Solid model was done using modeling software
and later the material was analyzed using ANSYS software under standard input
properties of the materials[15]. The fabrication process followed here was stir
casting[16], Aluminium powder was poured into the cast at a temperature above 600
˚C. And allowed to melt completely, simultaneously Silicon Carbide and Carbon
fiber powder were taken in the correct proportions and stirred well.
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(a) Mixing of CF and Sic with aluminium cast

(b) Cast being poured onto the mould
Figure 3.2. Fabrication Process of the Material
The stirred mixture was preheated up to a certain temperature in order to bond with
the Aluminium metal. Stir casting method was followed as it is cost effective and
quite simple in terms of getting the weight of the final product [17]–[19]and the most
important advantage in this is that, the time processing which is far less compared to
other process.
The total elapsed time for the entire process was 90 min and it was noted that amount
of Sic present in the mixture resulted in increase in the amount of slack. The cast was
poured into the mold with 20mm diameter and 200mm in length after 90 minutes.
The mold was left over to cool for almost 30 minutes. The above procedure was
performed with almost care.
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(a) Tensile test

(b) Compression test.
Figure 3.3. Tensile and Compression test of the Material
Figures show the fabrication process of the material. Fig 1 (a) shows the CF and Sic
poured into an aluminium cast (b) cast being poured onto the mold Fig 2 (a) the
sample milled for tensile test (b) the sample milled for the compression test.The solid
cylinder obtained was machined to desire shape for further testing[17], [20]. The
solid cylinder was machined into four different moulds for tensile test, compression
test, impact test and thermal conductivity test. Further a 5mm piece from the solid
mould was observed for metallurgical testing. Testing was performed with the help
of experts and the machines used were under ASTM standards.
3. Experimental Analysis
A hollow cylinder was constructed using the modeling software Creo Parametric and
this model was analyzed in the analyzing software ansys under standard input
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parameters. The results obtained were positive and matched the existing material.
The above image shows the meshed FEM of engine valve guide used for analysis. A
hollow cylinder was considered in place of valve and further test were performed.
The input values that were given during FEA analysis were as follows. Temperature
35°C-250°C, tensile strength for the material was given as 3100 MPa and the
compressive strength 400 GPa.

Fig: 4.1: FEM of Engine Valve Guide used for the Analysis

(A) Von Misses Stress On The Surface
Surface
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(C) Equivalent Elastic Strain On The Surface (D) Directional Heat Flux On The
Surface

(E) Total Heat Flux On The Surface
The Surface.

(F) Temperature Distribution On

Figure 3. FEA Evaluation
The Figure 3 shows the Von Misses Stress distribution, Total Deformation on the
Surface, Equivalent Elastic Strain, directional heat flux and total heat flux along with
the temperature distribution on the surface. The experimental analysis was conducted
using the analytical software ANSYS and the results obtained for static structural such
as Von-Misses stress on the surface, total deformation on the Surface, Equivalent elastic
strain on the surface and for steady state thermal analysis such as directional heat flux
on the surface, temperature on the surface, total heat flux on the surface are mentioned
below in Figure. The governing equation for the simulation are as follows. 𝑘 =
7.789 + 0.0223Λ𝑇 − 4.388𝐸 − .006Λ𝑇 2 .
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Metallurgy is a domain of materials science and engineering that studies the physical
and chemical behavior of metallic elements, their intermetallic compounds, and their
mixtures. Metallurgy is subdivided into ferrous metallurgy (sometimes also known as
black metallurgy) and non-ferrous metallurgy or colored metallurgy. Ferrous
metallurgy involves processes and alloys based on iron while non-ferrous metallurgy
involves processes and alloys based on other metals.

(a)SEM of MMC with 10%CF

(b) SEM of MMC with 12%CF

(c) SEM of MMC with 12%CF

(d) SEM of MMC with 12%CF

Figure 4. Metallurgical testing results
Fig 4 shows the metallurgical testing results (SEM analysis) of the material which was
conducted at various scales to determine the fibre structure on the surface of the
material (a) SEM of MMC with 10%CF (b) SEM of MMC with 10% CF (c) SEM of
MMC with 12% CF (d) SEM of MMC with 12% CF. Further mechanical properties
and thermal properties obtained for the material was obtained and the results were
found to be matching the existing material as shown in table 1
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Table 1. Mechanical and thermal properties of test materials.
MMC with CF
10%

MMC with CF
12%

54.66

62.06

7

9

Ult. Tensile Strength(N/mm2)

340.203

304.218

Ult.CompressiveStrength(N/mm2)

336.464

298.568

Conductivity(W/mK)

121.63

124.31

Properties
Rockwell Hardness Test
Impact Test(J)

Fig: 4.8: Comparison of Tensile and Compressive Strengths of 2 samples
4. Conclusion
The FEA analysis results were positive and the maximum and minimum Von-Misses
stress values found in the engine valve guide were 0 Pa and 9648.7 Pa respectively. The
maximum and minimum Total Deformation values found in the engine valve guide
were 0 m and 1.0667E-09 m respectively. The maximum and minimum Equivalent
elastic strain values found in the engine valve guide were 0m/m and 1.3591E-07 m/m
respectively. It was observed that steady state mechanical properties matched the
existing material. The Directional heat flux decreases from the cylinder side to the outer
side. The Directional heat flux values are -2.4564E-05 W/m2 and 2.3746E-05 W/m2.
The temperature distribution was observed and found to be safe. The Total heat flux
decreases from the cylinder side to the outer side. The respective Total heat flux values
are -8.4914E-06 W/m2 and 3.2703E-05 W/m2. It was observed that steady state thermal
properties of the material proved to be safe under normal working conditions. The
Microstructure image clearly shows the fiber structure in spherodized form in both the
samples. It was further observed that Sample 1 showed higher physical properties when
compared to existing material by 21% in tensile and 29% in compressive strength. The
impact strength when compared to existing material showed an increase of 3J and the
hardness of the material showed to be almost the same. The thermal properties of the
sample showed an improvement of 26%.It was further observed that Sample 2 showed
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higher physical properties when compared to existing material by 11% in tensile and
15% in compressive strength. The impact strength when compared to existing material
showed an increase of 5J and the hardness of the material showed a 17%. The thermal
properties of the sample showed an improvementof 29%. When compared between
both the samples, Sample 1 showed a higher percentage is stresses by 22% and showed
a reduction in thermal and impact properties by 7%. The hardness of sample 2 showed
a 9% higher than sample 2. But further research is required in order to find more
optimized results and other materials can be used as a substitute which may produce a
better result.
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Abstract
Up to date, the hydroxyapatite (HAp) as synthesized by chemical approaches has been
widely investigated to provide reinforcement and bioactive sites for polylactic acid
(PLA) as potential for application in bone grafting/regeneration field. However, the
effect of HAp as derived from biogenic resources (e.g. fish bone) on polylactic acid has
still not been well explored. Moreover, the further addition of HAp into PLA for better
reinforcement is usually limited to low amount by its brittle ceramic nature. With an
attempt to compensate for insufficient reinforcing effect of limited amount HAp on
PLA, the addition of montmorillonite (MMT) as secondary reinforcing agent into
PLA/HAp composite is thus proposed in this study. In order to prepare HAp for the
synthesis of PLA/HAp/MMT composite, the collected fish bone waste of Mackerel fish
(Scomberomorus Guttatus spp.) was mainly subjected to water boiling treatment and
thermal calcination. The extracted HAp was then identified by several characterization
techniques (FTIR, EDX, XRD, TGA) and melt blended with PLA and MMT at various
composition using Brabender mixer. To evaluate the incorporation effect of biogenic
HAp and MMT on fundamental properties of PLA biocomposites, the crystallographic
structure of compounded PLA/HAp/MMT blends was investigated by XRD analysis.
Results indicated the good effectiveness of HAp to promote PLA crystallization by the
increased crystallinity of neat PLA. Meanwhile, this effect could be further enhanced
after the addition of MMT by making the adjacent polymer chains to become closer.
As calculated by using relevant XRD data, the increased value of d-spacing of MMT
with an increase of HAp loading level also revealed the good ability of HAp to promote
the intercalation of MMT into PLA matrix. Based on these findings, one can conclude
that the fish bone waste derived-HAp and MMT could generate promising synergistic
effect on improving the crystallographic structure of PLA.
Keywords: Hydroxyapatite, Biocomposites, Biomedical, Bone, Physical properties.
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1. Introduction
Biodegradable polymer, poly (lactic acid) (PLA) which is derived from
renewable resources found a favorable niche for application as bone fracture fixation
materials in bone regeneration field mainly due to its biodegradation over time;
therefore avoiding the second surgery for removal of an implant [1, 2]. The increasing
role of PLA in the bone tissue engineering (BTE) also could be due to its degradation
at a controlled rate, good processability and availability to produce in various shapes
[3, 4]. However, the mechanical properties and thermal stability of PLA are often
insufficient for load bearing and industrial applications in BTE [5, 6]. Note that the
mechanical strength of biopolymer as candidate for load bearing bone implant should
be high enough to match with those of human bone providing mechanical support
during initial stage of bone formation [7, 8]. Meanwhile, the high thermal stability is
necessary against the thermal degradation during industrial production since the toxic
thermal decomposition product of PLA would be harmful to the living cells by trapping
in polymer matrix [2, 7, 9]. Nevertheless, inorganic fillers in micro- and nanosizes such
as hydroxyapatite (HAp) and nanoclay have been found to tackle above limitations
through a small amount of addition, creating PLA composites with enhanced thermomechanical properties [2, 5, 10].
The incorporation of HAp (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) schematically presented in Fig. 1)
can improve the mechanical and thermal properties of PLA composite via favorable
organic-inorganic interaction between polymer-HAp to restrict polymer chains’
mobility and the non-thermal degradable behaviour of HAp in the high temperatures
range of 900-1200 °C [11-15]. As a major inorganic component of natural bone, the
presence of HAp is also responsible for bone regeneration of composite implant by its
promising bioactivity and osteoconductivity [1, 16]. It also makes directly bonds to the
regenerated bones without mediatory tissues by the good bone binding ability [1, 17].
These behaviors could compensate for the lack of ability of pure PLA to induce
osteogenesis or regeneration function of surrounding bone tissues due to its poor
cellular attachment by the hydrophobic nature and absence of cell recognition sites [7,
17, 18]. More importantly, pH buffering effect of basic calcium phosphates ions
released from the dissolution of HAp could neutralize the acidic molecules as
decomposed from hydrolysis of PLA ester bonds that could induce unfavorable
inflammatory response of the in-contact tissue and catalysis of the hydrolytic
degradation [2, 9, 19-22]. However, it is common that the mechanical properties of
prepared PLA/HAp composite are still lower than that of human bone unless the loading
of a larger amount of HAp particles [23, 24]. In real application, however, it is
considered impossible to load higher particles amount of HAp for PLA due to its high
brittleness as would be aggravated by the increasing content of brittle ceramic filler
(%elongation < 1 for HAp), which could result in improper plastic deformation that is
necessary to withstand the stresses as imposed from patient’s normal activity [25-27].
Thus, an additional reinforcement is necessary to assure the competitive mechanical
properties of PLA-based bone graft implant, making the montmorillonite (MMT) to be
proposed as the secondary enhancement element on PLA/HAp composite for present
research work. As one of the most frequently studied nanoclay in PLA polymer systems,
MMT is the most familiar species of smectide group, which consists of two fused
tetrahedral silica thin layers sandwiching an edge-shared octahedral sheet of either
magnesium or aluminum hydroxide [1, 3, 6, 28, 29]. The enhancement effect of MMT
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on mechanical and thermal properties of organic polymer can be attributed to the nanoreinforcement effect of the intercalated/exfoliated layered silicates within polymer
matrix and the high heat resistance of clay material [2, 6, 30, 31]. Moreover, the
biocompatibility and safety of clays in medical application is widely supported in
literature especially their same alkali nature with HAp that is important to neutralize
the unfavorable acidic effect of PLA degradation product [3, 20, 32, 33].

Figure 1. Structural formula of hydroxyapatite.
Under above-mentioned backgrounds, the objective of present investigation is
to develop new class of biodegradable material with much better performance, being
potentially interesting for bone tissue engineering by adding HAp and MMT as
secondary enhancement element into PLA composite. In order to achieve the
established goal, it is of interest to study with as much detail as possible the synergistic
effect of HAp and MMT on the structure and properties of PLA/HAp/MMT composite
through characterizations on crystallographic structure by carrying out the XRD
analysis. From the point of view of biomedical application, the present studied HAp
filler is proposed to be derived from biogenic resources without involving any chemical
precursors as traditionally used for in situ precipitation of HAp considering the healthrisk problem of residual chemicals remaining on chemically-synthetic HAp [26, 34-36].
The other problems associated with chemical synthesis also include the high cost
laborious process and difficulty to be scaled-up for industrial production [1, 13, 36-38].
More importantly, the reinforcing effect of biogenic HAp on PLA has still not been
well explored to the best of our knowledge. Therefore, fish bone of Mackerel fish
(Scomberomorus Guttatus spp.) was selected as biogenic resource to derive HAp,
which is coded as MHAp for current research work. Meanwhile, the behind motivation
of present research is also to convert fish bone waste into valuable product seeing the
increasing disposal of fish bone from the food processing industry as waste currently
that would cause serious environmental problem by the lack of appropriate waste
management [39, 40]. As is well known, the easy occurrence of agglomeration of
nanosize-filler (such as MMT) in polymer during melt processing was always to be
questioned [41]. Thus, the loading level of present studied MMT was maximally bound
to 4 phr by referring to the previous studies related to melt compounding of PLA/MMT
composite as carried out by Shayan et al., 2015 [42] and Zaidi et al., 2009 [43] which
found that the mechanical strength of PLA/MMT nanocomposites increased with an
increase of MMT concentration up to 4 wt% but started to agglomerate at 5wt% that
would cause the deterioration in properties of PLA composites.

2. Experimental
2.1 Materials
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The polylactic acid pellets with injection grade of REVODE 101 ( = 1.31
g/cm3 and MFI = 10–11 g/10 min) was purchased from Zhejiang Hisun Biomaterials
Co., Ltd. This PLA was used as the base polymer in this study. The trimethylopropane
trimethacrylate (TMPTMA) with industrial-grade containing 175 ppm monomethyl
ether hydroquinone was supplied by Sigma–Aldrich (M) Sdn Bhd and was used as the
cross-linking promoter in this study. The fish bone waste of Mackerel fish was collected
from local restaurant and was used to derive MHAp as primary reinforcement in present
study. The commercial grade of montmorillonite (MMT), Nanomer 1.3P was purchased
from Nanocor, Arlington Height and was used as secondary reinforcement in PLA/HAp
composite.
2.2 Preparation of Hydroxyapatite
The MHAp was obtained from fish bone waste of Mackerel fish after several
crucible processes. Importantly, a fish bone without ﬂesh or tissue remnants was
necessary to be prepared first from the collected fish bone waste by subjecting to water
boiling treatment for 4 hours. Next, the pretreated fish bone was continuously flushed
with H2O to ensure complete tissue removal followed by oven drying until constant
weight is obtained. These dried fish bones then underwent thermal calcination process
at 800°C for 4 hours in furnace. Afterwards, the calcined fish bones were crunched into
HAp powder by using pestle and mortar. The successful extraction of MHAp was be
confirmed by characterization techniques: Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy/energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(SEM/EDX), X-ray diffraction (XRD) test and Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA).
2.3 Preparation of Samples
PLA were compounded with MHAp, MMT and TMPTMA using a Brabender
mixer at the heating temperature of 135 °C and rotor speed of 50 rpm for a mixing time
of 8 min. The loading levels of PLA, MMT and TMPTMA were fixed at 100 phr, 0/2/4
phr and 3 phr, respectively while the loading levels of MHAp were varied from 2 to 10
phr.
2.3 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) Test
The compounded PLA/HAp/MMT blends were further characterized by XRD
analysis by using a Shimadzu XRD 6000 diffractometer with CuK radiation ( =
1.542 Å) for a range of scattering angles 2 (3°< <40°) at a scan rate of 2°/min. The
test was performed at 30 kV and 30 mA with a thin-film attachment rotating at a speed
of 50 rpm.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Characterizations of prepared MHAp
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The HAp powder derived from fish bone waste of Mackerel fish
(Scomberomorus Guttatus spp.) has been characterized by the FTIR, SEM/EDX, XRD
and thermogravimetric analysis as shown in Fig. 2 (a)-(d).
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2. FTIR spectrum, (b) SEM imaging with EDX (energy dispersive X-ray), (c)
XRD pattern and (d) TGA spectrum of HAp extracted from fish bone waste
of Scomberomorus Guttatus species.
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The successful extraction of hydroxyapatite from Mackerel fish bone can be
identified by chemical and elemental composition analysis of the MHAp samples using
FTIR and EDX techniques, respectively. The presence of phosphate groups in MHAp
can be evidenced by: (1) two prominent absorption peaks located at 1021.42 cm−1 and
555.63 cm−1 (Fig. 2a), corresponding to the stretching modes and the bending modes
(O-P-O bonds) of PO43- vibration, respectively [1, 16, 44], (2) the presence of
phosphorus and oxygen peak in EDX spectrum (Fig. 2b). Another main element,
calcium, which constitutes the HAp also has been proved by the presence of Ca peak
in EDX. Moreover, the XRD pattern of MHAp also showed the presence of the major
HAp peaks at 27.975°, 31.201°, 34.592° 2θ angles as shown in Fig. 2c. Meanwhile, the
appearance of strongest XRD peak at 31.201° also matches with the strongest HAp
peak in the 2theta range of 31°~32° for a standard hydroxyapatite as reported elsewhere
[11].
It is also important to examine whether the secondary phases (Tricalcium
phosphate, CaO etc.) and organic impurities occurred or not in the HAp after being
extracted by calcination, however, their absence can be verified by: (1) lower Ca/P ratio
in MHAp than in HAp associated with CaO, (2) no evolution of peaks corresponding
to Tricalcium phosphate (TCP) was observed from the XRD analysis, (3) absence of
mass loss in TGA graph (Fig. 2d) or any characteristic band (e.g C-H bonding) in FTIR
spectrum corresponding to organic matter. For the statement (1), the Ca/P ratio of
MHAp was calculated as 1.506 from EDX analysis, which is indicative of the absence
of CaO as secondary phase since the EDX result would give to higher Ca/P ratio (~2.13)
for the HAp attached by CaO phase [45]. Such CaO phase is usually decomposed from
the calcinations (beyond 650 °C) of fish bone according to the decomposition reaction
of HAp: Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2------>Ca3(PO4)2 + CaO + H2O, where Ca3(PO4)2 is referred
to tricalcium phosphate (TCP) [11, 46]. Implicitly, TCP phase also would not be
liberated as secondary phase in MHAp under the absence of CaO phase, which is in
agreement with the beforementioned statement (2). Without the presence of any
secondary phases and organic impurities, the as-prepared MHAp is thus in form having
high phase purity [13, 17, 47], meaning that the good interfacial interaction between
MHAp and PLA matrix can be expected. The absence of secondary phase also
represents the formation of stoichiometric structure of HAp [46], however the obtained
Ca/P ratio (1.506) is slightly lower than but close to the stoichiometric value of 1.67,
and hence nearly stoichiometric MHAp was successfully produced with this sample. A
little of discrepancy is attributed to the disturbance from trace amounts of substituting
ions such as cations (Mg2+) as indicated in EDX spectrum that would affect the Ca/P
ratio of HAp [13, 37]. Favorably, presence of Mg ions is additional advantage as Mg is
a vital element required for enhancement in bone regeneration process [7, 13].
Meanwhile, since there is lack of any secondary phase or organic impurities as
additional components in nearly stoichiometric MHAp, its consequently excellent
compositional homogeneity can be used to stabilize it against decomposition at elevated
temperatures, contributing to higher thermal stability during composite processing [11].
For HAp being hydrophilic in nature, It is supposed that –OH stretching and
vibrational band exist at around 3500-3700 cm-1 as broad peak and 600-650 cm−1
respectively in the FTIR spectrum of lamellar MHAp, however, they cannot be
observed because of their low severity in HAp [48]. The poor hydrophilicity of MHAp
as resulted from its lack of surface hydroxyl groups can be further proved by: (1) the
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absence of a broad peak in the range of 3000–3600 cm−1 as assigned to adsorbed H2O
in the HAp powder [16, 48], (2) the absence of initial mass loss (at temperature around
100°C) related to the removal of adsorbed water molecules as indicated in TGA graph
[21, 49]. It is believed that the OH groups have been mostly displaced by carbonate
(CO32-) ions, resulting in the formation A-type carbonated apatite as typically occurred
in biological system [13, 50]. This can be further supported by several evidences from:
(1) FTIR spectrum which exhibits a very weak ν3CO32− band at around 1450-1500 cm−1
[10, 21, 44], (2) the presence of carbon peak in EDX spectrum that should not be
belonged to the organic impurities. Moreover, the presence of carbonate (CO32-) ions
also can be used to explain the lower Ca/P ratio in MHAp. Beneficially, the lower
occurrence of HAp filler agglomeration in composite can be expected in the present
study by the decreased surface charge energy on MHAp as the amount of surface OHgroups have been reduced by the A-type carbonate ions substitution. Moreover, the
carbonated apatite is closely related to the mineral component of human bone, it is
advantageous for enhancement in osteoconductivity contributing to aid bone formation
during implantation [50].
3.2 XRD study of prepared composite samples
The X-ray diffraction analysis is usually conducted to evaluate the
crystallography structure, dispersion state of filler and degree of crystallinity of
polymer matrix. The XRD patterns of pristine PLA and PLA composite filled with
various content of MHAp and MMT are shown in Fig. 3 (a)-(c). The XRD patterns are
characterized in the 2θ range of 3°–40°. All related XRD data are summarized in Table
1. The degree of crystallinity (%Xc) was calculated as the percentage of the scattered
intensity of the crystalline phase over the scattered intensity of the crystalline and
amorphous phase. Based on the obtained angle and FWHM of the diffraction peak, the
crystallite size (L) and d-spacing (d) can be calculated using the Scherrer and Bragg’s
formula respectively, which are given in Eq. (1) and (2):
𝑘𝜆

𝐿 = 𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

(1)

𝜆

𝑑 = 2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
(2)
where  = 1.542 Ǻ is the wavelength of the Cu-K X-ray radiation used, B (in radians)
is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the diffraction peak, θ is the Bragg angle
(in radians), k is the Scherrer constant (taken to be 0.9).
The XRD patterns of all PLA composites added with increasing of loading level
of MHAp are shown in Fig. 3a. Accordingly, five significant diffraction peaks occur at
2 range of 13.5°-13.6° (Peak A), 16.3°-16.4° (Peak B), 17.8°-17.9° (Peak C), 24.9°25.0° (Peak D), 37.8°-37.9° (Peak E). However, these five diffraction peaks were absent
on XRD curve of neat PLA instead of replacing the original PLA diffraction peak as
located at 22.91°, 29.64°, 36.21°, 39.64°, bringing about higher crystallinity (~35-39%)
than that of pristine PLA (14.38 %) as shown in Table 1. This implies that the dispersed
MHAp particle has fully ruptured the highly ordered chain arrangement structure in
crystallite of original PLA peaks into random chain arrangement structure during melt
processing and facilitated the recrystallization process throughout the PLA amorphous
phase for new crystal structural arrangement at numerous locations. Thus, one can
conclude that the MHAp fillers have high tendency to act as heterogeneous nucleating
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agents effective for promoting the crystallization for PLA by providing preferential
nucleation sites, thus favoring a higher %Xc of composite as compared to that of
unfilled PLA [9, 51]. By the
(a)
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(b)

(c)

Figure 3. XRD pattern curves for PLA/MHAp composites added with (a) 0 phr MMT,
(b) 2 phr MMT and (c) 4 phr MMT under increasing of MHAp loading level
from 0 phr to 10 phr.
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existence of nucleating agent in free space between polymer chains in amorphous phase,
the minimization of free space between polymer chains could be achieved under the
presence of interfacial interaction between HAp-polymer [25, 48].
Indeed, a good
interfacial interaction is essential for the nucleating agent (HAp) driving the adjacent
polymer chains to initiate the nucleation of crystallites during polymer crystallization
process [48, 52]. In general, the formation of favorable inorganic-organic interaction
between HAp and PLA in form of chemical bonding can be achieved via: (1) the
hydrogen bonding between oxygen atom of PO43- and hydrogen atom of polymer
COOH group [53], (2) the hydrogen bonding between the =O sites of polymer carbonyl
groups and -OH group of HAp [1, 10, 11] and (3) chemical linkage between oxygen
atom in the ester group double bond of PLA and Ca2+ in the HAp in form of weak ionic
bond namely chelation [24, 53]. However, the organic-inorganic interaction as stated
in case (2) can be excluded from the present study since there is lack of –OH groups in
MHAp as discussed before. But the lack of surface –OH groups is contributable to avoid
the occurrence of HAp filler aggregation by the lower particle surface energy and thus
ensure the good interfacial interaction between MHAp-PLA even at higher loading
level. This can be proved by the fact that PLA composites filled with 6/8/10 phr of
MHAp still keep high crystallinity even their peak intensity and crystallite size for peak
A, B and C is significantly decreased following after the incorporation of 4 phr MHAp,
which is mainly compensated by the appearance of extra peak E (formation of relatively
large size crystallite) that is absent for composites filled with 2 and 4 phr MHAp.
Regarding to the calculated d- spacing as tabulated in Table 1, the increasing of MHAp
portion from 2 phr to 10 phr did not exhibit a significant effect on d-spacing of all
diffraction peaks (peaks A, B, C, D and E). This implies that the close packing of
polymeric macromolecular chains arrangement happens in all developed crystalline
regions (crystallites), while the same reason as that for the PLA composites filled with
2 or 4 phr MMT could be applied. This shows that the addition of either MHAp and/or
MMT particles did not affect the compactness of macromolecular chain in all the
crystalline regions.
After the addition of 2 phr MMT in PLA/MHAp composite, the peak intensity
of A, B, C and D is significantly increased with respect to that of all composite without
MMT, which is also accompanied by the appearance of extra peak E (Fig. 3b) for
composite filled with 2/4 phr MHAp that is absent in Fig. 3a. This can be due to the
successful intercalation of MMT into PLA matrix as proved by the enhanced d-spacing
of silicate layer (relative to its original spacing) according to Table 2, subsequently
making the adjacent polymer chains to become closer. Therefore, the minimization of
the free space between polymer chains by the presence of MHAp could be further
decreased by MMT, enabling surrounding polymer chains to crystallizing more in a
higher efficiency under the nucleation effect of MHAp. Moreover, Table 2 also presents
the inter-chain separation (R) for MMT and MMT added PLA/MHAp composite which
was determined from Klug and Alexander equation as shown in Eq. (3):
5𝜆

𝑅 = 8𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

(3)

It is found that the d, change of d-spacing (d) and R of MMT in polymer matrix is
enhanced by an increasing MHAp content from 2/4 phr to 8 phr, indicating the
improved dispersion and intercalation state of MMT by the presence of MHAp. The
possible explanation could be the high tendency of repulsive interaction occurred
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Table 1. The 2θ, crystallite size (L) and d-spacing for deflection peaks A, B, C, D and E on XRD pattern curves (in Fig. 5.2a-c) of PLA composites
added with various loading levels of MHAp and MMT.
Loading level,
phr
(MHAp/MMT)
0/0
2/0
4/0
6/0
8/0
10/0

Deflection peak A

Deflection peak B

Deflection peak C

Deflection peak D

Deflection peak E

%Xc

2,°

L, Ǻ

d,Ǻ

2,°

L, Ǻ

d,Ǻ

2,°

L, Ǻ

d,Ǻ

2,°

L, Ǻ

d,Ǻ

2,°

L, Ǻ

d,Ǻ

Nil
13.519
13.514
13.592
13.487
13.607

Nil
125.94
113.07
99.21
120.00
100.65

Nil
6.54
6.54
6.51
6.56
6.50

Nil
16.316
16.286
16.393
16.292
16.391

Nil
124.48
119.85
102.41
114.01
106.40

Nil
5.43
5.44
5.40
5.43
5.40

Nil
17.840
17.860
Nil
17.820
17.940

Nil
99.24
94.62
Nil
80.71
85.89

Nil
4.97
4.96
Nil
4.97
4.94

Nil
24.973
24.892
25.057
24.890
25.021

Nil
116.61
119.19
97.54
110.19
106.24

Nil
3.56
3.57
3.55
3.57
3.55

Nil
Nil
Nil
37.868
37.801
37.858

Nil
Nil
Nil
207.43
213.37
205.19

Nil
Nil
Nil
2.37
2.38
2.37

14.38
39.49
35.38
35.10
36.87
37.27

2/2
4/2
6/2
8/2
10/2

13.466

120.36

6.57

16.249

123.02

5.45

17.700

72.02

5.00

24.882

121.56

3.57

37.800

228.98

2.38

35.59

13.570

110.93

6.52

16.357

113.66

5.41

17.940

92.41

4.94

24.998

110.41

3.56

37.875

213.81

2.37

13.656
13.540
13.570

94.99
110.42
116.86

6.48
6.53
6.52

16.398
16.316
16.370

102.80
117.49
119.05

5.40
5.43
5.41

18.000
17.920
17.920

67.94
104.67
88.62

4.92
4.94
4.94

25.027
24.912
25.010

101.04
112.49
112.83

3.55
3.57
3.56

37.793
Nil
37.870

200.26
Nil
223.06

2.38
Nil
2.37

36.77
36.68

2/4
4/4
6/4
8/4
10/4

13.594
13.469
13.546
13.517

101.58
121.36
107.03
104.94

6.51
6.57
6.53
6.54

16.384
16.256
16.321
16.306

104.46
128.10
110.03
103.86

5.40
5.45
5.42
5.43

17.900
17.820
17.920
18.200

83.75
97.08
89.33
144.13

4.95
4.97
4.94
4.87

25.021
Nil
24.948
25.017

99.51
Nil
98.76
86.35

3.55
Nil
3.56
3.56

37.857
Nil
Nil
Nil

198.34
Nil
Nil
Nil

2.37
Nil
Nil
Nil

31.92
36.86
32.19
30.70

13.470

118.83

6.56

16.270

122.25

5.44

17.760

82.69

4.99

24.900

113.52

3.57

37.810

234.33

2.38

35.19

Remarks: Nil = No peak detected
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between PO43- groups of MHAp and the negative sites in MMT clay structure [54, 55]
to facilitate the melt intercalation of PLA into the MMT galleries during melt blending
under homogeneous distribution of MHAp. As certain amount of PLA chains are
introduced into the MMT galleries, the available free space to the polymer chains is
thus decreased by MHAp in an easier way, contributing to facilitate the crystal
structural arrangement consequently. This can be verified by the increased crystallite
size for major deflection peaks of PLA/MHAp composite, development of small
crystalline region (as peak E) and the increased %Xc of PLA composite filled with 4/6
phr MHAp after the addition of 2 phr MMT, as referred to Table 2.
Table 2. The angle, d-spacing, change of d-spacing and inter-chain separation of 2 and
4 phr MMT added PLA composites filled with increasing of amount MHAp
Loading level, phr
(MHAp/MMT)

2,°

d, Ǻ

d, Ǻ

R, Ǻ

MMT
2/2
4/2
8/2

1.049
0.827
0.847
0.788

84.13
106.73
104.19
111.95

22.60
20.06
27.82

105.16
133.42
130.23
139.93

2/4
4/4
8/4

0.746
0.749
0.740

118.28
117.88
119.24

34.15
33.75
35.11

147.85
147.35
149.05

Notes: these data were obtained upon XRD analysis in the 2θ range from 0° to 3°.
As compared to Fig. 3b, the increasing addition of MMT from 2 to 4 phr has
decreased the peak intensity of major diffraction peaks of PLA/MHAp composite
especially filled with 4/6/8 phr MHAp. This fact can be further supported by the
reduction in %Xc or crystallite size of mostly all of 2 phr MMT added composites and
disappearance of peak E of 2 phr MMT added composites filled with 4/6/8 phr MHAp
after further addition of MMT content up to 4 phr. The possible explanation is the
existence of higher degree of intercalated structure for MMT as indicated by the larger
value of d, change of d-spacing (d) and R of silicate layer (referred to Table 2),
enabling the more extensive PLA chains to be intercalated into clay galleries [55]. Such
a higher degree of intercalated structure for 4 phr MMT might be due to the more
prominent occurence of repulsive interaction between MMT and MHAp at higher
MMT loading level during compounding, which further facilitating the intercalation of
MMT into PLA matrix. By the restriction effect of large surface area silicate layer on
the extensive intercalated polymer chains, the movement of surrounding polymer
chains (amorphous phase) is inhibited for folding and arranging crystallization under
nucleating effect of MHAp [6]. In other words, as more polymer chains introduced into
MMT gallaries, less polymer chains participate in PLA crystallization as promoted by
MHAp, explaining the reduced peak intensities, %Xc and crystallite size of
PLA/MHAp composite when added with higher MMT loading level. However, even
the peak densities of major diffraction peaks decreased by the addition of MMT from
2 to 4 phr, almost peak intensities and crystallite siz still keep higher than that of
composities without MMT especially when filled with 4/10 phr MHAp, indicating the
promising synergistic effect of MHAp and MMT on improving the crystallographic
structure of PLA.
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4. Conclusions
Overall, the hydroxyapatite in form of A-type-carbonated-apatite without any
secondary phase or organic impurities has been successfully extracted from fish bone
waste of Mackerel fish, as verified by the characterization techniques of FTIR, EDX,
XRD and TGA. With high phase purity of extracted MHAp surface, it could effectively
interact with PLA by favorable organic-inorganic interaction between their functional
groups, hence effectively driving the adjacent polymer chains to initiate nucleation of
PLA crystallites and even recrystallization throughout amorphous phase based on XRD
analysis. Such nucleating effect of MHAp on improving crystallinity of PLA by
minimizing the free space between polymer chains can be further enhanced under the
presence of MMT which could improve the efficiency of nucleation of crystallites
during crystallization process by the melt intercalation of PLA into clay galleries. The
good intercalation state of MMT in PLA matrix has been confirmed by the higher
interlayer spacing than that of pure MMT and also could be further improved by the
increasing of MHAp loading level due to the high tendency of repulsive interaction
between phosphate groups of MHAp and the negative sites in MMT to facilitate the
delamination of MMT in PLA matrix. Eventhough there would be more extensive PLA
chains to be intercalated into clay galleries at higher MMT loading level by the more
prominent occurrence of repulsive interaction between MMT and MHAp, however, this
also implied that more polymer chains would be inhibited in movement for participating
in the PLA crystallization process as promoted by the nucleating effect of MHAp.
Therefore, further increment in MMT loading level from 2 phr to 4 phr has caused the
reduction in crystallinity and crystallinite size of PLA matrix.
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Abstract
In this paper, performance of Duobinary modulation format is investigated in
Wavelength Division Multiplexing System for a next generation high data rate of 40
Gb/s per channel. The main objective is to simulate and review the optical spectra,
efficiency and Bit Error Rate (BER) for standard single mode fibre with Duobinary
modulation. With variation of fibre length from 90km to 270km and WDM channel
capacity from 4 to 16, simulation shows impressive performance in BER, bandwidth
reduction, spectral efficiency and channel capacity. But with increase of fiber length,
BER starts to fall apart showing the incapability of the modulation over long haul
transmission. Studying all the cases, “Duobiray” is considered to be a promising
modulation technique for short distance transmission only. For long haul, it is incapable
of performing efficiently. Lastly, further scope of research is discussed and future work
has been recommended.
Keywords: Index Terms— Duobinary, EDFA, SMF, WDM, OptSym, BER,
Performance Analysis.
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1. Introduction

Remarkable developments have been obtained in the field of optical fiber
communication system in recent years because of higher data transmission rate, lower
system cost and bandwidth efficiency. According to researchers’ opinion, increase in
data rate as well as decrease in channel spacing may be the two probable solutions in
order to escalate system capacity. Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) has
recently shown its capacity to support high bandwidth data transmission [1], [2]. The
new generation light wave system has facilitated higher data rate per channel (40 Gb/s
and above) [3] and dense wavelength division multiplexing technique (DWDM). For
addressing these matters, a new advanced modulation format [4], [5] is needed which
will operate within less bandwidth, have less sensitivity to self-phase and cross phase
effects and finally able to carry multiple bits per symbol and transmit large amount of
information. Also a modulation technique less susceptible to this noise can bring major
improvement in transmission efficiency. Furthermore, in long distance high bit-rate
optical transmission, chromatic dispersion (CD), attenuation and non-linear effects are
responsible for limiting transmission distance. Erbium-doped ﬁber ampliﬁers (EDFA)
can balance the ﬁber [3], [6]. The dispersion inﬂuence can be overcome by utilizing
periodic dispersion compensation with the help of dispersion compensation ﬁber (DCF)
[7].
In early 90’s of 20th century, ‘Intensity Modulation’ or ‘On-Off Keying’ format
is mostly used which worked fine with a data rate of ~10 Gb/s. But now, at 21st century,
data rate is escalated to ~40, ~80 or ~100 Gb/s together with a narrow channel spacing
of ~100GHz [3] for which ‘On-Off Keying’ is no longer suitable modulation format for
new generation communication. Various researches have been conducted and still a lot
of studies have been being carried out regarding the advanced modulation technique.
Among them, the ‘Duobinary’ modulation format has been taken into consideration for
its less susceptibility to dispersion as well as non- linearity. Its receiver and transmitter
are cost effective and less complicated compared with other advanced formats such as
‘Differential Binary Phase Shift Keying’ (DBPSK) [8], ‘Differential Quadrature Phase
Shift Keying’ (DQPSK) [9], ‘8DPSK’ and so on.
There are numerous researches on Duobinary modulation over different
transmission channel along with different parameters. Chuanbowen et al. in [10] try to
maximize the power budgets by using Duobinary transmission systems based on 1.55µm directly modulated lasers (DML) for optical access networks of 28 Gb/s per
wavelength while skipping the use of optical amplifiers over 40-km long SSMF.
Authors in [11] present BER characteristics according to optical received power
utilizing Duobinary direct modulation operated at 40 Gb/s over 2 km non-zero
dispersion shifted fiber (NZ-DSF) with a dispersion coefficient of 4.5 ps/nm*km with
wavelength 1.55 µm. Performance comparison between low-pass filter or delay-andadd circuit to produce 3-level electrical Duobinary signals over 45-km SSMF at 28Gb/s is presented in [12] and they claim from their experimental results that low pass
filter performs better than the delay-and-add circuit. Tianjian et al. in [13], they propose
a novel external DSP 112-Gbps system for the first time with SFP form factor and
Duobinary 4-PAM signalling where the nonlinear Volterra pre-equalizer works as
compensation for non-linarites, can cover 10 km. They conclude that this promising
system can greatly enhance the capacity of single slot line card and become a prominent
candidate for next generation mobile back-haul and datacenter interconnection. Authors
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in [14] also present a novel approach by employing direct duobinary aiming up to 10
km SMF with 56 Gbps total bit rate using direct detection which will responsible for
reducing latency. An impressive wavelength division multiplexed passive optical
networks (TWDMPON) system, using 25-Gb/s Duobinary modulation is demonstrated
over 20-km SSMF in [15]. They have experimental results for both upstream and
downstream separately and manifest significant performance improvement. But a
research gap has been observed in terms of specific comparison of the Duobinary
technique with and without WDM both for long and short haul transmission for high
data rate. This paper tries to fill up the gap observed in the research industry.
The main objective of the paper is to simulate Duobinary Modulation format in
a wavelength division multiplexing system for a given data rate of ~40 gigabit per
second. Both SMF and DCF were utilized in the transmission link. Therefore,
calculation was made to get a fully dispersion compensated system. Investigation of
performance factors such as Bit Error Rate, Quality Factor was undertaken with
variation of WDM channel and optical fiber length.
Duobinary modulation
Duobinary or Phase Shaped Binary Modulation format was carried out first in
1960’s by a person name Adam Lender. In intensity Modulation, ‘1’ and ‘0’ represent
the switch on and off of a LASER source. After modulation, the electrical bit stream
converts into optical signal and as a result the amplitude changes. On the contrary, in
Duobinary modulation, there are 3 states of signal levels instead of two which are ‘0’,
‘1’ and ‘2’. Each symbol here is the addition of the current and previous state. If the
current state is assumed to be ‘Kn’ and the previous state to be ‘Kn-1’, the formation
of symbol levels are as follows (table 1) [11-15]:

2.

Table 1: Duobinary Modulation States
Current bit (Kn)
Previous Bit(Kn-1)
State
1
2
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
The bias voltage can easily be changed in order to revalue the three levels to be
1, 0 and -1 instead of 2,1 and 0. The phase difference between the upper level and lower
level is ~π. In a 'Duobinary' modulation format, if R bits are being transmitted per
second, the bandwidth of the signal will be R/2 which is the 'Nyquist Rate' of a
transmission making duo binary format to be bandwidth efficient twice of Non Return
to Zero On-Off Keying (NRZ OOK).
Simulation model
The designs and modeling were both constructed and simulated in the industrial
level software OptSim [16]. 'CW Lorentzian Laser' was used as the optical source with
the Centre Emission Wavelength of ~1550 nm. The power was fixed at ~0 dB. Two
types of optical links were used which are SMF and DCF. For SMF the fiber attenuation
was 0.2 dB per kilometer and the dispersion was fixed at ‘17 ps/nm/km’. Fiber nonlinear coefficient was selected to be ~1.36811 l/w/k. For DCF the dispersion was fixed
at ‘-100ps/nm/km’ and the length was calculated in such a way where the total
dispersion in a transmission to be 0 ps/nm. The EDFA used in the setup had gain of 30
3.
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dB and noise figure (NF) of 5 dB. Figure 1 given below represents the Duobinary
transmitter set-up.
Fifth Order
Bessel Filter

VOA EDFA

Duobinary Precoder
Laser

NRZ

OF

M-Z

O/E EF

BER

T

Figure 1-Transmitter set-up of Duobinary Modulation
3.1 Transmitter and Receiver Complexity
Here, Table 2 indicates the transmitter and receiver set-up elements for our
simulation.
Table 2: Transmitter and Receiver simulation set-up.
Modulation
Transmitter Complexity
Receiver
Format
Complexity
Duobinary
10. (a) 1 Dual Arm Mach Zehnder
1 Photodiode
Modulator (b)Driver Amplifier for each
modulation arm (c)Duobinary filter
3.1.1 Transmitter Link:
EDFA Attenuator

Iteration
Loop

EDFA

WDM

WDM
mux

DeMux

Optical Output

Optical Input
Single Mode
Fibre

Dispersion
Compensating
Fibre

In Line
EDFA

Figure 2.1- Transmission Link
Transmission link comprises with a multiplexer and a Demultiplexer at the
starting and end respectively (Fig. 2.1). In VBS, “Combiner” and “Splitter” had been
used for multiplexer and Demultiplexer respectively. A “Fixed Gain EDFA Booster”
was added after the combiner followed by “SMF” and “DCF”. Inline amplifier was
used to strengthen the signal after fiber span. A post amplifier was included after the
loop followed by the splitter. The gain of all EDFA was fixed at 30db with a noise
figure of 5db. The “Attenuator” was put into the circuit to kill the gain of the “Booster”.
3.1.2 Simulation Set-up
Following figure 2.2 is the 8 channel WDM simulation diagram built in Optsim
for Duobinary modulation in Single Mode Fibre.
Information in a form of random bit of streams was generated by Bit generator
which then went through Pulse Generator to form a square pulse. Next, it was passed
through RZ and NRZ modulation schemes with the carrier laser wave. Thereafter it was
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sent to the fibre optics through WDM and after pre and post amplifying process, the
optical signal would be received by the receiver consisting of a Demultiplxer,
photodiode and filter. Simulation was done in order to test the optical system in Optsim.
After implementing the design parameter, the performance parameter (Eye diagram and
Bit Error Rate- BER) were evaluated to get the impairment parameter and the data was
compared with the published values in order to get the suitable modulation format.

Figure 2.2: Schematic Diagram for 8 Channel WDM Duobinary simulation in SMF
for 40Gb/S bit rate
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3.2 Design Parameters:
Table 3 states the design parameters used in our simulation
Table 3: Simulation parameters descriptions.
Bit Rate
40 Gb/s
Optical Source CW Lorentzian LASER
Total length of SMF was divided into three stages- 90km, 180km
SMF and 270km. Operating Wavelength: 1550nm, Fiber loss: 0.2(db)/km.
Fiber no-linear coefficient ~ 1.36811 1/w/k.
DCF introduces negative dispersion to the fiber in order to make the
total dispersion in a transmission to be 0. ‘-100ps/nm/km’ of
dispersion was introduced to DCF. The calculated length of DCF for
Optica
the compensation of dispersion is described as follows:
DSMF
l Link DCF
Length of SMF(km) =
Dispersion Introduced by DCF
Here, DSMF indicates the total dispersion introduced by SMF
SMF
90 km 180
270
length
km
km
1530
3060
4590
DSMF
ps/nm ps/nm ps/nm
Length 15.3
30.6
45.9
km
km
of DSMF km
EDFA

“Flat Gain” EDFA was used throughout the entire period with a
gain of 30dB. “The Flat Noise Figure” was kept as 5dB.

Modulation format- Duobinary

4.

Results

Spectral Bandwidth (3db): From the above diagram provided by the Optical
Spectral Analyzer, the bandwidth of 'Duobinary' optical spectra was found to be ~40
GHz (3db). In figure 3, the value was expressed in THz.

THz

Figure 3- Optical Spectrum for RZ-OOK (Bit Rate~ 40 Gb/s).
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4.1 Spectral Efficiency:
According to the formula of Spectral Efficiency [17]
𝐵𝑖𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ
40
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝐷𝑢𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦 = Bit/s/Hz ~1 bit/s/Hz
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =

40

4.2 Filter Cut-off frequency:
Receiver filter 3db frequency [17][18][19] = (0.75 x Spectral Bandwidth)
Receiver Filter 3db frequencyDuobinary = (0.75 × Spectral Bandwidth)
= 30 GHz
But it was found that at the cut-off frequency of 28 GHz, the receiver filter was
working properly. This 2 db decrease of the filter bandwidth made 'Duobinary' to be
superior to NRZ in terms of filter bandwidth.

4.3 Bit Error Rate:
4.3.1 4 Channel
BER vs Fibre Length

BER (LOG)
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Channel
0
0
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Figure 4 - BER Values of 4 Channel Duobinary (Bit rate~ 40 Gb/s)
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4.3.2 8 Channel
BER vs Fibre Length
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Figure 5 - BER Values of 8 Channel Duobinary (Bit rate~ 40 Gb/s)
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BER (LOG)

4.3.3 16 Channel
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Figure 6 - BER Values of 16 Channel Duobinary (Bit rate~ 40 Gb/s).
4.4 Eye Diagram Analysis
Y axis- arbitrary unit (a.u.)
X axis- nanoseconds (ns)

BER of 10-5 for 270km
BER of 10-7 for 180km

BER of 10-12 for 90km

Figure 7- Eye diagrams for 16 Channel WDM of Duobinary Modulation Format.
The “Eye Diagram” for 16 channels is provided in figure 6 for each span (Best
Channel). Key thing to notice here that with the increase of fiber length, BER decreased
radically making it unsuitable for long distance transmission. On the other hand, it
showed solid performance with the increasing number of channels. Unlike the previous
two modulation formats, BER did not fall down significantly with the increase of
channel number.
‘Duobinary’ showed outstanding performance in terms of bandwidth reduction.
J. Jhang, A. Yin [20] worked with the same configuration with RZ-OOK and measured
its spectra as 160 GHz. Comparing to RZ-OOK, its optical spectra squeezed to one
fourth of ‘RZ-OOK’. It also had spectral efficiency of approximately ~1bit/s/Hz where
as traditional modulation format “Return to Zero OOK” showed approximately ~0.25
bit/s/Hz with the same configuration [20]. In 4 Channel WDM, while varying the fiber
length, it was interesting to observe that although “Duobinary” started off with solid
performance of BER ~10-21 for 90km, the performance radically fell apart with increase
of fiber span. For 180 km of SMF, the BER of it increased by ~10-11 whereas for 270
km it showed a value of ~ 10-8.Analyzing ‘8 Channel WDM’, in spite of having an
excellent BER of ~10-17 at the beginning, “Duobinary” again fell apart along the way
with the increase of fiber length. For a length of 180km, BER of it increased to 10-9 and
for a length of 270 km, it ended up having a poor BER of ~10-6. Lastly, while
investigating ’16 Channel WDM’, “Duobinary” as usual started with a low BER of ~101004
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(for 90km), with the increase of fiber span it went high dramatically as it ended up
with poor BER of ~10-5. Studying all the cases, “Duobiray” however starting off with
a low BER every time but failed to maintain it and finally ending up having poor BER
as the fiber length increased every time for all the 3 different number of channels.
Therefore, “Duobinary” was decided not to be suitable long haul transmission.
Analyzing the WDM Channel Capacity, it can be concluded that “Duobinary” gave
good performance in terms of “WDM Channel Capacity” as it managed to show low
BER despite of the increase in channel number. Referring to L. Li and A. M.
Mohammadi’s work [20]-[22],traditional modulation format RZ-OOK showed poor
performance in terms WDM for; all the 3 different number of channels as the BER
increased from 10-9 to 10-6 for a channel number of 4 and 16 respectively. However, in
our case, while increasing the fiber span, “Duobinary” fell apart and was no longer able
to provide better BER performance.
5.

Conclusion

To recapitulate, it should be mentioned that the objectives of this experiment
were successfully achieved. The main task was to observe the performance of
Duobinary Modulation for a WDM network with a data rate of ~40 Gb/s. Although
Duobinary showed some outstanding performance in bandwidth reduction, spectral
efficiency and channel capacity; however, the poor performance with an increase of
fiber length was the limitation of it. There are several other ways for the implementation
of Duobinary. Our experiment and results recommends future research on advanced
techniques such as RZ-Duobinary and CSRZ-Duobinary (Carrier suppressed Return to
Zero). This paper also recommends conduct simulation by varying polarization mode
dispersion, refractive index and some other factors which were fixed or deactivated
throughout our research.
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Abstract
Literary evidences have shown that vehicular comfort has been continuously studied
for decades. The study ranges for a variety of vehicles such as cars, trucks and
sometimes motorcycles. A renowned motorcycle ergonomics expert noted that the
characteristics of a comfortable motorcycling riding posture are determined via the: (i)
type of motorcycling activity performed, (ii) motorcycle design, and (iii) human
operator’s body built. However, it is emphasized that a comfortable riding posture is
not necessarily the best option for real world motorcycling. It is strongly suggested that
it is best for a motorcyclist to aim for an optimal riding posture instead. This is because
an optimal riding posture could best suits various types of motorcycling conditions,
challenges and work demand while simultaneously does not sacrifice on comfort.
Henceforth, in considering the complexity given by motorcycling, it is anticipated that
it is inadequate to achieve an optimal riding posture by only considering to the three
aforementioned characteristics noted by the expert. The objective of this study was to
identify the characteristics that define an optimal riding posture for motorcycling.
Literature assessment and non-structured observation were used in identifying the
characteristics, while, survey study was used to validate the findings. The findings show
that there are five (5) characteristics that upon unification would define an optimal
riding posture. The five (5) characteristics are (i) the human operator’s anthropometric
characteristic and body mass, (ii) the motorcycle cockpit designs (the handlebar, seat
and the foot-pegs), (iii) the capability in performing motorcycling duties, (iv) the
overall real world motorcycling comfort over time, and (v) the overall real world
motorcycling safety. Collectively, these five (5) characteristics were named the Optimal
Riding Posture Characteristics (ORPOC) Star. Conclusively, it is recommended that for
motorcycling, it is best to aim for an optimal riding posture. This is because a
comfortable motorcycling riding posture does not necessarily be optimal; yet, an
optimal riding posture is almost always comfortable.
Keywords: Motorcycle, Riding Posture, Ergonomics, Optimal, Comfort
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1. Introduction
1.1 Motorcycle Ergonomics
Motorcycle is a two or three wheeled motor vehicle that is mainly used globally
due to its versatility and being economical. For many years, motorcycle has been the
most preferable, convenient and affordable mode of transport (Sarani et al., 2011). In
term of motorcycle ownership within European countries, Greece ranks the highest with
101 motorcycles per 1000 inhabitants, while, Netherlands ranks about average with 33
motorcycles per 1000 inhabitants while Slovenia has the lowest with 7 motorcycles per
1000 inhabitants (Hagenzieker, 2010). Manan and Várhelyi (2012) noted that
motorization in Asian countries is growing fast and the motorcycle is the dominating
transport mode. The same study further added that the number of motorcycles per
thousand people averaged over several major Asian cities is approximately 196, which
is 7 times the average of the rest of the world. For example, the number of registered
motorcycles in Taiwan comprises 50% of the total number of registered vehicles; in
Thailand it is 63%, in Cambodia 84%, in Vietnam 95%, in Laos 79% and in Indonesia
73%. Malaysia, with a population of more than 27.6 million, is not an exception.
According to The Road Transport Department of Malaysia, the total number of
motorcycles in 2009 was 8,940,230 (47% of all motorised vehicles), which was 5%
more than passenger cars.
Conclusively, these statistics proven that motorcycle is indeed a globally
popular mode of transportation. Even so, in retrospect to research on motorcycle, it was
found that the literature on motorcycle ergonomics is rather lacking. Most vehicle
related ergonomics focused on four-wheeled vehicles – most notably cars, and other
heavy machineries such as busses, tractors and cranes. This study gives a highlight on
motorcycle ergonomics due to the immense opportunity for research and exploration in
this field of study. The objective of this study was to identify the characteristics that
define an optimal riding posture for motorcycling.

1.2 Comfortable vs. Optimal Riding Posture
Chappells and E. Shove (2004) defined comfort as a feeling of contentment, a
sense of cosiness or a state of physical and mental well-being. The study further added
that with considerable implications for indoor environmental management and energy
demand meanings of comfort have changed dramatically over the last century. In
another study, Suzuki (1998) highlighted that riding comfort and other requirements
relating to comfort have become factors as important as safety and speed in evaluating
the characteristics of transport. This is indeed a good argument, since as Kyung and M.
A. Nussbaum (2008a) noted: a low degree of riding comfort (or increase in discomfort)
will speed up the level of muscle fatigue. It is interesting to note that there are several
factors that contribute to riding comfort such as the vibration, noise, temperature,
humidity, seat design, and riding postures. Short- and long-term sitting
comfort/discomfort need to be distinguished (Kyung and M. A. Nussbaum, 2008a).
Sitting discomfort increases over time while sitting comfort tends to remain constant.
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In short, due to the significance made by comfort, this scope of ergonomics has been
continuously studied.
As opposed to the conventional 3 types of riding postures noted by Robertson
and Minter (1996) – which is very closely associated with the one highlighted by Graf
et al., (1995); Ma’arof and Ahmad (2012) introduced 4 types of riding postures via the
Riding Posture Classification (RIPOC) system. Even so, from a general ergonomics
perspective, the motorcycling riding posture could still be treated as sitting posture. A
sitting posture was regarded by Kyung and M. A. Nussbaum (2008b) as potentially
unhealthy working posture and considered as one of the major contributing factors for
several musculoskeletal disorders such as pain in the lower back, neck and shoulder –
and this is the case for a car where a full-back support is available. Therefore, for a
riding posture where the human operator would seat without the availability of a fullback support, the subject of comfort is even more profound.
Stedmon (2010) noted that the characteristics of a comfortable motorcycling
riding posture are determined via: (i) type of motorcycling activity performed (ii) the
motorcycle design, and (iii) human operator’s body built. This study partially agrees
with this statement. However, it is stressed that it is inadequate to achieve an optimal
riding posture by only considering/addressing these three characteristics. Furthermore,
by only aiming at acquiring a comfortable riding posture would result in various
ergonomics issues.
Firstly, the type of motorcycling activity performed. This study suggests that it
is very difficult to relate comfortable riding posture with the type motorcycling activity
performed. This is because, certain type of motorcycling activity could not be
effectively performed in a comfortable riding posture. In the light of this argument, let’s
take a motorcycling activity that involves high speed of travelling and requiring the
need for utmost control over the motorcycle and work (motorcycling duties)
efficiencies as an example. For this type of motorcycling activity, the “RIPOC Type 1”
riding posture (Ma’arof and Ismail, 2012) is arguably the best riding posture. The spinal
flexion practiced aids in streamlining during motion, whilst, the human operator’s
forwarded center of mass and the ability to utilize the whole body at the utmost extent
due to superiority in the range of motion for the upper body and greater leverage for the
lower body facilitates in performing the motorcycling duties. However, in referring to
the literature, this particular riding posture could be labelled as an ergonomically risky
riding posture. The beyond 20 degrees spinal flexion practiced via this riding posture
was the main risk factor that contributes to the highest risk. Chen et al., (2009), Eger et
al., (2008), Okunribido et al., (2007 and 2006), O’Sullivan et al., (2006), Gallagher
(2005), Cho and Yoon (2001); Neuman et al., (2001b), Mehta and Tewari (2000),
Harrison et al., (1999), Magnusson and Pope (1998) and Gustafson-Soderman (1987)
have all emphasized that such postural demands is potentially to results in adverse
health effects to the human operator from high muscular and joint forces and spinal disc
pressure for instances. Telemeterized implants on the spinal column already shows the
average of 48% increment of the resultant implant force for at 15 degree flexion alone
(Rohlmann et al., 2011), while this riding posture is designated with over 20 degree
spinal flexion. Therefore, at beyond the 20 degree mark; the theoretical implant force
at the spinal column would be at 64% (with 3.2% increment with additional 1 degree
flexion). This justifies the hazard experienced by the human operator upon practicing
this riding posture. Henceforth, it is arguably not a comfortable riding posture.
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Therefore, it is very difficult to relate comfortable riding posture with the type of
motorcycling activity performed.
Secondly, is with respect to motorcycle design. This study agrees that
motorcycle design could greatly influence the human operator’s riding posture’s
comfort characteristics. A thick seat with a lumbar support, along with high handlebar
placement (though, not beyond shoulder level) could provide comfort to the human
operator. Indeed, creature comfort is always a plus in motorcycling. However, certain
level of caution needs to be address. Code (2010) stressed that human error will always
be the key factor in the occurrence of motorcycle road accident. Hence, in order to
minimize the occurrence of this type of error, the human operator has to be constantly
at ready and alert during motorcycling. It is greatly anticipated that a too comfortable
riding posture would impede the human operator to be in such physical and
psychological working state due to being at lax. This was the issue highlighted in the
study by Ma’arof et al., (2014) in justifying the need to have certain level of discomforts
during motorcycling in order to ride safely. Henceforth, based on this notion, it is
stressed that it is better to aim for an optimal riding posture instead of only focusing in
reaching extensive comfort during motorcycling.
Finally, with respect to the human operator’s body built. It is completely
undeniable that the human operator’s body built has a major influence in determining
comfort level – suggestively that Stedmon (2010) was referring to the human operator’s
anthropometric characteristics and physical size. Hence, the ‘one size fits all’ is not the
best design principle for motorcycle fabrication. In retrospect to the statement made by
Robertson and Minter (1996), Stedmon (2010) noted that only recently that motorcycle
manufacturers have integrated adjustability into their motorcycle designs. For example,
the 2014 Ducati Monster 1200 series come with adjustability compatibility in term of
ergonomics. Such change in the landscape of motorcycle manufacturing is a great
welcome. However, due to the differences in anthropometric characteristics and
physical built, it is expected to be extremely difficult for the motorcycle manufacturers
to cater adjustability in their motorcycle designs which targeted mainly in reaching
comfort. Therefore, it is suggested that the aim for optimal riding posture is much less
complex instead.
In short, by only aiming to achieve a comfortable riding posture, several
ergonomics issues are foreseen. Thus, it is best to shift the design perspective that aims
towards in achieving an optimal riding posture. The three characteristics highlighted by
Stedmon (2010) in determining a comfortable riding posture are great. However, it is
inadequate to achieve an optimal riding posture by only considering/addressing these
three characteristics. It was believed that there are several other factors that have to be
considered for an optimal riding posture.

2. Research Methodology
The research methodology was divided into: (i) research design, (ii)
establishment methods, and (iii) validation method. The details are as follow:
2.1 Research Design
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Figure 1: Research design
Figure 1 shows the research design for this study. In identifying the
characteristics that define an optimal riding posture, the assessments were performed
from three (3) different perspectives. Accuracy in findings was insured by tackling the
study from three (3) different perspectives. The perspectives were: (i) workstation
design, (ii) human operator, and finally (iii) the work perform.
Firstly, with respect to the workstation design, the workstation is the
motorcycle. The motorcycle as a workstation concept was documented in both
Robertson and Minter (1996) and Robertson et al., (2013). In treating motorcycle as a
workstation, the component assessed were the issue in the diverse motorcycle design.
Motorcycles are manufactured with different designs and engineered with diverse
functionality purposes. Even so, it is anticipated that although the designs may vary,
motorcycles still share common parts that is in direct contact (physical contact or workwise contact) with the human operator. There is the need to address these parts in
identifying the characteristics that define an optimal riding posture. Hence, the
assessments were also made from the perspective of the workstation design.
Secondly, the human operator is the component that completes the motorcycling
ergonomics system. Furthermore, it is the fundamental of ergonomics where the
workstation and work are designed to suits the human operator. This is especially with
respect to the guidelines given by literature in ensuring the workstation and work to
‘fit’ the human operator. Therefore, in identifying the characteristics that define an
optimal riding posture, it was vital to view the issue from the standpoint of the human
operator. The requirements for a human operator to work in a challenging working
environment have to be always taken into account.
Finally, motorcycling presents a complex and special type of vehicular
operation in contrast to other four-wheeled vehicles. Motorcycle is a non-enclosed
vehicle and due to this, the vehicular operation performed (motorcycling duties such as
throttle control and manoeuvring the motorcycle) by the human operator is different.
For example, due to not being enclosed, the human operator has to resist the challenges
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that come from the external environment such as windblast, climate and weather
conditions. Furthermore, due to being a single-line-two-wheeled vehicle, the human
operator has to simultaneously balance themselves independently while manoeuvring
the motorcycle via their whole body – noted as the “Uno-Body Motion” (Ma’arof et al.,
2012). Due to such complex working condition, it is best to identify the characteristics
that define an optimal riding posture from the perspective of motorcycling work. The
requirements for the work to be performed were taken into considerations.
All of these perspectives represent different needs and requirements of
motorcycling with respect to ergonomics. Even so, collectively, these three
perspectives were viewed under the scrutiny of safety. This is because motorcycling
activity is already generally hazardous since the human operator is not operating an
enclosed vehicle and literally exposed to the environment which may possess various
types of threats. Thus, any judgment or recommendations on any ergonomics issue, the
human operator’s safety is always the main priority.
2.2 Establishment Methods
The following were the methods used in identifying the characteristics that define
an optimal riding posture.
2.2.1 Literature Assessment
Literature assessments were made in reviewing studies related to vehicular
comfort/discomforts. Literatures were gathered via Universiti Teknologi MARA
(UiTM) library online database including ScienceDirect, SCOPUS, Scientific.net, and
ergonomics books.
2.2.2 Field Study: Non-structured observation
Given that most of the authors are avid motorcyclists, motorcycling activities were
performed to grasp better appreciation and understanding on the activity. In addition,
minor ethnographic observation was also performed to have better perspective on
motorcycling from the standpoint of the public/non-researcher motorcycling
committee.
2.3 Validation Methods
The following was the method used in validating the findings from method 2.1.
2.3.1 Survey Study
A descriptive survey study was performed. The experimental procedure was also
approved by Ethics Committee of the Research Management Institute (RMI) of the
Universiti Teknologi MARA, Shah Alam, Selangor, Malaysia. The objective of the
questionnaire was to identify the key characteristics that define an optimal riding
posture. The data collection tool was a set of questionnaire specifically developed with
respect to the research objective. By measuring the score level given by the respondents
via the Likert’s scale, the level of significance/importance of the characteristics could
be quantified. The language used for the questionnaire was “Bahasa Melayu”.
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The respondents were a group of male undergraduate students (n = 139) from the
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Universiti Teknologi MARA, Malaysia. All
respondents fulfilled the inclusive criteria. The inclusion criteria for the survey study
are as follow:
i.
Respondents are male student with more than 1 year motorcycling experience
(motorcycle of any engine capacity).
ii. Age between 18 – 25 years old.
iii. The respondents are healthy while answering the questionnaire.
iv.
The respondents have no history of accident or physical trauma in the past one
year.
The survey was performed in a voluntary basis. Prior to answering the
questionnaire, the following were performed:
i.
The respondents were briefed on the nature and answering method of the survey.
ii. The respondents were informed that they could withdraw at any moment with
no penalty and their personal information will be kept confidential.
iii. Upon agreement to participate in the survey study, the respondents were
required to fill the consent form prior to participate in the survey

3. Result
3.1 Identification of Optimal Riding Posture Characteristics

Figure 2: The Optimal Riding Posture Characteristics (ORPOC) Star
From the literature assessment and field study, it was summarized that there are five
(5) characteristics that define an optimal riding posture. These five (5) characteristics
are united as the Optimal Riding Posture Characteristics (ORPOC) Star (see Figure 2).
The five (5) characteristics are:
i.
ii.
iii.

Human operator’s anthropometric characteristic and body mass
Motorcycle cockpit designs (the handlebar, seat and the foot-pegs)
Capability in performing motorcycling duties
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iv.
v.

Overall real world motorcycling comfort over time
Overall real world motorcycling safety

3.2 Validation Result
From the survey study it was seen that, most of the respondents were 23 years old.
The height class of 1.61-1.70m and the weight class of 61-70kg showed the highest
mode with respect to the respondents.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Box and whisker plot of (a) respondents’ motorcycling experience, and (b)
respondents’ frequency of motorcycling per week versus motorcycling
experience
From Figure 3, about 25% (32) of the respondents have up to 4 years of experience
in motorcycling. It was found that the respondents’ frequency of motorcycling per week
showed increment with increasing motorcycling experience. This was already
anticipated since a more experienced motorcyclist would tend to perform motorcycling
activity more frequently.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4: Pie charts showing the result for (a) the importance of comfort during
motorcycling, and (b) the importance of safety during motorcycling
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From Figure 4, the result showed that generally 100% of the respondents agree that
comfort is important for motorcycling activity (76.98% respondents selected ‘very
important’, whilst, the remaining 23.02% selected ‘important’). Almost similarly, with
84.89% and 12.95% of the respondents had selected ‘very important’ and ‘important’,
whilst, only merely above 2% (at 2.16%) chosen ‘neutral’, it is agreed that the element
of safety is generally important for motorcycling. In summary, the respondents were
not divided in the importance of comfort and safety during motorcycling. Interestingly,
that was however not the case for the other characteristics.

Figure 5: Likert’s scale for question on the importance of having a motorcycle that
suits the human operator
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Figure 6: Likert’s scale for question on having a motorcycle that is easy to manoeuvre
and control

Figure 7: Likert’s scale for question on the importance of styles while motorcycling
As shown in Figure 5 on the importance of having a motorcycle that suits the human
operator, it was found that although vast majority the respondents selected ‘important’
and ‘very important’ (46.76% and 43.88%), 7.194% selected ‘neutral’, whilst, 2.158%
chosen ‘not important’. This shows that personal preferences are also a key factor in
motorcycling. Certain motorcyclists who prefer certain types or designs of motorcycle
might not take into consideration on their design ‘fit’ on the motorcycle. Nevertheless,
given that the percentage given by the survey study, it was still concluded that having
a motorcycle that suits the human operator’s physical built and size is generally
important.
Also showing a similar pattern as the question on the importance of having a
motorcycle that suits the human operator (see Figure 5), the respondents seems to be a
little divided in term of having a motorcycle that is easy to manoeuvre and control for
motorcycling (see Figure 6). A majority of 70.50% and 25.18% of the respondents
selected ‘very important’ and ‘important’, whilst, only a 2.878% and 1.439% selected
‘neutral’ and ‘not important’. Nevertheless, it could also be said that this may come
again to personal preferences and based on the survey study it was concluded that
having a motorcycle that is easy to manoeuvre and control is important for
motorcycling.
Finally, only with respect to style during motorcycling that the result was rather
divided (see Figure 7). 22.30%, 17.99%, 13.67% and 10.07% have all selected
‘important’, ‘not important’, ‘very important’ and ‘not important at all’ respectively.
Even so, with the majority of 35.97% stood for ‘neutral’ regarding this issue, it was
concluded that ‘style’ is not a major importance in motorcycling.
4. Discussion
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The aim of this study was to identify the characteristics of an optimal riding posture
for motorcycling. The findings were then validated via a survey study. From the
literature assessment and field study, it was summarized that there are five (5)
characteristics that define an optimal riding posture.
Firstly, is with respect to the human operator’s anthropometric characteristic and
body mass. An optimal riding posture has to take the human operator’s anthropometric
characteristics and body mass into consideration in ‘fitting’ into the workstation (the
motorcycle). This is crucial since these two independent characteristics would
determine the amount of static loading (on the spinal column and body joints) and
muscular activation needed to perform and maintained the riding posture. This is
supported by literature such as Hamilton et al., (2013), Na et al., (2005), Nanthavanij
(1996 and 1994). These literatures emphasized the strong connection between
anthropometric characteristics and body mass with the overall human operator’s
comfort level.
Secondly, is regarding the motorcycle cockpit design. The motorcycle cockpit is
made up of (i) handlebar (along with its components such as the triple clamps and top
yoke), (ii) body (commonly houses the fuel tank), and (iii) seat/seating platform. The
issue with motorcycle cockpit designs is with respect to ergonomically accommodate
the human operator on the workstation (the motorcycle). Furthermore, changes or
modifications are recommended to be performed to better ‘fit’ the human operator in
performing the work (Okunribido et al., 2007, Magnusson and Pope, 1998). The
motorcycle’s cockpit design needs to be considered since it provides the contact point
and platform where the human operator would be positioned to perform the work. Such
workstation design consideration for human operator is strongly highlighted by studies
such as Thariq et al., (2010) and Park et al., (2000).
Thirdly, the capability in performing motorcycling duties is defined as the riding
posture could provide the human operator the capability to effectively, efficiently and
safely perform the complex real world motorcycling duties. This is with respect to
provide the necessary physical range of motion, the advantage of leverage and other
aspects (dependent on the human operator’s personal preferences) that aids in
manoeuvring and controlling the motorcycle. As acknowledged by Codes (2010),
human error will always be the main reason for the occurrence of road accidents
involving motorcyclist. Therefore, having a premise that could minimize the occurrence
of human error during real world motorcycling is absolutely crucial.
Fourthly, the overall real world motorcycling comfort is defined as the capability
of the riding posture to provide a comfortable working condition for the human operator
to perform real world motorcycling activities. This is in the sense that upon practicing
and maintaining the riding posture, the human operator does not experience any
awkwardness and significant physical stress and/or strain. Such awkwardness and
physical stress and/or strain maybe originated from excessive muscular activities and
uneven static loading distributions (e.g. high accumulation of static loading on small
body joints). Another important aspect of motorcycling comfort is for the human
operator to vary the riding posture with time. Duration of time is very crucial in the
development of any work related disorders (Peeters et al., 2013; Brink et al., 2012;
Rohlmann et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2009; Mehta and Tewari, 2000; Magnusson and
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Pope, 1998). Chen et al., (2009) have noted that even for 1 hour of daily motorcycling
could significantly increases the probability of adverse effects on the human operator.
The optimal riding posture would ultimately provide minimal physical and
physiological hazard to the human operator over time (Gallagher, 2005).
Finally, the overall safety reflects a condition where the riding posture could
provide the overall safety to the human operator in performing real world motorcycling
duties. The safety aspects comprise the human operator’s physical, physiological and
psychological well-being. The riding posture could ensure that the human operator
could perform real world motorcycling in a safe and healthy manner in involving all
the Human-Machine-Environment Interface (HMEI) elements.
In short, an optimally riding posture could provide the human operator with a safe
working/motorcycling experience for the human operator with respect to practice and
control the riding posture for longer duration of time in contrast to a non-‘optimally’
riding posture. From the perspective of this study, comfortable does not always
illustrates optimal, yet, optimal is almost always comfortable. Hence, it is best to aim
for an optimal riding posture for motorcycling.
5. Conclusion
Conclusively, there are five (5) characteristics that define an optimal riding posture.
These five (5) characteristics are united as the ORPOC Star. The characteristics are: (i)
the human operator’s anthropometric characteristic and body mass, (ii) the motorcycle
cockpit designs (the handlebar, seat and the foot-pegs), (iii) the capability in performing
motorcycling duties, (iv) the overall real world motorcycling comfort over time, and
(v) the overall real world motorcycling safety. It is strongly recommended that it is best
to aim for an optimal working posture for any types of workstations and works. An
optimal riding posture could best suits various types of motorcycling conditions,
challenges and work demand while simultaneously does not sacrifice on comfort. This
is even more crucial for real world motorcycling where the human operator is exposed
to various hazards.
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Abstract
PP-wood composite has been studied for its reinforcing properties and durability
against humidity compared to conventional wood products, and PP-wood composite
commonly commercialized as green plastic composite as it can be recycled easily by
melting it and remold into a new product. Ethylene-octene copolymer (EOC) addition
into PP improved its impact properties by reducing PP stiffness. In this study, the effect
of adding EOC on mechanical properties into PP-wood composite was investigated.
From the tensile analysis, the increasing of EOC amounts has gradually reduced the
tensile strength of PP-wood composite from 14.57 MPa to 10.59 MPa before
irradiation. However, the increasing of maleic anhydride grafted EOC loading level
from 0.5 phr to 2 phr has decreased the tensile strength of all PP-wood composites
except 1.5 phr.
Keywords: Polypropylene-wood composite, Ethylene-octene copolymer, Maleic
Anhydride.
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1. Introduction
Wood Plastic Composite (WPC) been introduced to the vast market used in
furniture and household application due to its good weathering properties against UV
and ozone inherited from plastic and rigidity from wood. This combination enabled
WPC becomes the choice for applications which required to have plastic durability with
wood surface finishing. In this research, the focus mainly on the study of the ethyleneoctene copolymer (EOC) addition to polypropylene WPC for impact improvement and
followed by crosslinked with electron beam irradiation method to further enhance its
mechanical, thermal and weathering properties while further reduced the cost [1].
Alternatively, Incorporation of natural fiber in thermoplastic such as
polypropylene started gaining the attention of multiple researchers around the globe as
it serves as ability in improving strength and modifying thermal properties of the
original composite. At this moment, the latest cost-effective way in the modification of
polypropylene’s mechanical properties is using renewable resources namely wood fiber,
kenaf, flax, and lignin [2]–[4]. Previous published works gaining positive feedback on
the enhancement of PP natural fiber composite typically on wood PP composite.
Another point of view, incorporation of coupling agent acting as adhesives
between PP and wood fiber somehow exhibited slight improvement in mechanical
properties as it improved the natural incompatibility of the two species and
subsequently enhanced their stress distribution model within the polymer matrix and
fiber. Typical coupling agents like silane, acrylic, and maleic anhydride were used to
overcome the polymer-fiber weak interaction by connecting both species as mutual
bonding with the strength of lower than permanent bonding like covalent formed from
crosslinking process, particularly maleic anhydride became an emerging agent been
used due to its market availability and ease of grafting to thermoplastic for mass
production [5]–[10].
In addition, MA incorporated polymer-natural fiber composite exhibited
positive feedbacks with its excellent reactivity toward both of the PP and wood fiber
by forming a bridge between them, bond formation such as covalent bond and
secondary bonds (Van der Waals force interaction and hydrogen bonds) were observed
by incorporating MA into the composite [11].
On the contrary, EOC acts as an impact modifier and EOC commonly blended
with PP to achieve better processability and desired mechanical properties such as
tensile strength, Young modulus, and impact strength [12]. With its thermoplastic-like
and thermoset-like properties made it a polymer compatibilizer in enhancing PP
elasticity for better crack resistance when used in PP-wood composite due to reinforced
effects from wood fiber. EOC dispersion capability in the polymer matrix made it an
ideal choice to add into PP-wood composite to enhance its impact strength [13].
In this study, the EOC and maleic anhydride grafted ethylene octane (MA-gEOC) used to measure their effects at various level of loadings toward the PP wood
composite. Maleic anhydride grafted polymer functioned as coupling agent had been
characterized by previous researchers eg. [14]–[16].
2. Methodology
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2.1 Materials
Ethylene-octene copolymer was purchased from The Dow Chemical Company
LLC, Engage 8100 (EOC) and Amplify GR 216 (EOC-g-MA) both with a specific
gravity of 0.87 and MFI of 1 g/10 minutes. The polypropylene (PP) was used as
polymer base in this study and it was manufactured by Lotte Titan Chemical, Titanpro
PD943. The purchased PP resin has a specific gravity of 0.91 and MFI of 11 g/10 min.
The wood flour was purchased from System Three wood flour which is filtered fine
sawdust. Wood flour was used as filler in this study.
2.2 Experimental
2.2.1 Samples Preparation
Melt mixing method was utilized to compound the PP-wood composites
according to Table 1 by using Brabender® Mixer 50 EHT GmbH internal mixer. PP
and EOC/MA-g-EOC were firstly melted for 3 minutes and then followed by the
addition of wood flour. The mixture compound was allowed to mix thoroughly for
another 3 minutes. During compounding process, the mixing temperature was set at
170 °C and torque fixed at 60 rpm[17], [18],[19]. This is to maximize the mixing of
polymer with the fiber and avoid losses of wood flour during the process and retard the
possibility wood degradation due to prolonged exposure to the high processing
temperature. The compounded PP-wood composites were hot press into 3 mm thickness
sheet by using a hot press machine at a temperature of 175 oC for 8 min. The pressure
load of the machine was set at 25 tonnes. The 3 mm thick sheets of PP-wood composites
were then cut into required shapes.

Table 1: Experimental Formulations
Sample
PW1502
PW1506
PW1501
PW1512
PW1516
PW1511
PW15A2
PW15A6
PW15A1
PW1522
PW1526
PW1521

Polypropylene

Wood Flour

EOC
0.5 phr

1.0 phr
100 phr

50 phr
1.5 phr

2.0 phr

EOC-g-MA
0.2 phr
0.6 phr
1.0 phr
0.2 phr
0.6 phr
1.0 phr
0.2 phr
0.6 phr
1.0 phr
0.2 phr
0.6 phr
1.0 phr

2.2.2 Tensile test
The 3 mm thick sheet of PP-wood composites were cut into dumbbell shape in
according to ASTM D639 type IV as shown in Fig. 1 and Table 2. The dumbbell-shaped
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specimens were tested using an Instron Tensile Microtester with straining rate of
50mm/min. The width and thickness of each specimen were measured using a vernier
caliper before the testing. The tensile strength, elongation at break and Young’s
modulus were recorded as an average value of 5 specimens.

Figure 1: Label of Section for ASTM D638 Type IV Tensile Specimen[20]
Table 2: Dimensions for ASTM D638 Type IV Tensile Test Specimen [20]
Dimensions (see Drawings)
Type IV
Tolerances
W-Width of narrow section
6
±0.5
L-Length of narrow Section
33
±0.5
WO-Width Overall
19
+ 6.4
LO-Length Overall
115
No max
G-Gage length
25
±0.13
D-Distance between grips
65
±5
R-Radius of fillet
14
±1
RO-Outer Radius
25
±1
T-Thickness
4 or under
-

3. Results and Discussions
3.1 Tensile Strength of Composite
All tensile data collected and tested under constant room temperature at 25 °C
to ensure consistency of result during mechanical testing. Figure 2 illustrates the effect
of loading level of EOC and loading level of maleic anhydride grafted on EOC on the
tensile strength of PP wood composite by varying the concentration of MA-g-EOC at
0.2, 0.6 and 1.0 phr and EOC concentration at 0.5 phr, 1.0 phr, 1.5 phr and 2.0 phr as
tabulated in Table 1.
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Figure 2: Tensile Strength of PP-Wood Composite with Various Loading Levels of
EOC and MA-g-EOC.
From the result of tensile strength, the increasing of EOC loading level was
found to gradually decrease the tensile strength of PP-wood composites. The indicates
that the incorporation of EOC in PP-wood composites has caused an inferior effect on
tensile strength of PP-wood composites. This might be due to the hydrophobic
behaviour of EOC unable to improve the interaction effect between the PP and wood
flour in the polymer matrix. According to the Fig. 2, it was observed that the tensile
strength of all EOC amount added PP-wood composites (except 1.5 phr EOC) was
observed to decrease when the loading level of maleic anhydride grafted on EOC
increased from 0.2 phr to 1 phr. This observation has suggested that increasing of
maleic anhydride amounts grafted on EOC would cause a reduction in tensile strength
as a result of increased EOC species been occupied into the PP matrix caused a
reduction in tensile strength [13]. In addition, adhesion of PP and wood fibre might be
absent due to the natural incompatibility of the two species where PP existed as
hydrophobic species while wood fibre as hydrophilic species, without any polymerfibre binder or compatibilizer, could result in weak or non-existence of interfacial
interaction between the two species, similar result could be found in [19], [21]–[23].
The result showed that EOC contents increased caused a reduction in tensile strength
of the PP wood composite from a high at 14.57 MPa to a low at 10.59 MPa in overall.
Referred to the low loading of EOC at 0.5 phr, changes in tensile strength was
not significantly observed for sample with 0.2 and 0.6 phr MA-g-EOC loading, but
when the loading of MA-g-EOC reached 1 phr caused the sample’s tensile dropped
about 8.5 - 8.9 % compared to the previous loading of MA-g-EOC. This might due to
increasing amount of EOC presence in PP matrix and increased its rubbery phase of the
composite. A similar result was observed at both 1.0 and 2.0 phr loading of EOC might
explain that EOC presence dominated the effect of MA, a coupling agent between
polymer with fiber and downplayed the role of the coupling agent in this three EOC
concentration samples.
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However, a different result was observed for sample with 1.5 phr loading of
EOC where the changes in tensile strength were not significant and gradually constant
across the changes in MA-g-EOC concentration. With a slight increase in tensile for
0.6 phr loading of MA-g-EOC, at this loading of MA might translate in overcoming
shortly the EOC weakening effects toward the tensile strength of the composite. MA
commonly added or grafted to PP-fibre composite for enhancement effect in term of
interfacial interaction between PP and wood or other fiber referred here with previous
studies conducted in [8], [9].
Although as EOC’s concentration increased reduced the tensile strength with an
exception for the composite with 1.5 phr loading of EOC, but the changes are kept at a
minimum with differences in between 0.2 to 0.3 MPa according to the result obtained.
This might due to crystal arrangement changes by the presence of EOC in the matrix.
From the result, it was suggested that incorporation of EOC into the PP matrix affects
tensile strength rather than Young’s modulus of the composite, this might cause by the
weak adhesion between wood particles and EOC due to the incompatibility of the two
species [9].
Apart from that, tensile strength weakening effects induced by incorporation of
wood fiber that distorted the PP matrix creating low interfacial interaction in the matrix
phase induced lower tensile strength, as the ratio of PP to wood was kept at 2:1 across
all the formulations. 50 phr loading of wood flour as used in this study might create
chances for slip in PP matrix phase consequently caused mechanical failure at lower
stress applied [24]. At 2.0 phr loading of EOC, saw a consistent reduction in tensile
strength with the increase in MA-g-EOC loading into the composite suggested that
higher EOC loading caused loss in tensile strength from 11.9 MPa to 10.59 MPa.
3.2 Young’s Modulus
The Young’s modulus of the composite trending behaves differently compared
to tensile strength for EOC increment in composition as showed in Fig. 3.

Young's Modulus, MPa

450
400
350

0.2 phr loading of EOC-g-MA

300

0.6 phr loading of EOC-g-MA

250

1.0 phr loading of EOC-g-MA
200
150
0.5

1

1.5

2

Loading of EOC in phr

Figure 3: Young’s Modulus of PP-Wood Composite with Various Loading of EOC
and MA-g-EOC before Electron Beam Irradiation
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At 0.5 phr loading of EOC and 0.6 phr loading of MA-g-EOC, Young’s
modulus increased to 412 MPa from 308 MPa, which behaved opposite compared to
tensile strength behavior in previous section. From the result of Young’s modulus
reflected that higher modulus produced by the 0.6 phr MA-g-EOC loaded samples
except 2 phr EOC loaded sample, this result suggested that MA-g-EOC loading at 0.6
phr created better rigidity compared to the rest, while lost in tensile strength does not
caused lost in modulus in huge margin.
Similar trending was observed across the result for the composite with 0.6 phr
of MA-g-EOC loaded sample showed an increased peak from the bar chart in Fig. 3.
This suggested that with 0.6 phr of EOC-g-MA effectively reduced the composite
percent elongation might suggest that the composite is much stiffer than its counterpart.
Thus, incorporation of MA-g-EOC at 0.6 phr into PP-wood composite made the
composite become more rigid and less elastic compared to other except for 2.0 phr EOC
loaded composite. However, further investigation after electron beam irradiation should
result in better elongation of the specimen and better elasticity compared to the nonirradiated samples as referred to the previous study in [17], [13], [12], [25], [26].
From the trending for 0.6 phr MA-g-EOC loaded sample demonstrated constant
dropping in modulus across the EOC loading increment from 0.5 to 2 phr loading.
Decrease in modulus trending showed that EOC increases started to distort the PP-EOC
matrix as the two species was not miscible to each other in the sense of interaction
importance when compared.
3.3 Elongation at Break
From the result of tensile strength and Young’s modulus above, both revealed
an opposite trend. Percent elongation at break for PP-wood composite with various
loading of EOC and MA-g-EOC result were obtained and plotted in bar chart Fig. 4
below for comparison.

Percent Elongation at Break, %

5
4.8
4.6

4.4
4.2
4

0.2 phr loading of EOC-g-MA

3.8

0.6 phr loading of EOC-g-MA

3.6

1.0 phr loading of EOC-g-MA

3.4
3.2
3
0.5

1

1.5

2

Loading of EOC in phr

Figure 4: Percent Elongation at Break of PP-Wood Composite with Various Loading
of EOC and MA-g-EOC before Electron Beam Irradiation
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The percent elongation at break in overall view demonstrated that each
formulation possessed different trending compared to both tensile and modulus result
above. At low loading of EOC gives better elongation result compared to the other EOC
loading, possibly due to complexity in compact PP-wood composite as the loading was
much lower compared to other study with high loading of EOC and low loading of fiber
done in [9].
Referred to Fig. 4, samples with 0.2 phr loading of MA-g-EOC overall
demonstrated a consistent dropped in elongation as EOC loading increased from 0.5 to
2 phr. The result revealed that EOC presence across this PP-wood composite caused
the composite to elasticity loss and low tensile, might induced by the EOC in PP matrix
does not interact well by weak interfacial interaction. As described by [26], interfacial
interaction of composite between PP-EOC, PP-EOC-MA-g-EOC, PP-wood, EOCwood and MA-g-EOC-PP-wood is important in forming bonding to ensure mechanical
properties does not degrade or weaken when forming a composite. Such weak
interfacial interaction destructed the composite resistance against stress and hardly
comparable with other composite which is adhered perfectly. Due to absence of electron
beam modifications and low loading of MA presence in composite (< 0.5 wt %),
adhesion between PP and wood, and EOC hardly achieve and created different phase
within the composite’s microstructure.
By comparing the 0.6 phr MA-g-EOC loaded samples demonstrated better
trending in term of increasing in elongation percent at break from 0.5 to 1.5 phr loading
of EOC in PP-wood composite. As described and observed in previous result of tensile
strength and modulus, the result obtained for 0.6 phr MA-g-EOC loaded sample tends
to perform better comparing to 0.2 and 1 phr MA-g-EOC loading samples. However,
the improvement in percent elongation result observed was not significantly changed
as compared to the weakening effect of other loading.
However, comparing the sample of 1 phr MA-g-EOC loaded with various
loading of EOC revealed a fluctuation in percent elongation at break value when
compared. This phenomenon might cause by the inconsistency in stress distribution
when EOC concentration increased in PP matrix while MA effects remained less
prevalent toward the mechanical properties. Further explanation on this, lack of
effective bonding formation within the polymer matrix could be result in poor
elongation while caused failure when excessive stress been applied to the composite
and comparable to previous study in [27], [15].

4. Conclusion
In this study, it found that the increased in EOC loading level has reduced the
tensile strength of PP-wood composites where at 0.5 phr loading of EOC with tensile
strength of 14.57 MPa dropped to a low of 10.59 MPa at 2.0 phr of EOC loading. This
also indicated that Ma-g-EOC does not have prominent effect at this low concentration
in adhering wood fiber with PP. In other hand, Young’s modulus which demonstrated
an opposite result compared to tensile properties in which 0.6 phr of Ma-g-EOC
possessed better result compared to other loading of Ma-g-EOC resulted in better
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rigidity and less elastic. Further investigation on electron beam irradiation effects on
the composite could reflect in enhancement in both tensile strength and interaction
between wood and PP. While the percent elongation at break result the best at 0.5 phr
EOC loading with 0.2 phr MA-g-EOC loaded PP-wood composite. In following work
in study using electron beam irradiation might improve the mechanical properties
discussed above which does not irradiated as reported by previous researchers.
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Abstract
1.
A two-dimensional numerical investigation was conducted to determine the
effect of a modified gurney flap configuration on S823 and S822 airfoils (from the
NREL airfoil families). The device used consists of a ﬂap (ﬂat plate) on the order of 13% of the airfoil chord in length, oriented perpendicular to the chord line and located
on the pressure side at 96%c from the leading edge, whilst the remaining 4%c was
eliminated similarly to the structure of blunt trailing edge airfoils, for the purpose of
drag reduction and structure stability. The ﬂow ﬁeld around the airfoil was numerically
predicted using the commercial package ANSYS Fluent 15.0, an incompressible
Navier—Stokes solver, and the two-equation turbulence model k – ε at different
Reynolds numbers. The numerical results show that the ﬂaps increase the airfoil lift
coefficient and slightly decrease the drag coefficient. The obtained data also show that
flaps with high length increase the drag significantly. It was found that using a ﬂap
length of 2%c at angles of attack ranging from 4 to 6 increases the lift to drag ratio to
reach its maximum value (increases by 97% and the lift coefficient by 138%).
Keywords: Numerical investigation, airfoil, Gurney flap, blunt airfoil.
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1. Introduction
Flow control is a major, rapidly evolving field of fluid dynamics. It implies a
small change of a configuration serving an ideally large engineering benefit, like drag
reduction and lift increase. This benefit could really affect the aerodynamic
performance of airfoils used in different aerodynamic devices.
Gurney flap is a passive control method (does not require adding energy)
consisting of a small tab located at the trailing edge of the airfoil [1]. The device
provides a significant increase in lift with a small drag penalty for tab lengths less than
3%c.
Liebeck [1] stated that racing car tests conducted by Dan Gurney showed that
when the flap was installed on the rear wing, the vehicle had increased turning speeds.
The increased cornering speeds were attributed to the increased downward force
applied by the rear wing. It was also noticed, that increasing the flap size above 2% of
the wing chord length noticeably increased the drag, even though there was a continuing
increase in downward force.
Myose et. al [2] conducted low speed wind tunnel tests on NACA 0011 airfoil
with Gurney flap heights ranging from 1% to 4% of the chord. They noticed that
Gurney flap increases the upper surface suction and lower surface pressure thereby
resulting in lift increment. They also reported increase in nose-down pitching moment
due to Gurney flap. The wake velocity profiles plotted by them indicate downward
turning of the flow behind the airfoil due to presence of Gurney flap. They concluded
that Gurney flap works by increasing the effective camber of airfoil.
Jang et al [3] conducted a two-dimensional numerical investigation to
determine the effect of a Gurney flap on a NACA 4412 airfoil. The flow field around
the airfoil was numerically predicted using INS2D, and the one-equation turbulence
model of Baldwin and Barth. Six Gurney flap sizes between 0.5% and 3.0% of the
airfoil chord were studied. The results showed that Gurney flaps increase the airfoil
lift coefficient with only a slight increase in drag coefficient. It also showed that the
use of a 1.5% chord length Gurney flap increases the airfoil lift coefficient by 0.3 and
decreases the angle of attack required to obtain a given lift coefficient by 3°.
Baker et al [4] preformed wind tunnel experimentation and Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes simulations to analyze simple, static trailing-edge devices applied to an
FB-3500-1750 blunt airfoil. The drag reduction devices investigated include splitter
plates, base cavities, and offset cavities, splitter plate lengths between 50% and 150%
of the trailing-edge thickness and plate angles (+ 10°). Drag reductions on the order of
up to 50% were achieved with the addition of a splitter plate, but caused drastic changes
to lift, primarily due to the method of device implementation.
This study tests a combined configuration between blunt airfoils and gurney
flaps. It involves removing the trailing part of the airfoil downstream the flap, which is
perpendicular to the chord line. The length to be removed is 4%c and the flap to be
studied is 1%c wide. The primary objective is to study the Navier-Stokes analysis of
the flow past NREL’s S822 and S823 airfoils with this flap configuration of different
heights using Ansys’s CFD Fluent 15 and to compare the results obtained against clean
airfoil configuration results. IT also aim to select the flap length and the range of angle
𝐶
of attacks, AoAs that give the maximum lift to drag ratio, 𝑙⁄𝐶 .
𝑑
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This configuration (shown in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) is expected to minimize
the drag penalty accompanied with gurney flaps while addressing the need for thick
airfoil sections necessary to meet the structural and volume requirements of various
aerodynamic systems [4].

Figure 116. Trailing edge flow structure of the airfoil with the Gurney flap

Figure 117. A 3D view of a the blade section equipped with the flap

Figure 118. The airfoil equipped with flap1
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Figure 119 The airfoil equipped with flap2

Figure 120 The airfoil equipped with flap3
2. Governing Equations
The system of equations known as the Navier–Stokes equations takes account of
the full three-dimensional, viscous nature of fluid motion and is equally valid in laminar
and turbulent flows.
The equation of continuity expresses the principle of conversation of matter. The
differential form of the equation is obtained by considering the flow into and out of an
elementary control volume. For the rectangular Cartesian coordinate system, with
coordinates x, y, z measured relative to a stationary frame of reference, and
corresponding velocity components u, v and w the continuity equation is:
δρ

+
δt

δ(ρu)
δx

+

δ(ρv)
δy

+

δ(ρw)
δz

=0

(1)

where ρ is the fluid density.
The x, y and z components of the momentum equation are obtained by applying
Newton’s second law to an elementary volume of fluid. The resulting three equations
for the rectangular Cartesian coordinate system are:
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δ(ρu)
δt
δ

+

δ(ρu2 )
δx

δu

δy

+

δt
δ

δx

[μ (δz +

δ(ρw)
δt
δ

δy

δv

δ(ρv2 )

δv

+

δ(ρuw)

+

δP

δw

δ

δu

2 δu

δv

= ρX − δx + δx [μ (2 δx − 3 (δx + δy +

δz

δ

+

δw
δy

δw
δz

))] +

δu

δ(ρvu)
δy

+

δ

δ(ρvw)
δz
δu

(2)
δP

δ

δv

2 δu

δv

= ρY − δy + δy [μ (2 δy − 3 (δx + δy +

δw
δz

))] +

δv

)] + δx [μ (δy + δx)]

δ(ρw2 )

δw

δx

δ(ρuv)

[μ (δy + δx)] + δz [μ ( δx + δz )]

δ(ρv)

δz

+

δx

+

δ(ρwu)

δu

δy
δ

+

δ(ρwv)
δz

δv

[μ ( δx + δz )] + δy [μ (δz +

δP

δ

δw

2 δu

δv

= ρZ − δz + δz [μ (2 δz − 3 (δx + δy +

δw
δy

(3)

)]

δw
δz

))] +
(4)

Equations (2-4) in which the symbols x, y, z represent the components of a body force,
were first derived, independently, by Sir George Stokes and the French engineer, Louis
Navier in 1822, and consequently the equations are known collectively as the Navier–
Stokes equations[5].
𝒌 − 𝜺 Turbulence model
The model used in this study is the turbulence model 𝒌 − 𝜺 , which uses the
following two equations, one for turbulent kinetic energy, 𝒌 and the other for the
dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy, :
δ(ρk)
δt
δ(ρε)
δt

μ

+ div(ρkU) = div [σ t grad k] + 2μt Eij . Eij − ρε

(5)

k

μ

ε

+ div(ρεU) = div [σt grad ε] + C1ε k 2μt Eij . Eij − C2ε ρε
ε

ε2
k

(6)

where μt is the eddy viscosity,
k2

μt = ρ Cμ ε
where σk ,Eij ,C1ε ,C2ε ,Cμ , σε are dimensionless constants.

(7)

3. Methodology
In this numerical study, an incompressible Navier—Stokes solver and the turbulent
model 𝒌 − 𝜺 were used to calculate the flow field around the airfoil. The meshing type
used in this simulation is a 2D, C-type grid. The meshing software used was ANSYS
ICEM. The first step in the meshing process is to import the curves that constitute the
bottom and top airfoil surfaces. The curves are made up from a set of points.
The computational domain is a C-type far filed expanding 12 chord lengths from
the airfoil in all directions as shown in Figure 6 and 7. The domain consists of four
edges, a curved edge in front of the airfoil leading edge, top and bottom edges that are
parallel to the airfoil chord line, and a vertical edge to the rear of the airfoil trailing
edge. A fluid surface overlaps the airfoil curves created in between the domain edges
[6].
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Figure 121. Far- field mesh

Figure 122. Near airfoil mesh
4. Results and Discussions
The wind turbine used in this study is designed by Ashraf [7]. The turbine rotor
blade consists of seven sections, the sections are made of airfoils S822 and S823, with
seven different Re numbers (shown in Table 1). To determine the flap effect along the
blade, the flow around each section was studied separately for various angles of attack,
AoAs.
The flaps have heights of 1%c, 2%c, and 3%c, located at the airfoil trailing edge. The
calculations were performed applying the k-ε turbulence model.
Table 1. Re number for each case
Case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Re
160000
70000
60000
65000
45000
40000
20000

1038

Airfoil
S823
S823
S823
S822
S822
S822
S822
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4.1 Experimental Validation
The wind tunnel experimental results of the S822 clean airfoil at Re=100 000
obtained by Somers [8] were compared against numerical results (Figures 8 and 9), to
validate the turbulent model selection and the mesh accuracy, the lift and drag
coefficients were taken as comparison parameters.
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Figure 123. Lift coefficient experimental and
numerical results

exp

Figure 124. Drag coefficient experimental
and numerical results3

The difference between the two results arises from the fact that the numerical study was
executed with a 2D model, while the experimental with a 3D model.
The performance assessment of gurney flaps in each case was done by comparing the
following parameters:
a. The main aerodynamic coefficients (lift ( 𝐶𝑙 ), drag ( 𝐶𝑑 ) and lift to drag ratio
𝐶
( 𝑙⁄𝐶 )).
𝑑
b. Pressure distribution.
c. Coefficient of friction.
These parameters are presented in comparison between the three flaps and the clean
airfoil.
4.2 Aerodynamic Coefficients
Figures 10 to 16 show lift coefficient for airfoil S823 and S822 with different sizes
of gurney flaps at various angles of attack. In general, for a given angle of attack, 𝐶𝑙
increases as long as the height of the gurney flap increases.
According to Liebeck [1], the drag of airfoils equipped with Gurney flaps is higher than
the drag of clean airfoils. Figures 17 to 23 show similar behavior to results obtained by
Liebeck at low AoAs. On the contrary, at higher AoAs flaps of 1%c and 2%c heights
produce less drag when compared to clean airfoil. This decrease in drag is due to the
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fact that blunt airfoils delay separation at low Re numbers [9], opposed to high Re, as
blunt airfoils generate more drag [10]. It was also noticed that for a particular angle of
attack 𝐶𝑑 increases as the flap height increases (the flap with 3%c height produces more
drag penalty than the flap with height of 2%c). At low AoAs, It was noticed that the
drag of flap 1%c is higher than that of the clean airfoil, this changes at AoAs above 6
degree as the drag of the flap drops below the clean airfoil’s drag.
𝐶
These changes in lift and drag are translated into 𝑙⁄𝐶 (Figures 24 to 30). Although
𝑑
flap 3%c has the maximum lift values, flap 2%c was found to have the maximum value
𝐶
of 𝑙⁄𝐶 , this is mainly attributed to the high drag values that flap 3%c generate. For
𝑑
this reason lift to drag ratio is considered as one of the most vital parameters in assessing
the performance of aerodynamic devices.
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Abstract
Linear motors are being used in different application with a huge popularity in the use
of transport industry. With the invention of maglev trains and other high speed trains,
linear motors are being used for the translation and braking applications for these
systems. However, a huge drawback for the linear motor design is the cogging force,
low thrust values, and voltage ripples. This paper aims to study the force analysis with
change in taper/teeth width of the motor stator and mover to understand the best teeth
ratio to obtain a high flux density and a high thrust. The analysis is conducted through
JMAG software and it is found that the optimum teeth ratio for both the stator and
mover gives an increase of 94.4% increases compared to the 0.5mm stator and mover
width.
Keywords: Linear Reluctance Motor, Taper, Teeth, Force
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1. Introduction
Electric motors are devices that convert the electrical energy to magnetic energy
and ultimately into mechanical energy. Electromagnetism is the basis of motor
operation in order to produce the magnetic forces required for production of rotational
or linear motion[1]. As one of the fastest growing industries, electrical motor
manufacturing represents a major industry worldwide, where electric motor driven
systems account for approximately 45% of total global electricity consumption and is
expected to rise to 13,360 terawatt hour (TWh) by 2030[2].
Recent developments in the industry have brought forth linear machines that
provides mechanical translation without intermediate gears, screws or crank shafts. In
a linear motor either the moving or stationary member must extend over the entire range
of motion of the moving member[3]. The motion occurs because of the electromagnetic
force developed in the actuator. All types of motor configurations and topologies can
be produced in the linear fashion, i.e. dc, induction, synchronous and reluctance[4].
Linear electric machines are associated with long linear progressive motion, such as
transportation and other similar applications.
The most prominent application of linear motors is the utilization of these
motors in transport systems, specifically railway system in the use of train thrust and in
braking [5]. Linear reluctance motors are popularly used in electrodynamic braking of
high speed trains. These brakes operate on the principle of converting the traction
motors of the train to a generator that convert the kinetic energy of the train into
electrical power [6].
To overcome the problem of adhesion between the wheel tread and the rail, the
braking force in electromagnetic brakes are achieved through strong magnetic forces
that are induced with large electromagnets attached to the vehicle over the top of the
rails [7]. In Electromagnetic rail brakes, the frictional forces are produced between the
electromagnets and the rail [8]. If the electromagnetic fields generate eddy currents in
the rails, creating forces acting in the opposite direction of the movement of the train,
it is a linear eddy current brake system.
However, these brake systems are still susceptible to the cogging effects of the
permanent magnets due to the magnetic retention, which greatly reduces the efficiency
of the motor [9]. A linear reluctance motor that does not utilize permanent magnets
have been introduced, thus minimizing the cogging force and decreasing the weight of
the linear motor. The objective of this paper is to study the different teeth ratios of the
linear reluctance motor and to propose a ratio for the best thrust/force characteristic.
2. Literature Review
Linear Electric Machines are in general three-phase machines fed through
power electronic controllers and taking advantage of regenerative electric braking for
fast, robust, and precise thrust, speed, or position control. The topology of a linear
switched reluctance motor is similar to that of a stepping motor with variable reluctance
platen. In addition, it is equipped with position sensors [10]. The turn-on and turn-off
instant of the input current is synchronized with the position of the moving part. The
thrust is very sensitive to the turn-on and turn-off instant. In these type of motors, the
rotor tends to move to a position where the inductance of the excited winding is
maximized or the reluctance is minimized.
In the case of a linear stepping or linear switched reluctance motor, the speed υ
of the moving part is as in Equation (1).
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𝑣 = 𝑣𝑠 = 𝑓𝑠𝑤 𝜏

(1)

Where 𝑓𝑠𝑤 is the fundamental switching frequency in one armature phase
winding and τ is the pole pitch of the reaction rail. For a rotary stepping or switched
reluctance motor 𝑓𝑠𝑤 = 2𝑝𝑟 𝑛 where 2𝑝𝑟 is the number of rotor poles and n is rotational
speed in rev/s. The fundamental energy conversion equation for linear electric machines
is as in Equation (2).
𝐹𝑥̇ = 𝑣𝑖

(2)

Where 𝐹 is mechanical force (N), 𝑥̇ is mechanical velocity (m/s), 𝑣 is the
Voltage (V), and 𝑖 is current (A). It is assumed that 𝐹 and 𝑥̇ are in the same direction.
Numerous studies have been conducted into increasing the thrust of these linear motors
such as, [11] where slots are used to decrease harmonic components of the thrust force.
These slots can be in the form of skewed or fractional slot [12]. This allows the analysis
of rated performance calculation and effects such as cogging torque, ripple torque,
back-emf form prediction. Analysis which combines the orthogonal optimization
algorithm for tooth shifting and pole shifting of a double-sided slotted permanent
magnet synchronous linear motor are carried out in [13].

This study achieves a model with a suppressed thrust ripple which in turn
increased the efficiency. A 9-pole 10-slot structure of a short primary permanent
magnet LSM is proposed in N. Bataar et.al, which is focused on reducing the cogging
force through detent force minimization by optimizing the length of armature core and
shape of the exterior teeth simultaneously by using (1+lambda) evolution strategy
coupled with response surface method using multi-quadric radial basis function [14].
Other studies are focused on establishing a platform for the analysis and test of
characteristics such as thrust ripples and detent force of the permanent magnet linear
motor [15]. It is predicted that thrust ripples are generated by the distortion of the stator
flux linkage distribution, reluctance force due to the relative position between the mover
and stator, Y. Zhu et.al, aims to rectify this through the utilization of predictive control
algorithm [16], which will result in the minimization of the voltage ripple by high
precision control. The same result is obtained through moving node techniques in
research conducted by Ki-Chae et.al [17].
Linear Motor Systems which has electromechanical multi-parameter, and
strong coupling is difficult to control. W. Ai et.al proposes an analysis of relative
weights of various factors for thrust fluctuations in permanent magnet LM [18], using
the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process to reduce these fluctuations in the thrust. It can be
seen through these research that the cogging force deteriorates the performance and
even excite the mechanical resonance thus decreasing the efficiency and also the life
span of the motor [19]. This paper will look into the teeth size variation for obtaining
the highest force in the mover and the stator of the linear motor [20]. The paper will
first outline the method of analysis and then propose the results of the study, finally
discussing the results and propose a ratio for the best stator and mover teeth gap for a
linear reluctance motor based on the results of the study.
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3. Methodology
The main structure of the linear reluctance motor studied in this paper consists
of three basic structures; the stator, which is the stationary nonmoving part, the mover,
which consists the coil and is the linear translation component. Figure 1 below shows
the arrangement of the structure.

Stator

Mover
Coil

Figure 1: The Linear Reluctance Motor.

The parameter that is to be studied is the teeth gap of both the stator and mover
to show which is the best ratio of teeth width gap for obtaining the highest thrust from
the linear motor. Figure 2 below shows the parameter to be studied while figure 3 gives
an in depth analysis for obtaining the ratio.
Twm

Lm

Lc

Wc

Wm

Tws

Ws

Ls
Figure 2: Parameter to be studied

Tss

Tws

H
Figure 3: Teeth ratio

As seen from figure 3, the total pole width of the motor is to be kept constant at
4mm therefore, the teeth gap for the stator is denoted in equation 3.
𝐻𝑠 = 𝑇𝑠𝑠 + 𝑇𝑤𝑠
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Where, 𝐻𝑠 is the total width of the pole and 𝑇𝑠𝑠 is the gap where the tooth
protrudes and 𝑇𝑤𝑠 is the dip in the teeth. The parameter 𝑇𝑤𝑠 is then changed while
keeping 𝐻𝑠 constant.
The same parameter for the mover teeth are also varied to obtain the best ratio
for the teeth and the combination of the ratio of the teeth in both stator and mover to
obtain the highest thrust.
The dimensions of the stator and mover are summarized in Table 1 below:
Table 1: Parameter List
Parameter
Length of stator
Width of stator
Teeth height of stator
Length of mover
Width of mover
Teeth height of mover
Length of coil
Width of coil
Number of turns in coil
Resistance of coil

𝑳𝒔
𝑾𝒔
𝑳𝒎
𝑾𝒎
𝑳𝒄
𝑾𝒄

(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
Ω

Value
96
18
2
48
28
2
14
18
330
4.6

The simulations are run on FEM software JMAG. The parameters used for the
coil is 330 turns with a total resistance of 4.6Ω. The material, and circuit parameters
are kept constant for the whole analysis. A total of 49 simulations are carried out with
different combinations of 𝑇𝑤𝑠 and 𝑇𝑤𝑚
4. Results and Discussion
The analysis was run using JMAG software, in order to obtain the flux lines,
magnetic flux density, absolute force of translations and other parameters. For this
study the force in Y direction of the motor is considered, since increase in the force
shows the decrease in cogging force which shows an increase in the efficiency of motor.
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Figure 4: Analysis of the taper width of stator and mover based on absolute force

As seen in figure 4, an increase in the teeth width of both the stator and the
mover, increases the absolute force to a certain point, however further increase shows
a decrease in the force that is generated. This can be seen in all of the stator teeth width
measurements from 0.5𝑇𝑤𝑠 to 3.5𝑇𝑤𝑠 . The force in Y direction of 0.5𝑇𝑤𝑠 increases from
24N to 63N at 2.5𝑇𝑤𝑠 and then decreases to 52N at 3.5𝑇𝑤𝑠 . This effect is better
illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Change in Force with Change in Teeth Width

As seen the force increases with an increase in the teeth gap showing that that
the magnetic flux density increases. This is because as the teeth gap 𝑇𝑤𝑠 increases the,
extruded part of the teeth which is the 𝑇𝑠𝑠 decreases, since total teeth width 𝐻𝑠 is kept
constant. This decrease in 𝑇𝑠𝑠 decreases the surface area of extrusion, thus forcing the
magnetic flux to be concentrated, increasing the density and hence increasing the force.
However, a further increase of the gap from 3.0 𝑇𝑤𝑠 decreases the force since the
extruded part of the teeth 𝑇𝑠𝑠 , is too small and the magnetic flux leaks from the teeth
gap as shown in figure 6. This leakage decreases the density of the magnetic flux thus
decreasing the force of the motor.
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Figure 6: Leakage of magnetic flux

The same effect can be seen for the mover teeth width Twm , for which the
force increases from 47N at 3.5 𝑇𝑤𝑚 to 52N at 3.0 𝑇𝑤𝑚 and then decreases to 19N at
0.5𝑇𝑤𝑚 at a constant stator teeth width of 3.5 𝑇𝑤𝑠 . Based on these results it is best to
identify which ratio of teeth width for both the stator and the mover provides the highest
force, thus increasing the efficiency of the motor. The highest force obtained for each
stator width is illustrated in figure 7.

Figure 7: Maximum force for each stator width.

As shown by the curve in figure 7, the highest absolute force for the motor
design is at 463N which is achieved at 2.5𝑇𝑤𝑠 . The graph also shows that the best teeth
width for the mover is at 3.0 𝑇𝑤𝑚 , since all of the maximum force for the stator is
achieved at this teeth width. However, motor design should also take into consideration
the manufacturing process and the materials required. The 2.5mm teeth width is better
since this will decrease the material costs for the motor production. The flux density for
this size is also the best since there the distribution is more uniform and the motor shows
areas of lower flux concentration which shows that continuous operation of the motor
will not result in excessive heat buildup in the body which will result in a lower life
span for the motor. The comparison of the flux density for the motor is shown in figure
8.
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(a) Flux density at
1.5Tws at 3.0Twm

(b) Flux density at
2.5Tws at 3.0Twm

Figure 8: Flux Distribution for 1.5 𝑇𝑤𝑠 and 2.5 𝑇𝑤𝑠

Based on these results it can be seen that the best stator tooth width is 2.5mm
for 𝑇𝑤𝑠 and the mover teeth width is 3.0mm for 𝑇𝑤𝑚 . Both of these ratios provide an
increase in 94.4% force compared to 0.5mm for both the stator and mover, and a 25.4%
increase compared to 3.5 mm teeth width for both the stator and mover.

5. Conclusion
Linear motors are used for different applications and is gaining popularity in the
transport industry mainly in railway systems. The main disadvantage of the current
motor types is the cogging force by the use of permanent magnets, and voltage ripple
which decreases the thrust force of the linear motor. This study aims to analyse the
effects of the linear reluctance motor’s taper width of both the stator and mover to
identify the best ratio of teeth gap to obtain the highest force values.
The analysis was done through the software JMAG, by changing the parameters
of the teeth gap while keeping the other parameters such as motor dimensions, materials,
circuit, coil resistance and number of turns constant. The teeth gap of stator 𝑇𝑤𝑠 and
mover 𝑇𝑤𝑚 is changed to obtain the results.
As seen from the analysis the best results for the teeth gap can be found at 2.5𝑇𝑤𝑠
and 3.0 𝑇𝑤𝑚 which gives an increase of in 94.4% force compared to 0.5mm for both
which is the lowest teeth width that both the stator and mover can achieve.
Further analysis and studies can be conducted by changing the teeth shape and
obtaining the optimum teeth shape for increased thrust, decrease in cogging force, and
higher efficiency.
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Abstract
Ecotourism is widely recognized for its positive impacts to the environment.
Ecotourism is defined as nature-based tourist experiences, which visitors travel to
regions for the purpose of appreciating their natural beauty, relaxation and being
harmonious with Mother Nature. Ecotourism probably had its foundations in the ethics
of conservation, which can help maintain what’s left of nature and fosters
environmental education. Employing the sustainable energy, paying more attention to
the natural resources and developing existing natural resources will have a direct impact
to healthier sustainable environment for the inhabitant. If not all, most of the ecotourism
sites are located in the remote area in which to utilize electrical energy from the normal
grid is difficult or very costly. On the irony, utilizing the conventional non-renewable
energy have negative effect and ruins the ecotourism sites. Therefore, utilizing Hybrid
Photovoltaic Thermal (PVT) systems is a fit alternative energy source to serve the
limited energy demands of ecotourists sites. The amount of the energy production
depends on the visitors’ capacity of the site. Since the rural area enjoys the cheap and
large field, it is easier to plan and assemble the PVT systems to suffice the needed
energy. In this research the sustainability of local environment along with the
sustainable usage of energy were considered. This paper presents the sustainable energy
usage of tourism in Malaysia and aims to address the impact of sustainable and nonsustainable on the rural area of ecotourism. This paper also addresses some of the
emission, carbon reduction and climate change issues that the world is expected to meet
soon.
Keywords: Ecotourism, Sustainable, Environmental Impacts, Hybrid, Sustainable
energy
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1. Introduction
Tourism is a potential matter in environmental, social and economic levels of many
government agendas. Government sees tourism as a tool of development giving priority
to protect the environments and traditions with minimum negative impacts [1]. Malaysia
being the major attraction for the tourist destination in this part of the world enjoys a
bigger share of tourist in the entire year [2]. Among the tourism, ecotourism is one of the
rapid growing movements in the worldwide tourism industry. Ecotourism is a method of
unconventional tourism that aims to achieve economic gain locally by development
through natural resource protection. The environment has an inherent value which
prevails its value as a tourism asset. Ecotourism relays to the quality of the environment
which must be carefully safeguarded from the effect of the activity and type of energy
utilizations in its vicinity. The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
defined ecotourism as “environmentally responsible travel and visitation to relatively
undisturbed natural areas in order to enjoy and appreciate nature (and any accompany in
cultural features-both past and present) that promotes conservation, has low negative
visitor impact and provides for beneficially active socioeconomic involvement of local
populations”[3]. World Commission on Environment and Development define
sustainable as “Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” [4]. The above definition
implies that the important aspect of the definition is to appreciate and protect the nature
at the same time an instrument for conservation and sustainable development. In order
to comply with the above definition and guard the nature, the source of energy usage must
be carefully considered and prohibit the usage of any source of energy which produces
environmentally hazard gasses such as carbon dioxide (CO2), carbon monoxide (CO),
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and phosgene (PO4).
Renewable energy resource such as sun is an extremely important part of generating
energy needed in the natural rural area since Sun is the most abundance, sustainable and
exist everywhere without any cost. It aims to assist in the reduction of the emission of
greenhouse gases which are produced by non-renewable energy sources such as fossil
fuel. However, the newly designed hybrid PVT systems can produce both electrical
energy and the same time high thermal energy. Since the heat accumulated on the PV
reduces the PV efficiency, the removal of the large amount of thermal energy from the
PV not only help to maintain the PV electrical efficiency but also to serve as the useful
thermal energy needed in the rural area. The aims of this paper is to investigate
environmental impacts of energy source usage in relation to ecotourism and focuses on
environmental impact of the energy source usage on ecotourism in Malaysia.

1.1 Ecotourism in Malaysia
Malaysia is an exceptional country in terms of its tourist attractions and rich natural
resources. The utmost important characteristics of the country are its ethical and cultural
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diversity, ecotourism attractions, and diverse natural resources. The Belum Temengor
Forest Complex is reputed to be more than 130 million years old. This is the oldest in
the world, and even older than the Amazon forest and Congo basin. Ten top attractions
for Malaysian ecotourism which have outstanding natural assets and present
opportunities for local people to involve in ecotourism development are shown in table
1in rough order of priority [5].

Table1. Ten Top Attractions for Malaysian Ecotourism and their Natural Assets [5].
No. Place
Natural assets
1
Lower Kinabatangan River, Sabah
Proboscis monkeys, river, wildlife
2
Wang Kelian, Perlis
Limestone, caves and forest
3
Kenong Forest Park, Pahang
Elephants, caves, streams
4
Belum / Temenggor, Perak
Wildlife, forest and lake
5
GunungStong, Kelantan
Mountain,waterfall, rockfaces
6
Ulu Muda, Kedah
Forest, lake and sandstone
7
TasikBera, Pahang
Lake, culture, fish
8
Hose Mountains, Sarawak
Forest, trekking, birdwatching
9
TasikKenyir\, Terengganu
Lake, boating, trekking, fishing
10 PulauKuku, Johor
Mangroves, wildlife, seafood
1.2 Environmental impact of ecotourism
Ecotourism differs from conventional tourism because it mainly concerns the
perceptions and values of individuals which influenced a great portion appreciation of
environment. Therefore, it reduced the scale of exploitation of these natural resources
[6]. In comparison to other type of tourism, manners, such as the proper management
of waste at the sites and recycling are stressed in ecotourism. Ecotourism is specific in
nature and it impacts the environment as well as the changes in people’s attitudes in a
positive sense. Hence, it is distinguished from other tourism forms owing to its natural
area surroundings [7]. On the other hand, sustainable ecotourism objective is to address
the needs of to sustain the visited environments, help to educate the local communities in
regards to their natural surrounding and to preserve the virginity of the nature [8].
However, the impact of the tourism on the destination could be negative. Among the
negative impact is the generating Carbon dioxide (CO2) which is produced by using nonrenewable energy source such as fossil fuel.
1.3 Carbon dioxide (CO2) damage
Carbon emissions, most particularly CO2, are part of a group of gases that harmfully
impact the quality of our air and raise the greenhouse effect. Real world activities such
as energy consumption, waste disposal and transportation contribute towards carbon
footprint as these activities contribute towards CO2 Ecological Footprint is a common
baseline for Carbon Footprint - emission of gases contributing to climate change,
associated with human production or consumption activities. In a rural tourism setting,
all service providers to tourists may contribute to the deterioration of the environment in
the course of their tourism activities. When consumption (operational practices and
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activities of tourists) supersedes carbon offset initiatives, mitigation approaches are
needed [9].
1.4 Carbon Offset Plan
In order to have an effective offset plan, the true measures are vital to evaluate proper
offset methods.
A carbon tax on aviation fuel would particularly affect long-haul flights, because of high
emissions, and short-haul flights and the emission during take-off and landing
[10].Taxation should be in accordance with the amount of pollution they generate and
use the fund to reverse the pollution by implanting trees, promote a healthier
environment, promote sustainable energy, and other forms of contribution to the Mother
Nature on the location sites. The plan should be able to calculate the carbon emission for
all the activities and offer offset price that is tied to a chosen project before the payment
method is determined. The mentioned process is shown in the Figure 1.

Calculate
emission for
each activity

Offer offset
price/option

Choose project
to offset

Payment
method

Figure 1:Offset carbon mission plan [9].
It is recommended that the vehicle operates on the site will be battery operated and the
energy for using to recharge battery comes from the PVT source. The usage of renewable
energy source without proper plan hinder and cause limitation on the growth of the area.
The limitation in any aspect prevents growth in any form and manner such as financial
impact on the local residence as well as on a national level and impact on the development
of natural resources. The fund generated from the tourists can help the local community’s
living standard, physical, economic and social environments of destinations which solely
depend on the quantity and the quality of the ecotourists. There are several ways to
minimize the limitations for ecotourism. One approach is to plan for the usage of
sustainable energy in place of the pollution sources energy such as fossil fuels that is nonrenewable, hazardous and unnatural phenomenon in the earth's atmosphere like Global
warming. Most clean, natural and renewable energy comes either directly or indirectly
from the Sun. Therefore, the best answer that could be uttered out lies in the Sun. The
Sun stands as a reliable renewable source of energy.
1.4 Energy Demands at the ecotourists Site
As the number of ecotourists increases the energy demand proportionally will increase as
well. The PVT systems can be used to supply the demands and replaces the existing
fossil fuel energy. The eco sites normally located in the rural areas and are not
comfortable to transfer the energy from the normal conventional source via grid to these
areas. Besides, the conventional method is not in line with the concept of ecotourism and
in fact is hazardous to the Mother Nature which will ruins the eco-system. The fit
alternative method is the solar energy. The solar energy is present everywhere, renewable,
the most abundant, free and environmentally friendly [11]. Solar energy can cover a
significant percentage of tourism infrastructures. The PVT systems can cover both heat
demand and electrical demand. The proposed systems include a PV array, enhanced solar
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collectors, solar charger for optimized energy harvesting, and a converter-inverter
module to supply ac and dc electrical energy. The PVT systems deliver both electrical
energy to suffice the electrical energy need while the thermal system produces thermal
energy which can heat water to be used for shower, pool or to be used in radiator to warm
the rooms and offices. The application of PVT systems in the industry is suggested as a
reliable solution for a wider use of solar energy systems [12]. Globally the usage of
sustainable and renewable energy source has been increased. Figure 2 shows the
renewable energy consumption by region in the word.

Mto
Figure 2: Renewable energy consumption by region, year 1996 – 2016 vs. Million tonnes
oil equivalent (Mtoe) [13].
The graph shows the exponential increase of renewable energy consumption in different
continent. This is in favour of the natural area and better sustain the eco system from
ecological effect caused by CO2 which is generated by producing energy from nonrenewable energy fossil fuel. Implementing PVT systems in rural area will boost the total
renewable energy consumption of Malaysia which in turn help the ecological and sustain
the ecotourists area. Generating 1kW electrical energy by PV system producing 150 kWh
each month prevents 75 kg of fossil fuel from being extracted. It avoids 150 kg of CO2
from entering the atmosphere and keeps 473 L of water from being consumed [14].
Figure 3 shows Malaysia energy consumption for the past 26 years. The graph shows a
steady increase on the yearly energy consumption of Malaysia. This trend is alarming to
the ecological system which put more pressure to use alternative method to nonrenewable energy source to protect ecological infrastructure.
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Figure 3: Malaysian energy consumption, year 1996 – 2016 vs. million tonnes oil
equivalent (Mtoe) [13].
2. Energy Requirement at the Ecotourists Site
It is highly important and critical to calculate and analyse the energy required for the
ecotourism sites.
Malaysia being a tropical country average sun insolation ranges about 4.8 kWh/m2/day –
5.8 kWh/m2/day. Photovoltaic (PV) system is well recognized and widely utilized to
convert the solar radiation to electric energy. The normal factor influence the energy
management is the active energy utilization (KWh), the reactive energy consumption
(KVARh) and the peak demand (KW). Conventionally the utility system put their effort
on the reduction of KWh consumption and on addressing the required reactive energy to
improvise the power factor [15]. Nadarajan and Aravind [2] use the below procedure for
the demand analysis and the net KW demand.
Let the contracted power be (PC), the maximum demand be (PD) the power used in
excess (PE) computed as
𝑃𝐸 = 𝑃𝐶 − 𝑃𝐷
𝑃𝐷 = 𝑃𝐷𝑚 𝑥 𝐾𝐷

(1)
(2)

where PDm is the actual peak demand value from the maximum demand meter and KD
is the demand factor.
The penalty by the supplier to the utility is computed as:
𝑃𝑃 = (𝑃𝐶 − 𝑃𝐷) 𝑥 𝐾𝑃

(3)

where KP is the penalty factor. Therefore the actual KW value (PA) computed is given
by
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𝑃𝐴 = [(𝑃𝐶 − 𝑃𝐷) 𝑥 𝐾𝑃] + [𝑃𝐷𝑚 𝑥 𝐾𝐷]

(4)

2.1 Energy production by utilizing PV

W/m2

The generation of electrical energy solely relies on the solar radiation, the total surface
area of the PV being utilized and the efficiency of the PV itself. Figure 4 shows annual
average solar radiation energy for different city in Malaysia.

Figure 4: Aannual average sun radiation energy watt (W/m2) for different city
in Malaysia [16].
Figure 4 above shows that for every square meter (1m2) of PV produces 1900 W of energy
per hour in Kota Kinabalu, compared to only 1571 W/h in Kuala Lumpur; assuming
100% solar cell efficiency. The electrical energy (Watt) obtained can be calculate from
equation (5).
𝐾𝑊ℎ = 𝐻 𝑥 𝐺 𝑥 𝜂 𝑥 𝑆

(5)

Where H is the total hours of sun light, G is the sun radiation (W/m2), 𝜂 is the efficiency
of PV module and S is the total surface area of the PV. Using equation (5) a solar panel
with efficiency of 15% only produces 285 Wh in Kota Kinabalu and 235 Wh in Kuala
Lumpur. With 5 hours of total solar radiation per day, and with an installation of 10 m2 of
solar PV can produce 1.425 kWh in Kota Kinabalu, and 1.178 kWh in Kuala Lumpur
daily [16]. Table 2 shows the estimated total electrical power generation by different PV
surface area coverage with the efficiency of 15% for a full day assuming 5 hours of full
solar radiation without cloud. The table was generated based on the equation (5) and the
yearly average solar radiation on each location.
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Table 2. Electrical Energy generated by the PV for one day for
different PV surface area in different locations in Malaysia .
Locations
(10 m2)
(50 m2)
(200 m2) (500 m2) (1000
in Malaysia KWh/Da KWh/Da KWh/Da KWh/Da m2)
y
y
y
y
KWh/Da
y
Kota
14.25
71.25
285.00
712.50
1425.00
Kinabalu
Bayan
13.58
67.88
271.50
678.75
1357.50
Lepass
Georgetow
13.35
66.75
267.00
667.50
1335.00
n
Ipoh
13.05
65.25
261.00
652.50
1305.00
Kota Baru
12.83
64.13
256.50
641.25
1282.50
Johor Baru 12.23
61.13
244.50
611.25
1222.50
Kuantan
12.00
60.00
240.00
600.00
1200.00
Seremban
11.78
58.88
235.50
588.75
1177.50
Bangi
11.10
55.50
222.00
555.00
1110.00
Kuching
10.95
54.75
219.00
547.50
1095.00

(5000
m2)
KWh/Da
y
7125.00
6787.50
6675.00
6525.00
6412.50
6112.50
6000.00
5887.50
5550.00
5475.00

The electrical and thermal efficiencies of the PVT systems are independent of location.
However, the solar radiation and also, to a lesser extent, ambient conditions such as
temperature and wind speed will strongly influence the total energy generation. The
electrical and thus thermal efficiencies are considered to vary in the ranges 18.0–15.3%
and 60–50%, respectively, for operating temperatures between 25 Cº and 85 Cº [17].
With the thermal efficiency given above the total energy of the PVT systems can be
higher than given calculated value. For a PV module in air, the total convective energy
(q conv ) exchange from a module surface is shown in Equation (6).
𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 = ℎ𝑐 . 𝐴. (𝑇𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 )

(6)

where hc is the convective heat transfer coefﬁcient, A is the surface area of the PV
module, Tmodule is the temperature of the module and Tambient is the ambient
temperature surrounding the systems [18].
3. Modelling Framework and Methodology
3.1 PVT Hybrid Systems Design
PVT hybrid systems consisted of two main parts, electrical system and thermal system.
The PV module conventionally produces electrical energy while the thermal unit
produces thermal energy. The electrical system consisted of PV module, charge
controller, battery, convertor and invertor for ac and dc voltage usage. The thermal system
consisted of aluminium plate, heatsinks, thermal container, thermal transfer fluid, heat
exchanger, thermal storage tank and pump. The control unit regulate the speed and
operation of pump based on the temperature difference of thermal fluid in the thermal
container and the water in the thermal storage tank. The proposed entire structure of the
hybrid PVT systems is shown in Figure 5.
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Sun

Inlet

PVT
Aluminium Plate

Heatsink
Thermal
Container

Outlet

Battery

Coolant in the
Thermal container

Charger Control

Electricity

Thermal
StorageTank

Inverter

Pump

DC Load
Heat exchanger

AC Load

Figure 5: Photovoltaic Thermal Hybrid PVT Systems.
3.2 Systems Configurations
The designed hybrid PVT systems consisted PV module, aluminum plate, heatsinks and
thermal container. The aluminum plate is directly attached below the PV module via
thermal glue to absorb the thermal energy from the PV module. The heatsinks are welded
on the bottom layer of the aluminum plate to further remove the heat from the aluminum
plate. The thermal container is made of acrylic which holds coolant. The coolant used as
the transfer medium. The assembled unit is placed inside a thermal container, which the
unit sat on the top of the thermal container. The heatsinks also fit inside the container
which is immersed in the coolant. Each layer of the Hybrid PVT systems is shown in
Figure 6.
Q Solar Input
PV Cells
Aluminium Plate
Heatsink

QElec.
Electrical
conversion

QPV
QAl
QHs

Aluminimum
surface (QAl)
welded with
heat sink (QHS)

QFl

Coolant Exchange
(QFl)

Acrylic Enclosure

(a) Phase layered system setup

PV base radiations
(QPV)

(b) Stage changing
topology

Figure 6: Hybrid PVT Systems with thermal container [19].
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4. Conclusion
It is evident that ecotourism has positive impacts on the environment and economy
of the local and the country as whole. The development of ecotourism can support
both in preservation and conservation and of the environment at the destination while
the negative effect cannot be ignored. The negative effect of ecotourism mostly comes
from creating CO2 by using fossil fuel energy source. However, there are advanced
technologies and designs available for hybrid PVT systems to meet the specific
demands and characteristics of the tourism facilities. In order to develop the harness
and the abundant amount of solar energy radiation by PVT, the systems with the
hybrid controller is suggested. In order to effectively examine the sustainable
development of the tourism destination in Malaysia a system to assess sustainability
from the integrated perspective need to be in placed in order to evaluate the existing
effect of the energy source usage.
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4.3 Pressure Distribution
The pressure distribution around the airfoils is shown in Figure 31 and 32 below.
It’s clearly seen that flaps have the ability to increase pressure significantly in the
pressure side and slightly in the suction side around the flap, which substantially boost
the lift.
On the other hand, it is noticed that increasing the flap size above 2% of the wing chord
length noticeably increases the drag making it impractical to use.
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Figure 32. Pressure distribution with a gurney flap of height=3%c at AoA=5°

4.4 Separation
Velocity vectors are illustrated in Figures 30 and 31 below; which describe the
velocity magnitude and direction of the flow at AoA 10°, at this angle separation is
clearly visible, hence the comparison between the two cases of clean airfoil and airfoils
equipped with flaps can be easily made. Here it is clear that the boundary layer
separation zone developed (Figure 33) on the suction side is delayed when the gurney
flap is deployed (Figure 34). The separation is caused by the adverse pressure gradient,
in other words the increase of fluid pressure in the flow direction. This increment
decelerates the flow as the kinetic energy decreases which subsequently raise drag.
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Figure 33. Velocity vectors without gurney flap at AoA=10°

Figure 34. Velocity vectors with gurney flap of height=3%c at AoA= 10°

4.5 Friction Coefficient

The friction coefficient values around the airfoil give a more precise indicator to the
position where separation occurs than velocity vectors do. Figure 35 shows that when
no flap is deployed, the adverse pressure gradient becomes large and separation
develops at a distance equal 70%c from the leading edge, which is the distance where
shear stress reaches zero. On the other hand, it is obviously seen that there is no
boundary layer separation in the cases where flaps are used and as a result the pressure
drag decreases.
From Figures 17 to 23 it can be seen that drag values decrease as Re number increases,
for example, at Re=160 000 the 𝐶𝑑 values at different AoAs are lower than those of
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Re=70 000. This decrease is due to the fact that the high Reynolds values prevent
separation from occurrence.
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Figure 35. Change in 𝑪𝒇 with relative chord with/without a gurney flap at
AoA=10°

5. Conclusion
The 2D numerical investigation on airfoils S822 and S823 with gurney flaps was
conducted using ANSYS’s FLUENT 15 and turbulence model k-ε at seven different
Reynolds numbers. The numerical results showed with the flap extended, the wing
generates more lift at all AoAs below stall (It has reached 138% in some cases). It was
remarked that a slight decrease in Cd in flap length 1%c due to separation delay, and
slightly increases in flap length 2%c, yet increases noticeably at higher lengths. Also
𝐶
flap lengths of 3%c and higher are inefficient due to the very low values of 𝑙⁄𝐶 ratio.
𝑑
The reason behind the increase of 𝐶𝑙 and 𝐶𝑑 is the pressure rise in the pressure side
around the flap area. It was found that the best operating range of AoAs for S822 and
S823 equipped with flap is 4 to 6 degrees. Also K-ε turbulence model failed to simulate
flows at AoAs over 15° due to the high turbulent flows and vortices created around the
airfoil [11].
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Abstract
This paper is written to reflect liberatory pedagogy as a relevant pedagogy to be used
in link with engineering education and sustainable development. Critical pedagogy is
introduced in terms of its historical origin in educational approaches with regards to its
operating paradigm and its intended outcome for education. Its influences as a new
pedagogy for engineering education is discussed to iterate the importance of its
pedagogical approach for the development of our diverse engineering education young
aspirants. It is further discussed in alignment with the values proposed for Education
for Sustainable Development and its potential significance for Engineering Education
for Sustainable Development (EESD). Its application to specifically, design education
is explored through deconstructing of engineering student narratives to place
understanding of power and privilege in learning settings which educators could
consider critical pedagogy as a potential pedagogy to address posing of problems
within the praxis. The use of liberatory pedagogy for design education would allow us
to understand how current assumptions on learning outcomes for design education can
be interpreted as simple minded and fails to represent the complexity of construction
which informs certain low tech community design projects. This in turn, undermines
other knowledge forms, knowledge content and views which are dismissed in its
importance amidst expertise and technical knowledge which are seen as that which is
valid. This paper attempts to show from liberatory constructivists’ perspective how
such undermining results in dictating a fixed image of the engineer as the expert but
not one who learns among the other learning selves within the lived experience.
Keywords: Liberatory pedagogy, critical pedagogy, design education, engineering
education, engineering education for sustainable development
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1. Introduction
Engineering education and sustainable development (SD) are linked by many
pedagogies which has brought possibilities for development of young engineers to
acknowledge the agenda as imperative for engineering and society in the future. These
pedagogies have been highlighted in its benefit in bringing understanding of concepts,
practice and values in relation to SD which stems from the educational efforts within
Educational research undertaken particularly, from Environmental Education and
Education for Sustainable Development (ESD)[1]–[3]. University curricula for
engineering has contributed to the development as well, framed under the Engineering
Education for Sustainable Development initiative following the Barcelona Declaration
and the Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (2005-2014) for
implementation of educational programs in link with SD [4], [5].
In terms of engineering education, incorporation of sustainability within the
curriculum has led to exploration of relevant module to discuss sustainability as well
as unsustainability as that which needs to be addressed particularly for professional
development[4]. Within engineering education, design education has received specific
attention in its potential to be a constructive activity for the application of highly
cognitive skills for learning of design[4], [6]–[8]. A trend of changes to design
education is noted within the literature which emphasizes on embracing of
multidisciplinary towards transdisciplinary approaches which involves a more
comprehensive approaches towards understanding of problems solving particularly the
problems raised as affecting human well-being and environment[9]–[11].
On the other hand, as SD becomes understood as development practices which
involves problem solving and decision making which are multidimensional, diverse
and complex. This is due to involvement of people, culture and environment,
pedagogies which are in support of transformative approaches are seen as relevant with
critical implementation of ESD[2], [12], [13]. Transformative approaches are
approaches which deals with changing of perspectives, particularly relevant with
regards to understanding how people, culture and environment interact in resulting
sustainability and unsustainability and our changing roles in addressing them. One area
of such transformation is working across discipline, being transgressive towards
addressing of complexity in problem solving[14]. Such transformation is detailed by
many literature seeking transdisciplinary imagination as a way to build our capacity
towards addressing complex problems in a collective[15], [16]. Transdisciplinary
initiatives would require us to open our design space in a synergistic approach in which
we could understand how we could understand contributing as part to the fresh new
‘whole’. With relevance to engineering design education, bringing design into the
societal domain with the current mainstream construction for such transdisciplinary
endeavours may be problematic in terms of the ideals and mechanistic pathways of
simplified education we prescribe to.
Reflection of such critical experiences within engineering education brings test
to assumption that educational process which are constructed can be neutral, performed
in positivic tradition of achieving outcomes as conceptualized without understanding
society. A pedagogy which can support critical study of educational implementations
for the students is critical pedagogy, aimed at deconstructing power and priviledges
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within the narratives which inform the learning process and become dominating
pathways which eliminates others and their knowledge[17], [18].
This paper aims to construct the liberatory pedagogy as concept, its origin as
well as its worth to problematize current prevailing ideology for design education for
EESD. It hopes to address the needed changes to bring possibilities for engineering
students to take active roles in society with understanding of power and privileges
which leads to oppression and unsustainability.
2. What is liberatory pedagogy?
Liberatory pedagogy or critical pedagogy was introduced by Paulo Friere
through his seminal work, Pedagogy of the Oppressed[12], [19]–[21]. It is thus, a
teaching approach inspired by his work as well as other radical philosophies in effort
to help students question and challenge posited "domination" and to undermine the
beliefs and practices that are alleged to dominate. Given these premises, it becomes an
approach to help students achieve "critical consciousness." which relates to critical
thinking in reflexivity of their social and cultural positions amidst current professional
roles[22].
In this tradition the educator channels efforts towards directing the learners to
‘question ideologies and practices considered oppressive (including those at school),
and encourage "liberatory" collective and individual responses to the actual conditions
of their own lives’
Within the classroom setting, students learning begins to critically study the
process in which they can begin to view that a practice in society deeply problematic.
For example, in the way we perceive aboriginal groups as incompetent, unruly and
uncivilized or women as incapable of technicalities or provide significant idea in equal
to men. Upon presenting these views, they attempt to change the perceived oppression
through constructive methods which allows them to act in direction of a collective
response, in respect of those who have been oppressed by the system.
Liberatory pedagogy has been explored mainly through the post formal
educational thinking which champions education which emancipates the thinking of
the unrepresented. This includes gender, religion, Eastern culture as well different
abilities in challenged individuals which remain unaddressed in a education system
which is mainly colonial, western, abled and male oriented[17], [18], [23].
Within engineering education, it remains rare although recent call from the
engineering education research has highlighted the need to look in specific towards
critical experiences in learning[24], [25]. Given the attention, certain perspectives
through liberatory pedagogy has been explored. Using femisnism in a objectivised,
Western,male oriented subject such as thermodynamics is an eye opener towards use
of the pedagogy in representing meaningful engineering education for women [17],
[23].Although, the author, Riley notes the ongoing nature of this process of
understanding critical pedagogy, she denotes through her experience the changing of
her power relationship as student faciltator than the lecturer and how she directs the
class in the form of dialogue as opposed to controlling the class. The use of introducing
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sustainable technologies not only from the Western male society but also the Eastern
as well as from women inventors such as the bain -marie (double boiler) which has
failed to be mentioned in most thermodynamic courses[17].
Within sustainable development, such dialogue oriented platforms have been
identified as pertinent in bringing a more democratic and inclusive approach to
education[20], [26]. Dialogues are important communicative platforms in which we
could address our differences constructively and reflexively in effort to build a
collective response[27]–[29]. Critical pedagogy aims at providing such dialogue
oriented platforms within the curriculum that is usually diversified and currently,
globalised. As a critical approach, it allows educators to bring changes in building
collective response in addressing issues found problematic in society particularly
sustainability which is informed both socially and culturally in an overlap with
environment[22].
The following section will depict how critical pedagogy could be explored
within the context of design education for engineers and sustainable development.
3. Liberatory Pedagogy for Design
Design education is an important element of the education of engineers which has link
to development of expertise as well as identity as designers[30]. Through design
education, they learn the trajectory of responding to client requirement and explore the
meaning of client-designer relationship through team work of a number of students in
a team.[6], [7] However, with regards to SD and education which works on building of
capacity to address complex problems, incorporation of more comprehensive
approaches towards inquiry of problems are used. This includes multidisciplinary,
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary approaches which are implemented towards
transforming the disciplinary mindset, working away from silos towards a transgressive
mindset of crossing boundaries in view of the common problem which affects the
interest of various parties [11], [31], [32].
However, mainstream design education for sustainable development continues to
promote a neutral perspective to a product oriented design learning process even for
projects intended for a social or environmental need of communities. This process in
turn creates unhealthy power relationship [12], [18] between student and potential
community of address as well as cognitive dissonance [27] with regards to the outcome
which are reduced to a product which is not aligned to complex intersubjective
experience [22] of learning about people, space and technology through design and the
issues of unsustainability.
Engineering design is a process of proceeding from problem defining based on the
problems identified or explained by the client towards problem solving in the form of
producing technical solution [30]. As education, it does not allow us to understand
intersubjectivity of the experience which involves people, space and technology. The
values considered within the objectives of the process is depicted as static references
to a social or environmental problem which may seems to correspond to a social need
or environmental need. These values are not considered in a way which allows us to
understand our views as intervening designers with the intention that our act of
designing a physical product may solve a social or environmental problem in the living.
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As students who enters the intersubjective realm of complex relationships to a social
and environmental problem, it does not allow us to see ourselves as emerging learning
selves. The outcome which become simplified, reduced to a product that either satisfies
the requirements of client or create a niche technology suggesting a technical
perspective to a much more complex, multidimensional problem.
Student experience within involves projection of language which shows no reflexivity
of priviledge and power within the conversation which will obstruct the potential for
these projects to reflect a partnership with community that they are addressing.
Within a project for the aboriginal community that was intended for providing access
to clean water, discussion with educator reveals his views with dialogue entry from the
educator. Students within this project have been able to conceptualise a rain water
harvesting project proposal to provide access of water. However, when discussing
questions to be asked to villagers on the details on the living of the aborigin and how
the project would intervene with their lifestyle, this conversation was noted
Educator : With regards to the project, we are going to visit the kampung (village) for
you to talk to the villagers. Before we proceed, I would like to know what do you know
about our Orang Asli (aborigin)?
Student

:

They are uneducated, and live in uncivilized manner.

Educator

:

Why do you think so?

Student

:

living in the poor

Showing a disapproving body language (They don’t have much
facilities around them. Therefore, they are fine with
way)

Educator

:

What about the rest, what do you think?

Student

:

(Silent a while)... They don’t have much knowledge

Educator
forest?

:

Do you need more knowledge to live here or to live within the

Student

:

Silent….wondering...showing facial expressions reflecting the
irrelevance of the question

The depiction of conversation above is an insight to into the conversations between an
educator involved in constructing education linking designing to sustainable
development and engineering design students working on a project for the aboriginals.
The conversation depicts the thinking of engineering student who is unaware of his
views coming from a priviledged background to understand the difficult sociohistorical
conditions of the aboriginal which results in a discriminatory stance against the
aboriginals they are intending to design for. The educator questioning is intended to
reflect on the educational practice which incorporates the aboriginals as clients
requiring a solution for clean water provision As the current design pedagogy only
requires input of problem definition without understanding sociohistoric conditions and
its impact towards community deriving solutions put the engineering students in an
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unhealthy relationship towards building of partnership between the community they
work for and themselves.
The aboriginal living conditions around the world have become a focus particularly
within sustainable development agenda where these communities are fighting back for
their priviledge towards an education that does not marginalise and access to their
deprived land. Within Malaysia, the aboriginal community condition has become a
political focus in the recent within the National Transformational Plan. The aboriginals
living conditions have become focus particularly with regards to their education as
dignified native citizens of Malaysia who have been marginalized by the current
mainstream education [33]. The lack of access to resources like water resulting in a
socio environmental problem is also reflected within their community. The aboriginals
identification with these resources through their lifestyle such as catching fish and
diving reflects a closer relationship but have been limited due to development of the
mountains and hills where these resources are found. Despite having profound
knowledge of the forest, their conditions which in turn has led them to reservation lands
has made it difficult to access of water and fulfilled, dignified living.
Our position as designers are to be considered in terms of understanding of our power
relationships when working with these communities. In partnership, a designer is
sharing his or her knowledge and in turn is informed of other kind of knowledge within
a process of collective inquiry [15]. Our lending of expertise is among others who also
contribute content through personal experiences, mutual place based experience as well
as holistic knowledge such as art and indigenous technology [15]. We also recognizes
our knowledge among others in a synoptic process which in turns builds the bigger
picture, the picture of the whole in relevance to a collective response to a condition of
unsustainability[15].
The use of liberative pedagogy within this context would challenge the mainstream
design education which simplifies the design process as that which involves
technicalities as outcome. Liberative pedagogues help students to pose questions in
view of the domination of practices that does not permit learning in a critical and
reflexive way. The use of liberative pedagogy in design would involve reflexive process
of the intersubjective experience in understanding knowledge of the people in
informing the unsustainability in the living. For example, understanding of the wells
and streams used by the aboriginals to gain water and their introspective experience of
how it might be changing and affecting their lives. With regards to access to clean water,
with the knowledge shared, we might be able to decide if the critical condition is to be
solved with what kind of social environmental intervention. For example, do we have
a problem of water availability or water treatment which provide a more socially robust
knowledge from our understanding informed of socio-environmental knowledge as
well as technical knowledge.
Liberative pedagogy could also help to build our understanding on the emerging our
new,learning selves from the intersubjective process of being affected by the situation
resulting in an empathic stance instead of technicality. Other than our technical selves,
our social and cultural roles which emerges as a result of the interaction between people,
technology and space results in a more compassionate engineers who values learning
as part of the development process. Vare and Scott [34] emphasizes such outcomes in
their reference within ESD as that which helps towards building of our capacity to deal
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with unsustainability, in reference towards learning as the main component of
sustainable development. McKenzie [35] relates to the intersubjectivity as a critical
pathway towards participation for social action, a bottoms up approach rather than the
top down technological implementation approach. With relevance to these perspectives
is Ekins [36] view of sustainable development efforts within developing countries
which would involve technology transfer as its main phase of change which mainly
involves changes in the field and not in the top level of planning and management.
Potential criticism of this perspective could stem from the deviation of building
expertise , resulting in dilution of competency as well as subjectivity which introduces
uncertainty within the philosiphical tradition of objectivity and functionality. Molinga
[37] denotes with regards water professionals fear of dilution of expertise in the
progressive change being highlighted for engineers to become more transdiscipliuary,
crossing boundaries in order to solve problems in taking various other roles. However,
Brown [16] asserts through her work on the development of the collective mind, the
need to understand the self among the collective and how individuals contribute. Thus,
with these arguments, liberative pedagogy is seen relevant in broadening the image of
the engineer designer as one who is not limited to technicalities but is in the present as
emerging in their learning as part of the collective response towards sustainability in
society.
4. Conclusion
Thus, with linking liberatory pedagogy to design and sustainable development
has been a constructionists approach in the critical way for engineering education. This
paper was written to be an eye opener of educational approaches within the critical
pathways focusing on student experience of learning. As education have become a
foremost proponent targeted with regards to sustainable development and building of
our future, the engineer as the technical expert is limiting of an image in a rather
complex platform requiring the play of their role.
Within this paper, liberatory pedagogy has been discussed in its use and its
particular relevance to the engineering field based on efforts by educational pedagogues
exploring opportunities to include them within engineering education. In light of this,
the potential use of liberatory pedagogy was discussed within design education with
arguments provided for challenging of the mainstream design education. Student
narrative was used to discuss the context of delivering these approaches and its useful
relevance in building the capacity of he engineer more than technical expert but in
reflexive of their emerging social and cultural role when learning with others.
Potential criticism of taking such perspectives for design education was also
discussed with iteration of the pedagogy as that which emancipates and not that limits
the identity of the engineer.
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